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April 18, 1945 

Professor Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Pauls 

Thanks for letting me know about the reprints, and I 
appreciate being on your list for a supply. In order 
to conserve your supply as mich as possible, I think 100 
would do for my purposes. I appreciate being on the 
list at all. 

We had @ nice note from Carolyn, and appreciated hearing 
from her. 

I have just received Albert Gastrow's report. The 
spring survival is 93, which is pretty low. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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December 29, 1944 eet Maly 7, 

Honorable Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It is perfectly satisfactory to retain the 

Prairie du Sac Journals in your office. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

We eG er 
Supt. o me Management 

WFG: AB ;
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Deseader 22, 1944 | 

Professor Paul Errington 
Towa State College 
Department of Zoology and Sntomology 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul; 

I am much pleased to hear that the paper will come out so soon, and I will be 
grateful for any reprints that you can spare. j 

Alice has checked the Prairie du Sac Journals, and they are all hore. Yes, | 
I agree with you that your office or mine is a safer place than the Conservation 
Deparément. I will put the Journals in regular library boxes and keep them here 
subject to call by yourself or the Department, and I am sending a copy | 
of this to Bill Grimmer to make sure such dispostion is agreeable to him. 

That's good’ news that you are getting new insight into the mokrat | 
disease. I have been thinking about it a lot ever since your Goose Lake | 
mimeograph Came out, espedally now that Wisconsin faces the »roblem of 
regulating trapping on state-owned areas like Horicon Marsh. 

Yee, I, too had reconputed the rate of gain at Prairie du Sane, and noticed 
that the additional coveys cause the figure for this year to alien mach ] 
more Glosely with those of other years. As you know, I am not yet 
persuaded that your “phases” are not an overerefinement, out that doesn't 
matter as long as we are gaining new insight. 

With best Christmas wishes to yourself and your family, j 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold i 
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY December 19, 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of December le and accompanying copies 

of the Ward correspondence and the letter to Grimmer. Except for 

the latter, the enclosures are being returned to you, together 

with a copy of my letter to Mr. Ward, of which I am also sending 

a copy to Dean Fred. 

I do not recali what decision was once reached as to the 

official repository for the @ld Prairie du Sac journals, but have 

the feeling that I was so designated. However, I have no great 

urge to have the originals if I have reliable duplicates, and 

would yield my position in this respect if there were a good 

reason for so doing. At any rate, I feel that the most valuable 

copies of especially the old stuff should be either in your 

possession or mine rather than in the files of the Conservation 

Commission. 

By the way, in your letter to Grimmer of May 29, you do (AL thyu 

not list the journals for the 1952-35 winters, nor for that of gu fuu ww 

a whereas, in actuality, I sent you the material for all A.) 

winters up to the most recent ones. Everything was included in 

the one package. : 

I am most interested to learn that Gastrow has found two : 

more coveys totalling forty birds. These added to the first figure 

of two hundred six give two hundred forty-six, or a total of two 

hundred seventy-six bobwhites and pheasants combined. From the 

spring density of one hundred thirty-four birds (one hundred twenty- 

four bobwhites and ten pheasant) the rate of the summer gain for the 

combined population is one hundred six percent, whigh places it 

right about on the line of the curve for phase it.(n 1940: we got 

a rate of gain of one hundred eight percent from a combined spring 

population of one hundred thirty-six.) The Prairie du Sac birds 

continuing to be rather definitely in phase II, the present winter 

might afford another opportunity to learn something about the 

mechanics of this phase if the weather doesn't bring about severe 

emergency losses. What about a program of winter feeding as an 

experiment to offset the fall plowing and to cut down the emergency 

variable so that we can learn more about phase effects?



Professor Aldo Leopold -2- December 19, 1944 

So far as I know, the Prairie du Sac paper will be published 
in the January number of Ecological Monographs, although as yet I 
haven't received proof. In his note acknowledging receipt of the 
MS, Pearse again referred to the January number, so I doubt that 
there will be any great delay. The Experiment Station is ordering 
over a thousand reprints, from which I am sure that I can send you a 

reasonable quantity. 

The muskrat disease is doing more things than ever, and we 
are making progress on it. Among other points of interest, we have 
succeeded in transmitting the disease experimentally to a captive 
via infected water. It still looks like a virus and is almost cer- 
tainly not due to any of the common bacterial groups such as the 
Salmonellas or Pasteurellas. 

Sincerely yours, 

Pit 

Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE/hhm 
Enc.



December 19, 1944 

Mr. Justus ¢. Ward 
Office of Scientific Research and Development 
1530 P Street, N. We 
Washington 25, D. CG. 

Dear Mr. Ward: 

Your letter of December 1 to Dean Pred of the University 

of Wisconsin has been forwarded to me together with a copy of 

Profesecr Leopold's letter to you of December 12. T an, therefore, 

sending you under separate cover two copies each of a number of 

publications based to a greater or leas extent upon data cbhtained 

in studies of Wisconsin predators and prey. 

This shipment consists of very incomplete series of publi- 

cations, for my own supplies of most of my reprints of earlier 

date are down to file copies. Many of these earlier publications 

are either rather cbsolete or summarized fairly well in more recent 

papers of monographic scope, however, and it may not be necessary 

for you to have them on hand in originally printed form. Most of 

the titles are listed in the various bibliographies in the reprints 

or bulletins that are being sent to you. i 

In eddition, I may refer you to another long paper that is 

scheduled for publication in the January, 1945, number of Ecological 

Monographs, "Some contributions of a fifteen-year local study of 

the northern bobwhite to a knowledge of population phenomena.” I 

will be glad to send you reprints when they become available. 

A manuscript on "Predation pressures in vertebrate populations" 

is in preparation for the Quarterly Review of Blology, but I cannot 

predict when the paper will be in print. The manuscript will re- 

quire most of a year or so for completion, after which I expect that 

publication will be reasonably prompt, though probably in two or 

more instalments. 
Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 

ccs pean Fred Research Associate Professor 
rofessor Leopold
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42h University Farm Place 
Bedison 5, Wisconsin 
December 12, 1944 

Dr. Justus C. Nard 
Office of Scientific Research and Development 

1530 P Street, N. W. 

Washington, 25, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Ward: 

Most of the work of this Department on predator aad rodent 

eontrel has been published by Professor Poul Yrrington of 

Towa State College, end he presumbly will give you the 

necessary references to his publications. 

In addition, I am sending you two copies oach of the 

following which deal with wolves and pheasant predators 

respectivelys 

Leopold, Aldo. Deer irruptions. Wisconsin Conservation 

Bulletin, vol. VEE, no. 8, Aug. 1943, 
Ppe ieli. 

Leopold, Aldo, Theodore M. Sperry, Wililem $. Feoney, and 

John A, Gatenhusen. Population Turnover 
on & Wisconsin pheasant refuge. Jour, 
Wildlife Management, vol. 7, no. 4, Oct. 1943, 

pps 383-394. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aqdo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Dean Fred 

a



ae OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

Wak OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 7715 
sities 1530 P STREET NW. : To 

WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 5 DEC 1944 
OMse of Dean 
doy ot tos joulbare 

December 1, 1944 

- Dr. E. B. Fred J 7 
Wisconsin Experiment Station ve 
Madison 6, Wisconsin f 

Dear Dr. Fred: 

* Efforts are being made to accumulate all 
data on rodent and predatory animal control for consoli- 
dation in a newly organized Information Center at the 
National Academy of Sciences in Washington. 

Would you please send two copies of 
each bulletin, leaflet or other form of publication available 
for distribution from your station. Should you have reprints 
of articles dealing with control which appear in outside 
publication under the authorship of members of your staff, 
copies of such papers would be appreciated. In case you 
have valuable literature in the "out of print" category, 
would you please give us a list of the articles, so that we 
can make arrangements to have them duplicated. 

This series of requests involves con- 
siderable effort on your part, but I am confident your co- 
operation will be wholehearted because of the value of this 
project. : 

Very truly yours, 

; JUSTUS C. WARD 
Special Advisor 
Rodent Control 

- dOW/er Subcommittee
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- September 5, 1944 

Professor Paul lL. Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa ‘ 

Dear Paul: 

Cyril has spent 4 days on the MS. and I have spent 2, We here attempt to give 

you what we can. Jo order of importance is implied in the arrangement of our 

comments. 

General 

The paper is superior in "tone" to any so far. It is nowhere dogmatic. 

It is superior as a piece of writing. It is unetered. simpler than previous 

ones, and flows smoothly (with local exceptions). 

It is entirely satisfactory in respect of the use of Kabat's and Hanson's data. 

It seems to us, for reasons given later, to impute to the data a precision they do 

not (in our opinion) possess, but this is partly offset by the admittedly speculative 
nature of your deductions. 

fhe last half contains much new material. We do not purport to pass on all of this : 

without further study. 

The summary is inadequate ae a picture of the work. The title is awkward and takes 

in too much territory. 

Precision of the Basic Date. 

Kabat has just finished a complete overhaul of Gastrow's Journal, including your 

annual comments and notes, for the post=-1935 period. This overhaul raises in our 

minds the following questions, which pertain to the precision which may (in our 

opinion) be imputed to the data. 

ig Bates of Pelt conus, Weather, plus the vagaries incident to financing, and the 
laxity of supervision on my part, caused a large year-to-year variation in the date 

on which the fall census was begun, how long it was under way, and when it was 

“added up". Quail were of course dying and perhaps moving the while. You will 

doudtless agree that any attempt to correct for this variable would be unwise, but 

4t introduces an error which might be larger than some of the distinctions subsequently 

drawn on rates of mortality and gain. 

fhus in 1942-43 and 1943-44 the census began in October and was completed earlier 

than in most years of the 1936-1941 period. If it had begun in November, as in 

earlier years, the census might have been 510 % lower. Conversely, the 192930, 

1932=33, ani 1936-37 censuses began mech too late to show any possible early season 

losses.



P. L Errington 

September 5, 1944 
pe 2 

2. reece Unless you had correspondence with Gastrow which is 
not in our records, t! ournal, during certain years, does not sustain some of the 

counts which we have both been using. In short, there is a percentage of surmise 

in any "footing up" of coveys, including our ows, and this is probably larger during 

the years 1936-1981 when neither of us was on the ground. This dedatable "margin" 
might be larger than some of the distinctions subsequently drawn. 

Kabat's sheet, attached, indicates that this debatable margin would affect sunner 
gain per cent during 4 years, and in one year (1937) it would double the gain. 

3. ee HE There are at least three debatable points which 
enter ‘erent years in ‘erent combinations: 

(a) In some years, as 1937-38, there was no projection of pre-emergency loss 
rates through residual post-emergency periods, We can't make out what 

your rule was on this. 

(>) Some emergency weather clearly described in the journal seems to have been 
overlooked (as in 1940-41 and 1941-42). 

(c) There remain the differences of interpretation already discussed. 

The net effect yiclds the following comparison for years in which we differ: i 

Year PLE Kabat Mg 
19-17 To 

1936-37 38 bay 
1937~38 8% 17% 

1938=39 166 30% 

1940-41 4g WG or less 

1gui-he us ws 

Neither Kabat nor I imply that we have the same skill as you do in applying your 

criteria, wut I think it is fair to say that you lack Kabat's familiarity with recent 

conditions on the area. 

Kabat's supporting argument, insofar as it can be briefly stated, is attached. 

This MS goes mach further than any previous one in admitting that classification j 
of losses ts for most years not an objective process, but an exercise of judgment on 
which good men will disagree. I think your paper would gain by asserting this 
explicitly, and by allowing lesser weight to doubtful years. Some years are, of course, 
80 clear that no difference of judgment is possible. 

4, Phone) 23 LP During the period 1939-1943 Art Boehmer released on his farm, 

in August o year, 30-80 pheasants raised by the local sporteman's club. This 

might invalidate all of the summer gain data on pheasants. In addition, as you know, 

we do not regard Albert's pre-1942 pheasant counts as valid, especially those on 

spring survival.



P. L. Brrington 
September 5, 1944 
p- 3 

Discussion (by AL) 

It is, of course, impossible for me to estimate, without repeating all your analyses, 

the degree to which these questions affect the structure of your argument. My guess 

is that they cast doubt on the validity of your finer distinctions, such as three or 

four "phases" of depression, and I can't see how mathematical formlae can be spun 

from such inherently debatable data. 

I suggest « section on possible errors just ahead of your summry. This would enable 

you to comment on how errors might SPE the chain of logic. You already 

cover in part where they might arise in the first instance. d 

I am much impressed by the possible linkage between depressed gains and depressed 

thresholds. You had mentioned this point before, but never developed it in a way I 

could grasp. I suspect there are still simpler clearer ways to develop it, but regard- 

less of treatment, I regard the point as well worth making, even though you have to 

emphasize still further the debatability of the data. 

Your treatment of King's data seems to me an extension of the "clockwise" progression 

in gains which I once proposed and you rejected. It seems to me to omit one point I 

made at that time, which seems to me still valid: that the reason for the progression 

of depressed gains in grouse, as distinguished from their random occurrence in quail, 

is that the latter are subject to weather mortality, and the former are not. 

-Y think that you are not very magnanimous toward those who have dealt with cycles in terns 

of gross population. You certainly have added ,. new way to look at cycles, and I 

predict it will have great value, but the fact that something went haywire with many 

species about 1936 and about 1927 has been common knowledge for years. There is an 

inference, perhaps unintentional, that you discovered the fact. What you discovered 

is @ new way to interpret the fact. You have also added some new species to the 

list. 

I doubt the validity of all prairie chicken data for all small areas like Faville 

Grove and Hunt City. ‘The combined population graphs are valid because chickens 

might depress other species, but the separate gain and loss graphs for chickens 

(as in Fig. 7) should either be omitted or more positively dismissed as probably 

meaningless. (See p. 44). , 

oe 

Shouldering aside all detail, it ie my opinion that this paper can be the best 

thing you have done if you can persuade yourself to go jist a little further in 

seeing its weaknesses, in discarding the shakiest parts, and in pointing out the 

doubts elsewhere, and in avoiding over-fine distinctions. If I were you, I'd spend 

another month pruning it down. 

Best regards, i 

i Aldo Leopold 

P.S. Some running notes, mostly editorial, are attached. MS returned. 

(yped from A.L.'s handwritten letter and mailed during his absence to avoid delay. ) 

LY orecerern lotheichecd-} plce AL a hens ung meetin Crit typed ) plee MY 5-



Rates of Summer Gain as Calculated by Kabat, 
: and Reasons for Departure from the Originals ; 

— Yor. Seria = Seis 
Density —— 4nFerGent Density 

‘who 1936 100% m0 The only way in which it would be possible to get the original 

. 1h5 PLE 107 PLE totel on fall density of 145 would be to include a census 

: count of 5 birds mde on Dec. 9. Albert Gastrow called this 

emall unit the Golf Groun’ covey. It was never flushed again. 

{wo other coveys ranging in tis vicinity wers not foun!.on 

thie date. It is highly probable that the 5 birds belonged 

: to one of these coveys. . 

= 1937 2 25 The fall density for this year was 158. The only possible 

3 PLE PLE 4S PLE wey to get an approximetion of tho originsl figure of 1631s - 

: te include a census of what A. Gastrow thought was the Bongard (2) 

covey of 8 birds. This group was never flushed, tutiite tracks 

were seen just once on Dec. 27. It is very probable that these 

were made by another covey lorated in this area. ; 

fhe cricinal spring count for this year was 45, my figure 

is 25. To got 45 one mst include the Grieber and EB, Bochner 
coveys. The forwer was flushed for the last time on Jan. 21, 

ana the latter on Feb. & Neither covey could be found on 

Feb. 25. 

148 1938 ©6280 39 The difference in fall density between my figure and the 

138 PLE 25% PLE 39 PLE original can be attributed only to an error in either mine or 

the originel caleulations. Careful tabulations of A. Gastrow's 

census counts by me resulted in the figure of 148. 

286 isso |= 126 133 My figure for the summer gain is based on a fall total of 

273 105 PLE 133 PLE 288 rather than 273 as in the original. Hotes,on which 
esleulations were made in the original, failed to include the 

Pulvemacher covey of 15 quail.



Kabat's and Errington’s figures on non-emergency 
losses, and Kabat's reasons for his interpretations 
for the following winters. 

Winter Non-emergency losses Repsons 

pe 
1936-37 31% 10-17% A. Gastrow reported bad weather on Jan, 7. Drastic 

losses occurred in practically every covey shortly 
after thie dete. Only two coveys suffered any 
appreciable los® prior to the advent of bad weather. 
And one of these might have been shot at, according 
to Gastrow, The latter figure in column threo 
represents preeemergoncy losses which inelude the 
covey that was reported as being shot at. 

1937+38 8% 30% Unfavorable weather did not eccur until the latter 
half of January. Losses to midewinter tallied 
we 00 $3 qual on amas Tae In order to get a figure 
gimilar to BSrrington's it would be necessary to 

designate the time prior to Dec, 11 as the pre= 
emergency period. If this were the ease, in 
Errington's figures, there would then be a complete 
lack of projection of non-emergency losses for the 

period that constitutes the majority of the winter. 

1936+39 164 30% A. Gastrow's Journal together with the Madison 
weather report indicate that losses due to adverse 
‘Limatic conditions must have been at a minigun. 
Gastrow's only mention of bad woather was a 
blizzard on Mar. 18. However, the census before and 

after thie date showed that no quail disappeared 

; at this time, Thereforé, all of the winter lose would 

ve Glagsed es non-emergency. 

1gho-ka hee 34% or 1 regard my quail figure of 34 as very conservative 
leso bdecause 36 quail, or 144 of the total in the area, 

disappeared imaediately after the Dec, sleet storm 

Gastrow alse states that the fencerows were snowed in 
all winter. Knowing the area as it ic at present 
makes me realize that several coveys (8. of 60, 
Pulvemacher, and Sehoolhousd among others) were 
destitute of any form of cover. Sudden decreases 
in the sige of other coveye which occurred several 
times also indicated emergency losses. The lig 
difference in Column two an’ three ineluded only 
the losges sustained by the S. of 60, Pulvemacher, 
and Thompson coveys. 

iguiehe Me 3g or Because 52 quail representing 20% of the winter loss 
less occurred shortly after a severe blizzard on Jan. 2, 

I would place the a losses at no less than 

20%. Gastrow's Jou the Modison Weather Bureau 
show that more snow fell in 1941-42 than in the 
average winter. 

The interpretation of the causes of winter losses in the winters of 1942-43 and eS 
Pohewhh hans henn Adammanad amawtanater, (949-74 Aone bean Lis rece d povetrceecet, .) A}
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f Gung {phe . 

Professor Faul L. Errington 
Iowa Stato College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Pauls 

I am much pleased toknow that the MS. is done, and I 
assure you that both Cyril Kabat and myself will do 
our best to go over it carefully and give you all the 
help we can. Cyril still plans to join the Navy in 
September, but if the MS. reaches us within the next 
week or two, there will be time encugh for him to go 
over it. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopola 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence 
to avoid delay) 

ae :



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY August 16 ‘ 1944 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

This is to let you know that I am now completing 
the typist's copy of the P. du S. manuscript and hope 
to send you a copy within a couple of weeks. 

The typed job will probably exceed 100 pages, as 
there are 188 pages.of my long-hand plus 23 mainly 
full-page figures. 

Will you pass this information on to Kabat in the 
event that he will still be in any. position to read the 
manuscript? My understanding is that he will be called 
into the Army in September. 

Sincerely yours, 

pe 

Paul Le Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: ITH



COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 6 , 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION felhi~ | 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

July 3, 19h) 

Dear Aldo; 

A rainy day has me in the office for a change, and am trying to 
catch up with my correspondence a bite And the rain is a Godsend, 

for the corn crop has about been destroyed locally by drought,and 

the heat has been very great. Gardens have largely been destroyed 

by the dry weather. I got out pretty well,as I have no row crops 

to speak of, amd the tung oil will stand more dry weather than 

most anything else if well and heavily mulched,or clean cultivated 
or closely mowed. But I planted 500 pounds of Crotolaria as a cover 

erop,which was cut well over half by the drought before it could 

get established. So our troubles are just the reverse of yours.And 

it will mean a reduced quail crop of course wherever drought was 

severeeCotton and peanuts fine,however, as both are dry weather 
Cropse 

Enjoyed your good letter of June 22nd,and just today got the 

copy of your letter to Hoyes. I fully agree with your ideas on 

( this, and the more I think of the matter the more I object to 

changes suggested.While I have been unable to express myself 

satisfactorily in answer to Hoye's letters,you hit the nail on the 
head all around in yours. ; 

Your quail seem to behave very much at Prairie du Sac as ours 

do here, only far wandering appears more usual there as is to be 

expected. Here quail reared away from suitable winter range also | 

wander, and ocassionally for many miles. This seems whooly a random | 

novement, and our experiments here indicate total lack of "homing 

instinct".your populations appear to be in between ours and these of 

the high plains of western Oklahoma,though not enough work has been 

Mi done on the latter to make their behavior very clear. And prehaps 

the "pioneering" minority is greater in a cold country,where 
populations are frequently wiped out,than in a warm country where | 

; this seldom happens.This wandering tendency could vary in degree, 

without any fundamental differences in habits ;my guess is that 

this 1s the caseeWish I could keep in closed touch with the quail 

work up there. Surely sorry to hear you are getting so short on . 

graduaté students, but this is to be expected, considering the uy 

age class of your helpers. Hope our boys will soon finish their job » 

and come back to use Sonny is still in England;or was up to the S . 

20th of June. Expect his outfit will soon cross the Channel now thate’ 

Cherbourg has been taken;believe a large port essential to the haa 

landing of Armored Divisions. Anyhow, the Boy sent his locker home ; 

some time ago, which indicates a move in the offing.Was glad to 

hear of the doings of your boys.Here is hoping they all return 

much the richer for their experiencese 

«a No, I did not get? a copy of Hochbaun's "Canvasback" book, which 

PEM must be a fine piece of work from the revfews. Hope the work can be 

q\ continued at Delta. I wish you were here,you could get the 

first daylight song of many species without getting ous of bed(the 

mockers singing during the night hours might prove confus ng}e



Ms 2, 

You are following a very interesting line of study, and will be 
| interested in your results. 

I still have the same timber operations going, but production 
| of saw mills has fallen off due to labor troubles. A sawmill 

surely needs fine teamwork for high production, and the crews 
largely of green or unskilled men cannot get out the footage. We 
are only getting out about a half million feet of lumber a month now 
but have seven pulpwood trucks busy getting out pulpwood. Can 
handle all woods operations very comfortably now without extending 

myself, and have some time for tractor work on Sherwood too. This 

is better for me, as surely have been too much on the jump the past 
two years. We are both as well as can be, and hope the same is true 
at your house. By the way, can you get up to the "Shack" week ends 
as you used to? Surely hope so, for I know how much it meant to you 

all. : 

We seem to have a good turkey crop here, and I see them and their 

sign everywhere. Mulched several acres of tung trees heavily with 

vetch in which was some ripe wheat,oats and rye. The turkeys 
have literally torn the mulch piles to pieces for the grain. 
But have seen very few young quail so far, and fear the drought 

has seriously damagep the hatches. 

Wish you could get down here for a visit. Am getting a lot of 
interesting thoughts in connection with the timber work that I 
would like to discuss with you;few of the foresters who come here have 
any ecological ideas or interests I fear. A good long pow-wow 
with you would do me good. Am mighty glad the Komareks are close 
neighbors, as this helps one keep mentally alive. 

With best regards and all good wishes to you and the family, 

Sincerely,
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May 9, 1944 | 

Professor Paul L. Errington 
Towa State College | 
Ames, Iowa | 

; Dear Pauls 

I am mech relieved that the new division of coverage as between 
you and Kabat improves the situation from your point of view. 
You may Yery well be correct that I once had some different 
notion, tut I do not now have any. 

I felt very uncomfortable writing you in what may have seemed a 5 
censorious tone. I certainly agree that it would be bad for 
all concerned if your paper contained anything contradicted 
by last vinter's experience. 

I myself have not seen Kabat's compiled data, mt you my be 
assured that there was no emergency loss. Losses continued all 
winter in some coveys, whereas others “flattened out". Therefore, 
the threshold mst be something less than the survival, unless 
the phenomenal population of foxes could be considered as 
suspending the threshold. 

Albert's Journal arrived on my desk a day or two ago, mt I 
haven't looked at it yet. Your copy will go forward shortly. 
We have found that despite the obvious excellence of Albert's 
work he sometimes omits essential information, especially when 
it repeats so often that he takes it for granted in his own 
minds 145, was met Aten “ cote " pw dehulicne Pe ge le tr a 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

, Aldo Leopold 
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE H 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS ; 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY April i7, 1944 . 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin ath 

Dear Aldo: 

Among other things, I want to ask about the 1943 fall population 
figure for P. du S. In your note of April 12, it is given as 217 
birds, whereas in Kabat's report of February 24 it is 233. It is 
quite important to decide which is valid, as with 233 the recovery 

point falls only a little below the "ideal" curve (which, incident- 
ally, conforms pretty closely to the famous Verhulst-Pearl curve 
except that it flattens out much more at higher adult densities), 
whereas 217 gives a point that lines up with the “off" points of 
1930, 1940, and 1941 - the ones that I have suspected of defining a 
curve of their own. 

I am utterly uninformed as to the nature of Kabat's findings during 
the past winter, but it certainly appears to me that the threshold 
was again depressed to about the same extent as in 1940-41 and 
1941-42, the winters following the last two depressions of summer 
gains. Here, I may state, that, after going into the matter with 
our Professor Brandner, the mathematician who has been fitting 
curves for me, I am practically convinced that the depressed gains 
and thresholds for the two-year period, summer of 1940 through 
winter of 1941-42, were very probably manifestations of the same 
phase and also that the summer of 1942 and following winter - 

severity of the late winter losses notwithstanding - did not repre- 

sent any truly significant departure from the main pattern shown 

py the 1931-36 data. Now if, in the summer of 1945, we get a 

1940-41 type of depression of summer gain and this in turn is fol- 

lowed by a depression of winter threshold of the 1940-42 type, it 

would be at least very interesting, whatever may be reasons therefor. 

In trying to plan my part of the Prairie du Sac contribution, I find 

myself still in a mental deadlock on the question of not only how 

much reference to 1943-44 would be correct to make but also how 

much would be corréct to leave oute I feel very strongly that, in 

a paper that will probably take up 50 printed pages or more ina 

scientific journal, it would be downright unethical to leave the 

reader (or, let us say, the field) unnecessarily up in the air con- 

cerning one of the major subjects (threshold phenomena) being 

In the interests of the 3 
war Effort, we are using 
both sides of the letterhead.



treated. This does not mean that Kabat should in any way whatever 
be deprived of any credit justly due him, either for his work in 
1945-44 or any other time. But after taking the summary of findings 
through 1942-43, I can hardly go ahead and imply that nothing more 
is known if some thing more is known; and it would be nothing less 

; than awkward to state in effect that more is known but that for 
reasons of divided jurisdiction or something like that I can't even 
mention what it is. . 

My suggestion as to a possible way out of this difficulty would be 
for Kabat to prepare for me a brief statement of his 1943-44. 
winter's findings on threshold phenomena, for quoting in my MS if 
and to what extent I felt it was needed to round out the treatment 
in a way that would be consistent with technical respectability. 
He could send this in the form of a dated letter from which direct 
quotation would be made, as is correctly done in scientific writings, 
irrespective of what ideas some people have about quoting only from 

_ "publications" (I am quoting from another letter of. his concerning 
the winter of 1942-43); then the quoted statements could appropriately 
be followed by-a passage suggesting that the reader, for a more ex- 
tended account of the 1943-44 work, consult Kabat's forthcoming 
paper. If Kabat's statement contributes little that isn't already 
apparent from the 1929-45 data, or if the MS for other reasons really 

' didn't need it, it could be left out. I am not at all desirous of 
introducing any more material into the MS if such can well be avoided 
but I want those subjects that fall into what I regard as the natural 
scope of the MS to be as solidly presented as possible. 

And after all, you and Kabat .will have your chance at the MS. In 
the event of continued and irreconcilable differences of opinion 
on factual gnd interpretive matters, we all will probably go our own 
sweet ways on our own responsibility, but I assure you that, in any 
respects concerning credit to Kabat and the extent to which his data 
will‘ be used in my MS, I will let him (or you in his place) have the 
final word. : 

One other thing: In correspondence and conversation, you have re- 

peatedly indicated that our use of the 1942-45 data ruin those data 
for Kabat. I can't see this at all. To my way of thinking, the 
limited reference made to that winter's studies, with due credit 

‘being given to Kabat for his special contributions to the discus- 

sion, leaves the data entirely usable for his thesis. with the 

detailed data still in his possession and for him to publish upon, 

I shouldn't think that a preliminary abstracting of a few high points 

would make any difference; at any rate, this is the sort of thing 

that is regularly done here and very nearly everywhere else that I 

kmow of. Indeed, when I did my own doctorate research at Wisconsin, 

a number of preliminary papers were put out and unpublished findings 

were quoted in various places (including your textbook on game 

management) without detriment to the thesis that I can perceive. 

Pe yours, 

Paul Le Errington, 

Research Associate Professor. 

PLE:FS
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Dear Paul: on : 

The 217 ‘figure is the-correct one. Kabat and Albert: found they “had ‘counted one 
covey in two: localities. . é a CPST. Ve WERE Ee postuere* 

I think you are right in pointing out the need for a more-logieal division of 
function as: between your paper and Kabat's. « < ‘ Sar heads dow de gee Std 

We originally started with the idea that this paper would be the final 
interpretation of Prairie du Sac. This was my error as well as yours. 
Nothing can be final which is still being contimned. 

It seems to me a much more logical approach is this: You discovered the 
existence of threshold and of inversity, and are now reporting on their 
existence, together with such hypotheses as to their nature as you wish to set 

desea USN SEQE: LE BaINBSE 2uOy. COlsisin ead To tedeedw. toda" Femi Tho .e.8 

On the otiéF'fiana f coiitelved, ‘and have delegated’ to’ Kabat, the 1déa that banding 
analysis in ion “with ‘your techniques ‘might, in time,'shéd additional light 
on the nature of the” ma which ‘you have discovered. Kabat will’ report on 
that later? 2% Set SC ee steoig somneey sus tevo Sanson spe rtoy. sud 

Tete wise: Aaa enebercew: Past pine: adept: ted’ ahd fey 

As long as we adhere to the premise that you are giving the final report on the 
nature of inversity and threshold, as well as on their existence, then of course 
you have need of all of Kabat's data, and are in an absurd position as long as 
you don't have it and use it. The answer seems to be to change the premise. 

The details of 1943-44 history are the very essence of Kabat's enterprise, because 
they give him a banding analysis in conjunction with the previous methods of 
analysis. 

I. can't help but think there is a fundamental divergence of view as to what a 
grad student is working for. You speak of leaving the data “entirely usable for 
his thesis". We in Wisconsin never think of theses as anything but an academic 
routine. Certainly your proposed proceture would leave the data entirely 
usable for thesis, but my concern is not thesis at all, but Kabat's ultimate 
publication. 

: I don't want to assume, from a mere paper description, that your proposal would 
invade what to me is Kabat's field. On the other hand, I don't want you to 
assume that I am merely protecting a thesis. Neither can either of us assume 
that Kabat wants to commit himself on all the ramifications of 1943-44 at this time. 
Certainly the 1943-44 threshold was as low as the spring survival, but what this 
means Kabvat might rather say about 1946, 

(over)



Your letter deals mainly with the needs of your paper. My mind deals mainly 
with the human needs involved. Supposing Stoddard had said to Wagner, in 
1931, that he needed your first two years of unpublished data, because without 
them he “Gould not give you a solid publication for future citation. What should 
Wagner have replied? 

I repeat, Paul, what I said to you over the phone: I do not set myself up as 
the sole judge of proprieties. I agree with you that the MS “itself will be ” 
the final criterion, mt I want to make clear in advance from what viewpoint’ 
I will read the MS, 

dust day before yesterday I saw one research administrator break the hearts 
and ‘spirits of four students who had been lined up "end-to-end" on a’ long-time 
project like Prairie du Sac. His action was guided bya desire forthe best ‘ 
possible immediate publication. I wouldn't be in that man's shoes for all the 
papers: “in Christendom. And “I wouldn't give a-niekel for ‘the future prospects 
of his research station. He'll never get another good ‘mn to work for him. 

sab Simtel ey cane pt A Taardy 6 Set: i e 3 

8 5s REPLY on A eR aan ide PRET: DS ROT S r 

P.S. I. just wonder whether I have mistaken your meaning in some way. er 

<o4 go01 remember with. distinct approbation that. you. handled Hammyin. 5 Saath aid 
~ i) fsa, exactly the way that,I hope.to handle my students, Iam... a 
uo geoye Confused dn reconciling this perfectly evident history with 4, | 

: the correspondence over the present question. I wish we could, . , 
talk this out to be sure that we understand each other. 2 
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Dear Paul; ; 
: eR Bee xe y 

I'm glad to hear thet the paper is coming along. 

As to the hiatuses in the report: 

PET eS BATS, 
Fabbits. Albert says definitely there are fewer than last year, but the flushing 
rate says that there are about the same. Kabat has the impression of scarcity, 
bat is unable to reconcile this with the tallies. Perhaps the mild winter left 
more bedded out. There is no doubt that a low prevails in the state: the 
Commission has had to put thumbs down on requests for imports. 

Bed Fox. Albert says hunting and trapping has been just as heavy outside as 
inside, hence there is no more reason for suspecting influx then the opposite. 
Of course the usual qualification attaches to the 45 estimate: the. population 
ranges beyond the area, : 

Quail Seasons: Columbia County was closed toth in 1942 and 1943. However, Dane 
was open 4 days in 1943, and Dane and Sauk 5 days in 1942. ‘here might have been 

é some spillage of queil hunters from these nearby areas, but if there was, Albert 
knows nothing of it. te 

Banding. There was none prior to Kebat's 1942-43 work. : Incidentally #.we've had 
a hard time banding this winter: only 50 odd birds so far. i aes ae eas 

Pellets. Wo work by my group recently, but I possibly gave Rossbeck some about 
two years ago. I'll ask him to write you. Albert and Kabat have been unable to 
find many so far this winter. 

I take it for granted that we are of one mind about matters of priority in 
publication. Since Kabat's report to the Department will doubtless be published, 
at least in the P,-R. Quarterly, before your paper, you are technically free to 
cite it, but it has been my view that ecological deductions beyond 1942-43, and 
banding data including 1942-43, are Kabat's. 

Naturally he and I want you to know what the trend is, s0 that your paper will 
be, insofar as possible, harmonious with his. For this reason we shall contime 
to send you the reports, and we will want your slant on his paper when the time comes. 

My original understanding with Walter Scott was that the census belonged to the 
Department; the ecological deductions to you and me. I have now delegated my share 
of the latter to you. In keeping with the understanding I have provided the : 
Department each year with a summary of the census. This understanding of course 

(OVER)
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE ‘ im 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS ey wer 

AMES, IOWA C4 4 we 

Fast 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY g 

March 4, 194h ' 

Professor Aldo Leopold : “ 
42h) University Farm Place nes 

§ Madison 6, Wisconsin a 

Dear Aldo: oa 

Thank yon for the copy of Kabat's progress report on the P. du S. 
studies, It is very interesting indeed, but there are some questions 
that trouble me. 

Reference is made to a "low population of ... rabbits", then to a 
"flushing rate ... (which) has been the same as a year ago. This does 
not sustain the general impression that rabbits are scarcer this winter 
than a year ago." The statement that rabbits are low would then be 
consistent if the rabbits were low last winter, but the information I 
have before me is that, in 1942-43, the rabbits, while not reaching the 
very high levels of the two previous winters, were still very abundant. 

The red fox population looks remarkable, but I wonder if it can really 
be said that there "were 45 red foxes on the area at the beginning of the 
winter", on the basis of 28 having been killed and 17 remaining? It would 
seem to me that this would to a large extent reflect movement phenomena 
associated with a severe local drain, as we often get in intensive dead- 
trapping operations with many animals. 

Soa Other questions, which I have put down as I worked-on the MS and which 
Ne might as well be asked at this time, here follow: 

Were there open seasons on bobwhites at P. du S. in 1943 or 194h? 5 

Was any banding of bobwhites done at P. du S. before Kabat started 
his program there in 1942 - 43? 

Has anyone (such as Rossbach at Poynette) examined any good series of 
' horned owl pellets from P. du S. in recent years? The last lot I aR eS 

was for 1938 - 39. In this connection, a good series of pellets fo quanter 
would be valuable, in case it isn't clear what the bobwhite losses are due 
to; if the situation is one of general vulnerability, such should be re- 
flected by a high incidence of remains in the horned owl peliets, 

re In the interest of the 
war effort, we are using 
both sides of the letterhead.



Also, I don't have any information on horned owl and red tail nests : 
for 1943, but this can wait until the 1944 data are available. 2 

I am still hammering at the M.S., which is being rewritten almost in 
entirety, with-the worthy if unattainable objective in mind of showing 
the derivation of figures and conclusions as treatment progresses, It is 
going to be longer than ever, though more strictly centered on population 
mechanics of the bobwhite as demonstrated by the evidence at hand. 

Sincerely yours, 

fal 
. Paul L. Errington - 

— gee Sy er ee Research Associate Professor——-— = 

PLEsmk : 

- P.S.. I trust that you noted that the 233% gain from the 1943 spring 
population of 70 falls very close to the "ideal" cruve. 
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Jamary 8, 1944 

Professor Paul L. Errington 
Department of Zoology and Entomology 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: 

I think you had better take over the paper as sole author. You can say, if you wish, 
that I assisted by criticizing the MS, and that Kabat and I will report later on 
whatever comes to light through the present bandings. 

Please understand that I am not sore or resentful over this unavoidable outcome. If 
we could have worked together day by day, we might have gotten together, but the 
subject matter is just too difficult for us to do it in absentia. 

One special reason why I do not feel badly about it is that I can now see that even 
in my last draft I did not fully grasp your present notion of the threshold mechanism. 
One trouble is on p. 21 of your MS. It was never clear to me that you are here 
relegating “tradition” to a minor role, and are postulsting some as yet undefined 
psychological state as constituting the “intolerance” mechanism. I got my present 

notion not from your MS, but from your letter. 

The main reason why I am “signing off" is that I have now become neck-deep in courses 
and couldn't do the MS until June, and then I would like to plunge into my book rather 
than this MS. 

Even if I could revise your MS editorially at this time, we might find ourselves 

unable to agree on the “appearance of precision" to be incorporated in the text. 
I think gour theory of threshold is plausible, ingenious, and the best that can be 

advanced at this time, but I do not consider it proven by the data, and I doubt whether 
it ever will be proven, although the banding ought to shed a little light on a fraction 

of it: at least the tradition component. My advice (if I may offer any after failing 
80 long to grasp the thing myself) is to assert that your theory is not fully 

susceptible of proéf; that you are making certain plausible assumptions, and are 

analyzing the area data to see if they contradict these assumptions (pp. 13-18 your MS). 
This is a different -thing than analyzing the data and deducing an inevitable conclusion. 

I think the theory contains three assumptions: 

1. Threshold is partly “food and cover" and partly an unknown psychological 
state. You no longer limit your concept of this State to "tradition" or the 
dominance of old birds. 

2. “Pood and cover" changes only slowly for large areas, but the psychological 
state may change quickly (year-to-year). Hence threshold may change quickly. 

3. Food and cover sets the upper limit of possible thresholds, but the 
psychological state (intolerance) may depress the actual non-emergency 
survival below what the terrain could carry if the birds were in optimum 
psychological state.



PLL.B 

legals, 
p. 2 

Whether we admit it or not, I think it 1s impossible to interpret the area history, 

as you do on pp. 13-18, without a set of premises in mind. If these are not clearly . 

stated, then the interpretation of the data is likely to appear absurd, even though 

it may not be. 

For example, your interpretations pp. 13-18 presuppose that threshold can change 

quickly. Certainly food and cover on a large area can't change quickly. "“fradition" 

could hardly do so unless some abnormality of sex or age classes occurred simltancously 

in all the territories; this is possible but hardly probable. What, then, is it that 

changes quickly? You don't say until the end of your treatment (p. 21) and then so 
sketehily that I to this day am not eure what you have in mind. 

Meanwhile you have estimated area thresholds in figures that carry, by their lack of 

terminal ciphers, a strong implication of precision, however modified verbally. After 
our exchange of letters about 1942-43, 1 doubt whether your interpretations of the 
various winters are the only possible ones; in some years at least I suspect that rather 

diverse interpretations could be supported. If you said to begin with that you are 

jast vendering the best judgment you can, rather than proving something, the paper 
would be stfengthened. 

It ie quite possible, of course, that I am still “off the track". I know only too 
well how hard it is to catch up with someone who has lived with data for years. On 
the other hand, the very process of living with data makes it hard for you to 
evaluate critically the process by which you arrived st the eni-result. 

As an illustration of the futility of exchanging ideas by US, I cite your rejection 
of Fig. 1 of my MS. I admit that the estimates of reduced capacity (100 quail) are 
inadequately supported in my MS, Actually they are based on exactly the same kind of 
evidence as you use on the bottom of your p. 19, namely coincidence in tine between 
a@isappearance of coveys and loss of cover, only the cover loss in each ease on Fig. 1 
was permanent, whereas you don't say whether your cover was destroyed or only cut off. : 

Incidentally, since Fig. 1 was compiled, additional permanent cover losses have been 
mapped by Kabat. Gastrow is the source of all these datas Kabat took him over the 
area and asked him, fencerow by fencerow, whether any cover had ever been there, and 

‘ ?| whether the then population used it. We got dates on most of the losses. 
0 

You discarded this whole subject, whereas what deserved discarding was only the method 
of presentation. I have no doubt that I have done the same thing to you without being 
aware of it. These data really belong to Kabat, and I suggest they be reserved for 
his later use. 

No doubt you agree that the banding and weight data for 1942-43 also should be 
reserved for Kabat. 

We will contime to send you the current data, and we shall seek your advice when the 

time comes for us to compile them.



PLE. 
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Sorry you have been sick. Estella is down with the flu now but not badly. I've 

eseaped so far. Perhaps I am one of those old birds that persist from year to year. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. When the time comes, please order 100 reprints for me and bill me for them. 

ALsh (ypewritten copy of Mr. Leopold's draft of this letter not read 

over by him) 

co Kabat 

Enclosures: P.l.¥.'s handwritten letter to A.L. of 12-29-43 
P.L.B.'s draft of paper 
A.L.'e draft of paper, 12-13-43
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The 1943 Fall Quail Census at Prairie du Sac 
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Covey Fall Census i 
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December 18, 1943 

Professor Paul L. Eyprington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

Here is a rough draft of a MS. 

I also return your two previous drafts, (your last one, and the one loaned 
me November 23). 

I want to say first of all that this is no finished job. Its sole purpose : 
is to find out whether th’ general approach is acceptable to you, i.e., | 
whether the departures from your MS strike you as worth debating, or | 
whether they are fundamentally at wariance with your views. ) 

As to detail, this rough draft | 

1. Fails to use all the parts of your MS compatible with it, (for 
instance, your page 21). 

2. Still contains some repetitive spots, and som weak spots. 

These details will be easily ironed out, should the general approach be 
acceptable. I will be in Burlington December 22 to 27, and could conceiv- 
ably return via some meeting point, but that may give you too short a time | 
to examine this draft. | 

Departures from your MS | 

The MS tries to make only the following basic changes from your MS: 

1. 2 The paper should either treat of the fauna of the area, or | 
else confine itself to the two aspects of bobwhite. When you re=- | 
jected the pyramids, mouse censuses, etc., you went only halfway. | 
I now try to go all the way. The min deletion is your pages 4 t6 
10. These notes on miscellaneous species have no direct bearing 
on inversity or thresholds. This paper is not a treatise on pre- 
dation, which you have adequately covered already. | 

2. Title This is narrowed down to fit the scope. I'm not married 
to the present wording, mt I think it should be narrowed much | 
more than "A summary of certain studies". It's not really a sum- 
mary except of censuses. Inversity is brand new. 

I have in mind also pretecting you against the "rehash" charge, 
which is unjust but nonetheless had just as well be avoided.



Professor Paul L. Eprington -2- December 18, 1943 

3. we After working more intensely with your MS, I am strengthened 
nm my original belief that it unconsciously falls into the error of 

commentary (as against exposition). ‘This is the natural consequence 
of your being too familiar with the data. If I knew the data better 
than you, I would probably mke thesame error. Being less familiar, 
I can see the error better than you. 

I am strengthened in this diagnosis by the admirable expository 

style which characterizes most of Bulletin 201. My admiration of 
that job goes up and up. 

I assure you, Paul, that this is not s question of scientific vs. 

popular writing. It is a question of discussing with your reader 
date which you have not fully presented (exposed) to him. 

For this reason I have been umble to retain your verbiage in 
many parts of thé MS when I agree wholly with your thought. 

hk, Dyan I am aware of only two departures from the min lines 
0! c¢ in your MS. The first abandons the idea that we can de- 
duce thresholds for every unit and every year after 1935. The 

second says that “tradition” may be a part of the threshold 
mechanism, as against asserting that it wane primary mechanism. 

This change of course implies that thre: ad probably do not change 

suddenly. It also emphasizes the cyclic interpretation of the 

extreme depression years. (My reasons for this change are two: 
the new data on cover losses, and lack of confidence in post-1935 
threshold estimates for individual years or units). 

I will be ready to go along on "tradition" when banding shows that old 

birds do hold over year after year in the territories which show constancy 

in thresholds. This, however, implies that the fall stuffle affects only 

young, 1.6. the brood moves but the parents “stay home", or that the parents 

are oriented and return, while the young are unoriented and disperse. 
Otherwise how can we explain the extremely low year-to-year banding returns 

which I am getting in all areas. 

Mechanics, 

Graphs. I have deferred preparing any revised graphs or tables pending 

Joint decision on the four departures from your MS. An exception is the 

new Table 1 (your table III) called for by (4) above. 

Putting pheasants in Table 1 makes it possible to combine your Tables I and II 

in the new Table 2. 

My reason for — your Fig. 3 is my opinion that there should be one 
graph giving the census, gains, and losses, unencumbered by anything else. 

I am not insistent on any of these proposed changes in graphs.
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pe 3. 

Ramee I tried to simplify your 6 to the present 2. Whether to good 
effect, I leave you to judge. I hate to burden a good paper with 6 

footnotes on page 1. I suppose the paper might survive deapite this 

handicap; I do not insist. 

References. I have added six, part of which have reached print since you 

wrote. I omit 7, but do not insist on these omissions. I may well havé 

omitted some that should be reinstated. | 

I have changed to mumeral references only to relieve the burden on the 

reader's attention. 

ae a I omit these. If you insist, they could go into Table 1 & 2 

S@ freeing the text. I know they are customary, but I would rather not 

imply, as Latin names do, that the whole civilized world is awaiting the | 

appearance of this paper. | 

et The overall length is the same as your MS., but I hope the final 

polishing may reduce the length a little. 

General Comment 

I am aware of my weakness in the treatment of thresholds, which may be 

faulty in detail. My understanding of your methods is improving mt is 

doubtless still insufficient. ‘The only point on which I insist is to avoid : 

any appearance of precision, especially after 1935. lverything else I 

am willing and anxious to debate. 

I no longer feel as discouraged as I did on whether all this labor is 

worthwhile. I think it is, and I think we are getting better with each 

revision. I hope you and Carolyn have a good Christmas. 
! 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

(typewritten copy of this | 
letter not read over by | 

Mr. Leopold) |
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November 19, 1943 

Mr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

In working on the Prairie du Sac paper, I find that I have , 
no copy of your draft of March 11, 1942. 

I need this, not only for references to the text, but because | 
it contains the list of references to which my draft of 
February 18, 1943 refers. My draft lists only an extension 
of your refereaces, hence there ars many which I cannot run 
down. 

If you do not have, or cannot spare the draft as a whole, 
can you have the refereaces typed off for my use? 

I expect to send you shortly a proposed revision of the first | 
part of the paper. This is in conformance with my idea that | 
we should check up with each other rather frequéntly to make 
sure we are not getting off on tangents unsatisfactory to the 

co-author. 

With best regards, 

fj 
Aldo Leopold BI 

P.S. I am pleased to note the favorable reviews of the 
mink bulletin. 

| 

; 

|
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November 19, 1943 

Mr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College ‘ 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

In working on the Prairie du Sac paper, I find that I have ; 
no copy of your draft of March 11, 1942. 

I need this, not only for references to the text, but because 
it contains the list of references to which my draft of 
February 18, 1943 refers. My draft lists only an extension 
of your refereaces, hence there are many which I cannot run 

down. 

If you do not have, or cannot spare the draft as a whole, 
can you have the refereaces typed off for my usa? 

I expect to send you shortly a proposed revision of the first 
part of the paper. This is in conformance with my idea that 
we should cheek up with each other rather frequéntly to make 
sure we are not getting off on tangents unsatisfactory to the 

co-author. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. I am pleased to note the favorable reviews of the 
mink bulletin.
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6 anxth Ase t po p pepe ? 

October 23, 1943 

Professor Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Panl: 

You may be sure that neither Kabat nor myself 

expected you to comment in detail on his materials. : 
We both agree that this could be done only in 

person, and we look forward to an opportunity to do it. 

I am about to give all my time to the proposed 

revision, and doubtless other things will come up 
then, calling for personal discussion. Until I can 

refresh my fiew of the whole situation, I will let 

it go at that. 

Thanks for returning the summaries of the banding 
and predation data. 

: With best rogards, 

Aldo Leopold



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

? 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY October 15, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold Bee: ae 
yo University Farm Place ; 
Madison, “isconsin é ; 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of September 29 and enclosures, including Kabatts 
letter and banding data. 

After studying this material several times, I can appreciate the excel- 
lence of Kabat's data and the reasons for the stands he has taken. He 
certainly does present information I had not otherwise had access to and my 
views are modified to some extent thereby.. But there are still many grounds : 
for question if not outright disagreement in interpretation of the available 
evidence. To make this at all clear by letter, citing analogous situations 
from other years, etc., would take at least a week of time that I simply can- 
not spare; so if the matter can be permitted to "ride! until some conveniently 
distant future occasion when Kabat and I might have a chance to talk over the 
various possibilities and likelihoods, I would be pleased to have it do so. 

The main questions, concerning which important disagreement as to the : 
conclusions drawn from the 1942-43 situation still seems to remain, fall : 
chiefly under the following headings. 

: 3 : = 
_ (1) What constitutes emergency losses. Starvation is generally but 

by no“means always a cause. Very much more can be said on this topic than 
has, been brought out in our correspondence. ‘ 

| ‘ (2) What constitutes evidence of depressed thresholds. I can't follow 

‘Kabat when he reasons that the ability of "small groups to survive emergency 
weather hints at depressed thresholds"; and think I could quote many examples 
to the contrary. ; 

o (3) The significance of variations in loss rates from predation shown” | 
. by covey histories, week by week. : 

(4) Starvation phenomena, per se, including survival chances of birds 3 
recognizably weak at any time, distribution of starving and full weight birds oe 

in a given territory, etc. , ; BS 

(5) Significance of disturbance by foxes and predation by horned owls. : 

I will admit that I never saw evidence of fox activities about quail roosts. : q 

In the interests of 
National Defense we 

: ' are using both sides 

of the letterheadn :



quite as. pronounced.as that Kabat describes, but the field data from Ames, 
_ winter of 1934-35, furnish a pretty fair comparison. It'may be that we may 

have to look upon foxes as something of a special case among predators on 
occasion, not because of any "physical" formidability but because of the 

rather remarkable things that they now and then learn to do —— note the pre- 
liminary account of specialized and highly effective predation upon young 
muskrats in Research Bulletin 320, pages 859, 821-442. i 

(6) How much the P du S$ loss in 1942-43 actually (or probably) repre- 
sents predation and how much of the predation that did occur was incidental 

or emergency-—conditioned or was a true manifestation of depressed thresholds. 

One point I do want to clarify: .my reference to the Pulvermagéher data 
being “in a mess" meant no reflection upon Gastrow. My notes were «sent to 
you along with Gestrowts journals, so I don't know for sure what occasioned 
this comment, but it probably only meant that the data, precise as they were 

sa for the dates given, still_afforded* little insight as“to whatswas: hannening,<0) 5 os 

Were there not, for example, unexplained fluctuations or irregularities in 
this and neighboring coveys? 

My feeling is that a patently non-emergency winter in 1943-44 would iS 
help us as much as anything in judging depression of thresholds, but, even 
if we are lucky in that respect, such won't help us in the present MS -- unless 
we are still working on it by the erid of the winter. Probably the best pro- 
cedure would be to point out in the MS that we haven't anything definite on 
the status of the area's thresholds after the winter of 1941-42; that the data 
for 1942-43 are in many ways too complex and obscured by variables and un- 
knowns for us to appraise in the light of present knowledge. This would, of 
course, call for retraction of certain statements in my last version of the 

MS, but I am not only willing but anxious to have these deleted, anyway. 

Sincérely yours, 

[avr? : 
Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

<p a Seeaed eR : sats ee 
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REMAINS FOUND DURING 1942=)3 

Covey Feather Spots Carcass Remains not identi- 
fied in Gastrow's 
Journal, but attrib- 

. ‘ uted by him to pred- 
ators. 

Grieber z 0 oo 

E. Boehmer 0 1 Cooper's hawk 0 
: kill 

Golf Course, Nos. 1&2 rf 0 0 

Welch's 0 0 3 

Kohlman's 5 2 in roost, Feb. 19, 3 1 cat kill 0 
on top of unmelted 1 horned owl 
crusted snow Kill, Jan. 20 

Gravel Pit 1 1 dead in roost O 
hen, Dec. 3 

J, Kehl 0 oO 0 

Bongard 0 0 0 

S. of 60, #1 3 2 found on fresh snow O 0 
on Feb. 23, only 7 
days after a horned 
owl visited this covey 

S. of 60, #2 2 0 0 

Pulvemacher 0 2 Horned owl 2 

kills, Jan. 1 

Blasted Log 4 2 found on fresh snow 3 1 feathers & 1 Just called kill 
Feb. 15 bones in roost. 

Flesh decayed. 
2 horned owl 
kills Jan.22. 

N. of 60-Boor's 0 0 0 

Northeast 0 0 1 

W. Schoolhouse 0 0 0 

¥. Schoolhouse 3 0 0 

S, Schoolhouse #1 0 0 0 

S. Schoolhouse #2 0 0 7 Size of covey 
Jan. 14, Roath kill 

= a _ 2¢Count by observer 
(over) 21 10 14 
So



Total Remains 4g 

Summary of Remains ; 

2 Weather, starvation, or accident, 

7 Road kill, according to observer 

36 «©6Agtributed to predators; 1-Cooper's hawk victim 
5~-Horned owl victims 

3 Trap losses 

4S Total loss. j



Index of Prairie du Sac Bebwhite Quail Banding 

Banding Order Prairie du Sac of Bobwhite Quail 1942-43 

Band No. Covey Date 
Banded 

1. 1347 Pulvemacher 2/13 
2. 1348 e 2 
3. 1349 Blasted Log 2/18 
4. 1350 Pulvemacher 2/13 
5. 1351 " " 

6. 1352 TT " 

73.1555 Blasted Log 2/18 
8. 1354 m ¥ 
9. 2955 . ¥ ; 

10. 1356 " i 
ll. ¥557 “ " 
12. 1358 2 * 
13. £359 2/25 
14..1360 * x 
156.1361 " * 
16... 1362 ~ # 
LT. 1363 S-.0f 60. 2 2/26 
18. 1364 . 3/11 
29. 1365 " "W 

20... 1566 s " 
2h 1567 u " 

22. 1368 " " 
23. 1369 " " 

24. 1370 . " 

25. E371 * " 
26.1972 % 8 
are: 15t> Kohlman 11 
28. 1374 " 34 
29. 1575 . - 
304.1376 y " 
JL 6 LOCT " . 
22-1378 Gravel Pit 3/22 
550: 1579 Pulvemacher 3.13 
34..1380 e " 
55= 1981 Kohlman % 
36.1382 Pulvemacher " 
Bf +4583 x 3419 
$0. 1304 S * 
50% 1385 " " 

40.. 1386 N-Schoolh'se " 
416.1387 bad " : 

42. .1388 * * 
43, 1389 t w 

44. 1390 e? ” 
RBs V5SL Golf Ground 3/23 
46. 1392 _ ™ 

AT. 1393 N.Schoolh'se " 
48. 1394 Kohlman 3/24 
49. 1395 m . 
50. 1396 " t 

Sis 1397 " nw 

52. 1398 Gravel Pit "



Census,Age and Sex Ratios of Bobwhite Quail at Prairie du Sac 
in March(1942-43 Winter). 

Covey Census Mar. 31, Sex and Age Ratio- (By trapping).. 
Cocks Hens 

Pulvemacher Young old Young old 
LL 6 x 4 ZL 

Blasted Log 22 8 3 + i. 

Kohlman 18 6 1 A 0 

S..of 60 #1. 10 6 1 4 0 

N. Schoolh'se 6 1 4 oO 

Gravel Pit 2 1 - = - 

Golf Ground 6 Bt a az z 
or Welch Barn 

Thompson 5 - - a3 

S. Of 60 #2 5 = = = 2 

Totals we 29 5 19 a 

= The cock-hen Ratio of the Trapped Quail 
TOES), COCKBsn cc ccs's sce 

By trapping 

Total henSeccevecsecesral 
By trapping 

Total Trapped......55 
Percent of Cocks 

of total trapped 
QO psa aan. s sacs oe COE 

Percent of Hens of 
total trapped quail..38 

Sex Ratio of Some of the Untrapped Residue 
Cocks Hens Sex Unidentified 

Thompson Covey 2 £ 
S..ef 60 2# 1 i a 
Golf Ground or a > i 

Welch Barn 

5 2 5 

Sex Ratio of Trapped and Observed Bobwhite “uail 

Percent 
COCKS. ccccccccccese ce 039 62 

MenGs ie 6 50540 055 605 eek 38



Pulvemacher Covey-Banding and Census Results 1942-43 

Newly Banded 

Date No. Band Sex Weight Age Class by-. 
Covert Primary Bursal Remarks 

2f13 Le USAT Cc -21a.5- -% ¥ 2.5 Crops full on all 
Worn dates... Condition 

" 2. i348 C if6e4..<F ¢ La good. 

» 5. FSHe Bo -7rges1  ¥ : 3 Te) Trap victim. 
x 

" 4. 1350 H 198.5: -y r 3 

ne S, 155i H 200.6 ¥ ¥ 4.0 

" Ge 1552 C CCI =f Worn 2.5 

3/1 7. 1389 ¢ 182.8 0 0 Gis 

* 8. 1380 H 199.0 0O Worn Cis 

” oS. 1382 C 189.3 Y ¥ 2.0 

3/aS° 10. - 1383 C ac9.5 ¥ WORN 4.5 Deepest bursa... 

a Eis. 1384 tLe ey i 20 

" 2a 1588 C 20666 ¥ x 3-5 
Entire Yovey trapped aged and banded. 

Covey Size Ge Age Group 

Mar. 31. Cocks Hens 

Young old Young ola 

§ ahs 6 ZL 4 x 

Repeats 
Date No. Band Sex 

3/1 1. 1952 a. ..295.0 7 W 2.0 Condition good.. All 

3/13 er Te C. Gie --¥ Ww 2.0 birds agile and 

. Fe 1550 MA W994 YY Y 1.5 strong «. 
= 4. 1352 C 198.5 ¥ WwW 2.0 

3/19 . 5. - 1347 ¢ 209.6 ¥ W 2.0 
= 6. 1350 H 180.8 ¥ ¥ 1.5 

q Tas Sey EH .183s4 ¥ W 2.0 
- 8. 1352 c 195.6 X W 5 
. 9. 1379 © 180.2. 9 W Oke 
2 10. 1380 H 197.6 0 W Cl. 

e Lie-« 13562 H 188.7 ~¥ WwW 2.0



: Ns. Schoolhouse Covey-Banding and Census “esults 1942-43 

Newly Banded Bobwhite Quail 
Date Noe. Band Sex Weight Age Class by-.- 

Coverts Primary Bursa Remarks 

te is 1586 BST x x 0.5 Cup but open bursa 
in all quail in this 

ae. 1587 H 189.7 Y i 10 covey- Opening definite. 
s Crops only about half 

: Be 3565.  M - .288.6 Y ¥ 0.5 full. 

js 4... 1389 Cc 186.1 ¥ WwW 120 

e Se 1300 EB ~ 193.4 ¥ x Tad) 

eee OF age Uso =O o C1. 

ie Repeats 
3/23 dec. 2386-19558) x x¥ 1.0 

as Covey Summary Mar.. 31. 
Covey gize Noe Banded Age Group 

Cocks Hens 
Young old Young ola 

6 6 z 1 4 

Gravel Pit Covey-Banding and Census Results 1942-43 

Newly Banded 

2/22 tay 2TE  LE AG . + 1.5 CGondition good. 
Crop full. 

2/24 a. 13598: M -161.7 xy Y 2.0 Crop half full. 

Covey Summary 
Covey Size No. Banded Age Group 

Cocks Hens 
Young Ona Young ond 

2 Q.. ~ - 

Golf Ground or Welch's Barn Coveys-Banding and Census 
Results 1942-43. 

3/23 Re SSN = Gs Pee ¥s 2.5. Crops very full. 

£ 2a Oe Bo S84 Xe W. 226 . * e ; 

Covey Summary 

Covey “ize WNo..Banded Age Group 
Cocks Hens 

Young old Young old 
6 2 = a



S-.of 60 Covey-Banding and Census Results 1942-43 

Newly Banded “obwhite Quail 

Date Noe. Band Sex Weight Age Class by 
Coverts Primary Bursa Remarks 

2/26 1. 1363 ¢ 180.0 ¥ Ww 2.  Grops all quite full. 

$12 Sas 156k x W 2.0 

" 3. 1365 6 168.4. .% ¥ 125 

" a. 1966s -° 1882 - x x 3.0 

. Be BOY it 187.8 X x 1.5 

£ 6. 1368.6 iD Giles. Ww ela 

" feo 1969 ¢/ 160.6 .¥ Y 1:25 

o Be. 13570 -¢ 196.5 x 1.5 

" o> 1572. 2 196.7 °Y Ww 2.0 

e 10,.. “1372 183.35 0 Ww eo. 

a. 11. -BaHH GC 1a 7 325 trap victim. Crushed by 
rabbit in trap with it. 

Repeat 
3/11 a. 13565. 8 L766" ¥ W Busi) 

Govey Summary Mar.. 31. 

Covey ize No. Banded Age Group 
Cocks Hens 

Young ola Young ola 

10 10 7 1 4 0



Kohlman Covey-Banding and Census Results 1942-43 

Newly Bande@ Bobwhite Quail. 

Date No. Band Sex Weight Age Class by-+. 
Covert Primary Bursal Kemarks 

3/11 1+ .1373 206.1 = = Led Crops quite full. 
: Covey always very actigse 

2s 1374 F75.0 x x 3.5 when flushed. 

: S--1ss °C ee x + 260 

‘ W.1376 -C 185.7 ° ¥ Ww 2.0 

. 5. ee oy 17284 x Y 155 

. Bo ERM G Oe ea Y 2.5  *utopsied.. Fat bodies 
resent. Conditi da. 

eso) Tease gee gy W 255 . eee eee 

a/2h ~ 8s-:1394 M 187.7 Y Y 2.0 

si Or 15956 180.0 = 00 O Gl. 

* 10-.1396 C@ 186.8 y¥ W 1.5 

" db 1307 eo 6185.8 Y W Lo 

Repeats 

we Ne OS GY x 1.5 
. 2. 1374 H 169.0 x = 3.0 

Wee een 186.8 ¥ 1.0 
7 Ae 1378 NH 472.1 = = 3,0 

4 hel C2 25.2 ¥ W 2.0 
- Oe 0576 .C - 19263 ¥ W 2.0 
: feast © 274.8 Y W 1.5 
" 8. 1381 C 180.0 ¥ Ww 2.5 i 

3/24 9. 13578. 6 178-0 > W 260 

Covey Pummary Mar. 31. 
Age Groups 

Covey “ize No.Banded Cocks Hens 
; Young ola voung ola 

18 a 6 2, 4 0 

General Notes. 
Mar..11. Second warm day following a snow storm.. 

Mar. 20. Snowing hard. Temperature mild, but not melting. 

Mar. 24..Warm and bright sun. *ourth and fifth day after snow. 

, ’



Blasted Log-Banding and Census Results 1942-43 

Newly Banded 

Date No. Band Sex Weight Age Class by-. 
Covert Primary Pursal Remarks 

Oe 1s 1549. CG --181,8 Y Y 3.0 Crops @1l quite full.. 

ue 2s. 1355 C 187.0 ¥ x 2.0 

. 3. 1954. & 179-6 0 W GL. 

. a. dee 188.0 Y wW 1.5 

" 6. 1556 —e- 19048 Y W = Couldn't measare bursa 
put sighted opening. 

: Ge SOY 6 195.4 Y = 3.2 

oy fe. 25a 6. 1930 Y ¥ 168 

2/25 8- 1359 © 192.7 Y Ww 2.5 Feathers a litle wet 
from melting snow; in 

" Oe) 1960. 78-0 0 W Gl. Condition good. De 

* 206. 2562 H 180.0 Y z: 2.0 

" Liles Sagee c 198.4 + W 2.5 

< Covey Summary Mar.. 31. 

Govey “ize Wo. Banded Age Groups 
Cocks Hens 

Young ola Young ola 

Lin IN 8 - 1 i 

Repeats.. 

Date 

2/25 page 1354 H 183.0 0 Ww. Cl. Condition good. ss 

# Bs 1355 Cc 189.0 + W 1.5 Birds took off rater 

" 3. 1357 C167 <6 Y W 2.0 slowly after release. 
However the untrapped 

birds near by flushed 

a ra .ialy and in strong 

: 
flight.



a i} : 

Yuu) 
Pre-emergency and Winter Loss 1942-43 

4 

Covey Highest Lowest Final Pre-energency Tot 
Pre-emergency Pre-Emergency Winter Loss Winte 

a Census Census Census Los, 

Date No. Date No Date No. No. Noe 

Grieber* 

8-Boehmer Nov.6 17 Dec.23 12 Marsi9 Of 5 17 
Thompson Oct-21 14 in ST  Mar.31 3 7 11 
—e Dec. 8 16 Jane 4 9 Mar.31 6 7 10 _ 1. 
hi MN #2s Nv.19 | 12 Dec.25 O SMar.31 Welch Barn Nov.8— 21 " =: *. * * oe 
Kohliman's Nov. 2 29 Dec.28 24 Mar.31 18 5 ae 

Gravel Pit Oct.29 28 Dec.28 17 Mar.3l1 2 pane 26 

JeKehl*® _ . 

ongard Novel3 20 Déece-5 O Mitre3l 0 
S. of 60 #1. Oct-31 15 Dec.21 23 Mar.31 10 12 43 S- of 60 #2. Oct-23 21 Dec.23 21 MAr<3l 3 

ulvemacher Oct.26 25 Jane 1 18 WMars31 11 ¥ 14 

> Seof Baar's Oct-31 16 Jane 1. 8 Mar.3l O 8 16 

aang eas Octe.1 15 Dece19 8 Marse3l 0 - Re 1. 
; : . Novell 12 Dec.39 8 . 0 9 37 #2. : 

Ne. s Oct.29 18 Jan.°6 20 Mar.3l1 6° & 42 

“We " Nov.e28 16 Vanes.  mar.32 0 2 16 
Northeast Oote2l 18 Dec.30 9 Mar.31 O 9 18 

Blasted log _Oct. 26 36 sasied1 32 Mer. 31 ae 5 a Tota : a 249 iO 2 

Total percent loss. 79% 
Pre-emergency percentage loss. 29 
Pre-emergency percentage égs 40 

of the total percent loss. 18 Ll
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September 29, 1943 

Professor Panl L, Errin:ton 
Towa gtate College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

Here is Cyril Kabat's meme on the 194243 covey history at 
Prairie du Sac, and also certain tables summarizing the results 
of his banding work. 

These tables are from our permanent files, and in order to avoid 
the labor of re-copying them, I would appreciate their return when 
you are through with them, 

Cyril wrote the memo nights at odd times, which will explain its 
rough form, I have not attempted any editing, nor any injection 
of my ow views, 

I have called Cyril's attention to the fact that he probably should 
not have shown’ Albert your coment on the Pulvermacher covey, 
However, this is water over the dem, and I don't think Albert is 
seriously disturbed about it. 

If these materials in any way modify your views to an extent that 
I ghould know about before undertaking the revision, please let 
me imow briefly, 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Alde Leopold 

P, &. I will send you ina few days a graph of pheasant and 
quail populations on territory 29 for the period 
1929°1943,
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ae September 17, 1943 

Professor Paul L. Errington 
Towa State College 

Ames, Iowa ; 

Dear Paul: 

I am somewhat encouraged by your letter of September 14. 
While there are still differences of view, these seem to 

shrink whenvver we get down to a real exchange of ideas, 
and I am hopeful if we exchange long and hard enough that 
their proportions may no longer be formidable. I will proceed 
with a revision, retaining, I think, the greater part of your 
draft, but with some possible shuffling of contents, if 
T can persuade myself that clarity is thus enhanced. 

Your suggestion that we omit hypotheses altogether interests 
me. I can't go with you quite all the way because our main 
justification in publishing at this time is to put the 
questions raised before other investigators, and most of 
them will hardly realize what these questions are unless 
we at least ask them. Perhaps the best definition of my 
attitude is that we should ask, but not answer, them. 

I hope to get around to this within the next couple of 
weeks. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. Thanks for the extra mink bulletins.



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY September 14 » 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold ; : 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, 6, Wisconsin : 

Dear Aldo: : ; : 

I am very sorry to learn of your trouble with sciatica. Miss Harper - 
wrote me some time ago that you were laid up, so I knéw that it was not 
through neglect that I hadn't heard from you previously concerning the present 

é status of our manuscript. 

Since receipt of your letter of September 4, I have reread my latest 

‘ version and considered it, statement by statement, in the light of your ob- 

jections. I will comment on the latter in the order in which they are pre- 

“ sented in your letter. 

In my opinion, the examples you give of the shortcomings of Gastrow's 

journals should not detract a great deal from the journal's value, for the 

purposes for which I have used it. They are indeed of the sort that I have 

always recognized and made allowance for. What we really require from Gastrow's 

notes for analytical purposes in the present manuscript are: (1) accurate 

census figures (which, on the whole, we have certainly gotten), (2) information 

on such significant matters as coveys leaving the area (which looks mainly 

satisfactory) and (3) some basis for dissociating emergency-type losses. 

Whether or not we have the latter is obviously the question that most troubles 

; you. 

| Iwill say that I never judge emergency mortality on the basis of such 

flimsy evidence as "remains" alone, which’ term may man any sort of mortality 

and certainly, by itself, conveys no inference of starvation. In general, my 

computations of emergency losses are based upon covey records, in which 

references, often repeated, to starving or weak birds are made, and in general, 

your fears to the contrary, the evidence of coveys starving or suffering severe 

emergency losses has been pretty clear except for 1942-43. I here rely mainly 

on Gastrowts ability to recognize weak birds or to tell when a covey is starv- 

_ ing, and he certainly should be able to do this, with the vast experience that 

he has had. In some cases, good survival up to the middle of the winter fol- 

: lowed by sweeping losses during or after a weather crisis was considered evi- 

dence of emergency mortality, especially if the apparent counterparts were 

closely observed on the Iowa areas. 

The matter of Gastrow's omitting reference to foxes on each day that 

"In the interests of National 

: Defense we are using both 

sides of the letterhead!
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he saw them is really inconsequential. Everyone, myself included, knew that 
the foxes were active in the area all the time anyway. And so far as the corn 
shocks are concerned, while he doesn't make a summary of the situation 
characteristic for the year, he does refer frequently to the food situation 
in covey ranges -- sometimes mentioning the excellence of the food supply in 
the same covey. ranges that he does weak birds! 

If "those small points are enough to introduce frequent errors into 
Yabsenteet deductions", they are enough to introduce errors into deductions 

made on the ground. The significant thing is that-they do not constitute 
key" evidence, hence do not bear much analytical burden, whether they, repre- ; 

sent weakness or strength. ; 

The last two paragraphs on the first page of your letter seem contra- 
dictory to me. You state that you realize that I sensed the baffling nature 

», sof the,1942-43 evidence, yet you. contend that if the errors crept into the 
1942-43 deductions, they could also_have crept (presumably in similar or at 
least serious degree) into the other years since I ceased checking the area 
in person. In admitting these shortcomings, I would say that they doubtless 
exist for all of the years of the study, my early ones as well as those dur- 
ing.which. I spent an occasional week with Gastrow in the field. This, however, 
does not cause me to lose confidence in the over-all picture presented by the . 
data; for whatever it may mean to you, I consider the data for 1942-43 ‘by far 
the nearest to being hopelessly complex and unrevealing; next to 1942-43, 
those for 1936-37 present as many unanswered questions as any; the data for 
the other years have their deficiencies but on the whole they permit one to 

pick one's way, step by step, with fair satisfaction. 

Table 3 and accompanying discussion were prepared chiefly for the sake 

of comprehensiveness and because of one important fact that they brought out: 

That data on thresholds are usually more valid when derived from larger than 

from smaller: land units. I am.perfectly willing to leave this out in deference 

.to your wishes, but I do not concede that my calculations as to numbers of 

quail. that,probably would have survived under nonemergency conditions are 

seriously faulty except possibly for 1942-43, as indicated by question marks; 
if I could trace out the evidence with Kabat and yourself personally over a 

period of a week or two, I.am sure that, you would be satisfied, but such of 

course is not.at.all feasible. One possible alternative might be to leave 

the table in and,make it plain that. it represented my calculations and my ex- 

elusive responsibility. , 5 ; : 

Res The second. sentence of, the second paragraph on page 2 of your letter 

exemplifies what.has seemed to be our basic Gisagreement all along: Physical 

ile on facts, such.as covey counts and weather, can be very badly misconstrued with 

reference, to- threshold phenomena. Unless, emergency, losses in particular are 

dissociated. from the census, data, conclusions as to threshold values may be 

: misleading in the extreme. This is one of. the most important things of. all 

to remember relative to thresholds... ca : , 

Covey history diagrams, as Hanson's, tell’no more than the same informa— 

tion on covey declines given in words; and, when an assumption is made that the
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losses occurring within a certain time span coincident with a period of bad 
weather are emergency losses, the resulting chances for error are very mach 
greater than would be expected from the kind of analyses of covey histories 
that I have always made; in 1941-42, a winter of obviously depressed threshold 
with evidence of severe predation losses occurring both before and after the 

storm period, the losses during the storm period are ascribed solely to weather, 
which simply isn't reasonable. Why should we not expect a substantial preda- 
tion loss during the storm period, as well? My method of following covey 
histories I would say is infinitely more precise than this, though I am 

: hundreds of miles from the area and have only Gastrow's notes with their 
recognized limitations to go by. 

I agree wholly with your third paragraph on page 2, except for the im- 
plied emphasis on our present accounting for facts. It may not have been clear, 
but in my last draft I tried to cut out explanations to the barest minimum; 
I am willing to go still farther in this respet, retaining only those explana- 
tions that satisfy us both, unless, of course, you are willing for me to sug- 
gest explanations strictly on my own stated responsibility. 

As to the fourth paragraph, rather than having separate sectims on 
hypotheses and facts, I would favor leaving out all hypothesis. There still 
seems to be some disagreement between us, however, as to what is hypothetical 
and what is established as factual. 

I do not agree with you all the way in your fifth paragraph < page 2) 
example of how hypothesis gets mixed up with facts. There seems to me little 
room for question that the thresholds were low for 1936-37 (this is the least 
certain case) and 1940-42. There is no doubt whatever that the gains for the 
preceding summers did fall below the "ideal" curve, as they also did in 1930, 
which did not precede a winter with a greatly lowered threshold. In the sum- 
mary, I used "connection", which I think a poorly chosen word, but otherwise I 
don't see that I assume a linkage that considering the actual evidence is not : 
justified by the word "association". But I emphatically do not link "sub- 

standard gains and extra large winter losses" -- here again you lump gross 

losses, emergency and nonemergency alike, in 4 way that is utterly fatal to 

understanding of thresholds. i 

The discussion of internal versus external properties that follows in 

the same paragraph is itself characterized by assumptions (especially concern— 

ing the significance of movements of birds), which I don't feel are necessary 

if at all valid. To go into this in any detail would be too wearisome and 

probably unprofitable to attempt by letter; you are within your rights, never- 

theless, to object to what you don't like, and I will be glad to consider what- 

ever version would satisfy you. Before dropping this, I might suggest for your 

consideration (not to be incorporated in the US) that any factor that would 

tend to increase irritability. or intraspecific intolerance of higher vertebrates 

on a regional scale could account for the "cyclic" depressions of summer gains 

and winter thresholds in the populations with which I have worked; and the pos- 

sibility of cosmic "master" influence still enjoys some favor in modern thought 

(witness Elton'ts reference to astronomical processes on page 230 of his vole 

book). Nor,,I may point out, would the operation of cosmic influence during 

eyclic depressions be at all dnconsistent with the concept of, and evidence for, 

local traditions elsewhere advanced. _ 

I have a set of Albrecht's reprints and am also rather familiar with
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related literature but do not believe that soil differences Peete an 
answer to questions of threshold changes. Furthermore, I believe that the 
known properties of thresholds rule out any such hypothesis completely. 
Our continued disagreement on this is just another reason for attempting 
to eliminate all possible hypothesis from the manuscript. 

My feeling is that it would not be desirable to attempt to discuss 
the Schorger data in our MS. Schorger certainly has nothing to contribute 
on depressed gains, which after all constitute the crux of our discussion; 
he doubtless has data showing a long series of gross fluctuations, but if 
we embark on this sort of thing we get into endless ramifications and grief. 
One of the main incidental purposes of our paper is to suggest that students 
of cycles pay more attention to low breeding rates that are neither density- 
depressed nor emergency—depressed and to place less emphasis upon the already 

: much overemphagized gross fluctuations. By the way, Elton and Nicholson, in 
_ their recent paper on muskrat fluctuations, have unwittingly provided 

another choice example of how misleading gross fluctuations may be ina 
species subject to severe emergency depression. They conclude that the musk- 
rat shows a strongly marked cycle, which they tie up with weather, and which 
they state coincides with the ten-year "game cycle", though preceding it in 
phase. They are certainly right in their inference that weather may pro- 
foundly influence population densities of this animal, but, to my way of 
thinking, they confuse emergency losses with cyclic depression. The Iowa 
data (which should be as precise for a large series of local areas as any that 
exist) show high years and low years and much irregularity due particularly 
to local drought situations; if we confined our attention to the gross fluctu- 
ations, we might conclude almost anything as to presence, absence, or chrono- 
logy of cycles in midwestern muskrats, but, after dissociating the known 
variables as well as we can, we find that one common denominator still exists, 
namely, depressed rates of increase that can be associated neither with 
density nor drought in 1936 and to a lesser extent in 1937, just as we find 
depressed rates of increase of north-central gallinaceous birds and lagomorphs 
in those same years. Here, then, is added evidence of a generally operative 
depressive mechanism during the low years of the cycle, a mechanism that seems 
far more truly manifested by peculiarly depressed gains than by gross fluctua- 
tions, Which: latter fluctuations in fact may give a downright misleading impres- 

sion of cyclic phase. . 

In brief, I am not the least bit enthusiastic about tackling more than 
we already have in this joint effort; if we can get the "bugs" out of what is 
now down in the last revision, I think we will have done a great plenty, and 
my feeling is that this can best be done through cutting rather than through 
amplification. It now occurs to me that one weakness in my own drafts has re- 
sulted from efforts to prevent the reader from being mislead by apparent trends 
of numerical data into conclusions that I pretty well know to be erroneous; to 
insure against this, I have possibly made some statements that appear unsup- 
ported or incompletely supported em_imcompletety—suppested by the deta presented 

in the MS itself. Therein, I think lies what should be our main objective, to 
get the actual data into the literature, to inform the reader of their signifi- 
canee so far we are sure of our ground, and to try to prevent him from seeing 
things that are not or not likely to be in the data. © 

We are doubtless still much in disagreement concerning a number of things 
and we will most likely remain so, but this disagreement, whatever its un- 
fortunate and trying aspects, has from my standpoint been valuable. Although
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I must flatly say that I can't see that your thesis of environmental linkage 
with changes in thresholds is at all tenable in the light of known facts and 
that to date not a single objection that I recognize as valid has been ad- 

_vanced against my intolerangg concept, your criticisms really did force me 
to reexamine the data from "scratch" and more critically than I think I ever 
did before, with the result that I have had to reverse a number of previous 
conclusions. I confess that I had completely overlooked the evidence of heavy 
nonemergency losses in the data for 1936-37 and 1940-41, and the idea of a 
drastically, if temporarily lowered, winter threshold had simply never come 
to my mind until you referred to the phenomenon in one of your drafts. 

Let us then try once more to hatch out a mutually acceptable draft. My 
suggestion would be to retain most of my last one, in scope, organization, and 

as much of the wording as is clear and sound, centering our attention in re- 
vision of the parts to which you take exception. These would seem to be 
chiefly at the top of page 12, the second half of page 18, table 3, all or 
most of pages 19-20, the first half of paze 21, possibly the middle of page 22 
and the bottom of page 31 and top of 32; also the passage on connection between 
winter thresholds and summer gains in the middle of page 32 (would substitution 
of the more exact "association" for "connection" be acceptable to you?). With 

the controversial statements either eliminated or modified (or attributed to 
me, alone), the end product should retain most of the actual data yet little that 
could be challenged by anyone who would be satisfied by the groundwork established 

by the literature. 

Sincerely yours, 

fA 
Research Associate Professor 

Pp
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a September 4, 1943 

Professor Paul L. Errington 
Department of Zoology and Entomology 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I've been down with a sciatic leg for nearly a month, hence the delay. 

During that month Kabat has been: 

(1) Checking his own diary against Albert's. 
(2) Going over all the old diaries for a covey by covey survival 

history since 1929. 
(3) Diagramming the 1942-43 covey history as Hanson did in 1941-42, and 

getting the weight history of each covey insofar as obtainable from 

banding records. 
(4) Checking up on the exact location and history of pheasant populations, 

80 we can be sure just what coveys could, or could not, have been 
subjected to competition. I think we are confused on this. 

These data will reach you as soon as typed. Meanwhile it is clear to me 
that, except for census, Albert's journal can't be relied upon to give all 
the essential specifications all the time. This is no reflection on Albert. 
He simply lacks the technical man's practice in specifying conditions in 
words. Thus he repeatedly says "remains" (leaving the inference of a starved 
quail) when he means a pile of fresh feathers on top of new snows. He 
mentions fox tracks and fox flushes on only one third of the days these 
were actually seen by him and Kabat. (I suppose the daily repetition of 
fox visits to many coveys became monotonous, and seemed no longer worthy of 
mention.) He omitted general but important characteristics of the year, 
such as the nearly universal prevalence of corn shocks due to early snow 
and unfrozen soil. 

These small points are enough'to introduce frequent errors into “absentee” 
deductions, even by one as familiar with the area as you are. 

If such errors crept into 1942-43 deductions, I think they may have crept 
into all the other years since you ceased checking up the area in person. 
This, as I recall, was 1935-36. 

I fully realize that you sensed the baffling nature of the 1942-43 evidence. 
I by no means imply that either Kabat or I know the cause and nature of 
1942-43 losses. I am saying that I have lost confidence in deductions 
(after 1936) based solely on Journal evidence. The third horizontal column 
in Table 3 "secure except for emergencies" is an example.



Prof. Paul L. Errington 
September 4, 1943 
Page 2 

I am not saying there are no instances in which such deductions can be 
made. I am saying they can't be counted on often enough to fill ot a 
table, 

Since Bulletin 201 already detaile this method of analysis up to 1935=36, and 

if it can't be relied upon after, why should this paper use it at all? 
Why not limit ourselves to other kinds of evidence based on physical facts 

which can't be misconstrued, such as covey counts, weather records, etc. 
Covey history diagrams, such as the one Hanson made, certainly tell something. 
You discarded this method, as, of course, I am now discarding your method 
after 1936, 

It seems to me, Paul, that we have two new and important facts to present; 
inversity, and whatever may come out of threshold. We are under no obligation 
to explein either one. The time to explain them is not now, but after Yo 

years of banding and age records. Here we are sweating blood about accounting 
for these facts, when our main business is to report these facts. 

I suggest that we segregate facts from hypotheses in two different sections 
of this report. This is the only way to make clear what is fact, and what 
is hypothesis. I aim this sentence at my former manuscript, as well as at 
yours. 

Let me give you an example of how hypothesis ‘sneaks in", and gets mixed with 
facts, when both are treated on the same page. Your manuscript proceeds 
on the hypothesis thet substandard gains and extra large winter losses are 
linked. They could be linked only if both are internal, i.e. a property of 
the population, rather than external, i.e. a property of the environment. 
If they are internal, they could change from year to year; if external they 
could not change so rapidly. Your whole treatment of threshold assumes that 
rapid changes are possible, yet at its source, this is hypothetical. We 
don't even know that the breeding stock which registers a substandard gain 
was drawn from coveys suffering an extra large loss. Part of the breeders may 
conceivably have come from outside the area and suffered no loss. (Our 
banding continues to pile up evidence that the year-to-year movement of 
vobwhite is greater than that of pheasant.) 

Another example of how hypothesis “sneaks in" is our assumption that because 
we can't see many changes in "food and cover" since 1929, that no great changes 
in environmental carrying Capacity could have occurred, Meanwhile Albrecht's 
(Missouri) papers indicate that soil fertility changes may affect the welfare 
of animals profoundly, without any visible change in “food and cover". 
This, of course, would be a slow change, but it can't be left out of account 
in the hypothetical section of the paper. If you haven't seen the Albrecht 
papers, I will loan you my set. Our best soils men here take them seriously. 

Another reason for revising at least parts of your MS is that Schorger's 

historical paper on Wisconsin quail will get into print before this does,



Prof. Paul L. Errington 
September 4, 1943 
Page 3 

and we can't afford to ignore it, especially in the hypothetical discussion : 
of possible cycles. We can get access to it. The recent ups and downs ought, 
at least, to be compared with Schorger's history of ups and downs which goes 
back to the 1840's, Maybe some periodicity, or correlation with physical 
events, would show up. 

I am not, in this letter, discussing our disagreement about the "clockwise 
behavior" of grouse and hares becauge I think it can be cleared up, provided 
we Can see eye-to-eye on most of the changes thet are mentioned here. 

If the changes here mentioned sound as if they might be acceptable, I will 
attempt a new version incorpérating them, but there will be parts I don't 
want (or am not able) to write. We'll have to throw the thing back and forth 
during actual construction. 

If these changes are not acceptable, then I again urge you to assume sole 
authorship. Waturally all of Kabat's new analyses will be at your disposal 
in either event. I will return the MS if you decide to take over, 

It was neglectful in me not to acknowledge safe arrival of the original 
notes and journals, Your 1943 notes are being added to the others. 

Thanks for the Allee reprint, I read it very attentively. I have heard him 
speak on this subject, and heartily approve of his effort. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. I've just started reading the mink-mskrat bulletin. I didn't know 
you were so far along with this; I'm glad of course that it's out.
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ka IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY duly 26, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of July 12 concerning the last draft of the Prairie du Sac 
MS and will reply to your comments in the order that they were made. yet or 

z 
Of all the winter data we have for P. du S., I considered those for 1942-43 ey 

the least conclusive (you have noted the question marks) but finally decided that Challenge 
some meaning could be extracted from them. In my opinion, the evidence on the whole (Arrds 
points overwhelmingly to severe emergency and emergency-linked losses rather than he 
to predation upon sound birds exposed by a depressed threshold, and, unless convinc- ]y ao 
ing evidence to the contrary exists, of which I am not aware, I see-no reason for 2 

modifying the statements made on the second half of- page 18 of the MS. 

Let us now attempt to caleulate possible nonemergency survival figures (which 
are by no means always the same as threshold values, notably during years of under- 
population), covey by covey. Gastrow's notes were sent to Scott, but I have before 

me my own history sheets of the different coveys, with an occasional pertinent quota- 

tion from the original record. 

: Despite some fluctuation, known mortality of one bird, and ranging with Golf 

Ground birds, the Welch covey maintained its numbers pretty close to 20 birds from 

léBe October through December, and this figure was used to indicate possible non- | 

emergency survival. 

One of the neighboring Golf Ground coveys was reported (Dec. 14) to have been 

feeding on poison ivy, a suspicious omen in itself, and a covey of 6 had joined the x 

Welch covey by Christmas. Throughout January, a covey of 9 birds maintained itself 

without loss; in February and March it fluctuated at a low level. Gastrow's state- 

ment that the 9 were "somewhat weak" on January 20 is a good indication that these 

birds were hungry, and use of 9 as a nonemergency figure is plenty conservative. y 

On Dec. 21, Gastrow records 14 weak birds at Renter's or the gravel pit, which, 

despite his reference of Dec. 28 to corn shocks, bespeaks emergency. On Dec. 3, he yf 

also had found a bird dead on a roost; by Jan. 27, he reported that & or 9 were living 

part time at Sugar Loaf where they had been fed by Yngstal; by mid-February they were 

down to 4, then maintained themselves at 3 during biarch. The question in my mind is 

"In the interests of National 

Defense we are using both 3 

sides of the letterhead"
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not whether an emergency existed (for human feeding is often ineffectual, and it is 
nothing new for coveys to starve in the vicinity of corn shocks when the corn is 
hard to get or the birds don't know enough to get it) but how many could have been 

expected to winter had there been no emergency. The latter cannot on the basis of 
the present evidence be satisfactorily answered, so I took the figure of 16 for 
Jan. ‘,” which date the severest weather crisis had just begun) as the best bet. 

e Kehl covey, after the usual type of early season loss (2 of 13 from mid- 

October to mid-November), numbered 10 birds by Nov. 25, about the time the first 

] bad weather came. They lost another bird and then ended up at Bongards, where they 

survived at least through January. Nine birds would therefore be a minimum figure 
for nonemergency survival. 

The Bongard covey of 21 locked well situated in November (same count on 

Nove 13 and 25), but obviously didn't find things to its liking after the snow came, 

or 1¢ birds would not have moved into the range of the south 60 covey by Dec. 5. By 
Jan. 1, 15 birds seemed on the way back home but never got there. The history of 

the South 60 covey suggests a high degree of early security, with late October, 

November, and early December censuses showing two coveys totalling 33 or 34 birds. 

The invasion by the Bongard birds probably resulted in a threshold being exceeded, 

as the group that they had joined was reduced to 15 from 29 in a couple of weeks. 

On the other hand (if I have kept the coveys straight), the main South 60 covey of 

24 lost only one bird by Dec. 21, and the covey of 15 had lost no more birds between uu 

Dec. 21 and Jan. 1, which is some evidence of fair security for 38 birds -- the figure LL 

taken ok DORSUR ESOT MATER For the Bongard area it is harder to try to judge 

what fight have been, but considering the lack of recorded loss in November, it would 

seem not beyond reason that the 1¢ birds that left for South 60 would have gotten 

along reasonably well had they stayed where they were under favorable living condi- 

tions; hence this figure, in the absence of anything better, is taken as the non- 

emergency survival for that group. the Sect, $06 Me Tee Sle emeee ie ait dived = b- 

at Bongard!s without further loss during most of December and January is proof that 

the Bongard range wasn't completely uninhabitable, but the main covey would not have 

left if it had been satisfied with what it had after the snow came. The severe re- 

duction of the Bongard-South 60 combined coveys in January and early February is not 

specifically accounted for, but Gastrow!s reference of Jan. 22 to 8-foot snow drifts 

is reminiscent of 1935-36. 

The Kohlman coveys totalled between 27 and 29 birds in November and early L 

December; then around 24 maintained themselves until about the middle of January; 

from late January on, there was evidence of ingress, readjustments, and predation 

much as occurred in response to massing in habitable territories in 1934-35. A non- 

emergency survival figure of 24 would seem to me a good guess. 

The early censuses for the Schoolhouse coveys are 4 mess, varying from 31 

to 43 during December. I took the 34 bird census from Jan. 6 as the nonemergency 

figure; at this level certainly there was no acute vulnerability to predation, and 

the period of very bad weather had just begun. In January, a small covey, which <F 

was described as being too cold to fly, was reported to have been crushed by a car 

as it roosted in the road. The near-disappearance of the local coveys between the 

middle of January and the first of February shows none of the earmrks of important 

predation and, considering the é-foot drifts mentioned Jan. 22 and the bad storms 

of Jan. 4 and 20, I would say that we have grounds for thinking in terms of an
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emergency, corn shocks or note 

SY The Pulvermacher data are similarly in a mess, but the main covey seemed fairly 

¢ oer smaller coveys that could possibly have survived a nonemergency winter, which gives oO 

total of 26./ After the hard part of the winter was over, there was little additional 

loss. 

The blasted log coveys fluctuated between around 33 and around 36 a | from 

late October to Jan. 1, and still had 31 birds by Jan. 11, Reference to "lots of soy- 4 

beans and corn" of Jan. 11 surely doesn't indicate a foodless habitat, and I confess 

that I don't know what happened in late winter, but the population was much too secure a 

before the January storm period to indicate birds in excess of threshold levels. ® 

Natural questions are, of course, were all those soybeans and corn really available » 

and did one of the coveys merely move off the area, as has so often happened here in e 

Aft previous_years?—Foxes and horned owls are mentioned, but a drop from 18 to 11 between { 

“Feb. & and 15 and a loss of only one more bird up to March 16 doesn't look like preda- 

tion to me. At any rate, I took 34, the census of Jan. 1, as the nonemergency figure : 

and doubt that it is far off. 

The Northeast data are quite unsatisfactory, and I hold no brief for my non- 

emergency survival figure of 9 except that at this level the population seemed fairly 

stable. Between Dec. 16 and Dec. 30, the covey had been reduced from 16 to 9 but 

\ between Dec. 30 and Jan. 11, despite the storm of Jan. 4, only one bird was lost. Corn 

shocks were reported still present on Jan. 11, but my impression is that Gastrow didn't 4 X 

get over to the area much during the rest of the winter. : 

The Greiber data are flimsy, indeed, and my nonemergency survival figure is only KY 

the count of 12 birds living just off the area and given in A.L.'s letter to Scott of 

December 17. My reasoning was that the birds were not well off, or they wouldn't have 

come back to the main area on Jan. 9 and stayed there in dwindling numbers until late 

My February. Not having watched this covey the past winter, I don't claim to know just 

\ what happened, but so many times I have seen such half-starved, ‘small groups of birds 

pecking at sumacs, acorns, corn in manure, etc., sitting coldly around and dying one 

at a time on roosts or getting picked up by predators, that it is not hard for me to 

visualize possible sequences. I wouldn't defend the nonemergency figure of 12 too 

literally but, if it is a bit high, I may say that I think some of my others are a bit oy 

low, so the errors in this respect ought to offset each other. : & 

: The nonemergency survival figure of 16 for the Juniper covey is another shaky 

one and is based upon the number that seemed to get along well during November and the 

first half of December. Then, between Dec. 10 and 23 there was a loss of 4 and there- \g 

after the record is one of continued diminution. A parallel situation is indicated by 

the data from the neighboring Thompson covey, with 11 being the number that seemed ® = 

reasonably secure during November and the first half of December and the figure taken \ NY 

for nonemergency survival. On Dec. 23, Gastrow mentions corn at both places, and the i 

sharpest decline took place in mid-December, before the severest storms. ~ - 

Adding the above-listed nonemergency survival figures, we get 276, with a W 

probability that survival as in a winter as open as 1930-31 or 1932-35 would have ¥; 

been still higher. 
7 

~ 

Here at Ames, I worked on the quail areas just enough to keep in touch with XN és 

the situation. By Thanksgiving, the ground was covered with several inches of snow é 

that lasted for weeks, then more snow accumulated, with the ground only briefly ex- ‘
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posed before February, despite relative mildness (in terms of temperature) of the 
weather. The food situation did not look especially critical, for a great many soy- 
bean fields were left unpicked, but a large number of individual coveys were showing 
effects of hunger in December, some quite early in the month. Despite the unspectacu- 
lar nature of the losses observed, covey after covey betrayed the "fluttery" flight 
characteristic of weak birds and slowly shrunk during the three th period when 
snow covered the ground and minimum temperatures seldom avend ere abet below 
zero but often dropped down there. When I first learned of the heavy losses at P. du S., 
I felt that was entirely in-keeping with what I had been seeing at Ames and I admit 
that I was astonished to learn that there was any question of the P. du S. losses being 
due mainly to winter emergencies. I recognize the weakness of my position in challeng- 

ing Kabat, but the P. du S. story as I reconstruct it from Gastrow's notes looks 
essentially the counterpart of what went on here to my own knowledge during the past 
winter. 

Table 3 and the passages relating to it in the text may require more amplifica- 
tion. It seemed to me, however, that insofar as the procedure for judging thresholds 
of individuel territories is the same as that used in the threshold calculations for 
the area as a whole, a careful reader should not have had undue trouble understanding 
what was done if he had read the winter-by-winter accounts. Secure levels as desig- 
nated in Table 3 relate only to evidently secure birds among those actually resident 
(see top heading), hence may or may not represent threshold levels. In cases of under- 
population, they obviously can not represent thresholds and thus represent only, as 
stated, the number of the birds resident that could have been expected (on the basis of 
the records) to winter under nonemergency conditions. Figures listed as secure exceed 
those listed as initial populations in some instances for the reason that territories 
occasionally did not have the birds by early winter that later came in and got along 
satisfactorily, at least up to the time of emergencies (this is gone into thoroughly 
in Bulletin 201). It would be most difficult to show this in the table but an explana- 
tory footnote might be helpful. 

I may then repeat that what I interpolated in Table 3 were not threshold values 
except in years when initial overpopulations were reduced to thresholds or when popu- 
lations were at threshold levels early in the winter and maintained themselves there. 

In short, Table 3 is my best reconstruction of the possible annual survivals for the 
territories (whether fully populated or not) if the winters had been emergency-free. 
This is as’ far as we can go, but we can go as far as this with some degree of assurance, 
even considering weak 1942-43, The conclusions of pages 19-20 are drawn primarily from 
the overall picture presented by the tabulated data, with appropriate guidance from such 
special facts as the destruction of the strategic brush pile of territory 11 in 1932-33. 
The winter of 1942-43 apart, on the whole it was not hard to estimate broadly the number 
of birds that a given territory seemed able to accommodate when they were there and 

living under nonemergency conditions. 

The concluding paragraph of the section on winter losses (first half of page 21) 

seems to me, contrary to your impression, clearly and exactly expressed and a fair 

summary of the existing evidence. This is not just contending that what I say is correct 

because I say it, nor is it in any way a dogmatic assertion. During the past few years 

alone I have spent many months working over the literature and the field data, and intra- 

specific intolerance is the only detected factor in the equation that seems to emerge as 

a common denominator and the only one that has withstood the tests that my own critical 

faculties have put to it. The various alternatives that I can recall having been ad- 

vanced cannot be considered on an equal plane with it; without any exceptions that now 

occur to me, all of the alternatives have been decisively invalidated on one or more
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counts, so I see no reason for wasting more time and space on them any more than on 
the hundreds of others that might be uncritically proposed if one went about to do so. 
You have often contended that we should suggest possibilities to the reader and that 
is what I have attempted in the paragraph; but I think it only fair to the reader to 
spare him suggestions that have no promise of leading him into anything save confusion. 
If any alternative came up that could hold its own with intraspecfic intolerance, I 
would certainly be glad to give it a proper reception but I know of nothing in sight. 
Furthermore, after considering the trends apparent in population phenomena of other 
vertebrates, I think it most unlikely that the concept will ever be seriously weakened 
by newly gained facts, though it is probably due for modification. 

The above, however, does not mean that the paragraph in question is in its best 
possible form as it stands. 

i In reply to the first part of the paragraph beginning at the bottom of the first 
page of your letter, I may say that such "utterly simple explanations" are abundantly 
listed in both Iowa and Wisconsin quail notes and are valid in elementary stages of 
analysis, such as those I made while at Wisconsin. They apply to local situations in 
the same sense that starvation emergencies do but lack the attributes of common denomi- 
nators. To use the Thompson covey (territory 20) as an example, I think it quite likely 
that the exposure of much of the terrain (especially the feeding grounds) during the 
winter months may have had as much to do with eviction of quail as outright food 
shortage; hence windiness may have emergency rank but in no way explains the threshold 
phenomena that may be observed over periods of years. We may take the old lethal 14 
as another example and postulate that perhaps, after a decade of uninhabitability, the 
cover has now grown (if it has) up to the point that some birds have been able to winter 
there in late years; even so, this would be only one local change among many of the 
sorts that resulted in no apparent changes in threshold values for larger, more in- 
clusive areas (see discussions in Bulletin 201 and the Smithsonian paper for details 
of actual cases). To appraise an alternative, it is necessary to distinguish between 
what clearly are and what clearly are not properties and manifestations of thresholds 

and to keep strictly in mind what is being tested. 

I have carefully reread several times the section on summer gains and see nothing 

that should confuse a reader who had gotten as far as this in the paper and who had the 

recovery curve for reference. Frankly, it looks all right to me but I would be glad to 

have any specific suggestions for improvement. 

In the "Discussion" section, I stressed interspecific competition and periodicity 

because I felt that these were the two most important phenomena concerning which we 

could make a contribution and which had not yet been adequately treated earlier in the 

MS. To your reminder that we haven't proved inversity by one area alone, I may say 

that I agree, but that has equal force if applied to thresholds and other things. The 

present title was chosen to permit restriction of scope of the paper to something that 

would be within our power to handle and finish, and the present contents I would say 

conform very well to the scope indicated by the title. : 

We have been so much at variance on so many points that my main objective in 

the last rewriting was to try to get down a strong residuum on which we could agree. 

The present "Discussion" is my idea of what we really have to contribute other than 

the Prairie du Sac quail data and interpretations thereof. Personally, I feel that 

it is just right, that it stays within the bounds imposed by our ignorance yet goes 

as far as our information justifies, that it is concise and clear as the nature of 

the subject matter allows. Granted that it is a "big dose", which no one is going
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to get by scanning, the stuff is there in well organized form, and, in my opinion, it 
can be extracted by careful reading. I am coming more and more to feel that past a 
certain point it is hopeless to try to simplify a presentation of complex material, 
for the end result of oversimplification is too often a firmly grounded error. After 
all, I see no reason why readers should have to work less hard over my best writings 
than I have to over theirs; Alleets new paper on "Where Angel's Fear to Tread..ssoee! 
is only 4 pages long and splendidly written but, in order to understand it as I went, 
without slipping of mental cogs, I had to read it in three installments. 

I omitted your idea of "clockwise" regression in gains in grouse and hares for 
the sole reason that I am unconvinced that the property is a veritable one. The hare , 
data, insofar as they come only from annual midwinter censuses, really tell us nothing 
very clearly about summer gains; undetected intercompensatory trends of the kind that 
often occur in wild populations could bring about much different results from those 
we might expect from the winter to winter changes. This leaves us King's data alone 
as support for your thesis. Incidentally, while I do not consider Fisher's Michigan data 
accurate enough to reproduce on a chart, I did plot his summer gains for his two four- 
year areas and found that the recovery points for his low-cycle years showed the exact 
opposite of a clockwise regression. There is still a very large question as to whether 
the Cloquet data, even if they did prove to be representative of cyclic behavior of 
wilderness grouse, show anything that can be likened to a circle, clockwise movement or 
otherwise. What they would seem to show is a progressive "tightening" of that something 
we still must call "cyclic influence" for two or three years at the depth of the cycle, 
then a normal "loosening", That. may be expected of a species that is as little subject 
to emergency losses as the ruffed grouse, but I have little doubt that an occasional 
emergency such as a great ice storm might cut down grouse as drastically as the winter 
of 1935-36 did northern bobwhites, and, if this occurred at a time other than during 
the depressive phase of a cycle, the curve would look more quail-like. Conversely, if 

: unshot northern bobwhite populations ever experienced a whole decade of open winters, 
. their recovery curve would probably show more resemblance to that of the Cloquet grouse, 

except for the "progressive tightening". Personally, I suspect that the "progressive 
tightening" shown by the Cloquet data is atypical; I think, considering the New tork and 

Michigan data, that a secondary inverse curve for the low of the grouse cycle is more™to 

be expected, even for wilderness grouse. . 

In answer to the questions you raise concerning authorship, I would say that 

since Prairie du Sac has been our joint "baby" for so long, it would appear strange if 

we did not publish this summary jointly. I do feel that it would be proper for you to 

accept junior authorship of the paper, assuming that we ever turn out a version that is, 

whatever its scope, mutually satisfactory. Perhaps 1 could rephrase some of the _ 

passages that you are afraid of and that I think should be retained (such as the con- 

cluding paragraph of the section on winter losses) in a way to make clear to the reader 

that mine is the sole responsibility. 

I am enclosing four sheets containing my outline of covey histories, taken from 

Gastrow's 1942-43 notes. Please add these to the original and other notes that I sent 

you. (By the way, you did not mention these notes in your letter; they were sent to 

you by express, insured for $500.00). 

Sincerely yours, 

Gs 

cule L. Errington 

P Research Associate Professor 

P.S. I have a reprint of Allee's paper that I can spare and am sending it under 

separate cover. You may keep it.
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duly 12, 1943 

Mr. Paul L. Errington 

Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

T have read the new MS. twice, although not yet with as thorough eare as 
I want to give it. I am sending you in this letter my preliminary impressions 
in order that I may get your guidance in what to do from now on. 

Up to pe 10 and Fig. 3 the revision scems entirely satisfactory, and I have 
not a single suggestion to make. Beginning with Fig. 3 and Table 3, however, 
I am floored because I can't follow you at all. 

The main reason for my discomfiture may be brought out by centering discussion 
on the interprefdaion of last winter's data. Fig. 3 interpolates a threshold 
of over 300 birds, with the rest of the heavy loss necessarily ascribed to 
emergency. This is squarely at variance with my picture. ‘The winter was, to 
be sure, severe, but by reason of the early snows an extraordinary amount of 
corn stayed in the fields. Kabat and I do not know of a single covey in 
which starvation losses were prominent, although in several coveys the réasons 
for loss were obscure. Speaking of the coveys in general, the evidence for 
predation was stronger than the evidence for emergency. I would certainly 
place the threshold, if one can be interpolated at all, on the same depressed 
level as you have indicated for the two previous winters. 

I have not reread Albert's diary to see whether he makes this clear, but 
Kabat exchanged views daily so that it seems improbable that Albert's diagnosis 
and Kabat's should differ to any great extent. 

ful t4r-43 

Turning now to Table/3, I simply cannot understand your interpolation of 
such high thresholds, even though they are qualified by question marks. 
I can furnish you, if you want it, territory by territory, Kabat's interptetation 
of the winter's history, but that hardly seems to be in point. I am also unable 
to understand in Table 3 how you can interpolate a threshold for each territory 
each year. In the nature of things some of the evidence mst be ebnfusing. 
No doubt you had something special in mind in doing this, but in my opinion 
it will impress the average critical reader as extremely reckless. 

The conclusions from the winter loss data on p. 21 seem to me weak and inadequate. 
It is proper for us:to express the opinion that thresholds are internal rather 
than external, but we certainly have no proof, and the conclusions ought to take 
account of the possibility that our opinion might be wrong. 

In my trips to the area last winter, the thought occurred to me that there might 
be utterly simple explanations of some of the events now mysterious to us. For 
example, the lethal territories might be simply windy territories in which birds



Mr. Paul Errington 

July 12, 1943 
Page 2 

know no better than to settle in the fall, but in windy winters they get 
cleaned. It seems to me that the concluding section here ought to be a critical 
discussion of all the possiblities or else we should simply say we don't know 
and abstain from discussion. The presentation of summer gains lacks sharpness, 
nostly, I think, because the discussion is commentary rather than exposition. 
I hate to keep throwing these terms at you, but it is clear as daylight to me 
that you were tired at this point and talking to yourself, I like very much 
the paragraph at the top of p. 22, which is a superior way of expressing 
inversity. 

In the section on interspecific species competition and periodicity I am confused. 
I like your scheme of giving the data with the graphs. I don't like your inference 
that the only reason for examining these other areas is to appraise interspecific 
competition and periodicity. We have certainly not proven inversity by one 
area alone. I think this section could be rather readily improved if we could 
have a meeting of minds as to what we are trying to do in it. 

In this section I am struck by the fact that you have entirely omitted my idea ‘ 
of "clockwise" regression of gains in hares and grouse. This was the only "idea" 
which I have contributed to the paper, and while you are, of course, under no 
obligation to attach value to it, it nevertheless raises the question of whether 
I should assue authorship, or even co-authorship, of a paper to which ny 
contributions have been purely mechanical. 

My recent appointment to the Conservation Commission, plus the fact that I 
have started my book, leave’ me almost without time to do a lot of aiditional 
detail work on the paper. 

I am wondering, therefore, whether it wouldn't be better for you to take over 
this paper in its entirety, allowing me to contribute such criticism as you may 
wish for, Then let Kabat go ahead with his banding for a couple of years, and 
then let him have the sole authorship of whatever may come out of the wash at 
that time. 

I realize perfectly that you have done a terrific amount of work on this, and 
I was hoping, as of course you were, that this would be the end of our labors. 

I hope you are taking a vacation. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. The two weather diagrams are going forward under separate cover. The 
original tracings are patched, hence we are supplying them in the form of 
@ glossy photograph for reproduction.
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April 28, 1943 

Professor Paul Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: 

The delay in Gastrow's notes is a delay in their 
being typed by his daughter. I take it from your 
letter that you would rather have them untyped than 
to have them further delayed, and accordingly, I 

am phoning Albert today to mail them to you direct 
by registered mail. 

Should you have them typed for your own convenience, 
please include a carbon for Walter Scott and one 
for me. 

Your further thoughts on the nature of changing 
thresholds sound interesting, and I am awaiting 
your interpretation with eagerness. I am suspending y 
work on the pyramid paper until I see what you have 
included in the new draft. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

co Scott 

P.S. We should, of course, get Albert's notes to 
Walter Scott as soon as possible; hence I 
suggest you return them with the new draft. 

| 

i
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April 7, 1943 

Professor Paul L. Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I think perhaps the seeming disagreement when my train 
left was not so great as our conversation might have 
indicated. The point I wanted to bring out but didn't 
have time to was that we do not yet know what are the 
effective elements in "food and cover". This is, 
of course, the same thing as your “ordinarily visible 
changes", 

Sinee our talk I went over the Prairie du Sac area 
to see whether I could see any relation between physical 
changes in food and cover and the known histories of 
survival. I certainly found instances where thresholds 
had apparently changed without any visible change in 
environment. 

Cyril Kabat, who has a very long head and has been on 
the ground with Albert this winter, is making his own 
appraisal. He is the ablest man who has seen Prairie 
du Sac since you left, and is a highly trained agronomist. 
I suspect he is going to contribute some ideas that , 
will be of interest to both of us. 

With best regards, he 

Aldo Leopold



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS i 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY March 30, 1gh3 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
; 4oh University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear. Aldo: 

In view of the point at which our Sunday discussion was interrupted 

by departure of your train, I think I should make some things plainer than 

I did. 

My quail project for the last five-year period (1935-40) of my intensive 

studies of this species in Iowa had the title, ‘Analysis of Environmental Carry- 

ing Capacity for Wintering Bobwhite Quail", and the main approach was to try to 

find out just what changes in physical features of the environment did result 

in changes in carrying capacity, i.e., tnresholds of security. This study, 

despite its intensive nature during what should have been some of my mature 

investigative years, proved negatively productive almost to the last; as late 

as 190, the eleventh year of my professional work with the bobwhite, I was 

still straining to make correlations with environmental changes, with particular 

emphasis upon the possible role of key or stategic coverts, etc., but was 

finally forced to conclude that, except within certain clear limits (see my 

1941 paper in the Wilson Bulletin), threshold phenomena were much more closely 

linked with behavior of the birds than with evident features of their physical 

environment. 

During and after my last years of really intensive study, Hendrickson's 

students also tried to measure the habitability of quail environment, using in 

this case cover mapoing and other pretty precise methods. Whatever may be 

their conclusions as stated in various publications, I do not feel that their 

data, when density of population and other pertinent factors are considered, 

show any real correlation between differences in habitability (as reflected by 

threshold values) and ordinarily visible changes in quelity and distribution 

of cover, etc. 

The facts are therefore that, fer from neglecting the plant side of 

quail environment for the animal side, I had for more than a decade made great 

effort to extract tangible evidence as to correlations that, until recently, I - 

thought existed. My later shift of emphasis was simply in response to unfold- 

ing data and does not represent in my opinion 4 narrowing viewpoint. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 

Pp Research Associate Professor
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March 31, 1943 

Mr. Walter Scott 
Conservation Department 
State Office Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

I went over to talk with Paul Errington about the 
Prairie du Sac mamscript. He favors splitting the 
material into two papers. This will hardly fit in with 
the bulletin plan which we discussed. Accordingly, 
the bulletin idea had better be dropped. 

I thought I had better let you know about this right 
away before you proceed with any feel-outs. 

The papers will of course be submitted to you before 
publication. The paper on the pyramid, which will be 
by Hanson and myself, is at your disposal should you want 
it, but it may be too "ecological" to be suitable for 

semi~popular use. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold \ 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence \
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March 24, 1943 

Prof. Paul Errington 

Iowa State College 

Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul; 

Your recent letters have indicated that you prefer 

to have the Prairie du Sac paper come out as a bulletin. 

I fear the prospect of a University bulletin is nil, 
but I found yesterday that the Wisconsin Department 

(Walter Scott) would be very receptive to bringing 

this out as one of a series on its Pittman-Robertso
n 

projects. The manuscript would qualify by reason of 
the Pittman-Robertso

n 
subscription to Gastrow during 

recent years. How does this strike you? 

If your reaction is favorable, I would like to send the 
rough manuscript to Walter Scott in order that he may 

speak at first hand in arranging the financial set-up. 

One advantage would be that it could probably get into 

print more promptly than if sent to a Journal or 
Heological Mongraphs. 

I think Walter spoke of an edition of about 1500. 

I made it clear that the bulletin is technical. 

With best regards, 

ec Scott Aldo Leopold 

P.S. For your information only, I think the 1500 

edition is too small. I think Walter is anxious 

enough to get this so that we could specify thet 

you and I want, let us say, 500 each. I am 

sending a copy of this to Walter, but without 

this P. S.
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Professor Paul L. Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

‘ Gyril Kebat is just in after another spell of quail trapping 
with Albert, and their joint report is of considerable interest 
in connection with the mamscript. 

Apparently there are about 70 birds left alive, which makes the 
total loss this winter equivalent to 1936, and probably entitles 
it to be classified as one of the three hard winters. 

More interesting still is the fact that the reduction to 70 
occurred early in February, and there have been no material 
losses since, despite several blizzards. This would indieate that 
the present threshold is somewhere between 70 and 125, and 
checks the deduction in the mamiseript that the threshold had 
not yet been reached when we continued to lose birds through 
predation in March of last year. 

Gyril says a preliminary check of covey survivals shows that some 
of your territories still retain their usual capacity, and the 
decline in threshold is localized to the romainder. 

Our total bandings to date stand at about 46. This is a small 
number but a high per cent. The 46 includes only five old 
birds, as aged by both bursa and coverts. This low per cent of 
old birds makes me wonder whether inversity my not be due to ~, 
non-survival of both young and old rather than young alone. 
Of course, it's too early to tell. 

Cyril and Albert hope to get some further bandings between now : 
and April 1. Cyril will write a report which, together with 
Albert's usual report, ought to constitute an extra good picture 
of the winter season. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
(OVER)
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Vretsedy, fa. 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I am at last sending you the revised draft for Prairie du Sac. Some of 
the drawings still need redrafting, but the rough prints here used will 
convey the content. ; 

Changes Made 

Length. Your 35 pages are now 45, 

Content. I have added the pyramid of numbers made possible by Hanson's 
Censuses of cottontail, small rodents, songbirds, and other former gaps. 
Thero ie no other important change in content. 

Presentation. I now realize that when we started to write this paper, 
I was entirely unfamiliar with your accumulated findings, and I had only 
the most superficial grasp of such basic concepts as threshold. These 
successive drafts have been a process of learning for me, and it has been 

a liberal education. I do not claim to have grasped everything yet, but 

I think I have mde headway. 

You, on the other hand, have known “too much". In other cases where I 

have pondered too long on a given study I have found myself lapsing into 

commentary", as distinguished from “exposition”. My only criticism of 
your draft is that many parts of it are commentary rether than exposition. 

Commentary is the style which one adopts at a seminar where the audience 
already knows the facts, and the only question to be discussed is: what 
do they mean? In exposition one starts further back and first communicates 
the facts. I insert this merely to define my terms. 

I think it has been my own initial unfamiliarity with the facts that has 
enabled me to make this diagnosis of your draft. The present draft is 
my attempt to shift to an expository presentation. 

I have tried to preserve your wording, but in many places I couldn't, and 

the above is the reason. om 

The only other important change in presentation is the total elimination of 
literary passages. I now realize that these have no place in a joint paper 

because they are too personal, and hence unfair to the other party.
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Data. There are two important changes: I have played down the Prairie du Sac 
ruffed grouse data because I became convinced that Albert's spring figures, 
at least in recent years, are not censuses at all, but simply guesses which 
he supplied when asked for them. He regarded ruffed grouse as on a par with 
the small mammals, on which he was expected to supply only a general 
appraisal of population level. 

The second change is the dropping of data from small areas, both in Wisconsin 
and Iowa. I think we would weaken our case by using these small areas. 
When I presented this paper at seminar, the reaction of mature and able 
research men like Buss and Hickey was that even the larger areas were far 
less conclusive than Prairie du Sac. 

Findings. When we talked over the phone, I may have given you the impression 
that important differences of opinion existed. They now seem rather minor. 
I favor a more tentative attitude on the mechanism of inverse gains, mainly 
for the reason that sex and age data which will accrue, beginning with this 
winter's bandings, will make it possible to make a much better guess at the 
mechanism a few years from now. 

The only other change in findings is that I have tried to hook up inverse 
gains to the cycle. 

Running Comment 

pp. 1-3. Area. Few changes, except that I have abandoned the long footnote 
on financial support by years and simply listed the supporters 
without trying to say what years each of them contributed. 

pp. 3-4. Weather. Shortened. I will add the weather data for the present 
winter to Figure 1 as soon as the data are available. These 
data will be of particular interest and value, because the 
winter differed so mrkedly from all the others. 

What do you think of adding a qualifier paragraph pointing out : 
that our studies fell in a warm, dry period, and the findings 
might be modified with the return of cold, wet weather? 

pp. 45. Censuses. I used Table 1 to try to shorten this section. 

pp. 5-11. Structure of the Community. This is all new and becomes possible 
by reason of the additional censuses made by Hanson. The 
pyramids are based on 1941-42 rather than averages, because aca 
1941-42 is the only year available in many groups. oe 

pp. 13-16. Winter Loss. This may need revision by you. You may want to 
add or subtract references. i
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pp. 16-19. Decline in Threshold. Please examine the bottom of p. 18 to 
see if the rt survivals are allocated to the right 
territorial groups (Bulletin 201, p. 395). The present 
distribution of coveys departs somewhat from the former distri- 
bution, and you can make the allocations better than I can. 

Figure 7 is not a final drawing. I will defer a final drawing 

until you have passed on the text. 

p. 20. Summer Gein at Prairie du Sac. This is an example of a spot 
where fuller expository presentation was needed. 

p- 2. Movements. Both you and I have in the past considered the area , 
ag substantially self-contained. A year ago Irv Buss and I 
started a special drive on quail banding, he working mainly in 
Dunn County, and I in this region. The year-to-year banding 
returns point to a decisively lower year-to-year return than in 
pheasants (around 10 per cent for quail, as against 30 per cent : 
in pheasants), whereas the bursal agings show only a slightly 
higher turnover rate (20 per cent of old birds in quail, as 
against 30 per cent in pheasants). This mst mean more 
year-to-year dispersion in quail. The quail data come from 
areas of 1000 to 3000 acres; hence, it seems extremely doubtful 
whether even large areas like Prairie du Sac are anywhere near 

self-contained. 

pp. 22-25. Summer Gains of Other Areas and Species. Here I have dropped 
the small areas, and the new slant on movements summarized 
above is one of the reasons why. 

The most important change in this section is to regard 
interspecific depression as suggested rather than proved. 
I am, of course, open to persuasion, and I realize that you may 
see something that I do not. 

pp. 25-26. Summer Gain in Snowshoe. I think you were groping toward the 
idea of applying our method of graphic analysis to Green's 

Lake Alexander data because one of your work sheets summarizes 

the data. I saw Green the other day and found him wholly 

unaware of the characters revealed in this discussion. By the 

way he is writing up the Lake Alexander study as a book. 

pp. 26-28. Mechanism of Depression. Here, again, you may have in the back 

of your mind arguments that have escaped me. I don't think we 

can avoid presenting all of the possible explanations. I am 

open-minded on changes in attitude toward each one. 

p. 29. Is Bob-white Cyclic? I totally mffed your view of this until 
recently, but am now convinced that the Prairie du Sac curve can 
be explained without any resort to cyclic assumptions.
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Be Bell Drtsetn obru + 1943 
Page § 

pe 30. Summer Gains in Cyclic ae I would feel on shaky ground 
in adding this section but for Elton's book and his new paper 
in the November 1942 Journal of Animal Ecology. I will not 
attempt to discuss the bearing of his findings unless you 
disagree, 

pp. 3233. aes I am not sure that these summaries interjected at the 
end of captions are advisable, but they do make it possible to 
omit a lot of detail from the main summary at the end of the 
paper. What do you think? 

p- 35. eS Is. this comparison of population mechanisms sound? 
ou know so much more about raptors than I do that I await your 

. judgment. 

p. 36. Foxes. Figure 11 is clearly a fragment from which we can draw 

no deductions, but which might be useful for some other investiga- 
tor. Is this sufficient reason for including it? 

Should we add to this section a qualifier paragraph explaining 
that red foxes were scarce during this study, and that our 
findings on predation might change during a period in which 
they are abundant? Gastrow says the present red fox predation 
on quail is extreme. I think the question hinges on whether 
your Iowa studies cover enough areas where red foxes wers 
abundant. You can pass on this better than I. 

pe 38. Rebbits. This is changed and expanded to fit Hanson's census. 

p» 40. Rats, oo and Shrews. Table 3 is a brief summary of meh 
more voluminous data in Hanson's thesis. He is as yet undecided 
whether he will contribute Table 3 to this joint paper or whether 
he will withdraw it for use solely for a paper of his own. 
Naturally, this is for him to say. 

pe 41. Squirrels. Hanson will supply the blank figures. He is working 
at the Badger Ordnance and is hard for me to get in touch with. 

p» 43. Winter Birds. A detailed analysis of summer bird population 
is omitted for two reasons: 1. Neither Hanson nor I could 
devise a way to reduce his summer census to a unit area basis. 
2. A single year's work is probably an insufficient base for 
80 complex a subject. 

pp. 4344. Summary. This is still rough and has a weak ending.
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fo Dr, (Peal Errington 
—Febrauary—26, 1943 
Page 5 

Ses I have deferred a complete revision of the references until 
you have ided what text references you wish to add or subtract. The 

; present draft merely lists the titles I have added. For other titles, 
please see the numbers in your list. 

I suspect that the handling of references in the text is still uneven, 
i.e. we have too many in some places and perhaps not enough in others. 

Remarics 

It seems probable that your reactions may be too bulky to be fully 
discussed by letter. I am willing to come over to Ames or meet you at 

gome intermediate point, should you think this advantageous. If we need 
a meeting, I would like to have it before spring field work, spring 

planting, and other added loads which come in April. However, I am certainly 

not prodding you after taking this long to perform my ené of the job. 

: I hope the present draft will untangle the quotations you need for your 

other paper. 

I have no further thoughts on place of publication. Bulletins seem out, 
especially since the present legislature has cut all research appropriations, 
including a considerable part of my Department's. I don't think I will 
be dropped, but college money is scarcer than ever. Wisconsin Transactions 
and Midland Naturalist each seem a sure bet if we have nothing better. 

: Tracy Storer would doubtless take this if we broke it up into several : : 

serial sections which could then be handled as one reprint, as was done 
with Green and Hvans' Lake Alexander reprint. 

Whenever you have even a preliminary comment thet can be communicated 

by letter, you might shoot it on over so that I may proceed with revisions. 
This would also help me know what part of the uncompleted drafting work 

can safely go ahead. 

In closing I want to pay my respects to Bulletin 201 and the horned owl 

Walletin and to several papers which I fear I have not previously absorbed. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

P. S. Your draft and data sheets are returned herewith in accordance 
with instructions in one of your recent letters.



Professor Paul Errington 
Mn eiietes 

P.8.8,. Miscellaneous Memos for P.L, i. 

pl. ae We always used 3200 acres, which presumably is the sum of dg 
covey territories Bull. 201, p. 395. Hanson found the total 

bleek covered by the bird census, farm census, etc. about 4500 acres. 

Map. Do we need & map of the area? We have one, but it ts 
rough drafting (copy attached) 

Apeal Tables. We also have a classification of cover. types and 
crop acreages. Should this be added? 

P- 3. Weather. I have not tried to assess the present winter. It may 
quality as one of the "killing" ones. The data will be complete 
By April 1 and will then be added. 

Iatin names of animals and plants. I have left these out, thinking they 
could most economically be given, if needed, as a special list 

; et the end of the paper, thus avoiding ERE duplication and 
cluttering of text. 1 suppése this would depend somewhst on 
where published. What is your preference?
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DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION ‘AND CONBERVATION 
FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY - - WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY - . + EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY - . EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING - LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY - + WILLIAM A. NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 

DWIGHT H. GREEN, GovERNoR PRES) DENT, ARTE DC SALEAnD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

January 23, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University farm Place : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: . 

I have your letter of January 20. I am very sorry 
to have to tell you that I didn't get a census of the Hunt City 
area last fall. With most of the Pittman-Robertson men gone, 
I have had to take over one of their projects. With that and 
other things that came up the hunting season got here before 
I got to it. 

I am going to census the area in a short time, and 
will get as much information as I can from the farmers on the 
fall quail population, and will try to send you some kind of 
an estimate. I regret this break in the records, but it is 
too late to help it now. : 

In the fall of 1941 we just got the quail census 
of that area finished before the hunting season, but did not 
census the prairie chickens until later. As there was 
probably some influx of chickens onto the area by that time, 
I estimated the fall population of chickens at 175 instead 
of 201. I mentioned this when I wrote Paul, but don't know 
which figure he used. 

I have the MS on the prairie chicken study practically 
completed, and it will go to press very soon. As I asked Fred 
Hamerstrom's permission to quote from his thesis, we are sending 
a copy to him to read. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Ralph E, Yeatter 
rey:lg Game Specialist
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42k University Farm Place 
January 20, 1943 

Dr. Ralph B. Yeatter 
Ill. Hatural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Ralph: 

I am just working on the long delayed paper with Errington and 
graphing the Hunt City date. Wow that another year has gone by, 
could you give me the 1942 spring and fall populations for prairie 
chicken and quail? One more point on each of these graphs would 
aid greatly in determining whether they mean anything. 

I will send you a copy as soon as the drafting and printing can 
be done. 

ith personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P. &. To save you the trouble of writing a letter, you can just 
fill in the blanks below. 

fering = Fal. increase 

Quail 1941 88 215 leg 

* — aghe ie ele om 
Prairie Chickens 1941 162 201 2ue 

" Co) 1942 

ce Errington



: 424 University Farm Place 
damary 8, 193 Z 

Professor Paul Errington 
Towa State College 

: Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: : 

- : I am very much pleased that you have no objection 
to the banding. I can't promise to get it done, but : 
1 will certainly make an effort to do so, TI have 

: the manpower; the only puzzle is transportation. 

Albert says the birds are talking a heavy loss, which 
you would, of course, surmise from the weather. 

I doudt if we are very far apart on the count of 
interpreting the data. I am about through with the 
additional material which I am proposing to add 
to the paper and am now ready to study as intensely : 
as possible the interpretation you have given. I 

; may write you some tentative preliminary questions 
as I go. Needless to say, I am extremely sorry 
to be holding you up. : 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever, 

: ‘ Aldo Leopold
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pa i ahi oe ue ie _ Wal University Farn Place sets 
sale aatl scare ; ; ers - December 16, igh st EEO 

Professor Paul Errington i e 
Towa State College. ; ¥S ; ens i miu: 
Ames, Iowa. aes ite pPSLR sueial ‘ 

I have been working on the manuscript during the past few weeks and have had a 
chance to do some thinking. ~~ 

I have arrived at the conclusion, not only at Prairie du Sac, but in the pheasant 
work that I am doing with Irv Buss, that it is going to be impossible to draw 
anything but speculative deductions from censuses alone. To arrive at a higher 
degree of certainty in deductions it is necessary to do both census and banding 
work simltaneously, the latter being specifically aimed at sox and ace classes, 
particularly age classes. 

For example, the inverse relationship which we have found at Prairie du Sac 
between the breeding populations and reproductive success and our deduction that 
this is caused by a depressing effect of old birds on young would be greatly 
strengthened if we knew the proportion of young birds during two or three years 
when the reproductive success varied from good to poor. 

It would be further strengthened if we knew the proportion of hens that bred at 
all because the inverse effect might just as readily be due to non-breeding as 
to non-survival of young. In pheasants Irv and I hope to get at this percentage 
of non-breeding by shooting a large sample of hens in spring on the Arboretum 
where an exeess must be removed anyhow. Irv is developing ege follicle criteria 
to distinguish breeding from non=breeding hens. 

I see no chance to apply this to quail, but I do think we could determine the 
percentage of young birds rather easily at Prairie du Sac by two or three years! 
trapping and banding. 

I know you have always ruled out banding at Prairie du Sac on the grounds that it 
might constitute winter feeding, and I have agreed. Our experience this winter, : 
however, shows that we can trap up a whole covey of quail in only two or three 
days' time and with only a few days' initial baiting. ‘The winter feeding effect 
could thus be made negligible. I think I could get the area pretty well trapped 
toward the end of the winter if you agree that it would be a good thing. My 
plan is to send e student out to work with Gastrow. 

My thought is that this would in nowise affect the current paper except that we 
would give more emphasis to the facts and less to the speculative deductions from 
the facts. We could say that banding operations have now started to refine and 
sift out the tentative deductions. Whether or no we undertake this banding, 
this at any rate is my attitude toward the paper. 

(over)



I realize of course that you yourself regard the deductions in the paper as 

speculative, but I think there are at least two loopholes which the present evi- 
dence does not close: 1. The depressing effect may be due to non-breeding, and 
2. It may be due to pathology. ‘Hither of these alternatives seems to me just 
as likely as the psychological alternative, and we should not commit ourselves 
too much before seeking further evidence. 5 ; ed 

Naturally I am not asking you to say yes or no to anything about the paper ‘until s 
I have completed the revision. All I. need to know now is whether you are willing 
to have some banding done at Prairie du Sac. I can't yet promise that I can get 
it done even if you should have no objection, but I will try to. 

KR Sa a With best regards, es 

oes 5 “Es bgt gs ze Aldo Leopold ‘ f i 3. aN 

. Oe yan ht oie kes Sare m ; Sire YS 

wt 5 A Re ; Pyrat a Rae ey: im ree i : 2 Ae shy £4
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ee IOWA STATE COLLEGE 

OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA : 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY December 29, 1942 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
4yol. University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of December 16 concerning the Prairie du 

Sac MS. 

The idea of banding the P. du. S. quail is entirely acceptable 2 

to me -- in fact, whatever once may have been my objections on grounds 

of interfering with the netural course of events on the area, I have 

for some years felt that banding ought to be done but considered it 

out of the question because of lack of manpower. 

In my opinion, there is considerably less in the philosophical 

discussion of the paper that is speculative than you appear to believe. 

The two alternatives to a psychological mechanism (non-breeding and 

pathology) that you suggest seem to me completely ruled out by existing 

_ evidence. é 

In the first place, we have the essential predictability of the 

population recoveries from given spring levels. It may be that data for 

the last few years are defining a different curve than did the data for 

perhaps the first decade, but this, if the difference is veritable, may 

be only a reflection of the changes in threshholds of security recorded 

for some of the winter territories that are now reoccupied after long 

vacancies. 

Any non-breeding thet occurs should be compensated for or cancelled 

out the same as other differences in productivity of individual pairs. If 

great variations in losses of young from weather, enemies, etc., are 

smoothed away to give as an end result the usual increase in inverse ratio 

to breeding densities, neither should conceivable differences due to non- 

breeding be significantly influential. We see this in the ruffed grouse 

picture as well, especially as shown by the New York data. Then, again, 

there are great doubts in my mind as to how widespread actual non-breeding 

may be in wild gallinaceous populations; ever since coming to Iowa, I have 

WIn the interests of 

National Defense we are 

using both sides of the 

letterhead"



been more or less on the lookout for evidences of nonbreeding in specimens 
of both pheasants and quail examined in the breeding season but have found 

none except in cripples, and starved and diseased experimental birds. 

I can't imagine any sort of pathological phenomena that would 
operate with the uniformity indicated by the P. du S. data on rates of 
recovery from different breeding levels. Of course, there are probably 
varieble disease losses every year, but they would tend to become counter- 

balanced along with the ups and downs in losses from weather and predation. 
(This sort of thing is exemplified notably by the data on muskrat recoveries, 
which, likewise -- during non-drought seasons, at least -- vary in inverse 

ratios.) Epidemic disease, on the other hand, would be manifested by great . 
extremes -- little or no loss one year; sweeping losses in another —- none : 
of which could be expected to operate according to patterns as predictable 
as those usually shown by the P. du S. recoveries. This does not rule out 

the possibility of disease being significant during the low cycle phases, 

Ea en when recoveries are lower than one might expect from given breeding densi- ss 
ties, nor am I loosing sight of the probability that there would tend to be 

(it would not invariably be the case) higher disease losses during years of 

higher populations. : 

: In. short, the essential predictability of the different rates of re- 

covery at different levels is one of the best indications of fundamentally 

self-limiting factors. The role of psychology in self-limiting of higher 

vertebrate populations is becoming clearer every year; I don't have to use 

my muskrat as an example, here, for Emlen's work on California quail brings 

out some behavior that very likely has important counterparts in the bob- 

white, particularly as relates to toleretions or to lack thereof. I am not 

contending that these phenomena are entirely due to psychology, however, 

for there appear to be some straight physics and mathematics in the elimina- 

tion (through mortality or dispersal) of the seasonal surplus of young. 

j Naturally, I will not attempt to comiént too specifically on the 

revised draft of the MS until I see it; I am as anxious to have the final 

version as puncture-proof as you are, but I regard the data available as 

peing signigicant enough to warrant cautious suggestions as to possible (or 

probable) population mechanics. : : 

Ses = fou. yours; Cag 

Paul L. Errington 

: Research Associate Professor 

P
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA : 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY Novemb er ik; 192 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
42) University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

‘Dear Aldo: 

I was wondering how work on the P. du. S. paper 
was getting along. A few days ago, I accepted an in- 
vitation of the Quarterly Review of Biology to prepare 

a comprehensive MS on predation pressures in vertebrate 
populations, and there is much in our joint MS - espec- 
jially as relates to population mechanics of wild 6alli- 
formes - that would be very useful for reference. Hence, 
I would be pleased if we could get the MS published (as 
a@ Wisconsin Exp. Sta. Bulletin, as Ithink you once sug- 
gested?) as soon as possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: FS :
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY April 11, 1942 oo qs 

th” 
Professor Aldo Leopold 
4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin . 

Dear Aldo: 

Since our talk at Toronto, I have been swinging around to 

the idea that our current manuscript could very appropriately be pub- 

lished by the University of Wisconsin as a research or a technical c 

bulletin if your people want to handle it that way. My recollection 
is that you had recently been asked whether you had anything on hand 

for the Experiment Station series. 

The numerous graphs of course make our paper considerably 

longer than the 37 pages of manuscript text in the present version 

would indicate, and, if we decide to use the Hanson material, the 

final length might run to 35 or ho printed pages. 

I have also been thinking of the problem of differentiating 

graphically losses from incidental predation, predation above 

thresholds of security, and weather emergencies (including starvation), 
and feel that this can be done by means of short, well-chosen ex- 

planatory comments inserted over each winter decline shown by the 

year-to-year population curve. For the winters of overpopulation 

(1931-35) we can show threshold levels, but I don't think subsequent 
populations, including the population of the last winter, were 

demonstrably reduced by the threshold type of vulnerability. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 

Research Associate Professor 

PLE:ds



; IOWA STATE COLLEGE | 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

i AMES, IOWA 

March 11, 1942 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
4o4 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: : 

Here is a copy of the Prairie du Sac MS for your critical reading. 

There is little in the text that would seem to require comment on 

my part by letter, but I have madefrequeqt notations for your attention in 

connection with the various graphs. Some of the latter are messy, but you 
should have no trouble making out what is on them when you prepare the curves, 

etc., in final form. 

For the sake of simplicity, I have deleted all question marks from 

figures except the 1929 Sting bobwhite density at Prairie du Sac (which is 

by far the most doubtful that we have), referring instead to weaknesses in 
Prairie du Sac ruffed grouse, Faville Grove pheasant, and other census data at 
appropriate places in the text. I have also substituted, on the basis of 

study of Gastrogf's journals, "about 25" ruffed grouse for your original 
1940 fall figure of "307";“about 21 for your 1941 spring figure of 253; and 
have filled the previously blank spring and fall spaces for 1939 with "18" 

and "about 12", respectively. There are some corrections in other places, 

which I won't list unless you want them. 

Inclosed is a letter from Yeatter, which I would like to have 
returned for my files, as well as my original copies of Figures 4-11, when 

* you are through with them, 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 

Z Research Associate Professor 

PLE: IV . 

ce Ut te 
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Copy for Professor Leopold 

DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION GOR SEY Nene 
FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY . . WILLIAM TRELEASE 

“ FORESTRY . . + EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY . - EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING - LouIs R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY - + WILLIAM A. NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, GOVERNOR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION - 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF py 

URBANA 

Guo 
February 16, 1942 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Department of Zoology and Entomology 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

C Dear Paul: 

We completed the prairie chicken census of the 
Hunt City area last week. The total count was 201 

O chickens, mostly in large flocks, There has probably been 
some influx onto the area this winter. I would estimate 
that the fall population was very close to that of last 
year, 170 to 180 chickens. 

P Thanks for sending me the sumuary of the Faville 
Grove Hungarian and bobwhite populations. Aldo suggested 
some time ago when we were talking about quails that if 
the material we have was to be published soon it should be 

Y included in the bibliography. 

The prairie chicken material is in manuscript 
and we now plan to get out a small Survey publication on 
quails, I will send the titles for both soon. This of 
course makes no difference about you and Aldo using it, 
but since it now appears that both will be published, they 
might as well be included in the bibliography. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ralph E. Yeatter 
REY:UB Game Specialist 

ec: Aldo Leopold fi



AES. 

. 42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 20, 1942 

Professor Paul Errington 

Iowa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: 

I can now give you all the fall censuses as follows: 

Fayille Grove: : 

Bobwhite 15 
Hungarian partridge 120 

Pheasant 212 
Plus preceding kill of 58 
Plus birds believed poached “ 

Total 

Prairie du Sag: 
ss aol 

Bobwhite ou 
Ruffed grouse queer 1/5, hie 
Pheasant 35 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE Be por 
: OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS Q wor | ee ~ 

AMES, IOWA pant , 
pat oe . 

Rage” RW 5 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY Jan. 12, 192 Qu — 

~ 
piso” 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
yolk University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

The inclosed carbon copy of a letter to Yeatter hage 
some points of interest bearing upon our own MS. I am sending 
him my only copy of the plotted curve for mixed Galliformes at 
Faville Grove and at this moment am too rushed to prepare another 
one. I will say, however, that the curve is really a beautiful 
one, despite known shortcomings of some of the data. 

I trust that you will send me the fall figures for all 
gallinaceous birds at Faville Grove as soon as they are available. 

Sincerely yours, 

2 2 A Eno 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE:FS



; dan. 12, 1942 

Dr. Ralph E, Yeatter, 
Tllinois Natural History Survey, : 
Urbana, Illinois. 

Dear Ralph: _ . : ; 

In working over the data on gi birds f. ar Jasper 
County area, I find that you have sent me a f of 215 the 1941 fall 
population of bobwhites but I lack the 1941 fall figures prairie 
chickens. Can you supply me with the latter taf that I ean com 
plete plotting the recovery curves Agr the Ledpalc gton MS? 

Aldo and I finally managefijto get sald less satisfactory values 
for the spring pheasant densities at Faville G: 79) » and I have now plotted 
the recovery curve for mixed & 5 0 eis a 
and prairie chicken). The dénsity retabion pips for the whole gallinaceous 
population considered as a co. tive unit are even clearer than they were 
for mixed Perdicidae, which we/diacussed at Des Moines, In fact, despite | 
erudities in some of the dat, ‘ei is remarkably close to the "ideal 
and gives much support he that the recovery of gallinaceouws birds 
in inverse ratio to breedigg stfies is truly a basic phenomenon, 

I a@ cop his curve to you for what bearing it has 
upon my criti of your partridge MS. The census data for the fall of 
1941 have not so I couldn't plot the recovery for the past 
breeding season. 

remit te MM in the various letters concerning pheasant and 
partridge densi’ on your Jasper County area, If these species are absent 
or present in very negligible numbers, the final curve will of course re- : 
late only to quail and chickens, but, if the other two should be included , 
{as for Paville Grove), please send me some figures - even if only approx~ 
imately accurate - for spring and fall densities, 193641. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor, 

PLEsFS 

CC: Leopold
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42h University Farm Place 
December 30, 1941 

Mr. Paul Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

The following covers your letter of 12/22: | 

1935 Spring Bungarian Betimate. You are certainly right that the 50% 
oss refers to 15 6 rather than 1934-35. The footnote to Hawkins! 

fable 5 disagrees with the text on p. 47. The atlas says under “winter 
kLl1" for 1934—35 "moderate. Ho 2", but for 1935-36 it says “about 506". 
Hence wo mat drop "85?" as a spring estimate for 1934-35. 

I would suggest your estimate of 100? is too great e shrinkage for the 
171 fall figure. ‘The two other fall figures of 178 and 168 shrink to 
145 and 108 respectively. I'd suggest 125 as a good guess for the spring 
of 1935. 

SPE ts 218 urvival th: inter. He thinks that of the fall population of 175, 
probably 140 were left in spring. 

tee Sones I have talked with Irv Buss. He thinks 25% retention 
nter releases would be about right. He thinks the summer ’ 

releases of very young birds may be ignored. See sheet attached. 

I can't improve on your handling of the P.C. figures. 

Yes, I agree that the combined graph 1s worth presenting, despite its 
erudities. : 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

' PS. Work sheets returned : 

ee McCabe



a Soe { December 30, 1941 ne 

Computed Spring and Fall Pheasant 
Populations at Faville Grove 

1935 Spring: 20? 
Vall: 56. Wo kill, no releases 

1936 Spring: 50? 
Fall: 163 

a) , 
1937 Spring: 163loss 15% = 141 plus (25% of 58 released, or 14). 152 

Vall: 115 plus 23 killed 138 

1938 Spring: 115 - loss 15% - 98 plus (25% of $5 released, or 21) © 119 
Fall: 69 plus 30 killed . 99 

1939 Spring: 69 = loss 15% - 59 
Fall: 126 plus 45 killed. 171 

1940 Spring: 126 - loss 15% -145 
: Fall: 137 plus 35 killed = 172 

1941 Spring: 137-loss 15% = 117 
Fall: Census will be made shortly 

Paul: The above computations proceed on following basis: 

‘ 1. Spring pop. is Jan. census - 15% loss phus 25% of midwinter 
releases. ; 

2. Fall pop. is Jan. census plus preceeding fall kill. 

_ 3e August releases of S-weeks birds are disregarded.
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oo : IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY December 22 3 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
oh University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Inclosed are some figures and charts I would like to have your 

reaction to before I try to do any more with them. 

You may see that I am trying two alternative ways of handling the 
Faville Grove recovery data. The first is plotting of the percentages of 

increase (loss in one instance) for mixed Perdicidae, with the possible 

depressive influence of pheasant and prairie chicken densities being 

indicated by down—pointing arrows (sheet #1). For the latter, I used the 

prairie chicken densities given on p. 20 of your original MS rather than 

Hawkin's published figures, for there are discrepancies between the two sets. 

Will you please advise me if additional corrections have to be made and also 

if you think that my substitution of uh(?)" for "2" as the winter density for 

1939-40 is warranted. 

In calculating the values for the mixed perdicine populations, 1 used 

your spring estimate of "85?" for 1935, but doubt that the survival actually 

was as low as that. Hawkin's statement that "fully 50% of the partridges were . 

winter-killed following the 1935 census" refers, as I see it, to the severe 

winter of 1935-36. Your own figures do not show losses even approaching 50% 

for most of the winters after 1935-36, so I suspect that Art meant his state- 

ment to apply only to the period more or less immediately after the 1935 

(December) Census. And 1934-35, while a winter of severe local mortality, 

was not in the lethal class of 1935-36. Would a 1935 spring figure of "100(?)" 

be closer to the truth, in the absence of anything better? 

7 bac Coe MO 

I also used "115(?)" as the surviving figure for 1939-40, on basis 

of comparison with the rather similar population of 1940-41, What do you 

think? 

In sheet #2, I have tried to plot the recovery curves for all wild 

gallinaceous populations combined, and as a source of figures am inclosing 

sheets #3 to #5. The spring f _— the pheasant populations were esti- 

mated without much grounds other tian the fall densities and ny ideas as to 

what might be close to a probable survival. The chicken spring densities 

(except for 1939) were arrived at through doubling of the figures for the



Aldo Leopold -2- Dec. 22, 1941 

booming cocks; for 1939, I doubted that the breeding population would actually 

exceed the winter population, so used the winter figure as it stood. 

It seems to me that the curve shown by the combined gallinaceous re- 
coveries (sheets #2 and #5) is really significant, despite the lamentable in- 
completeness of data and the old questions as to how much the populations are 

"self-contained", Approximate though many of the combined figures actually 

are, the curve of sheet #2 shows broad outlinefthat can hardly be due to any- 

thing but a basic population behavior, and I am inclined to think that it and 
the one on sheet #1 should both be presented in the paper, with of course 
plenty of explanation of deficiencies in the text. In short, I feel that the acknow- 
ledged crudities in the data should not be allowed to obscure the properties that 
the curve appears to be revealing anyway; unless the direction taken by the com- 
bined curve were real, I don't think that it would be manifested by data that 
were even approximately accurate - and we should be able to claim approximate 
accuracy (say within 25%) for the greater part even of our more questionable 

figures. 

The pheasant releases surely introduce still further error into the 
figures, as the returns from banded birds show that the released birds did not 
for our convenience regularly leave the area. The release of adults or adult- 
sized birds, however, may be the main ones we have to take into account (see 

comments on sheets #4 and #5), for the increase of young birds as a result of 
releases is probably taken care of through the media of the same late-season 

intercompensation that seems to operate when nesting successes show fluctuations 

unrelated to densities. On the whole, late summer and early fall seems to be 

the major period of population balancing in relation to breeding densities. 

Please return all of the inclosed sheet with your comments and corrections. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor. 

PLE: FS



: 42h University Farm Place 
December 15, 1941 

Professor Paul #, Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I have again gone through the records and concluded that the 
118 figure for 193-35 was certainly a fall census, because 
Hawkins says (p.48, Wildlife History of Paville Grove) "The 

ES censuses for 1935-38 were taken in December". 

I have added on the attached summary sheet a spring estimte 
for 1935 based on Hawkins’ statement (same page) "Fully 50% of the 
partridges were winter-killed following the 1935 census". 

I don't think Black's estimate of the spring population in 1940 \ 
would be worth recording. He was just leaving for Michigan, was 
concerned with an arrival in his family, and did no field work. I 
have no way to fill this gap. 

¢ After studying all the available records, I am adding two other 
points of doubt: the spring survival of 73 in 1936 appears to 
inelude some egress for the Atlas says the winter loss was "About 
50%". The fall figure of 314 for 1937 came partly from an influx, 
but I have no record of when the influx occurred, 

In general, I fear that a question mark mst attach to all Paville 
Grove Hungarian censuses on the grounds that it is not a self- 
Contained population. It is all right to include it in our compu- 
tations, tut there mst be a saving clause somewhere. 

The standard census area at Faville Grove is 2400 acres. I have 
not made any area corrections for 1935-6 and 1936-7 when only 2200 
acres were covered, because the extra 200 acres was not partridge 

Sorry to have hung you up on these ambiguities. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Revised December 15, 1941 

HUNGARIAN PARIRIDGE CENSUS 

Faville Grove Area 

Year Observer Area Census Gensus Corrected for Area Changes 
(copied from Atlas) (Standard area 2400 acres) 

1995 © Hewkins (1200 «118 x apr) ( s5r(2) 

1935-6 Hawkins 2200-223 73°) a ee 

1936-7 Hawkins 2200 178 145 

1937-38 Hawkins 2400 3) 200 

1938-39 Sowls ? 2400111 62 

1939-40 Black 2400-175 x 

igho-ka MeCabe 2400 «168 108 

1941-h2 MeCabe 2hoo = ta 0 13 

(1) Correction based on average fall population of remaining area during subsequent years. 

(2) Estimate based on Hawkins' statement in footnote to Table 5, p. 48, Wildlife History 
of Favyille Grove: "Fully 50% of the partridges were winter-killed following the 
1935 census", (116 birds in December, 1934). 

(3) Atlas says winter loss was "about 50%", indicating that remainder of shrinkage 
was by egress. 

(4) Table 5 says: "This high population apparently came partly from an influx". _ 

| 

(ee MeCabe, Errington, Faville Grove, P.duSae ms.)
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY December 95 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
4oh University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I cannot learn from our previous correspondence 
whether the Faville Grove partridge figure for 1934-35 was deter- 
mined to be for fall or spring. According to your letter of 
November 14, there was some doubt that the figure was for fall, 
as shown by the table, and you indicated that you would write Art 
about it. In the excerpt of Art's reply to you sent me by your 
secretary, I see that he approves of your corrected figure of 171 (?) 
but gives no information as to the time of year that the census was 

taken. 

If the census given pertains to fall, I suppose that 
: his estimate of spring survival of the partridges with a question 

mark would be as good a figure for the latter time of year as we can 
expect to get. I don't think we could calculate anything on the 
basis of other survivals from fall levels similar to those for 
1934-35, for the reduction from 178 to 145 in 1936-37 remte a 
19% loss, whereas the reduction from 16% to 108 in 1940-1 represents 
a 36% or nearly twice as great a loss. It seems therefore that the 
judgment of the man who was on the ground, even if based only upon 
an estimate, would be closer to the facts. Will you see what Art 

can tell us? 

Likewise, can you get an estimate from Black as to the 

spring, 1939-40, partridge density, for which actual census figures 

do not seem to be available? Since we have the spring density for 

bobwhite, Black, or at least someone, must have been on the ground. 

Is 2200 the correct acreage to give the Faville Grove 

area? That is the acreage that Art mentions in his letter but the 

figure 2400 is given for 1938; and for 1939, the statement is made, 

"same area censused". Or is "2400" another printer's error, and 

if it isn't, how are we going to make corrections? 

Sincerely yours, . 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor. 

PLE: FS



42h University Farm Place 
November 25, 1941 

Professor Paul Errington 

Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Professor Errington: 

I am enclosing the Faville Grove Census sheet which I neglected 
to send along with our letter of November 14. 

CO NfetAh f 

Also, here is an excerpt of Arthur Hawkins' lettcr to ir. Leopold: 

"Naturally I was much disturbed that discrepancies have appeared 
in our census figures for Faville Grove as between the atlas records 
and the Faville Grove History. However, most of these discrepancies 
are easily explained. I simply failed to make it clear that the 
year given in the table referred to the population on or about 
January 1 of that year (the pre-winter loss census). Hence a 

census taken on December 15, 1936 was given in the table as 1937 
(since it was roughly the numerical population that started the 

year 1937). 

You are correct in assuming that the "200?" given in Seigler's 
and my undated report is a rough attempt to put the 118 count for 
1935 in terms of larger census area (2200 acres). You will note 
that you arrived at 171 in your more scientific attempt to correct 
for that year. I feel certain that your corrected figure cannot be 
far off. Use it by all means. I also believe that a figure of 
300 (?) for 1933 would be close enough to at least indicate the 
direction of the curve, as would 225 for the year, 1934. 

IT cannot explain my error for 1939 but think that I quoted a 
figure given me by Ted Black. I'm sorry I caused you this 
trouble." 

Yours sincerely, 

Alice Harper 
Secretary to Aldo Leopold 

s



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS : 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY November 20, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
4oh University Farm Place, 

ee el cigloe 

Dear Aldo: 

I am glad to have your comments of November 14 
on the Faville Grove census data, but the Hungarian partridge and : 

an quail data evidently missed being included with the letter. TH1L 
ew! eg hve: please send your secretary on a "tracer"? 

Dace The status of the MS is rather hard to judge. 
we I have tried my hand at rewriting it and have the rough draft com- 

pleted except for the end, which will be mainly discussion of re- 
covery rates and cyclic phenomena. The latter of course is such a 
problem that I don't want to tackle it until all of the recovery . 
data are available in final form. 

I agree that it will doubtless be more conserving 
of your time not to attempt plotting curves for publication until 

_ the text of the MS is acceptable to us both. If you would have time 
to talk over the prospective changes and possibilities at Des Moines, 
I could take the material down there. Perhaps by that time all of 
the Yeatter and Hawkins data that we need will have come in and we 
will know more about what we do and do not have. 

= yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor. 

PLE:FS
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42h University Farm Place 
November 17, 1941 

Mr. Arthur Hawkins 
Company A, 26th Battalion 
Medical Training Center, Barracks 308 
Camp Grant, Rockford, Illinois 

Dear Art: 

Paul Errington is using the Faville Grove censuses for comparison 
with Prairie du Sac, and he has pointed out some discrepancies 
between your censuses in Wildlife History of Faville Grove and 
some figures I had sent him. These discrepancies are commented on 
in my letter to him attached. 

Question 1. Can you recollect whether the first Hungarian cenaus 
° listed in your Table 5 jas 118 was made at the end of 1934 or possibly 

in the spring of 1934? I have always assumed it to be a late fall 
census, but I cannot now prove it from the records. 

I find an old report by you and Ziegler undated, which gives a 
census for Jamary 1, 1934 as 300 Huns 7? 

January 1, 1933 os ae * 
January 1, 1936 as 220 " without a question mark 

Since the 220 is almost identical with the 223 given in your table 
5 for January 1, 1936, am I safe in assuming that the 118 figure 
is a refinement of the 200 figure for damary 1, 19357 

The atlas shows that the 118 figure for 1935 covered only 1200 acres, 
and specifies the farms which were omitted . In my letter to Paul, 
I have suggested an arbitrary correction to pro-rate this figure 
to the full acreage. Could Paul use this with a question mark? 

I know you have poor facilities for writing. If you will just 
scratch your answer on the margins of this and send it ® me or to 

Paul, it will suffice. 

: With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management :



UNIVERSITY oF WISCONSIN 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

424 University Farm Place 
DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT November Lis 1941 

Mr. Arthur Hawkins 
Company A, 26th Battalion 
Medical Training Center, Barracks 308 
Camp Grant, Rockford, Illinois : 

Dear Art: : 

Paul Errington is using the Faville Grave censuses for comparison 
with Prairie du Sac, and he has pointed out some discrepancies 
between your censuses in Wildlife History of Faville Grove’and 
some figures I had sent him. These discrepancies are commented on 
in my letter to him attached. 

Question 1. Can you recollect whether the first Hungarian cenaus 
listed in your Table 5 as 118 was made at the end of 1934 or possibly 
in the spring of 1934? I have always assumed it to be a late fall 
census, but I cannot now prove it from the records. 

: I find an old report by you and Ziegler undated, which gives a 
census for January 1, 1934 as -300-Huns 7 : esate 

January 1, 1935 as 200 " 7? 
Jamary 1, 1936 as 220 " without a question mark 

Since the 220 is almost identical with the 223 given in your table 
5 for January 1, 1936, am I safe in assuming that the 118 figure 
is a refinement of the 200 figure for Jamary 1, 1935? 

The atlas shows that the 118 figure for 1935 covered only 1200 acres, 

and specifies the farms which were omitted . In my letter to Paul, 
I have suggested an arbitrary correction to pro-rate this figure 
to the full acreage. Could Paul use this with a question mark? 

I know you have poor facilities for writing. If you will just 
scratch your answer on the margins of this and send it to me or to 

Paul, it will suffice. 

With best regards, 

eee 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
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kok University Farm Place 
November 14, 1941 

Professor Paul Frrington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

The discrepancies in the Faville Grove census are not as bad as they 
look, although they are bad enough. 

BR All the figures in the table I sent you, which is 
retu: , eheek with the permanent records, except thet there 
is a doubt whether the figure 118 for 193435 is a fall or spring figure. 
I shall have to write Arthur to see if he can tell for sure. 

The figures in Arthur's table 5, p. 48, are incorrect in two respects: 
The census 223 for 1936 was made on December 15, 1935. The census 178 
for 1937 was made on January 1, 1937. In other words, each of the 
calendar years in Arthur's table is the terminal figure for the winter 
preceding. This expleins the discrepancies up to end including 1938. 
The census 16% for 1939 is a plain error, and is probably due to the 
fact that Arthur's mamscript was submitted in 1937, printing being 
delayed until 1941. ach year he went to the editer and added the new 
census figures in order that the paper might be up-to-date. Probably 
these repeated additions became undecipherable for the printer, and the 
errors were not picked up in proofreading, 

bwhite. All the figures check with the permanent record except the 
i census for 1934-35, which was not made until Jamary 16 after an 
estimated 20 quail had died; hence the correeted figure, 203, would 
probably be more comparable with the other years. 

Phepeatis The mid-winter drive figures on the attached mimeograph, 
ng with 1934%-35,are dependable. ‘They depart during two years 

from Arthur's figures on p. 49, table 6, but I have looked up the 
original records, and they check with them. The discrepancies are small, 
and probably represent minor corrections for birds on the boundary of 
the area, etc. Since you want the total fall census, the kill should 
be added in each case. I have done this in red crayon. 

Now for the possible adjustment of the 1935, figure to represent the full 
area. I find on the original record that 4 farms were omitted that year, 
doubtless because the owners were not yet yn the area, and one other was



Dr. Paul Errington 
Bovember 14, 1941 
Page 2 

partially omitted. Of the 4 omitted farms, one seldom had any birds 
in other years, but the other three always had birds, and the average 
population might be made the basis for a correction. Such a computation 
would be as follows: 

Upper prairie Otto Lange farm Zerry_ pasture 
15 23 24 
10 1 25 
3 23 23 

‘a 29 0 
24 7 29 

8: re ui - 62 14 (average) +62 a1 (av) +624 

wy 
21 

# + 118 = 171 corrected figure 

I am asking Arthur whether he would consider this corrected figure as 
worth using with a question mark. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Co Antur dawkins 

P.S. Your letter to Ralph Yeatter of November 12 has just come in, and 
I think the three curves are well worth using. I will be glad to 
incorperate them. I am confused, however, as to whether you are 
rewriting parts of the text. If you are, I had better not begin any 
incorporations until I have your rewrite. 

Let me say by way ofpreliminary reply to your letter of October 14 that 
I am fully convinced that my account of carrying capacity needs revision, 
and that the right hand graph of figure 2 should be abandoned. I do not, 
however, detect any real failure on my part to understand the carrying 
capacity concept. The trouble is that my text implies, at least, that



Dr. Paul Errington 
November 17, 1941 
Page 3 

you did not distinguish between weather losses and simple predation 
losses in generalizing on carrying capacity, whereas you, of course, 
aid. Likewise, my two component propositions will have to be 
revised to exclude weather losses. 

Will you clear me up on whether you are rewriting text, and also 
analyzing these additional data, or whether you are only analyzing 

—weether data and leaving text revision to me? 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

Aldo Leopold



{ 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY November 12, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
4oh University Farm Place, ; 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: ; 

The comments in the inclosed copy of a letter to 
Yeatter and the chart showing population recoveries of his 
Jasper County quail and chickens have a bearing upon the 
subject matter of our Prairie du Sac MS. 

Do you want to try presenting the curves in more 
polished form? 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE:FS 

P.S. — I may explain that the Yeatter correspondence is 
partially in connection with a MS on partridges he 

sent me to criticize. 

PLE



November 12, 1941 

Dr. Ralph E. Yeatter, 
Illinois Natural History Survey, 
Urbana, Illinois. 

Dear Ralph: 

I just received your letter of Ni accompanying 
data on gallinaceous populations of your Bttesf{ield and City areas. 

The Hunt City (Jasper Co.) 4a on of ine; are plotted 
separately for bobwhite and p a ken in Aj upper part of the in- 
closed chart, then plotted for bolwfite and prSfrie chicken combined in 
the lower parts I think that all oM dese 6a show the usual inverse 
ratio of population recovery to breed \4o4city except for 1936 and 1937. 
Recoveries during these lpeter LiO~ \ gees to have been depressed more 
by eyelic factors (wha f they Ot) her than by weather, for the 
seasons of 1936 and 197//were narked\y mixeiyly poor recovery of wild 

: populations generally fin my Iowa area \despité pronounced local variations 
in weather. \ 

Certainly, 1996 and 1937 gf7/ not have comparable weather con- 
ditions in ay aragp with which Lep/intinately familiar; in 1937, we had 
a fall dpépght in central D wi a wet season in the northern part of the 
state, yet z naci oug'\populations had a similarly poor recovery in both 
places./ [In central Io the 1937 dry weather was not even remotely com 
parab: ie the drought Jof 1936, yet (4% is the year when the quail of my 
Ames all but disdyp dg the Prairie du Sae quail showed a recovery 
mormal” Yer their bydgling densities but the cottontaile "hit botton". 
1936 was %& ~ttrough?/year for King's grouse and was a very poor year for 
gallinaceous-reeevéry in other northeentral areas(ineluding Prairie du Sac) 
in which poorness of recovery rather than weather appeared to be the 
common local denominator, What is behind this failure of northcentral 
gallinaceous birds to respond in 1936 is far from apparent but I doubt if 
you can tie it up with the drought of that year, even though the drought wes sever— 

the acougit” simply appears to be far more variable locally than the failure of breeding 
species to respond. And in many (but not all) places, 1937 was as poor a 
year for recovery as 1936. 

Are the Blissfield data you sent me all you have? If not can you 
send me spring and fall figures for quail and partridges as well as some 
information on the status of pheasants for each year? 

Sincerely yours, 

PLE: FS Paul L. Errington, 
CG: Aldo Leopold. Research Associate Professor.
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ey IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA : 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY November 11, 1941. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
ol University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sorry to trouble you again but there are some 
discrepancies between your draft of the Faville Grove census figures 
(here returned) and the partridge censuses published by Hawkins 
(see page 4% of his recent paper in the Wisconsin Transactions). For 
one thing, the earlier figures are a year out of step; Hawkins gives 
his 116 bird figure for 1200 acres as of December, 1935, whereas you 
give the fall of the winter of 1934-35 (in other words, fall of 1934) 
for this same figure and continue one year ahead of Hawkins for the 

next three years. Then, Hawkins gives 168 for his next fall figure where- 

as you give counts of 111 and 175 before the 16% year. 

Please help me get this straight and also give m tn 305 
can th&aFaville Grove pheasant figures (kill plus post~shootinet aie 
census (Hawkins! last figures are for 1939). a 

I wonder if there is any earthly way of converting the. 
118 fall figure for the 1200 acres into a figure for the whole area 
except on a prorata basis. I have seen prorata calculations go so badly 
astray that I am reluctant to use them anyhow, especially when there 
is the question of whether Hawkins may have censused his best 1200 acres 
that first winter. Do you think that Hawkins could give us an estimate 
for the whole area, fall and spring, that would be accurate ehough to 
be workable? Otherwise, I see no alternative than to omit the first 
season's data from the curve, which would be a shame in view of the 
apparent reliability of the figures on gallinaceous birds other than 

the partridges. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor. 

PLE:FS 

Encl.



DEPARTMENT OF | BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION, AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD 3 BIOLOGY . . WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY . . - EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY - . EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING - LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY - - WILLIAM A. NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, GoveRNoR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

November 10, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: j 

Your copy of our upland game censuses was at- 
tached to the Prairie du Sac manuscript you sent me and 
was overlooked when the manuscript was sent back, I 
have sent it on to Paul Errington and am sending you 
another copy. 

We have just gone over the Jasper County area 
and found 189 quails. However, when we are able to get 
back I feel quite sure we will find there were one or 
more coveys that we missed, and that the total was over 
200 birds. The weather delayed our work so much that we 
did not have time to check when the census was made, 

Thanks for your comments on the Hungarian 
paper, a tough subject to get tangled up with, and your 
further suggestions will be very welcome. Yes, keep the 
copy until you see Art. As I have spring censuses for 
only three years, it was necessary to use the midwinter 
(not fall) counts. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ralph E, Yeatter 
Game Specialist 

REY/ge J 
Enclosure 
ec-P.L.Errington



Hungarian Partridge: Blissfield, Lenawee County, Michigan 

(1820 acres) 

Late December January April 

1930 113 1931 95 

1931 77 1932 148 

1932 267 1933 216 

1933 275 est. 

1934 220 est. 

1935 152 

1936 106 

1937 45 

1938 68 

1939 70 est. 

Quail: Hunt City, Jasper County, Illinois 

(2560 acres) 

October 
(Before hunting : 

season) April 

1935 225 1936 «43 

1936 90 1937 82 

1937 160 1938 110 

1938 221 1939 95 

1939 226 1940 52 

1940 rT. 1941 88



Prairie Chicken: Hunt City, Jasper County, Illinois 

(2560 acres) 

Fall Booming wales ona 

1935 190 1936, ~ -%6 144 

1936 §=6165 1937 65 124 

1937 145 1938 90 U7 

1938 255 1939 131 249 

1939 141 1940 67 127 

1940 180 1941 95 162



; ' 

t 

42h University Farm Place 
November 4, 1941 

Professor Paul Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I am ashamed for the delay in answering yours 
of October 14, One reason was that I could not 
find Yeatter’s Jasper County figures, and I 
still can't find them. I have now asked him 
to send them to you direct. 

The Faville Grove figures are attached, 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



November 4, 1941 

FAVILLE GROVE CENSUS 

Winter Hungarian Partridge Bobwhite By 

Hall Spring Fall Spring 

1934-5 "118 183 sy Hawkins 

1935-6 223 73 211 65 a" 

1936-7 178 145 15 53 . 

1937-8 34 200 78 50 Buss 7? 

1938-9 111 62 72 88 Sowls ? 

1939-40 175 x 112 43 Black 

1940-41 168 108 126 23 MeCabe 

“For only 1200 acres. All others for full 2500 acres.



IOWA STATE COLLEGE xe 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY October 14, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
4olh University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have been able to work rather steadily on the Prairie du Sac MS 
almost from the time that it arrived, but, since I am now only about to 
complete my preliminary draft of the revision, a couple of weeks more will 
probably be required before I can give it some degree of polish and get it 
typed. I will try, however, not to keep you waiting any longer than I can 
help. 

In the meantime, I need some more precise data from which to plot 
recovery curves for the Faville Grove and Jasper County areas. You will 
see the preliminary figuring I was able to do on the sheets marked as 
inclosures 1 - 3 in green crayon - using approximate densities determined 
by means of a ruler from your original Figure 3. 

At first, I doubted the value of including with the Prairie du Sac 
quail censuses any data from other areas, but am now quite in favor of 
comparing well-worked areas of 2300 acres or more with respect to sedentary 
gallinaceous species. Indeed, I now feel enthusiastic about it, for the 

plotting of recovery curves has brought out what look to me like fundamental 
points. 

You will note, from the rude curve in the lower left hand corner of 
Inclosure 1, that Yeatter's quail showed two seasons in which recovery was 
plainly subnormal for the breeding densities - 1936 and 1937. Of these 
years, 1936 was also the poorest year at Prairie du Sac and on the Iowa 

areas and 1937, while normal at Prairie du Sac, was an exceedingly poor 
season for recovery of many species in central Iowa. 

The Faville Grove quail and Hungarian partridge recoveries show 
little when considered separately, but when combined (see Inclosures 2 and 3), 
they look significant. I think that we simply mst treat the Faville Grove 
population as one of Perdicidae, rather than as either of Hungarian partridge 
or of quail. I think that the competitive weight of the pheasant populations 
upon recovery of the Perdicidae is also clear (see figures and comments on 
Inclosure 3) and can be shown on the graph by means of down-pointing arrows 

of length graduated according to percentage of average (six year) population 
represented by each year's population. This latter could be done after the 
manner that physicists express values of resultants, with arrows of different 
lengths.



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- Oct. 14, 1941 

It is not clear to me just how, if at all, the history of the 
decline of prairie chickens at Faville Grove can logically be fitted into 
a@ paper centering upon Prairie du Sac, which has no resident chickens, but 
there is an aspect of the chicken decline that might be mentioned. In view 
of the apparent depressive effect of the peak pheasant population of 1939 
on perdicine recovery, is it not conceivable that the ascendancy of 
pheasants may have had some relation to the failure of the chickens to come 
back after what was presumably their cyclig decline? This is not to say that 
the chickens could have held out at Faville Grove indefinitely in the absence 
of the pheasant, but that the latter might have accelerated the local passing 
of the chickens. 

In connection with the population behavior of the Faville Grove 
chickens, of the Prairie du Sac grouse, and of otherf/ local populations, 
I don't see that you have anything in your hypothesis concerning "toothed!" 
and "toothless" curves. "Toothiness" merely signifieg that winter losses 
are heavy and that recoveries during the breeding season are in their usual 
inverse ratio to breeding densities — whether the winter losses result from 
starvation, shooting, or other ordinary causes. Conversely, the less winter 
loss a carrying capacity population (as of quail or the P.du S. grouse) 
suffers, the less pronounced the "toothiness" of the curve will be - in other 
words, the levelness of the curve for a self-maintaining population denotes 
effective limitation by thresheld\ phenomena (call it carrying capacity if you 
wish) rather than the opposite. "Toothlessness! due to failure to breed is 
probably rather rare in the gallinaceous populations with which we have 

worked, although such may possibly be the case with the Faville Grove chickens. 
I would also expect "toothlessness" due to unusually poor recovery during 
the trough of any cyclic decline. 

I can't say that I like the reference to ups and downs in a curve as 
teeth, anyway, and "toothiness" gives me horrible mental images having no 
relation to the subject matter. "Serrations" would seem to me a more appro- 
priate designation for the sort of idea you wish to convey, and the word is 
in perfectly good standing. 

To go on with population recoveries, I have plotted the Cloquet, 
P.du S., and Edminster's Connecticut Hill grouse recoveries on Inclosure 5, 
from data abylated on Inclosure 4 and on page 814 of the horned owl bulletin. 
All thrdé,curves look highly enlightening to me, even those for the low density 
and perhaps not too accurate grouse data from P.du S. The lines encircling 
groups of points and their accompanying comments are for your reference, and 
I am not sure that we should try to include them in the final charts. Do 
you wish to see what you can do to make these curves presentable in chart form? 
I think that 2b re} all be put on the same chart but should be shown ae 
separatdy ems oO Stoid confusion. (I tried to plot the three together and 

got a hopelessly confusing mess). 

At the bottom of Inclosure 4, I have copied the Cloquet figures for 
1935 and 1936 from the recent paper by Morse (Jour. Wildlife Mgt., 3:203-211, 
1939). I don't know what to make of them for they are so radically contra- 

dictory to King's figures for those two years. Unless we learn some good 
reason to the contrary, however, it would seem safest to follow King all the



Prof. Aldo Leopold -3~ Oct. 14, 1941 

way through, if only for the reason that he originated the census technique 
and should be best qualified to make the calculations from year to year. 
I am unacquainted with Morse or his work, but his paper doesn't look overly 
mature to me and he gives his address as a CCC office. As a point having 
a bearing upon the possible accuracy of his work,I may say that the goshawk 

breeding record he mentions for May, 1935 (page 205 of his paper), was ob- 
tained when I was up there in 1934; I recall nothing about one of the 
hawks having been shot but was told that the nest had been broken up by the 
disappearance of one of the pair, which I thought was pretty well accounted 
for by the content of one of the local horned owl pellets (see special 

phase study 5, page $48 of the horned owl bulletin). On page 206 of his 

paper, Morse describes his modification of the King technique for low densities 
and it strikes me that he may have gotten out of his statistical and analytical 
depth. At any rate, not knowing any more than I do now, I would stick to 
the King figures even though two such highly conflicting versions of the 
data exist in reputable journals. 

The quail recoveries can well be plotted on the same chart but as 
separate curves, and I was wondering whether we needed a P.du S. curve on 
another chart. There would be justification for this if we could somehow 
indicate the drought indices for each season's recovery much as you did the 
winter hardness for the chart showing only the P.du S. quail fluctuations 
(which later were also reproduced with other curves on another chart). 

The recoveries of mixed Perdicidae at Faville Grove, along with the 
comparative pheasant data, should be plotted on a separate chart, unless 
there happens to be plenty of room for the curve and accompanying symbols 
under the curves for the other two quail areas. 

The right hand part of your original Figure 2 should be abandoned, 
as this and the discussion you prepared concerning it were both based upon 
a misconception. Nowhere in any writing of mine do you find support for 
such a broad generalization as "low fall populations suffer low winter 
losses; high fall populations suffer high winter losses". I think the trouble 
is that you have always oversimplified my definitions of carrying capacity 
(see pp. 307-312 of Bulletin 201) with the result thal got something much 

closer to such things as the proporticnal predation of McAtee and others, 
rather than my concept of thresholds of security operative under given con- 
ditions. This apparent confusion appears to be the same thing that resulted 
in your Experiment Station report drawing McAtee's fire in Wildlife Review 
a couple of years ago and your later confession to me that you never had 
understood the distinction. There is nothing in the data from late years 
that is not in keeping with my original definitions of carrying capacity, and 
starvation and storm losses can always be expected to invalidate your second 
postulate. You simply can not lump the winter quail losses of emergency 
types and those from simple predation and get much that is true to facts or 
even makes sense in northern United States. 

In my revision of the MS, I am not using the term, "carrying capacity", 
any more, for that term has come to have a different meaning for nearly 
everybody from cattlemen to game keepers. I think it was a mistake to have 
used the expression in the way that I have to designate a specific population 
phenomenon and will henceforth use "thresholds of security from simple preda- 
tion", which is essentially what I have been referring to all of the time.



Prof. Aldo Leopold 4. Oct. 14, 1941 

This is in turn tied up to some degree with food,cover, territor- 

: ialism and some other things, but it should result in clearer understanding 
of what is and is not meant; the picture is one of predation and popula- 

tion adjustments that have far less relation to prey densities as such than 
to prey densities - high or low - in relation to the thresholds beyond 
which they cease to be safely accommodated in the event of predator attacks; 
wintering population§within the thresholds are well protected from preda- 

- tion losses except for the minor losses that go on all the time anyway, or 
those conditioned as by weakness from hunger, shot wounds, etc. It differs 
from proportional predation in that even high densities are relatively 
secure if uhder the threshold, and that even low densities over the threshold 
are vulnerable to the extent that an excess exists. 

The general plan of the MS that I am now following may be briefly 
described. Your section of historical background seemed appropriate for use 
as an introduction, so I transferred it to the front. Then, I gave an 
account of the study and its objectives and made the preliminary references 
to the literature that seemed to be called for. The first subhead is en- 
titled, "Weather background"; the next, "Bobwhite", under which the findings 
on this species are summarized as briefly as possible; next comes a section 
on "Species other, han bobwhite! and finally, a comparison of winter losses, 
summer recovery,,cyclic behavior of bobwhite and ruffed grouse is in process 
of preparation udder the heading of "Discussion", I have added a large 
number of titles to the bibliography but will retain the double heading that 
you prefer. 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 
Research Associate Professor 

PLE: FS
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DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR P FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD : BIOLOGY . . WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY . - . EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY . . EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING . LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY + . WILLIAM A, NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, GovERNoR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

October 21, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am returning the Prairie du Sac manuscript. 

The Jasper County quail census will not be pub- 

lished soon, and we are very glad to have you use it. 
Your acknowledgment is satisfactory. 

This area was chosen primarily as a chicken 

census area and only about half of it is good quail coun- 

try. It has also been damaged somewhat for quail by 
cleaning up of fence rows since the study started, 

There was some winterkilling of quails during 
the winter of 1939-1940, and the summer of 1940 was dry, 
which we thought accounted for the decrease last fall. 

i Hunting was light last fall and the winter was mild, con- 

sequently a good breeding stock came through, The present 

late spring and summer were dry. We have not begun census 

work yet, but I will let you know what we find in a 

couple of weeks, 

Enclosed is a summary of Natural History Survey 
and Forest Service rabbit censuses since 1935. 

Sincerely yours, 

Raga Sent 
Ralph E. vuatter 

REY :UB Game Specialist
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DEPARTMENT OF yw BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR ye FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD™, | a ot WY BIOLOGY - + WILLIAM TRELEASE 
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TATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION \ 

“ THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF . 

5 e y URBANA an 2 

oe ier 

v July -26, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sending you our quail, Hun, and 

prairie chicken census figures for use in prepar- 

ing the Prairie du Sac census paper. I shall 

write further in a day or two to explain one or 

two points about the census, 

Sincerely yours, 

Ralph E, Yeatter 
Game Specialist 
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~ " IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
s OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY ; Sept. 22 ’ 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
40h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I just returned from a trip to find your letters 
of September 15, 16 and 17. 

Naturally, I am pleased to learn of the Gastrow 

set-up, which should be advantageous all the way around. 

As concerns #fdproduction in the Prairie du Sac 
| grouse, I have heard drumming many times, have seen young, and once 

- | recovered what I am pretty sure were remains of a grouse chick from 

ge \ a barred owl pellet just off the area. I never saw any nests, but 

- that isn't surprising and should not be interpreted as meaning that nests 

| were any more scarce than one might expect for a low-density population. 

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary and much reputable 

opinion to the senkgery? "census" used as a verb does have a certain sanc- 

tion. My own o. and Wagnalls Standard Dictionary gives "census, vt. 
A 

{Rare) To take a census of; to count in a census". Our newest office 

dictionary, a Webster's New International (1933), reads: "Census ... vet. 

censused .....3 censusing. To take a census of; to count in a census", 

’ ‘Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Associate Professor. 

PLE:FS :
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424 University Farm Place 
September 13, 1941 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

Here is the revised manuscript on Prairie du Sac. I will follow through 
your comments, and my own changes, in sequence. Where your comments 
are adopted in toto, I will omit mention of then. 

p. 1, Title. I am still not entirely satisfied. Would you prefer 
"Population Behaviors of the Prairie du Sac Wildlife Community, 1929- 
ighone 

Pe 3e torical ting. I have tried several ways of avoiding 
"These bluffs have seen history", but all destroyed the literary qual- 
ity of what follows. Then I asked several people to read the section 
and point out any obscure or debatable figures of speech. None did. 
So I retained the expression. 

I threw out the homily at the end about the "land going to pieces on us". 

Pe 3, line 5. "Melt" is a geological term. 

Pe 5, footnote. Correction made on year of Audubon contribution. As 
to crediting U.S.B.S, and U. of W: the footnote now consistently 
includes those who contributed cash, but omits contributors of supervision. 
To include the latter would make the footnote very complex. "Contributors" 
implies cash rather than supervision, doesn't it? 

I fail to understand what you mean by "and what about winter dates?" 

p. 6, Figure 1. The photostat omits label for arrow to "carrying 
capacity level", This has been added to original drawing. 

pe 6, Table 1. "Remarks" now omit all but outstanding events of weather, 
agriculture (fall plowing), and debrushing program. 

p. 89. Derivation of Carrying Capacity. I have tried several ways to 
explain this, and several ways to make clear the differences between 

sever Censuses and area censuses. I am free to confess that at last 
writing I was muddled myself. I am still undecided as to just how 
strong to make the part about the role of cover. Please read this



Dr. Paul Errington 

September 13, 1941 
Page 2 

critically. The task is to paint the picture without too many "ifs" 
and “ands", and without merely repeating your own writings. 

pp- 10-12. Zest of Carrying Capacity, Also a 2. Can we fairly 
test the first postulate which comes out ti Y, without also testing 
the second? I think not. The only alternative is to omit the second 
graph, but say in the text that it is omitted because the points fall 
at random, and why. 

pp. 12-15. 6 son with other Areas and Species, Also Figure 3. 
I am not clear whether your objection to comparing with other areas 
applies to all areas, or only those, like the Arboretum, which are too 
small to be comparable because of summer movement. 

I heartily agree to excluding all small areas. To exclude large areas 
beaause dissimilar seems to me to be bad logic. How else shall we 
detect similarities of behavior that exist despite area differences? 

I think the Jasper County Curve, which Yeatter has generously offered, 
now gives us, on one page, all the long accurate gallinaceous censuses 
on large areas in this region. 

pe 13. aoe The interim publication of your own views clears up 
many doubts. Your own expression on how to interpret the longer quail 
fluctuations coincides very exactly with my own views. 

Pp. 15. Jpothed and Zoothless Curves. This results from your foreing me to really study Figure 3, and I thank you for the jolt, whether or 
no you find the result acceptable, 

I quizzed Gastrow on the accuracy of the post-1933 ruffed grouse census. 
I'm not sure it's equally accurate throughout, but I doubt whether 
its inaccuracies are so great as to cause the radical and consistent 
lack of "teeth". Even if it were thrown out, there is considerable 
support for the major thesis in the other curves. 

pp. 21-24, Weather and Wildlife. Also Figures 4 and 5. Figures have 
been brought up to date and rearranged to decrease space in reproduction. © 

Incidentally, I am calling Walter Scott's statistics unpublished because 
they are mimeographed. Is that usage 0 K with you? I'11 explain it to 
hin. 

p. 24, paragraph 2, We mst watch our step here. Such recent papers 
as Maclulich's have pretty well discredited the cycle-sunspot-weather 
theory. On the bther hand, Grange has actually put out a sunspot 
forma for predicting grouse status, and Douglas of Arizona and Abbot 
of Carnegie seem sure of the sunspot-weather relation. (U. of Pa. Bi- 
centennial Conference, 1941, pp. 57-89).



Dr. Paul Errington 
September 13, 1941 
Page 3 

pe 24, fable 2. Simplified and brought up to date. 

Pp. 27-28. Nonebreeding Horned Owls and Redtaile. Too moh detail? 
Might use only the summary at bottom of page? 

p- 33-34. Summary. There are many alternative ways of handling this. 
Would you prefer some other way? 

pe 34. sells. I'm not insistent on retaining this. If you'd 
prefer not to, I can use it elsewhere, I do like the idea of inter- 
larding some color into scientific papers. I think the deadly sobriety 
and matter-of-factness dictated by custom is a false front, and I 
enjoy tearing it off when opportunity offers. 

pe 36. Sefuncnces. I still think there is some point in listing the 
Prairie ac publications separately. One can't tell from the title 
whether a publication refers to this area or not. 

I have omitted your titles up to 1936, on the assumption that they are 
substantially summarized, or at all events listed, in Bulletin 201 
or the Horned Owl bulletin. I did this for brevity. 

ates 

I regret to tell you that pages a and page 15, of the longhand 
extension of your letter of January 6 are lost. I may, therefore, 
have overlooked some important point. Page 15 dealt with horned owl, 
for p. 14 and p. 16 both do. Since the horned owl section is now 
entirely revised, perhaps no harm is done. I can't infer the subject 
matter of pp. 12=13. 

I haven't worried about where to put this manuscript. We can offer it 
to MeAtee, but if he doesn't want to stretch his length-rules, we can 
put it in Midland Naturalist. I am "off" Wisconsin Transactions for 
they held my 1937 Hungarian paper, and Art Hawiins! History of Paville 
Grove, for four years before finally printing them. 

Best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
duly 15, 1941 ; 

Dr. BR E. Yeatter 
Natural History Survey 

4 Urbana, Illinois 

y Dear Ralph: 

4 Ay I am again working on the Prairie du Sac census paper with 
Wei Errington and would like to compare the l2-year census of 

ay x ' ( Prairie du Sac quail with such of the gallinaceous censuses 
u al as exist in nearby states. The attached extra copy of the 

Ase comparative graph will illustrate the idea. To be comparable 
(\ || the censuses must, of course, cover both spring and fall. 

\ * 

: A : Have you any censuses on quail, Hungarian, or prairie 
iW chicken which you have or are about to pubbish and which I 

N might incorporate, citing your existing or intended publica- 
tion? 

You gave me some figures two or three years ago, but I never 

used them because of the delay in our own paper. 1, of course, 
would rather not use anything you are not about to publish 
yourself, : : 

I would like to send you the Prairie du Sac paper before 
publication for your comments. f 

With personal regards, 

; Aldo Leopold 3 
y tree, i Professor of Wildlife Management 

| SA z : 

edhe :



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN f) } *) 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE \ ; 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT hoy University Farm Place 

July 15, 1941 

Mr. Gustav Swanson 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
University Farm 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Gus: 

Ralph King's "Ruffed Grouse Management" is so obscurely 
written that I cannot make out whether the control area 

of 1800 acres is included in or separate from the main 
area of 2500 acres. I need to state in the Prairie du 
Sac paper Errington and I are writing whether the 2500 
acres is shot or unshot. Can you enlighten me by a 
scribble at the bottom of this sheet? 

With best regards, 

amet 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
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DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

iat aphiaindle inde tubs 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, Governor PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 2 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF Cexemgn 2, 

URBANA les Pred. 

Jenuary 13, 1941 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Department of Zoology and Entomology 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

c We censused the Jasper County erea in early 
November and found £215 quails, but we did not try to 
census the chickens at that time as we were in a hurry 
to finish before the quail hunting season started, We 

O will make the chicken census in the near future and let 
you imow the result. Chickens are protected by lew, 
and while there might be some change in the chicken 
population by this time, I do not think there will be a 

P great difference. 

Thank you for the graph of the gallinaceous 
populations on the Faville Grove area. 

y Sincerely yours, 

Ralph E, Yeatter 
Game Specialist 

REYeT 4 
ee: Aldo Leopold —~
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| Seek ieee wom Sod not have been maintained for a decade without ; 
Seocet 
support. We extend our thanks to the contributors* who foresaw the value of = 

aS, Dear 

so slow ané laborious an undertaking, end who disregarded state lines in : 

keeping it alive. 5 

fe 1929-1931, Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute; 1932-1933, 
= Jay N. Darling, Iowa Conservation Commission, and Iowa State College; 1934- : 

1935, Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation and Iowa State College; 1936, =. 
National Association of Audubon Societies; 1937, Thomas B. Brittingham; 3 

| 1938, no support; 1939, Wisconsin Conservation Department (Pittman-Robertson — 
i funds.) = eS 
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i | Studies 1490 
i } The Prairie du Sac Qrett—Semsts, 1929-1939. 

j Aldo Leopold and Paul L. Errington 

: a fetiod bob-white 

; That winter susrivel is the critical peins in maintenance of eee quail has 

Gs 

long been known. To determine when and how winter losses take place, we begin, in 1929, 

repeated severa/ 
to nake, weelty counts of quail on each of e-desem areas, including Prairie du Sac, and 

to relate each current loss in numbers to changes in weather, food, cover, predation, 

and movements. : é 
} Adtreg consol, 

By this method of rowgi-but-repeated correlation, we were-abte to deduce easual 

| relationships between events hitherto known only as faste.” To check these deductions, 

a - the counts were repeated for a succession of winters, \eaeh—new-count-yieidine-o ner 

Oe : ie , i 

\ Cartan i : i 

eer A\severeal areas were organized for the study of quail and other populations in 4 

3 managed environment. Food, cover, and shooting were put under control. 

Be The area, 3200 Atrev) 
@re-erea, Prairie du —h was left unorganized and unmanaged, to serve as a 

check on the managed Leer Pratrie du Sac now offers an eleven-year record of 

‘ at iall ; 
i & an untea S'insnot aeail population, op : 

A Y ———~elmesl- 
From—such—a-record winter losses are ene week by week. Summer gains are 

baie J 

not traceable in detail, but the net gains for any year axmx is readily computed by ra 

’ subtracting the spring survival from the first count of the ensuing fall. A 

a The deductions drawn from Prairie du Sac, and from se censused areas in 

|e tak on <2 
Wisconsin and Iowa, have been published by Errington ,and-hrsstidente. ‘These sareks® 

ting ten 2nd Hametstr ave. 
Sag eee eee Co ee the findings up to 1936. 

ili This paper does not attempt to re-summarize these deductions. Its purpose is 

roles rather to assemble in one place the full decade of censuses, to present graphically 

‘ + h > winter weather which accompanied and often determined them, and to sketch briefly 

"a ain modications in population theory suggested by the now longer view of population 

We % ; 4 % f ie 2 : ie a Nr
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: History 

The-area lies in the bluffs and terraces of the Wisconsin River, opposite the 
netpar pee ee ae us yeeteg nl 

village of Prairie du Sac. the Wisconsin 

glacier cre out of the north and dette river above. When the dam broke, theyso# 

ol s 
} cubic miles of impounded sib rusittor the Mississippi, leaving behind a broad outwash 

A 
| plain now known as Sauk Prairie. cay ek RECTED echoes nanuee nk then the 

fur brigades. Trey—-saw The Illinois militia chased the fugitive Blackhawk across the 

there (3 
river in his last retreat. Today they—teck-iowr-or eo power dam, a rural golf links, 

(14) 
a local literary renaissance @. and this attempt at ecological research. 

There is continuity in this drama, but it is hard for the successive sets of 

actors to see it. Doubtless the fur brigades thought the first farmer a trifling fellow. 

Now the farmer is puzzled over us who come in all weathers to count his quail. He does 

not see, yet, that he has done too good a job of subjugating Wisconsin; that we-nex-mst 

| pseomes, cog byob; _how the Wisconsin tendusmmncke mechanism ts—put—tegetier; Test 
d 

itone—day—faitapert—on-ise 
the and ascociated Forms dhe 

——tets trtef record of ome-tiving—cog, the hobwhitex,t= coterminous with process of 

east Te aud their 
subjugationfand must be read in the light of environmental Mahi. ar aie lage ed Nigh 

s Ve, the land 
accumlated momentumy aud thet ae paest Nei etn Deptt one. 
mechanism 15 put together es At oie Y park 

a The most important change is a slow loss of fertility ’ apa, is attested by growing 

; Most ¢ the asec have—bern-SFrdus}— 
sand=blows, flood scars, and drouth damage. bere-heve—been—fe ERE —srdden—ehangses 

have been sadva) réther than sudden. There were open huntr ¢ 
during the census periodg Sere-unsrot—comiitton—wes—upset by open quattseasens—from__ 

seasons On GO2ilerow, ving Kew hunters have 
A 1932-1935, wretcaa tt furied; melt dogs, are-neerly—extinet-here, and dogless hunters 

take little interest in qail. Farming practices have not changed perceptibly since 

ary weather Cincluding tivo lesa severe drevihs), 
1929, but Selemdex droutne gear a tome polug overgrazing, hay§ slowly deteriorated cover, 

both on and off the area. The advent of relief labor since 1933 has sharply detemioreated. 

edvded tie Nkewise 1440 the 2 
v pee a on ahd off the area. In short, 1939 at tenga pevenn © shooter 

environment than did 1929, but the same is true throughout the dairy belt. Prairie du 

Sac is still a valid sample of southern Wisconsin quail range. Quail, at intervals, spreai 

mich further north, but this is the north edge of the range on which some quail iGraas 
\ 4
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~ each year. i 

5 Bob-white Census Methods 

chietl, Tew 
The censuses for the first three years were made van ngton; for subsequent 

cs 
vo? if 

years by Albert J. GastroWof Prairie du Sac. Weekly to bi-weekly, counts were made from 

using techniques Aescribed elsewhere Coo 
November to April, qXe summer census was attempted, but summer studies. were made the 

first three years. 

When tracking snow was available, the number of tracks disclosed the size of 5 

coveys. In the absence of snow, the coveys had to be flushed and counted in flight. 

my 9 
% 

\ \ 23-+(t)-coveys; and In low years-as-few-as-t0-{t). It was seldom possible to count all 

the coveys in one day, but by selecting weather favorable for tracking and by rotating 

the visits to the various coveys, a fairly continuous winter history was obtained. 

Such a history discloses not only thechronology of winter losses, but often their 

causes. Missing birds were often traced by finding kills, by recovering their bones 

from pellets, feces, or dens, or by finding accretions to nearby coveys. Ingress mix 

« b i - 

to and egress from the area were frequently detectedd.n brecte, a oy he tte arms oukdnele 

| Coty, Comte. . 
“A detai description of ‘he census metho d of methods fo ing mortality 

Bukbh.. 20! D) 
appears. in white territory". - 317-333. 

x Dosis wo parsed 

This work could not have been maintained for Crone without financial support. 

We extend our thanks to the contributors* who foresaw the value of so slow and laborious 

an undertaking, and especially to those who disregarded state lines in keeping it alive. 

Population and Weather Records 

The upper curve in Figure 1 depicts the spring and fall censuses. The rising solid 

lines are the reproductive gains each summer; the descending dashed lines are the winter 

* 1929-1932, Sporting Arms and Ammnition Manufacturers! Iystitute; 1932-1934, 
Jay N. Darling, Iowa Conservation Commission, and Iowa State Coll Bes dp a p22> Wis- 
consin Alumni Research en and Iowa State College; 1935;pheti eats 
of Audubon Societies; 1937,;"Thomas E. Brittingham; 193§5/ ho support; 19394, 4sconsin 
Conservation Department (Pittman-Robertson funds. ) aa 

a (=1940) 

ya notes Do net ge ery fa a (439-36 
; prame a0 (te eee Li Ath e Claes, & ant. i 

Yp-o8 1936 - G0 es He bagdes 97 Rndubeon 
A. 2 ty Zz S sf xX ni
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; The lower bar chart in Figure 1 is a chronology of winter hardness and summer poth an 

ne bane 
drouths. The height of each bar represents the intensity of that season expressed ae v5 

byxhorixontakxexassxhaxex as an index figure on a scale of 100, as-ortginally pro- Biaoue 

AB ane : qegs dene drab, daa uk 

posed_by_Leopotd—(d)- andHete—te)—). The mean intensity is indicated by horizontal © pfu. 

i cross-bars. A winter mortality curve (percent winter loss) is superimposed for com- 

parison with the intensity bar chart. 

Agha 

Figure 2 (three eikions) depicts the temperatures and snow levels for each winter. 

arwrltaneora Tiel fu ‘in es eae 

The periods of, deep snow and low temperature are hatched, and the hatched /astitey area is 
, 4 

the "hardness" of that winter. (see bar chart, Fig. 1) 
d Cs 

Figure 3 compares the Prairie du Sac quail census with other Wisconsin quail censuses, 

1b 
and with a ruffed grouse census in Wiebebotas” ) 

} Table 1 gives the Prairie du Sac quail census in fabular Form, including per cent 

‘ of gain and loss for each season. 

Table 2 gives census dkxx data and notes on species other than quail. : 

( obey er tod 
Chronology of the Census and Its Interpretation Ue Niet at “ew 

pou | Mien the census began in the spring of 1929, a killing winter had just reduced the 

at’ . | 

quail population to the lowest level of record. i V ! ‘ 

rachofs Bsbsbearl pa Starting at this point of bare survival ne \one/bi a/per 180. aerds), the pop- 

ulation curve exhibits two successive periods of behavior, comparison of which furnishes 

the starting point for subsequent thought on quail population theory. 
~ 

The first period, 1929- 1931, shows a rapidly rising curve. / te reason for this | 

| rapid rise is evident in Figure 1: summer gains for xex three years were large, and winter 

losses small. | 
' J 

The second period, 1931 to 1935, shows a sustained high Level. /e reason is ~ 

again evident: summer gains for four years were still large, but mkusx winter losses : 

were equally large, and counterbalanced them. 

Winter weather akx does not account for this increase in winter mxsmsx losses;
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these winters were all milder than average, and—ali-milder—than-1929-30-which—ine BS 

(benched bein of Faq! ) ne 
augurated..the pericdof-rapid-inereate, The environment had not changed greatly. Hence el 

; it became necessary to regard the high level of 1931-1935 as an equilibrium between the i 

; reproductive capacity. of the quail and some hitherto inoperative "resistance" in their 1 

environment. 
: 3 

We called this equilibrium level carrying capacity. The carrying capacity, we 5 

deduced from Fig. 1, is about 300 quail. Whenever the population rene above 300, some ; 

hitherto inoperative factor cut it down to the 300 level dpm Aprons « | “ 

Errington has written at Leageh on rex the probable mechanism veepsuatiile for } 

this automatic return to carrying capacity. It represents, for one thing, a threshold 7 

of vulnerability to predation. Quail become vulnerable when they increase beyond the z 

carrying capacity level, and thx this without any influ of predators and without any 4 

increase in predators. In some instances walnerability coincided with actual decreases; 

in predacious species. It seems to represent a shift of jrusorieeeg ei meee to 

quail. This pressure does not fall equally on all coveys, tut rather on those coveys 

which have been forced, by reason of rising population, to occupy marginal territories. 

Starvation does not play a pert, for the ihe shift in predation may occur despite abund-_ 

ant food. Cover may play some part, at ie so its role is neither simple nor clear. The 

; timing of this mechanism is annual, i.e. the kx return to equilibrium level takes place 

in winter, and is completed by spring. _ ! : ‘ ‘ 

tieteeti Biknobinr ow Bp nadaw of tarmgeny cofnerk, anyiof tenner, not elireetel 
This y is,—of-course, not. dedueible from the gross o¥r-allreuu ~Astiag 

summary in Fig. 1. nts aed, for the most vart, from the detailed week-to-week 

and year-to-year Cage population and predation on individual covey territories 

RL Lo, Glee eanet 11 mornin latin 44 Blog ‘\ 
: Many such territories, or local grouvs of territories, seem to have their own character- 

istic number of quail, below which the population 1s Secure, and above which it is 

. invariably vulnerable. 

The eouilibrium level, or level of security, holds good during "ordinary" winters; 

it is, of course, mot proof against amkamgx catastrophic storms. Such storms prevailed 

for two months during the winter of 1935-36, ana aleces skis quail population from



4 eles (e) : 
Saw quack feprtebor tebrnela musle athe, 

Go anngrel ontent — ae ” 
4 rrclovey Bet. Pa tiuntd dn Saw we Wa Orbowbins, 

Mile Wi Aone Aeliclub, 4 tayd aklgt Lor bevel 416 to 70 birds. A strong mnie should normally have followed, but the spring and 

= ‘ ou "I 

ee a a Migr mote ren tnedin ly oe Wes early stimner of 1936 brought the worst drouthsin recent history, and this presumably 

Aer Wrage ee Sc.) Fhe RL, Wak baiaw cae ws nts for the poor summer gains during that year. 

Frew Fag 3 Bera b Ms ufo Aceunracy *K dA During 1937 and 1938 the breeding seasons were favorable and the winters mild, 

42 yey, 
Bae as an 7 but no substantial recovery took place. This is the most puzzling part of the decade. 

Why did not the quail, during this period, climb out of their depression as they did 

‘ in 1929-1931, and by the same means, namely, high reproductive gains and low winter 

losses? We do not know. No sah recowry occurred until 1939, when carrying capacity 

level was again regained in a single breeding season. 

ele, with Other Quail and with Grouse 

wir" he foregoing is a chronology of the Prairie du Sac quail census, and of the 

ideas which developed with it. Both are now to be scrutinized in the light of other 

r Wisconsin censuses, and censuses of related species. The available date appear in 

Fig. 3. 

: The first comparison which strikes the eye is the difference in kmkenguxakxx 

violence of fluctuation. All four curves are plotted to the same scale. Prairie du 

Sac quail fluctuated more violently, both as between years and as between fall and 

aes 
spring, than did Faville Grove or the Arboretum,” The Arboretum kaxx lies one county 

to eastward, Faville Grove two counties. None of the quail curves fluctuate as 

dow Os Cunt 

violently an ruffed grouse in Minnesota. 
4 f 

There are no data to prove it, but we are convinced that quail in the sand : 

; chy marrte Ke, Ua CrormehicS 
counties to the north of Prairie du Sac fluctuated 3s. violently ec metmax ruffed.” gunl, 
Act Pig Lo bo hevele unre Airtirrrtet rs ee Sem Socebhe. wee tugh Egan 9 ert, i 

grouse,—tf-not_ moreso. The-h: gh—level—of-1931-1935. -was_so mich _higher-than.the sub= 

WAG Zo ey Cae eee hagte ae 935: CAL aif pent proc L, Toll Loses lari, Mr wl uf 1995-36, 
sequent—low-as_to deserve the term "irruption"._(e)— t ‘ bs bob 

Fe i Ohare a PAT 
a ' The fact that Mf gentlerfluctuations occurred on the managed areas, means nothing, 

bes wae " 0 of The tents 
for management is-so-—far mostly wkutx winter feeding, and the gentleness i fron 

the lack of summer gains. Moreover, we have the impression that unmanaged ee near ; 

/ 

| 
pot frewe corbin 

Lease, OA



proky= 5 | | 
Faville Grove ahs the Arboretum showed Cie 

Tie’ second comparison to be noted is the substantial parallelism botwden areas 

f in their high and low periods. Both ae a 1 and grouse were high for several years 

after 1931; all were low for several years after 1936; all are climbing at present. 

That these parallel fluctuations were common to quail and to wy grouse is attested 

“by the history of Wisconsin open seasons: 

“ha W929 Gi. BO SIO esa Soe a 3B) AGS ah SB ag eo 
Quail open x x x x 

Grouse open x x Ree ee x x x ae 

y Minnesota seasons are not given vecanse to ati oas was made, until recently, to 

. fit the season to population status. It is common knowledge, however, that the Cloquet 

curve, up to 1936, reflects the general status of grouse in the state. The more recent 

. ; Cloquet censuses do not, for the area was abcuueen by CCC's in 19--, and its carrying 

capacity thereby reduced. fianesota grouse have climbed since 1938. 

Fig. 3 shows two details of possible importance. Cloquet grouse fell off in 1935, 

; a year earlier than Wisconsin quail. Cloquet grouse in 1935 and 1936 shrank during the 

: summer season, the solid lines sloping down instead of up. This indicates no reproduction, 

i or heavy loss of adults, or both. Faville Grove, after 1936, shows very low summer gains, 

and in 1938-39 Faville Grove shows a winter gain instead of a loss. Some of these re- 

versals of normal slope any, Tepresont ingress and egress, but this is unlikely at 

Cloquet, for the area is large and ruffed grouse are sedentary. The summer shrinkages , 

at Cloquet probably represent cyclic mortality. 

Grouse are ordinarily considered cyclic, quail non-cyclic. Does the parallel be- 

havior of the two species in Fig. 3 mean that we must now revise our classification of 

quail, and consider them cyclic? y 

In our opinion, it eee is too early to render judgment. Parallel fluctuation 

; during a single decade might be accidental. tis lgecords of cycles in grouse 20 back 

i many. decades, but there are no long records of northern quail. Another decade of quail 

gx census should settle the auestion. ; 

Furthermore, cycles are probably an attribute of environments, rather than of
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species. All species are at least potentially cyclic, and cyclic species may, in some 
rs 

. | environments, show non-rythmic or "flat" curves. Thus the remnant of ruffed grouse at 

| Prairie du See shows no rythmic fluctuation. (Col. 1 and 2, Table 2). In fact, it 
° ¥ 

allheres to carrying capacity behavior more rigidly than quail. The carrying capacity 

\ is evidently about 15 grouse. 

i "Tha & ev chonwt 2 Fag I ahews Wat : 

Figure-c-presents the intensity) of summer_drouths,—and-the-"hardness"-of—the- 

: winter, for—each_year_of the decade. The U.S..Weather- Bureau at Madisonfurnished the 

‘ teprang 1ESY a9 Mee moat an 1 

po data. ‘Five summers exceeded the mean in drouth intensity, (see-horigental bars). Three 

Z vl winters attained or exceeded the mean in hardness, w2--9/735-S6 Us hurileat 

——-Drouth-intensities-are.based on the duration of rainless” periods;-as suggested »y- 

Wade (g), using 1934 as the most intense. (100 percent) as 
/ 

The percent of winter loss in quail, superimposed on Fig. ¥ for comparison with 

Ihe anche, Maariny ' 
the hardness of winters, shows little or no relation to hardness 4a ordinary winters. 

Thus 1929-30 was harder than the mean, but shows the lowest loss of the decade, while 193- 

1938 was abnormally mild, but produced a heavy loss. Only Khe extremely hard winters y like 

} Oe. auncltoh 

1935-36 show any clear relation between hardness and losses. We conclude that the 

hardness index is useful for detecting the extreme winters in a long weather record, 

but useless for deducing which of two ordinary winters will show the heavier loss. A 

rk wa efpbont an Faa2y ; 

plain record of cold and snow, tells more akakx about the character of a winter than the 
a c “4 

index derived from it. chat om 
aber "| 

The percent of summer gains (from Table 1) could be superimposed on Fig. & for 

mrulmernbtupretof be probaly ‘ 
comparison with drouths, but the reproductive period is so short that the date of a 

drouth prekabiy means as much as its inbax intensity. , Suffice it to say that during 

of the five dryest summers the reproductive gain only once exceeded the average of sh per- 

; {| cent. This was in 1936, when the gain was 107 percent. 

Predators and Buffers 

oe pethaps 
The Prairie du Sac census/of predators cA accurate as such work can be, but our 

{ Fb. Webuban: ta: os k QA yun an 0 grat an ADe cerivbian cus a 

Pots) oe Sy G Pe BOD ge tpl ouaee ake Peneles pee bef Qere..t-
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record of buffer “populations consists of Sea notes, and cannot be called a 

census: = . 

Cottontails were "normal" up to and including the hard winter of 1935-36. a 

1936-37 only about one third the normal numbers were seen. Recovery was visible in 

1937-38. By 1938-39 normal numbers were again noted. This timing is that of “the 

Afey cle"; it coincides with the quail and grouse Araneae already cited, irae Sia the | 

"flushing rate" census of southern Mincoasta ty Leopold and Bd Anderson al since 

continued by McCabe. fummekkxke (unpublished). 

Tacicranvin ss eee. scarce but increasing. GastroWrecalls occasional tracks or signs 

in years prior to the census; in 1936-37 he shot one; in 1937-38 he records a track; 

' in 1938-39 he Galinakes 9 population a five; in 1939-40 none were seen. This tendency _ 

3 a for Jackrabbits to increase conforms to siete fan evan spread during the decade; the | 

’ rairie fauna moves ae ate with the drouths. 

Meadow mice. “rrington noted a topheavy population in 1929-30 which collapsed 

in the spring of 1930. Gastrwsays nothing of mice, moe appeared in horned owl | 

pellets collected in 1934-35; this suggests a second peak. A third peak, general in 

southern Wisconsin in 1938, ---------appear in Prairie du Sac pellets. j 

Deer mice were present in moderate densities, and seem to fluctate much less 1M 

than meadow mice. For this reason they are a more dependable buffer than meadow mice. 

Fox Squirrels are scarce and show’ little fluctuation in mumbérs. During the last ! 

four winters Gastro records: i 

: 1936-37: 12 seen in 40 days (about 4 hours afield per day) 0.3 per day 

1937-38: 15 seen in 49 days 0.3 per day 

1938-39: 13 seen in 45 days 0.3 per day 

1939-40; 16 seen in 56 days 0.3 per day 

There were no gray squirrels on the area. 1 

4 Horned Owl. Table 2 gives the number een: birds and the number of nesting 

pairs beginning with 1930-31. These figures mxx are of high reliability.and interest.
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The number of wintering owls varied from four to seven, and averaged 5.4. They 

undoubtedly hunted the vabi's area, hence the average density was one own 600 acres. 

In November there was one owl for every 54 quail; in April one for every 29 axx quail. 

All of the wintering owls paired and nested during six of the ten years, but during 

two years there were fewer nests than pairs, and during two years no nests were built, 

although owls were still present during the nesting season. The open Jpefies character 

wot burl Cr aronecly of drcthoaw eee 
pt | of the moods. makes it unlikely that nests were seb lage ‘ 

er aise 1987, 2 Ds 193 
or”? The first instance of no breeding was 1G3+3Z, the lean year FOL lena oe drouth and — 

following the "crash" of quail and rabbit populations during the previous winter. Meadow 

f mice were probably also scarce that year, for it falls midway between two peaks. One 

Ye ‘might conclude that food scarcity induced non-breeding, but for dp fact that pellets 

for ‘that winter showed the usual percentage of rabbit remains. db 

oe The second instance was 1939-0, a lean year in micg, but with normal numbers of 

' quail and rabbits, and follewing a normal summer. 

date The ten-year to of 54 Se i, as ageinst an 

v expectation 7 nests. $ q 

Redtail Hawk. Table 2 gives the number of wintering birds for 10 years, but nest s 

counts are missing in two ee and are of uncertain completeness in four. 

The number a" ntering redtails varied from four to eight, and averaged five. ; 

They probably hunted beyond the area, hence computations of winter density are opt e 

The density was somewhat less than that of horned owls. 

The-nest—counts-are-of lesser reliability than-in-Horned Owl, for regular-censusing 

ceased.in-April. Very late nestings might have escaped detection: 

Whether the same individuals wintered and nested is uncertain, but in each of the 

four years of complete counts the number of nests is exactly half of the wintering 
<9 arrived ate i 

populatio ‘A and pairs were readily gksatkmpkix distinguished from singles during the 

pre=nesting period. Hence there is a strong indication, t—beast, that identical smtixides 

individuals wintered and nested. If so, — migratory redtails mst pass over the 

residents twice a year. : 

Sj ,
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1937 as 
The one year of almost certain non-breeding was 4 ye same as in owls. 

Since the two species have little in common except food and ees this coincidence 

supports the supposition that food or weather caused CWS to breed. 

Other Raptors. Barred owls occur at times. Screech owls can befound in some 

places. Shaxkxeaxmt Short-ears and Long-ears, Cooper hawks, and Marsh hawks drift in 

and out. Bald eagles winter on fish injured in passing through the turbinés of the 

Prairie du Sac power dam; Gastro hes seen up to seven ina day. Gray foxes scavenge on 

; the scraps of fish under their ae 

| “ Gray Fox. GastroMis an expert fox hunter, hence his fox estimates (Table 2) are 

as reliable as any usually obtainable. The fall Nomen varied from five to 30, and | 

i : averaged 21. The eruising alive of éray fox is low enough to justify the assumption 

; that these 21 foxes hunted within the area. The average density was thus one fox per 

a quarter-section. There was one gray fox for every 14 quai! more were three! foxes 

for each Horned Owl. Vhu Aight ging fox frftecbimn vows for Canes ar barge ao The bighsat 

ned fey honel. pte gee 

The winter mortality was appreciable, ay fall population of 21 shrinking to 17 

7 | by spring. 

The population shows a rising trend up to 1937, followed by decline. Reports of 

gray foxes killed and presented for bounty show a similar fluctuation. (McCabe, un- 

published). Hunters ascribed the 1936 rabbit scarcity to abundance of gray foxes, but 

this is contradicted by the abundance of raneee up to 1935, when foxes were also high. 

It is more logical to ascribe the scarcity of foxes after 1937 to we lack of rabbits 

during Mg 193h ana 7 

Red Fox. The much\greater mobility of this species makes census estimates difficult 

Honey Us camaue \ravod 
and density computations unjustifiable. rea foxes heave been absent from the area with 

the following exceptions; in 1932-33 two were killed; in 1936-37 a few tracks were seen; in 

1937-38 Gastro shot one; in 1938-39 eight wate present and one litter was raised; in 

1939-hO five were present. 

| Small fur-bearers. We do not know how to appraise the accuracy of Gastr¥'s es- 

timates of these species. The figures are doubtless axgx as good as any skilled trapper
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| 
could make: 

1933-34 1934-35 1935-36 1936-37 1937-38 1938-39 1939-40 = /at-etl 

Skunks 5 40 50 45 15 15 ou So 50 

Minks 0 1 a3 ey 2 3 me 2 

Weasels 4 2 6 12 6 6 cm LU 

Raccoon 10-12 10 0 104K 8 8 Linthn§ 3 

Opossum z ‘12 12 0 cid 1 \? | 

The disappearance of Opossums in 7 was general in southern Wisconsin, and 

is believed to represent 7 the 1935-36 storms. x 

leven yee — 
A-deeats of winter census~taking on five sections reveals the following: 

Population per square mile in fall averaged 58 quail, 4 ruffed grouse, 4 gray bages. 

one horned owl, and less than 1 redtail. The carrying capacity 0% ua and 3 or 

4 grouse. 

Fluctuation The quail (possibly by accident) _and cottontails follewed the l0-year 

cycley with a peak in 1935, but the ruffed grouse did not. Meadow mice follon ‘the ye 

one cycle. Quail fluctuation was more violent than further is. Grouse fluctuation 

was much less violent than further north. at on pe 

Winter Mortelity averaged 46 percent in quail, 20 percent in ruffed pete ordinary 

winters mortality cuts the quail population hatxx back to carrying capacity, but re- 

auctions below the level of security occur only in hard winters like 1935-36. : 

Reproduction. Summer gains in quail were conspicuously low during a period corres- 

o pontine to the low of the cycle, lee. 1936 to 1938. Hmwmmitx@xx Horned Owls and Redtails 

(47 “Failed to breed in 1937. 

Weather There were five drouths and three hard winters during the decade. I tensity 

indices sxx have value in summarizing weather, but no value as measures of mortality. ih a 

eT a i a f ‘ ‘



: a iF Table 1. i Ms 

(CEO MMCL UC RMRC Ce OM LAM Cc Rde rare RodeY 

Winter by BETSEY PT Gain Letra CNet ba DP sh eMP a pe kel+C Cause of Losses 
Bae April Nov.-Apr. Apr--Nov. (Lethal Periods) etre tt hy ay ; 

Ce NEA RO ER ARE DER AT ER ES AT Ue 

Paes) + Peas heavy One covey shrunk from 

5 nerd sty con ae 
1929-30} 121 pBE 1 Jan. 15-Feb. 1 

prs) J PACT (oe 
1930-31 | 257 F319 8% Prec T a ett i 

i co pet 
1931-32 | 400 290 eh POC OB EC CED rs Bee) 5 Predation got 71, late 

PES oie) a storms 39 

a} pte 9 Cheat 
i phase me od 339 et Pre OMe) ee 3 ETL Otek aese ESCs 

Feb. 
5] broth ael 

BESS) a Sh) 288 B55 4 PO MrT Belt eee so eee 
ed Ney Beant Is) pert Tm paren shed 

1934-35 | 421 eI 2) BEC ee Ce ht) 39 moved out, 8 moved in, 
SBE ee) Apr., Aug. ,Sept. Cee ee) 

1935-36 | 416 70 ESS hardest winter. storms 13 of 20 covies wiped out, 
107% Jan. 14-Feb. 23. Apr.10-aug. 10 chiefly by starvation 

BES isa e to 45 69% : POR a sh ye CCT cover poor due to drouth. 
262% June 25-Sept.20 eT More Shae tats) 

A 1937-38 | 163 39 vid PTR CC) Jee MB EL mT O ° ee LT 
rss 9 None chiefly starvation. 

1938-39 | 138 7 30% mild ‘ Mer esc Mert ett | 
320% rho) /March storm 

DES en iE] cB Si B53 Poa aes eee oor) eee tN gee TOME DK) CET SIT a od 
Feb. 23-March 1 None F Easy Mr tet MM) -ou 1) 

5 
igho-la | > : 

Total 3208 BE {oy 
Average | 292 5) nye ard 

| 

pL 

Census of Species Other Than Quail , 

: 

bbtat oy Ruffed Grouse Bs Lt] Gray Fox Horned Owl bE CORSE. Id Remarks 

Fall Spring co Be Spring Fall Spring Bb a.E) Baa) Birds pT) 

1928-29 High in microtus during 
summer of 1929 

BB e r20) 18 ete Be OR sa hat Meld 
# in spring of 1930. 

1930-31 | 20 Ey 5) iy 2 ry ry 

1931-32 | 25 BT) Pai YW J 3 Ns Es 

et hab) am Mies) 17 Pas Ps J Fy ? bee Cr MLL Tad 

1933-34 | 18 BE) FI 18 4 2 ) i 

1934-35 | 19 Syd CP 20 i 5 Fs Pasi mee eee ira te: wee 
A ‘i PRS aoh at) 

1935-36 | 15 15? | "2 or 3” 30 15 i 3 6 2-3] Raccoons gone 

PCTs d Bi) ay 8 6r Bers ed by 0 ns 0? | Rabbits 1/3 normal. Owls 
and redtails failed to 
breed. Opossums gone. 

: 1937-38 | 15 te i 9 30 3 FA 4 2 | Rabbits recovering. 
Bote tts 

| 

1938-39 | 20+ t 5) in 10 oy Fy ps Pa eT ary tea Tost , 
Red foxes about 8, 1 den 
found : 

1939-4o | ? 12 ey) Fy 5 4 t) 4 Be ae | 
SS ert ott meee ake el 
(Since winter 1935-36) 

rosy { t oe il Ole: We} a | 

Average | 20 rT ‘ Ba 7 54 | 1.9 5 Ee |
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eat pa : 
(ete, (Oo HE” ae PRATRES DU SAC WILDLIFR CHNSUS, 1929-1941 t 

‘ # ‘Aldo Teopold and Paul L. Errington c 

| Origin of the Project 

es The 1920's contrituted an important idea to wildlife ecology: oe 

| ; that new knowledge could be gained by making repeated censuses of = 

sample areas. : 

_ Prairie du Sac was one of nine areas in south-central Wisconsin - 

: on which eonsuses were begun in 1929. The immediate object was to 

find when and how winter losses take place in bobwhite quail (Colimus 3 

Virginiams Linn.). It soon became apparent that to find this, the 

c Census mst be repeated every week or two, end mst include not 

\ only quail but also predators and buffer species. Inch current 

. : loss in quail mumbers, as indicated by shrinkage of coveys between ee 

' successive counts, could then be analyzed in terms of current 

. changes in weather, food, cover, predation, and movements. These 

as ' analyses often yielded net only the reasons for winter nortality ‘ 

in qusil, but also new insight into the inner workings of the == ye 

faunal community. aoe Qe 7 

A After 1933 six of the nine census areas were dropped; two were ye 
|< ab wediew suunguaion’s. Qn Rae lengeat and(Seet ail 0 $,200 anee a 

‘ tract near Prairie ae Sac, the counts were contimed cach winter te f 

- the present tine, a total span of twelve winters. 

Prairie du Sac has many edvanteges as a study area, It isa : 

partiel island fer sedentary species, being bounded by the Wisconsin 

River on one side and by more open farmlands on three sides. It is :



f | : 
™ yen ot 

ye : ae et 

large enough to reduce border ingress and cgregs to 2 minimum, It ab Sy ) | 

has no large marshes; hence, no qusstten of interference by pheasants 

befogs the record. It is a composite baa lying at the juncture 

of the prairie, oak-hickory, and Canadian floras; of glacial and 

adriftless topography; of loam and sand soils. This border position 

‘Ae reflected in its fauna: it-is approximately furthest south for 5). onl 

ald: / ckoetont and ruffed grouse, furthest cast for Jackrabbit) furthest His orn a 

‘ weet for Hungarian partridge, and furthest north for a(dozen)’ oe Caunbiegs 

Garolinian species, including tufted titnouse, red-bellied woodpecker, ) Aa i 
jill? prothonotary warbler,) and bobshite quail. “Quail cccur further north, “” : oud : @ 

: ob oe < Taih ancy np es Heanor pupetasion which 19 ordinarily eparee alt oda ort 

* ie spotty, but which sporadically irrupts. Prairie du Sac is on the - oe 

south edge of this frontier, and on the north edge of the regular “gal 

quail range in vhich every farmer who hag Loft cover hearg bobwhite 
every June. 

. Prairie du Sac now offers a 12-year record of an unfed, unman- 

aged, and essentially unshot quail population jas which winter losses 

are traceable almost week by week., It also offers a record of the 

raptors, carnivores, grouse and pheasants cohabiting the area, and 

notes on the status of buffer species. 

Deduetions drawn from Prairie du Sac quail populations, and from 

Similar studies in Wisconsin and Iowa, have been published by Erring- 

ton and Hanerstron ‘1, out only up to 1936. This paper aims to ae 
present the population behavior of all the Prairie du Sac species | eee a 
for the entire 12-year period, to compare them with each other, | ct. PV ae 

with weather records, and with the population behavior of the same | sF é 

species on other nearby areas. ‘ :
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Bistorical Setting 

The area lies in the bluffs of the Wisconsia River, opposite | 

the village of Prairie du Sac. These bluffs have seen history, 

They saw the ice-sheet crawl out of the north and choke off the 

river at ite gorge in the Baraboo Hills. When the glacial dam 

‘ finally broke, they saw cubic miles of impounded melt rush for the 

Mississippi, depositing at their fect a bread outwash terrace now 

known os Sauk Prairie. They saw the French explorers pass, and 

then the far brigade. ‘They sev the Illinois nilitianen chase 

the fugitive Blackhawk across the river in his last retreat. They 

saw the long rafts from the pineries ride the spring floods toward | 

the expire of red barns. Today they look down on Holeteimdotted 

pastures, on a power dam, @ rural golf links, a local literary 

renaissance ‘”), and this attempt at ecological research. 

In this study, time and weathor are the variables; land and os 

Landease are assumed to be constants. Faring practices have, =) ys "td a a 

in fact, not changed perceptibly since 1929. A slow loss in soil . rey pee deel 

fertility has been taking place, and is attested by growing sand~ ht Pe 4 

woodlots. As pastures grow leaner they mst grow larger, 1.e., the,” ye 

woodlet mst recede. At Prairie du Sac, the evidences of this *" 1) oe 

recession ere dying birchos on the biuffa, eneroaching Juntpers on 1 ; 

the sandy terraces, end  genoral thinning of the woodlot and its * 

understory. The wholesale dying of oaks, so conspicuous as an after % 

:
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math of drouth on heavier prairie soils, is here little in 

evidence. f 

mg eet Two sharper changes have occurred during the study period, and 

feeb may have affected wildlife populations. = was the opening of the 

ee quail sezson during the y' G32 to 1938} the other vas the gonoral 

Gait bok eo debrushing of roadsides since the advent of relief labor in 1933. The 

So open seasons did not greatly reduce quail, for few hunters have : : 

c 3 yt \ quail dogs, and doglese benters take little interest in quail; the 

oi nets / ‘e421 af Prairie dm See was probably neglipible. Roadside debrushing, 

oe however, is removing cover in a king of rotation. As more and more 

roadsides become mowable, they become habitable mainly for plant and 

asuimel weeds: sweet clover, quavk grass, and mice. There remains : 

ouly one safe site for winter cever: the brush=patches which are 

isolated by fields, and which are too rough to plew and too emall or 

waterless to fence for pasture. | : 

Weather during the study pericd has exhibited the sharp fluctua- 

tions characteristic of prairie climates. Intense drouths hit ia h 

; 1934 and 1936. Killing winters hit in 1935-36 and 1939-40. ri x - 

tn short, 1981 offers Paaivic da fae wildlife a senevhatpeores 0” : 

habitat than 1929, but most of the man-made changes have been slow and a 

gradual rather than sudden, and prevail not only here tut throughout — : : 

dee andny Sekt, Gabas MELAIAaS gendtats tetskhe the tie ak Sew 

eagh caress with friendly laws we deal it two dlows with hostile 

farming. 

Biola ort: 
The field work for tho study, while focused primarily on quail, 

A
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covered 211 species competing with or preying on quail. For the 

first three years the work was done chiefly by Errington, and 

consisted of weekly te bi-weskly counts from November to April, 

followed by summer studies of mating, nesting, and broods. No summer 

: censuses were attempted. : 

fhe field work for the last nine years covered only the winter 

period, was done chiefly by Albert J. Gastrow of Prairie du Sac. 

The winter census technique for quail has been described in : 

detail by Errington and Hamerstrom (te Pp» 517-326) - likewise the 

technique for detecting and diagnosing mortality ‘1+ PP+326332), 

Gensuses of quail, ruffed grouse, pheasant, fox, skunk, mink, weasel, 

raccoon, and opossum were made mainly by snow-trecking. Hawk and 

owl censuses were made mainly by flush counts and nest counts. 

: Rabbits, squirrels, and mice require trapping techniques, and were 

not censused. << 

fhe Prairie du Sac data accrue from some 600 man-days of field 

work. ‘This work could not have been maintained for so long a period 

without financial support. We extend thanks to the contributors* 

whe foresaw the value of so slow and laborious an undertaking, 

especially to those who disregarded state lines in keeping it alive. 

* 192991932, Snubine Arns and Ammunition Manufacturer's Institute; 
1932-1934, Jay N. Darling, Iowa Conservation Commission, and Iowa 
State Collese; ee Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation and Iowa 
State College; 1935-36, Wisconsin Alumni Research Founiation; a 
1936-37, Hetional Aeseciation ef audubdon Societies; 1937-36, Thomas 
B. Brittingham; 1938-39, no support; 1939-40 and first half of 1940-41, 
Wiseonsin Conservation Departuent (Pittman=Zobertson funds); 1940-41, 
second f ——- : : half, no support re atc wecers wn? aoe Sets Fee : 

iL1N40-4y not wees rem tley : Ke orgs 
Geen HEL 2 4endbe Se oe 

e ae
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Interpretation of the Quail Census 

Figure 1 depicts the number of quail on the Prairie du Sac 

4 area each spring and fall since the census began in 1929.. The 

rising solid lines are the reproductive gains resulting from the ; 

_gummer breeding seasons; the descending dashed lines are the 

winter losses. Table 1 gives the same information, with the : 

percentages of winter loss and summer gain. 3 ; 

When the census began in the spring of 1929, a killing winter 

had just reduced the quail population to the lowest level on record. 

Starting at this point of bare survival, the population curve exhib- 

4ts two successive periods of behavior, comparison of which furnishes 

the starting point for subsequent thought. 

) The first period, 1929-1931, shows a rapidly rising curve. The 

reason for this rapid rise is evident Gn-Pieure-l: sumser gains [for 

_ Shese-pears were large, and winter losses small. 

The second period, 1931 te 1935, shows a sustained high level. 

The reason is again evident: summer gains (fer-fowr-years) were still 

larze, but winter losses were equally large, and counterbalanced 

. Pore 

. : Winter weather dees not account for this increase in winter a Dar? 

losses; these winters were all milder than average. (See Ga eens 

dottom of Figure 1.) The environment hed not changed perceptibly, = 

Hence we coneluded that the high level of 1931-1935 represented an 

equilibrium between the reproductive increase of the quail and some 

hitherto inoperative “resistance” in their environment.
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We called this equilibrium level garrying capacity. The 

carrying eapacity appeared to be about 300 quail. Whenever the 

population rose above 300 in the fall, some hitherto inoperative force ; 

out 1t down to the 300 level before spring. pad 

Errington and Hanerstrom ‘) set gorth the concent of carrying 

capacity fa-2935) at the end of the sustained high level of 1931-1935. 

While their lletin was in press, the catastrophic winter of 1935-36 

harried man and beast with nearly two months of bitter cold and : 

deep snow. Quail in the frontier zone to the north were virtually 

obliterated: the loss an fed areas in southern Wisconsin ran as high as 

ae 75 per cont (43+ p45), At Prairie du Sac 13 out of 20 coveys were 

wiped out; the population was cut down from 416 to 70 birds, or 

: $3 per cent. ; 

This reduction to a quarter of carrying capacity was followed by 

three mild winters devoid ef any lethal weather except occasional ice- 

storms. Judging by quail population behavior following the previous y 

killing winter (1928-29), the years following 1935-36 should have 

brought hich summer gains, lowtinter losses, and a rapidly mounting 

population curve. The summer gains were, in actuality. fairly high, . 

tut the winter losses were large enough to offset them. Not until 

1939 ata preirie-to-tce “quai again exhibit thet combination of low 

loss and high gein necessary to reattain carrying capacity level. 

It has hovered at or slightly below that level to the present time. 

Tis delayed rebound of the decimated population is the only —_ 

miedification of the original carrying capacity concept accruing from
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the additional six years of census now available, The pritevic 

meaning of this delay is to be discussed later. 

Rerivation of Gernying Gapeot ty ae. 
It is important at thie juneture for the reader to understand 

thet the coneept of earrying eapacity was originally derived, - 

not from the gross semf-annval censuses of large areas, but from ‘ 

their constituent frections, namely the intimate week-to-woek 

censues of coveys or groups of coveys, scattered over two states, 

and presented in detetl by Mrrington and Hanerstrom in their 1936 

bulletin, In weighing these records of winter survival, mortality 

was conveived to arise from the interplay of two factors, weather 

and predation, In order to analyzo the manner in which predetion 

Operates, nortality which seamed to arise from weather alone was 

senuitehs The discarding was done by judement, based on current ‘ 

interpretation of field evidense. No other way of sifting the d 

data was available. 

From this process of sifting-by-judgnent was derived the as 

concept of differential valnorability to predation at different ; pane 

population levels. Carrying capacity postulates the fact that ») Pg te 

i surplus population is entomatically eut down to a mean level by 

|——spredations @ifferential vulnerability postulstes| why-ani how the 
cutting takes place, and ¢ig-en@ how predation ceases to eperate 

when the mean level hse been re-established. 

the mechanism of @ifferential vulnerability is best defined in 3
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terms of field history, Quail became vulnerable to predation whenever 

GAY i ° | they increased beyond the carrying capacity level, and this without 

: wu ) o> /\ any influx of or increase in predators. )Im some instances vulnera- 

e , : v.) bility coincided with actual decreases in predacious species. 

YW ; Vulnerability represents a shift of predator-pressure from less to 

more available prey; when quail increased beyond capacity, predators 

shifted their attention from buffers to quail. Carrying capacity ; 

level is thus a threshold of vulnerability to predation, and depends 

on the availability of buffers as alternate prey!t+ +739), 

When predator—pressure shifted to surplus quail, it did not 

fall’ equally on all coveys; it fell heaviest on those coveys which 

had been forced, by reason of rising population, to occupy marginal 

territories. This heavier impact on marginal coveys suggested, of 

course, that deficient food and cover made quail vulnerable. This 

simple explanation was in part refuted, however, by the fact that 

during years of high population predation sometimes depleted well-fed 

coveys in good cover, both at Prairie du Sac, where ample food often 

occurred accidentally, and on managed areas, where it was artificially 4 >} 

provided. The exact role of the cover factor is not easily @isentangled> 

for cover changes too slowly for decisive experimental manipulation. 

Unlike food, it cannot be artificially provided. 

The upshot, at this writing, is that vulnerability to predation 

explains the reduction of surplus quail; relative availability of 

buffer foods explains vulnerability; but we are ‘still unable to explain 

the vulnerability, during years of surplus, of well-fed coveys in good 

cover. ‘ Yr 2,
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est of the Carrying Capacity Concept 
The concept of carrying capacity, as published by Errington 

and Hamerstrom in 1936, conteins two essential postulates: 

1. Low breeding populations achieve high reproductive 

geins; high breeding populations achieve low gains. 

r 2. Low fall populations suffer low winter losses; high 

fall populations suffer high winter losses. 

She alternating action of these two adjustments during the 

summer and winter of each year comprises the mechanism which causes 

populations to oscillate about « mean level. ‘ 

It should be noted that in the previous caption, no attempt was 

made to explain the mechanism of the first postulate. Its workings 

are screened by summer greenery, whereas the workings of the second 

are legible, to some extent, in winter snows. The end=results of 

both, however, are reflected in the census. Now that we have twelve 

years of census records, the fall counts, as compared with those of | 

the preceeding spring, should tell us whether the first postulate 

stands the test of history. The spring counts, as compared with those 

of the preceeding fall, should tell us whether the second postulate 

atanta the test of history. Only one qualification attaches to these 

assertions: weather is a “wild” variable tn Ak Senmnnene weather 

: ' mortality cannot be separated and discarded, as was done in the original 

derivation of the carrying capacity concept. 

This disadvantage is perhaps offset by an advantage: the test 

can be wholly objective; no data need be .eubjected—te sifting on
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a Jadgnent basis. 

___» Im this test the other environmental variables, such as food and 

(cover, are agsuned to have renained constant. —_ Z 
ee A graphical test of the two postulates is presented in Figure 2.) 

In the left-hand graph, the levels of spring or breeding popula- 

: tion during each of the twelve years are arranged in ascending (not 

chronological) order, and are plotted against the per cent of repro- 

ductive gain achieved. An orderly relationship is apparent; eight 

of the twélve years conform closely to a sigmoid curve; three deviate 

only slightly; one (1929) deviates widely, but this point is of 

doubtful validity because the spring census was of doubtful complete- 

ness, hence, the position of the point may be too high on the graph. 

‘ The extensions of the sigmoid eurve are of theoretical 

interest. Above (to the right of) the carrying capacity level, 

the reproductive gains clearly approach zero. What happens te 

reproductive gain below (to the left of) the lowest accurate 

census, that for 1938? It may be conjectured that the curve 

pitehea sharply downward, as indicated by the hypothetical 

dotted line, for somewhere in this lowest range of breeding density. 

birds mst become too scarce to mate effectively or roost warmly, |” 

hance niniaun peystation yhonenenn mesh cone inte ploy, ant tt ie’ 

no longer true that low levels enhance reproductive gains. : 

In the right-hand graph, the levels of fall population 

during each of the twelve years are arranged in ascending order, 

and are plotted against the per cent of winter loss suffered. Wo



Figure 2. Rela’ of spring to 
| a (loft); relation 

¢ fa ; population to winter lows
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orderly relationship is apparent; the points fall at random. They 

should, according to theory, cluster around a curve ascending fron 

_. the lower left corner and approaching vertical in the upper right . 

corner, If the three aberrant years 1936, 1937, and 1936 had 

experienced a lesser loss, there would be support for such a curve. ‘ 

The main reason for randomness, however, is doubtless the one already 

mentioned: winter losses reflect weather plus predation, and a 

weathor is random in ites incidence. 

We conclude from Figure 2 that the over-all l2-year census data 

ae) firmly support the first postulate but not the second. The second 

yp fi rn is derivable only from detailed covey records from whieh 

wee weather-losses have been eliminated. A necessary corr#llary of these : 

eo conclusions is that weather affects winter loss more than it affects 

breeding-gain, hence the breeding=-gain curve reflects population — 

: level with less interference from weather than does the winter 

loss curve. — 

Comparison With Other Areas and Species 
: Figure 3 compares the Prairie du Sac quail curve with the nearest 

censuses of quail and other gallimaceous species, on areas of like 

size, for which semi-annual censuses are available, namely: ruffed — 

grouse at Cloquet, Minnesota‘t2> P-529), quail and Hungarian partridge 

at Faville Grove, Wisconsin’! PP-43-¥6), rurtea grouse at Prairie 

du Sac, ani quail on the Hunt City area, Jasper County, Illinois. The : 

last is an unpublished record supplied by courtesy of Dr. Ralph EB. 

Yeatter of the Illinole Natural History Survey.
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No pheasant curve is included because no semi~annual pheasant 

censuses have been made; unfrozen marshes prohibit spring and fall 

: counts of most Wisconsin pheasant ranges. No small areas are 

ineluded because they are subject to heavy summer ingress and egress, 

and hence are not sufficiently self-contained for year-to-year 

comparisons of population. 

The four areas compared in Figure 3 are alike in size and in 

accuracy and interval of census. All but Faville Grove have few 

or no pheasants. All differ in soil. Other differences include: 

we. t l \ is 

Winter tee 
: av 

Prairie du Sac A, B Yes Qusil, ruffed grouse, No (Bifrost out 
a few pheasants 12 

Cloquet B Ho Ruffed grouse No On 700-aores:. 

onky Lo 

Faville Grove ¢,D Yes Pheasant, Hungarian Yes No 

partridge, quail 

Jasper County F Yes Quail, prairie chicken No Yes 

Figure 3 is an ocular search for contrasts, similarities, or 

coincidences in population behavior. The areas and species will be 

compared first for long-time fluctuations and later for fluctuation 

between spring and fall levels. 

Gycles. The three quail curves A, D, and F, and the two ruffed 

grouse curves B and E, insofar as their time-span permits, all show 

@ low period after 1928, a high period after 1932, a low period after 

1936. All but curve F show a rising period at present. This time- L
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schedule is that of the ten-year grouse and rabbit cycle in the Lake . 

States region. The amplitude of the fluctuations (which are all 

plotted to the same vertical scale) varies widely, but the peaks and — 

troughs are all visible in sosie degree. t 

In order to verify this coincidence, the Wisconsin open seasons ; 

on quail and grouse are inserted at the bottom of Figure 3, together 

with the kill of cottontails and snowshoe hares reported by licensees 

(curves G and H). These records give a highly delocalized chronology 

ef the cycle, fen of individual bias. Grouse and quail are opened 
V6 213 workin 

only when a cesndlros county committees agree that they are abundant. 

The rabbit and hare kill is compiled mechanically from a fixed state- 

wide system of licensee-reports, which has remained uniform during 

the study period. These records confirm 1932 as the mean date of 

the cyclic high, and 1937 as the succeeding low. The rabbit ie 

does not confirm the recent rise in cyclic populations, but the open . oy. 

grouse seasons do. It is common knowledge that the rabbit kill et 

‘been depressed by recent publicity oa tularemia. lf share a - Lito 

It is concluded, then, that the three available quti ouvens apron py 

whether by accident er othervise, parallel the grouse and rebeit ayeie °*”!) 

of the Lake States. ‘he Hungarian partridge curve shows no parallelism 

to either quail or grouse. 

Errington has reported a similar parallelism, during the period 

19321940, between Iowa quail and the northern grouse and rabbit 

cycle’? P95), ana has pointed out that Ohio quail likewise show the 

sane low points as northern grouse. Figure 3 (Sarthe? confirms his :
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suggestion that perhaps the irregular shortetime quail fluctuations 

representing the carrying capacity mechanism are superimposed upon oc 

rythmic long-time fluctuation representing the cycle. 

: Such a dual population dita is more plausible than would 

at first appear. Carrying capacity and cycles are two terms, tt 

not necessarily two things. The cyclic Cloquet grouse curve, during 2 

its peak, returns to a mean level of 600 each spring just as faithfully 

as the Prairie du Sac quail curve returns to a mean level of 300, cack 

sgaiege The “deferred rebound" in Prairie du Sac quail after the : 

low point of 1936 h=d just as well be called the trough of a cycle. 

Cloquet grouse, to be sure, “crashed" a year ahead of Prairie du Sac 

quail, tt such lags as between localities are a common attribute of : 

“eyelie species. The fact that quail have been considered a "non-cyclic 

species" should perturb no one, for there is probably no such thing. 

Any species can assume either behavior, depending on the environment. 

We are here sugcesting that the two behaviors may alternate, and that 

this alternation, when of sufficient amplitude, may constitute the : : 

population behavior ordinarily known as "cyclic". 

Figure 3 leaves one puzzle whobly unanswered: the relation of 

hard winters to cyclic "crashes". This is reserved for later discussion. 

Toothed and Toothless Curves. We have next to compare the 

populations depicted in Figure 3 (Curves A to F) for that fluctuation 

Sohne fall and spring which appears as “saw-teeth" in semi-annual 

census curves. xtreme disparity in the height of sawteeth is 

apparent at a glance. In fact the curves suggest that there may be
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: two types of populstion behavior, toothed (A, B, ¥) and nearly 

toothless (Z), and that s given population may be consistently : 

toothed or toothless for considerable periods. 

Teothleseness must mean either that no young are born, or 

if born, that they or their equivalent die off or move out before 

snow flies and censuses begin. 

That there probably are population behaviors not yet known to ‘ 

ecology is attested by the frequent failure of wildlife saneecenitieels 

- to produce predictable gains in population, and by the general failure 

to explain cycles, carrying capacities, saturation points, irruptions, i 

and the disappearance of protected species. These population 

behaviors are well known as facts, but very imperfectly known as 

mechanisms. A possible new category of population behavior is 

therefore worth discussing, despite imperfect proof of its existence. 

Prairie du Sac quail show a consistently "toothy" curve. 

Ruffed grouse at Cloquet show a very toothy curve during their cyclic 

ascent, a sagging toothless one during their descent. Hungarian 

partridges at Faville Grove are toothed except in 1938. WFaville 

; Grove quail show a tooth in 1935, followed by a nearly toothless 

period until 1939, and a toothed period at present. The most tooth=- Kes ' 

lews curve is that of Prairie du Sac ruffed grouse, which exhibit Vegi 
microscopic teeth in 1932 aa 1932, but none before, and only a bare 

indication after 1938. Jasper County quail are well toothed. 

What does this character of etree or weak ‘Mdentition" represent? 

What visible condition of either the birds or their environment parallels
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its distribution among the three species and four areas represented 

in Figure 3? : 

Denti tion, like cycles, cannot be an attritate of species, for 

| quail exhibit strong dentition in curves A and ¥, weak in curve D; : 

roffed grouse strong in curve 3B and weak in curve #. Curve D suggests ; 

that a given quail population may psss into and ovt of toothless 

behavior. The final years of curve B seem to represent a transition 

from strong to weak dentition in ruffed grouse. In fect the summers 

of 1935 and 1936 show actual losses, instead of the usual gains. ; 

Dentition is hardly an attribute of arcsas, in the sense of 

affecting all species on a given area in the same way, for the strongly- 

toothed quail of curve A find their winter cover in the same thickets 

as harbor the weakly-toothed ruffed grouse of curve E. The trensi- 

tions in curves B and D likewise refute any notion that dentition 

is @ fixed charscter of areas. 

The sportsman's belief that shot populations reproduce vigorously 

gagguite that etvong dentition may be an attribute of shot populations, 

but all the populations here depicted are unshot, or nearly so, except 

Jasper County (Curve F). The quail of curve A, during the four 

years they were lightly shot, exhibit no transition during the succeeding 

j unshot period. 

Dentition does not seem to reflect density in any érdinesy sense, 

; for curve A is well toothed through its wide gamt of densities, and 

curve B in its ascending stage is toothed through the same range of 

densities as later exhibit actual summer losses, i-@., complete lack 

of dentition. The extreme toothlessness of Prairie du Sac grouse
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(curve E), which inhabit scattered woodlets, suggests some connection 

with discontimous fragments of range. The general prevalence of 

protected but apparently static grouse remuants in farm woodlots : 

: further accents this thought. It seems to be refuted, however, 

by guail curve D, which exhibits elternating behavior on one and 

the same area. this area has no greater discontimity than pre- 

vails inmost farm quail country. A connection between toothless- 

ness and discontinuity of cover is further refuted by grouse t 

curve B, which became toothless in 193% in a contimous forest. 

Sparse populations should breed and winter well if they are 

subject to carrying capacity concepts. Mote aeipancakip enemas cae 

clita aa a ot ‘ay mobic known ; 

ds carrying iompamt rs fis, of course, is defining one mystery 

Cae in terms of another. Se te 

yy ; es Dentition might reflect the presence or absence of competitive | 

oy! (y'\ pheagants. In quail, the area showing weal dentition (D) has many , 

e Wy, se a pheasants; the aveas showing strong dentition (A, F) have virtually | 

nH pe - nome. Area D during its initial toothed period had nine tines 

. more quail than pheasants; at present it has more pheasants than 

quail, i.e, the curve spans e perlod of progressive increase in : 

pheasants. Th quail curve might be regarded as showing progressive 

Yeas of dentition,” fastaiabs, however, are virtually abvent from | 
the toothless grouse curve 2, ‘If pheasants are the ‘nat ory 

, /eanbiiiaai eiash curves, then toothlessness in grouse must have a 

different eause. 

CO Aad ¥) De 1 Dia Newey Ht Ps os by ks » : ne 

; Leh l b Ni. oa a ak te : Ah, wp ye 0) -fPruoernty 3 ) Vein Sheth p cs big : 

Ae thy Srig.? Very rk tel migatot? Qo phian, amore sopitthes 
ERED mae ahs thin h arrbine b.? etPabetinns’ abn} - Lannage, 2 e :
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a While discussing pheasants, it is well to ask whether pheasant 

populations exhibit the sans disparity in dentition as quail snd 

: ruffed grouse. We have no pheasant curves because censuses have : 

been taken in midwinter, rather than in spring and f2l1, but on 

the University Arboretun Kefuze we have indirect evidence of 

strong dentition, We know from repeated bandings that the pop= 

vlation ‘mavey between suceeseive winters he as high es 66 per 

cent. (W. S. Feeney and T. M. Sperry, unpublished). The generel ; 

y trend of successive censuses is upward. These two facts establish, g 

beyond a doubt, the existence of a strongly toothed curve. The fact 

that Wisconsin pheasants generally are increasing, despite heavy, 

snaoting,, baskins shining Aenbithen $6 2 sic Miniaak Guiles: foprtalen 

‘There — for discussion the possibility that toothless- 

ness may reflect egress of reproductive gains, rather than lack 

of gains. ‘That individuel quail and ruffed grouse may move inte or 

out of a 2,000 or 3,000 acre area is too well established by banding 

to require proof. For such movement to take the teeth out of a 

; curve, however, the movement must represent weinhe Cale! 

‘ ef the population, end mst take place year after yosr, in spring, 

gamer, or early fall, i.e., between spring and fall censuses. 

Furthermore, as egress renders one area toothless, it mst enhance 

_. dentition in another. If egress is the reason for toothlessness, , 

then mass movements of supposedly sedentary species must be much more ~ 

‘ prevalent than anyone has heretofore guessed.
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One population record for the Faville Grove area spans the decline of a remnant flock 

of prairie chickens and bears on the question of dentition. Wo curve is presented in 

Figure 3 because the numbers are too low to register, and the spring census covers cocks only. 

The record, originally published by Hawkins 2°» p-¥6) and now brovght up to date, is as fillows: 

Year Winter Count Cocks ao Evidence of Reproduction 
n Spri poze yes 

. 2A q é 

1932-33 100 ? ve ee 4 els : 

1933-34 601 ? bq we ? 
1934-35 hs, 17 4 2 young seen July, 1935, 1 in September 

1935-36 37 12 1 brood found, 2 nests found 

1936-37 30 13 1 nest found 

1937-38 30 12 Remains of hatched found September, 1935 

1938-39 8 7 ee | ey ae ee 
of i ina Asie ide as Lol daplid), Ss 

1939-40 ? 2 Wore»), ) 0) / 9 Et fherag mo eughh - 
HAA AAs Or re Jit, crea apg 

——agho-ha 3 1 meee) FS fe nett FO 
Gide plow? Leeming or davon 

If the number of booming cocks for any spring be roughly doubled to represent the 

bag a ul Ao Dangtn Aton Am 

entire breeding population, the resulting number is in most years Sualies—then the 6 | papynns Thus oak 
ensuing winter census; i.e., there were no summer gains. Hither reproduction was ,, FT hn rf 

deficient (toothless curve), or it was poached off, or it moved out. Loss by egress pe i 

possible in such a mobile species, but is refuted by the fact tha oon) }) southern Wisconsin 

: : dupe ag nelielions 
chicken remnants have likewise dwindled, during he Cae period. The decline of the 

' Faville Grove remnant corresponded with an increase in pheasants, but pheasants were 

scarce on the particular prairie where the chickens boomed and nested. If poaching a 

| occurred, it did not occur on this prairie, but it may have occurred at distant feeding 

onal 5 \ b } 

Oy “We do not know how to construe this record, but we present it because it is the 

nearest available record of the disappearance of a species, and we believe that 

toothless curves and losses of protected species are somehow connected. (/))),, i }
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fo sum up: we delieve there is such a thing as depressed or 

| teothless populations, and that such populations are characteristically 

| sparse, discontimeus, and not responsive to carrying capacity. We 

_, Suspect they may consist of old individuals which breed poorly but 

yyy ‘ te are highly predator-proof. We suspect that competitive species are 

ei j i ae \ . one cause of poor breeding, but perhaps not the only cause. We — 

me “en suspect that cycles may be an alternation of toothed and toothless 

ea “e Swe Jo Dahawton, and that cyclic populations are responsive to carrying ~../ | 

: ne capacity only during their peaks or toothed stages. ar faa: 

ap Yo“ A tae SAM 1s ak Vir Aannillen week toe ean 

FN we co > sites Gol nde Glaiaes tn teetind ant tevthlens pepdiiiens. Ghte 0) A 7 

we We has not been done decause criteria of age in live-trapped birds ee 

» \ ae wv lhave only recently becone available (i. 4. Hochbaum, unpublished). Ne 

Wt ae] et 
yr be Heathor and Wildlife CeO 

Ss ov io Figure % depicts the temperatures and snow levels for each 

4 winter, as recorded by the United States Weather Bureau at Madison. 

The periods of simultaneous deep snow and sub-zero temperature are : 

d . hatched. The total hatched area for each winter is assumed to 

—. represent ite taraness") (13+ p-l14), ghe winters are compared 

70 | ge tances tht the Nar ahawt at Gin bethell Of Thee 2. 

Figure 5 depicts the rainless pericds for each summer. ‘the 

base of each black triangle is a period in which no rain exeseded 

a twentieth of an inch. The total black area for each summer is 

assumed to represent its drouthiness (method proposed by Wade (25) ). 

The summers are compared for drouthiness in the bar chart at the
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 Grouth intensity. 
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fF 
bottom of Figure 1. : an 

In working with these senate one repeatedly receives the 

impression that they do not register the true impact of weather on : 

wildlife, and that the seasonal bar charte (Figure 1) are more 5 

feulty then the chronological graphs (Figures 3 and 4). Thus on Ls 

the bar chart the summers of 1937, 1939, and 1940 appear nearly 

as érouth-stricken as 1936, tut in the field 1936 fer exceeded them 

in severity. Likewise the mild winters of 1936, 1937, and 1938 _ 

brought ice-storms which cannot be graphed, but which eometimes 

| killed as many quail as deep snows. Short cataclysmic storms such 

as the Armistice Dey blizzard of Noveuber 11-13, 1940 register only 

faintly on weather graphs; on the other hand protracted storms 

such as January-February 1936 register very well. | 

The upshot oer ees ‘of extraordinary form or short duration 

does not register on graphs, and that 2ll weather acts not as a 

‘Separate foree, but in intersction with food, cover, ant antecedent 

ee history. Hence weather records are valuable mainly as background 

for the wildlife drama, rather than as ee& erplanations for its events. 

One of the puzzling questions raized by Figure 3 is the 

relation, if any, between cyclic Gselines and killing winters. 

That killing winters eause [ ccnorenoee quail has long been 
accepted as a fact, tut now that wo Gat tain quail as 

ue affected by the samc cycle as grouse and rabbits, what role docs. 3 

weather play with them? It is hardly conceivable that three 

groups of speeios share the same cycle without sharing ite causative a
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We have no answer te the puzzle, tut we call attention to the 

fact that the last three cyclic declines in all three aes have 

elustered around a hard winter, some falling off just before and 

sone just after, in no fixed eoqcanies pest 

Thus Cloquet grouse (curve B) failed to increase during the 

summer of 193% and lost heavily during the winter of 193435, a year 

ahead of the killing winter of 1935-36. The Wisconsin grouse 

season of 1935 was poor, fine kill fell off a half as compared with 

'-:49%4%, (Walter B. Scott, unpublished). Wisconsin rabbits (curves 

@ and H) began to fall off as early as 1933. On the other hand all 

the quail curves (A, DB, PF) fell off during the killing winter of 

1935-36, end displeyed no deficiency of reproductive gains until 

1936. The same is true of Iowa oni” > 

Another cluster of declines surrounds the killing winter of 

1928-29, but the dispersion of dates is greater. Wisconsin ruffed 

: grouse and prairie chiekens begen to decline in 1925 and "hit 

Hotton" in 1927 ana 192822 P24) rose of the herd winter. 

Wisconsin snowshoe bares "hit bottom" in 1927'12* P-142), cottontaiis 

ateplayed a spotty shortaze in 1926 "2+ P-9*), noth ahead of the 

hard winter. Wisconsin quail, however, wore normal until decimated 

by the winter of 1928-29. | 

A third cluster of declines coincides roughly with the killing 

winter of 1917-18, but the iia cecal aie Wisconsin 

ruffed grouse "hit bottom" an 1919, prairie chickens in rgig't2e p-2h2) : : 

Leth after the herd winteus Gail irsepted tn about 1916" 2? 2), 2
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Aiea during the winter of 1917-18°"* ”*7), wut the precise details 

are lost. 

These clusterings must either be accidental, or there is a 

periodicity in hard winters which has some causal connection with 

: cycles, or the coincidence of declines in quail and grouse is accidental 

and without causel significance. ‘ 

” In weighing the finality of all our deductions on population 

: behavior, it should be remembéred that the study period had a high 

proportion of drouthy summers and mild winters. Different weather might : 

induce different population behavior. 

Grouse, Phessants, Predators, and Buffers 

mis deasiaen Pod <oueinn other then quail appear in Seis 8. Gerteln o2F~ 

estimates, flush counts, and notes were made on other species, but are 

not entitled to be called censuses. These are briefly digested under 

"remarks", and in the following captions. 

Buffed Grouse. The extreme flatness of the grouse population curve, 

and the seeming lack of reproductive gains (see curve E, Figure 3) 

have already been discussed. The low density should be noted. 

Errington's map (1. pp. 394395) shows about 500 acres of fair, good, 

and dense woody cover, and this is probably about the area of habitable 

grouse range. During the highest year (1932-33) there were 33 grouse, 

or one per 15 acres of cover. During the average year there were 20, 

or one per 25 acres of cover. This is about one grouse per woodlot. 

The extreme flatness of the geouse curve likewise raises the 

question of whether they breed at all, and to what extent they are shot.
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TABLE €z- 

Gensus ef Species Other than Quail Af) 

a 

1926-29 7? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? Microtus high swamer of 1929, 

1929-30 8620 18 2 ? ? 7 ? ? Microtus lew by spring 1980, 

1930-31 207 207% : % && 2 4 2 

1931-32 «= 25 16 %. 27-4 3 \ 2 Red foxes reapneared, two killed. 

1932-33 33 v7 27 23 6 2 ? 7 

1933-3418 wt 2 ws * 2 6 ? Owl pellets high in microtus. 

1934-35 19 pa a "Some" 4 tF7 3 8 2-3 Ye raccoons. 

1935-36 15 15% "2 or 3" . 35.. 7 3 6 2-3 = - Kling winter. 

1936-37 15 15% 8 67% 3+ Jr § ° GO? Rabbits 1/3 normel. Horne? owls and redtails 
failed to breed. Cpossums gone. 

1937-38 «15 be) ? 9 +s 2 4 2 Rabbits recovering. Siunks high. iilerotus 
high in $. Wis., probably here also. 

1938-39 20+ =? 15 4 Mt Ss 2 4 2 8 re@ foxes used ares, 1 litter raised. 
Rabbits egnin normel. 

1939-40? 12 ? 6? s 3 4% 9 ¥ 2? 5 red fores used ares. 

IghO-4l OP BH ? 6 % 9.28 au 4 2 4 red foxes used area. 2 barred owls end 5 
ie os ce ee x bald eagles wintered. Rabbits above normel. 

Average 20 17 19 «17 6 2
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7 — 
Gastrow hears drumming nearly every year. He saw a brood of a dozen 1 

young about ten years ago. He does not regularly visit the area in 4 

spring or summer. He is sure there is no shooting except casual : 

poaching by rabbit hunters. 

Errington (2+ P+32)nas pointed out that this ruffed grouse pop- 

' wlatdon, despite its sparsity, exhibits a carrying capacity level of 

about 18 birds, the spring counts oscillating about this mean. This 

contradicts the assumption, discussed elsewhere, that depressed 

toothless populations are not responsive to carrying capacity. It is | 

worthy of note, however, that the clearest response occurred the 

"toothed" year 1932-33. > 

Pheasants. Wholesale phessant stocking in Wisconsin began in 1928, bat | 

no appreciable number have become established on this area because of 

the searcity of marsh cover, This, as already pointed out, is an , 

experimental advantage, for 1¢ eliminates © isin ogetiiadia & 

variable. - 

a Gray Fox. Gastrow is an expert fox hunter, hence nid, fo figeréa, axed: trved To Le 

ae Red foxes range beyond the area, hence the number using the 

area is not a census. Gray foxes, however, are mch less mobile. 

7 arrington cheekea in the field the donning and ranging habite on which ) 

( eaateed xisaiated the guey-tex sugeebetatetie-2- =< hs 

paling the study period ein eeeiann fall ‘pepelstien of gray foxes ie 

- was 19, or one per quarter-section. There were three gray foxes for eey 

each horned owl, and about one for each covey of quail. ane 

' Gray foxes were absent from the Prairie du Sac region before 1925 

but reappeared that year!» P-221), paring the study period the pop- 

:
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ulation shows a rising trend from 1930 until 1937, followed by a ; 

decline. Trappers! reports submitted to the Conservation Department 

likewise indicate a peak in gray foxes in 1937, following a low in 

1932; this is true both for Columbia County ashiee state as a 

whole (Walter E. Scott, unpublished). These data indicate that the 

gray fox may have & cycle egmmby opposite in phase to the grouse- : 

rabbit oycle. ~{See-Figure—3)+ 

Gray foxes kill fewer quail than raptors (1+ P-374)s few quail | 
are lost to either unless there is a surplus above carrying capacity. 

For example, abundant foxes in 1932-33 killed few quail in one under 

populated territory of the Prairie du Sac grea; the next winter a much 

lesser number of foxes killed many more quail in the same territory, 

which that year was over-populatea (1+ P+374). 

Red Fox. This species ons abecad from the area until 1932-33, when two ; 

were killed. In 1936-37 a few tracks were seen; in 1937-38 Gastrow 

shot ones; in 1938-39 eight used the area and one litter was raised on 

the area; in 1939-40 five were present; in 1940-41 four used the area. 

Horned Owl. An exhaustive account of the food habits and prey-relations 

of this aye part on the Prairie du Sac area, has been published 

by Errington, Frances Hamerstrom, and F. N. Hamerstrom, ar. ©), 

The horned owl population at Prairie du Sac varied during the study 

period from four to eight, and averaged six, or a little over one bird per \ 

: square mile. With quail at carrying capacity, there ss about one horned \ | 

owl for each three coveys. \ | 
. \ 

4
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Table 2 shows thet in most years a nest was found for each two ; 

horned owls wintering on the area. It is unlikely that any nests were 

: overlooked. This is strong evidence that nesting pairs are localized 5 

within the area, and that the nesting population consists of the wintering 

birds, i.e., that no movement shuffles the population during either 

winter or spring. 

While ordinarily all the horned owls resident during early winter 

nested during late winter, there were two years in which no nesting 

occurred: 1936-37 and 1939-40. In both yeers horned owls were present 

in the usual numbers, both before and during the nesting period. Horned 

owls nest in February when the woods are bare, and the location of nests 

is clearly advertised by feathers, fur, pellets, down, and other signs. 

At Prairie du Sac a careful search for nests is part of the anmal 

\ -routine, not only to complete the census, but to gather pellets and 

a other data for the food-habits study’, Hence it is virtually certain 
yp that these two years in which no nests were found were actually non- 

W breeding years. Why? 

\e In the search for reasons, a clue is found in the fact that 

during the first year (1936-37) we likewise failed to find reatailed 

hawk neste. This is less conclusive than the failure to find owl 

neste, for field work ceased in April, and lete vestings might have 

escaped detection. It seems probable, though, that some facter co-mon 

to both species prevented the usual nestings. Of the foods eomnen to 

both species, rabbits and micé are the most likely items. Of the 

two mice, meadow mice fluctuate meh more violently than deernice ‘9° ?+789), 
but comprise a lesser fraction of the owl's diet, even when abundant (Se P.790),
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Meadow mice, however, comprise a larger fraction of the redtail's : ; 

atet. (+ peti4) — : 
In 1936-37, when both species failed to breed, cottontail rabbits 

wers only "one third nernal" at Prairie du Sac. Nunters in the south- 5 

westera counties flushed oaly about two per hour ""), mo statewide 
kill fell to its lowest point in 1937 (Figure 3, curve HR). Despite this 

searcity, 69 per cent of the Prairfe du Sac horned owl pellets for “ 

1936-37 conteined cottontall, ae against an averoce of 66 per cent for 

eight winters (5+ ?-785), yo corresponding azta for reétail are at 
honud. 

The status of meadow mice at Prairie du Sac in 1936-37 is unknown, 

but population peaks eccurred at Prairie du See in 1929 and 1934, 

and in the general region in 1938, hence meadow mice were probably searee 
in 1936-37. Snow blanketed the available mice in January and February, 

which is normal. Meadow mice occurred in 35 per cent of the 1936-37 

horned owl pellets, at the rate of 0.63 individuals per peliet (5+ P-S48)_ 
. In 1937-36, when both owls and redtails nested, meadow mice showed a : 

lesser representation: 15 per cent of the pellets contained 0.27 each. (5+ P-S49) 

Wo corresponding date for redtail are at hand. i 

fo sum up: rabbits ani probably meadow mice were scares during 

the non-bresding year 1936-37, but the horned owls caught an@ ate more 

of beth than usual. Hence searcity in these food items offers no | { ie f 

explanation for non-bresding of owls. : 

Yor the non-bresding year 1939-40 no local food-habits date are 

availsble, but rabbits were high, and probably also meadow nice, for ; 

many snow tunnels were seen in 1940-41. Hence non~breeding could not 

j 
: ;
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have been related to searcity in these prey species. 

Redtailed Hawk. Table 2 gives:the number of wintering birds for 10 

years, bat nest counts are missing in four years, and are of uncertain 

completeness in two others. 

fhe number of apparently wintering redtaile varied from four to 

eight, and averaged five. They probably hunted beyond the area, hence 

Computations of winter density are unjustified. The density was some- 

what less than that of horned owls. 

Whether the same individuals wintered and nested is uncertain, 

but in each of the four years of complete counts the number of nests is 

exactly half of the wintering population figure arrived at, and the forma- 

tion of pairs among the wintering birds is readily traced during the pre= 

nesting period. Hence there is a strong indication that identical indivi- 

duals ehebous and nested. If so, the migratory redtails mst pass over 

the residents twice a year. 

The non~breeding of redtails after the winter of 1936-37 has already 

been discussed under "Horned Owl". 

Small Fur Bearers. We do not know how to appraise the accuracy of ; 

Gastrow's estimates, given below. We believe they are as accurate as 

deduction from tracks and signs can be in these species. 

|
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oe 
1933-34 1994-35 1935-36 1936-37 1957-38 1936-39 1939-40 = 1gho-ba 

Sunks 45 40 50 45 5 15 Over 50 50 q 

Minks ° gu 3 2 2 3 at 2 

Weasels = 2 6 12 6 6 ? 4 
Raccoon 10-12 10 o 10 & & Less than 3 3 j 

Opossum 12 12 ° t 1 1? 1 i 

Ths Mieenemee of opossum after the hard winter of 1935-36 wis 

noted not only at Praiviie dn Sac, but also at Faville Grove (1% p-60), 
; On beth areas seme opossums reappeared by 1936. ; | 

Sottoatails. No numerical counts or estimates were made. Populations 

were “normal" up to and including the hard winter of 1935-36. In 1936-37 

only s third of the normal numbers were seen. Recovery was visible 

in 1937-38. After 1938-39 nermel nunibe rs were again present. : 

For southern Wisconsin as a whole, a spotty shortage is knewn 4 

te have o¢ourred in 1926 in the nearby counties of Dane, Richland, | 

and Juncan (2+ P92), Another occarred in 1936"), curve x, 
Figure 3 shows 1937 as the statewide low, but in this year Gastrow 

noted some recovery at Prairie du Sac. 3 

411 these fragments conforn to the general grouse and rabbit 

. cycle which hit bottom in 1927, peaked in 1932, hit vottom in 1937, 

and is now egain at peak. : 

geckrabbits. The whitetailed Jackrabbit has long been found on the 

send plain west of Prairie du Sac, but its occurrence on the study 

area is sporadic. Gastrow recalls occasional tracks in years prior 7
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to this study; in 1936-37 he shot one; in 1937-38 he records a track; f 

z in the last three winters he estimates the population as five, four, 

and one respectively. : 

Leopold's notes indicate a considerable eastward spread of this 

species during the past decade. Leopold has four recent records 

for Jefferson County, which is two counties east of Prairie du Sac. 

Squirrels. Fox and gray squirrels occur in the ratio of about 2:1. 

There are some flying squirrels. Gastrow records the following numbers 

of fox and gray squirrels seen: 

Year No. Seen in No. Trips (about 4 hours each) Seen per trip 

1936-37 12 ho 0.3 

1937-38 15 4g 0.3 

1938-39 3 45 0.3 

1939-0 16 56 0.3 

~ 1940-4 26 45 0.5 

These figures indicate a sparse but very stable squimsbl population. 

cnaly 
Mice. The ggiy available information on population status of mice is, that 

seared Andiveckly fren pellete nad. stomans 65: 79-78-13), pourntos 

are stable; meadow mice fluctuate and showed highs in 1929 (direct 

observation on the area), 1934 (abundance in pellets from the area), 

and 1938 (general observation in the region). Deermice predominated in — : 

horned owl owl pellets; meadow mice in other owls and 

2s? fit cron, foxes, and marsh hawks. 

ya eget 
4 

‘
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_  Qthex Raptors. Barred owls occur at times on the areay two were 

| present in 1940-41, Gereech owls occur locally: perhaps the frequent 

patehes of dense red cedar protect them from the larger owls. Short- 

eared and long-eared owls dfift in and out, their abundance seoming 

to depend on the abundance of meadow mice. Cooper hawks and marsh 

hawks occur irregularly; the letter do not nest because there are 

no large marshes on the area. Bald eagles, to the misber of five : 

or ten, winter regularly aleng tho river, subsisting on fizh injured 

in passing through the turbines of the Prairie du Sac power dam. 

Gray foxes seavenge on the seraps of fish unter the eagles’ perches. 

: ,
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SUMMARY 

This paper compares the population behavior of the species 

comprising a wildlife community with each other, and with the same 

d species on other areas, over a twelve-year period. Wo equally 

long census record has heretofore eniatel. The comparizon is ‘ 

challenging because it enables us to subject old concepts to new 

fests. It is confusing because several old concepts are reshuffled 

into unfamiliar combinations. 

The concept of carrying capacity in quail, originally deduced 

fron the first half ef the conms period, stands up under the test ' 

of this loner scrutiny, tut with certain extensions and modifications. 

Of the two alternating adjustments comprising the carrying capacity 

mechanism, the inverse relation between quail brecding population 

levels ond sumer gains ie well -supperted, but the direct relation 

between fall population levels and winter predation losses is ob- 

secured by the sporadic intrusion of losses from weather. : 

Superimposed on these annual adjustments in quail population : 

there is now visible a longer fluctuation which parallels the grouse i 

and rabbit cyele. Conversely raffed grouse, during thelr peak period, 

show en anmeal edjustment to 2 carrying capacity level. This suggests 

that carrying capacity in both species operates before and during 

peak periods, but is periodically interrupted by periods of decline 

ani depression, or cyclic troughs. The cycle, in fact, may be an | 

alternation of carrying capacity behavior with depressed behavior. ; 

fhe record further disdoses two kinds of annual fluctuations: 3 . 

i :
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toothed and toothless. Toothless curves seem to represent lack of 

, reproguctive gains. “Dentition" is most pronounced during cyclic 

ascents and peaks; it 19 weaker or dhesppense entirely during declines 

er troughs. Some populations remain tecthlesa; others alternate. The 

"cause" is unknown, bat isoleted, sparse, or declining remnante, and : 

_ these subjected to pheasant competition, are characteristically 

toothless. 

There is & curious coincidence between cyelic declines and hard 

winters which revives the cusstion of some cansal connection between 

populstion eycles end weather. Chronological graphs of hard winters s ; 

‘and drouths are a good way to compare years for wildlife pomiation . 

studies, but seasonal “intensity” summaries are believed to be inad- 

equate. 

; Gray foxes exhibit indications of a cycle inverse to the grouse- 

rabbit cyele. Meadow mice exhibit a cycle of about four years. 

Horned owls and redtailed hawks are stable in numbers, but in . 

some years fail te nest. These non~breeding years do not coincide ‘ 

with searcity of -avebbewierpreysCoroe ey TP The iw ef ie ee ‘ 

ce ae rae) 

Tims do wild thingd yield blind obeiieace to the laws of the land; 

ie aihih ne ama me Seeds but the import of which he may discern, 

\ dimly, from the accumlated verdicts of the years. Yo the individual 

animal there is no law, only an alternation of basking ani freezing, 

eating and starving, pursuing and escaping, begetting and dying. 

These, to hin, are reality. These, to the esologist, are the subconscious
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{ 

: i - 
i 

; breathings of the community, the biota. 

i the biota has its own astronomical realities. It basks or freezes 

in geological epechs. it feeds on the everlasting hills and the 

yadiation of stars. It pursucs its owa contimity. It begets 

floras and faunas, and is bereaved of them. These, to the biota, 

are reality. 

4 * 

i 
|
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Figure 4, §aily minimum temperatures (solid lines) 
i inches of unmelted snow on ground 

: ' (d@ash-dot lines) at Madison weather 
station, 20 miles southeast of Prairie 
du Sec. Hatching indicates periods of 
simaltaneous cold and deep snow.
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; THE PRAIRIE DU SAC WILDLIFE CENSUS, 1929-1941 i 

Aldo Leopold and Paul L. Errington : j 

3 
Origin of the Project +3 

“ To determine when and how winter losses take place, we began, i 

B3 covey 
oy in 1929, to make kepeated c ts of bobwhite* quail on each of nine ; 

3 : 
i areas of farmland in\sough-central Wisconsin. Each current loss in & i 

x numbers, as indicat shrinkage between successive counts, was 3 

a analyzed in te of curréat changes in weather, food, cover, preda- ; 

tion, and movements. By this,method we tried to deduce causal rela- 3 

: tionshipS between population chAnges and environment. To check these ? 

dedvétions, the counts were repea a for four successive winters. he 

pe hae Chwetine 
After 1933 Bix, reas were dropped; two were put under management. 

On the largest and best area, a 3,200 acre tract near Prairie du Sac, 3 

[ the counts were continued each winter to the present time, a total y 

span of twelve winters. owns » pas 

; Praca Face wage eo 3 
Thie-eree- has the nara pene Fn a partial island for sedentary 

species, being bounded by the fon River on one side and by more 

open farmlands on three sides. t has no large marshes; hence, no question f 

: aa & tow frat Danae, byroy 
of interference by pheasants befogs the record. It, ties at the juncture 

of the prairie, oak-hickory,and Canadian floras Sects and drift- 

less Senneeateis Ninn and sand soils. This border position is reflected d 

in its fauna; it is.approximately furthest south for deer and ruffed 

> 
grouse, furthest east for jackrabbit, furthest west for Hungarian 

partridge, and furthest north for a dozen Carolinian species, including fi 

; ‘
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tufted titmouse, red-bellied woodpecker, prothonotary warbler, 

and bobwhite quail. Quail occur further north, but only as a 

frontier population which is ordinarily sparse and spotty, but ik 

: : ae Bray of thas frrtean, corel ow Wa 
“s sporadically irrupts. Prairie du Sac is on the north edge of the 

. regular quail range in which every farmer who has left cover hears 

: pobwhite every June. 

i Prairie du Sac now offers a l2-year record of an unfed, un- 

4 managed, and essentially unshot quail population in which winter 

> losses are traceable almost week by week. It also offers a record 

fs of the raptors, carnivores, grouse and pheasants cohabiting the 

area, and notes on the status of buffer species. 

Deductions drawn from Prairie du Sac quail populations, and 

from similar studies in Wisconsin and Iowa, have been published by 

Errington and tise but only up to 1936. This paper aims 

to present the population behavior of all the Prairie du Sac 

species for the entire 12-year period, to compare them with each 

other, with weather records, and with the population behavior of the 

same species on other nearby areas. 

The area lies in the bluffs of the Wisconsin River, opposite i 

the village of Prairie du Sec. These bluffs have seen history. They 

saw the 4of}aGseiaet crawl out of the north and choke off the 

river at its gorge in the Baraboo Hills. When the glacial dam 

finally broke, they saw cubic miles of impounded melt rush for the 

Mississippi, depositing at their feet a broad outwash terrace now 

known as Sauk Prairie. They saw the French explorers pass, and
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-then the fur brigades. They saw the Illinois militiamen,imeludingethe-— 

' youthful _Linecis, chase the fugitive Blackhawk across the river in his 

-last retreat. They saw the long ere from the pineries ride the 

spring floods toward sO ls, connie peetign ie sil 

Today they look down on Holstein-dotted — on @ power dam, a 

rural golf links, a local literary = and this attempt at 

ecological research. 3 ee ; : 

en a actor in the drame of history looks, fown his nose at 

each new one. Doubtless the last r brigades, once the first farmer, oe ; . 

a trifling fellow. Doubtless the o 9 aces saa one’ — 

aginaee. Miskin. ae s,uoodle Teed ‘us, who come in all 

weathers to count his quail. bent hyo tas role RS aes oo . 

bhe land-we ms ndersiand #41] its constituent parts neludine § 

wiid-pients-end-oninals 2 : hes anes : 

Los eagle Hectban bows De aremuah Bn 5 Pecucl cud Vege eae 
Qu fais study, attempts to lay foundations forse understand ime-of—hew-the 

interpreted—in-the—light—of—its accumiated momentum Farming practices 

a 
sige ae, changed perceptibly —_ 1929, bat A slow loss in soil fertility dus Catan 

erstt taking place, and is aitentsd by growing sand-blows and flood 

scars, and by growing drouth-damage to pastures and woodlots. As pastures 

grow ehewhy leaner they mst grow larger, i.e., the woodlot mst recede. 

At Prairie du Sac, the evidences of this recession are dying birches on 

the bluffs, encroaching junipers on the sandy terraces, and a general 

thinning of the woodlot and its understory. The wholesale dying of 3
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caks, so conspicuous as an aftermath of drouth on dm heavier prairie soils, 

is here little in evidence. 

Two sharper changes have occurred during the study period, and may 

have affected wildlife populations. One was the opening of the quail 

season during the years 1932 to 1935; the other was the general debrushing 

of roadsides since the advent of relief labor in 1933. The open seasons 

J did not greatly reduce quail,for few hunters have quail dogs, and 

dogless hunters take little interest in quail; the kill at Prairie du 

Sac was probably negligible. Roadside debrushing, however, is tempereriiy 

aholiehine cover in a kind of rotation, end As more and more roadsides 

become mowable, they become habitable mainly for plant and animal weeds: 

sweet clover, quack grass, and mice. There remains only online for uate 

cover; inaccessible te-—mewers—end—eows: the brush-patches which are 

isolated by fields, and which are too rough to plow and too small or 

waterless to fence for pasture. 

Weather, during the study period has exhibited the sharp fluctuations 

characteristic of prairie climates. Intense drouths hit in 1934 and 

1936. Killing winters hit in 1935-36 and 1939-0. 

In short, 1941 offers Prairie du Sac wildlife a"poorer habitat than 

1929, but most of the man-made changes have been slow and gradual rather 

than sudden, and prevail not only here but throughout the dairy belt, whan 

Brairie-du—Sac_is_thus—e—velid—sempbe-of wildlife persist igg despite the 

fact that for each caress with friendly laws we deal it two blows with 

hostile farming. 

Field Work 

The field work for the study, while focused primarily on quail, 

covered all species competing with or preying on quail. For the first 

three years the work was done chiefly by Errington, and consisted of
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weekly to bi-weekly counts from November to April, followed by summer 

studies of mating, nesting, and broods. No summer censuses were 

attempted. . 

The field work for the last nine years covered only the winter 

period, was done chiefly by Albert J. Gastrow of Prairie du Sac. 

The winter census technique for quail has been described in 

detail by Errington and Hamerstrom ({, pp. ee 

\censusataring-for-ett—spectes-ts-e-single-operation. Likewise the bebwgur he 

eonietll . 
detectiby o mowtality by-esnsus—is;—in—the—field,_the sane cperation 

Consuatr of 
as-the-attempt—to—traceitecousers (f, pp. 328-332). , weil, ruffed 

grouse, pheasant, fox, skunk, mink, weasel, raccoon, and opossum # fe leek 

wert wale de urtre Lele, 
conams Sopends mainly Dyponow-trecking. Hawk and owl census, depents 

nainly dy fiosh counts and nest counts. Rabbits, squirrels, and mice Caw,” i 

require trapping techniques, and were not censused. 

CeO 
The Prairie du Sac data accrue from some 506 man-days of field 

work, fetlewed—by-taboretory—examinations of pettets, feces, heirs; 

feethers;—end—otherclues, This work could not have been maintained 

for so long a period without financial support. We extend thanks to 

the contributors® who foresaw the value of so slow and laborious an 

undertaking, especially to those who disregarded state lines in keeping 

it alive. 

* 1929-1932, Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturer's Institute; 

1932-1934, Jay N. Darling, Iowa Conservation Commission, and Iowa 

State College; 1934-35, Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation and Iowa 
State College; 1935-36, Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation; 
1936-37, National Association of Audubon Societies; 1937-33, Thomas 
E. Brittingham; 1938-39, no support; 1939-40 and first half of 1940-41, 
Wisconsin Conservation Department (Pittman-Robertson funds); 1940-1, 
second half, no support. ;
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Figure 1 depicts the number of ouail on the Prairje du Sac area wil 

“Se 
p ae and fall since the census began in 1929. rising solid i 

=) / lines ere,the reproductive gains resulting from the sunme Oh whew. {(_— 

e seasons; tha descending dashed lines are the winter losses. Aa a 

ree _ pple 2/civgé the! Prairie du, Sac pensys datd, and tats on the puffer 
: ; a b 7 f 

: species\ whisk w Me not censused. | } } : a ’ ; : | Y NUNATAK KAZ 
Bo In ‘ ° ee captions/we will diseuss\these records and their f > 

| ~ J j 

= pkobable meaning. 

Chronology of the-Quail—ensus— 
Sy Sedat ale l ins, os Bs Qu! Coma 

& When the census began in the spring of 1929, a killing winter had 

just reduced the quail population to the lowest level Ed Tenet) 

Ceca at this point of bare survival (epring-census—imperfect, 

-but—perhaps—only_one—bird_ver130_acres), the population curve exhibits 

two successive periods of behavior, comparison of which furnishes the 

: starting point for subsequent thought. en-quail population _theerp. 

a | The first period, 1929-1931, shows a rapidly rising curve. The 
jhe Ee eres a ae pease A 

ae ¢ \ reason is again’evident: summer gains for four years were still large, ql esl 
(er but winter losses were equally large, and counterbalanced them. i
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TABLE I 

Quail Census, Gains and Losses, Weather 

Winter of Census Loss % Remarks Summer of Gain % Remarks 

Nov. Apr. 
1928-29 . 22? heavy Killing winter 

1929 450% Short dry spells June, Aug.-Sept. 
1929-30 921 12 - 7% Bad January 

1930 129% Drouth Apr., July-September. 
1930-31 257 236 8% Mildest winter 

1931 69% Short dry spells all summer. 
1931-32 400 290 28% Mild, storm in March 

' 1932 40% Short dry spells, Apr., June-Sept. 
1932-33 406 339 17% Mild, storms Dec. and Feb. 

1933 28% Roadsides debrushed, drouth June-Aug. 
1933-34 433 288 334 Mild, storm in Dec. 

1934 43% Severe drouth Apr.-June 
1934-35 411 196 52% Mild, 2 storms, ice. 

1935 112% Normal, dry August 
1935-36 416-70 «83% Killing weather 1/14-2/23 

1936 107% Drouth Apr.-Aug., wet fall. 
1936-37 145 445 69% Mild but ice sheets : 

1937 262% Dry Spells July-September 
1937-38 163 39 76% Mild, storm in Jan. 

1938 2544 Normal 
2950-359 138 97 30% Mild 

1939 228% Normal 
1939-ho 318 133 584 Storms 1/14-2/l;heavy fall plowing 

190 105% Normal, dry September 
1940-41 273 142 484 Mild, Armistice storm Nov. 11-13 ; 

1941 Normal, dry August 

Average 290 165 Hog 125%
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Winter weather does not account for this increase in winter losses; 

these winters were all milder than average. (See bar chart, bottom of 5 

Figure 1.) The environment hed not changed perceptibly. Hencey ++—beeane 

necessary to regard the high level of 1931-1935 bee ctu between 

the reproductive increase of the quail and some hitherto inoperative 

_ resistance" in their environment. : 

> We called this equilibrium level carrying capacity. The carrying 

= ucteres MIOGAL conn tigen ae about 300 quail. Whenever the 

population rose above 300 in the fall, some hitherto inoperative force cut 

it down to the 300 level before spring. Teor etree thin, wage lly raw Ae oe Vs Treven 

then=prevaitine concept of 

carrying capacity ih 1935, at the end of the sustained high level of 

1931-1935. While their bulletin was in press, the catastrophic winter 

of 1935-36 harried man and beast with nearly two months of bitter cold 

th the whe 
and deep snow. Quail in the frontier zone were virtually obliterated; the 

‘ fas Oe athe Wacernarin >, ae p. 415) k 
Oss, e¥en on fed areas’ran as high as 75 per cent a . t 

Prairie du — population was cut down from 416 to 70 birds, or 83 

per cont, (GdSin aT BORER ew wtf! oad 
This reduction to a quarter of carrying capacity was followed by 

adrouthy-spring,—and—by three exeepttonelly mild winters devoid of any 

lethal weather except occasional ice-storms. Judging by quail population 

behavior following the ee. winter (1928-29), the years following 

= 1935-36 should have brought high summer gains, low winter lossés, and 

a@ rapidly mounting population curve. The summer gains were, in actuality, 

fairly high, but the winter losses were large enoughito offset them. 

a
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Not until 1939 ‘aid Prairie du Sac quail again exhibit that combination of 

low loss and high gain necessary to reattain carrying capacity levél. 

It has hovered at or slightly below that level to the present time. 

— rn TSB tof the Cermny tne -Ca patty Ce R009 berm 

The concept of carrying capacity, as published by Errington gfid 

Hamerstrom in 1936 3, sets forth two essential postulates: 

- That low breeding populations @chieve high reprogfctive gains; 

high breeding populations achieve low gains. 

2. That low fall populations suffer low winte losses; high fall 

. populations suffer high losses. 

“ihe alternatin&vaction of these two adjistments during the summer 

Sybed and winter of each year BAS oo e population back to a mean 

q & level. 

ce The prebable mechanism respongible for this automatic return to 

4 carrying capacity was, and is, gmperfectly understood. The mechanism 

16 behind the first postulate ié least uhderstood, possibly because it 

is screened by summer greénery, but (as At appear later) its factual 

existence is well supported by present data.\ The mechanism behind the 

second postulate ig’ fairly well understood, poss}ble because current 

_ history is legip fé in the snow, but (as will appear\later) its factual 

support fronfthe data here presented is weak. 

The fecond postulate, and possibly the first, repres&nts a 

thresh fia of vulnerability to predation. Quail become vuln&rable when 

they increase beyond the carrying capacity level, and this withtyt any 

nflux of predators and without any increase in predators. In some 

instances vulnerability coincides with actual decreases in predacious 

; - ; \ 

ss
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cies. Vulnerability seems to represent a shift of rt 

: from ss to more available prey; when quail increase beyo capacity, 

predators ghift their attention from buffers to consn, Aes pressure 

; does not fall\eaually on all coveys, but rather onethose coveys which 

have been forced, reason of rising populatjén, to occupy marginal 

territories. Starvat does not play gfitat party for the shift in 

f predation may deplete even ell-fed Coveys. Cover changes too slowly 

to play a vital part in these rrent adjustments. The timing of the 

mechanism is annual, Leeye/the retu to equilibrium level takes place 

in winter, and is cousietea by spring. i 

These oe on the mechanism of ca’ ing capacity were origindly ; 

derived, i Gee the gross semi-annual summary of census counts shown in 

Figure X, but from the detailed week-to-week and year-tdeyear record of 

jaiKinbion and predation on individual covey territories, at’Rrairie du 

Sac and elsewhere, published by Errington and Hamerstrom in 1936. his ; 

paper aims, not to re-draw the original deductions, but to test the two 

/ errr pe nes Fee nari iy to the 12-year census now ee Oe ae 

b grepiiionl tout at be two posbalates Ls presented ip Rawe,2. 
' In the left-hand graph, the levels of spring or breeding population 

during each of the twelve years are arranged in ascending (not chronological) 

order, and are plotted against the per cent of reproductive gain achieved. 

: An orderly relationship is ‘apparent; eight of the twelve years conform 

closely to a sigmoid curve; three deviate only slightly; one (1929) 

deviates wicory, out ator doubtful webiddiy because the spring census 

was of doubtful completeness, hence, the position of the point may be 

: too highe. Cos ones
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The extensions of the sigmoid curve are of considerable theoretical 

interest. Above (to the right of) the carrying capacity level, the repro- 

ductive gains clearly approach zero. What happens to reproductive gain 

below (to the left of) the lowest accurate census, that for 1938? It 

may be conjectured that the curve pitches sharply downward, as indicated 

{ ‘ by the hypothetical dotted line, for somewhere in this lowest range of 

f breeding density, vinta Serene too scarce to mate effectively or roost ay 

warmly, hence minimum population niece into play, and it eae i 

longer true that low levels enhance reproductive posisenie, 

In the right-hand graph, the levels of fell population during each 

of the twelve years are arranged in ascending order, and are plotted 

against the. per cent of winter loss suffered. No orderly relationship 

is apparent; the deithes fall.at bcc ahi he 
A 

the vageriesof_weather arean_'uncontrolled!.variable—in—both curves 

that weather affects winter loss more than it affects breeding,and hence 

the breeding-gain curve reflects the effect of population“level with 

less interPerence from weather than the winter-loss“Curve, That winter ‘ 

| ; at loss does vary isyersely to fall population is“still well supported by 

the many detailed covey records, scattered over two states, and published 

| by behibetan and Hamerstrom Weat: » in these records, is not uncontrolled, 

a ? for the effects of exceptiona] weather in such intimate week-to-week 

w histories were often obsefved, and theseffected data were discarded or 

discounted. 

Whether e¥er—all census records from other ar@éags support or refute 

this inyerse relationship is not known, for the other cehguses are too 

shert for graphic analysis.
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER AREAS AND SPECIES 

. Prairie du Sac Ail no be compared with +he- Praivie—de : . : airie du q — we map Ww: 4 dapushel 

Sac ruffed—srouse, and wibh the arest._senmimannua snsuses—of—ee 

py nazcsous—ssecias RATE K ee Suse at” Croanets, 2 

: nneseta enc~Hewiins Pr STIS. qua and Hunee SIT’ Ter Ove ere 

Fe e-Grove; SCoYsine “kit-ere-presemtved in Figure 3.) No pheasant 

‘ | tee : Cengnrary 
consus- is included because no semi-annual pheasant counts heve been made; 

unfrozen marshes prohibit spring and fall counts of most Wisconsin pheasant 

Ne Remalt mene one auclushsle Ltcnnet- Ae 
: ranges. @f-the—numferous sconsin aus censuses _iyblWShed_by—Brrineton 

| end Hamers arty ex Pretrit—au--s2e-—-i-8-here-u80d-)~-becaus6—bhe-o+here 

ave—sneti-in-eres; trenes Subject to heavy summer ingress and egress, ectoh hrc ense|» 
| op I me Ue Me UP nine 
j aotevy wl Binbor Cries her titetinitehcite AL total frdt AotreA_d, 

| ; hence, not sufficiently self-contained for year-to-year comparisongof. 

population.ievets. 

A ae The areas compared in Figure 3 are alike mainiy in size, in 

Ghee fever frum wo phoes wales 
| accuracy and interval of census, 

G3 respect tots Species-chowa-in-Pisure-J3.—ALi but _Cloauet—heve—simiter- , 
ie : CoRR feast Free fax exes hoot peer econ ohencetetar 

dig predaters—end—bufiers, | All differ in soil. Other differences include: ini i i 

Area Curves Farming Gallinaceous Species Feeding Shooting 
| in Winter 

Prairie du Sac A, E Yes Quail, ruffed grouse, No 4 years 

a few pheasants out of 12 

| Faville Grove c, D Yes Pheasant, Hungarian Yes No 
; partridge, quail 

2 Cloquet B No. Ruffed grouse No On 700 acres 

i only 
i Jerfun Corny F Yrae Q und, fu tara Parke he 

j , d 
} Figure 3 is an ocular search for amp contrasts, similarities, or : 

¥ 4 
ia coincidences in population behavior. The areas and species will be compared 

a 

i rn 2 

Bho Ble 4 ‘ 
os” Wet



Figure 3. | The Prairie du Sac quail curve compared 
the nearest censuses of quail, ruffed 
grouse, and Hungarian partridge, with 

open seasons on grouse and quail, and 
with the kill of rabbits in Wisconsin.
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first for long-time fluctuations and later for fluctuation between 

spring and fall levels. Ao encgimerwower flint be lhe orcncere OE 

‘ Cow ond®) 
Cycles. The €we quail curves A-and Dy and the two ruffed grouse 

curves B and EB, insofar as their time-span permits, all show a low 

period after 1928, a high dadind after 1932, a low period after 1936, cat Gack 

One’ STi cine period fe 5g This time-schedule is that of the ten- 

’ year grouse and rabbit cycle in the Lake States region. The amplitude 

of the fluctuations (which are all plotted to the same vertical scale) 

varies widely, but the peaks and troughs are all visible in some degree. | 

In order to verify this coincidence, the Wisconsin open seasons on 

quail and grouse are inserted at the bottom of Figure 3, together with 

the kill of cottontails and snowshoe hares reported by licensees (curves 

Gand H). These records are-selected-beeause—they give a highly de- 

localized chronology of the cycle, free of individual bias. Grouse and 

quail are opened only when a hundred County Committees agree that they 

are abundant. The rabbit and hare kill is compiled mechanically from a 

fixed statewide system of licensee-reports, which has remained uniform 

during the study period. These records confirm 1932 as the mean date of 

Wnric high, and 1937 as the succeeding low. The rabbit kill does not 

confirm the recent rise in cyclic populations, but the open, ‘Seasons do. 

It is common knowledge that the rabbit kill has been depressed by recent 

publicity on tularemia. a 

It is concluded, then, that the Ml ersiiaere quail curves, whether 

by accident or otherwise, parallel the grouse and rabbit cycle of the 

Lake States. The Hungarian partridge curve shows no parallelism to
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either quail or grouse. 

Errington has reported a similar parallelism, during the 

ce ee between Iowa quail and the northern grouse and rabbit 

cycle =" P95) er hes pointed out that Ohio quail likewise show the 

same low points as northern grouse. Figure 3 further confirms his ° 

, suggestion that perhaps the irregular short-time quail fluctuations 

' 3 representing the carrying capacity mechanism are superimposed upon a 

rythmic long-time fluctuation representing the cycle. = 

Such a dual population control is perhaps more plausible than would f 

at first appear. Carrying capacity and cycles are two terms, but not | 

necessarily two things. The cyclic Gloowet grouse curve, during its 

é peak, returns to a mean level of 600 just as’ the Prairie du Sac quail 

curve returns to a mean level of 300, /The t quail have been La 

; " ” i 
considered a non-cyclic species should perturb no one, for there is 

probably no such thing. Any species can assume either behavior, 

depending on the environment. We are here suggesting merely that the i 

two behaviors may alternate, ond Unk Woe Dlr obinn, writ of on BRenat 4 
mony Comdttadia Ure prfatetion tetomue srdonewly Karem we "eyche. ss 

Figure 3 leaves one puzzle wholly unan$wered: the relation of 

i hard winters to cyclic "crashes", This is reserved for Her discussion. 

Toothed and Toothless Curves. We have next to compare the popula- 

COuine Ale F) 
tions depicted in Figure 5 for that fluctuation between fell and spring , 

by Linn ohohanl, | 
which appears as "saw-teeth" in semi-annual census curves. A-slence 

a Oe barttvh coved a0 fort ctn obroucey 2 py Bow Pict Uo rrnere au pat 
at Figure—3-sugeests athat there may be two types of pomulevian behavior, 

: ji aie : 

i toothed (A,B) and nearly toothless GE), and that a given population 

ie ? } 
& may be consistently toothed or toothless for considerable periods. ; 

Wi harkerteens 5 4 = - one , 

a hia at
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’ q Toothlessness must mean either that no young are born, ay if born, 

that they or their equivalent die off or move out before snow flies and 

. . censuses begin. The-eurves—in Figurej-are-too-few-to- prove that—the 

7 = dentati<— IT the-charaeter.cxisisy—it—mst—be—of-fundementet-importance. 

o ; q 2 That there probably are population behaviors not yet known to 

ay v g ecology is attested by the: frequent failure of wildlife management to 

et ; produce predictable gains in population, and by the general failure to 

ae explain cycles, carrying capacities, end saturation points, ee ‘i ; 

\__malhiesopenrance of protected specter & possible new category of prefab ork 

behavior is therefore worth discussing, despite imperfect proof of its 

existence. 

Prairie du Sac quail show a consistently "toothy" curve. Ruffed 

grouse at Cloquet show a very toothy curve during their cyclic ascent, 

@ sagging toothless one during their descent. Hungarian partridges 

be thagh boy aft ae HBR 
at Faville Grove are tadeterminate. Faville Grove quail show a tooth 

aE L92F, cond loolhiel prrreel ot jrrerct, 
in 1935, followed by a nearly toothless period, The most toothless 

curve is that of Prairie du Sac ruffed grouse, which ee #% microscopic 

+8Sin sn” 195e, but none veforeyenatica, ei qrd ane well Toethrel, 

What now, wax this character of strong or dele bushi Sion soveeuens? 

J What visible condition of either the birds or their environment parallels 

ae eee distribution among the three species and hae areas represented in 

Figure 37 

Dentition, like cycles, cannot be an attribute of species, for 

quail exhibit strong dentition in pwaitiien weak in curve D} ruffed
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ay 

grouse strong in curve B and weak in curve E. Curve: D suggests * 
g 

that a given quail population may pass into and out of toothless | é 

— ¢ 

behavior, -end the final years of curve B seem to represent a transi- t : 

; tion from strong to weak dentition in ruffed grouse. dae Braet De areenana ig 
of 1938 canot 1996 Arar actual dverr, entha ot of Ue rennet games 

Dentition is hardly an attribute of areas, in the sense of eg 
6 

“he” a affecting all species on area, in the same way, for the strongly ‘4s 

toothed quail of curve A find their winter cover in the same thickets as i 
i‘ 8 

harbor the weakly-toothed ruffed grouse of curve B. The bwwadlun aw Carer 8 andl” a 
ce 

The sportsman's belief that shot populations reproduce vigorously 4 

- suggests that strong dentition may be an attribute of shot populations, ’ 

pte ' but all the populations here depicted are unshot, or nearly soy, The . 

ee ? r z 

oxo Dy quail of curve A, during the four years they were lightly shot, exhibit 3 

C “no transition during the succeeding unshot period. - 

Dentition does not seem to reflect density in any ordinary sense, q 

( 

for curve A is well toothed through its wide gamut of densities, and 4 

a 2 

curve B in its Soely sthcex is toothed through the same range of densities E ¥ 

% 

as later exhibit actual summer losses, i.e.y complete lack of dentition. H 

The extreme toothlessness of Prairie du Sac grouse (curve E), which 

inhabit scattered woodlots, suggests some connection with discontinuous 3 

fragments of range. The general prevalence of protected but apparently 4 

. foww 
static grouse remnants eres further accents this thought, It . 

if Bp badat obliranhicy brhnoten mock e 
seems to be refuted, however, by quail curve D, which Lg weakly toothda Z 

Ow ee tly Or orrtesy: Thre wnront a 

pat-has no greater discontinuity than prevails in most farm quail country, °?~ 

Se oe LOtAke Bir rtnen Bwliote at cena Leth Deer anv 1934 Ban i al Laometlen gout é. 

tremtiehd 0) Phe—TOOCILES R00ULAa ORS--Aa- Pe Oi n= Mens y WACOM “COIS ESA S ‘ 

exareesed~in-perms"0F “prose over-ald area? What—part—of_the grossarea 

oe BO le es POO a a EUS e ataaiah 

bh ip re
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eS aoe should breed and winter well if they are 

subject to carrying capacity concepts. They apparently are not. 

Toothlessness is perhaps a suspension of the adjustments known as carrying 

; capacity. This, of course, is defining one mystery in terms of another. 

Dentition might reflect the presence or absence of competitive 

pheasants. In quail, the area showing weak dentition (D) sink, Soca ioe 

f the Sazre5 showing strong dentition ay heatwirtually none. Area D er ath Loads 

P fo otlict (vee! Konel wes Lamen trmvrargyan tel Petry et th te tee iain Ul 

pond 
1946,—when_cuail stood at 126; i.e., the curve spans a period of progressive 

increase in pheasants. The quail curve might be regarded as showing 

progressive loss of dentition. Pheasants, however, are virtually absent é 

from the toothless grouse curve E. If pheasants are the "cause" of 

toothless quail curves, then toothlessness in grouse mst have a different 

aed cause. 

. Ba There remains for discussion the possibility that toothlessness 

av may reflect egress of reproductive gains, rather than lack of gains. That 

individual quail and ruffed grouse may move into or out of a 2000 or 3000 

acre area is too well established by banding to require rm... Revever, 

for such movement to take the teeth out of a ent ae ordi must 

i represent a considerable fraction of the population, and must take place 

| year after year, in spring, summer, or early fall, i.e., between spring and 

fall censuses. Furthermore, as egress renders one area toothless, it 

must enhance dentition in another. lic il i ci ll sla 

nasizee—tho—-time~tentition_of local. vopulations,..it-ms+-eeuse..the agcregate 

; of.such-ereas--bo- rerlect the seneral population bevel ratner than the” bocak« 

H% Pepnrer ay hs arcuouw for Too Te lesdwuee , PEW Micber siewoa tvet f obheas eth 

Rckewln, bil, HE Soe en Phe coy vt tine anelefons gurratel, 

> 
i ‘
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: } + It seems highly robable that egress accounts for jhe toothless A 
\ A ’ hi 

7 & e character of Prairie du Sa ruffed grouse, for the grgfise range to the 
u 

: } 3 east and west is poorer, and % to the north ang’south is no better, 

=. 
i 3 3 than that on the area. As to quaN, one fr nt of evidence indicates | 

* x that Wisconsin quail may move more fréely nm heretofore supposed. Of ig 

\e : a 
ao 4g —.. quail banded in winter on the University Arboretum by W. S. Feeney ; 

- ; 
I 7 

* x \ and T. M. Sperry (unpublished), only were wecovered in subsequent ie 

' i 3 winters. The shrinkage could Hardly consist wholhy of mortality. The i i 

4 * 7 quail wintering on the Arpéretum one winter must disperse in spring and vere rf Yosus : 

a ty / i ‘ : 
Tye winter elsewhere the féllowing year. Hu w&lceukh. 4, 119 ond ws Udine vr tan gee a 

i Pred aciin Me Gad BeteD car PalinaD, sgraa lps iailiiels. sl 
ca g a ee sum up: ve believe there is such a thing as depressed or toothless ‘ 

pas Wy . 

.. g i 5 2 Pies, and that such populations are characteristically sparse, ‘ 

iN t it 

4 3 id discontimous, and not responsive to carrying capacity. We suspect they 

3 63 : may consist of old individuals which breed poorly but are highly predator- j 

i proof. We suspect that competitive species are one cause of poor breeding, 4 se Pe ; 

but perhaps not the only cause. fie auafert Dok ey ew rwenp be, am OP Pi ww erhrinw } 
} , cunt Tapthilegs ebmcov tuel Hand Cycle prftifone aw rohnert ko ; 

+f loothaat mot To pthdee ientner ana Wilalite aa 
Comey vty charts Unter bean my Ler i. cl atigin 

Weather/usually affeé¥s wildlife, nog as a separate/Xorce, but in 

i inkeractionw with food, govery and antgeeden history./ Weather records, 
( j Ny se fn 

f 
sei such as those présentea in Fidurgs 7 and x e valvable mainly as foack- 

ini exten ‘or the wildJife drama, Payher than’ ag sexe for vents i 

\In\weighing the) finality of our ded@uctions on population/behévior, 

it should be rémemberad tat the study’ period\had a high proportion™of 

drouthy summers. and mild winters. The mean drouthiness, as measured by 

5 

~ y F.



A E. Figure 4 depicts the temperatures and snow Lohaks for each ‘ Loearky, Ludeth pe 1 15a : 

winter,as recorded by the United States Weather Bureau at Madison. eE 
ft c \ : ‘s ee 

| The periods” of simultaneous deep snow and sub-zero temperature are Me halts satay Maas ipl egal 
f \ ‘ ; ‘ v 

hatched. The total GE psc for each winter is assumed to Piso tierr eaten: Vea seul as ee pry 2 Fog a A oe he 
y wu), : : 

représent its "hardness Ms sedis pli aaien: The od ) a Be a : » 
» ‘ tate rar foutly Urn Ua Hrenelos ical grits (kapgrante3 umel i), This ow Ue ban chant Ux 

‘ i a ee ih df 4 hie nee are compared fo: hardness in the bar chart at the bottom of S % i 
ea ao —_ - | % : a a Param vata uf 1437, ety a 7 a ? ae Pugure 1, where—yvisu: omparison.withwinter .quail-losses.ca fee ; : 

| i i, Figure 5 depicts the vainle periods béMackt summer, ry i st Re ae . io ; - 
I / F e : a. 4 rs 2 m 22 i | Was 
t i < a pete P ee a “a cl 89 Adult ser = Aberin based eumactte graphs, bet ubrcb ovrnrhanre betbecls 

\ ecorded-by the United-Steteseather-Burcau-at=Medison, The base of a, a : 
‘ . uf ube gutecel no beth Oestre, Shin Cobo oPiroraic, Adsramns dio oe the Onrrnuetih 

\ each black triangle is a period in which no rain exceeded a twentieth an : ; 
‘ io : Td x isan a, ; 7p 

of an inch. The-stze-ofthetriengles-depicts--thesduzation-ofmdreuthe, ‘ Very ohare ef bow tnt80600 sepulin wuby Lorton weellanganflesy’ on tis than hwascl? 

i f aid ~their—nosition-bhe-date f-drouths durins eac! seeding ; dinate uh ees Lene Wetran ro Fade G3 bars dbs d . a a 

Mt , (14-+s-eesumett-thet-the-intensity.of.a.drouth- varies as-halfthe.square | Be BP lee pi mm i wee di iy Wa, i ; ite. i 5 Ph , 4 A q . 

a ; a bhi umabhons eee nee rane ouch as ae "7 het agelin ea grates, ono eat 002 weeThsn oct noterne aiparate forces, bust au ince Nh sn 

‘ Ss The total black area for each summer is assumed to represent its = i oe ce : 
~~ - " a! (3) e ; feocl,c ? - 7 7 

ae drouthiness (method proposed by Wade ). The summers are compared ‘ au 
ae / } Ber PR UE el od ao. brrohpnmianel fen We cobelbefe ols siamese Pee tur dete Ay flesmebeenue 

i \ for drouthiness in the bar chart at the bottom of Figure 1, where 

3 i s 4 vieusl-comerison-withneproductive.gains in quailcanbe nade 3 ; i . : f é ; iG 
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Figure l. Censuses of bobwhite quail on the Prairie 
f du Sac Area, 1929 to 1940. The solid rising 

lines are reproductive gains; the dashed 35 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 
descending lines are winter losses. The Dec Apr Dec Apr Dec Apr Dec Apr Dec Apr Dec Apr 
bar chart below depicts the intensity of i 
drouths and winter weather. ; 
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Figure 2. Relation of spring population to 
summer increase; relation of fall 
population to winter loss. 
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Printer: please note that the three right 
hand columns are "staggered" between the 

four left-hand columns. That is "1929" falls 
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One curve is available for the Faville Grove Area, but 

ra is not shown in Figure 3 because the numbers are too low to register, 7s oh) i 

fo : x wa po 

oS >» Hawkins (10, pe46). records the decline of a remnant flock of prairie 5; ‘ 

chickens as follows: : ~ ’ 

Year Winter Count Cocks Boomi Evidence of roduction 
% in Spring e 

1932-33 100 r. 5 7 
1933-34 60 2 2 < t F 

§193—35 43, 17 2 young seen July, 1935, = 
1 in September 

1935=36 37 12 1 brood found, 2 nests found 

1936-37 30 13 1 nest found 

1937-38 30 12 Remains of hatched found -| 
September, 1938 

c 1938-39 8 7 None 

1939-ho ? 2 None ots 

1940-41 3 T - None 

If the number of booming cocks for any spring be roughly doubled to : ‘ 

represent the entire breeding population, it-ts evident that there-were- 

} prac eos 
ssp batmaita gessk_spdbss-essaawinp-actec ee mn 

cs oe probs pate hless, 2 omnant- ; < 

a ~byslow mortality. Loss by egress is Anne alternative in such 

- ie an sherleal ty ths fe ot : 5 
j _ a mobile species, but, most southern Wisconsin chicken remnants have like- 

wise dwindled during the same period. Hence egress, _if—ib—veok—piace, : : 

7 mist_have been migratory. The decline of the Faville Grove remnant cor- | 

“ responded with an increase in pheasants, but pheasants were scarce on A: park clan 

the Farille Prairie where the chickens boomed and nested. db poe claus cecrntel, af chick : 
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THE PRAIRIN DU SAC WILDLIFE CHESUS, 1929-1942 he @ fh aS 

Aldo Leopold and Paul 1. lrrington Toe ee : a 

: : pi Chusehl@ hy Ue 

: , 46 Marmmay fig 
The 1920's contributed an important idea to wildlife ecology: f ei 

thet new kmowledge could be gained by making repeated censuses of 

sample areas. , ae 

: | Prairie da Sa¢ was one of nine areas in south-central Wieconsin 
‘on which censuses were begun in 1929. Tho immediate object was te 

find when and how winter losses take place in bobwhite quail (Colims 

Nirginisnus Linn.). It soon became apparent that to find this, the 

census mst de repeated every week or two, and mst include not : 

only quail but also predators and buffer species. tach current 

loss in quail mmbers, as iniicated by shrinkage of coveys between 
ss gueeessive counts, could then be analyzed in terms of current 

: changes in weather, food, cover, predation, and movements. These 

analyees often yielded not only the reasons for winter mortality 

in quail, but also new insight inte the inner workings of the 

faunal community. : 

: After 1933 six ef the nine censue aress were dropped; two were 

pat under management. On the lergest and best area, a 3,200 acre ; 

a tract near Prairie @m Sse, the counts wre continued each winter to 

iE the present tine, a total span of twelve winters. 

 Hnlite Oi Gos Sat ney etnias sie ee: It isa 3 

partial island for sedentary species, being bounded by the Wisconsin 
ee River on one side and by more open farmlands on three sides. It is
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large enough to reduce border ingress and egress to a minimum It 

ee mo Sage masubess tehinte, we quentien ef datieterenee ty shasesnte 

dbefogs the record. It is a composite terrain, lying at the juncture ‘ 

Q of the prairie, oak-hickory, and Canadian floras; of glacial and 

Griftless topography; of loam and sand soils. This border position 

; desr and ruffed grouse, furthest east for Jackrabbit, furthest | 

west for Rungarian partridge, and furthest north for a dogen 

Carolinian species, including tufted titmouse, red=bellied woodpecker, 

prothonotary warbler, and bobshite quail. ’ Quail occur further north, , 

but only as a frontier population which is ordinarily sparse and 

spotty, but which sporadically irrapts. Prairie du Sac is on the ; 

i south edge of this frontier, and on the north edge of the regular 

quail range in which every farmer who has loft cover hears bobwhite 

ne ten , a | 
Prairie du Sac now offers a 12-year record of an unfed, unman- ; 

aged, ani essentially unshot quail population in which winter losses 

are traceable almost week by week. It also offers a record of the : 

raptors, carnivores, grouse and pheasants cohabiting the area, and } 

notes on the status of buffer species. : 

Deductions drawn from Prairie du Sac quail populations, and from 

similar studies in Wisconsin and Iowa, have been published by Erring- | 

ton and tanerstron ‘”, nut only up to 1936. ‘This paper aine to . 
present the population behavior of all the Prairie du Sac species 

| for the entire 12-year period, to compare them with each other, Q ; 

| with weather records, ani with the population behavior of the sane 

| species on other nearby areas. ;
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Mistortesl Setting 

. The area lies in the bluffs of the Wisconsin River, opposite 

the village of Prairie du Sac. These bluffs have seen history. 

They sow the Lee-shect crawl out of the north anf choke off the 

) river at its gorge in the Barcboo Mills. Then the glacial dan 

finally broke, they saw cudic miles of impounded melt rash for the 

Misstesipct, depositing at their fect = broad cutwash terrace new 3 

known ag Sauk Prairle. They saw the French explorers pass, ani 

then the far brigades. They saw the Illinois militiamen chase . 

the fugitive Blackhawk across tho river in his last retreat. They 

saw the long rafts fron the pineries ride the spring floods toward 

the empire of red barns. Today they look down on Holstein-dotted 

pastures, on & power dam, 2 rural golf links, a leeel Literary : 

renaissance ‘7, ana this attempt at ecological recearch. 

In this study, tims and weathor are the variables; land an’ 

land-use are assumed to be constants. Parning practices have, 

in fast, not changed perceptibly since 1929. A slow loss in soil 

fertility has been taking place, and is attested by growing sani- 

Dlows and flood stars, and by growing drouth-damage te pastures and 

woodlots. As pastures grow leaner they mst grow larger, 1.0., the 

woodlot mst recede. At Prairie du Sac, the evidences of this 

: recession are dying birches on the bluffs, encroaching junipers on 

the sandy terraces, and a general thinning of the woodlot and its 

understory. The wholesale dying of oaks, s0 conspicuous as an after
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math of drouth on heavier prairie soils, is here little in 

we sharper changes have occurred during the study period, and : 

may have affected wildlife populations. One was the opening of the 

_ quail season during the years 1932 to 1935; the other wae the general 

dobrushing of roadsides since the aivent of relief labor in 1953. The 

epen seasons did not greatly reduce quail, for fow/hunters have 

: quail dogs, and dogiess hunters take Little interest in quail; the 

kill at Prairie du Sac was probably negligible. Roadside debrushiag, 

however, is removing cover in a kind of rotation. As more anid more 

roadsides become mowable, they become habitable mainly for plant and 

animal weeds: sweet clover, quask grass, and mice. ‘There remains 

oaly one safe site for winter cover: tho brush-patches which are 

isolated by fields, and which are too rough to plow and too small or 

waterless to fence for pasture. 

Weather Guring the study period has exhibited the sharp fluctua- 

tions charactoristic of prairie climates. Intense arouths hit in 

1934 and 1936. Killing winters hit in 1935-36 and 1939-40. 

In short, 1941 offers Prairie du Sae wildlife a somewhat poorer 

habitat than 1929, but most of the man-made changes have been slow and 

gradual rather than sudden, and prevail not only here tat throughout _ 

Stin daitagy tates Uehasao poclebened Aniegh'in ew teak that tee 
éach ¢aress with friendly laws we deal it two blows with hostile ; 

farming. 

Biola Wort : | 
The field work for the study, while focused primarily on quail,
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eovered all species competing with or preying on quail. For the 

firet three years the work was done chiefly ty Errington, and 

consisted of weekly to bi-weekly counts from November to April, 

followed by summer studies of mating, nesting, and broods. No summer 

censuses were attempted. 

The field work for the last nine years covered only the winter 

j period, was done chiefly by Albert J. Gastrow of Prairie du Sac. : 

The winter census technique for quail has been described in 

detail by Errington ant Hanerstrom (+ PP-317"328). sae. ene 

technique for detecting ani diagnosing mortality (1+ PP+328-332), 
Gensuses of quail, ruffed grouse, pheasant, fox, skunk, mink, weasel, 

raccoon, and opossum were made mainly by snow-tracking. Hawk and 

owl censuses were made mainly by flush counts and nest counts. 

Rabbits, squirrels, and mice require trapping techniques, and were 

net cansesel. ( Geoussl Harlin gn plete, eaten 2) 

The Prairie du Sac data accrue from some 600 mn-days of ficld 

work. This work could not have been maintained for so long a period 

without finantial support. We extend thanks to the contributors* - 

whe foresaw the value of so slow and laborious an undertaking, 

especially to those who disregarded state lines in keeping it alive. 

| -* 1929-1932, Soubing Arms and Ammunition Mamfacturer's Institute; 
1932-1934, Jay H. Darling, Iowa Conservation Commission, and Iowa 

; State Colleges re Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation and Iowa 
State College; 1935-36, Wisconsin Alumni Research Founiation; 
1936-37, National Association of Andubon Societies; 1937-36, Thomas 
B. Brittingham; 1938-39, no support; 1939-40 and first half of 1940-41, : 
Fisconsin Conservation Derartment (Pittman=Robertsen funds); 1940-41, 
second half, no support. 
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Figure 1 depicts the number of quail on the Prairie du Sac 

area each spring and fall sinee the census began in 1929, The 

Pising solid lines are the reproductive gains resulting from the 

summer breeding seasons; the descending dashed lines are the 

winter losses. Table 1 gives the same information, with the 

j : percentages of winter loss and summer gain. 

‘ When the census began in the spring of 1929, a killing winter 

; had just reduced the quail population to the lowest level on record. 

Y Starting at this point of bare survival, the population curve exhib- 

its two successive periods of behavior, comparison of which furnishes 

the starting point for sudsequent thought. 

The first period, 1929-1931, shows a rapidly rising curve. The 

reaeon for this rapid rise is evident (xn-Paeqare Ds summer gains Gor 

3 | Aeeeepeers] were large, and winter losses small. ; 

The second peried, 1931 to 1935, shows a sustained high level. 

The reason is again evident: summer gains fer-four-year® wore still 

laree, tet winter losses were equally large, ani counterbalanced 

them. 
Winter weather docs not account for this increase in winter 

losses; these winters were all milder than average. (See bar chart, 

vottom of Figure 1.) The environment had not changed perceptibly. 

Hence we concluded that the high level of 1931-1935 represented an 

equilibrium between the reproductive increase of the quail and some 

hitherto inoperative “resistance” in their environnont.



: PARLE I 

Quail Census, Gains and Losses, feather 

1926-29 ~ t 22t Meavy Killing winter 
we ek ue a ws 1929 450% Short dry spells June, Ang.~Sept. 

wana oe as “einai cede 1930 129%  Drouth.Apr., July-September 

wie aw ak. ike See 1932 69% Shert ary spells all sumer 

193233 406 339 178 NAIA, storms Dea. and Fob. — 2. BASE OO Eee See 
‘ah ne ee a ee: 1933 28%  Roadsides debraushed, drouth June-Aug. 

19335 21 196 526 08= MAld, 2 eterna, ice ac — ee 

1935-36 WG 70 838 —EALLing weather 1/1%2/23 ee 
1936-37 ah NSG Gf Wild but ice sheets _ ee 

1937-38163 39 PH Mild, storm in Jan. — bt ee 

‘193-39 «138 FHA pe eis ental 

1939-hO «= «316-133 58% Storms 1/12/21; heavy fall plowing 

1g4o-bn. «273 WH «NSE ALA, Armistice storm Bev, 11-13 7 
ight Horual, dry August 
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We called this equilibrium level garrying capacity. The i. 

carrying eapacity appeared to be about 300 quail, Whenever the 

population rose above 300 in the fall, some hitherto inoperative force . 

: eut it down to the 300 level before spring. 

Rrrington and Hanerstrom ‘2) get forth the concept of carrying 

: capacity (in-3935] at the ond of the sustained high Level of 1931-1935. 

# While thetr Wulletin was in press, the catastrophic winter of 1935-36 

harried man and beast with nearly two months of bitter cold and 

doep snow. Quail in the frontier zone to the north vere virtually 

obliterated; the loss an fed areas in southern Wisconsin ran as high as 

75 per cont ‘23+ Pe415), At Prairie du Sac 13 out of 20 covays wore 

wiped out; the population was out dow from 416 to 70 binds, or 

83 per cent. : 

This reduction to a quarter of carrying capacity was followed by 

three mild winters devoid of any lethal weather except occagional toe 

storms. Judging by quail population behavior following the previous 

killing winter (1928-29), the years following 1935-36 should have 

drought high summer gains, lovwnter losses, and a repidly mounting | 

population curve, The sumer gains wore, in actuality, fairly high, | 

tut the winter losses were large enovgh to offset them. Not until 

1939 4a Prakpte-in-Bee_quatl again exhibit that combination of low 

: loss and high gain necessary to reattain carrying capacity level. : 

It has hovered at or slightly below that level to the present tine, . 

This delayed rebound of the decimated population ie the only } 

modification of the original carrying capacity concept accruing from ‘ 

a
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he sntiheell. Mpa At eee we eat The probable 

meaning of this delay is to be discussed later. 

Derivation of Carrying Capacity 

| It ie inportent at thts juncture for the reader to understand 

that the coneept of carrying capacity was originally derivod, 

j not from the gross semieannual censuses of large areas, but from 

their constituent fractions, namely the intimate week»to-wock 

censties of coveys or groups of coveys, scattered over two states, 

and presented in detail by Urrington and Haneystrom in their 1936 : 

Wuilletin. In weighing these records of winter survival, mortality 

was coneeived to arise fron the iutexplay of two factors, weather 

and predation, In order to analyze the manner in which predation 

operates, mortality which seemed te arise from weather alone was 

disearied. The discarding was done by Judguont, based on current 

interpretation of field evidence. Wo other way of sifting the 

data was available. : 

From this process of sifting-by-judgment was derived the 

concept of differential vulnerability to predation at different 

population levels. Carrying capacity postulates the fact that 

surplus popolation is automatically oat dew to 0 meen level ty 

predation; differential vulnerability postulates (pieesdi|now the 

: cutting takes place, and ¢4y-and how predation ceases to operate 

when the mean level. has been re~established. 

The mochaniem of differential vulnerability is best defined in
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terms of field history. Quail became vulnerable to predation whenever 

they increased beyond the carrying capacity level, and this without 

any influx of or increase in predators. In some instances vulnera~ 

bility coincided with actual decreases in predacious species. 

Vulnerability represents a shift of predator-pressure from less to 

more available prey; when quail increased beyond capacity, predators 

shifted their attention from buffers to quail. Carrying capacity 

level is thus @ threshold of vulnerability to predation, and depends 

on the availability of buffers as alternate prey"t* ?°739), 

_ When predator-pressure shifted to surplus quail, it did not 

fall equally on all coveys; it fell heaviest on those coveys which 

had been forced, by reason of rising population, to occupy marginal 

territories. This heavier impact on marginal coveys suggested, of 

course, that deficient food and cover made quail vulnerable. This 

simple explanation was in part refuted, however, by the fact that 

during years of high population predation sometimes depleted well-fed 

coveys in good cover, both at Prairie du Sac, where ample food often 

occurred accidentally, and on managed areas, where it was artificially z 

provided. The exact role of the cover factor is not easily disentangled, 

for cover changes too slowly for decisive experimental manipulation. 

Unlike food, it cannot be artificially provided. 

; The upshot, st this writing, is that vulnerability to predation 

: explains the reduction of surplus quail; relative availability of 

buffer foods explains vulnerability; but we are still unable to explain 

the vulnerability, during years of surplus, of well-fed coveys in good 

cover.



Jest of the Carzying Capacity Concept 
The concept of carrying capacity, as published by Errington 

and Hanerstrom in 1936, contains two essential postulates: 

1. Low breeding populations achieve high reproductive 

gains; high breeding populations achieve low gains. 

: 2. Low fall populations suffer low winter losses; high 

A fall populations suffer high winter losses. 

The alternating action of these two adjustments during the 

suaner and winter of each year comprises the mechanism which causes 

populations to osciliate about « mean level. , 

It should be noted that in the previous caption, no attempt was 

made to explain the mechanism of the first postulate. Its workings : 

are screened by summer greenery, whereas tho wortcings of the second 

are legible, to sone extent in winter snows. The end-results of 

“oth, however, are reflected in the census. Now that we have twelve 

years of census records, the fall counts, as compared with those of : 

the preceeding spring, should tell us whether the first postulate 

stands the test of history. The spring counts, as compared with those 

of the preceeding fall, should tell us whether the second postulate 

stanis the test of history.. Only one qualification attaches to these 

assertions: weather is a “wild” variable os Wal Geena weather 

mortality cannot be separated and @isearded, as was done in the original 

derivation of the carrying capacity concept. = _ 

This disadvantage is perhaps offset by an advantage: the test 

can be wholly objective; no data need be-mubjected—te sitties on 

| 4 
a | , 
| ly



Figuré 2. Relation of spring population to 
ey / summer increase (left); relation 

ON ' of fall population to winter loss 

j 7 dey (right). :
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a judgment basis. ; $20 

_> In this test the other environmental variables, such as food and 

fi cover, are assumed to have remained t constant 

th the tetbaed goes the seldhe of tyrtne or tenting eter 

Seen dacten aa ok the twelve yoars are arranged in ascending (not 

; chronclozical) order, and are plotted against the per cent of repro- 

avetive gain achieved. An orderly relationship is apparent; eight 

of the teolve years conform closely to a signoid curve; three deviate 

only slightly; one (1929) deviates widely, but this point is of 

Aonbtful. validity because the epring census was of doubtful complote= 

noes, henee, the position of the point may be too high on the graph. 

fhe extensions of the sigmoid curve are of theoretical 

interest. Above (to the right of) the carrying capacity level, 

the reprofuctive gains clearly approach sero. What happens to 

reproductive gain below (to the left of) the lowest accurate i 

consus, that for 1936? It may be conjectured that the curve 

pitehes sharply downward, as inilicated by the hypothetical 

dotted lino, for somewhere in this lowest range of breeding density. 

birde mst become too searce to mte effectively or roost warmly, 

hence minimum population phenomena mst come into play, and it is “ 

| no longer tme thet low levels enhance reproductive gains. 

In the right-hend graph, the levels of fall population 

during cach of the twelve years are arranged in ascending order, 

and are plotted against the per cent of winter loss suffered. Ho 

S . j i _ 

Beis ria ee ae a as sienna en ili allay
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, orderly relationship is apparent; the points fall at rentom. They 

should, accoriing te theory, cluster around e curve astenfing from : 

the lower left corner and approaching vertical in the upper right : 

corm. If the three aberrant years 1936, 1937, ani 1936 had ; 

experienced a lesser loss, there would be support for such a curve. 

The main reason for randomneso, however, is doubtless the one already 

mentioned: wlater losses reflect weather plus predation, and : 

weather is randem in its incidence. j 

We conclude from Pigure 2 thet the over-all 12-year census data 

firmly support the first postulate but not the second. The secont 

pestniate is derivable only fron detailed covey records from which | 

woather=losses have boon eliminated. A necessary corr#llary of these | 

Conclusions is that weather affects winter loss more than it affects 

breeding-gain, hence the breeding-gain curve reflects population 

level vith less interference from weather than does the winter= | 

Figure 3 compares the Preirie dn Se quail curve with the nearest | 

censuses of quail ani other gallimaceous species, om areas of like 

size, for which semi~anrual censuses are available, namely: mffed 

grouse at Cloquet, tinnosota’tt> P+529), quail and Hungarian partridge 

at Paville Grove, Wisconsin’! P43"), surges grouse at Prairic os 
.  @u Sac, ani quail on the Hunt City area, Jasper County, Mlincis. The : 

last is an unpublished record supplied by courtesy of Br. Ralph Z. 

Yeatter of the Illinois Natural History Survey. 

. te 

2 ;
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No pheasant curve is included because no semi-anmual pheasant 

censuses have been made; unfrozen marshes prohibit spring and fall 

; counts of most Wisconsin pheasant ranges. No small areas are 

ineluded because they are subject to heavy summer ingress and egress, 

and hence are not sufficiently self-contained for year-to-year 

comparisons of population. 

; ' Ghe four areas compared in Figure 3 are alike in size and in 

accuracy and interval of census. All but Paville Grove have few 

or no pheasants. All differ in soil. Other differences include: 

Aree Surves. Farming Gallinsceous Species Fooling in Shooting 

Prairie du Sac A, B Yes Quail, ruffed grouse, Yo 4 years out 
a few pheasants of 12 

Cloquet B Ho Paffed grouse No One FOC acres 
onty )e— 

Faville Grove c,D Yes Pheasant, Hungarian Yes Ho 

partridge, quail 
Jasper County ree Yes Quail, prairie chicken No Yes 

| Figure 3 is an ocular search for contrasts, similarities, or 

; coincidences in population behavior. The areas and species will be 

compared first for long-time fluctuations and later for fluctuation 

4 between spring and fall levels. : 

Gycles. ‘Tho three quail curves A, D, and F, and the two ruffed 

grouse curves B and B, insofar as their time-span permits, all show 

a low period after 1928, a high period after 1932, a low period after 

1936. All tat curve F show a rising period at present. This time-
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schedule is that of the ten-year grouse and rabbit cycle in the Lake 

States region. The amplitude of the fluctuations (which are all 

plotted to the same vertical scale) varies widely, but the peaks and 

E troughs are all visible in sortie degree. 

In order to verify this coincidence, the Wisconsin open seasons 

on quail and grouse are inserted at the bottom of Figure 3, together 

with the kill of cottontails and snowshoe hares reported by licensees 

(carves G and H). These records give a highly delocalized chronology 

of the cyele, free of individual bias. Grouse and quail are opened ; 

only when a hundred county committees agree that they are abundant. 

The rabbit ani hare kill is compiled mechanically from a fixed state- 

wide system of licensee-reports, which has remained uniform during 

the study period. These records confirm 1932 as the mean date of = 

the cyclic high, and 1937 as the succeeding low. The rabbit ki22 

_ does not confirm the resent rise in cyclic populations, but the open | 

grouse seasons do. It is common knowledge that the rabbit kill has 

deen depressed by recent publicity on tularemia. 

s It is concluded, then, that the tnere aeatlehin qual curves, 

whether by accident or otherwise, parallel the grouse and rabbit cycle 

of the Lake States. ‘The Hungarian partridge curve shows no parallelism - 

to either quail or grouse. : é 

Errington has reported a similar parallelism, during the period 

19321940, between Iowa quail and the northern grouse and rabbit 

eycte’9* +95), ana has pointed out that Ohio quail Likewise show the 

same low points as northern grouse. Figure 3 farther) confirm his 

‘ <
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suggestion that porhaps the irregular short-time quail fluctuations 

representing tho carrying capacity mechanism are superimposed upon 2 

_8ythmiec long-time fluctuation reprosenting the cycle. 

; Sach a dual population control is more plausible than would 

at first appear. Carrying capacity and cycles are two terms, tt 

not necessarily two things. The syclic Cloquet grouse curve, during 

ite peak, returns to a mean level of 600 each spring jaat as faithfully 

; as the Prairie du Sac quail curve returns to a mean level of 300,.cmeh- 

speinge- ‘The “deferred rebount” in Prairie du Sac quail after the 

| low point of 1936 had just as well be called the trough of 2 cycle. Res 

Cloquet grouse, to be sure, "crashed" a year ahead of Prairie du Sac 

quail, but such lags as between localities are a conmon attribute of 

‘eyelie species. Tho fact that quail have been considered a "non-cyclic ~ 

species” should perturb no one, for there is probably no such thing. 

Any species can assume either behavior, depending on the environment. 

Ye are here sugsesting that the two behaviors may alternate, and thet 

this alternation, when of sufficient amplitude, may constitute the 

population behavior or@inarily known as "eyclic". 

‘ Figure 3 leaves one puzzle wholly unanswered: the relation of 

hard winters to cyclic “erashes". This is reserved for later discussion. 

Joothed and Toothless Curves. We have next to conpare the “| 
populstions depicted in Figure 3 (Curves A to F) for that fluctuation : 

between fall and spring which appears as "“sawe-teeth" in semi-annual 

census curves. xtreme disparity in the height of sawtesth is ; 

apparent at a glance. In fact the curves sugzest that there may be
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". two types of population behavior, toothed (A, B, ¥) and neerly 

toothless (%), and that a given population may be consistently 

toothed or toothless for considerable pericds. 

Toothlessness must mean either that no young ere born, or 

if born, that they or their equivalent die off or move out before 

snow flies and censuses begin. 

A That there probably are population behoviors not yet known to 

ecology is attested by the frequent failure of wildlife management 

to produce predictable gains in population, and by the general failure 

to explain cycles, carrying cspecities, saturation pointe, irruptions, 

and the @isappearance of protected species. These population : 

vehaviore are well known as facts, tet very imperfectly known as 

mechanisms. A possible new categery of population behavior is 

therefore worth discussing, despite imperfect proof of its existence. 

Preirie du See quail show s consistently "toothy" curve. 

Raffed grouse at Cloquet show a very toothy curve during their cyclic 

ascent, 2 sagging toothless one during their descent. Hungarian 

partridges at Faville Grove are toothed exeept in 1938. Faville 

Grove quail show o tooth in 1935, followed by a nearly teothless 

period until 1939, and a teothed period at present. The most tooth 

less curve is that of Prairie du Sac ruffed grouse, which exhibit 

microscopic teeth in 1931 and 2922, but none before, and only a bere 

indiention after 1938. Jasper County quail are well toothed. 

What does this charscter of strong or weak "dentition" represent? 

what visible condition of either the birde or their environment perallels
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its distribution among the three species and four areas represented 

ia Figure 3? 

Dentition, like cycles, cannot be an attritmte of apocies, for 

quail exhibit strong dentition in curves A and F, weak in curve D; ? 

-raffed grouse strong in curve 3 ant woak 4n curve 3. Sucve BD suggests 

that a given quail population my pass into and ont of toothless 

behavior. The final years of curve B seem toe represent a transition ; 

from strong to weak dentition in ruffed grouse. In fact the summers 

of 2935 and 1936 show actual losses, instead of the usual gains. 

Dentition is hardly an attritute of arcas, in the sonse of 

affecting all species on a given area in the same way, for the strongly~ 

toothed quail of curve A find their winter cover in the seme thickets 

ab hacer the wiehlig-Rectnel. teltel quem af cares % The transi- 

tions in carves B and D likewise refute any notion that dentition 

is a fixed character of areas. 

The sportsman's belief thet shot populations reproduce vigorously 

suggests that strong dentition may be an attritate of shot populations, 

but all the populations here depicted are unshot, or nearly 80, except : 

Jasper County (Curve PF). The quail of curve A, during the four 

i years thoy wore Lightly shot, exhibit no transition during the succeeding : 

unshot period. 

: Dentition does not scem to reflect density in any ordinary sense, 

for curve A is well toothed through its wide gamt of densities, and 

curve B in its ascending staze is toothed through the samo range of 

densities as later exhibit actual summer losees, 1.0., complete lack 

of dentition. The extreme toothlessness of Prairie du Sac grouse 

a te AR a) ho Te aa ek ea tr bem



(curve &), which inhabit scattered woodlots, suggests seme connection 

with @iscontimous fragnents of range. The general prevalence of ; | 

protected bat apparently static grouse remants in fare woodlete ee. 

z further accents this thought. It seoms to be refuted, however, 5 

vy quail curve D, which exhibits alternating behavior on ons and oa 

the sama area. This area has no greater discontimity then pre- 

h vaile inmost farm quail country. A connection between toothless= i 

ness ana discontinuity of cover is further refuted by crouse y 

gurve 3B, which decane toothless in 1934 in » contimous forest. 

Sparse populations should breed and winter well if they sre 
ee 

NeTate aporses popiukaberrs) winter well 4 

nee copes ee te : 
easness is perhaps 2 suspension of the adjustments mown i 

as carrying capseity. This, of course, is defining one nystery 

in terms of another. x 

Dentition night reflect the presense or absence of competitive a 

phessunte. In quail, the area showing week dentition (D) has many . ' 

pheasants; the a:eas showing strong dentition (A, F) have virtually . 

‘ nonee Ares D during ite initiel toothed period had nine times i 

more quail then phessante; et present it has more pheasants than < 

quail, iees, the curve spans a period of progressive increase in - 

pheasants. me quail curve might be regarded as showing progressive a 

Loss of nanan” daiblatas tains are virtually absent from 4 

oc the toothless grouse curve %. If pheasants are the "cause" of . 

toothless quail curves, then toothlessness in grouse mst have a a 4 

aifferont cause. ; 

ES
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: | ‘While discussing pheasants, it is well to ask whether pheasesil 

populations exhibit the same disparity in dentition ae quail and 

ruffed grouse. We have no pheasant curves beeause censuses have 

been taken in midwinter, rather than in spring and fali, tet on 

the University Arboreteam Refuce we have indirect evidence of 

denies teatlianias Ss tan tn OanAl Nialnin tek Mh ee 

i ulation turnover between successive ihnnents salt as high es 66 per 

cent. (W. S. Feeney and T. H. Sperry, unpublished). The general 

trend of successive censuses is upward. Zhese two facts establish, 

beyond a doubt, the existence of a strongly toothed cuyve. ‘the fact 

that Wisconsin pheasants generally are inerecsing, despite heavy, 

shooting, iaplies strong dentition in-est, phosbant ousves. popcorn +, 

Yhere rewains for discussion the pessibility that toothless=- ; 

ness nay reflect egress of reproductive gains, rathor than lack 

of gains. ‘That individual cauail and ruffed grouse may nove into or 

oat of a 2,000 or 3,006 acre aren is too well established by banding 

to require proof. For such novement $e tebe the teeth out of « 

t curve, however, the movement mast seieihadels a-eimasiiaain oat 4 

of the population, and mast take place year after year, in spring, : 

omner, or early fall, i.e., between spring and fall censuses. : 

Furthermore, as egress renders one area toothless, it must enhance | 

dentition in another. Ii egress is the reason for toothlessuess, . 

Vines inne aanematio 60 depennlity: enlanliey spesins ath bn wiih anne q 

prevalent than anyone has heretofore quessede : : |



One population record for the Faville Grove area spans the decline of a remnant flock 

of prairie chickens and bears on the question of dentition. No curve is presented in 

Figure 3 because the numbers are too low to register, and the spring census covers cocks only. 

The record, originally published ty Havkins'2°* P-"6) ana now brought up to date, is as Sillowss 

1932933 100 ? ? : 
1933-34 60? ? ? 

193435 43 17 2 young seen July, 1935, 1 in September 

"1935-36 37 12 1 brood found, 2 nests found | 
1936-37 30 : 13 1 nest found 

1937-38 30 12 Remains of hetehed found September, 1933 

1938-39 8 T Hone . 

1939-0. ? 2 None 

: 19o-lit 3 1 None : 

If the mmber of booming cocks for any spring wrote 1aVeprnet the 

entire breeding population, the resulting mimber is in mest youre ainitlethenttae 

ensuing winter census; i.e., there were a5 sammie quinn. Rither reproduction ms 

deficient (toothless curve), or it wae poached off, or it moved out. Loss by egress is 

possible in such a mobile species, but is refuted by the fact thet most southern Wisconsin 

chicken remnants have likewise Sesultinl, Suvtns ts uae ganas. _ fhe decline of the 

_ Faville Grove remnant corresponded with an increase in pheasants, but pheasants were 

searce on the particular prairie where the chickens boomed and nested. If poaching 

occurred, it did not occur on this prairie, but it may have occurred at distant feeding 

grounds. ; 

We do not know how to construe this record, but we present it because it is the 

nearest available record of the disappearance of a species, and we beleve that 

toothless curves and losses of protected species are somehow connected.
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fo sum up: Sp tales Shere Sn euth &: thing a0 dequeemt on 

toothless populations, and that such populations are characteristically | 

sparse, discontimons, and not responsive to carrying capacity. fe 

suspect they may consist of old in@ividmale which breed noorly but 

are highly predater-proof. We suspect that competitive species are 

one cause of poor breefing, but perhaps not the only cause. We 

c suspect that cycles may be an alternation of toothe’ and toothless o 4 

‘ behavior, and that cyclic pogulations are responsive te carrying 

capacity only during thoir peaks or toothed stages. ; 

One critical teat of the dentition concept is te comare sox 

ratios and age classes in toothed anf toothless populations. This 

has not been done decause criteria of age in live-trapped birde ; 

have only recently become available (H. A. Hochbaum, unpublished). : 

Zoathor and Wirelifo 

Figure 4 depicts the temperatures and snow levels for each 4 

winter, a3 recorded’ by the United States Weather Buroau at Madison. | 

: ‘ The portods of simltaneous deep snow and sub-soro teaperature are 

3 hatched. The total hatched area for each winter ie assumed to 

repressnt its "hardness" (13+ D-¥24) rhe winters are compared 

for hardness in the bar chart at the bodtem of Figare 1. 

Pigare § depicts the ralniess periods for each sumer. The 

; Yass of enh Wack trtangle 1s « period in which no midu-eniseded 

® Swentieth of an inch. Tho total Diack area for cach summer is 

assuned to represent ite drouthineas (method proposed by sade '5)), | 

The summers are compared for drouthiness in the bar chart at the 

: ; :
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: Figure 4, Daily minimum temperatures (solid lines) 
i; and inches of unmelted snow on ground 
ai (@ash-dot lines) at Madison weather 
ee Station, 20 miles southeast of Prairie 
ae : du See, Hetehing indicates periods of 
ik eimaltancous cold and deep enew. 

;
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—s Figure/5. Reinless periods at Madison weather 
“ station, 20 miles southeast of Prairie 
i # du Sac. Aroa of triangles depicts 
Be drouth intensity.
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bottom of Figure 1. 

In working with these records, one repeatedly receives the " 

impression that they do not register the true impact of weather on 

| wildlife, and that the seasonal var charts (Figure 1) are more 

| faulty than the chronological graphs (Figures 3 and 4). Thus on 

the bar chart the summers of 1937, 1939, and 1940 appear nearly 

as drouth-stricken as 1936, but in the field 1936 far exceeded them 

in severity. Likewise the mild winters of 1936, 1937, and 1936 

brought ice-storms which cannot be graphed, but which eometimes 

‘killed as many quail as deep snows. Short cataclysmic storms such 

as the Armistice Day blizzard of November 11-13, 1940 register only 

faintly on weather graphs; on the other hand protracted storms 

such as Janvary-February 1936 register very well. 

; The upshot 1g woather of extraordinary form or short duration ; 

does not register on graphs, and that all weather acts not as a : 

separate force, but in interaction with food, cover, and antecedent 

history. Hence weather records are valuable mainly as background 

for the wildlife drama, rather than as aeke explanations for its events. 

One of the puzzling questions raised by Figure 3 is the ; 

relation, if any, between cyclic declines and killing winters. 

That killing winters cause jee in quail has long been 

accepted as a fact, but now that we mst think of quail as 

affected by the same cycle as grouse and rabbits, what role does 

weather play with them? It is hardly conceivable that three 

groups of species share the same cycle without sharing its causative | 

mechanisn. . 

i i ‘ : j ¢



tle have no answer to the panale, tut we call attention to the = 

fat that the last three eyelie declines in all three groups have a 

oS —- @lustered around a hard winter, some falling off just before ana 2 

: sone Just efter, in ad fixed sequence. 4 

Tras Cloquet grouse (curve B) failed to increase daring the a 

summer of 1934 and lost heavily during the winter of 19935, 2 year i 

s ahead of the killing winter of 1935-36. The Wisconsin grouso 4 i 

season of 1935 was poor, Zhe kill fell off a half as compared with — 

197. (Talter 3%. Scott, unpublished). Wisconsin rabbits (curves ; 

s 2 amd H) degan to fall off as carly as 1933. On the other hand all . 

the quail carves (i, 2, P) fell off during the illling winter of i 

1935-36, ond displayed no deficiency of reproductive gains until 

: mit entonget  . . _ 

_ Suether cluster of declines surrounds the kLlling winter of 4 

1928-29, but the dispersion of dates is greater. Wisconsin ruffed 3 

groase and prairie ebickens began to decline in 1925 and "hit : | 

bottom" in 1927 ant 192622 P-2"), snesa of the hard winter. | 

Wisconsin snowshoe bares "nit botton™ in 1927'27+ P12), cottontails 

ateplayod « spotty shortage in 1926 "2+ P+), noth ahead of the 

hard winter. Wisconsin quail, however, wore normal until decimated 

by the winter of 1928-29. 5 : 

A third cluster of declincs eoiueides roagily with the Killing i 

ctstat of Wt; wah tn thorn gues. Wanll 

ruffed grouse “hit bottom" an 1919, prairie chickens in rie"e> a i 

| both after the had winter. Quail irrupted in about 1916°"7* ph) as
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died during the winter of 1917-18"2" ?-78), sue tne precise details 

are lost. . ; 

i These clusterings mst either be accidental, or there is a 

periodicity in hard winters which hes sone causal connection with 

| cycles, or the coincidence of declines in quail and grouse is accidental 

and without causal significance. 

In weighing the finality of all our deductions on population 

behavior, it should be romembéred that the study period had a high 

proportion of drouthy summers and mild winters. Different weather might 

induce different population behavior. 

The censuses. for! épectes other than quail appear in Table 2. Certain ise 

: estimates, flush counts, and notes wore made on other species, tut are 

not entitled to be called censuses. These are briefly digested under 

"yomarks", and in the following captions. 

Raffed Grouse. The extreme flatness of the grouse population curve, i 

cul the queuing lade of suprakentive gains (ese curve %, Figuse 3) 

have already been discussed. ‘The low density should be noted. 

ss Reptneton's map ‘t+ PR+39%-395) shows about 500 acres of fair, good, 

and dense woody cover, ani this is probably about the area of habitable 

grouse range. During the highest year (1932+33) there were 33 grouse, 

or one per 15 acres of cover. Daring the average year there were 20, 

or one per 25 acres of cover. This is about one proces per woodlot. 

The extreme flatness of the gvouse curve likewise raises the 

question of whether they breed at all, and to what extent they are shot.
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Gastrow hears drumming nearly every year. He saw a brood of a dozen 

young about ten years ago. He does not regularly visit the area in 

é spring or summer. He is sure there is no shooting except casual “ 

poaching by rabbit hunters. ; 

Errington (2, P+32)nas pointed out that this ruffea grouse pop- 

ulation, despite its sparsity, exhibits a carrying capacity level of 

; about 18 birds, the spring counts oscillating about this mean. This 

contradicts the assumption, discussed elsewhere, that depressed 

toothiess populations are not responsive to carrying capacity. It is 

worthy of note, however, that the clearest response occurred the 

"toothed" year 1932-33. : 

Pheasants. Wholesale pheasant stocking in Wisconsin begahiiin 1928, but 

no appreciable number have become established on this area benim of 

the scarcity of marsh cover. This, as already pointed out, is an — 

experimental advantage, for it eliminates pheasant competition as a 

variable. : 
Ae im Table 2+ 

Gray Fox. Gastrow is an expert fox hunter, hence nid, foe figures, are /. leved he be 

reliable), {fea foxes range beyond the area, hence the number using the 

area is iat @ census. Gray foxes, however, are much less mobile. 

__@ "rrington checked in the field the denning and ranging habits on which = : 

Seeete alininieh te sent egret. | 

‘auring the study period the average fall population of gray foxes 

was 19, or one per quarteresection. There were three gray foxes for 

each horned owl, and about one for each covey of quail. 

Gray foxes were absent from the Prairie du Sac region béfore 1925 

bat reappeared that year‘!@+ P-221), paring the study period the pop-
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ulation shows a rising trend from 1930 until 1937, followed by a 

decline. Trappers' reports submitted to the Conservation Depart- 

ment likewise indicate a peak in gray foxes in 1937. following a low 

in 1932; this is true both for Columbia County ana‘oé the state as 

a whole (Walter EZ. Scott, umpublished), ‘These data indicate that the 

gray fox may have a cycle .emmethy opposite in phase to the grouse- 

: rabbit cycle. “~(See-Figure3)>- 

Gray foxes kill fewer quail than raptors ‘t+ p37), few quail 

are lost to either unless there is a surplus above carrying capacity. 

, For example, abundant foxes in 1932-33 killed few quail in one under- 

populated territory of the Prairie du Sac area; the next winter a much 

lesser number of foxes killed many more quail in the same territory, 

which that year was over-pepuiasea!* p37), 

Red Fox. This species was absent from the area until 1932-33, when 

two were killed. In 1936-37 a few tracks were seen; in 1937-38 Gastrow 

shot one; in 1938-39 eight used the area and one litter was raised 

s on the area; in 1939-40 five were present; in 1940-41 four used the 

/ area. 

Horned Owl. An exhaustive account of the food habits and prey~relations 

of this species sh part on the Prairie du Sac area, has been 

published by Errington, Frances Hamerstrom, and F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. (5). 

The horned owl population at Prairie du Sac waried during the 

study period from four to eight, and averaged six, or a little over 

one bird per square mile. With quail at carrying capacity, there 

was about one horned owl for each three coveys. _
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é Table 2 shows that in most years a nest was found for each two 

horned owls wintering on the area. It is unlikely that any nests were 

overlooked. This is strong evidence that nesting pairs are localized 

within the area, and that the nesting population consists of the wintering 

Dimis, i.6., that no movement shuffles the population during either 

: winter or spring. 

While ordinarily all the horned owls resident during early winter 

nested during Inte winter, there were two years in whieh ne nesting 

cecurred: 1936-37 and 1939-40. In both years horned owls were present 

in the usual munbers, both before and during the nesting period. Horned 

oule nest in Fetwansy wien the woods ave bare, and the location éf neste 

is clearly advertised by feathers, fur, pellets, down, and other signs. 

At Prairie du Sa¢ a careful search for neste is part of the anmal 

routine, not only to complete the census, but to eather pellets ond ; 

other data for the food-habits study", Hence it is virtually certain 
that these two yoars in which no nests were found were actually nom 

breeding years. Thy? | 
In the search for reasons, a clue is found in the fact that 

during the first year (1936-37) we likewise failed to find redtatlea 

hawk nests. This is less conclusive than the failure to find owl : 

nests, for field work ceased in April, and late nestings might have 

- escaped detection. It seems probable, thouch, that somo factor co-mon L 

to both species prevented the usual nestings. Of the foods sommon te 

doth species, rabbits and mice are the most likely items. Of the 

two mice, meadow mice fiuctuate mh more violently than deernice °° >*789), 
but comprise a lessor fraction of the owl's diet, even when abundant (Se p-790),
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Meadow mice, however, comprise a lerger fraction of the re@teil's . 

atet. (Se p-11') 

Ia 1936-37, when both species failed to breed, cottontail rabbits 

2 were only “one third normal® at Prairie.du Sac. Honters in the south= ; 

western counties flushed only about two por hour "), mo statewide 

All fell to its lowest point in 1937 (Figure 3, curve KR). Despite this | 

scarcity, 69 per cent of the Prairie du Sac horned owl pellets for | 

‘ 1936-37 contained cottontall, as against an averace of 66 per cent for 

eight winters 5+ P75), no corresponding data for redtail are at 

The status of meadow mice at Prairie du Sec in 1936-37 ie untmown, 

Yat popmlation peaks cocndred at Praizio én fos in 1989 ant igh, 

and in the general region in 1938, hence mesdow mice were probably searte 

in 1936-37. Snow blanketed the available mice in Jamsry and February, 

which ig normal. Meadow mice occurred in 35 per cont of the 1936-37 

horned owl pellets, at the rate of 0.63 individuals por petlet'5» P-S¥8) 

In 193736, when both ovls ond redtails nested, moatow mice showed 2 

lesser representation: 15 per cent of the pellets contained 0.27 each. (5 P-849) 

Wo corresponding data for redtall are at hand. 

To sum up: rabbite and probably meadow mice were scarce during 2 

the non-bresding year 1936-37, but the horned owle caught and ate more 

of doth than usual. Hence seareity in these food items offers no 

explanation for non-breeding of owls. 

Tor the non-breeding year 1939-40 no local food-habite data are 

available, but rabbits were high, an@ probably also meadow mice, for 

‘many snow tunnels were econ in 1940-41. Hence nom-breeding could not 

: 5 . : met
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have been related to searcity in these prey species. 

Reatailed Hawk. Table 2 gives: the mmber of wintering birds for 10 

years, tat nest counts are missing in four years, and are of uncertain 

completeness in two others. 

The maber of apparently wintering redtails varied fren four te i 

eight, and averaged five. They probably hunted beyond the area, hence 

, computations of winter density are unjustified. The density was some- 

: what less than that of horned owls. 

Whether the same individuals wintered and nested is uncertain, | 

but in each of the four years of complete counts the number of nests is | 

exactly half of the wintering population figure arrived at, and the form- 

tion of pairs among the wintering birds is readily traced during the pre= 

nesting period. Hence there ie a strong indication that identical indivi- 

duals wintered and nested. If 90, the migratory redtails mst pass over 

the residents twice a year. ; 

The nom-breoding of redteils after the winter of 1936-37 has already 

Been discussed under “Horned Owl". 

Small Fur Bearers. We do not know how to appraise the accuracy of 

Gastrow's eshientnn, given below. We believe they are as accurate as ; 

deduction from tracks and signs can be in these species.
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1933-34 1994-35 1935-36 1936-37 1937=36 1935-39 1939-40 19h0-4 

Siunke = 45 4o 50 45 75 15 ver50 = 50 
Minks G & 3 2 ms 5 27 2 

Weasels te 2 6 12 6 6 ? ¥ 

Raccoon 10-12 10 ‘oo 8 $ Tose than 3 3 

Opossum ? ae i2 ° z , as 1 

the Gigappesranee of opossum after the hard vintor of 1935-36 was 

noted not only at Praiste én Sas, but also at Faville Grove {10+ pe60), 
: On doth areas some opossums reappeared by 1935. 

Sottontails. io mmnerteal counts or estimates were mio. Populations 

were “normal” wp to ani including the hard wiater of 1935-36. . In 1996-37 

only a third of the normal mmbers were seen. Recovery was visible : 

in 1937-38. After 1938-39 normal nunbors were again present. 

Fer sovtherr Wisconsin es a whole, a spotty shortage is known 

to have ceeurred in 1928 in the nearby counties of Dene, Richland, 

ant Joncan [12s P91), another cocurrea tn 1936 ""), curve &, 

Figure 3 shows 1937 as the statewide low, but in this year Gastrow 

_, Reted some recovery at Preirie du Sac. 

Ail these fragments conform to the general grouse and raboit 

cycle which hit bottom in 1927, peaked in 1932, hit bottom in 1937, 

and ie uow again at peak. 

daskzabdvits. ‘The whitetailed Jackrabbit has long been found on the ; 

sand plain west of Prairie du Sac, but its occurrence on the study 

grea ie sporadic. Gastrow recalls occasional tracics in years prior
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to this study; in 1936-37 he shot one; in 1937-38 he records a track; 

for the last three winters he estimates the upton as five, four, 

and one respectively. : 

Leopold's notes indicate a considerable eastward spread of this 

species during the past decade. Leopold has four recent records 

for Jefferson County, which is two counties east of Prairie du Sac. . 

Squirrels. Yox and gray squirrels occur in the ratio of about 2:1. : 

There are some flying squirrels. Gastrow records the following numbers 

of fox and gray squirrels seen: 

Year Ho. Scon in No. Trips (about 4 hours each) Seen per trip 

1936-37 12 a 0.3 

1937-38 a) 4g 0.3 

1938-39 13 45 0.3 

1939-40 16 56 0.3 

w40-4n (ks MS 0.5 

GS 

Y These figures indicate meme bat very stable squiere® populetion. : 

Mice. The exity available information on population status of mice 15 tint 

scoured iniirestly from pellets ana stomachs ‘5° ?P-T8&-T91), Deernice 

are stable; meadow mice fluctuate and showed highs in 1929 (direct 

; observation on the area), 1934 (abundance in pellets from the area), 

and 1936 (general observation in the region). Deormice predominated in 

horned owl and saw-whet owl pellets; meadow mice in other owls and 

in crows, foxes, and marsh hawks.
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Other Raptors. Barred owls occur at tincs on the area; two were 

present in 1940-41. Sereech owls occur locally: perhaps the frequent 

patches of dense red cedar protect them from the larger owls. Short- 

eared and long-eared ovls d#ift in and out, their abundance seeming 

= to depend on the abundance of meadow mice. Cooper hawks and marsh 

hawies occur irregularly; the latter do not nest because there are 

: no large marshes on tho arsa. Bald eagles, to the mumber of five  - 

or ton, winter regularly along the river, subsisting on fish injured : 

| in passing through the turbines of the Prairie du Sac power dam. 

; ‘grey foxes seavenge on the seraps of fish unter the eagles! porches. :
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SUMMARY 

This paper compares the population behavior of the species | 

comprising a wildlife commnity with each other, and with the same 

species on other areas, over a twelve-year period. Mo equally 

long census record has heretofore existed. The compsrison is : 

challenging beesuse it enables us to subject old concepts to new 

4 tests. It is confusing because several old concepts are reshuffled 

into unfamiliar combinations. 

e The concept of carrying capacity in quail, originally deduced 

from the first half of the census period, stands up under the test 

of thie loner serutiny, but with certain extensions and modifications. : 

Of the two alternating adjustments comprising the carrying eapacity 

mechanism, the inverse relation between quail breeding population 

levels and summer gains 1s well supported, but the direct relation 

between fall population levels and winter predation losses is ob- ; 

secured by the sporadic intrusion of losses from weather. 

Superimposed on these annual adjustments in quail population ‘ 

there is now visidle a longer Zluctuation which parallels the grouse 

p an@ rabbit cycle. Conversely reffed grouse, during their peak period, 

show an anmal sijustment to a carrying capacity level. This suggests 

that carrying capacity in both species operates before and during 

geal gouteling ud to peabethenlly tnternapted by pevtete 6f decline 

and @epression, or cyclic troughs. The cycle, in fact, may be an 

alternation of carrying capacity behavior with depressed behavior. 

The record further disdoses two kinds of anmal fluctuations: om 

3 ou aaa
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toothed and toothless. Toothless curves seen to represent lack of 

reproduetive gains. “Dentition" is most pronounced during cyclic 

ascents and peaks; it is weaker or disappears ontirely during declines 

or troughs. Some populations remain toothless; others alternate. ‘The 

"eouse" is unknown, but isolated, sparse, or declining romants, and 

those subjected to pheasant competition, are characteristically 

toothless. 

There is a carious coincidence between cyclic declines and hard 

winters which revives the question of somo causal connection betwoen 

population eycles end weather. Caresistagion. graye of hav wintevs 

and drouths are 2 good way to compare yoars for wildlife popalation : 

studies, but seasonal "intensity" summaries are believed to be inad- 

equate. 

Gray foxes exhibit indications of a cycle inverse to the grouse= 

rabbit cycle. Meadow mice exhibit a cycle of about four years. 

Horned owls and retailed havks are stable in munbors, but in 

some years fail to nest. These non-breeding yoars do not coincide 

with seareity of amatiatin preycen nen Le thoce tive apstecs 

Ts do wild things yield blind obedience to the lars of the land; 

laws which no man may read, but the import of which he uay discern, 

| dinty, fzom the aceumlated verdicts of the years. To the individual 

aninel there is no law, only an alternation of hasiring and froesizng, 

eating ani starving, pursuing and estaping, begetting and dying. 

These, to him, are reality. Thess, to the eeclegist, are the subconsaions
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3 ’ broathings of the community, the biota. ; 

the biota bas ite own astronomical realities. It basks or freezes ; 

E in geological epochs. It fecis on the everlasting hills and the j 

radiation of stars. It pursues ite own continuity. It begets 

flores end feunas, and is bereaved of them. ‘These, to the bicta, ; 

: are zeality.
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fs) ANIMAL POPULATIONS AT PRAIRIN DU SAC, WISCONSIN, 1929-1942! cot 
fas hee Suh 
Aaa Aldo Leopold”, Paul L. Errington?, and Harold C. Hanson™ eee oi ¢ Xe 

” 

is ; This paper summarizes the findings of three field studies, all made 

7 on the same area during the past 14 years: 

, Paul L. Errington Yearlong study of bobwhite and predators 1929-1932 

Albert Gastrow Winter census of game birds and predators 1933-1942 

Harold C. Hanson Census of small mammals and songbirds 1941-1942 

All three studies aimed at one end: learning the structure of the 
1 checluw : 

animal community and trying to aeeipher mechanisms of population behavior. 

The Area. The area lies on the east bank of the Wisconsin River, at 

. _ the corner of Columbia and Dane Counties, opposite the village of Prairie 
= usoo 

Gu Sac. It embraces 5000 acres of dairy farms. . 

: Diverse physiographic and ecological provinces meet at Prairie du Sac. 

‘ Jonathan Carver, in 1763, found the region to be largely pekirie’t*: p29) 

_ but oak-hickory timber encroached on the uncultivated portions during the 

middle 1800's, by which time early plowings had interrupted the free sweep 

: of prairie fires. The present woodlots, which cover a fourth of the study 

- “@Yea, represent redént encroachment.of oak-hiekory woods on former prairie. 
Soucy had urns ole 

3 the soils ave-sandy because the area, while lying within the fertile 

dairy belt of the southern counties, includes outwash terraces from the 

cate central Wisconsin sand plains. Farming early depleted the fertility of 

these terraces. This accounts for the presence of sandblows along the a 

river. 

, —_——— $e 

1 Gontribution from the Department of Wildlife Management, University of 
i Wisconsin, Madison, Wis., and Journal Paper No. —— of the Iowa : 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa, Project No. 495. 

e University of Wisconsin : t 

3° towa State College in cooperation with the Fish and Wildlife Service 
: (U. S. Department of the Interior), the Iowa State Conservation 
by ‘ Commission, and the American Wildlife Institute. s 
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> ge Lf Tx ck, hefos ot re 
7 Nar pees cee pre _ ie os 2 a 

* ae i 2 BN we a ot pe aS f f L reek Ee 
oe ee ra purn Cl we Eick ee 7 ses 2. 

‘ j Jf pod wafrn Ker je RE FN ee 

f u s 

4 Lag arm of the Carolinian life-zone, bringing with it such southern oy frm 
| Lah 

species as titmouse and opossum, projects up the Wisconsin River bottoms " 
ot Pintevie, pod 

to Prairie du Sac. An arm of Canadian pines, carrying with it deer and fall Mua: 
\ : 

“Yee ‘ 
red squirrel, projects down pee alla alma to Prairie du Sac. EC 

Jackrabbit and harvest ale L well as many plants, represent the former ; 
‘ wa ae A 

prairie. Bobwhite here encounters the north edge of his "regular" range; ; 

to the northward are found only frontier quail populations, usually 

sparse and discontinuous, though sporadically abundant ‘3° p45). 

Farming practices during the years of the study have not changed 

perceptibly. Most woodlots are pastured and some have been slashed, but 

such losses of wildlife cover have been offset to some extent by the encroach- 

; ment, on sandy areas and steep slopes, of woody species unpalatable to 
& &bhacB hearse 

fon cows: ‘juniper, prickly ash, white birch, and hazel. The only sudden 

Crrv 

change in wildlife habitat has been the frequent debrushing of roadsides : 

since the advent of relief labor in 1933. 

No artificial feeding, control of hunting, or other form of management 

has been attempted, nor has the area suffered any “anti-vermin" campaign. 

aut nepfed Gaewses 
All game species except bobwhite, ‘and ali fur species, have been open 

yearly to hunting or trapping, but the absence of pheasant marshes has 

kept the gun-pressure light. Short open seasons on quail were allowed é 

from 1932 to 1935, and again in 1942, but the kill was negligible. 

In general, Prairie du Sac wildlife persists, not so much because it 

is protected by friendly people or laws, but because exploitative land-use, 

d ow 
in its impact on soil and plant successions, creates as well as destroys 

habitat. The net long-time trend of soil and fauna is doubtless downward, 

ag a def tition} but Bt=Pradrie=deeGee the faunal loss has probably registered 3 population 
oa cw debtion 

_ density rather than tn-vertety of species. = 

fe | ee aes : 5 ; ae



Prairie du Sac has ‘in advantages as a study area. It is a partial 

island for sedentary species, being bounded by a wide river and large # 

open stretches. Its large size helps to reduce border ingress and egress. 

In most winters tracking snows come often enough, and last long enough, “ 

to permit accurate track counts and "reading of sign", Furthermore the 

area is one of those on which H. L. Stoddard had spent his early years as 

| a@ naturalist, and our study was there begun upon his advice, and with the 

benefit of his rich background of local history. 

: The data here presented accrue from about 1300 man-days of field 

: work, supported matuky by dontstteadiaas® Ymoogh the University of | 

: Wisconsin and Iowa State College. The Wisconsin Conservation Department 

has supported the census since 1938 with Pittman-Robertson funds. 

Weather Background. Weather during the study period has exhibited 

> sharp differences between years. 

3 Figure 1 depicts the winter Saatee: Killing winters occurred in (v.92. ) 

Fo 1928-29, E929=305 L935 365 mie ftamast, rotel edn ww 130-3) ned 1981-32. @ 19H YR co 

| é Figure 2 depicts summer drouths. Of the four summers 1933 to 1936, Se ” 

"only 1935 was without notable drouth. 

5 No eanek Taek bees the true impact of weather on wildlife. The 

es winter of 1931-32, which looks mild on the ohare, was terminated by 

a brief snow which starved many quail coveys. The winters of 1932-33 and 

1934-35 look similar on the chart. but the latter was far harder in fact. 

The three mild winters beginning in 1936 brought lethal ice storms. The 

"Armistice Day Blizzard" of November 11-13, 1940, looks unimpressive on _ 

the chart, but it killed many animals ordinarily weatherproof. The 

diet 
* Sporting Arms and Ammnition Manufacturers! Institute, Wisconsin Alumni 

Research Foundation, National Association of Audubon Societies, 
' Thomas E. Brittingham, J. N. Darling. ; i
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a 
1934 drouth appears more intense than the 1936 drouth, yet ade 13? 2-560) 

states that "the damage done in 1936 was at least as great as in 1934." 

Censuses. Some sort of census is now available for every group of 

| eidavicentae oe present on the Prairie du Sac area except bats, flying 

squirrels, and the following rare mammals which have been recorded but .. * Ve 

abe wbics Kod caenbens LO mpine mouse, Uf “f short=tailed shrew, Téa phim 

ne a aut i ag groups of animals differ in method, frequency, 

duration, area covered, and of course in accuracy. Table 1 gives the 

essential specifications. Additional comment on the derivation and 

reliability of the censuses will be made later. - 

| ‘The census of bobwhite, pheasant, and. ruffed grouse is based on 

d flushing and track counts maintained through the winter from November to : 

| Apri2, since 1929/6» PP+ I-11; 20, pp-310-333) me pobwhite census is 

the most accurate. The ruffed grouse census is dependable for comparing : 

general levels as between years, but the difference between fall and 

spring. levels is approximate after 1933. These-censuses-cover—the-whoie 

am . 

The hawk and owl census was begun in 1930, is based on repeated 

flushes and nest counts, and is accurate. ft-covers_the-whole-ares. 

The cefievs figures for fur-bearers, begun in 1933, aro ‘expert 

estimates by Gastrow. fox=the-whots-wwex, They are based on tracks, 

- dens, and "reading sign", Ts fox fgaw aw mre acounele ine Ta others, ‘ 

The cottontail census was made by Hanson and Gastrow only in 1g4i-42, 

and only on 65 acres of woody cover. 5GLL cottontails were first : 

trapped, ear-tagged, and released in place. fu ie a then shot to 

determine the per cent tagged, and the census computed by the ratio: 

; Ae



eee 

<= Group , 
| Frequency Area Covered | Accuracy ~ (Por aes, Made by Method Where Presented | and Duration (Acres) Rating 

. seet | 

| 
Bobwhite 3 yrs. Errington | Track and flush counts Fa b Contimous | 5000 A 

10 yrs. Gastrow |(See 6, p.l-11; 20, Nov. to Apr. | 
| pp. 310-333 ) | U4 years | 

| = Poe i 
Ruffed Grouse | Same | Same Fag Same for 13 re) 5000 B q 

> 

Pheasant Gastrow | Same Fag le Same for 10 all 5000 A ¥ 
! F a Q 

Hawks and Owls | 3 yrs. Errington | Flush counts, nest counts Tobk2 | Same for 13 yrsi 5000 A re 
| 10 yrs. Gastrow i | \ 

. { | { i 9 
Fur Bearers Gastrow : Expert estimate from tracks) Tl-lyv, Fox 13 yrs. | 5000 c a. 

and sign Fag id Others 10 yrs. | Q| 
: Ps N 

Cottontail | Hanson | Banding; shooting a sample,, Tr,+ 1g4i-42 only § -260— B aT 
| | computing by ratios. (see } y 

| ere | | “ 
| 1 . - Smell Mammals | Hanson | Dead-traoning—quadrate Teblu3 | MMLotig | HS ple Kp 

| F nights, traps 10 yas. x 
apart i ey 

Winter Songbirds = Hanson Strip cruise by 7 mon; re Feb. 7, 1942 5000 B Prebat: 
} } special count of farm> ; 4 { | fi 

| yards. a 
: i eS i { / 

Summer Songbirds | Hanson | Singing male counts on Pies Spring of 1942 $90 X go 
: j | 20 quadrats, 2-5 counts { 

: } } each. i : , 

SA | 
Squirrels 4 oy ' Hanson Nest count. Fall of 1942 | 5000 CG 

¢ Mole, Gopher, Chipmunk Hanson | Estimates only 142 x ee 
wretches f= Boe 

Woodchnek, ( Badger | Hanson, Gastrow Den count 1ghe 5a00 c 
Sey to +O i Odwaw, | | rs 4 

Farm Livestock | tig apt ee |B SrGoneus- Local frlel amis Fey Hf 1940 | 5000 | 8 
thrfi-fe)- i 

a eemuer Large Mammals Leopold | Estimates only Fag ¥ x | Seve = | Very ron
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number trapped : population = tags in shot sample : total shot sample. 

"Smal. mammal censuses were made by Hanson in September and October 

; 1941. Frew quadrats of three acres each, representing 12 cover 

; types, were dead-trapped ei shes consecutive nights. Tryes were set 

in squares 10 yards apart. The catch was considered to represent the 

population of the quadrat, pius’e pbripheral zone of 50 to 75 feet, 

depending on the mobility of the species, 

The winter census of small birds was a strip cruise of 211 wooded 

areas made on February 7, 1942 by seven men. Fields and fencerows : 

were cruised later by Hanson and “Gastrow, and the farmyard birds at ; ‘ 

each farm were “counted. This census is probably incomplete. H-wepresents 

The-wWhole-.aven. : m 

The breeding bird census is based on singing male counts on 20 , 

quadrats, representing 15 types, aggregating 690 acres. Hach quadrat . 

was counted from two to five times by Hanson. Nocturnal birds, such as : . 

whippoorwills, were counted by night trips. This census, while probably 

inconclusive in the case of a few difficult species and in respect of exact 

distribution, is believed to be dependable in respect of total numbers. 

The figures for moles, gophers, and chipmunks are mere estimates. . 

The figure for badgers is 4 den count, allowing two animals for seach group 

of dens and one for isolated dens. The figure for squirrels is based . 

on @ nest count of the whole area, made in Mol 1942, andeebhewimg F 

Squirrele*perimest. The species ratio for squirrels is based on Gastrow's 

diaries. ; 
The Structure of the Commnity 

Social thinking is improved by a clear picture of the size-relations 

of political and economic groups. Ecological thinking likewise is aided 

when one knows the size-relations of animal groups. Figures ¥ and 2 portray, 

for antypicel square mile of the Prairie ¢u Sac conmnity, the mubers \
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Each group or layer includes species of similar food habits. 

Wild Pyramid. In Figure Z the right half is the Eltonian 

Syyiuntd éf musliare” fer the wile iakesle gow cmt. The left half 

shows the weight( 4a-grams) of each layer. 

It is evident that the pyramid of numbers tapers upward more sharply 

than the pyramid of weights. Rabbits are the heaviest layer, presumably 

because they are lerge, and subsisting directly on abundant plants, they 

Can maintain fairly large mumbers. = Bowe? i 

"Songbirds" are foyr times as abundant in summer as in winter, and 

during spring and fall migration are doubtless #1ill more abundant. The 

migration levels were not measured. English sparrows constitute over 

half of the winter population of small birds. 

The heavy weight of the mstellid group comes from skunks, which 

are both large and numsrous. 

Predator : prey ratios may be read directly from Figure x. Thus 

1 fox, 5.7 raptors, and 14 mstellids, a total of 20 predators, are 

aieilable to! Yaontrel” S000 nice, 180 TURMLW, ant 305 other vekcetel 

a total of 5500 prey mammals (plus 1400 small birds; The seein ratio 

is tims 1 predator per 270 small nannals 103 70 small birds, This one | 

predator also feeds among the reptilian and invertebrate layers of the 

pyramid, hence he gives only part of his attention to the 340 small 

weumel¢-en@ptmde available to him. If we assume that half his food 

consists of mammals and birds, then the actual. ratio is nearer 1: 700. 

The reproductive potential of his prey is er in mice the population 

turnover period may be less than a gous. tars Siciitinn relationships 

suggest what food-habit studies have often deduced on entirely different
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ft ae , 
evidence: that predation alone probably does not entre rodent and 

small bird populations. el Pe he G he anon ebbing aes iy 

The 20 predators per square mile are nearly as numerous as the : fhe. 

32 gallinaceous birds available to ies: otther ae(eaae, chicky: or Be y p 

adubts. In this case predators clearly could control, if the “gallinas < ¢ 4 a 

were easily available, and if the wate aes did not outnumber and 

thus "buffer" them. ‘There are 170 rodent buffers for each gallinaceous ; 

| bird, and there are 30 grams of tity flesh for each gram of gallinaceous 

flesh. 

Wild vs. Domestic Pyramid. Figure 2p compares the weight of the 

present wild with the present domestic community in terms of per cent 

of their combined weight. 

The domestic animals outweigh the wild so overwhelmingly that 

not a single wild layer is plottable. Even the rabbits comprise only 

0.3 per cent of the total «mime? weight of 144,000 pounds. 

At the right of Figure % tne /rormer wie species, now removed, are roughly 

computed, Of the former wild layers, only the deer group is plottable. The 

whens 
weight of the deer group was +2 per cent as great as the weight of the / 

domestic livestock which has usurped its niche in the landscape. Assuming 

that the present wild commnity on has the same aggregate weight as - 

when the region was first settled, we may conclude that the wild commnity i 

was reduced by about twonthtzds ‘when the large wild grazers were removed. 

‘ The numbers assigned to former wild mammals in Figure 2 are,Of- COURse; _ 

@ pure guess, but whether. the guess be halved, doubled, or quadrupled ‘same



‘Figure ?. Wild Pyramid (right) Compared with Tame Pyramid (left), in ici | Pie segue 
Lae: Per Cent of their Combined Weight for an Average Square Mile. At the = = 

Extreme Right an Estimate of the Former Wild Layers is Added (dashed lines) | 
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| makes little difference in the net conclusion: their weight was negligible 

in comparison with the present domestic mammals. If buffalo had been 

present this might net hold, tut no mffalo records exist for the 

Prairie du Sac region. 

Man could, of course, be inserted as one of the mammals in Figure £ 

His logical place would be near the semi-carnivorous raccoon. The present 

population of the Prairie du Sac area is 19 persons per squte mile, weighing 

about 2380 pounds. This is 1.6 per cent of the total. Man is somewhat 

heavier than his chickens, and twice as heavy as the entire present wild 

community. ) 

The original Indian population was, of course, much lighter. 

Carver, who visited the "great town of the Saukies" at the present site 

of Prairie du Sac in October 1763, says it “contains about 90 houses, 

each large enough for several families." The tribe, he says, "can raise 

about 300 warriors." A population of i000 Can be set@ier assumed, but | 

what area supported them? Carver says they ranged into Illinois, em® 

Mt is well known that they maintained residence only during the cropping 

season; at other seasons they scattered to various small caxps. We believe 

that half a dozen counties would be a fair estimate of their aggregate ly e 

range. This would give a density of only 0.2 Indiens per square mile, _ ; 

which is 1.2 per cent of the present human density. 

These discussions of Hisere € assume that the presént animal 

community 1s supported by the square mile on which it now lives. The 

degree of truth in this assumption is hard to appraise. The commnity 

imports mech prepared food for livestock, poultry, and people, but it 

exports most of the dairy products, pork, and poultry which this imported 

food helps to grow. The imports help support the wild as well as the



ero ie : 

at 
tame pyramid; when a fox swallows a house mouse, or an owl gets away lon if 

with e chicken, he is eating not only local produce but also(Towa corn y oe i 

and Dakota wheat. one a 

Every car of milk shipped out of Prairie du Sac probably represents 

a net drain on the land, despite the fact that part of it is derived 

from imported foods. That the land is suffering a net drain is attested 

by growing "sandblows", and by a growing mumber of old fields, once 

cultivated, but now aiek sas for pasture. What part of their fertility 

was carried away as milk, and what part as erosion silt or dust, is hard 5 

to determine. 

Previous to settlement the only transport capable of importing or 

exporting fertility consisted of rivers, winds, and migratory vires.) 

The community was substantially self-contained in terms of any time-scale : 

short of a geological one. Ss 

Bird Pyramid. In Figure x the winter bird pyramid is shown by 

species. The censuses represent the whole area. Any census may be 

divided by seven to represent a ae mile. Figure } initiates English 

sparrows and feral pigeons, which in Figure 2 appear as part of the 

domestic community. a d 

The most notable feature of Figure J is the dominance of the English 

sparrow, which outnumbers all other birds combined, and which outweighs 

any other single spoctes.2y pt pene 

An attempt was made to construct a summer bird pyramid, and to 

this end & plots aggregating 890 acres were censused by counting 

vinci ten Sixty breeding species were recorded. These plots 

: : 
aie pee of ee 

ad Sa fen of
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yielded reliable breeding donsttaes for the summer songbird layer in : 

Bex (1412 birds of 57 species per square mile). We were unable, : 

however, to project the diverse species compésition of the plots into 

terms of nie the area. This is because the vegetative 

characters which determine eter composition are too complex to map | 

on a large area. ‘ 

Discussion. The overwhelming bulk of the present domestic animals, 

as compared with either the présent or the former wild animals, sities 

the question: "At what cost are they supported? Is agriculture mining 

the soil to feed its enormously expanded flocks and herds, or was the 

original animal community an inefficient expression of true food-producing 

capacity of the soil? 

The answer is, we think, "both", 

me Sitirte vegetabhen-wittch-orkginailg-eovered-the Pratrie-dr-dee 

| -‘Peghon-wes-an- inefficient producer.of. animal flesh, mainly because dt 

grew too much cellulose in the form ge too little grain or seed. 

In this erinateliitcePEannot winter much animal life. When agriculture , 

set back the plant succession from the grass stage to the weed and forb 

stages, it raised the ratio of edible seeds to edible foliage, not only by 

substituting tame grains and hays for wild ones, but also by substituting 

annuals for perennials. A native annual like ragweed, for example, can 

winter more animals, particularly birds, than the native prairie grasses. 

The sehiahiniile of rodents and rabbits in the present (and doubtless 

in the former) wild pyramid reflects, we believe, their superior ability 

to winter on grass or other coarse foods. Mahy rodents either hibernate, : 

or store summer hey for winter use as the farmer does. 

PS Ogre OPS ES Piet CER ROMER: on OT eee ae AMER er ar ene BEN REY SNe CPOE SMO U RG IMNE UT Se
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It is conceivable that some migratory grass-eating bird might have a 

utilized the original plant community more fully, but of coursé there is PO oii at 

no such ign. except in the aquatic community (ducks and geese). [ 

The fact that only a small fraction of the original prairie vegetation 

fed vertebrate animals is perhaps reflected in the historical fact that 

under livestock grazing, prairie species quickly disappeared, and were c 

replaced by exotics. 

Fire, of course, consumed that part of the prairie growths which 

animals failed to consume. We believe that fire hgd important indirect ; 

effects on the original animal community, ati=beneftetai. It raised the 

proportion of legumes to grass, and also the proportion of annuals to ; 

perennials. Both enriched the animal range, and the legumes likewise : 

enriched the soil. It seems a reasonable surmise that tae Fitee added 

more nitrogen to the soil by enhancing the proportion of legumes than they 

consumed by combustion. If so, this may snsans Se tes accumulated 

fertility found in these soils when they were first broken by the plow. 

In timbered regions the impoundment of plant growth in the form of i e 

none-edible wood i=. probably roughly equivalent, in terms of animal i 

productivity, to the production of sauces grasses on the prairie. Neither the 

wood nor the grass was convertible into vertebrate animals. Z 

Population Behavior of Gallinaceous Birds 

The population histories of bobwhite, ruffed grouse, and pheasant 

appear in Figure 6. Bobwhite £4 outnumbers the other two species, and 

hence is plotted to a different scale. : 

The solid, ascending lines are summer gains; the dashed descending
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lines are winter losses. Losses of course occur in summer, but they 5 

are seldom traceable except in their net effect on the fall census. Hence 

the term “summer gain" here means the net gain from spring bo fall. ’ 

When summer gain exceeds winter loss the Sse lo. sevens ten the : 

two balance the population is in equilibrium; when loss exceeds gain the 

the trend is downward. The Prairie du Sac studies are, in effect, a 

search for orderly mechanisms in these gains and losses. The management 

of populations can be successful only to) the extent that population 

mechanisms are discovered and understood. 

Chronology. Figure 6 shows, in bobwhite, a sharp risine trend for 

the first three years, auging which summer gains were offset by only J 

nominal winter loeses (period A). This is followed by the high level | 

period (B) of four years, during which geins resembled those of period A 

mumericelly, but in per cent were much less, because the breeding stock 

was dist bs es oe teen by heavier and heavier 1 r y heavier eavier losses, 

Galnibating in a wholesale die-off during the hard winter of 1935-36. — | - 

There followed a low level period (C), during which the population 

remained low because losses cancelled gains. Period C stands in marked 

contrast to period AG during which a die-off in 1928-29 (just before the ° 

study began) was followed by. rapid Qa Recovery from the die-off 

of 1935-36 did not occur until 1939, which begins another high level 

period (D), but the level is not as high as that of period B. 

The ruffed eens curve in Figure 6 is of doubtful accuracy after 

1933; its flatness may reflect not only low losses, but also failure of 

the census to detect winter losses, The curve shows two highs :
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coinciding with highs B and D in quail, but of shorter duration. 

Pheasants did not invade the area until 1933, and probably move 

in and out at will. The population is trending upward, but is still low. 

In our search for orderly mechanisms in this record, winter loss and 

summer gain will be considered separately, and mainly in terms of bobwhite. 

Winter Loss. The average winter loss in bobwhite at Prairie du Sac 

is 4$ per cent. Insofar as we know, winter loss arises from weather, 

starvation, and predation. These factors interplay with each other, and 

their action is often modified by eviction of coveys through population 

pressure. 

This interplay produces a mode of winter population behavior which e 

has sowe fixed and some variable characters. These characters also appear . 

in bobwhite populations studied on other areas in Iowa and Wisconsin. 

The fixed characters of winter loss at Prairie du Sac may be 

summarized as follows: . 

1. Weather does not ordinarily kill healthy grown well-fed 

quai (® ) During the 13 winters studied, only 1935-36 killed : 

suet: varas. She 2), . 

2. Under-siged or ill-fed birds succumb to weather or predation 

in any winter, or at any level of predators. 

3. Changes in predator density have no visible effect on 

winter mortality. Vulnerable birds (to be defined later) 

are sooner or later eliminsted, even in the absence of 

the more proficient quail predators ‘t+ 20, 21) | 

4, _ Fluctuation in numbers of rodents, rabbits, and other 

staple prey (buffer species) hag no visible effect on } 

winter quail nastality(??" p+377) In this region buffers 

are so abundant collectively that local predators seldom 

sper k to Ss ee -
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lack buffer food} ghey catch quail only as wealmess or 

overcrowding make then available’), This is not 

necessarily true in ‘ieee regions, In the southeastern 

states there is less flexibility in quail-predator-buffer 

relationships (22) ne ‘ 

5, Barring weather emergencies, intolerance of quail for 

quail is, in our opinion, the primary cause of mch starvation 

ak most predation mortality. The quail which become 

vulnerable are those evicted to marginal habitat ’@), a 

Marginality of habitat varies with both land-use and weather, and the 

frequency of eviction of course depends on population level. These oii a 

of-the interplay ef factorseare believed to account for the variable 

characters of winter nopulation behavior, to be next discussed. ‘ 

Thresholds of Security in Winter. A threshold of security is a level 

above which strong birds are vulnerable to predation, but below which they 

are vulnerable only during extraordinary weather. 

Threshold behavior sie during the study period, hence it | 

is discussed chronologically. The discussion assumes thot predation losses 

can be (and usually have been) dtetispedened from weather-induced losses in 

the field. Two techniques are used: reading sign (20 p+ 328) and inference 

from weather. = f 

During period A, when the populstion was low, there was little winter 

loss from pred-tion that was not borne by starving, injured, or otherwise 

handicapped quail. : : 

During period B, when the population was at high level, an entirely 

different kind of predation became conspicuous: strong, well fed, normal quail
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were taken, but only down to a threshold level of about 300 birds. Further 

reductions occurred during three of the four winters of period B, but in each 

case a visible reason, other than predation, was evident. In 1931-32 the 5 

teason was a. spring snow; in 1933-34 debrushing of roadsides evicted two 

edveys™"? p+ 362) | in 1934-35 food shortage ovioted certain coveys, forcing 

them to invade and thus overpopulate coverts already well-occupied. Accelerated 

predation followed (ahs yee but only in the overpopuleted territories. 

Other territories wintered populations up to the thresholds of security 

suggested by their past histories °°" pp- 363-364) despite—the sweeping— 

imine tton-by_predaters—of-birds—in-exeessof-securelevela.— 

It is evident from these examples that thresholds of security are a 

property of local covey territories or groups of sadediasied. large areas 

exhibit threshold behavior only to the extent that conditions are homogeneous. 

The threshold level was at first called carrying capacity’ pp. 307-310) | ; 

but thie term has now been so diversely applied as to lose the restricted ‘ 

meaning originally intended. Hence “carrying capacity" is used in this 

paper only to denote the collective trend of threshold levels. 

The killing winter of 1935-36, which terminated period 3B, also terminated, 

for the time being, any vulnerable surplus of quail. During period 6, and 

during the first two winters of period D, none of the authors was on the 

ground, but it is clear from Pizure 6 that the three-year delay in regaining 

normal levels was due to winter loss, rather than to lack of summer gain. 

Tor bretha- prot 
With the exception of, 1936, summer gains were comparable to those of period A, 

The three winters of period C were all mild (see Figure 1). Why, then, the ; : 

rather heavy winter loss? 

. 
s
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The first of the three mild winters ¢ period © (1936-37) brought 

ice sheets, which apparently starved many quail. The second rough! pane | 

debrushing, and also a food shortage followed by a single lete January | 

storm; loss, apparently by starvation, was heavy. The third brought 

only a light loss, and vas followed by a really substantial summer gain in 

1939. We are fairly sure that the winter losses of period C were primarily 

starvation losses. If so, the fact that the population remained far below 

the 300 threshold does not contradict the continued existence of that 

threshold. ce 

Most of the strong 1939 recovery was lost, we think by starvation, in 

the first winter of period D (1939-40). Fall plowing had beon exceptionally 

heavy, hence food was scarce, ani there was one heavy storm. The second 

winter of period D (1940-1) was very mild, save for the brief but catastrophic 

"Armistice Day Storm" of November 11-13. The loss was again heavy, but not 

all of it was starvation; much of it was Saba. and this is not to be 

acco nted for by a threshold of security of 300 birds, for there were only 

273 birds on the atea to start with. Again in 1941-42 the loss was heavy. 
dae A MONS 

The weather was laid out as if designed for a test of the threshold status: 

the whole winter gar wee Lave for a single heavy midwinter storm There 

was no ice, anid. Pad plowing had been normal. Hanson as well as Gastrow was 

on the area all winter. Hence we are quéte sure, both from the weather record 

ana ‘the current reading of sign, that starvation eeourred only during and 

immediately after:the storm period. 

The covey history is depicted in Figure 7. : 

Decline in Threshold? The losses during and immediately after the storm 

period (see stippled zone), being weather-induced, have no bearing on the 

‘Baan agree bea a Reais Tap sey ipa eh ecyiais % 2 3 ree er, | Paes 7) ie wn AE rr hi ng sa
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question of thresholds. Most of the coveys show accelerated loss during this 

period, as would be expected. 

Two coveys were wiped out before and during the storm. One of these 

occupied a territory which has been consistently "Lethal" since 192920» p- 340, 

— a5 The other occupied a territory with an erratic history (2? P+ 336, 

uke ue, These two lost coveys have no clear bearing on the question of. 

thresholds. ce ay i ‘ 

The 12 coveys which survived the storm should, if the 300 threshold y % 

still obtained, show numerous flattened curves, particularly after the y y 

storm, for the initial popmlation of the area (264 quail) was below the x i 

300 level, and ecoacaieal should have been secure against material predation oa 

loss. In actuality only about a third of the coveys show flattened curves; hs 

most of them continued to shrink through the winter, and the evidence Per 

in the field indicated predation as the main cause. If all January losses 

(14 per cent) be charged to weather, then the remaining losses, totalling 

40 per cent, are fairly chargeable to peetadiik 

This behavior in respect of predation may be compared with that of 

periods A and B in three ways. 

First, 1941-42 may be compared with the year which it most closely 

resembled in initial population. This was 1930-31. The two behaved as 

follows: 1930-31 iguishe 

Initial fall population 257 ak 

Spring population 236 122 

Per cent total loss 8% e 5h 4 

Jie: neckties ¥i prodatien’ “e 5.4 % ho %
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Secondly, 1941-42 may be compared with the average of Period B, 

embracing four winters all beginning with a higher population. If 

subject to the same threshold as 1941-42, period B should show a higher 

predation rate: 

Period B62 P+ 362) 1ghi-k2 
(1932=33 to 1934-35 

Initial fall population 41a 264 ; 

Spring population 288 122 

Per cent total loss 304 oe 

Loss ascribed to predation 17.5% hog 

Period B shows a lower rate in both total loss and predation loss, hence 

tic threvbons levél mst be either lower. than that of period B, or absent. 

‘Thirdly the behavior of the constituent territories in 1941-42 may be 

compared with their behavior during periods A and 3B: 

<a gin ee 
29 16 22 gain 

20 21 0 loss 

SS 30 16 loss 

Ww 0 9 none 

5.13 105 6 loss 

6,12, 15, 16, & 53 4g about same 

4, 17, 18, 19 59 7 loss 

> 1 z bhp 22. gain ? 

Former threshold level .. AGL Re crn ee ae 

Rough approximation of present threshold level ... 122 

It is apparent that the decline in survival level is local to four of 

the eight groupings of covey territories, and that the other four still 

a eee eae . ; f os Oa
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winter about the same number of quail as they did a decade ago. : 

On the basis of these three comparisons we feel sure that some change 

i has occurred in the predation threshold since period B. Hither the threshold 

has been lowered, or the threshold mechanism has been superseded by some 

other mode of population behavior. 

We lean toward the opinion that the 300 threshold has suffered a 

reduction during the study period. The beginning of such a reduction was 

ninendy visible in 1933-34, when a debrushing operation by ©.W.A. seemed 

to yeduce the thsemhektd level from about 330 to about 283 wm p-362). 

Apparently it now stands at about 125 quail, or possibly lower, 

If the carrying capacity has suffered depression, it is surprising 3 

that it should be so large. Presumably the change has been in food and 

cover, for there have eeid-is waked changes in the kind or number of predators. 

If in food and cover it mst represent the cumlative effect of grazing and 

cutting of woodlots, debrushing of roadsides, loss of soil fertility, and é 

intensification of farming operations. 

This shrinkage in capacity is of great interest and importance. Much has 

been written about the effects of “clean farming" on wildlife, but we imow of 

no quantitative measurement of that effect in terms of a definite area, species, 

and time. With a few more years for verification, pérhaps Prairie du Sac ohana i 

furnish definite measurement. 

Whatever the cause of the change, it is clear that it operates in winter 

rather than in summer. Figure 6 shows no change in summer gains. This is what 

one would expect if the cause of the shrinkage were "clean farming". 

Summer Gains. In the study of winter loss we know something of causes 

as well as of magnitudes, for we can often deduce the cause of current events by 

repeated covey counts and bg "reading sign", We can distinguish maement from 

loss by following tracks, and by noting kills or coincident changes in Cousts. | 

Hence it is possible to use small as well as large areas for winter studies. é
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In the study of sumver gains, cause and effect alike are veiled in 

greenery. We find nests but never all of then'®), we see broods, mt accurate 

counts are difficult, and consecutive ones next to impossible. We can infer, 

but seldom prove, the effects of weather ‘12+ 42) | Movements, save only during 

the nesting season, defy deteninn: Only the net change in numbers from 

spring to fall is ascertainable with certainty, and emmm this evidence is 

probably invalid for small areas because of spring and fall shifts of popu- 

lation. It takes a much larger 2rea to be self-contained in summer than 

in winter. : ‘ 

For all these reasons the approach to the question of summer gain 

is perforce different from the approach to winter Sains’ We can try to 

correlate the net gain with the breeding stock and with visible features of 

their environment, but this is about all we can do. _ 

Correlation requires data on many summers. Hence a long semi-anmal 

census, such as is now available for Prairie du Sac, presents a new 

opportunity not hitherto available. : 

Many possible correlations suggest themselves: weather, farm practices, 

predator or buffer levels, sex age and numbers of breeding stock, and levels : 

of allied species. 

For reasons already stated, we lack confidence in weather correlatiam 

not backed by current field observation. The only predator varying mech 

in numbers is the fox, and we have no evidence of important summer fox : 

predation. Our consus¢#] of buffers coversonly one year. We know of no 

variations in farm practice: sharp enough to register promptly on summer gain. 

Variations in sex and age, beth in breeding stock and in*ta11 stows, would 

doubtless repay exploration, but we have no data as yet. Hence we here 

analyze only the per cent of bobwhite summer gain as related to Sabwhate 

breeding stock, and the Sreeding aicciy of a species as related 

to tne! ines gadian de aii gat tiseesras-ppstios. |
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Carob Fu clue Renak,, 

Summer Gain ef-Bebwhite at Prairie du Sac. Anpostekbe inverse relation 

between breeding stock and summer gain became visible in the Prairie du Sac 
é 

record as early as 1934, when Errington wrote: | 

"the rate at which a population recovers numerically 
during a given breeding season appears governed — 
principally by the density. «eelow densities.... 
displayed high rates of increase, whereas for 
populations nearer ey ay the rates became 
progressively less"(9» p- 

It should be noted that rate of recovery means the gain (fall census 

Led 
mimus spring census) divided by the stock (spring census). These rates, : 

B ever nay percent cml 
expressed as percentages, appear at the top of Figure 6, They, vary from 

28 per cent in 1933 to 450 per cent in 1929, but the latter figure is probably 

| too high,for the spring census may have been incomplete (too low). ‘The ais 

maximum possible rate, or bresding potential, in bobwhite is 

Bens 800 per cent. 

Prairie du Sac now offers 14 summers for re-exemining the correlation 

first suggested after six summers, The data appear in Figure § ¢@gHBM}, which : 

shows that the recovery rates stand in inverse ratio to breeding density 

for the entire study period. The high rates fall in years of low breeding 

population; the low rates fall in yearssof high breeding population. 

Three years fall short of the Iine to which the others conform, mt this does 

not invalidate the deduction that the size of the breeding population limits 

the rate of gain. During these three non-conforming years other factors 

evidently reduced the gain below the limit imposed by the breeding density. 

We do not know what these other factors were. me 

a tanindtn colle "wna 

"km inverse relation between recovery rates and breeding stocks mst = | ae 

mean that recovery is in some way depressed by an ample breeding 

population. This raises the question: is this charactsr exhibited by bobwhite © 

on other areas, and by related species alone or in mixture with bobwhite?
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The selection of areas eligible for comparison with Prairie du Sac involves 

unsolved problems of movement, which need discussion before comparisons are : 

made. 

Movements Affecting Summer Gains in Bobwhite. We have recent banding 

svidence, as yet incomplete and unpublished, that individual bobwhites in 

this region seldom winter twice in the same neighborhood. Winter-toewinter 

banding returns on areas up to 1000 acres are much lower than in shennentn 

We suspect that the fall shuffle of coveys' 3% pol9) and likewise the spring 

dispersion of pairs, bring about more mixture over larger areas than has 

heretofore been suspected. 

Perfect evidence of inversity should show that the gain counted in 

November consists of the survivors of the breeding stock last counted in 

April plus their actual progeny. We suspect that a considerable part of 

both the old and the young birds present in November may have originated 

elsewhere. However, it is probable that the general level of spring stock 

in the neighborhood tends, by reason of spring movement, to produce similar 

breeding densities throughout the noighborheod, and hence similar depressive — 

affects, and that fall movements likewise tend to leave on a study area the 

population characteristic of that breeding season, even thouch the population 

may include ible of outside origin. 

Whatever degres of movement actually takes place, we are sure that the 

larger the area, the less the probability of chance distortions, and the 

greater the validity of its summer gain data, 

The degree of distortion which may occur on very small areas is illustrated 

by the region of the Leopold farm, 20 miles north of Prairie du Sac, During six 

of the last seven years an April census of one square mile would have revealed 

no breeding stock, yet the "summer gain" of that square mile has always been from 

two to four coveys. Breeding stock moves into the area in May, and all coveys 

usually depart by November. :
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A. census of four square miles, on the other hand, would include the winter 

territories of most of these coveys and hence would probably yield valid summer 

gain data. 

Summer tiie of Other Areas and Species. Figure 9 presents summer gains 

for five areas, all inferior to Prairie du Sac in size and_length of census, 4-1 }eT 
pow ob eannry vp Curae Lala, Thao Quasar onree 
, bat=nevertheless the best available in this region for comparison with Prairie 

du Sac for ligtiscakta effects. 

Area A consists of two non-contiguous blocks '27» pp. 88, 90) which 

seem*to comprise, jointly, a population unit. The joint area of 1500 

acres shows a good alignment of points save in the years 1936 and 1937, which , 

exhibit mims gains at low densities which should show high gains. Hach 

block separately shows the same character, but these separate analyses are 

not here shown. ; 

Area B is small, but is surrounded by city, and hence probably 2 | 

_self-containea(17» Pe 86) | The inverse relation seems to be present, but 

the ations is poor, and the anomalous year 1936 conforms better than on 

4 Area A. The three years of highest brecding density show an actual net loss, 

Aen hun Tn Lr prone ef, Crem A. 
but in good alignment, Theory-would-lead-one-to-expect-that-this rigidly . 

Spel ih niet Shep iec deh Lian sctthiei Uh homesllicsunateel-tagamiele 

effect..than ares A, 

We conclude that the summer gains of these two Iowa populations of 

pure or nearly pure quail show the same character as Prairie du Sac during 

most years, but with one new feature: minus gains. The meaning of this 

will be discussed later. In both of them the years show a wider total range 

of fluctuation in gains (over 700 per cent) than at Prairie du Sac (400 per cent). 

Does the inverse relation between breeding stock and gain occur in pure 

galliform populations other than bobwhite? The only available census in 

this region is that made by King for ruffed eoamae'tt p. 529) in Minnesota 

(Area ¢), Inversity during the first four of the seven years is perfect. 

5 , 
¢ mee
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During the last three years recoveries fal progressively to zero and below, | : 

the mims gains bike totally out of line. It is worth noting that ‘the 

conforming period is the cyclic high; the non-conforming period the cyclic 

trough. 

It is notable that the highest gain made by King's grouse (88 per cent 

in 1930) would be a low gain for quail. The highest gain achieved by Prairie 

du Sac ruffed grouse (Figure 6) was 108 per cent in 1940. As already stated, 

thesy census¢f vee not accurate, but the gains are more reliable aon the 

losses. Eaminster‘3+ p-829) records one instance of a 337 per cent gain in 

New York grouse, but his average gains resemble King's. Grouse seem to have 

the character’of low gains and also low losses. : 

Since galliform birds other than bobwhite show cacti acer 

gain in.years.of-high breeding-density, it seems possible that mixed 

populations may depress each other. Areas D & BE, Figure 9, are the best 

available censuses a mixed Ci Te ats region. 

We are indebted to R. B. Yeatter of the Illinois Natural History 

Survey for permission to present his data for a mixed bobwhite and prairie. 

chicken population in southern Illinois (area D). Yeatter's quail gains 

(lath) chow tic Eepaeueine-ebtent Raving teu see ae dee 

are sean off-line. Yeatter's prairie chicken ions show little evidence 

of scndananie, tne! nt Dnest Puce oon shows a negative gain, but the : 

other five years are an amorphous olusp withont alignment or slope. If 

quail and prairie chickens depress each other, then the highest chicken 

year (1939) ought to show a lower-than-normal gain in quail. The actual ook 

goin, ~koxersts is exactly in line with the remainder of the normal quail 

years. The maximm gain in quail, however, is lower than the quail 

maximum of pure populations such as those of area A or B, or of Prairie 

du Sac. 

The combined prairie chicken and quail population (right) presents :
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no conclusive evidence of mutual depression. The gentle down-slope is 

about what one would expect from the mere averaging of the clearly-sloping 

bobwhite data and the largely-amorphous prairie chicken data. But for 

1939 there would be no slope in the combined graph. 

Area E at Faville Grove(27) , Wisconsin, supports a rising population 

of pheasants, thin populations of quail and Hungarian partridge, and a 

waning remnant of prairie chickens. There is no spring census for pheasants, 

hence a spring population was computed from the fall counts by assuming a 

winter loss of __ per cent. For this reason the combined graph (right) 

is less reliable than the remainder of Figure 9. 

The gains for quail alone (left) are wellealigned for three years, 

but show subnormal gains for four years, including not only the usually-aberrant 

1936 and 1937, but the two following yours as well. These four successive 

subnormal gains out of seven certainly show a non-thrifty bobwhite 

popuiation, and coincide in time with an increase in pheasants, but the 

normal gains for 1940 and 1941 contradict the Moneng tion that pheasants 

caused the subnormal bobwhite behavior. 

The gains for quail plus Hungarian partridge (centre) give a picture 

much like the centre graph of area D. Recoveries are all low and without 

alignment, save for 1938, in which a high level in Hungarians brought poor : 

gains in both species. This is the only year which argues clearly for mtual 

depression. 4 

The combined graph for the four galliform species (right), while sloping 

only gently, is equally supported at both ends, and susgests that the four 

species perhaps increase as a collective unit, i.e. that the summer gaias of 

the component species are limited by the population status of the others. 

Quail, Hungarian partridge, and prairie chicken populations are trending downward 

during this period, while pheasants are trending upward. If interspecific 

depression exists, then these trends suggest that pheasants depress .
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the other three species more strongly than they depress pheasants. : 

G| In England there is a widespread belief: that pheasants depress partridges, 

but the effect is ascribed to winter rather than summer. Pheasants are 

often propagated ca"parthtage estates and then shot off in fall to avoid 

winter “conflict". 

One piece of circumstantial evidence may be deduced from areas 

A to E collectively: neither of the mixed areas (D and £) exhibits maxima 

as high as the pure qua®l areas (A and B), either in the mixed species collec- 

tively, or in the component species. 

Summing up the evidence, we consider the interspecific depressive effect 

as suggested but hardly as proved. In quail, however, we.are.convineed= 

thet intraspecific depression limite summer gains, oid it seems strongly 

indicated in ruffed grouse during the high of the cycle. 

: oat L Give , 
Summer Gain in Snowshoe Bere” Does a depressive effect exist in 

mammals? The only available census is that of Green and Evans for 

snowshoe hares at Lake Alexander, Minnesota‘23), This census was anmal 

rather than semi~anmal, and hence is not exactly comparable to Figure 9, : 

but it has one merit lacking in our data to date: it registers not only the 

population, but the per cent of young hares in the population (24 p+271) | 

Since hares suffer no weather loss in winter, the per cent of young hares 

in winter may register the reproductive suecess of the preceeding summer 

quite as well as a semi-annual census does. 

The year-towyear gain of these hares is compared with the spring-to-fall : 

gain of King's ruffed grouse in Figure 10. Both show the same inversity as 

C930 1934) 
bobwhite during the upgrade and peak years of the cycle, but with this new 

feature: the decline in gain-rate is chronological, each successive year of :
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rise in the population being registered by successive decreases in gain-rate. 

an acto (1937) 
| ase Before the extreme trough the gains become minus, and tien lose their 

alignment, i.e. some factor overrides inversity, with the result that ‘pepula- i 

tion levels which ought to show large plus gains actually show losses. 

B ine extreme trough these same levels suddenly produce high gains (143°) 

and the upgrade of the cycle has begun. 

This around-the-clock progression, repeated in two cyclic species 

censused by two investigators, could hardly be an accident. 

Green and Evans! data on the per cent of young hares appears 

in Figure 10 below the data points beginning with 1934-35. Up to the 
: terns conhes ~ 66 

trough year (1937-38) it & a descending series: “& - By - 56 - Wh. 

This would be expected if the decline in population were caused by a 

declining survival of young hares. In the trough year 1937-38, despite 

a continued loss in population level, the per cent of young hares suddenly 

jumps from 4 to 85 per cent. Green and Evans also noticed this 

anomaly'@"+ 2-272) , ana point out that many old hares died that year, 

and that this raised the per cent of young. We return later to the 

meaning of this event. . 

We nethaine that King's ruffed grouse and Green and Evans! hares show 4 

common character: a chronological decline of gains throughout the cycle. During 

the high this decline is inverse to breeding density, but during the trough 

inversity is overridden by some still-more-severe limitation. At the trough 

this limitation is lifted, and inversity again governs. 

Mechanien of Depression in Summer Gain. An inverse relation between 

breeding -tock and breeding gain might result from: 

1, Movenent (egress) stimlated by old breeding stock. 

2, Fewer breeders (i.e. more non=breeders) during years of spring 
crowding. ‘
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3. Smaller clutches or litters). : 

4, Lesser fertility or greater embryonic mortality. 

3 5. Weakened impulse in birds to renest after early failure. 

6. Distortion of the sex ratio during years of high population. 

7. Some adverse effect of numerous adults on the survival 
of young, such as: 

(a) Pathology, Freer transmission of disease lethal 
to young. 

Athol 
(v) Psychology. Direct depression of young by old. 

&. Some form of predation accelerated by crowding and 

differentially lethal to young. 

Smaller elutehes “gan be ruled out, for repeated nesting studies 

show no substantial vatiation in clutch of gallinaceous birds as between 

years, nor in hare Litters‘? p.348) 

Lesser egg fertility may be ruled out, for the variations so far 

found are too small to account for abrupt differences between consecutive 

years. : 

. Movement may probably be ruled out, for it is unlikely that a high : 

or low breeding stock would be peculiar to a study area, as distinguished 

from its surroundings. Mevement-in. the sense here intended means 

novement from pressure of old on. young, probably in-eerity fall. If such 

pressure is not local to the study area, it would be as likely to 

| push pau into the area as out of it. ; : ; 

Pathology would seem to be rules out by the simultaneous prevalence 

of sian effects in several species, and especially by its fine 

adjustment to density during host years. Disease, if responsible, 

would probably work "in jerks".
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None-breeding is virtual y unexplored. It is conceivable that 

too mahy breeders might depress the per cent of breeding adults, 

especially in territorial species. Crowding apparently depresses 

fecundity in barred rock pallets (4? pp.215-216) 

Some effect of density on renesting of birds or litters-per-year 

in mammals is conceivable, but unknown. Persistent renesting 

is known to account for the greater part. of summer gains in Iowa 

senna? p+366) and is believed to account for a substantial 

fraction of gains in Wisconsin qua”, This is one of the possible 

mechanisms of inversity. “fhis=tse-cne-of—the-pesstbic_sechantsnsstr 

The psychology of birds in its relation to pepulation levels is 

virtually unexplored. If adult grouse ¢an kill each other by intimidation, 

as Alien mene P+ 323) then it seems possible that too many 

adults in grouse or other gallinaceous species might kill or otherwise : 

depress survival of young, either of their own species, or of related 

species. The equivalent seems possible in mammals. 

Pearl and Parker, in reviewing their own and other experimental 

work on the effects of crowding in many diverse groups, express the 

opinion that "there is apparently another element invyolved--besides mere 

physical density, which elemant in ovr ignorance we my perhaps tentatively call 

>
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psychologtoai (40, PPe 215-216) | ns 

It showld not be thought that competition between old and pay oe | 

between one species and another, mst conform to popular ideas of one 

age-class or species "driving ovt" another, The actual/ mechanism may 

depart widely ffom anything which we, as a mammal, are able to visualize. 

Predation might readily interact with psychology as the mechanism of 

self-limitation in summer gains. We know nothing of summer predation except $ 

on nests. While winter predahiin to isalved Wy AOA + Gente, ¥ 

it does not follow that summer predation is so limited. ' Summer predation 2 FR 

in bobwhite and related species might readily be of the proportional 2 é 

type'2"), which might skteuatioally reduee high densition without sisatien” ' 

- The widef prevalence of movement ine lends special credence to such 

an hypothesis. One of Nice’s major conclusions in her review of the bases 

and functions of territory is that "conditioning to an area puts an 

animal in the best stimulus situation; the supvort from the familiarity / 

of the environment enables it to de dominant theret(37* P+ 472), purine 

Segmer movements, all immature young would lack this support, and thus 

be at a disadvantage both in their contacts with mature birds and with 

predators. 

A tenable hypothesis of self=linitation in sumer gain mst await 

further deta on the variations of sex and age composition. iméekl~pepubatéons. ; 

When we know the per cent of young bias, as well as the totel mmber of 

Gadi wikis dengeiins petmnd: eke fasion WeRGlienk years, then a further 
elimination of possible causative mechanisms should become possible. It 

is not possible now. 

Sia ca a kL a ea aa Se aa ve itiasta 3 fhe
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Fluctuation. Is Bobwhite Gyclict The alternating action of winter loss . | 

and summer gain produces trends, and in Prairie du Sac quail these trends 

have oscillated, during the ‘study period, in the manner of a cycle, This | 

ig apparent from Figure 4. The two highs in bobwhite (1933 and 1942+) and | 

the two lows (1928 and 19372) coincide with the kmown highs and lows 

of Wisconsin grouse and rabbits during the same period, and with the | 

anes highs and lows of Cloquet grouse. : 

Such coincidence does not prove that the Prairie du Sac quail 

population is cyclic. The coincidence may have been accidental. 

[ The simplest explanation is that the killing winters of 1928-29 and | 

1935-36 fo11 by accident in years of cyelic deeline. The rise and levelling | 

off of ine Jorulation after each of these fortuitous reductions represents 

the ordinary operation of the inversity principle. 

Ordinarily bobwhite, being subject to frequent winter mortality | 

of random incidence in time and space, is likely to be reduced to searcity : 

anywhere any time. Responding promptly with high gains, each local 

sGarcity is self-torminating, and once terminated, the population is self- 

limiting until agsin peduced. \Thus at any one time any large area of 

bobwhite range has so many "eycles" that it has none. | 

Occasionally, however, some widespread catastrophe like a killing 

winter reduces large areas to a common scarcity, after which temporary 

synchronism follows, and may give the appearance of a cycle. The two / “vit 

killing winters of 1928-29 and 1935-36 thus accidentally produced the ‘Coie a, ce 

appearance of a quail cycle at Prairie du Sac. ~ , Sage hie: 
(Fagere 1?) ble por 

Why do hares and grouse show chronological decline in gains, while ae Me 

bobwhite does not? Evidently because bobwhite suffers frequent and irregular ‘ety 

PoC | 
{ 

SR ea as ies Re ee a iene A hc) vee sl
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weather loss in winter, whereas hares and grouse do not. These irregular 

reductions in breeding density produce irregular (as distinguished from 

chronological) responses to inversity. 

Summer Gains in Cyclic Theory. While it is too early to postulate ~ 

a mechanism which accounts for the inversity principle in summer gain, 

or to explain its periodical suspension in cyclic species, it may 

nevertheless be useful to present sone fragmentary concepts, admittedly 

speculative, because these may guide (or warn) other investigators. 

In our opinion, the most important single deduction from Figures 9 

and 10 is that cyclic and non-cyclic populations obey the same law 

(inversity of gains) at least half the time. This strongly suggests that 

the two behaviors are two nepeats of one mechanism, and may ultimately 

explain how a single species (as for instance, cottontail) may exhibit 

both behaviors, or change from one to the other. It also suggests that 

intermediate degrees of behavior (such as the faintly cyclic curve of 

ruffed grouse at Prairie du Sac in Figure 6) may actually exist. 

The frequent non-conformity of bobwhite during the cyclic trough years 

1936 and 1937 suggests a mild susceptibility in bobwhite to the unknown 

factor which, in cyclic species, overrides the inversity effect to a 

greater degree and for a longer period. 

The exact lencth and position of this period may yield a clue as to : 

its nature. The following graphical comparison is drawn from the sources 

indicated, but overlooks some minor fluctuations in quail gains:
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1929 30 31 32 33 3 35 36 37 38 39 19H0 

Prairie du Sac Quail (Fig. 6) | | | | | 

Population ee | £e11 | rene | 2 

Gain rate | geld rt) fell 

| | | | cr 

Cloquet Ruffed Grouse | | | 

Population (Fig. 10) __rose _ 1) | 

Gain rate (Fig. 11) | feur| | a 

Lake Alexander Hares | | | | : 
| | | 

Population (Fig. 10) | rose 7h ___s _ eae 

Gain rate (Que, p. 271) bea Se a eee. | 

It is evident that in grouse and hares thsre is a prolongation of 

falling gains into the cyclic trough when falling population levels - 

should, according to the inversity principle, produce rising gains. It 

has already been noted that in Lake Alexander hares the upturn in gains 

occurred between 1937 and 1938 when, according to Green and Evans, an 

abnormal proportion of old hares disappeared. The turnover period in 

Green's hares was about five vou p- 276) which is also the length 

of the prolongation of falling gains, and half the cyele. This may be 

a meaningless coincidence, or it may indicate that the extreme depression 

of gains during the trough period is caused by some exaggerated depressive 

effect of old hares on young, which effect is lefted when they have died off. 

This concept of the cycle as an exaggerated depressive effect is 

supported by the fact that the maximum grouse gain recorded in this paper 

was less than 100 per cent (Cloquet 1930) while the maximm quail gain 

was 600 per cent (Ames, 1935). This disparity is mech groater than the 

disparity in reproductive potential, and argues for greater sensitivity 

in grouse to some depressive effect on reproduction.
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Of speculative interest in this connection is the fact that ruffed | 

grouse, which probably shares the hare cycle or at least has a cycle of 

similar length, may also have a similar turnover period, for phentants 

ao 32>) and this period seems widely prevalent among gallinaceous birds 

(4, p. 96), 

To postulate a connection between prolonged depression in cyclic 

species and turnover period of course fails to account for the possible : 

mechanien involved. The future search for mechanisms should, however, 

be considerably narrowed by the recent pronouncement of Elton and Nicholson 

to the effect that the prevailing unison of fluctuation between species : 

and between regions “makes it certain that some overriding mechanism 

maintains the eyelet (30> Pe 240) , Perhaps self-limitation of reproductive 

success is the basic mechanism, but in cyclic populations "the overriding 

pialdube by Elton 
process" dominates, renews, and synchronizes its action. 

inversity and Hunting. It is generally recognized that the existence 

of a predation threshold in winter loss makes it possible to remove 

surplus (population in excess of threshold levels) without reducing 

the survival of breeders. Such removal simply takes what predation 

would take anyhow. 

It is now clear that inversity in gains provides a further 

“margin of safety" for removals by hunting. Thus a breeding survival 

of 300 quail (full threshold level) produced,in 1932 and 1934, a fall 

population of about 410 (Figure __). But 200 breeders in 1935 

produced an even larger crop (416). ‘The inversity graph (Figure __) 

indicates that 200 breeders will usually produce over 400, while a reduction
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to 150 breeders will usually not fall far short of it (about 375). This 

elasticity in self-limiting mechanism not only renders the population 

huntable, but doubtless absorbs many other "slings and arrows of 

outrageous fortune". 

Summary. Our deductions on the population behavior of gallinaceous i 

birds divide sharply into two categories: well-supported and speculative. 

We consider the following behaviors, except as qualified in respect 

of detail,to be well supported by the evidence to date: 

1. Population trends result from the respective magnitudes of two 

3 alternating semi-annual changes: winter loss and summer gain. All trends 

oscillate about a mean, but in quail this oscillation is typically non-rhythmic, 

in ruffed grouse and snowshoe hare rhythmic. 

2. Winter loss in quail arises from weather and predation. Weather | 

losses are fortuitous in time, and in degree are limited by no theshold. 

Predation losses, on the other hand, are limited by a threshold level,
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below which survivors are largely secure. This threshold is a property | 

of local covey territories. 

3. Summer gains in quail are inverse to breeding density. Density 

limits the maximum gain, but other factors may prevent achievement of the 

maximn. 

4, Summer gains in ruffed grouse and snowshoe hare are inverse to 

breeding density during the high of the cycle, and decline chronologically. 

This decline is prolonged to and through the trough, during which period 

gains are minus, and inversity is lost. At the extreme trough gains rebound 

and inversity again governs. 

5. Killing winters may temporarily synchronize oscillations in quail 

level, producing the appearance of a cycle. 

6. The threshold limiting winter predation loss changes with land-use, 

but apparently in this region it does not change with predator level. The 

reason is thought to be the abundance of "buffer" prey. 

7. Mixed populations show lower maximum gains than pure, and cyclic 

populations lower than non-cyclic. Low gains in cyclic species are the 

natural complement of their low weather losses in winter. 

We consider the following deductions to be speculative in various 

degrees: 

8. The inverse relation of summer gain to breeding level hinges on 

some depressive effect of old animals on the production, survival, or 

movement of young. The evidence favors depression of survival through 

some psychological influence exerted by old on young.
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P Figure 9. Inversity effects on other areas. Areas A and B are ‘pare bobuhite, © pure ruffed grouse, Dmixed = == 

bobwhite and prairie chicken, E mixed bobwhite, Hungarian eet elten asant, and prairie chicken. 
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Figure 10. The "clockwise effect" in two cyclic populations, Gains show inversity during the upgrade and peak of 

the cycle, but something overrides it during the downgrade and trough. _ 
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9. The inverse relation may hold for gallinaceous species collectively: 

i.e., related species may depress each other according to their collective 

level of adults. Pheasants may depress other gallinae more than vice versa. 

10. ‘The inverse relation of summer gain to breeding level, together 

with some overriding process operative during the trough of the cycle, 

constitutes the cyclic mechanism. 

Population Behavior of Other Groups 

Our censuses for raptors and foxes, and estimates for the smaller 

fur-bearers, appear in Table 2. 

Raptors. A glance at the vertical columns for horned owl and redtailed 

hawk shows that in each of these two species an astonishing stability in 

numbers prevailed Girenghont the study period. No other group shows 

equal stability. 

The winter census corresponds almost exactly to the number of nesting 

pairs, eaant in two years when there were no nests. This suggests that 

the wintering and msting populations consisted of identical individuals. . 

In horned owl this is of course to be expected, but in the more clearly 

migratory redtail it suggests that the migrants "pass over the heads" of 

a fixed resident population. i 

In 1937 both species failed to nest, though present during the nesting 

season, and in 1940 the horned owls again failed to nest. Yet the years 

succeeding these nesting failures showed no diminution in numbers. This 

implies, at least in the horned owl, a stron intraspecific pressure which | 

expresses itself in prompt exodus of reproductive gain each fall, and 

in prompt inflow to fill vacaneies when they occur. The reproductive gain, 

' aries See A ot Aaa ee alo Me sepsis 1: Sipe acetate am |



meer ensuses Using Area Estimates Remarks 

ay Fox Horned Owl |Redtail Hawk} but also triped Mink Weasel Raccoon Cpossum| Status of Cottontails and 

; ov. Apr. Birds Nests|Birds Nests} outside Voles 
Red Fox 

1929-30}? 7? ? ? 1 e350 ee t ? ? ? Voles high; low by spring 

1930-31 |16 15 ¥ Boy 2 {0 ? ? ? ? ? 

1931-32 j21 17 6 3 y 2 2 . ? ? ? ? 

1932-33 |27 23 6 2 ? 2? | 2 killea ? ? ? ? ? 

1933-34 j18 18: | ¥ 2 6 ? ? 5 0 4% =: 10-12 ? 

, 1934-35 |20+ 20+ 7 3 g 2-3 ? ho 1 2 10 12 Owl pellets high in voles 

1935-36 30, 15 | 7 B16 Orgs 50 So gio @, ak 

1936-37 |30; 28+ | 5 0 y O? | a few 45 ao ae 10 0 Cottontails 1/3 "normal" 

1937-38 304 30+ | 6 2 4 2 | 2-3,l killed | 75. 2 6 & ? Cottontails recovering : 

1938-39 {10 10+ | 5 22 4 2 GPR 15 3 6 8 1 Cofttontails again "normal" 

1939-40 | 5 5 4 o | 27 15 or 2h. 2 3 a 

wh0-l4a {6 5 8 4 4 2 |4, 7 killea 50 2 4 3 t Cottontails above normal 

igyi-4e2 |? 2 T 3 5 3* 15, 4 killed 5 0 6 4 12 119 cottontails on 65 acres 

1942-43 | 2 ee 6 ~ 6 13 5 2 or 3 20 Cottontails far above normal 

d Average hg 16 6 5 45 2 5 6 s 

* Including one nest just off the area. 

Bote: 20+ means “about 20". 30+ means "30 or more". 

| , 
~ 3 ;
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in the case of the owl, presumably flows into submarginal outside territories, 

In the case of the hawk, it may enter the migratory flights. | 

These characters i#piyspopuletton=behevtors whieh may be described 

in the terms already developed for gallinaceous birds. Raptors are like 

grouse in that they are weatherproof and hence have low winter losses. 

Low losses necessitate low gains, but the mechanism for depressing gains 

is evidently different in the two groups, for the grouse-mechanism 

produces a cycle, while the raptor mechanism produces extreme stability. 

It is quite certain, at least in owls, that gains are pushed out and thus 

made vulnerable. That expropriated owls exist, and press constantly on 

territorial owls, is indicated by the rapidity with which vacancies are 

filled. On the other hand, there are certainly no expropriated grouse 

ready to fill the many territories vacated during a cyclic trough. Perhaps, 

then, we may infer that the depressive mechanism in grouse kills the 

young, or prevents their birth, rather than expropriates them. ‘ 

: No plausible cause for the non-breeding years is known to us. 

Abundance of food is apparently capable of increasing the clutch in some 

raptora’>** Pe 122) | but the converse effect does not seem to be establikhed. 

Rabbits were scaree at Prairie du Sac during the first non-breeding 

year(1936-37) but not during the second. Owl pellets during these years 

showed no aberration in their content of mice. It seems unlikely, then, 

that food scarcity caused the non-breeding. 

The horned owl nesting density of one per squ#re mile is lower than 

Baumgartner's range of one to three pairs set square mile for optimm 

wat cage?’ pe 282) ‘



An exhaustive account of the food habits and prey relations of the 

horned owl, based in part on Prairie du Sac data, has recently been | 

poblishea =! . : 

Barred owls are seldom seen on the area, although they are common 

‘ in the region. Perhaps the horned owls exclude them, as noted by ‘ 

Baumgartner in Kania! ” a78y 

One pair each of Cooper's and Marshhawks nested on the area in 1942, 

‘ and doubtless in other summers, but the winter appearance of these species = 

. -is irregular, and too infrequent to affect winter prey populations. 

* During the study period Goshawks visited the area only in 1935-36, : 

when, according to Gastrow, three stayed tis about a week. Three visited 

the area in 1927-28, just before the study began. 

_. Shorteared, longeared, snowy, and ssv-whet owls are infrequent winter | 

visitors. 

Bald eagles wintenregularly along the river, where Gastrow has seen 

: a8 many as seven ina day. They subsist on fish injured in passing through 

the turbines of the power dam. WHagles are omitted from the pyramids 

(Figs. 3 - 5) because they do not breed, and are part of the aquatic 

community. However, ergy foxes often scavenge on the "leavings" of fish } 

\ under their perch trees. 

Foxes. In marked contrast with the stability of the resident raptors, 

both red and gray foxes have fluctuated widely during the study period. 

It is possible to extend the Prairie du Sac fox record further back 

than the actual census, for Gastrow told Leopold on August 5, 1929: 

"Grays began to show up five years ago (about 1925). They were here : 

‘ ‘ 

ee ge ees 8 ia a 28 a OS os am
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before that, but did not breed. Now there are more grays than reds." “i 

Ed Ochsner, @ local naturalist and fur-buyer, concurred. 

Figure re presents the Prairie du Sac fox census, together with the le : 

aud Cog Tuffers, , ; 
kill reported by licensed hunters inthe state. For_gray-fomwe-hewe 

— added_the..catch- reported. by- Lieensed~trapyere- tir sthe-ete tey-and-.ta-Sewic . 

and.Columbisvcommties. For red fox the eee os only three years, 

and hence are omitted. 7>- — "i stolen, selfs vamnettiinasbie Pac u fe ‘ces 

“2 In order to avoid complex scales, each curve is plotted as a 

percentage of its own mean. : 

Elton's affirmation of a 10-year wed fox cycle in the interior of 

Canada ‘3 » P» 273) raises the question: does this cycle reach into 

| Wisconsin? 4 one Prairie du Sac gray fox census ineBigureskh micht be 4 

construed as showing one period of such a cycle, beginuing with a low ; 

sometime previous to 1929 and reaching another low around 1940. The kill 

of grays for the state conforms to a 1940 low, but this curve and also 

“both the state and the local trappers' curves ccontradiet-an1l929-heme 

s2tmetmpenehome, tseuzh in 1931 and 1932, instead of 1929. : 

In red fox the Prairie du See: carve is too short to show anything 

except leck of unison Oca fox “abeRpeinhe-du-Sae, and a. lack of 

unison with the state hunter? kill of red foxes. 

IL ert Mehute prrvel & hich muscle 
Figure +i shade lettte light on the alleged antipathy of the two 

Shind: Sey ‘each other te’ ® 218-222) | Only strictly local data are 

eligible as evidence on this question. the Prairie du Sac cusmesedii . 

Nis. 1h. khans only one clear relationship. between the two species: : 

sinoewh936 a radical decrease in grays has al with a radical increase 

in reds. -
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All the ¢te¢tewide fox curves in Figure 34 show more severe fluctuation 

than similar curves for Pennsylvania <*?" Pi 5), The clearest single 

feature inthe etatewide»cuswes is the extreme peak in grays around 1935-37, 

which, by accident or otherwise, coincided with the state low for grouse 

and rabbits (Fig. 4). This peak was not statewide. The county records, 

not here presented, show that it was confined to the western BH G m6. 

Mustellids, Raccoon, and Opossum. Mink and weasel (see estimates 

in Table 2) are chiefly notable for their scarcity. Striped skunks have ‘ 

been fairly stable, varying from 8 to 25 per square mile. The persistence 

of a few raccoons, despite heavy local hunting, is believed to be due to 

| the presence of numerous rock ledges which serve as dens. 

Opessums at Prairie du Sc, and throughout southern Wisconsin, 

became scarce after the hard winter of 1935-36027" Pe 60) but are now 

recovering. : 

Rabbits and Hares. The white-tailed jackrabbit has long been found 

' on the sand plain west of Prairie du Sac, mt its occurrence on the study 

area has been sporadic. Gastrow recalls tracks prior to 1929; in 1936-37 

he shot one; in 1937-38 he saw a track; for the last five winters he : 

estimates the population as five, four, one, and six respectively. 

Leopold's notes indicate a considerable eastward spread of this 

mammal during the past decade. Thus for Jefferson County, which lies 

40 miles southeast of Prairie du Sac, he has four recent records. In 

wee brewenky Larttut . — huntect 
Dane Gounty,. 20 miles apeanena itis now regularly itandted, for sport. 

For cottontail levels prior to Hanson's census in 1941-42, we have 

only Gastrow's notes. The fluctuations at Prairie du Sec clearly follow ; 

Be tet rn cacti Niece OR whan RES Sean RU eae Way oro Lae ane: Eada ee Spy - eee i
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those prevailing in southern Wisconsin during the same period; but the 

local low in 1936 preceeded the state low (1937) by one year: 

Gastrow's McCabe's Flushing State Kill 
Notes Rate Per Hour (35a) (See Fig. 10) 

1935-36 “newmel" 1,400,000 : 

DSR6=5 fs ae pepe ee ee) ee 006 

1937-38 ______ "recovering" __—————« 68 e _____ 500,000 : 

2930049 oS erent 0) eT 000,, 000 

1939-40 ——______Haeqemmoniitts —_ See eS 1,000,000 

1gho-41 “alert nom pnever—betere pope eee 

TO he cee uae ia 7 800,600 

194243 "Morr bfew co mrmmenr” 
panthanrnTin 

Hanson's banding census showed 119 cottontails in 65 acres of woodland 

during the winter of 1941-42, a density of almost two per acre. There was 

much evidence that a considerable disease mortality had preceeded the 

census; the undisturbed remains of 11 grown rabbits were found, ranging . 

in age from fresh undecayed bodies to sets of bones cleaned by insects 

during summer or fall. One newly-dead rabbit was found and autopsied by 

the State Health Laboratory, but no disease was identified. 

The hunting kill also preceeded the census, but probably did not 

exceed 25 rabbits. Allowing for both disease and hunting mortality, we 

' feel sure that the fall population was considerably higher than the population 

during the census. In fall, however, the population is dispersed over fields, 

pastures, north slopes, and other exposed sites, all of which were devoid 

of rabbits in mig-winter when the census was made. The 65 acres trapped 

during the census include cus range actually used in mid-winter. 

The maximum distance between traps in which any one rabbit repeated ;
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was 1/8 mile. Of the 71 rabbits caught, 22 repeated, and of these four showed 

movement greater than 1/16 mile. 

Of 57 rabbits sexed, 28 were males and 29 females. Five females 

averaged 1403 grams, 6 males 1275 grams. en 

Hanson has found that the bulk of his catch occurred during, baronetnio— 

trouaia 27) Presumably this means that cottontails were hungrier or 

more active during these periods. 

Rats, Mice, and Shrews. The population of 5000 small mammals per 

a squre mile (See Figureg $eAlbecamtes ) is an estimate based on 15 trapped 

. quadrats of about 3 acres each, representing 12 vegetative types. The 

populations of these quadrats appear in Table 3. Hach population is the 

esta) catch, during four consecutive siesoaigets, divided by the acres 

in the quadrat plus a peripheral "influx zone" of 50 to 75 feet (See 

last column). Where no habitat for a particular species lay beyond the 

quadrat, no allowance for influx was made. 

: Of the nine species caught on the quadrats, only the two voles are 

known to have fluctuated markedly during the study period. High vole 

populations were observed or are inferred as follows: 

1929-30 High on area in fall, low by spring (21, p. 789) 

1934-35 Horned owl pellets higher than usual in voles. : 

1937-38 Voles high in inn Wisconsin, probably also on area. 

IGU2-43 Vekeo Lash raw Qrithann Wutemin, 
i The vole cycle was at «Comes moderate stage in the fall of 1941 

. when the quadrats were trapped. At that time only half the quadrats 

had any voles, and their density varied from 0.2 to 14.1 per acre. 

Hamilton found up to 230 per acre during the high of 1935 in New York 

state (26 Bs 7). He found the cycle to have a four-year period. Some 

similar period is indicated by the Prairie du Sac observations, 

iB: : : eae
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' fable 3 Population Per Acre, Sept.-Oct. 1941, of 15 Quadrats of 1 to 3 Acres Each rea} 
U => 

@® ® 0 o 
ci et Cs] we 1 °o ri 

as mit a gad Cite 
tyre of © & @ ¢ 98 REE fa fe © 2 ba zp Gp BF) S 

Vegetation a a eA 15 2B fa 3 2% > ° ou 85 £212 a ” ‘a % hf a 4 Ste seo SR] 4S 
Py ‘d a] ws o 3 ° ay gs a & 5 8 3 © =} ert £ o wsd@ y 

: 8 3 q = Bé #& & i a 5 2&8 €& 2 28/4 

Quadrat no. i & £ 3 sw Se ek UU lLh8 Se Oe eS. Se 
Harvest mouse , ' ‘ 
(Reithrodontomys C8 G5 12 2 8S 68 04 Oe 5 6 8 508 

megalotis) 

Prairie deermouse 0,4 

(Beromyscus maniculatus is tA ak Be 8 5 ae es 75° : 
bairdii) 

Northern deermouse 2 

(Peromyscus lekckyus Lf 08 13,0 i.” FeF 3 BE Oe Oe ie 
novoboracensis) , 

Prairie vole 

(microtus ochrogestis)/0.2 1.5 0.6 2.5 2.0 WL1 2.0 1.9 608 

Meadow vole 
‘ 

(Microtus pennsylvenicus 0.6 2,0 0,5 60% 
pennsylvanicus) 

Pine mouse s 
(Pitymys pinetorun ; ; 0.5 60% 
sehmitii) 

House mouse 

(ius musculus) OS. RE HE 1420 0.50 hb OF O22 0.2 175! 

Short=teiled shrery 

(Blarina brevicanda 40 1,3 ak6 0.8 0.2 0.4 [75% 
brevicenda) 

Flying squirrel® 

(Glaucomys volans) : é I = ? 

eco scat ll i ‘hia S-3 18.6 7-2 WHS M300 320, Leek se Rnat tbe ardtlecItGs causht.
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During the high of 1929, predators displayed great disparity in the 

degree to which they utilized voles. Pellets showed that despite the 

abundance of voles, horned owls, short-eared owls, and a saw-whet 

owl preferred desreive’™ aE 789-790) | : 

The average quadrat had a population of 12 mice and shrews per acre. 

The estimate of 5000 per square mile used in Figures 3 and 4 4s at the 

rate of eight per acre, not including farmsteads. 

Farmsteads were not censused, but were estimated by pure guess to 

support 50 Norway rats and 100 house mice wins The Norway rat spreads | 

Anto the fields at Prairie du Sac during the warmer months, but seems 

unable to maintain itself in winter away from human habitations; in early 

winter, however, it may be found in corn shocks (1°), 

fhe house mouse occurred on more quadrats in fall, and showed a 

higher maximum density, than any native mouse. Whether it maintains this 

dominant status through the winter, we do not know. We are not even sure 

: that‘ winters successfully away from human habitations, Its scarcity in 

winter owl pellets suggests at least a heavy winter loss in density. 

Squirrels. Gastrow, in the course of 40-50 half day trips per 

winter, tallied the following fox and gray squirrels: 

frips per squirrel 

Each of four winters 1936-1939 3 

Winter of 1940-42 2 

Winter! 1gh1-e 3 6 

Winter of 1942-43 oo 

Daring March 1942, Hanson counted 250 "fairly fresh" squirrel nests in ; 

the 600 acres of woodland large enough to harbor squirrels. Some squirrels oo 

live in cavities and may build few or no nests. Hanson estimated the winter 

population to be about 360 squirrels, oe: 35 per square mile, or one per ae 

of woodlands or-one-per-Ovs-nests. 

Of the. catimated 35 squirrels per square mile, 25 are estimated to — 

Sa i —_—
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Flying squirrels occur, but we were unable to learn anything of 

their distribution or numbers, They entered our rodent traps only in 

grazed woods (See quadrats 11 and 12, Table 3) and this may indicate 

@ preference for this habitat. : : 

Winter Birds, The outstanding character of the winter bird popula- 

tion, as portrayed in Figure 3, is the dominance of the English sparrow. f 

English sparrows comprised 65 per cent of the total winter bird population, 

and outmumbered all other sparrows and finches by eight tines. : 

We have no reason to doubt that these ratios are typical of southern 

Wisconsin. The reaise the question: what native birds has the sparrow 

displaced from the winter farmyard niche? We do not know, 

The dominance of English sparrows in the winter bird community 

_ at Prairie du Sac is hard to reconcile with Wing's compilation of the 

Bird Lore censuses, which indicates that ‘sparrows comprise only 4.5 per < 

cent of the wintering bird population #28, Pe 87), We fear that many 

contributors to the Bird Lore census regard ‘inglt sh sparrows as not 

worth counting, or farmyards as not worth censusing. 

In addition to exotic sparrows and pigeons, Prairie du Sac 

farmyards carry starlings in summer,. but they move out in winter. 

The distfibution of wintering birds at Prairie du Sac sugzests 

that many species may be grouped into categories representing particular 

winter habitat needs. Thus junco, cardinal, and roosting crows are 

largely local to clumps of red cedars. Screech owl is largely local to 

groups of drouth-killed white birches offering woodpecker holes. 

ds eed steht LU a : adit: Mimauerauy sa 4 eae oe Ne
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| (~~ Tree sparrow and goldfinch are local to weed=patches, Roosting 

Jays are local to thickets of leafy oaks. A further localization, even 

more powerful than food and cover, is effected by wind. Of the species 

listed in Figure 3, horned lark has the greatest wind-tolerance and 

Chickadee the least. pee i 

The net effect of these intolerances and preferences is Stag 

5 large proportion of the area is birdless or nearly so, and the proportion 

waxes and wanes with the weather. The trend of "clean farming" is 

clearly to shrink the habitable area for @# winter birds, except those : 

hawae verde ~ loler von apacars 
few (like Inglish sparrow) which ean subsis$ in farmyards, or in the vetuch Trae 

wake of the mamre-spreader (like horned lark). 

— ee 
Viewed as a collective whole, the wild community of mammals and 

birds at Prairie du Sac seems to be organized to preserve diversity 

rather than to achieve poundage. ° 

: When subjected to the impact of human occupation, the wild community 

lost only a tenth of the 100 species treated in this study, tt it lost 

half its weight. 

Domestic livestock now outweighs the residual] wild mammals and 

birds by the ratio 99:1, and it outweighs the wild grazers and carnivores 

_ which it displaced by about the samo ratio. As a producer of flesh, 

the @ila ts no match for the co 

; ; In the residual wild community, rate and mice cutnumber all other 

groups combined by six times, but rabbits excecd rats and mice in 

weight.
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Summer songbirds outnumber winter birds by four times, and over 

half the winter birds are English sparrows. A tenth are game birds. 

Horned owls and redtailed hawks show great stability in wintering 

and breeding levels, the maximum departure from average being only 

. 33 per cent. Fall levels in quail depart from average up to 50 per cent, 

foxes up to 200 per cent. YVoles and cottontails also fluctuate, but the 

magnitudes are unknown. 

A special study of population behavior in bobwhite quail shows 

that the level depends on the relation of winter loss to summer gain. 

Less from winter weather varies at random. Loss from winter predation 

is limited by a “threshold of security" representing the covey habitats 

offering adequate food and cover. The threshold has drepped by half 

during the last decade. 

Summer gein rate is inverse toe breeding density, indicating that 

numerous old evail in some way depress the birth or survival of youn. 

This inversity explains the ability of quail, and probably of other game 

birds, to withstand shooting without cumilative dfminution. : 

Ruffed grouse and snowshoe hares, like quail, show summer gains 

inverse to breeding density, but during the trough of their cycle some 

still-more-severe limitation governs. During this period there is a 

net loss in summer as well as in winten 

There is some evidence that gallinacecus birds depress each other; 

i.e. that inversity in gains applies to their collective breeding level. 

The mammals and birds are now adjusting themselves to three — 

idtil oink ahananes @ slow depletion of the soil, a further modification 

NS OES 
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of plant life, and the spread of iid exotid rodents, sparrows, and 

galliform birds. In the one species studied intensively (bobwhite) 

these changes coincide with, and perhaps have caused, a depression 

| of Carrying capacity to half that prevailing a decade ago. 

% j
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The Structure of the Community 

Social thinking is improved by e clear picture of the size-relations of 

political and economic groups. Ecological thinking likewise is aided ' 

when one khows the size-relations of animal groups. Figures 1 & 2 portray, 

d for a typical square mile of the Prairie du Sac commnity, the numbers and 

weights of its constituent groups of vertebrates. 

Each group or layer includes species of similar food habits, 

Wild Pyramid. In Figure 1 the right iad ceo is the Bltonian 

"pyramid of numbers" for the wild animals now present. The it ee 

f shows the weight, in grams, of each layer. : 

‘ It is evident that the pyramid of numbers tapers upward more sharply 

than the ppramid of wéights. Rabbits are the heaviest re Ae they 

are large, andy subsisting directly on abundant plantsy they can maintain 

fairly large alae: i 3 a 

"Songbiras" er as se a acta te gee 

Sia Re eae a et pene 
Cae? Tais-layer-includes. English Wonorews , ‘ahakse constitute over 

half of the winter population of small birds. 

The-mushellids_are-grouped-together-beeemse-most-of the species are 

semimearnivorous, The heavy weight of Rrcnagipengy yy skunks, which 

are both large and numerous. ‘ 

meueatini vay ratios may be read directly from Figurel. Thus 1 fox, 

5.7 raptors, and 14 mstellids, a total of 20 predators, ‘ach available to 

"control" 5000 mice, 150 rabbits, and 385 other rodents, a total of 5500 

prey mammals, plus 1400 small birds. The general ratio is thus 1 predator 

per 270 small mammals plus 70 small birds, This one predator also feeds 

: among the RELIES ana invertebrate layers of the pyramid, hence he gives 

only part of his attention to the 340 small mammals and birds available to 

him, If we assume that half his food conpists of mammals and birds, then



6 a 

the actual ratio is nearer 1: 700. The reproductive potential of his prey 

is high; in mice the population turnover period may be less than a year, 

These numerical relationships ora what food-habit studies have eget 

a ae af i t La, control rodent and small- . : 

.bird populations. xi io 
ee pee 

On-+he-other—hand the 20 predators are nearly as numerous as the 32 

gallinacéous birds available to them either as eggs, chicks, or adults, 

In this case predators clearly could control, if the gallinae were easily 

, available, and if the small rodents did not outnumber and thus “buffer" them, 

Theo are 170 rodent buffers for each gallinaceous bird, and there are 30 

grams of rodent flesh for each gram of gallinaceous nies j 

_ Wild vs. Domestic Pyramid. Figure 2 compares the weight of the present d 

wild with the present domestic commnity on—a—squere-mile.in terms of per | 

cent of their combined weight. At the right of igure 2 the former wild 

species, now removed, are roughly computed. The layers in Figure 2 are 

arranged, not by descending numbers, as in Figure 1, but by a roughly 

descending proportion of plant food. ‘ 

The domestic animals outweigh the wild so over whelmingly that not a 

single wild layer is wlottehls, Even the rabbits comprise only 0.3 per cent 

of the total animal weignt of 145,000 pounds. | 

Of the former wild layers, only; door ‘ave plottabie. Theijg weight of A. cheer qremp 

was 1.2 per cent as great as the weight of the domestic livestock which 

has usurped stale niche in the landscape. Assuming that the present wild ' 

ree 2 es aggregate weight wien the region was’ settled, wt natey Comebualese 

ti.t the wild commnity was reduced by about two thirds when the large wild i 

: grazers were removed. a 

The tates oe ese wild dome, te course,a pure ‘guess, but 

whether = guess was halved, aotbied, or quadrupled would make little 

a@ifference in the net conclusion: their weight was negligible in comparison 

with the present domestic oa If buffalo had Senn present this might
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fs 
not hold, but no buffalo records ‘exist for the Prairie du Sse region, 34 

an vot of Thy mormmemode doaiee? > 
> could, of course, be inserted in Figure 2, His. place would be near 4 

the semi-carnivorous raccoon, The present population of the Prairie du Sac S 3 

area is 19 persons per square mile, weighing about 2380 pounds. This is : = ti 

1.6 ver cent of the total, Man is somewhat heavier than his chickens, i y 

and twice as heavy as the entire present wild. commnity. A 

The original Indian population was, of course, much lighter, Carver, yd 

: who visited the "great town of the Saukies" at the present site of Prairie if i 

‘du Sac in October 1763, says it "contains about 90 houses, each large fe 

nian for several families." The tribe, teal raise about 300 warriors", -= x ri i 

@ population of 1000 could eh oud But what area supported them? : de ¥ 

Wah ne oO ecrieed Wot Uta meandnemtel OM 
Carver says they ranged into Illinois, eo I-suspect halfadozen counties 

1} Voss aginry de Amgen 3 

would be a fair estimate, This would give a density of only 0.2 Indians 

per square mile, which is 1,2 per cent of the present ioral density, 

These discussions of Figure 2 assume that the present animal commnity 

is supported by the square mile on which it "lives, The degree of truth in | 

this assugption is hard to appraise. The community imports much prepared 

food for livestock, poultry, and people, but it exports most of the dairy 

products, pork, and poultry which this imported food helps to grow, The 

imports help support the wild as well as the tame pyramid; venue a fox 

swallows a house mouse, or an owl gets away with a chicken, he is eating not ok, Lee ule 

Prvclrce bat toe corn and Dakota wheat. 

: Nevertheiees, Svery ear of milk shipped out of Prairie du Sae probably : 

represents a net drain on the land, despite the fact that part of it is \ 

derived from imported foods, That the land is suffering a net drain ie 

attested by growing "sandblows," and by a growing number of old fields, 

once cultivated, but now used only for pasture, What part of their fertility 

was carried away as milk, and what @art as erosion silt or dust, is hard to 

determine, ( :



x : te 

Previous to settlement the only transport capable ‘importing or exporting 

ee ted consisted of rivers, winds, and migratory birds. The tvrs pared, wna Oe fl + 

avtalhnwtiokly alfe oo Lirmal feo laced of corante Lermt 200 het f ov gevbigrenl om " 
: Bird Pyramid. In Figure 3 the w ate? bird pyramid is showm by 4 

; + Cuenta 2 

species, in—deseendinge-orter-of—numbers. The figures represent the whole ‘ 

CHARM 
area. Any figure may be divided by seven to represent a square mile. : 

Figure 3 includes hh English sparrows and feral pigeons, which in Figure 2 

appear as part of the domestic community. : f 

a The most notable feature of Figure 3 is the dominance of the English } 

sparrow, which outnumbers all other birds combined, and which outweighs any 

other single species. — 

An attempt was made to construct a summer bird pyramid, and to this 

_end 21 plots aggregating 890 acfes were censused by counting singing : 

males. Sixty breeding species were recorded. These plots yielded reliable 

breeding densities for the summer songbird layer in Figure 1 (1412 birds 

of 57 species per square mile). We were unable, however, to project the 

diverse species composition of the plots into terms of either an average 

: square-mite;—ora.tevei for the area. This is because the vegetative 

characters which determine species composition are too complex to map 

on @ large area. : 

Discussion. The overwhelming bulk of the present domestic animals, 

as compared with either the present or the former wild animals, ‘raises the - 

question: "At what cost are they supported? Is agriculture mining the 
are saanonady exp nrureleglh/ , 

j soil to feed its flocks and herds, or was the original animal community s 5 ; . 

an inefficient expression of thema#is'true food-producing capacity yoy ths ach i ‘ 

Woe 

The answer is, 2 think, "both", 
a ; 

The prairie vegetation which originally covered the Prairie du Sac 

region was okempky an inefficient producer of animal flesh, mainly because 
KpeeDerrs smn To brome ; i 

it grew too mach summer grass and too little wieter grain or seed. hem a ther 

60. ea, Acc a eh eee OR) ha 

. J‘ 
Met ADGA aggre 

4 prowtel oe ae ee porar ol «



agriculture set back the plant succession from the grass stage to the 

weed and ford stages it raised the ratio of edible seeds to edible ‘foliage, 

. not only by substituting tame grains and hays for wild ones, but also by ; 

substituting animals for perennials. , Native, ragweed, for example, can 
: t : 

winter more animals, particularly birds, than native prairie grasses. é 

The predomance of rodents in the present (and doubtless in the 

former) wild pyramid may be construed as an adaptation for wintering on 

Wamuy fs 

grass. rare rodents either hibernate, or store summer hay and seeds he vrlin Wale 

A as the farmer does. E 

It is conceivable that some migratory grass-eating bird might have 

utilized the original plant community more fully, but of course there is 

no such animal except in the aquatic community (ducks and geese). i 

The fact that only a small fraction of the original prairie vegetation 

ote 
fea eae animals is perhaps reflected in the historical fact that under 

Me daa thon’ core’ wane : 
livestock grazing, prairie ‘has quickly replaced by exotics grasses. 

Fire of course consumed that part of the prairie growths which 

: Wwe 
animals failed to consume. ¥ believe that fire had important indirect oa 

crnyeol a 
effects on the animal community, all beneficial. It raised the proportion 

Ceca a Ig evomnty c 
of legumes to grass, and etse- the coocrnoget Ce een eae 

; enriched the animal range, and the legumes likewise enriched the soil. 
‘ ’ 

; It seems a reasonable surmise that the fires added more nitrogen to the 

thverrnnt The rerfrelaun of : 
soil by, legumes than they consumed by combustion. If so, this may account 

| for the accumulated fertility found in these soils when they ‘were first 

brokendy Us plour : 

In timbered regions the impoundment of plant growth in the form of : 

non-edible wood is probably roughly equivalent, in terms of animal ; 

; { productivity, to the production of excess grasses on the prairie. :
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Table 2 Predators, Fur~bearers, and Buffer Species on 5000 Acres 

Winter Censuses 6fuinea Using Area) Estimates forvArea Remarks - 
aes but also 
Gray Fox | Horned Owl | Redtail Hawk | outside {Striped Mink Weaselg Raccoon Opossum | Status of Cottontails 

Nove Apr.|Birds Nests |Birds Vests aa SK ns and Yoles 
Red Fox 

1929-30 ? ? ? ? ? 7 0 ? * ? ? ? Yoles high; low by 

‘spring : 
1950-31 | 16 15 4 2 4 2 ° ? ? ? ? ? 

1931-32 | 21 17 6 3 4 2 | 42¥ ? ? ? ? ? 

1932-33 | 27 23 6 2 ? ? 2ikilled}| 7? ? ? ? ? 
_ about : 

1933-34] 18 1st 4 2 6 ? ? Ww 0 4 10-12 ? 

1934-35 | 20+ "20+ 7 3 g 2-3 ? ie) 1 2 10 12 Howmeg Owl pellets 
high in voles. 

1935-36 | 30 15 Peay 6 2-3 ? 50 3 6 0 12 
about 

1936-37 | 30+ 28+] 5 oO 4 a7] a few 45 $2. 2 10 9 Gattontatis 113 
aneay "normal" 

1937-38 | 30+ 30+ 6 2 ¥ 2 {fe or 33, 75 2 6 8 ? Cottontails recovering 
about : 1 killed 

199e39. [20° WE, 5 Oe 4 2 | 48h 15 : 4 8 1 — | Gottontails again 
ever about ander -at—teast- | “normal * 

1939-40 | 55 4 0 4 2? | 453 50+ = ~ 5 1+ 

w0}\Wa | 6 5 8 4 i 2 | £4}. . 50 2 4 3 ? Cottontails above 
7 Killed normal 

ime} t 2 7 3 5 3 fh» 5 0 6 4 12 119 cottontails on 
~{, Eiiea 65 acres(bending-censes) 

wh24W3 } 2 — 6 — 6 — 14133 5 2 0? 3 20 Cottontails far 
above normal 

i * Including one nest just off the area. No@: 204 ween “abuct20" 304 pees Sores gag 

: i g 
Cuotnase | g 1G 0 5 45 2 . 5
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/ me Stymetare of the Gomemutty oe 

rn ts | Social thinking is improved by a clear picture of the size-relations of 

political and economic groups, Ecological thinking likewise is aided 

when one khows the size-relations of animal groups, WMgures 1 & 2 portray, 

for a typical square mile of the Prairie du Sac commmity, the numbers nai ; 

weights of its constituent groups of vertebrates, 

Bach group or layer includes species of similar food habite, j 

Wild Pyramid, In Figure 1 the right hand graph is the Bltonian ~ 

“pyramid of numbers" for the wild animals now present, The left hand graph a 

: shows the weight, in grems, of each layer, a aaa 

i It is evident that the pyramid of numbers tapers upward more sharply m 

‘than the ppramid of weights, Rabbits are the heaviest layer because they 

are large, and, subsisting directly on abundant plants; they can maintain 

fairly large numbers. i 

"Songbirds" display a fourfold increase in numbers @uring the presence 

ie of imgratery summer residents and doubtless a still larger increase duping 

migration, This layer includes English Sparrovs, whith constitute over ' 

half of the winter population of small birds. 

The mmstellids are grouped together voneneg most of the species are \ 

semi=carnivorous, The heavy weight of this layer comes from skunks, which . 

_ are both large and numerous, 

78 Predator! prey ratios may be read directly from Figurel, Thus 1 fox, 

5.7 raptors, and 14 mustellids, a total of 20 predators, are available to 

"eontrol" 5000 mice, 150 rabbits, and 385 other rodents, a total of 5500 

prey mammals, plus 1400 small birds. The general ratio is thus 1 predator 

per 270 snall manmmala plus 70 small birds, This one predator also feeds 

among the replitian and invertebrate layers of the: pyramid, hence he gives 

only part of his attention to the 340 small mammals and birds available to e 

him, If we assume that half his food connists of mammals end birds, then 

‘ x
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the) setuel ratio is nearer 13700, The reproductive potential of his prey 

is high; in mice the population turnover period may be less than a year, 

These numerical relationships confirm what food-habit abadies have recently 

asserted: that predation alone does not suffice to control rodent and small- 

bird populations. ; 

On the other hand the 20 predators are nearly as numberous as the 32 

; gallinacéous birds available to éhem either as egss, chicks, or adults, 

In this case predators clearly could control, if the gallinae vere easily 

s available, and if the small ro‘ents did not outnumber and thus “buffer” them, | 

There are 170 rodent buffers for each gallinaceous bird, and there are 30 

grams of rodent flesh for each gram of gallinaceous flesh. 

Wild vs, Domestic Pyrauid, Ficure 2 compares the weight of the present 

wild with the present domestic community on a square mile.in terms of per 

cent of their combined weight. At the right of Ficure 2 the former wild f 

species, now removed, are rouchly commted., The layers in Figure 2 are | 

arranged, not by descending numbers, as in Figure 1, but by a roughly | 

descending proportion of plant food, | 

The domestic animals outweigh the wild so over whelmingly that not a 

single wild aves is plottable. Even the rabbits comprise only 0.3 per cent : 

of the total animal weight of 15,000 pounds. 

Of the former wild layers, only deer are plottable, Their woight 

was 1.2 per cent as great as the weight of the domestic livestock which 

has usurped their miche in the landscape. Assuming that the present wild 

remnant did not chance the agsregate weight When the region was settled, | 

the wild commnity was reduced by about two thirds when the large wild 

grazers were removed. ' 

The mimbers of fiat wild animals are of course a pure euess, but 

f whether my guess were Satieh doubled, or quadrupled would make little obs 

difference in the net conclusion: their weight was negligible in comparison . 

with the present domestic animals, If buffalo had been present this might
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not hold, but no buffalo records exist for the Prairie du Sae recion, 

_ Man» could of course be inserted in Figure 2, His place would be near 7 

< the semi-carnivorous raccoon, The present population of the Prairie du Sac 

area is 19 persons per square: mile, weighing about 2380 pounds, This is 

: 1.6 per cent of the total, oe ig somewhat heavier than his chickens, 

\ and twice as heavy as the entire present wild commnity, t 

The original Indian pomlation was of course mmueh lichter, Carver, 

who visited the “sweat town of the Sauicies" a the present site of Prairie 

f du Sac in October 1763, says it "contains about 90 houses, each large 

enough for several families," The tribe "can rites about 300 warriors", so 

a poration of 1000 could be assumed, But what areas supported them? : 

Carver says they ranzed into Illinois, so I suspect half dozen counties 

would be a fair estimate, This would give a density of only 0,2 Indians 

per square mile, which is 1,2 per cent of the present human density, 

: These discussions of Figure 2 assume that the present animal commmnity 

i is supported by the square mile on wich it lives, The degree of truth in ‘ 

this assumption is hard to appraise, The commnity imports much prepared 

‘ food for livestock, poultry, and people, but it exports most of the dairy ; 

ae products, pork, and poultry which this imported food helps to crow, ‘The 

imports help suprert the wild as wel’ as the tame pyramid; where a fox . 

ewallows a house mouse, or an owl cets away with a chicken, he is eating : 

Iowa corn and Dakota wheat, : . oo ; 

Nevertheless evory car of milk shipred out of Prairie “ Sac probably 

; represents a net drain on the land, despite the fact that part of it 19 

derived from imported foods, That the land is suffering @& net drain is 

attested by growing “sandblows," and by a crowing number of old fields, 

once cultivated, but now used only for pasture, What part of their fertility 

was carried away as milk, and what @art as erosion silt or dust, is hard to 

determine, ; 
:
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Previous to settlement the only transport capable importing or exporting 

foods consisted of rivers, winds, and migratory birds. 

Bird Pyramid. In Figure 3 the winter bird pyramid is shown by 

species, in descending order of numbers. The figures represent the whole 

area. Any figure may be divided by seven to represent a square mile. 

Figure 3 includes the English Sparrows and feral pigeons, which in Figure 2 

appesr as part of the domestic commnity. 

The most notable feature of Figure 3 is the dominance of the English 

f sparrow, which outnumbers all other birds combined, and which outweighs any 

other single species. i : 

' An attempt was made to construct a summer bird pyramid, and to this 

end 21 plots aggregating 890 acfes were censused by counting singing : 

males. Sixty breeding species were recorded. These plots yielded reliable 

breeding densities for the summer songbird layer in Figure 1 (1412 birds 

of 57 species per square mile). We were unable, however, to project the 

diverse species composition of the plots into terms of either an average 

} square mile, ora total for the area. This is because the vegetative 

characters which determine species bbagnnitinn are too complex to map 

on a large area, _ 

Discussion. The overwhelming bulk of the present domestic animals, 

as compared with either the present or the former wild animals, raises the 

question: "At what cost are they supported? Is agriculture mining the 

4 soil to feed its flocks and herds, or was the original animal community 

an inefficient expression of the scills’'true food-producing capacity?" 

The anewer is, I think, "both", 

The prairie vegetation which originally covered the Prairie du Sac 

i region was clearly an inefficient producer of animal flesh, mainly because 

it grew too mich summer grass and too little winter grain or bands When
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agriculture set back the plant succession from the grass stage to the é 

( weed and ‘i stages it raised the ratio of edible seeds to edible foliage, 4 

not only by substituting tame grains and hays for wild ones, but also er 

substituting animals for perennials, Native ragweed, for example, can 

: winter more animals, particularly birds, than native prairie grasses. 

The ioekecdanes of rodents in the present (and doubtless in the 

former) wild pyramid may be construed as an adaptation for wintering on 

grass. These rodents either hibernate, or store summer hay and seeds 7 

s as the farmer diss. 7 

It is conceivable that some migratory grass-eating bird might have i 

utilized the original plant community more fully, but of course there is I 

no such animal except in the aquatic community (ducks and geese). : / 

’ The fact that only a small fraction of the original prairie vegetation 

fed gazing animals is perhaps reflected in the historical fact that under a 

livestock grazing, prairie was quickly replaced by exotic grasses. | 

Fire of course consumed that part of the prairie growths which i 

animals failed to consume. I believe that fire had important indirect : 

é effects on the animal community, all beneficial. It raised the proportion 

of legumes to grass, and aiso the proportion of animals to grass. Both | 

enriched the animal range, and the legumes likewise enriched the sis | 

It seems a reasonable surmise that the fires added more nitrogen to the i 

soil by legumes than they consumed by combustion. If so, this may ‘account ‘ 

for the accumilated fertility found a these soils when they were first 

broken. i 

In timbered rezions the impoundment of plant growth in the form of 

non-editle wood is probably roughly equivalent, in terms of animal : 

productivity, to the production of excess grasses on the prairie.
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The several territories showed. the following survivals, as compared 1 

with their median survivals during periods A and B: SS 
: N 

Territory Se ep eee nes a j 

29 16 22 gain & oo 

20 al 0 loss % 

AR 30 ri, loss 5 

wy 0 o.. none a 

5s 13 105 6 loss 3 

6, 12, 15, 16, 54 i 53 4g about same 3 

h, 17, 18, 19 59 Wo less 3 

1 Lay 22 gain 2 F 

Former thresholadicl . . 301 Apparent loss of \ i ‘ 

Rough approximation of present threshold/.l, 122 about WO-60% in | 

: o \ sii cay ity / i 
: a bia. Wun Wek ances ate tsetse 

On the basis of this record,-end—thatuoftheupreviousemiaten, we , ee 

feel sure that some change has occurred in the iretahines threshold since : 

period B, Either the threshold has been lowered, or the threshold 4 

mechanism has been superseded by some other mode of population ; 2 

oe oo. Bee ae 
We lean toward the opinion that ’ 300 snreuhana has suffered 

a bicesasies during the study period. “Apparently it now stands at 

about 125 quai, inebent=of-90O-quati-forettaesawen, °°! Pra 

f BF Glofihenut dk He Bieta 5 ue Leveks ao dora h foun Us tug hot 
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occurred, for-only—twowintors since.the 1935-36 die-off brought large losses 

below the-old thresholdwhich wa_can.be..sure—were--not..induced—by-weather. 

If the carrying capacity has suffered depression, it is surprising that 

it should be so large. Presumably the change has been in food and cover, } | : Es i 
for there have been no pereeptible changes in the kind or number of predators. 

If in food end cover it mst represent the cumulative effect of grazing and i 

cutting of woodlots, debrushing of roadsides, loss of soil fertility, and 

intensification of farming operations, ali-perhaps-augmentet-in-some-way 

bythe heavy drouths of the 1933=36-pertod. 

abrrvhnyr ar Corpred, 
This questien is of great interest and importance. Much has been 

written about the effects of "clean farming" on wildlife, but we know of 

no quantitative measurement of that effect in terme of a definite area, H 
wth te fron nim CS fw arnsfar hn o ahonbel - 

species, and time. Perhaps Prairie du Sac wiil-shortty furnish something 

appreaching a definite measurement. 

Whatever the cause of the change, it is clear that it operates in 

winter gather than in summer. Figure 6 shows no change in summer gains. This 
tf las adenchrnh 

‘ is what one would expect if the cause were "clean farming". 

Summer Gains. In the study of winter loss we know something of causes 
Optencle darer Uo cunnrde vf, i 

as well as of magnitudes, for we can folter current events by repeated 

covey counts and by "reading sine". Ye can distinguish movement from loss | ; bee 
‘ onagakir by following tracks, and by notine coincident changes in counts@ tts ° 

Hom Wy 
meses it possible to use small as well as large areas for winter studies. Nt
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_-Marosente Affecting Summer Gains in Bobwhite) The selection of areas 

“ eligible sis bepectaan bie prairie ax Sac involves unsolved problems of 

( movement, wlicl nud che Een bef wre bp gead cone Crnmolers 

Ni ag have recent banding evidence, as yet, incomplete and ev wha: that 

individual bohuhi en in this region seldom winter twice in the same neighbor- 

hood. Winter-to-winter banding returns on areas up to 1000 acres are mich 3 

ean than in wane. We suspect that the fall shuffle of ecenet p49) j 

and likewise the spring dispersion of pairs, bring) about more mixture over 5 

larger areas than has heretofore been suspected. : 2 

Perfect evidence of 5 -igetalee atti should show that the gain ; 

cowarale of Ee aunceverve —_pihnt ov crenrlenetle owt uf re 

counted in November ts the actual. progeny of the breeding stock last counted oe 

in April Cin os eae : ig cme oe ie oe that’ ar ple oy mes 
4 4 ' 1 

level of spring stock in the neighborhood tends, by reason of spring movement, Rs z 

~ to produce inter breeding densities throughout the neighborhood, and hence ; 2 

similar depressive effects, we Unt folbrcninnts b wt na be nm, ww tatty ern - 

ty pprtection haractumhs of Ut Crirelius Rtotens) tw Ue iringhe Be fefutetinn Hatey atrobuds cutee BO 

Whatever degree of movement may actually take*place, we are sure that 

the larger the area, the less the probability of legal chance distortions, | : 

and the greater the validity of its summer gain data. ‘ 

‘ The degree of distortion which may occur on very small areas is illustrated 

by the region of the Leopold farm, 20 miles north of Prairie du Sac. During 

six of the last seven years an April census of one square mile would have 

revealed no breeding stock, yet the “summer gain" of that square mile has _ 

always been from two to four coveys. Breeding stock moves into the area in i 

May, and all coveys usually depart by Wovenbes. 

A census of four square miles, on the other hand, would include the winter i 

territories of most of these coveys and hence would probably yield valid 

summer gain data. j
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Whatever degree of movement may actually take place, we are sure | 

‘that the larger the area, the less the probability of local chance 

"distortions, and the greater the validity of its summer gain data. 

Sor et oor ps drone combs is tllustrated 

by the region of the Leopold farm, 20 miles north of Prairie du Sac. 

During six of the last seven years an April census of i square mile 

would have revealed no breeding stock, yet the "summer gain" of that 

square mile has always been from two to aids. Breeding stock moves : 

into the area in May, and all coveys usually depart by November., ‘ 

Tides sk Road baeare eileen; ak Wk Wine Mead, WHE tacinde Ws 

winter territories of most of these coveys and hence would viola | 

valid summer gain data. : :
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Summer Gain of Other Areas and Species. Figure 9 presents two 

Iowa areas (A and B) which, like Prairie du Sac, have few or no 

pheasants, and which seem eligible for comparison with Prairie du Sac for. 

depressive effects. Area A consists of two non-contiguous blocks 

(17, pp. 88) 90)enton seem to comprise, jointiy,.a population unit. 
Aldpochabvas. tat Of | ol 

The joint area of 1500 acres shows Gaara at save in the years ~ j 

: Vobcels sp bob wrncae Clnaie et Lene bemadan lagle alent ahiour ta anaes 
1936 and 1937, ‘and 20 does each aves separately (not here shown). wa 
Gactiiblrst, Ret Mtirwe Es memuachonneter, Out Ui wfarnd pe ena saat Cane eenky 

Area B is small, but is surrounded by city, and hence probably ‘ 

ere ts Co prseruts Crt Che big nut” 
self-contained 27» Be 86), The inverse relation to te t 
a0 pro, on Ou amerelr yun 1936 tovpormun bellin Unions Ontor Me 
year-1936-.conforms..fairly-well. The three years of highest breeding density 

Bitangovele ign mint, 
show not. merely a low summer gain, but an actual net loss, Theory would 

lead one to expect that this rigidly confined population wiliiy being unable f 

to flow, should show a more radical depressive effect than area A. ti 

2 
We conclude (then) that the summer gains of the"two aveilabie populations | 

of pure or nearly pure quail show the same character as Prairie du Sac, 

rth ey * retin wslegara Tt arbennig 2 Ties inBl ter oleate! Lefer, 

during most years, but 4m one of.. two since. are-subnotmal, ain both of 
i patito CuenT 60 pen 

them the cenfermimg years show a wider total range of fluctuation (700 per 

: cent) than at Prairie du Sac (400 per cent). 

Does the inverse relation between breeding stock and gain occur in 

: oombebde 
pure galliform populations other than bobwhite? The only suétebhe semrby 

census, is that made by King for ruffed grouse’“7* P* in Minnesota 

Qruvrrer ; 
(area C), Moire during the first four of the seven years is perfect. 

During the last three years recoveries fell progressively to zero and below, Dra tara 

Grrr Asan bobo Phe, pnent ef fue 
culminating in the again-aberrant 1936, It is worth noting that the 

conforming period is the cyclic high; the non-conforming period the downward 

“crash”, ty of. w fh vugd i
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It 4s notable that the highest gain made by King's ie (19 ) \ 
at a . G. svresesanainnies ti anecetomninedies pene srevan nner \ 

would be a low gain for quail. (Grouse pashaps have the character of low 

erent nS) aa Dann oe em \ 
gains and also low losses. The fistnese—ofebhe Praifie du Sac ruffed 

aepreconnenteris Ga oer { she Gude On otrtndy ale Let, Unie crneuiote f 

grouse @uxve (Figure 6) padhniie Seblecte-tiecotani-onekaoterat the-bbed, 
net ie'c tener es) ead otto le cate Begs tie Che vanes, 

cecmati-nssiniatinbe-sonmeveubadalintoxapoimechagees. Wminster'3+ P-829) | 
f 

records one instance of a 337 per cent gain in New York grouse, but his _ Pd 

averagey esentle King's. ox
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the other three species nore strongly than they depress pheasants. 

. ry? One plese of circumstantial evidence may be deduced from areas 

A to Ecollectively: neither of the mixed areas (D and 2) exhibits 

maxima as hizh as the pure quail areas (A and B), either in the mixed 

_ species collectively, or in the component species. 

Summing up the evidence, we consider the interspecific depressive 

effect as suggested but hardly as proved. In quail, however, we are convinced 

that intraspecific depression limits summer gains,and it seems strongly 
oes We bx ee eke, 

; indicated in ruffed grouse, thttethe-pechaditont y ; 

Sumner Gain ain Snowshoe Hare. Does a depressive effect exist in 
The why orewb bbe crm recat 49 hot of 

________ manna ls? Green and Evan? census=of ‘Snowshoe hares at Lake Alexander, = 
. (23) Tl rine . : 
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Re gevinale, Ue eordiner ab vers tint Corbrb BE orf rrrnn be UE on 

a { pre pte an niertyenn, Cut mubpiel gener aucbenmurbee Lore 8p. vely ‘ 
i \ Clrnnatg Ha dag of He cg ele, i 

{s the-sprane“population level Wonld-Deatuope.tocampect. Green and Ivans 

also noticed this anonaly‘24» Pe 272) | and point out,=tm~effiemi, that many 

ia herenidded, bis your (te~rrough-of-tne-eyeie}, and that this raised 

\ the per cent of young. Sid ecmentieany_ ip kaa ae. iii ae ea piers oe pee aso ol 

aN, of-reeovery_in cyclio-specics, to_be-presented-—later. ae 

eee Kechanion of Depression in Summer Gain. “An inverse relation between 

» breeding stock and breeding gain might result from: 

: 1. Movement (egress) stimlated by old breeding stock. ; 

a 2. Fewer breeders (i.e. more nom~breeders) during years of svring. 
crowding. ; 

: 3. Smaller elutches/,, 211 ) 

4, Lesser fertility or greater embryonic mortality. 

5. Weakened deiisien be | aut after early failure, i 
Gi Rretetinneef Hn attacto ckuvustithe nnn uh Layty prfruletor, 

7 @& Some adverse effect of numerous adults on the survival of young, 
such ass: 

(a) Pathology. Freer transmission of disease,/ou./ % ying 

(b) Psychology. Direct depression of young by old. 

% Some form of predation accelerated by crowding... ep fprrencleall Gthel t oer 

Smaller clutches can be ruled out, for repeated nesting studies show 

no substantial variation re eauteh*és bobrocn mabey naw bone Ruan (2 4p su &) 

J Lesser, fertility may be ruled ovt, for the variations so far found : 

are too small to account for abrupt differences between consecutive years. 

Movement may probably be ruled out, for it is unlikely that a high 

or low breeding stock would be peculfar to a study area, as distinguished 

from its surroundings, Movement in the sense here intended means movenent 

from pressure of old on young, probably in early fall. If such pressure is 

%



f f q ag % a 
i Thr ar ore of (Os ipurtactle. rich cures of amverenle, : e e 

| 27 

auto Ba ores 
: not local to the study avea, it would be as likely to push young on, as 

ro 0B out of Wooo, 
Q Soo | a 2 é Pathology would seem to be ruled out by the-wide-geographie—spread—of- 

Rie AN { er A paretinte Ma g ot nr Fea © silts he momen aaa On and Qo. the-deprussive-effeet,—by-tia - >, 

Py, ah a, especially by ite fine adjustment to density during most years. Disease, 

if responsible, would sutladsy: work “in jerks", 
A 

A Non-breeding is virtually unexplored. It is conceivable that too 
plbrcaas le cet orl, 5 

sina, boreeniorns dikes: (as Deas eth Theliing; especially in territorial 

species. Crowding apparently depresses fecundity in barred rock pullets 

(40, pp. 215-216), : “ eee 
Candle rv Udtewr- Pea oo 

Some effect of density on iitnalan io’ mocauviala, but unknown. 

Persistent re-nesting is known to account for the greater part of summer ; 

gains in Iowa pheasants (19+ P+ 165)ona 49 believed to account for a 

substantial fraction of gains in Wisconsin quai (8), The fact that the \ 

‘drouth years 1936 ana 1937 show ababrmal depression of summer gain, despite 
\ ow nemrrahnsn ds ) C 

the prevalence of low breeding levels, ‘how that a density effect, Af i) 

| exists, is cceasionally overridden by a weather effect. . i oy : Ct 
The psychology of birds in its impaet—on population levels is virtually 

unexplored. Tf adult grouse can kill each other by intimidation, as : 

pit atten seportale P 323), anon ts scene possible that too many adults 
in grouse or other gallinaceous species might kill or otherwise depress 

: survival of young, either of their own species, or of related species, 16. + p--alnt 
j Arman fepadle my rire mnbr, 

Pearl and Parker, in reviewing their own and other experimental 

work on the effects of crowding in many diverse groups, express the opinion 

that "there is apparently another element involved=-besides mere physical 

density, which element in our ignorance we may perhaps tentatively call
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\ a gain produces trends, and at Preirie du Sac, these trends have oe 

. : oscillated, during the study period, in the manner of a cycle. This ; 

2 : 8 is apparent from Figure 10, The two highs (1933 and 1942+) ond the 
e +4 : : 

M8 ; two lows (1928+ and 19371) eolcide with the known highs and lows of 

3 4 + Wisconsin grouse and rabbits during the seme period, and with the 

4 x ~ known highs and lows of Glequet grouse. : ; 

i : Such coimeidenee does not prove that the Prairie du Sac queil 

ah a | population ie eyelie, The cotmotdence may have boon accidental, 
> ‘ iS : 
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: 7 _ Thus at any one time any large area of bobwhite range has so: meny cyelen’ : 

it that it has none. 

is) 2 - Occasionally, however, some widespread catastrophe like a killing 

= . winter reduces large areas to a common scarcity, after which temporary 

ca : i synchronism follows, and may give the appearance of a cycle. The 

two killing winters of 1928-29 and 1935-36 thus accidentally produced 

f the apvearance of a quail cycle at Prairie du Sac, ete eT NT : 2
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if hs fact i 
» the mfxinwm grouse gain recorded in this paper vas less than 

re 4 4 
Noy 00 ver cent (Cloquet 1930) while the maximum quail gain was 600 per cent i 

o 
wre es (Ames, 1935). ‘This disparity is much greater than the disparity in 

Ay” in reproductive potential, and arsues for greater sensitivity in grouse 

to some depressive effect on reproduction?



/ Summary. Gao”: fovesebee deductions on the population behavior of dn 

gallineceous birds divide sharply into two categories:  fir-ly webh, -artfrrkel war ole 

eshabemed ee tH speculative, internretations, ae 

f wth 
We consider the following pen pe fiesty supvorted by the 

evidence to dates echt ns poalefncle nip rishi tofoTesd) 

‘ Nie Pal : ra ano tovvsntee Dy j 
} wale pang Q a Lemngeel > 

1. Pomalation trends result. from the aitemnibiah eforintor loss ) 
cone) ety a a if 

and summer gain, All Time Sect 11ate about a mean, but in quail this | 
i 6 : aud Qumothor une 

gacillation is typically non-rhythmic, in ruffed grouse rhythmic, 

2. Winter loss in quail arises from weather and DrebathOn a ity eae 

Weather losses are fortuitous in time, and in degree are limited by no : i 
hints a ey Taran whacls dunecvevs ant angels 

threshold, Predation losses, are limited by a threshold level, wekeh is 9 ttum: 
i ‘ ‘Thaw Trairhuleh 

a property of local covey territories. SL 

3. Swmer gains in quail are inverse to breeding density, “Mine 

“@Sprensixve effect of-bbgh Ponsity limits the maximum gain, but other 

factors may prevent achievement of the maximm, ge 

=“ 4, Sumer gains in ruffed grouse Zand »eiimps ta snowshoe herey ae 

i 6 fue gat decline chrrna tog cally, 

pre imerse to breeding density during the of the cycle, et during 

Teas do err Poe to sae he hou, a Gf racine sys gana comneke anrweranly 4” dnt, 

La nab weet wd drnvrtrarty a9 eg reer Thales 

ot Te extreme trough,’ Thite—delayed responses Astingutshy cvelte from 

non=eyelic-posulations. 

Warhenny 
5, Heard winters esineidineaccidentaliy-with-cyceliedeeiines 

: may eee synchronize oscillations in quail level, forlen eoneg Ue ohne 
w . ~ “ 

oe The threshold limiting winter predation loss chanses vith 
y pan Uns nan rey at byte? hot cling ee > ey 

land-use, but apparently, not with predator level.in-this-restons (-— 

: : J. Mixed populations show lower maximm geins than pure, and ca : ‘ 

efhdoliow x 
Aeifeyclic beebne ew lower semimm-geieas than non~cyclic, Low 

gains in cyclic species are the natural complement of their low 

weather losses in winter. 34 i 

We consider the following deductions to be tembativesor speculative . 

in various degrees’ i 

9 Ae The reason wiy-winter-throstohts are intepentant-of-rredator oe 
ruget he ( . f : 

i Yamed is thé abundance of syattebie "buffer" prey, ey ae al att cei



(Thi tne an eh annatny tate Cadeny Bol ethan with 
re 10D mee eacmamenstreiili fino tawrencats 4 ae ih, hgh fT ogy 

4Qs ‘The inverse relation of sumer gain to breeding level ; 

hinges on some depressive effect of old animals on the production, 

survival, or movement of young, The evidence favors depression of . 

survival through some psychologice! influence exerted by old <tsdie 
on young. i : a 

42Q. The inverse relction of summer-getn-to-bresdine levsd nay 

hold for gellinaceous species collectively; 1,@e, related species 

may depress each other according to their collective level of 

adults, Pheasants may depress other gallinae more than vice versa. : 

Powuhation Behavior of Other deocse ; 

Geneus date. for dcbohsedde’ta estimates for ae 
in Table 2, Speeles not. mentioned. in Table-2 or-Pheure- 6 sore. either anata 

axchte, b fsbo eer as 0 read e ad. f. [ea L afe-cater ° aad f 
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i Ni 
In 1937 both srecies failed to nest, thouch present during the z 

nesting season, and in 1940 the homed owls again failed to nest. Yet 

‘ the yeors succeeding these nesting failures showed no dimimtionpin 

mumbers, This ivplies, at least in the horned owl, a strong intraspecific Cs: 

pressure which expresses itself in prompt exodus of reproductive gain 

cach £211, (oremmenbiyinto-cubacncinelonbetde-territertes),ani in = | 
prompt inflow to £122 vacanetes when they o@aury Tt: sentria fsruels gun, 

a elhannesie wal, parosntolely flows an], aabettolsil Laelia ai 

ws Tir crrat of Ue hiniectar, at tatey tortion Min trastyrocbarey lay lin alan Ui smttal - ee 

Te cline mili rrfeleckatn! bebitione tele taney banliagnabel Team 

Drame cibrvody levelepecl fap cata Dil efidlnn tie riven tune — 

Unt tay nee witaltunchacel coisa amestsl tvwtborarstordidien basse, he Loawce ra cedaslnds 

Louse g econ, bent Thr tna rhorsenen fers elifstananny ol te toseslan lle shel beast salle 

Lire gaspar, fir Eo Grnat = oe procencee oe cp ober, whl Ths avpeln 

—tuarheomatan fancbarcrate bine aba bbt, Ltr an gerbe url iemnyat dant ae wail, —— 
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tt faennnlict gamete ianelap Te patil Warten Lannie ice cibak thant tt 

ty lane Lancia. —— Panchen as ony pie tthe alafetins sic ssek amet 

ee prectane pliht ligarse g wa elaine Ln Lota, elem Us nan ee frerperodee Ueonae 

Wo prnnatte cunae jovihacr fob nt inane Dcrridhonmen buf, fotvalaate asia 

a ..gilllee cofabl culire cyan: Wi ctaticl an neue rsfilone (Bas, 12%) Lat ti 

a af fet olitemed enn At —— snthsi-lRscisiagees 

salen So olaamenny here np oy yeosy oe net ptceneiln Qual: abba 

ee ala nnnbaran pom aan errant arf scvesine (dea rscnn seabasidey, tinny Mint —— 

a oe mito leet Viner berteolanig! 4 = a 

j ee ‘te mint jvi. saat density of one mae per ten square mile is 

: eee Roumgartner's range of one to three pairs per square mile for 

optimum habitat (1eyp. 282). 

| An exhaustive account of the food habits and prey relations of the 

horned owl, based in part on Prairie du Sae data, has recently been 

published (21). 

Be te pert ebrlernn oer tener hy enter, cbt wrng de Uta sunt Cerian rasenn — 

ep li alec atltemasal-sasde-deatibiedin tanned buy Basin anh 

san Last lla | ; a 
moe One pair each of Cooper's and Marshhavks nested on the Area in 

ae 1942, and doubtless in other summers, but the winter appesrance 

of these species is irregular, and too infrequent to affect winter wy 

populations. : : 

During the study period Goshawks visited the ares only in 1935-36, 

when, according to Gastrow, three stayed for about a week, Three : 

visited the area in 1927-28, just before the study began. * 

Shorteared, lonceared, snowy, ani sawhet ‘wi are infrequent winter 

visitors. 2 

Bald eagles winter regularly along the river, where Gastrow has 

seen as many as seven ina day, They subsist on fish injured in passing _- 

as | oyremias (Mes 3-5) nities epi aa Deis toate pac reipaperee f 
However grey foxes often scavenge on the "leavings" ie their perch ae 

treese 

Foxes. In marked contrast with the stability of the resident 
neh ead Gehan 

raptors, both foxes have fluctuated ay — - study period, 

It is possible to extend the Prairie du Sac record further back 

than the actual census, for Gastrow told Leopold on August 5, 19298 | * 

"Grays began to show up five years azo (about 1925). They were here
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pefore that, but did not breed, Now there are more grays than reds," 

Bd Ochsener, a local naturalist and fur-buyer, concured, : 

ae Figure 12 presents the Prairic du Sac fox census,together with the | 

ill reported by licensed Imnters in the state. For gray fox we have 

added the catch reported by Licensed trappers in the state, and in Sauk 

—— | | 
Yor red fox the catch data cover only three years, and hence are = 

: omitted. In order to avoid comlex scales, cach curve is plotted as 

percentage of its owa mean, = 

: (3a, p.273) eeu Se 2 The Pa vara ras Fece gang fox 
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the vest text of possible statewide invérsity is the status of the 

bro szectes Hei nigh in rey wate occured 4n 1935-37. 

fie county data gtow tah vite was’ onttned to the westérn part of the | 

ms state, but there are 26 coun ghee to show whether ‘tha accompanying” 

nigh in pos was hates ae or generals f / 4 . 

i Ee as a whol clearly shows nory/fox fluctuation hei we 

: ae as a (220, pe5), but PA local rr of the af ; 

: state curve may the same poonrted duchetty in tiping deseribed / Ff | 

’ a. for Ontario rod foxes by Cross ad, , ae ate 

Mustelldds, Reccoon, and Opossum, Mini: and weasel (See estimates 

in Table 2) are eniefly notable for their scarcity, Striped skunks have 

been fairly stables varying from 8 to 25 ver square mile, A-—badser q : 

; The persistence of a few raccoons, despite heavy local hunting, is believed 

to be due to the presence of numberous rock ledges which serve as dens. 

Cpossums at Prairie du Sac, and throughout southern Wisconsin, 

became scaree after the hard winter of 1935-36 (27, p60), but are now 

, recoverings ; 

Rabbits and Hares. The white-tailed jackrabbit has lone been 

found on the sand vlain west of Prairie au Sac, but its occurence on the : 

study area has been sporadic, Gastrow recalls tracks prior to 1929; 

in 1936-37 he shot one; in 1937038 he waw a track; for the last five | 

winters he estimates the population as five, four, one, and oy 1 

respectively, ‘ 

Teopola''s notes indicate a considerable castward spread of this : 

memmal during the past decade. Thus for Jefferson county, which lies Cae 
f \



39. 

40 miles southeast of Prairie du Sac, he has four recent records, In 

: Dane county, 20 miles southeast, it is now regularly limited for sport. 

Yor cottontail levels prior to Hanson's census in 191-2, we have 

only Gastrow's notes, The fluctuations at Prairie du Sac clearly follow 

those prevailing in southern Wisconsin during the seme period; but the 
wi © (1937 

_  leead low proceeded the state 1pm, by dee yeart 

Santrorta Hotes HoUabots Pushing Rate State Ki11 (Soe Pizs10) 

1935-36 "normal" Fe 141100,000 

1936-37 "1/3 normal" +70 - 900,000 

1937-38 "recovering" 68 : 500,000 

1938-39 "normal 1.70 1,000,000 

1939-40 "normal" 1.59 1,100,000 

1940-41 "never before 1,200,000 
so numerous" 

LONIRH2 peve fete 1,200,000 . 

W2W4Z all meee 

Hanson's banding census showed 119 cottontails in 65 acres of — 

woodland during the winter of 191-2, a density of almost two per acre. ; 

: There was mmch evidencey-hewewer, that a considerable disease mortality 

had preceeded the censusy jie undisturbed remains of 11 grow rabbits 

were found, ranging in azé from fresh undecayed bodies to sets of bones 

; ea ag cleaned by insects during swmer or fall, One dead rabbit was and 

ss autopsied by the State Health laboratory, but no @isease was identified, ee: = : — 
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fields at Prairie du Sac during the warmer months, but seems unable to 

maintain itself in winter away from imman habitations; in early winter, 

‘however, it may be found in corn shocks (10), the howse’mouse may = 
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' LIMITS OF SUMMER GAIN AND WINTER LOSS IN BOBWHITE 

POPULATIONS AT PRAIRIE DU SAC, WISCONSIN, 1929-43. 4 

Aldo Leopora) ana Paul L. Brrington'?) eget 

This paper describes two population behaviors of bobwhite herein 

called "Inversity" and "Threshold". ; i : ° 
t ee igi @ btuct, eng er ot Prarwe due 

Both are deduced from fall-to-spring census counts made on a-4500-acre o 

Tae rurennn, ie ee 
area during the last 14 winters, q-4 ooh. ator for eheler ferret. 

"Inversity" is a limitation on the net gain made by the population 

between spring and fall. The higher the breeding population, the 

lower the per cent gain. The existence of this inverse relation, while 

long suspected, has not heretofore been démonstrated. The mechanism s 

; is unknown, =~ Lapel ligula i ap ae 

; ae nh bite hiteenenely eee 

a“ a : 3 * e . . .. 
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farutefre ov lic Corrvgrars Coftncely, woo ferris ty btiwutel by be ovchangalin of Ha traldat.. | 
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Iowa State Game Commission and J. N. ("Ding") Darling.
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The purpose of this paper ‘is to report, but not to explain, these uO 

/ , \ 
/ two behaviors. Explanation mst await more detailed population-analysis \ 

} through & period of years. To this end éomal banding, sexing, and / \ 
J. } 

| _ aging’ were started at Prairie du Sac in 1942, and-we-hope will—berspeated / 

EP Acs i ASL ey ek ee torr By Oe 
These two behaviors are compensatory controls. They limit the alternating 

4 

: seasonal gains and losses of a population, Norge tend to prevent 

———— en 
excessive abundance or scarcity. {they account for the ability of bobwhite \ 
peo in senna 4 / S/ Sf * \ \" d 

populations to withstand hunting and weedatyon without aes dimimition. / 

i The findings of this study on threshold phenomena were summarized 

ak) 
by Errington at the end of the third winter of work By and again at . b&b 

1 leas ab Cel fits 20'S weve Avent alrobenn pabterdont (38), 
the end of the sixth winter (34) 29] Inversity became discernible and was 

tentatively mentioned in 1934 (432124), but has not heretofore been 

reported in any detail. + The purpose of this writing is to describe 

both behaviors in the light of the data that have accumlated during the 

‘ entire li-year period. ' 

Neither this paper nor the prior summaries deal ae with 

tr | / \ ; \ y 7 

the Prairie du Sac area; we draw upon other areas\to verify Ling/aaadgoe 
\ \ / \ J a a 

tno/ pratsie of sec findings/ ; : 

y The Area 

wok : 
The Prairie du Sac study area includes, 27 going farms, totalling 

4500 acres. It lies on the east bank of the Wisconsin River, at the 

corner of Dane and Columbia Counties, opposite the village of Prairie 

du Sac. ; 

Sandy soils predominate beaause the area, while lying within the 

fertile dairy belt of southern Wisconsin, includes an outwash terrace, t :
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bordering the river, built of materials from the central Wisconsin sand 

plains. Tan arm of the Carolinian life-zone, bringing with it such 

southern species as titmouse and opossum, projects up the Wisconsin 

River bottoms to Prairie du Sac. An arm of Canadian pines, carrying with 

it deer and red squirrel, projects down the outwash sands almost to 
ly: 

Prairie du Sac. Jackrabbit and harvest mouse, as well as many OE 

hun : 
represent the fermer prairie, Bobwhite here encounters the north edge : ‘ 

of his "regular" range; to the northward are found only frontier 

quail populations, usually sparse and discontimuous, though sporadically 
7 ’ 

abundant (20:45). ; 
oven were Otle cbcol tle Ui pun pose of Unabag re 

The ae ee eee quail on normal farms. , 

Fn a areas 
Hence,no organized feeding, cover improvement, or control of hunting has 

been attempted. There were short open seasons on quail from 1932 to 

1935, and again in 1942, but negligible numbers were shot. 
f parr ned for 2 

doh —> All associated ‘species except ruffed grouse are open to hunting ov iff; 
ound Ohts : 

: each year, Rabbits;—squirrelis,_foxes,—_and_fur-bearers- awe taken by 

local hunters to the extent usual in rural districts. Hawks and owls 

are shot sporadically, but no organized "anti-vermin" campaigns have 
‘ aphrtaved t hue si 

invaded the area. By and large, gun and trap pressure has ), remained Y 

constant during the study period. [ : ae g 

: Es. -b naahesinenlilitonctiiaclttaesticamasstends- etal anenbilttaa litical. . 
at 7 : 
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oh oe clnarmn francine tethranacl Sega es nm brth adroit tfumen fri snly 

ron grngach, Urn ape foe et hear rf wrmcbelbfen brut, ! B ee 

Or Parerny then Sacer thir tins brian or Alamely bat alnan ftrmenmnt Cota. 

cep hing sain fireter Aen Ue aticely Lip nse Tre wins or a/fant 4 hats 

Jighernosy ft wath Tha rclornt of ache i ae 1934, boat ——— 

aoa BA Toei Mh aad Petey ft re ee a Uinn Arne 

promot clualrnpd rernny tenet t cvniate, Der 1942 oo rinin, Armen tumevtns 

wos odnphads sub, erecben aunties te be cbebrmalicds ysnrty anclanel vf, Perselrenth, 

Litt buaintat: puma tigi’ alin Crue cond avenge acre, whch partly crufrne sla 

fre 1b Mammy dalwiole ofpfrcb, . 

toe fab k lef leer f tevin chuugie frm Us bigtmms of Hh, aTiel, , 

yl 2 
At naw Fag 3 tr olepart Ue Kuen Trrate tonelg trnre Ane 1937. Thus vitebign 

t De cobb Currys monfieieehs Cfuene Ub, 0 taratel ey Sas hromnsees ADeOLLa ST aa 

Lalmalid ot cle Brian Citys Dp te one oak of bras hu prgechel Lock b Ua 
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Were 0 ty aac wtrch ere fe narcl a Uh, Paper fir o nly gray pefelerben 
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ae tmntnclhe Qu taf bin craton 2 ruin wu ain h fi Rabe Go 3200 te crt,” fines 

wo SOO mien. Bell fry war afer b LG @ trruce baci Eoaat Ws Ae tier anstrlerebin: tert ober 

today Crrntry 

Senna ieee lel icee e R 
_ sy We formerly regarded the area as self-contained in respect of bobwhite, aes 

not only by reason of its large size, but by reason of peripheral obstacles mock 

Incomplete banding studies pi and elsehwere now cee tees ae : 

; Bobwhite, to be sure, dog et not usually move far as between summer and 

| Sr art : winter, but hts movements seem to be randem-amd without orientation; 

the individual dobwhite does not return to a fixed winter range, as the 

pheasant does (2281389). Hence his short movements cu: 

; and may, if he tes a few years, carry him far from his birthplace. ; 

: : This new doubt does not invalidate the data, for the population on 

the area is, in akon event, a sample of that prevailing in the 

neighborhood. It affects only the likelihood of individual birds being 

: ' found in the same winter territory, or nesting territory, from year to 

eb lost ele i A A ME Rt Gi, ob youn 

ag daw ap the area has been published (1394). _The acreage is 

b given in p ous foblications as 3200 acres, but here as 4500 acres. } 

_ Thesb two figures efer to the same terrain, bat the forasr includes 3 

© less bordering land. ae 
: The Weather 

Several killing winters, and several asvbus drouths, have occurred 

. during the study period, and have affected bobwhite populations. The
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records of the U. S. Weather Bureau in Madison, 20 miles to the southeast, 

are used Lee the weather charts in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Fig. 1 depicts temperature and snow levels for each winter. Periods 

of aimltaneous snow and cold are hatched for emphasis. 

Fig. 2 is an extension of Wade's 1938 study of drouths and 

wildlife (26). The triangles are drouths, the base of each being a period 

in-which no rain exceeded a twentieth of an inch per day. 

These charts, while valid as general background, lead one to doubt 

‘ whether statistics, graphed or otherwise, truly depict the impact of 

weather on wildlife. Thus the winter of 1931-32 looks mild in Fig. 1, ; 

but it was terminated by a snow that, through a hunger crisis, wiped out : 

some coveys and severely depopulated the area (3128). The winters of 

‘ 1932-33 and 1934-35 look similar when charted, but the latter brought far 

higher weather mortality. The three Wikbebe starting with 1936 look mild, 

put they brought ice-storms and other ungraphed emergencies that resulted 

. in mach more weather loss than occurred in heavier populations during 

"harder" winters , such as 1929-30 and 1932-33. The extremely severe 

winter. of 1935-36 registers very well. The "armistic Day Blizzard" of 4 j 

: November 11-13, 1940, looks unimpressive, but it ition ‘ome Shia vee 

ordinarily weather-proof. ; 

In Fig. 2, the intensity of the 1934 drought appears greatly to 

exceed that of 1936, whichmlatter-sumer—doos_not—leok-appreciably-drier 

than-most~of-the~other-sumners; yet Wade (aga 2560) states that "the 

damage done in 1936 was at least as great as in 1934",
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| The Census ' 

| x : 
| Since 1929 the area has been visited at least twice a weeky from 

| October to April. At each visit as many coveys as possible ere. counted 

7 _ and their food, cover, predators, and competition appraised. The 

: au 7 pe eee fh 
methods used have been described (3:1-11, 11:310-333) 0, Gt ts Uwe of Us font wool toate 
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~-a@educed soon after the event. — Q 

In summer, population changes can seldom be detected currently. 

: wreaths : 

The only dependable method of study is to measure the net result of the whet 

-  gummer, in the form of fall population, and to deduce whatever may be a 

possible by comparing years, 1.2+ by- correlation. (i. Kitue, ep y Gav he ie 

| ; . : a
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iio Vi We have so far found only one correlation which seems to “hold water" ; 

a inverse relation between the as” clause gain (eummctindae miaee Speier 

eourr) and the, bhesding population. felled atten onl 

“Mie. Te presets the sate eon cack Roig &@ year. me horizontal 

position duahenahclane represents the number of bobwhites surviving on 

the area in spring (SealBtem2). Its vertical position is the per cent 

- of gain achieved by~—the-spring—popudatden during the ensuing summer ( Sexo 

The prevailing alignment of the years along the "hypotemse" of a 

"triangle" means that the higher the breeding population, the less its . 

reproductive gain in per cent, and vice versa. This-isthe-relationship- 

herein-called_inversity. 

Four years (1930, 1936, 1940, 1941) fall below the prevailing 

alignment. This presumably means that in those yars sicun MME tualey : 

depressed the summer gain below the limitation imposed by inversity. The or yrnfatruces 
of, Visas hiprraesal-yeoras 40 oa fakin cba rusatone tae 

In appraising Fig. ¥, it is well to xesp-ia-hiad the diagrammatic frat. 

representation of the maximum possible summer gain, or breeding potential. Ra 
: Ss 7.0—(a: 28) 

Hach pair of quail has the potential of 14 young, A summer gain of 14 : 

from a breeding population of 2 adults is 700 per cent. If each of 

ae breeding populations had realized this potential each year, the circles 

would be aligned horizontally opposite 700% on the vertical scale. 

The greatest gain actually realized was 262 per cent in 1937, which | 

: is about a third of the breeding potential, or 5.2 young per pair. This | : j 

was achieved by the next to the lowest breeding population of record: 45 duh, 

The least gain actually realized was 28 per cent in 1933, which ©
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is a twenty-fifth of the breeding potential, or 0.6 as per pair. This 

lowest score was made by the highest breeding population of record: 339 (uo, 

Bisehdsiduy Fig. - and the inverse relation deduced from it, 

assume that the population counted in the last April snow is the 

population which reproduces in May and June. We ignore intervening losses 

‘ by predation, as well te possible intervening losses by egress or gains 

by ingress, because of our inability to detect or measure them. We also 

ignore, for the same reason, possible erty ey ces Ge ‘ 

bes ot. These necessary crudities in method might lead to erroneous 

deductions if the intervening losses or gains occurred in certain years, 

but not in others. We have no evidence for or against such differences 

between years. i ‘ 
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sae | The chance that nine summer gains would align themselves by accident, 3 

a We to the degree that they are aligned in Figure i, is one out of _ es | : | 

Pe potenene Ge Other Areas. If inversity is a property of bobwhite ; | 

populations * should be detectible on other areas. Figs. bana & : i 

Graphs A, 0, and E, present the history of three vobuhite populations — 

in I,linois, Iowa, and Fisconsin, Peapectively. We are indebted to ; 

R E. Yeatter of the Illinois Natural History Survey for permission to y : 

" reproduce te Titinols antad - me Blix ina Brie e 

Like Prairie du Sac, each of these areas shows, to some degree, the oy ed 

: sloping alignment characteristic of inversity, and also cergain pot il 

depressed years during which gains fell below the alignment. ” “th ‘te Rruphoe 

graph-for—Faville-Grove~@) thexf depressed years are more numerous than
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the aligned years; this graph, considered alone, would not sustain the : 

: digddee existence of inversity. ) An-inverse-relation is clear, however,.mphemtrmte, 

4m-the-Aines_aree-(AJ, and the Hunt-City-ereas( RF. 

. In the Ames aren Sears two years (1935 and 1938) showimg a gain 

of 600 per cent; a close approach to the potential rate of 700%, and 

more than double the dest year at Prairie du Sac (262 per cent in 1937). a 

Inversity in Witek Sign lal Goan: The existence of inversity in 

bobwhite gureence ne mixed gallinaceous populations may show the same dle 2 

chareeter, either in the component species, or collectively. i 

Prairie du Sac is not eligible for the examination of tate quostiony, ; 

for the few ruffed grouse present do not overlap the bobwhite habitat c 
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Inversity seems to account for the ability of bobwhite populations to ; 

: withstand hunting and predation without lasting diminution. The reduced 

breeding stock compensates for the loss by higher gain rates. 

Winter Thresholds of Security 

4 Survival History up to 1935. When the Prairie du Sac data were 

summarized at the end of the sixth winter, each individual covey territory 

’ was conceived to have a characteristic “carrying capacity", which is i 

"the number of quail sufficiently well situated in their environment to ~ ; 

be secure from enemies and to be adjusted with respect to intraspecific { 

relations" (7:366). We here use the term "threshold" as synonymous witty 

carrying capacity, but less subject to misinterpretation. j 

It was recognized in 1935 that winter predation or egress invariably 

reduced overpopulations to the threshold level, and that emergency weather 

was capable of still further reducing them. : 

In order to arrive at threshold values, the actual survival data 

were corrected. Losses from predation and egress, puerisenting the regular 

operation of the threshold mechanism, were separated from losses induced 

by emergency weather or other atypical events. Only the former were 

used to arrive at estimates. Years of underpopulation were discardéd; also 

counts of doubtful accuracy. ; 

This process of correction was based on Errington's intimate personal 

familiarity with covey histories in the field. The compiled results up 

t0 1934-35 (7:368-369) showed an unmistakable consistency; i.e. in normal 

winters, kant of the separate gerritories, and hence the area as a whole, ; 

showed a characteristic survival level, which at that time was about 330 

birds for the area. This appears as a horizontal line in Fig. 4. The ;
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The 1935 concept was primarily a concept of food and cover pattern. fi 

ad - Intraspecific intolerance was recognized as limiting the number of as ~— 

_— - 

ee territories in which coveys could be adjusted in respect of their relation — A 
; 

Q ‘ to each other, but intolerance of quail-for-aquail was conceived to be a. 

: fixed attribute, varying only with density. ct aS 

It was recognized that the threshold levels of particular territories s 

might change with crop rotation, or with other sudden local alterations of 

the food and cover pattern, but the threshold level of the area was thought 

of, at least by implication, as subject only to slow change. : 

Survival History Since 1935. Since 1935 the actual survivals have 

repeatedly challenged the assumption that thresholds are relatively constant. 

An examination of either Fig. 4 or Table 1 shows that for three winters 

i following 1935-36, not all of which brought emergency losses, the former 

thresholds were either overridden or defunct, and for the last four 

) winters the threshold visible in Fig. 4 (about 150 birds) is mech lower 

fs than the former 330 level. 

In order to illustrate the nature of the new questions which have ; i 

3 thus arisen, we first present a chronology of each winter since 1935, 

eta . as deduced from the censuses and from Gastrow's journal./ We do not attempt 
ce E 

to tabulate any threshold estimates territorial units beyond 1935, for 

; since 1935, as already pointed four week-to-week covey histories are 

second-hand, and in many instances we\do not know how to interpret them. —
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TABLE _. BOBWHITE SURVIVAL ON UNITS OCCUPIED BY FIVS OR MORE PHEASANTS 

Winter No. Pheasants Bobwhite Loss Less on Whole P| Soot | rales” brvcom | eet com 
sree fa | et | ate | tes 
1938-39 6+? (0-11) gain Oi ee ee 

‘ 1g4o=ba 1 5-t (20-9) 55% 

29 &-? (14-18) gain yea 

. 1gkt-ke 29 21-7 (1914) 264 

6,12,15 ete. 6-7 (W432) 30% Me 

4,7018,19 15-7 (31-7) 184 

1gha-k3 1 8? (23-3) 88% 

29 15-3 (17-0) 100% 

nu 5-0 (18-6) 664 80s 

5e13 7? (68-23) 66% 

612,15 ete. 8-2 (77-13) 83% 

Number of units showing greater loss with pheasants: 5 

c.8 8. * waren tendinges 4 

}
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‘ ; LIMITS OF SUMMER GAIN AND WINTHR LOSS IN BOBWHITE 
POPULATIONS AT PRAIRIE DU SAC, WISCONSIN, 1929-43 

/ 

Aldo Leopoia')) ana Paul L. Brrington‘2) 

This paper describes two population behaviors of bobwhite herein 

called “inversity" and "threshold". 

_ Both are deduced from fall-to~spring census counts made on a study 

, area at Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, during the last fourteen winters, and 

on other areas for shorter periods. 

“Inversity" 4s a limitation on the gain made by the population 

. between spring and fall. The higher the breeding population, the lower 

‘ the per cent gain. The existence of this inverse relation, while long 

suspected, has not heretofore been demonstrated, The mechanism is unknown. i 

"Threshold" is the level at which predation ceases to reduce a winter 

population. This level, heretofore called carrying capacity, is a 

character of the habitat, and was formerly believed to remain rather 

stable. The present evidence shows more instability than could be ascribed 

to the visible habitat, and suggests that some unknown condition of the 

population may also be involved. y 
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These two behaviors are compensatory controls. By limiting the 

alternating seasonal gains and losses of a population, they tend to prevent 

excessive abundance or scarcity. ; 

The findings of this study on threshold phenomena were summarized 

by Errington at the end of the third winter of work (4) and again at 

/ : the end of the sixth winter (7). More recent findings in Iowa have 

f idee doen published (6). : 

| Inversity became discernible and was tentatively mentioned in 

1934 (5:124), but has net heretofore been reported in any detail. 

“The purpose of this writing 1s to describe both behaviors in the 

light of the data thet have accumlated during the entire leyoar period. 

The Area Ah 

The Prairie du Sac study area includes about 27 going farms, totalling 

4500 acres. It lies on, the east bank of the Wisconsin River, at the corner 

of Dane and Columbia Counties, opposite the village of Prairie du Sac. 

. Sandy soils predominate because the area, while lying within the 

fertile dairy belt of southern Wisconsin, includes an outwash terrace, f 

bikeeien the river, bilt of materials from the centrel Wisconsin sand 

plains. ‘ 

An arm of the Carolinian life-zone, bringing with it such southern 

species as titmouse and opossum, projects up the Wisconsin River bottoms 

to Prairie du Sac, An arm of Canadian pines, carrying with it deer and 

red squirrel, projects down the outwash sands almost to Prairie du Sac. : : 

Jackrabbit and harvest mouse (12),as well as many grasses and forbs, 

represent the prairie biota. Bobwhite here encounters the north edge of 

his "regular" range; to the northward are found only frontier quail
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populations, usually sparse and discontinuous, though sporadically 

: abundant (17:45). 

The area was selected with the purpose of studying unmanaged quail 

on normal farms. For this reason ao organized feeding, cover improvement, 

or control of hunting er been attempted. There were short open seasons 

on quail from 1932 to 1935, and again in 1942, but negligible numbors 

: were shot, f . 

R All associated game and fur species except ruffed grouse are open 

to hunting or trapping each year, and are taken by local Imnters to the 

; extent usual in rural districts. Hawks and owls are shot sporadically, 

but no organized “anti-vermin" campaigns have invaded the area. By 

and large, gun and trap pressure is believed to have remained constant ® 

during the study period. 

: Food and Cover Changes. The extent to which food and cover have 

remained constant is debatable, and requires the separate consideration 

of three factors: soil changes, grazing, and debrushing operations. 

A slow loss in fertility has probably etcurred, and is attested by 

a growing mumber of “sandblows" on the outwash terrace. Soil fertility 

is now known profoundly to affect the qualitative mtrition of livestock (1). 

Tt may likewise affect sha=qusbbtetive-mbrition-of-wildlife, and thus 

its population behavior. 

Graging has had two opposing effects on cover. It has steadily 

reduced the palatable woody plants, especially young oaks, in the pewbbserd: 

-anecg=uittictnebades nearly all woodlots. On the other hand grazing, : 

in conjunction with soil deterioration, has thinned the sod, and thus
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: permitted unpalatable woody plants to encroach, especially on sandy 

pastures alk steep rocky slopes. These encroaching species include . 

creeping juniper and red cedar, both affording excellent winter cover, 

likewise prickly ash and white birch, both of little value as winter _ 

cover. The net effect of these opposing trends is hard to appraise. 

Debrushing operations, to be justly appraised, mst be divided into 

two categories. When a highway crew merely cuts the brush on a roadside, 

or when a farmer does the same in a fencerow, there is a temporary loss ; 

of cover, but within two years the cover is likely to be better than before. 

On the other hand, when a highway is widened and graded out to the fenceline, 

or when a farmer changes the location of a division fence, or admits 

cows to one or both sides of fence formerly ungrazed, there is a permanent 

loss of cover. 

At Prairie du Sac there has been a steady but slow permanent cover 

loss along interior fences since the study began. There was a spurt of 

highway debrushing with the advent of relief labor in 1934, but this did 

no permanent harm. At the same time, a road-widening program began, and . 

still continues; this has permanently destroyed mahy excellent coverts. 

In 1942 a new brush-mower was adopted; this enables roadsides to be 

debrushed yearly instead of periodically, but it cannot reach high steep 

banks and rough places, which partly compensates for its otherwise ; 

destructive effects. 

We failed to keep track of cover changes from the beginning of the 

study, but in Vig. x we depict the known permanent losses and gains since 

1937. The net loss of winter carrying capacity app#rently caused by ; 

these chanzes since 1937 is estim:ted at four coveys, If the same rate 

e i
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of loss be projected back to the beginning of the study, a net loss of 

8 coveys, or over 100 quail, is probable. 

Areal Units. Hekre © akde shows the boundaries of eight units, each 

embracing one or more covey territories, which are to be used in this paper 

for analyzing population behavior, These units do not include all of the 

' wey territories, but only those for which the best and longest histories 

are available. ‘They are identical with the units used in the 1935 summary 

(71368-369, 395). 
Size. The overall size of the area is given in previous publications 

as 3200 acres; here as 4500 acres. Both figures refer to the same terrain, 

mt the letter includes more bordering area, E 4 

Movenent. We formerly regarded the erea as self-contained in respect 

of bobwhitey not only by reason of its 1 rge size, but by reason of y 

periphera) obstacles to movement. Incomplete banding studies here and 

elsewhere now modify this assumption. Bobwhite, to be sure, does not 

usually move far as between summer and winter (3), a sae movements seem 

to be without erlentatians the individual bobwhite does not return to a 

fixed winter range, 2s the pheasant does (19;389). Hence his short 

movements tend to be cumlative, and may, if he lives a few years, carry 

; him far from his birthplace. 

; This new view does not invalidate the data, for the population on 

the area is, in any event, a sample of that prevailing in the neighborhood. 

| It affects only the likelihood of individual birds being found in the 

same winter territory, or nesting territofy, from year to year. Possibly 

further studies will show differential movement as between old and young. 

The Weather 

Several killing winters, and several severe drouths, have occurred
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during the study period, and have affected bobwhite populations. The 

records of the U. S. Weather Bureau in Madison, 20 miles to the southeast, 

are used for the weather charts in Figs. i and ¥. ‘ 

Fig. x depicts temperature and snow levels for each winter. Periods 

of simultaneous snow and cold are hatched for emphasis. 

Fig. o is an extension of Wade's 1938 study of ayes and wildlife (22). 

The triangles are drouths, the base of each being a period in which no rain 

: exceeded a twentieth of an inch per day. 

These charts, while valid as general background, lead one to doubt 

whether statistics, graphed or otherwise, truly depict the impact of 

weather on wildlife. ‘Thus the winter of 1931-32 looks mild in Fig. 1, 

but it was terminated by a snow that, through a hunger crisis, wiped out 

some coveys and severely depopulated the area (4:28). The winters oF 

1932-33 and 1934-35 look similar when charted, but the latter brought far 

5 higher weather mort&lity. The three winters starting with 1936 look mild, 

‘ but they brought ice=-storms and other ungraphed emergencies that resulted 

in mch more weather loss than occurred in heavier populations during 

"harder" winters, such as 1929-30 and 1932-33. ‘The extremely severe 

winter of 1935-36 registers very well. ‘The “Armistice Day Blizzard" of . 

November 11-13, 1940, looks unimpressive, but it killed not only quail, . 

but gw other species ordinarily weather=proof. 

In Fig. x the intensity of the 1934 droutti appears greatly to 

4 exceed that of 1936; yet Wade (22:560) states that "the damage done in 

1936 was at least as great as in 1934". 

The Census 

Since 1929 the area has been visited at least twice a week from
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‘ October to April. At each visit as many coveys as possible were counted , 

and their food, cover, predators, and competition appraised. ‘The methods 

used have been described (421-11, 7:310+333). At the time of the first é 

and last tracking snows (usually November and April) the accumlated counts 

were cast up as a census of the area. : 

Up to 1933 this work was done by Errington, who conducted summer 

: studies ag well. Since 1933 the winter work has been contimued by Albert 

J. Gastrow, an experienced outdoorsman and resident of the area, who had 

been Bvrington!s companion up to 1933. Up to 1935 irrinzton visited the 

area each your to interpret Gastrow's records, hence we as mthors feel 

surer of detailed interpretations of covey histories before 1935 than after. 

In 1941642 Harold Hanson worked on the area, bit mainly on species other 

than bobrite (12, 13). In 1942-43 Cyril Kabat, with Gastwow, trapped, 

: _ banded, sexed, weighed, and aged 55 quail of the 70 he ee This 

analysis of the population will be reported after several years findings 

become available. 

The spring and fali bobwhite counts are presented for the area in 

Fig. 4, and by territorial units in Table 1. Table 1 is an extension of 

the 1935 summary (73368). The right half of Table 1 also gives the pheasant 

populations since 1936. 

Estimates of ruffed grouse and predator populations appear in 

Teble 2. The horned owl and redtéiled hawk figures are accurate. An 

exhaustive account of the food habits and prey relations of the horned 

owl, based in part upon Prairie du Sac data, has been published (8).
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Summer Gain : 

Winter population changes in bobwhite ean be detected currently by 

counts or by reading sign, and the causes of change can ueually be deduced 

soon after the event) } 

In summer, population changes can seldom be detected currently. 

"The only available method of study is to measure the net result of the 

summer, in the form of fall poywlation, and to deduce whatever my be 

i possible by comparing years, i.e. by correlation. We have so far found 

only one correlatioa which seems to "hold water"; the inverse relation 

‘ between the per cent of summer gain and the size of the breeding population. 

Tg. 5 analyzes the data, which are taken from Fig. h. Bach dari 

circle is gyoar. Its horizontal position represents the number of bobwhites : 

surviving on tho area in spring. Tts vertical position is the per cent 

of gain achieved during the ensuing summer. ‘The prevailing alignment of 

the years along the “hypotemse" of a “triangle” moans that the higher 

"the breeding population, the less ite reproductive gin in per cent, and 3s 

vice versa. 

Four years (1930, 1936, 21940, 1941) fell below the prevailing 

alignment. This presumbly means tht in those years something depressed 

the summor gain below the limitation imposed by invorsity. The significance \ 

of these depressed years is reserved for later discussion. 

In appraising Fig. 5 it is\well to visuelize the position of the 

maximum possible summor gain, or breeding potential. ach pair of quail 

has @ potential of 14 young (20:28). .4 summer gain of 14 from a breeding 

population of 2 adults is 700 per cent. If each of our breeding oemelantons 

y had yoaliscs this potential each year, the circles would be aligned horizontally i 

opposite 700% on the vertical scale. 

The greatest gain actually realized was 262 per cent in 1937, which
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is about a third of the breeding potential, or 5.2 young per pair. This 

was achieved by the next to the lowest breeding porulation of record: 45 birds. 

The least gain actually realized was 28 per cent in 1933, which is 

a twonty-fifth of the breeding potential, or 0.6 young per pair. This lowest 

score was made by the highest breeding population of record: 339 birds. 

; Fig. 5, ani the inverse rolation deduced from it, assume that the 

; population counted in the last April snow is the population which 

reproduces in May and June. We ignore intervening losses by predation, 

as woll as possible intervening losses by egress or gains by ingress, \ 

because of our inability to detect or measure then. Wo also ignore, for 

j the same reason, pobsible movements in or wat of the area in late summer i 

and early fall. These necessary crudities in method might lead to erroneous 

deductions if the intervening losses or gains occurred in certain years, - 

tat not in others. We have no evidence for or against such differences 

; between years. 3 : 

A statistical test of inversity in Fig. 5 gives a correlation 

coefficient of -0.87. The probability of a coefficient as high as this 

; occurring by chance alone is less than 1 out of 1000. f 

Inversity on Other Areas. If inversity is a property of bobwhite 

populations, it should be detectible on other areas. Figs. 6 and 7, 

Graphs A, C, and BE, present the history of three bobwhite popu stions 

in Illinois, Tom, and Wisconsin (14) respectively. We are indebted to 

R. BE. Yoatter of the Illinois Natural History Survey for permission to
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reproduce his unpublished data for the Illinois area. 

Like Prairie du Sac, each of these areas shows, to some degree, the i 

sloping alignment characteristic of inversity, and also certain depressed 

years during which gains fell below the alignment. In Graph A two years ! 

; are depressed to mims values, i.e. there was a summer loss. In Graph © 

the depressed years are more numerous than the aligned years; this graph, 

; considered alone, would not sustain the existence of inversity. In the 

Ames avin: two years (1935 and 1938) show a gain of 600 per cent; a 

close approach to the potential rate of 700 sna more dint double the 

best year at Prairie du Sac (62 per cent in 1937). 

Inversity in Mixed Populations. The existence of inversity in 

bobwhite suggests that mixed gallinaceous populations may show the same 

\ behavior, either in the component species, or collectively. 

Prairie du Sac is not eligible for the examination of this question, 

for shdasents have been present in appreciable numbers only during the lant ; 

i three years, and we are not sure of the accuracy of spring and fall differences % 

in the ruffed grouse estimates. 

The gains of mixed species on the other sreas are shown in @raphs 

B, D, F, and G of Figs. 6 and 7. 

‘ All these mixed curves present two questions;(1) Do the species 

other than bobwhite display inversity within their own ranks? (2) Does 

the level of the collective populationg control the gains of its constituent 

species? 

On the Ames area, pheasants somewhat outnumbered quail. ‘The fact that 

the combined graph (B) still shows alignment indicates that pheasants, 

as well as quail, obey inversity. The fact that two of the three depressed 

years (1936 and 1940) are equally depressed in both species indicates 

that in those years both were depressed by some other factor. The lesser
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depréssion of 1937 in Graph B is probably mere averaging; quail but not 

pheasants were depressed in that year, but quail were inate “ay oenanuhe 

; for both species were scarce, 
ob the comet 

The Faville Grove Area, during the =emsky period, experienced a 

progressive increase in pheasants, and a progressive decline in the other 

species (14). This would present an ideal opportunity to measure 

A interspedific effects, but for the fact-that the pheasant census was made ; 

in midewinter, father than semi-annually in spring and fall, hence the 

spring and fall pheasant popu ations had to be computed. The midwinter 

census plus the known kill was assumed to be the fall population; the 

' spring population was assumed to be the mid-winter census minus a 15 per cent 

winter loss, plus a 25 per cent survival in planted birds stocked during 

certain winters. 

At Faville Grove the other species far outnumbered quail, hence the 

‘ good alignment of the combined graph (D) indicates that the other species, 

as well as quail, obey inversity. Three of the four depressed years 

4n quail showed normal gains in the collective population. This might 

indicate depression of quail by the other species, which were at a high 

level during two of Bier (1937, 1938). Opposing this View is the : 

fact that quail scored their highest gains in 1940 and 191, when the 

other species (mainly pheasants) were at a high level. The only conclusion 

that we are sure of is that inversity exists in the other species, especially 

in their most numerous componéit, the pheasant. ( 

On the Hunt City area, all prairie chicken geins are so low (Graph F) 

that when they are combined with quail (Graph G) it is hard to distinguish 

mere arithmetical averaging from biological effects. The slope of the
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combined alignment (F) is so low that the existence of inversity is uncertain. 

It 1s certain that both species were depressed in 1936 and 1937, but 

hardly by each other, for both were low in eilasl. The year when 

prairie chickens most greatly outnumbered quail (1939) shows normal gain 

in quail. 

To sum up all three areas: Gallinae other than quail seem to obey 

‘ inversity within their own ranks, but there is no proof either that the 

collective level limits the collective gain, or that it does not limit it. 

The latter question is hard to appraise because on the mixed areas there 

’ are no norms to show what the compognent species would gain if the 

others were not present. . 

. Discussion. In addition to these detailed questions, certain more 

| general aspects of the summer gain data seem workbhy of emphasis. 

Many variable facto mst affect summer gains, including weather, 

farm practices, silahices and perhaps buffer species. Despite these 

variables, nearly all ‘bobwhite populations in the north central states : 

for which semi~annual censuses exist show, in most years, the inverse 

relation between spring population and summer gain. a 

This mst mean that in most years the spring density, a factor 

internal to the population, outweighs all external factors as the determiner 

of summer gain. This strikes us as a fact of great philosovhical import. 

It is worthy of note "that of 21 years departing from the inversity 

alignments in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, all'are mms, i.e. depressed. If the 

alignments were the result of chance, i.e.4 did not represent a real 

limitation on summer gain, the departures would be plus as well as mims.
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Inversity seems to account for the ability of bobwhite populations _ ; 

7 wont 1 ene) purty far 
to withstand hunting and predation without lasting diminution,, Tho PAAR: Ors 

reduced breeding stock compensates for the loss by higher gain rates. 

Winter Thresholds of Security 

4 This concept has changed somewhat during the study period, hence a 

chronological account of its development seems to be best. 

Survival History up to 1935. When the winter survival data were appraised | 

f at the end of the sixth winter, all winter losses in all coveys were 

classified into two categories (1) emergency and (2) non-emergency. This 

was a classification, not only of the agency causing the losses, but of 

the circumstances under which they occurred. The circumstances were 

deduced from the week-to-week visits to the separate coveys. 

Mmergency losses included mainly starvation and starvation-induced 

predation and movement. ‘They were usually coincidént with emergency 

weather, but in certain instances some purely local cause, such as the 

sudden removal of cornshocks from a particular territory, was evident. 

Non-emergency losses included all predation and all egress not : i 

induced by ‘starvation or other atypical circumstances. : 

The principal deduction drawn from the survival data after they were 

thus classified was this: when no emergency occurred, the non-emergency 

losses largely ceased after the covey had been reduced to a certain level. 

In most territories this level tended to remain constant from year to 

: year. 

Even when an emergency did occur, it was often possible to estimate 

what the non-emergency survival would have been, had no emergency developed. 

Thus if most coveys had ceased to suffer substantial losses after
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February, but were later decimated by a March blizzard, the February 

status could be projected to compute a probable non-emergency survival. 

This characteristic level of survival was interpretéd as a level 

of security, above which the population was vulnerable to predation, mt ; 

! ‘ below which it was largely non-vulnerable, secure, exempt. It was called 

carrying capacity. Carrying eapacity was defined as "the number of bobwhites 

‘ sufficiently well situated in their envhronment to be secure from encmies 

x and to be adjusted with respect to intraspecific relations (73366). In 

this paper we use the term threshold as synonymous with carrying capacity, 

but less subject toMinterprefstion. ; 

Since most emergencies arose from weather, they tended to be 

simltaneous in many territories, and local eneaaiune tended to cancel 

each other. Henee the area as a whole, as well as its component 

territorial units, was conceived to possess the attribute of threshold. oe 

The area threshold was estimated to be 330 birds, 

In instances when a single covey did not display consisténcy in 

threshold from yoar to year, it was) found that an aggregation of territories 

: did. Inter-covey movement was found to account for this. This is the 

' origin of the aggregations of territorial units in Fig. 1. 

i The methods used in classifying the survival data, and in estimating 

threshold levels, both on Prairie du Sac and pees areas, have been ie 

described in detail (7:333-364). ‘The theory derived from the date i 

been likewise presented in detail (7:366-402). 

The process of classifying losses and estimating threshold levels 

was based on Errington's personal familiarity with covey-histories in 

the field. This personal familiarity ceased after 1935, but as the 

years accumilated, our perspective in viewing the data naturally improved.
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In general, the diagnosis of local covey histories became less reliable 

after 1935, tut the diagnosis of general area history moreso. Hence Table 1, 

which is an extension of the 1935 summary of territorial unit histories 

(71368-369), omits unit threhhold estimates after 1935, although we later 

venture a few guesses on certain units. : 

The 1935 concept was primarily a concept of food and cover pattern. 

Intraspecific intolerance was recognized as limitng the number of 

; territories in which coveys ould be adjusted in respect of their relations 

to each other, tut intolerance of quail-for-quail was conceived to be a 

_ fixed attritate, varying only with donsi ty. 

It was recognized that the threshold levels of particular territories “ 

might change with crop rotation, or with other sudden local alterations of 

the food and cover pattern, but the threshold level of the area was thought 

of, at least by implication, as subject only to slow change. 

Survival History Since 1935. Since 1935 the actual survivals have ‘ 

repeatedly challenged the assumption that thresholds are relatively 

constant. An oxamination of either Fig, 4 or Table 1 shows that for 

three winters following 1935-36, not all of which brought emergency losses, 

the former thresholds were either overridden or defunct, and for the last 

four winters the threshold visible in Fig. 4 (about 150 birds) is mch lower 

; than the former 330 level. 

In order to illustrate the nature of the new questions which have 

: thus arisen, we first present a chronology of each winter since 1935, 

as deduced from the censuses and from Gastrow's journal. Gx «try ay plene ey) 

wee negara the Hoeehlh actmeTen fry coh indiAdical year ac Leos reliable 

rand cher prrendany 1435) Qk hain Generel Turd te noliatts «
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In this chronology we insert briefly the summer gains intervening 

between successive winters, preparatory to later discussion of possible 

linkage between depressed gains and depressed thresholds. 

The killing winter of 1935-36 reduced the population from 416 in fall 

to 70 in spring, a record loss of £3 per cent. Most of this loss was 

clearly emergency in character, and needs no comment. We have reason to 

; think, however, that the 330 Wevadhinsh still obtained, though masked by 

emergency losses. The reason is that up to mid-Jamiary, when the 

balay became exceptionally severe, at least 329 birds of the initial 416 

were alive and getting along quite well. Then came the blizzards, beating : 

eon the survivors far below any semblance of threshold values. Territory 

after territory was swept clean; by spring only JO<bebwbtte were left 

; alive on the area. Similar losses occurred throughout the Wisconsin we oy 

: range (18, 21). 

The 70 brecders left in 1936 should have madé a summer gain of 

over 200 per cent; they actually gained only 107 per cent. Is this 

depressed gain to be ascribed to the drouth of 1936, or did the 

catastrophic winter in some way change the reproductive capscity of its 

survivors? : 

The 1936 fall population of 145 should heve been secure during the 

mild winter of 1936-37. Actually it dropped to 45. Ice storms sealed 

much of the food supply in January, but even before these storms, the 

population had dropped to 120. This is too high a ati wenvgeney loss to 

reconcile with the pre-existing security level of over 300 birds; it hints 

of a suddenly lowered threshold of security, perhaps as low as 125. 

é
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The 45 survivors increased 262 per cent during the 1937 breeding 

season, the highest gain of record. Whatever had degreesel the gain in 

1936 was evidently no longer operative in 1937. 

, The winter of 1937-38 looks mild in Fig. 1, but actually the 

| January snows, though brief, combined with a food shortage to produce ; 

an emergency. Of the initial 163 birds, the spring survival was only 39, 

» the lowest of record. Before. the onset of the emergency, however, only 

nine birds were lost, denoting a higher threshold than seemed to obtain 

during the previous winter, but one still far below the pre-1935 level. 

' he 1938 summer gain was again very high, and nearly equal to 1937. 

The 1938 fall population of 138 lost only 41 during éhe winter, 

19 of these by egress from border coveys. The non-emergency loss of 22 

is hard to interpret. It is heavier than one ordinarily expects ina 

"gecure" population, but still not so heavy as to indicate clearly that 

fall population was above threshold. This winter was intermediate 

between the extreme depréssion of the two previous winters and the 

partially recovered levels of the four succeeding winters. 

The gain during the summer of 1939 was fully normal, and restored ; 

the area to the highest fall level since 1935: 318 birds. 

‘ The winter of 1939-40 was severe, but killing weather did i set 

in until late Jamary, up to this time, most of the tpyeys had suffered 

little loss from any cause; the astakied Soeeueksn indicate that 250; more 

: birds might have survived, had there been no emergency. The actual 

survival was 133 of the initial 318 birds on the aréa, plus 38 which had 

moved off during the January crisis. (ieee ee 

Sey
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of about 250 owt-of—3iG- is indicated. This is far below the pre-1935 

threshold, but clearly above that of the 1936-38 period. 

fhe gain during the summer of 1940 was somewhat depressed. The : 

breeding stock of 133 birds scored 105 per cent; inversity would call 

; for nearly 175 per cent. ‘There was no visible cause to account for 

this subnormal gain. If there is linkage, this depressed gain would link 

better with the subsequent than with the preceyding winter. 

The winter of 1940-41 was mild, but the fall population of 273 nevertheless 

; fell to 142 by spring, mainly by predation. Starvation vf-en-emesgency Bk 

—ohewecver tcok place in only one covey. There was mich unrest and movement. S 

iver Sllowiig for the-starved-coveyy~the-possible-non~emergency~survival.. ene 

—e£-259--denetes @ threshold of | security somehwat above 150, as against 

250 the previous sine” aes thresholds are changing from year to 

year, or our method of estimating them is faulty. 4 

Summer gain in 1941 was again depressed, and again raises the question 

of some possible linkage between depressed threshold and depressed gain. i q 

| qhe winter of 1941-42 was mild, but broken sharply in two by @ . 

January bligzard. ‘mergency losses during and just after the blizzard 4 

‘ were heavy, as would be expected. Heavy non-emergency predation, however, 4 

continued in February and March in most of the coveys. This diagnostic ei 

situation has been graphically portrayed (See Fig. 8)by Harold Hanson (12) « 

vhs spent the winter on the area with Gastrow. Clearly the coveys which ; " 

contimed to shrink until spring were still above threshold, but those \ 

which levelled off might have been reduced to sub-threshold levels during a f 

the January emergency. We do not know what the threshold was for this i 

winter. 

V,
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The 1942 gain was normal, giving a fall population of 353, the largest 

since 1935. i 

_ ®he winter of 1942-43 resembled the killing winter of 1935-36, 

except that Sempetatares were not so extreme, and snow fell so early that ‘ 

most of the corn remained in the field. Many coveys, nearly imprisoned 

by snow, were nevertheless well fed. All coveys lost steadily and heavily 

until March, mostly by predation. When the weather relamed in early 

March, the 70 survivors were secure until April. We do not know how to 

Classify the winter losses. We are sure, however, that at the 70 level 

every surviving covey save one was below threshold, i.e. secure. 

To sum up: the survival history of the area ss a whole since 1935 

shows three winters of extremely dépressed or else non-existent thresholds, 

followed by four winters in which a new level seems to be fairly clear. 

Of these four winters, 1940-41 seems the most diagnostic, in that there i 

was no emergency weather, and abnormal food shortage was confined to 

one covey. The new level, as indicated mainly by 1940-42 but to some 

: extent by the other three winters, is about 150 birds, or about haif the 

pre-1935 threshold. f 

History of Units Since 1929. We next examine the survival history of 

the seversl units. This may help to localize in time or space some of 

the reasons for the decline in threshold level for the area as a whole. i 

We here bring together, by units, the known changes in the environment: 

the cover changes from Fig. 3, the intrusion of pheasants from Table 2, 

and certain other local conditions which seem to be worth metnioning. 

The unit histories since 1929 may be scanned in the horizontal columns of 

Table }.
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Unit #1, since 1935, has never achieved its former median survival 

of 17. It has lost one small tut good thicket since 1937. It has had 

pheasants since 1936. Its recent survivals indicate « threshold of about 

10. ‘ : 

; Unit #29 has three times approximated its pre-1935 median survival 

of 16, but has been twice vacant. No cover units have been lost in toto, ‘ 

but food is often searces; when scarce, the covey is forced to feed in a 

' barnyard. Pheasants have been present since 1936, recently in mmbers. 

The present threshold is confusing. Perhaps it remains nearly what it 

was (16). : 

Unit #20 was unpopulated twice before 1935, indicating poor quality 

to begin with. It has been aiiy twbowett) since. It has good cover, tut 

i often lacks food. There are no pheasants. It lost all ite birds once 

before 1935, and four times since, including the diagnostic winter of 

1940-4i. It is very windy; we suspect that it may often "decoy" a covey 

- to settle there in fall, and then in winter “imprison it far from food 

by long spells of wind. We do not know how to assign it any present 

threshold of security. 

Unit #14 was unpepalated once before 1935 and 4wkee since. Its 

lethal record of zero survival iscontimous save for two winters: 1931-32 

and 1940-41. The latter was exceptionally mild. It has gained one fencerow. — 

It has no pheasants. It is very windy, and we suspect wind accounts for 

its lethal record. Ww. 4 wt knew’ tow fe asacgn) any preserct Huslethr. 

. If we knew how to interpret these two lethal units (#20 and #14), 

we would doubtless gain insight into the whole mechanism of thresholds. | 

j If the wind hypothesis is correct (we admit it is wholly speculative), 

then it is clear that coveys exercise little "foresight" in their i 

selection of winter quarters. i
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Unit #11 is a puzzle. It was originally judged to have a modian 

survival of 30, but this was achieved only twice. Its subsequent record 

shows that it was three times empty to begin with. It has lost no cover 

units in toto in recent years, but is heavily grazed. It has no pheasants. ‘ 

In the diagnostic winter of 1940-41, 17 survived, and this is as near as 

we can come to its present threshold. 4 

: Unit #5, 13, etc. only twice achieved its assigned median survival 

of 105, although its light losses during the first three winters indicate 

underpopulation, Heavy debrushing is recorded during 1934, and was 

followed by a survival only half as large as the median. Since 1935 the 

i H unit has lost one fencerow and gained two new coverts, one a pine plantation 

and one a juniper thicket. One covey is regularly fed by a farmer. 

Pheasants were negligible until 1942. The post-1935 survival clearly 

represents a radical shrinkage in threshold; in the diagnostic year. 

1940-41 the survival wes 33, and this seems to be about its present 

threshold. This represents a shrinkage of two-thirds as compared with : 

the original 105. 

Unit #16, 12, 15, otc. had & pre-1935 median of 53, but has never 

achieved this since. Since 1937 it has lost one roadside thicket and 

one good fencerow. It has had pheasants since 1938. In the diagnostic 

year 1940-41 4t wintered 34 birds, and this probably approximates its 

present threshold. 

cl Unit #4, 17, etc. is notable for its recent loss of five excellent 

fencerows. and one thicket. As these disappeared, three former coveys
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disappeared. One covey was added by the fencing of a new field in a 5 

formér pasture. The net loss traceable directly to cover changes *ince 

1937 was 2 coveys. Pheasants were negligible up to the last two years. 

The former median survival of 59, which held with remarkable consistency 

up to 1935, has dropved to about 20. The original threshold of 59 mims 

the 2 coveys lost by cover changes is about 30. This history strogy 

A supports the thovight that the post-1935 shrinkage in threshold on this : 

unit is largely a reflection of cover shrinkage. 

Effect of Pheasents on Thresholds. The first pheasants on the 

; area were seen in 1933-34, when two wintored on the unit labelled 6, 2, 12 ete. 

in Table 2. In 193-35 'h few" wintered south of Unit #1. In 1935-36 

two again wintered on thé 6, 2, 12 unit. Since 1936 a slowly increasing 

pheasant population has built up to a fall level of about 50. 

These birds originated from plantings made each yous by a local 

farmer. ‘The area as & whole is unsuitable for pheasants, and it is 

doubtful if as mahy ever wintered as is indicated by the fall counts 3 

(See underlined figures, Table 1). Tus in 1942-43 the initial 47 pheasants 

shrank to 7 by spring. : ‘ 

Pheasants are excluded as a sole cause of depressed thresholds because 

most of the units exhibited depressionf before they had any pheasants. 

Nevertheless, it is possible that ia the last few years their presence 

, may have had some depressing effect on the winter survival of bobwhite. 

An objective appraisal of the effect on winter survival is difficult. 

We know of no better method than to compare the survival on units with 

pheasants with the average survival for the area. Table b includes 14 

instances in which a unit entered a winter with five or more pheasants.
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Of these 14 instances: 5 showed more winter loss than the area as a whole. 

; 7 showed less winter loss than the area as a whole. 

2 showed no difference (within 5 per cent). 

Another possible method is to compare the loss on units during winters 

when they had one or more pheasants with loss on the same units during 

winters when there were no pheasants. Only four units (barring the 

lethal units #20 and #14) present the requisite vafiability in pheasants 

since 1935. ‘These shows 

Unit 11 666 with 526 without pheasants 

Unit 5 and 13 yon * 4g% . 

Unit 6, 12, etc. 47% * ty " ; 

Unit 4, 17, etc. 61% " 634" " 

Of the two comparisons, the first is considered the more valid. 

i Nothing in either of these comparisons establishes any significant 

difference ii bobwhite survival that can clearly be ascribed to the 

presence of pheasants. 

: These comparisons, of course do not prove that pheasants do not 

depress bobwhite survival. The question is doubtless one of density and 

of local food and cover patterns. The comparisons simpty ans Oak at : 

the densities present at Prairie du Sac, no difference in survival has 

been demonstrated. We pansomebty suspect that a difference my 

nevertheless exist. 

fo sum up: no units show any gain in survivals since 1935; most show 

; a decline; some cannot be interpreted. In some of those which show a 

decline, the known recent losses in cover almost account for the decline. 

Summary of Winter Loss, 1929-1942. The salient findings for the whole ‘
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period may be summed up thus: ; 

1. Gold weather killed strong well-fed quail only in the extreme 

winter of 1935-36. , 

2. Weak quail were subject to capture by predators at any time, 

' Os but predation upon sound birds was borne mainly by those 

exceeding thresholds of security. 

x 3. Thresholds for the area and its constituent units tended to 

have mearly constant values up to 1936, then were obscured or t 

depressed until 1939, and now are again fairly clear. The pre-1936 

level for thé area was over 300, the present Level about 150. 

4. Known cover losses since 1937 account for a decline of about 

y coveys. The same rate, projected back to 1929, might 

: account for most of the decline in threshold values. ; 

Inasmuch as the annual removal of population in excess of tHeshold is 

mainly accomplished by predation, it may well be asked whether the 

inatability in threshold values does not reflect fluctuation in predator 

j pressure. We have two reasons for belioving that it does not. The first 2 

is that Pe local cases, studied with great care, fewer prodators 

feiled to diminish and more predators failed to increase pwedatéen Hce (14 galt’: 

~~demeee (5, 7, &). The second is that the only fluctuating predator present 

is the fox (Table 2); the gray fox high of 1936-1938 coincides with depression 

1n threshold levels, but the red fox high of 1942 does not. 

: _ Interpretation of Data 

a. We have now presented separately the factual data on swmer gain, 

and on winter thresholds of survival. The noxt task is to discuss both 

in relation to each othor, and in terms of any circumstances which may i 

throw light on thoir respective mechanisns. 

The first question is whethor either or both concepts may be illusory; 

i.e. & property of our minds rather than of our data. We feel supported
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in the latter conclusion by the fact, already noted for inversity, that 

the departures ffom what we assume to be “normal" are all negative, 

j i.e. the data never overshoot the norms which we deduce. If the 

norms were non-existent and their variations random, this would 

hardly be the case. ‘ 

f In our own minds, inversity seems the best supported as a fact but 

the least understood as a mechanism. At Prairie du Sac, judging by : 

: \ Fig. 5, summer gains could be predicted with a score of 9 years out of 13. 

In threshold we have at least some insight into mechanism: we know 

that visible "food and cover" mst constitute a large part of it. Thresholds, 

however, seem to.us distinctly less predictable than gains, even barring 

emergency weather. We wonder, therefore, whether the threshold mechanism 

may not include some unknown condition of the birds themselves. 

At this writing, two theories of threshold seem to be tenable: 

1. Threshold is determined by the visible attributes of the j 

covey habitat, but occasionally is overridden by other 

forces, 98 in the years immediately after 1935. Save for these 

disturbed periods, changes are usually either slow, or occur 

for visible reasons. Year-to-year changes without visible 

reason may be due to faulty appraisal of the evidence. 

This may be called the food and cover theory. 

2. Threshold is limited by the visible attributes of the covey. 

habitat, but the main mechanism is intolerance. "Behind : 

toleration phenomena seems to be dominance by veteran individuals 

: that have their own ideas as to what constitutes desirable or 

safe mumbers of birds", As these dominant individuals change,
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thresholds may change. 

Under this "tradition" theory, which Errington has outlined 

more fully elsewhere (6:99-100), threshold may change frou year-to-year, 

and without any change in the habitat. 

The Prairie du Sac record is now leng enough to justify the view 

that, barring the post-1935 depression, the decline in threshold has been 

progressive in time. Certainly the decline in’ visible environment has 

| been progressive in time, and probably it has been large enough to account 

for the major part of the decline in threshold, ‘This view, however, ddes 

‘ not exélude the second theory. It is compatible with either theory, 

though favoring the first. : 

We have now started to analyze the sex and age composition of 

coveys through a period of years. This should eventually tell us whether, 

where, and how far we ast look beyond the visible environment to find 

the mechanism of thresholds. 

‘ In the ease of inversity, we lean strongly toward the belief that 

the mechanism lies mainly within the bird, and that its motive power ~ 

is intolerance. As to the probable nature of the mechanism, it seems to 

us significant that the depressions x gain are not progressive in time, : 

and that they are sievaine localized about the year 1936, This is true 

not only of Prairie du Sac, but of all the other areas examined. 

Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the following depressed gears in iieisin, Towa, E 

and Illinois:
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Ware PAs eT se Se ee 

Prairie du Sac, quail x BS : Kick 

Ames, quail ROOM: : <x ? 

Ames, mixed ie ? Se 

Faville Grove, quail Ms es 

Faville Grove, mixed x 

Hunt City, quail’ Sm 

' Hunt City, prairic chickens ‘9 1 

Rant City, mixed) ey 

a gain? 
This peculiar clustering of depressions around 1936 would seem to excludé 

all dtuthte environrtyt’ as a probable cause, for it is unlikely that any 

environnéntal factor save weather or some wholly invisible condition would 

vary synchronously in three states. It would also exclude pheasants 

‘ag a sole cause, for there are none on the Hunt City Area, and there 

were practically none at Prairie du Sac in 1936. It would seem to exclude 

drouths, for the drouth year 1934 4s only weakly represented by depressions 

in gain, and there were no breeding season drouths after 1937, but there | 

were some depressions. : 

This clustering of depressed gains around 1936 and 1937 also suggests 

some degree of linkage between depressed gains and aivvidelt thresholds, 

both being at their worst during those years. ‘ 

We can think of only two denominators common to all areas and species 

which would fit the prevailing localization of the depressed yoars: the 

killing winter of 1935-36, and the trough of the porulation cycle in 

grouse and rabbits. In the case of the killing winter, one mst postulate aa 

an aftermath extending through two summers to account for the grement 

depressions in both 1936 and 1937. So long an aftermath scons improbable.
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In the north-central atates the extreme low years in the population 

levels of species recognized as cyclic cluster around 1936 and 1937, jus 

as do the depressed years in summer gain of "non cyclic" quail and 

associated gallinae: Bilrems Cour iv perntatonn 

Species, State Author 1933 3 35 «436 «6370 «(638 O39 

Ruffed grouse, Cloquet, King (16) x 
Minn. Se ees. 

A Ruffed grouse, Pigeon Fisher (9) oe ‘ 
. River, Mich. 

Snowshoe Hare, Lake Green & Evans (10) * 
Alexander, Minn. 

Cottontail kill, Conservation Dept. x 

Wisconsin 
; d Cclhmed Sa ernie) 

Ruffed grouse kill, Conservation Dept. x AAR _ >. 
Wisconsin 4 ‘ 

Bach year of extreme low in this summary was of course preceded by i 

several years of declining mumbers. 

In addition, Clarke (2;106) gives 1933-4-5 as years of decline in 

Ontario, but he does not give the years of extreme low, which presumably 

came several years later, or around 1936. 

This apparent coincidence in time as between the cyclic trough and 

depressed gains and thresholds in "non-cyclic" gallinae might be dismissed 

as accidental, but for Ralph King's ruffed grouse census (16:529) which , 

is semi-annual and hence susceptible of analysis for summer gains and 

thresholds. Such an analysis appears in Fig. 9. 

; From 1930 to 1933 King's grouse clearly obeyed inversity; the alignment 

of the four years is nearly perfect. In 1934 the gain was depressed, and 

in 1935 and 1936 4% was negative, i.e. there was a net summer loss, ‘The ‘a 

extreme depression was in 1936. Unfortunately the census ends at this 

point.
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Neng A Grreiat? 
y The histor} finds ‘@ general parallel in most of the curves in ; 

Figs. 5, 6, and 7, and a nearly exact parallel in the Ames bobwhitex : 

(Fig. 6, Graph A). It aiffers fron bobwhite in only one respect: the 

grouse inversity progresses chronologically, while the bobwhite inversity 

: does not. This difference is exactly what one would expect as between 

two species, both of which obey the same controls in summer, but one of 

A which (grouse) is exempt from winter weather loss, while the other 

(bobwhite) is not. Inversity acting alone mst accumulate progressively. 

, Some indication of a similar progressive depression in gains is 

present in Green and Rvans' data on snowshoe hares (11:271), but their 

census was not semimanuual, and hence Ne eal a eee eel a 

| . King's or our own. B ‘ 
mcbemt fool 

_ fhe nost—impertantcharacter is that about 1936 all the graphs for 

bobwhite, its associates, and ruffed grouse show inversi ty, overridden 

(depressed) by something which, in ruffed grouse, we call "the cycle". 

A parallel also exists in thresholds. Up to 1934 King's grouse 

(see upper graph) exhibit a threshold of security against predation at 

about the £60 level, As soon as inversity is depressed, this threshold 

‘ is likewise depressed, just as it ‘on in Pradpbeaiunfiae bobwhites. 

Summer gains in bobwhite were depressed in miscellaneous other 

years, evidently not associated with the cycle; such as 1930, 1940, and 

1941 at Prairie du Sac. The evidence, however, suggests that the 

widespread and nearly simltaneous depressions of 1936 and 1937, 

both in gains and in thresholds, were not only associated with the cycle, 

but probably were the cycle. ‘
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; was 

The killing winter of 1935-36 ha»pened to coincide in time with ~ 

; cyclic depression, which coincidence has heretofore obscured tho oyelie 

nature of the subsequent depressions. 

We are aware, of course, that the term "cyclic" does not explain 

‘anything, for the cycle, like inversity and threshold, is a population 

behavior known as a fact,but not understood as a mechanism. We believo, 

‘ f however, that some value may attach to ‘this indication that inversity and 

threshold are,common denominators both of cyclic siatuibenn sank of 

porulations heretofore considered as nowrayelae. 

Simultaneous depressions in guatk and grouse have occurred before 

1936 dm this region. In 1916 and 1917 irruptive levels of deal saeareet 

in six localities in Wisconsin (17:44) but disappeared coincident with a ~ 

low of the grouse eyele in 1917 and 1918 (17:142) and incidentally the 

killing winter of 1917-18. In one locality high levels in quad, preceeded 

: and ended with the grouse low of 1927 (17:44). Kendeigh's compilation 

of Bird Lore censuses shows mild depressions in tka ee hi both . 

"ef these cyclic lows, and also in 1909 (1534). Wisconsin, Onterio, and 

other Canadian ruffed grouse, as compiled by Clarke, show all three of 

these lows (2:34). 
; Ey : 

Population levels of bobwhite cuail at Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin, 

and on several other areas in the north-central states, are controlled 

by two compensatory mechanisms: inversity and threshold. : 

Inversity allows low breeding populations to achieve reproductive 

gains approaching the potential, but penalizes high levels with low 

gains. Within ordinary limits, gain is inverse to breeding population. 

Pheasants and grouse likewise exhibit inversity. 

i
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: Threshold limits winter predation loss to a threshold of security, 

below which losses are nominal. 

The alternating action of these two controls tends to prevent 

excessive densities, to safeguard depleted breeding stocks, and to 

enable the species to absorb ordinary hunting and predation losses without 

lasting diminution, 

The normal limits of gain and loss are at times depressed by some 

disturbance which coincides in time with the grouse cycle. During the 

1936 cyclic depression, grouse and quail showed similar depression of 

gains and thresholds, and during the preceding cyclic high both showed 

normal inversity and thresholds. These two behaviors are thus common 

to cyclic and non=cyclic populations. 

The mechanism of inversity is unknown, but it mst be internal to the 

population, and is believed to be intolerance in some form. 

The mechanism of threshold includes winter food and cover, but it may 

3 also include some internal condition, such as intolerance exercised by 

: dominant ‘adiyiaents and transmitted by "tradition". If "tradition" is part 

5 of the mechanism, it may account for sudden changes in the thresholds of : 

local territories, but hardly for long-time trends in the thresholds of 

large areas. 

During the li-year study at Prairie du Sac, a long time downward trend 

reduced the threshold by half. This decline is traceable in part to losses : 

of cover associated with widening of roads and with "clean farming".
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Digest of i 

Inlay, George. ‘The Western Territory of North America. Debrett, 

‘ London, 1793 

p. 5. "The cane...is an evergreen, and is, perhaps, the most nourishing 

food for cattle upon earth, Wo other milk or butter has such 

flavor or richness as that which is produced from cows which feed 

upon cane. Horses which feed upon it work nearly as well as if 

they were fed upon corn." 

p. 100, "The buffalo are mostly driven out of Kentucky. Some are still found 

upon the headwaters of Licking Creek, Great Sundy, and the headwaters 

of Green River, Deer abound in the extensive forests, but the elk 

confines itself mostly to the hilly and uninhabited places. 

"The rapidity of settlement has driven the wild turkey qite out of the 

middle countries, but they are found in large flocks in all our 

extensive woods, : 

“amidst the mountains and broken countries are great numbers of the 

grouse I have described, and since the settlement has been estab- 

lished, the quail, following the trail of grain which is necessarily 

scattered in the wilderness, has migrated from the old settlements 

on the other side of the mountains, and has become a constant resident 

with us, The bird was unknown here on the first peopling of the country." 

p. 120. Elk. (Quoting Carver) "The Mississippi below Lake Pepin flows with a 

gentle current ... the land between the mountains on either side is 

generally covered with grass, with a few groves of trees interspersed, - 

near which large droves of deer and elk are frequently seen feeding." 

p. 128. Conservation. (Quoting ?) "Born to destroy the inferior race of 

animals, he would exhaust all nature, if, by a fecundity superior 

to his depredations, they did not repair the perpetual havoc he makes, 

But death is only the minister of life, and destruction is the parent 

of reproduction." 

p. 132. Longevity. "...the existence of life is in proportion to the period 

of time required to produce maturity, There are exceptions to this 

principle to be sure; as the crane and the hawk, for instance, which 

seem to acquire maturity as early as most other birds, and are mom 

to live a century and upwards." 

pp. 129-134. Sugar maples end sugar making, 

p. 141. Chimatic e. "It is well kmowm that the climate upon the Atlantic 

Coast of Amerié& is in the extreme of heat and cold, and that it is 

more variable than when it was first settled by Buropeans; but the winters 

are milder," 

p. 235. Rabbit. "Where common: Every part of this country, but nowhere so 

mumerous as on the other side of the mountains. (N.B. There is not 

2 wild hare in all America.)" (Though hares were unknown to Inlay, 

he lists most of the Arctic mammals in his list. A.L.) 

File: Buffalo, Sagehen, Quail, Crane, Cottontail, Digests
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Carver, Captain Jonathan. 1796. Three years travels through 
i the interior parts of N. America for more than 5,000 miles. 5 

- Key and Simpson, 1796, 360 pp. 

p. 13 Left Mackinac Sept. 3, 1763 

9/19 Arr. Fondu lac (La Bay) 

p. 20 9/20 Started up Fox. 

p. 24 Lake Winnebago "abounds with fish, and in the fall of the 
year with geese, ducks, and teal. The latter are remarkably good-- 
by feeding on wild rice--." 

p.» 24 Fox above Winnebago: "it is in some places with difficulty 
that canoes can pass through--the rice stalks. The country is 
fertile, and in no part very woody. This river is the greatest 
resort of wild fowls--I met with in the whole course of my 
travels; frequently the sun would be obscured by them for some 
minutes together." 

p. 27 Portage: "here one-half way between the rivers, is a morass 
overgrown with a kind of long grass; the rest of it a plain 
with some few oak and pine trees growing thereon. I observed 
here a great number of rattlesnakes." Left Oct. 8. 

p. 29 "Whilst I stood here ( Prairie du Sac) I took a view of 
some mountains that lie about fifteen miles to the southward, 
and abounded in lead ore. I ascended on one of the highest 
of these, and had an extensive view of the country. For many 
miles nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared 

at a distance like hay cocks, they being free from trees. 
Only a few groves of hickory, and stunted oaks, covered some of 

the vallies." 

p. 30 "The Ouisconsin, from the carrying place to the part where 
it falls into the Mississippi flows with a smooth, but strong 
current; the water of it is exceedingly clear, and through it 
you may perceive a fine sandy bottom." In it are a few isiands, 
the soil of which appeared to be good, though somewhat woody." 

p. 32 The Mississippi, opposity to (Prairie du Chien) appers 
to be more than a mile wide, and full of islands, the soil of 
which is extraordinarily ricn, and but thinly wooded. 

p. 34 Noyl. “Arrived at Lake Pepin---this river has a range of 
mts. on each side--the land betwixt the mts., and on their 
sides, is generally covered with grass, with a few groves of 
trees interspersed, near which large droves of deer and elk 

are frequently seen feeding." 

p. 35 The Lake----abounds with fish. Great numbers of fowl 
frequent also this lake and the rivers adjacent: such as 
storks, swans, geese,brants, and ducks: and in the groves are 
found great plenty of turkeys and partridges. On the plains 
are the largest buffaloes of any in America."
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e p. 44 The country around (Falls of St. Anthony) is-- 
composed of many gentle ascents, which in the summer are 

; covered with the finest verdure, interspersed with little groves." 

ae “At a little distance below the falls stands a small 

island, of about an acre and a half, on which grow a great 

number of oak trees, every branch of which, able to support 
the weight, was full of eagles nests.--they are here secure 
from attack--and find a constané supply of food from the animals 
and fish which are dashed to pieces by the falls." 

p. 45 I observed here (mouth of the St. Francis) many deer 
and carriboos, some elk, with abundance of beavers, otters, 

and other furs. 

p. 64 The country adjoining to the (Chippeway) River, for 
about 60 miles, is very level, and on its banks are fine 
meadows, where larger droves of buffaloes and elks were 

feeding than I had observed in any other part of my travels." ‘ 

---the country to the falls is almost without any timber, 

and above is--closely wooded with pines, beach, maple, and 

; birch. On the east bank---every tree, many of which were 

more than 6 feet in circumference, was lying flat on the ground, 

| torn up by the roots." 

p. 69 Lake Winnepeek (Indian account) has much rice, and 
"ouffaloes, carriboo, and moosedeer are numperous--the buffaloes 

of this country are much smaller." 

“ p. 72 Rainy Lake (Indian account) has "moosedeer in great 

plenty, likewise the carriboo. 

p. 92 Straits of Mackinac "a periodical alteration in them 

has been discovered. --They arose by gradual degrees till they 

reached the height of about three feet. This was accomplished 

in seven years and a half, and in the same space they as 

gently decreased, till they resched their former situation, 

so that in fifteen years they had completed this inexplicable 

revolution." 

p. 124 "Tigers without spots, which are found in the country 

of the Iroquois." (Cougar not mentioned on his travels) 

p. 131 "Mr. Adam's reasons for supposing that the Americans 

° derive their origin from the Jews are, first, that they are 

divided into tribes." !
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oP) Battie's Personal Narrative 
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4 Pe 41 - Antelope and deer on Plette west of Council Bluff. 
P. 45 - Jaguar, The Pawnee Loups, in their villege on the eet te. 

had skins of "bear, wolf, panther and spotted or 
ring-tailed panther”. 
Chiefs wore these to celebrate return of 5 success- 
ful war party. This was in 1824, 

Pp. 47 - These Pawnees go 600-700 miles on war parties to New Mexico. 
this may explain the jaguar. 

Pp. 49 - Buffalo. First seen 1 day west of Smoking River, between it 
and Republican fork of Kansas R, 

p. 50 - Buffalo. Bulls in large herds by themselves. Says cows 
likewise, but further west on the plains, (see p.51) Pe 52 = Cows Herded around a shot cow sco they killed 11, Wed «Pe 56 - Wolf? Herd. 1000 jarge white wolves had surrounded a herd of — buffalo cows and calves and killed séveral, Se p. 56 + Blk. Seen Spt. 4 - evidently on the Kansas, 

Pe 61 ~ Near Republican - Smoky divide killed a White Bear who haa 
killed and buried a bull and was guarding it from s the wolves, 

pe 62 ~ ihite Bear kills member of party. 
Pe 63 - B20 Bear counted by Pattie in 1 day, 8 killed, on Smoky Hill 

: River near its source in Cheyenne Co., Colo. 
PP.75+75—Descripticn of Taos, 

Pp. 85 - Wild Geese killed by Pattie below San Felipe Nov. 24, 1824, Ss with rifles. ; Pp. 85 - Grazing. Large herds of stock all around Santa Fe and Rio 
Grande.valley. io cultivated land, (see p86), Pe 86 - Bear, Deer, Turke in Rio Grende bottoms bolow Socorro, One 
bear Chased a man into canp and was killed, 

Pe 87 - 30 Beavers caught first night on Gila. 
Ps 8? - Grass sa high on Gila bottoms thai it fatigued trappers in ae walking. 
Pp. 89 - Deer scarce on Gila (winter) 
Pe 90 ~ Multitude of Mt. Sheep found along bluffs of Prisco River, 

also of beaver in 1 night and turkeys. This woula 
indicate they were pretty high up. 

P.92-4- Grizzly killed in cave at mouth of Bonito Cr. 10 gals. oil 
extracted, 

p.104 - Pecoary and Sahuaras 16 mi. up ? River. 
p.107 - Otter caught on Gila, 
pel32 = Feb. 26, 1825, at junction of Gila; "At twelve we started up 

ked River, which is between two and three hundred 
yards wide, a deep bold stream, and the water at 
this point entirely clear", Many beaver in lakes 

ong river. 
P.136 - Many sheep and deer but no bear on Colo, 
P.158 - Plenty of elk where Colo, emerges from Mts. Supai? pls - Barreto abred meet and robes (had just come from Platte) in 

SO eae of Shoshones 1 day above fork (Little 
Colo? 

= P1358 - Mouth of Little Colo. "On the 15th (April) we returned to 
the banks of Red River, w 8 beautifyr pebaeice are SAS <8 rey Shear
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p. 140 - Buffalo crossed high pass at head of Grand R. in winter - 
had trail in snow. 

p. 141 - Bows, Indians made them of buffalo ribs. 
pe 157 - Grizzly fight near Santa Rita. 
De 156 - Srieett zzlies just above Hl Paso (10/28/25) 
pe 176 - Mimbres had neither fish nor beaver. 
p. 194 - Jaguar killed on Colorado 70 mil. below mouth of Gila. 
Pp. 201 - Pipi (Pima) Indiens used tornillo for bows. 
p. 274 - Hrosion near San Diego. Due to heavy grazing. 
pe 304 - Bull and Grizzly fight at San Carlos. 
Pe 159 - Pecos Trip not determinable because lack of location of 

; "Perdido" (lowest settlement on Pecos, 500 people) and 
"Sen Tepee", evidently on Rio Grande above Albuquerque. 

abe d
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4 oi feet 

Pattie's personal narrative, 1824-180, 

Early Western Travels, Thwaites, 1748-1846, 

Vol, XVIII. Page 87, Mdited by Reuben Gold Thwaites. LL.D. 
Madison, Wis. 

"We reached the Helay on the 14th.” 

Jan,20,1824, 
October '24, The del Norte (Rio Granie) which is here is a deep end middy 

stream, The bottoms sustain numerous herds of cattle. 

November. 

Dec, 7. 
Dec, 14,'24, We reached the Helay, The next morning I began to ascend the 

bank of the stream to explore. ‘the first day we were fatigued by the 

difficulty of getting through the high grass, which covered the heavily 

timbered bottom, In the evening we arrived at the foot of mountains 

that shut in the river on both sides, 

On the morning of the 15th (error?) we started early and crossed : 

the river, here a beautiful clear stream about 30 yards in width, running 

over a rocky bottem and filled with fish. 

We made two days! journey until we again reached the main stream, 

travelling slowly. ‘he river here was beautiful, running between banks 

eovered with tall cottonwoods and willows, ‘This bottom extended back a 

mile on each side, 

On the 30th (Dec, '24) we came to a point where the river entered 

a eavern between two mountains, We were three days crossing, On the 

23rd we came upon the river where it emptied into a besutiful plain, 

The river here pursues a west course, 

Jan, 1825, On the 28th we pushed down the river, We found the river skirted 

with very wide bottoms, thickset with musquito trees. The river pursues 

a west course amidst high mountains on each side. 

Feb.16, Gorges and high mountains. 
17. The river discharges its waters from the mountains on to the 

plains, 

Apr. 3. 

24, (p.130). Gn the morning of Feb. 1, ('26) we began to ascend the Black 

June 1. River. It is a most beautiful stream to the point where it forks in the 

July 8, mountains, thatis to say, about 80 miles from its mouth, 

AUS. 

Jan,.2,'26, We thence returned down the Helay which is here about 200 yariis 

16. wide with heavily timbered bottoms, We trapped its whole course from 

where we met it to its junction with the Red (Colorade) River. (p.151). 

Feb, '26. At twelve we started up the Red River, which is between 200 and 

300 yards wide, a deep bold stream, and the water at this point is entirely 

clear, ‘The bottoms are a mile in general width. ‘he timber of the bottoms 

is very heavy and the grass renk and high. (Page 1351-132.)



2. 

- May,16. P.156. The course of the river still north, flowing through a 
rich valley, skirted with high mountains, (B311 Williams fork), 

: Pattie is apparently the first know American to traverse the banks 
of the Colorado. 

Apr. 10. Once more could reach the banks of the river, (500 miles past the 
Grand Canyon, ) 

Apr. 15, On the 15th we returned to the banks of Red River, which is here a 
Clear beautiful stream, 

Apr. 19. We began to ascend the right hand fork, (This was the San Juan 
River.) 

Thwaites, Reuben Gold. Historien, LL.D. Univ, of Wisconsin 1904, 
Secy. and Supt, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1886-1915, 
Author of 24 listed works on early american history including 
“Karly Western Travels” in 26 volumes,
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Audubon, John Jemes, Ornithological Biography: Birds of the United States of 
America. Adam Black, Edinburgh. 1831. Vol. I. 

Parakeet 
p- 135. Audubon says Cockleburr perennial. Seed storage? 
p. 136. Parakeet never learned to eat corn. Exterminated too early? 
p. 138. Parakeets eat grit and like salt. 

Turkey 
ps 2, Flight: Young often fail to negotiate 1 mile in October shuffle, 
pu 3. Easily killed after flying across a stream, 

Roosts: Sexes roost apart but near each other (Feb.). 
p. &. Mating: True harem. 
pe 5. Parasites: males after mating season are thin, weak, covered with ticks, 

Eggs covered by female. Deserts more readily for snakes than men, 
Compound sets (3 hens on 42 eggs) seen. 

Pps 7. See out ant hills to let ants pick parasites (?) 
p. 8. Thinks migrate in winter out of N.W. districts. (See Iowe notes.) 
Pe 9s Foods. During storms remain on roots 3-!! days. 
p. 14, Flight: 1/2 mile river flown daily. 
p. 15. Weights: average 9 lbs., large 25-30 1bs., barren hens in strawberry 

seasons up to 13 lbs., average male 15-18 lbs., max. male (Louisville 
market), 36 lbs. 

Great Pine S 
Ds 56. Grouse: "The Wild Burkey, the Pheasant, and the Grouse are also 

tolerably abundant" (on the Lehigh). Heath hen? 

White-headed Eacle 
D. 161. Eagles! method of killing a swan. 
p. 166. Mating begins in December, incubation in Jamuery. 
p. 167. Foods include possum and coon, 

. Buffed Grouse 
p. 212, Fall migration across the Ohio, 

: p. 217. Does not cover eggs, 

p. 218. lLeurel-poisoning from eating grouse. 
Pp. 218. Advocates their introduction to England, which is "perfectly suited 

to their habits." 

Grey Squirrel 
Bes Pe a7 Migration and irruption in 1749. 

Passenger Pigeon 
p. 319. Distribution varied as between years. Several years all in Kentucky, 
Pp. 323. Daily radius may be "hundreds of miles" (?), Flights to roost continued 

till midnight. 

Quail 

p. 388. Migration across the Ohio. 

7 21
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ae: W. W. Geological — of the State of Ohio. Second Annual 

ort, Columbus, 1838. 28 - (Copy owned by J. A. Lapham) 
ve Ce kt eS 

r pe 23. Water Cycle in Lake Erie "The rise...was mentioned in the lst 

Annual Report (18377). The effects are disastrous...fine farms are 

completely inundated...the coast is washing...necessary to make the 

wharves higher...to raise the streets of towns. A tradition exists that 

there is a periodical rise and fall of the water through a certain period 

ef years. ...the present rise is higher than has occurred for many years 

before, for extensive tracts of forest are now said to be overflowed". 

pp. 50-52. Table of Water Levels, 1796-1838. Max. fluctuation 6! below 1838 level 
in 1810 and 1819. 

pp. 157-200. Report on Zoology of Ohio by J. P. Kirtland, Nov.1,1338 

p- 176. Wolverine “undoubtedly inhabited the northern parts of Ohio in former 

times, but has long been extinct" 

Fisher 2 specimens taken in Ashtabula Co. in 1837, where a few probably 
still exist. 

Marten "Dr. Ward...has taken it in the vicinity of Chillicothe" 

Cougar "F. concolor and F. montana. The mountain tiger and the mountain 

cat. The pioneer hunters blended both these species under the common 

name of catamount. They both formerly inhabited this state but have 

now disappeared. Mr. Dorfeuille has in his museum at Cincinnati well 

prepared specimens of each species that were taken in Ohio", 

lynx. "A lynx was killed in Trambull County about 10 yrs. since". 

’ pe 177. Varying hare, Rare; sometimes seen in N. E. parts 

Hik One killed Ashtabula Co., Oct. 1838 

Buffalo 2 killed in Sandy Fork Symme's Cr. in 1800. These were last. 

p. 180. Raven “sometimes spends the winter as far north as Lake Erie". Thinks 

of it as a southern species? Or misprint? 

p- 184. Canada grouse. Reported on shores of Erie. Not authenticated. 

WSandhill or whooping crane" 2 killed Coshocton Co. 1837 

p. 185. "Bartram's Tatler" "I am informed by Dr. Ward that it is sometimes 

j seen in the Scioto Valley". 

p. 208. Canvasback "I kmow of no reason why it might not be advantageously 

domesticated." 
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Welford, Richard G. and Bright, John. "THE GAME LAWS." TIondon, R. Groom- 

pridge & Gon, 1846, 
SnD STC CEE Sn ee mena 

: x. 6. "You plow, and sow, you rise early and eat the bread of carefulness; rent-day qi 

comes twice a year with its inexorable demand; end yet you are doomed to see r 

the fertility---blighted and destroyed by creatures which would be deemed ' 

vermin, but for the sanction which the law and your customs give to their 4 

preservation, and which exist for no advantage to you, and for no good to the i 

public, but solely to afford a few days amusement in a year to the proprietors is 

of the soil." 

p. 13. "Nothing can be more adverse to civilization than dependence upon the chase." 2 

p. 22, "It is an invariable law that wild animals recede as population increases 4) 

and cultivation advances." 4 
a 

p. 37. “It is well kmown that hares travel one or two miles for food." z 

p. 38. "No animal will eat the grass in the neighborhood of covers where the rabbits 4 

have run about very mch." i 

p. 70. "One of the causes of the very general decrease in pheasants, where for a time 

they were extensively preserved, is the entire destruction of insects of 

various kinds." Advocates clearing them out and allowing insects to come back, © 

p. 118. 8% reduction in rent allowed farmers of preserved lands at Heron Court onli 

i 
p. 137. Landlords and tenants part in maintaining hedges and coverts. 

p. 153. 10% reduction in rent allowed in ° I 

~. 221. Soot used to keep rabbits off wheat. Only good till the next rain. y 

p. 223. Geme damage estimated to be twice the taxes on the land. \ 

ii 

p. 241. 2500 hares killed from 2000 acres in Norfolk, 

p. 242. A sandy warren of 2000 acres killed 20,000-25,000 rabbits per year. Artificially | 

fed with turnips and hay. ‘This warren estimated would carry 500-1000 sheep. Z 

12,000 left as stock. Total population 28,000 (7) or 14 per acre. Rent of j 

6s. per acre paid on this warren. Rabbits bring 12s. per dozen. 

p. 245-246. Sheep-Rabbit Experiment by Geo. Gayford, in Suffolk, Penned 2 sheep and | 
12 tame rabbits in a building and weighed the feed foats, bran, carrots, turnips) 

and sainfoin) for 6 weeks. Sheep ate 25 bushels (wt. 45 stone), rabbits 33 4 
Dushels (wt. 68 stone). Thinks these tame rabbits ate nearly as much as a A 

hare, 4 

De 2k7-24s. Hare Census. On 1200 acres, 800 plowland, a “cleammp" produced 900 hares, — 

Considering each of these to eat as much as a tame rabbit for 18 weeks (until 

shot off) their consumption would be 95 tons per year. 7 

Pile: Digests ~~ 
Rabbits 
Hungarian 

Pheasant
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: Page 48---Merely comparison--At the Arkansas river crossing July 14, 
5 1846; Buffalo, Elk, Antelope and Deer, plentiful-fish-wild plum. 

Here the men forded the river, and killed plenty of buffalo, elk, 
antelope and deer, and brought in quantities of the grape plum, ripe 
and of excellent flavor. 

Page 55---Passing the habitat of Buffalo. ; 
“we were now passing beyond the region frequented by the buffalo, the 
most interest ng and by far the most useful tenant of the »lains, and j 
entering upon the confines of a still more desolate tract. | 

Page 57---Benighted and Priest-goverened New Mexico. 
"The sequel, however, will develop the manner in which the principles 
of our republican government were established in that benighted and | 
priest-goverened land, wthout the anticipated effusion of blood. . 

Page 58---Prowling wolves. 
“At first a few of them took fright at an Indian, or perhaps a gang of | 
prowling wolves, which by degrees was communicated to others, until 
tie whole caballada took a general estampeda, and scampered over the A 
plain in the most furious manner. 

Page 62---Jack rabbits and Antelope. 3 
"A Mexican hare, or an antelope, skimming over the ground with the ut- © 
most velocity, was the only living creature seen upon this plain. . 

_-, ° Page 66---Indicating Little Wild Life. | 
"From this time on to Santa Fe, we were actually compelled to subsist 
on about one third rations./ While the rays of the sun fell wth un- 
usual power in the valley, a heavy shower was refreshing the sides of th 
mountains. = 2 
./ About one third as much as the law contemplates as the daily ration ’ 
of a soldier. 

Page 69---Musthave been more shooting. 4 
"He concluded by reproving them for their indiscretion in wasting their ~ 
ammunition upon game, assuring them that there were only fifteen rounds © 
Of cartridge in camp. 

Page 77---Rio Del Norte--Rio Grande. i 
"This Canon is nothing more than a deep fissure or chasm, through 
the ridge of the mountains which divides the w ters of the Pecos from 7 

those of the Rio del Norte. | 
7 

; 

Page 84---Grass and Water plentiful in Galisteo. 
"Proceeded directly to the mountains and valleys of the Galisteo 
creek, trere, finding grass and water abundant and of good quality, i 

he they made their encampment. 

Page 111---Water fowl in Rio Gran e at Albugarque 
"Cranes, geese, ducks, brants, swans, and pelicans are found on the 
Del Norte. Very little dew or rain falls in this valley, although 

= it rains or rather showers almost every day in the mountains. 
a i ki j 

a oom sore $8 *the bomahere 8 fRd vutas, the Navajos and the 

A : rapahoes, oup enemies, that e 3
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: they will allow us to kill buffalo on the great plains. : t 

Page 136---Wolves folloving army. : : 

"Many horses died or failed during the march. Those which failed, 3 

being abandoned by their owners, were soon killed and devoured by i 

the gang of volves which daily followed the army. 

Page 195---White Albino Iians. 
"In this city were seen some thirty Albino Idians, who have, no 

doubt, given rise to the story that there is living in the Rocky 

Mountains a tribe of white aborigines. 

Page 207---Turtle and catfish in Del Norte. : q 

"The river was occasionally skirted by clusters and groves of alamos. ; 

Here the soldiers took some fine turtle and catfish out of the Del Norte 

upon which they feasted sumptuously during the night. 

Page 211---Signs of game and fish. 
"At this point on the Del Norte were discovered signs of the otter, 

A the catamount, the wild-cat, the racoon, the deer and the bear; also 

oo of the crane, the duck the goose, the plover and the California 

quail, dashing mt. streams filled with the finest fish 

Page 214---Game on the Gila. 

" The signs of beaver, bear, de:r, md turkey, besides the tracks of 

herds of Indian horses, were plain to be seen on the sand. Here the 

soldiers took some fine fish from the river, which were of delicate d 

and excellent flavor. } 

Page 278---Wolves at El Paso. 
"Now, there are a great mmywolves, which come down from the neigh- 

ba boring mountains, into the suburbs of El Paso and kill the flocks 
when not penned in their folds, and also feed upon the offal asout 
the shambles and slaughter pens. They kept up a dolorous serenade : 
during the nights, and in many instances were so bold as almost to drive 
the sentinels from their posts. During the night the scent of the 
offal attracted the wolves. A considerable num er of the coming 

down flrom their lairs among the rocks leaped into the corral, and 

feasted sumptuously. The walls of the corral were many feet gigher 
on the inside, than on the outside, so, at day-dawn, when the wolves } 

; wished to retire, they could not repass the walls. j 

3 
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2 DIGEST BY LEOPOLD OF 

"THE EXAMINATION oF wew mexrco" (51) 

LIEUT. J. W. ABERT 

Published at Washington by Department of War, 1848 

TRIP IN NEW MEXICO SEPT.-JAN., 1846 

Page 
Catfish and Hickory Shad caught at Ft. Bent. 

5 "Wild cat"(Felis rufa) at Ft. Bent, attacks oxen, pro- 
ducing infectious wounds. 

6 Buffalo, Cheyennes complaining of disappearance of. 

21 Deer and Turkey. Found shelter in tnpenetrable thickets 
or box elder, cherry, plum, locust, and cottonwood 
in bottoms near Raton Passe 

s 23 Turkeys. "Very abundant." 

. 25 Deer just at Raton Pass "of two varieties, the common 
deer and the blacktail (Cervus macrotes}" 

524 Wolves. Great numbers of large grey wolves were prowl- 
ing around camp. 

24 Grizzlies. Three encountered in road at Raton Pass. 

25 Elk and Antelope. At crossing of the Vermejo. 

30 Buffalo. Passed Indians at Pecostown packing buffalo 
robes and meat. Had come from plains. 

33 Horns of "Mt. Goat" or gourds used to wash gold 40 
“niles south of Santa Fe. 

35 At Tuerto gold mines used "wooden platters or goat 
horns." 

36 Wool sold for 4 cents per fleece. 

45 Geese at Cienega near Galisteo October 9. 

-1- :
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Page 

| 46 Large flocks of geese, blue cranes, and teal in Rio 
| Grande at San Felipe. 

47 River full of geese at mouth of Jemez October 13. 

48 "Blue cranes". Must have been real cranes at Bernalillo; 
they kept up a great whooping. 

| 48 Brant (anser bernicla) very plenty at Alameda October 15. 

, 50 Puerco west of Atrisco had a wide flat valley with only 
pools of water (Oct.16). Banks are "of stiff leam, . 

F. 10 or 12 feet high, and stand vertically." A few 
cottonwoods "in the bed of the river", 

| 51 At Pablozan the banks of Puerco are 30 feet high, 

. 53 At Pojuate, six miles East of Laguna they. "passed 
through fields of corn and pumpkins, over which 
large flocks of cranes were whooping, so that hill 

| and valley rang with their cries." 

| 53 At Iaguna "killed a beautiful snow white goose (anser 
hyperboreas); large flocks of them are found feed- 
ing on the bed of the "Rio St, Juan.” 

54 laguna Indians, dead turkeys, chickens, and tame macaws. 

63 Geese. (A. canadensis, bernicla, and hyperboreas) 
"flying about in great numbers, and keep up an 
incessant honking" at Padillas (Oet. 28). Last 
very shy. i 

64 Buffalo. Isleta Indians "had numbers of buffalo robes, 
: which they offered to trade." 

64 In Hell Canyon "el canon infierno" "there was a clear 
stream of cold water" and "many cottonwoods and 
grapevines" and "numerous signs of bear." 

68 Teal and mallards on water at Torreon. 

eid Antelope at mouth of Cebo Canyon. 

77 Several large ponds at Cusa Colorado "eovered with 
ducks and geese" and crows. 

80 In the hills opposite Socorro "flushed several large 
flocks of quails" with crests. This is the first 
mention of quail in two months travel through quail 
country from Raton to Laguna. He went back to hunt 
them. Evidently they were the first he had seen. 

“2
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= 81 Again saw quail, killed, and identified one. Surely he 
saw none previous to reaching Socorro. 

89 Ruxton had returned from a two-day hunt from Valverde. 
Had seen many deer and turkey. 

92 At Iunitar December 16 many geese,ducks, and cranes but 
not as many as in October. No white cranes seen in 
New Mexico. 

98 Magpies in great numbers near Pecos ruins, December 29. 
Bicere as if these were the first seen. 

100 Twenty-three hundred antelope in one herd on Gallinas, 
East of Las Vegas. 

101 At Rio Moro antelope "had congregated in dense herds and 
were seeking shelter from the cold winds in the deep 
valley and gorges". Herds up to 200. Same on the 
Canadian. 

105 Roadrunner seen near Canadian River and described in 
great detail as if first one seen. 

106 Mt. Sheep. A deer hunter saw several in the Raton Pass. 
Abert remarks "I have found them as far south as 
Valverde, in New Mexico" but he does not mention them 

: in his journal till now. 

107 "Great numbers of black-tailed deer, common deer, ante- 
E lope, and turkeys" killed by travellers wintering on 

the Animas bottoms. 

110 First buffalo seen just before reaching Little Sound 

: Creek. 
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By Leopold, Digest of V = tuk fon Ore 

- 1/1/25 Chant arg gevtrel 
/ "Mexico and Phe Rocky Mts." a 

: Geo. F. Ruxton, Esq. 

Member Royal Geog. Society, Ethnological Society, etc. 

Harper Bros. 1848 (Travels 1846-7) 

- P. 159. Game of Chihuahua 

Black bear 

Grizzly bear (more numerous than black) 

Carnero cimarron or Bighorn 

Elk 

Blacktailed deer 

"Cola-prieta"(a large species of fallow deer) 

Common American red deer 

Antelope ’ 

Pecetiries (Javali or cojarnete) 

; Hares 

. Rabbits 

Beaver (On Gila, Pecos, and Del Norte) 

Faisan or paisano (species of pheasant) 

Quail 

Snipe and plover 

Gruya or crane 

White or mountain wolf 

Coyote 

P. 171. Fish of Rio Grande (Brava) Del Norte "A small, turbid 

stream with the water of a muddy red ..... it abounds 

with fish and eels of large size" (At El Paso)



J P. 173. Deer "Several deer jumped out of the bottom" at ey 3 7 

Alamitos, oné day below Dona Anna. ~ : "33 

P. 174, Leaving the camping place of San Diego they entered > ae 

the Jornado del Muerte. "Large herds of antelope~ _ : j $ 

bounded past". ) aay ae Gov Mone a 3 % g 

J P. 176. Deer killed in Rio Grande bottom at Valverde about > _ Sa 

1/2 day above Fray Crestobal which is the upper / i 3 3 

terminus of Jornado del Muerte. He loaded it whole U - =< 

(a doe) on his mule and rode behind, so it was evi- ! ° &3 

dent small, indicating whitetail, He calls it, how- ) = e 

ever, a "large doe". is 23 

P.177-8. Abert of Topograph. Eng. and Doniphan were both eee 

camped here. (Valverde). *: 1, 

P. 180. Turkeys rebellions in the river bottom at Valverde. x as 

Ducks and geese in the river. Got into a turkey roost a 2 

in the cottonwoods and waited till moon came up but 

it was too dark to hit the birds. He mentions one 

roosting on "topmost naked limb". 

P. 205. Game eaten at Lafgrets house,in Red River; venison, 

antelope, Basti sheep, 2 in neighboring 

Mountains, while "plains are covered with countless : 

herds of ee 

P. 208. Buffalo wont from Red River north over the Ute trail, 

used by the Indians "in passing from the Del Nore to 

the Bayou Salado, on their annual buffalo hunts in 

: that elevated valley." 

-2-



P. 209. Wolves. A dozen came up and fought for tossed out 

Scraps of meat while butchering an antelope near 

Decicitas. Says "From the fact that the antelope con- 

gregating in large bands, they were unable to prey on 

these animals, which are their favorite food." 

v>. 211. Turkeys in la Trinchera, 2 days No. of Costilla. 

P. 211. A wolf which came to eat the offal of the butchered 

antelope on the Costilla followed Ruxton for : 

1 day Costillo - Culebra 

1 day Culebra - Trinchera 

1 day Trinchera - Sangre de Christo Cr. (Vallecto) 

(Here they passed a dead mule which evidently detain- 

ed the wolf, as he is not afterward mentioned. The I 

= incident illustrates, however, how the coyotes may 

have followed the gold-rush to Alaska over the 

McKenzie trail.) 

P. 218. Game near Pueblo (Colo.) "In the immediate vicinity 

of the fort, game is very scarce, and the buffalo have 

within a few years deserted the neighboring prairies, 

but they are always found in the mountain valleys, 

particularly in one called Bayou Salado, which abounds 

in every species of game, including elk, bears, deer, 

big-horn, buffalo, antelope, etc." 

P. 221. Coyotes - 6 entirely cleaned up an old buck (shot but 

too poor to dress) in 10 minutes Bones clean. 

, : 
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P.231. Beaver. 

Py 2S2s Litter "seldom more than 3, maximum 11." 

Pp. 252. "OFten fells a tree 8 or 10 inches in diameter". 

(I have seen cottonwoods completely cut through by 

beaver at Embudo at least 24" diameter). 

2.236. Prices paid for dried skins at the "Rendevous" 

#2 - 8 per lb. ‘These prices seriously depressed 

at time of Ruxton's trip by competition of silk 

and nutrea seal for hat material. 

P.239. Fish of Arkansas River at Pueblo. 

In middle of March, soon after ice went out, caught 

16 trout, hickory shad, and suckers, ent ale otter 

ward, the traders saying that the fish moved up the 

river for the summer. How far above Pueblo -do trout 

now begin? (Naw wulk. me Selins 

P.218. “The Arkansas is here a clear, rapid — a hundyed 

yards in width." («+ Puclle) 

P.240. Turkey were above Pueblo on the Fontame-qui-bouille; 

also "prairie fowl" booming. 

P.248, Buffabo - 3 solitary bulls found in little mountain 

valley at the boiling springs at extreme head of 

Fontame-qui-bouille under Pikes Peak. (This jibes 

with the bull skall found in the Sacramentos) 

P.252. Fire at Boiling Springs; "While proceeding down the 

Creek, deer and antelope continually epossed and re- 

crossed the trail, some in their affright running 

pack into the very jaws of the fire". 

: ia



(This fire, starting in the foothills in March 

(ice still on banks of Creek) ran out over the 

prairies toward the Platte over 40 miles). 

P. 253. Wolves very hungry during the spring season. Chewed 3 

the saddle strings of unguarded saddles and during 

the night ate the rawhide lariat to within a yard of 

the mules! throats. 

Pe. 254. Account of the Buffalo 

Cleaned out of the upper reaches of the Arkansas 

"within the last two years" except at the head in 

Bayou Salado. (9000'), The trail from the settle- 

ments of New Mexico (Santa Fe, Taos, ete.) is called 

"former range", with many skulls. Meat cows preferred. 

: Bulls best during winter when they were in the mountains 

From June - September, bull meat “tough and rank", 

while cows were at their best. 

Hides - Cow hides only were used. 100,000 marketed 

yearly. 

Account of Grizzly 

P. 258. Frequented the wild cherry thickets (which must have 

been at rather low elevations). One instance stampeded 

a bunch of squaws and cleaned up cherries they were 

gathering. In these tickets also dug up "Yampa-roots" 

or "pignuts" (evidently root of an herb). 

Ps



Account of Mt.Sheep (Carnero cimarron) 

P.262. *Veat "takes precedence from a comestible point of 

view." 

“Jumping on their horns” legend seriously repeated 

by Ruxton. 

Horns"often 3'in length with a circumference of 20" i 

near the head." 

Range - Main chain of the Rocky Mts., particularly 

in the vicinity of the "Parks" and Bayou Salado, and eae 

range between upper waters of Del Norte and Arkansas 

called the "Wet Mt." by the trappers. On the Sierra 

Madre of New Mexico and Chihuahua also numerous. 

Scent - Once was awakened from a nap by the "goat" 

odor of a bunch of rams whi¢éh had come within 10 

paces to inspect hime 

Voice - These gave a "loud bleat" when stampeded by 

his arising. 

Account of Antelope 
P2646 "Have seen them on the western side of the mountains 

: and in the mouhtain valleys, in herds of several 

thousands" -- "they are seldom seen now on the grande 

prairies." 

* -"Certainly the best I had eaten in the mountains, being 
fat and juicy, and in flavor somewhat partaking of the 
domestic sheep and buffalo." 

ie j
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5 2.265. Wolverine (Carcagieu) “Although exceedingly rare, 

was occasionally met with in the mountains". 

(HOTE: Unless he means Colorado only he must mean 

New Mexico since he covered no other States. A 

Canadian with with him, which indicates Colorado). 

Ruxton heard "most wonderful stories" about them 

- jumping “from an overhanging rock on a deer or 

puffalo". Kuxton saw one while hunting sheep, but 

decaa's say where. ae 

P.266. Gray wolf warming himself and dozing by a large camp- 

fire as Ruxton awoke during night. Says "these ani- 

: mals gnaw the straps of a saddle on which your head 

is reposing for a pillow." 

P.2844 Buffaio "I could scarcely form an estimate of the 

" gumbers within the range of sight at the same instant, 

put some idea may be formed of them by mentioning 

that one day, passing along a ridge of upland prairie 

at least 30 miles in length, and from which a view 

extended about eight miles on each side of a slight- 

: ly rolling plain, not a patch of grass ten yards 

Square could be seen, so dense was the living mass 

that- covered the country in every direction". (On : 

the Arkansas, just West of ‘the Coon Creeks) 

P.291. Buffalo Bulls encountered both on entering and leav- 

ing main herd, cows forming the main masses. 
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{ April 16, 1942 dic. + bee 

i 
Digest of 

Ficker, C. T. Advice to Emigrants 
™ (Reprint of a book published in Leipzig, 1853) 3si 

Wis. Mag. of History, vol. 25, no. 3, Mar. 1942, pp. 331-335 

p. 332. Climate. 1848-49 winter severe, began in Nov., snow for 13 weeks. 
1849-50, 50-51 little snow, no persistent cold. 1852-53 very mild; 
no snow, little frost. (Locality: near Milwaukee) 

p. 337. Fences. "Even wire fences have been resorted to" (This is earliest 
date for wire) on Crnenoloayy 

p. 343. Sugaring maples. 

p- 347. Birds. "Entirely scarlet red" cardinal 
red with black wings scarlet tanager 
yellow, black wings, rose beak goldfinch 
azure blue indigo? bluebird? 

starling, black with red wings redwing 
; woodpecker, entirely black, purple 

red top knot, size of small chicken pileated? 
Of German birds we have only titmouse 

p- 348 Deer on shore of Lake Michigan, 4 miles from here, 50 shot last winter 

(1852-53) 

p- 349. Partridges not mch larger than German quail (bobwhite) 
Li Another lives only in woods, almost large as a hen (ruffed grouse) 

: Grouse "There are great numbers of partridges in the prairies 
and there they are called prairie chickens." 

Bears gone. Only further north. 

p- 350. Sawmills already numerous. 11 on Mississippi above St. Croix alone, 
producing 15,000,000 ft. per year. Also mills on Chippewa & Black 
Rivers.
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4 "The aa Accounts" a 
: Edited by John Harland, publ< by Chetham Society (England), 1857 

mea?” 

Sy BSS. Crowboy. An act for destruction of crows was passed by Henry VIII in 1532. — 
A "crowboy" drove the crows out of the corn with bow and arrow or harquebuss. 

p. 563. Curlew. Was artificially fattened with wheat for table use, also godwits, 
knots, gray plover. 

p. 572. Deer, "(The Enelish) parks . . contain more fallow deer than all the 
p. 574. Christian world besides." (Quoted from Fynes Morison, 1617.) 

p. 576. Game used at Barl of Warwick's dinner to Archbishop of York, 1470: 

200 cranes 200 pheasants 100 curlew 

4000 rabbits 500 partridge 100 quail 
4000 ducks 5000 woodeock 4000 deer 
204 bitterns 400 plover (Probably rough index to 

E abundence) 

p. 680. Hawks. Hawking began in middle of th century. First in England given 
by Boniface, archbishop of Mons, to Ethelbert, King of Kent (1 hawk, 2 

felcons). At height 1598, gone by 1700. 

D. 777. Mallard. Pennant (quoted) says 31,200 ducks, widgeons, & teals taken in 
10 "decoys" near Wainfleet in one season, Formerly much more abundant, 
in consequence of drainage of marshes, 

s p. 84S. Parks. Some were 15 mi. around, girt with a stone wall or oak palings 
" for the safe keeping of the fallow deer from ranging about the country." 

p. 259. Partridge. Appear in the accounts in small uumbers back to 1590. 
Evidently less common than plover and woodcock. 

p. 872. Bike. "As to its longevity, a pike taken in 1497 at Heilbron, in Suabia, 
had a brazen ring with a Greek inscription purporting that it had been mt 
into the lake by Frederick II. in 1230; being therefore 267 years old. 
Its skeleton, 19 feet in length, was long preserved at Mannheim," 

p. 1916. Prices. The following may indicate relative abundance: 

1532 1541 154e 
s. 4. 8S. da. a. 4. 

Swan 6-0 2k 520 
Crane,stork or 

bustard ys aos ----- 
Godwit y e Sones coy 

Quail, very fat O 4 ok o. 8 
Rabbit, out of 

the warren Oo 2-1/2 eR me snes 
Teale 62-2 O22 o 2 
Mallard o 4 o 4 o 4 
Wigeon gay oseese ----- 
Plover a | Oo 3 agin 

Snyte (7 snipe) 0 2-1/2 Oo 1-1/2 ee 
Partridge ----- o. 4 ----- 

Pheasant aoe os O78 

z lovers, green ----- 2. Q gorst 

. itd Duck ¥ Miatla.t ——— sf oO —



. Dp. 294(?) ils. "Scarce in Englend till their importation from France in the 
: " Tete Century." (7) 

p. 993. "Snipe-Knave" or Jacksnipe--meaning “half-snipe." This referred to 
rz Scolopax gallinmula Linnaeus as distinguished from Scolopax gallinago of 

Linnaeus, 

p. 1008. Stag or Red Deer, Names of age classes: 

Male Female 

young calf ? 
2 broket : 

é spay 
stag 

5 great stag 
6 hart 

p. 1059. Tarkey. Introduced into England in 15th Henry VIII (1524). 

p. 1071. Vermin. Quoting Harri, an Elizabethan writer: "Of foxes we have some, but 
no great store; also badgers in our sandy and light grounds. I suppose 
that these two are rather preserved by gentlemen to hunt and have pastime 

withal, than suffered to live, as not able to be destroyed because of 

their great mmbers, I might here entreat largely of other vermin, as the 

polecat, minever, weasel, stoat, fulmart, squirrell, fitchew, and such like; 

also of the otter and of the beaver (of which last we have not many, but 

only in the Teifie in Wales); for the otter is not wanting, or to seek, in 

many but most streams of this isle; but it shall sufficie to have named 
7 them, as I do finally the martern, a beast of the chase; although for 

number I worthily doubt whether that of our beavers or marterns may be 
thought to be the less," 

p. 1100. Wildfowl: "Of such as are bred in our land we have the crane, bitter, wild 
and tame swan, bustard, heron, curlew, snite, wild-goose, wend or doffrel, 

brant lark, plover of both sorts (green and grey), lapwing, teal, wigeon, 
mallard, sheldrake, shoveller, pewet (starling), sea mew, barnacle, quail, 
notte (knot), the oliet or olife, the dumbird (red-necked diving duck or 
female widgeon), woodcock, partrich and pheasant, besides divers others." 

(Note: Of these 29 species, partrich and pheasant are mentioned last-- 
surely not because of quality.) 

Of 17 purchases in the accounts, including everything from plover to 

blackbirds, neither partridge or pheasant are mentioned.
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. Wa, Chandless. A Visit to Salt Lake. (1855-1856) ‘Smith, Elder, & Co., ; 
j g eS london, 1857. 

Pp. 103. Sagehens. “Among these (sagebushes), lixe grouse among heather, : 

; but far fewer, run the sage-hens; birds with a plumage between : 
‘ that of the gray-hen end guinee fowl, and on the average the : 

: size of a good pullet, to which, as delicacies, they are not 
; inferior." (This was between the last crossing of the Platte 
. and the intersection with the Sweetwater. Were these sagehens 

or sharptails?) 
S 
= p. 140, Drought end grasshoppers at Salt Leake, 1855 and 1956. 

a 2 p. 311, Geese. "Our road lay by a broad sluggish river, on which, and 
on the clover pastures eround and beyond, were millions and 
millions of wild geese, white and grey, the latter a good deal 
the most wary: I sew more geese there in two hours than in my 
whole life before or since." (1 day east of San Pedro, Calif.) 

File: Digests “ 
Utah 

; Sagehen 
eB Cycle 

Geese * 

: : 
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Digest of Hittell's "Adventures of James C. Adams, 
Mountaineer and Grizzly Bear Hunter of California" 

}a D4 

fe of otek, Page 
Grizzly once foundon Mississippi- -- ---- 16 
New Mexico grizzlies inferior ---- --.-- 18 
Surrounding antelope herd ----.+4-+-+---- 39 
Buffalo in Washington = -«-+--. «--«68 lll 
Elk with healed arrow embodied in heart - -- 127 
Blk feeding on tudes ----+----+--. s5-= 328 
Poster kilted by grizslg. ~---+~---6 +--+ AB 
Grizzly den dug in earth - 50 carloads? dirt - 192, 253,200 

; Grizzlies eat dead or deformed cubs - ---- 201 
Wolt in griesly den, 5 - - ----~ 2. - =. 8 
Lady Washington would pack 200# --- ---- 205 
Yosemite Mt. sheep - ram 75 ----+- ----= 207 
Solon attacked from tree by lion -- ---- 208 
Condor on Walker's River ------ ---- 236 
Beaver on Carson River - ------+ ---s6 42 
Using pepper to blind horns in den - ---- 249 
Do lignes Eli} welves? = .«---s<0c6 © <6. £67 
Do wolves pluck their own hair for dens --- 253 
Encounter with lion in cave -+----5= s«--- 256 
Bears, dogs, wolves and lions playing together, 259 
B6aeying antelepas - - - = «©2545 2+ Sean 86% 
Elk and buffalo at "Utah Lake™ --.- =---- 270 
Utah Grizzlies not over 500f -~--- +--- 273 
Comparison with California grizzlies ---- 278 
Dying grizzly licking her cubs «-- .---+-.- 282 
Teeth development and age of grizzlies - --- 283 
15 gallons of oil from 1 bear «© + -- ~—-.~. 286 
Gapture of Samgon, 1500 - - = 4 -- S==+ 296 
Ben defends Adam from grizzly ---- =--- 5305 
Grizzly decoying cattle --- --- ---s+ 316 
Ben kills grizzly cub - --+-+-+-+- ---+-=+ 5327 
Fiegeing elh.< = =. 6 =) '5 =) +e = 66 Se = = ee BR 
Ben attacks wounded grizzlies ---- --+-- 341-3 
Mountain sheep near Tejon - - ---6s +©--=- 355 
The roar of the jaguar - --+---+<= «+s-<=5 36?
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‘ Digest of Neb. 
Sharptail 

: "Birds of the Northwest" 

by Elliott Coues 

. U.S. Geological Survey Mis. Pub. 

: No. 3, Washington, 1874. 

De 410. Sharptail. Audubon says in 1838 "accidental in N. Illinois." 

First pinnated killed at Fort Ripley, Minn. 1873. Nothing but 
sharptail since 1853. Somé sharptail left 12 miles N. St. Paul 
now, 1874 (7). Thence dividing line runs S.W. toward Yankton. i 

"T, cupido (pinnated) appears to replace the other (sharptail) 
as the wheat-field advance." 

"I am reliably informed of its (sharptail's) occurrence with 
cupidonia (pinnated) in the northwestern portion of Iowa." 
Dividing line now (1874) is between Fort Randall and Yankton. 
"The Capidones are unquestionably creeping up the Missouri; 

just as the quail have already done, although they have not 
apparently as yet progressed quite so far." (This implies the 

quail boundary in 1874 was above Yankton. ) 

"Proceeding now nearly due south, we find the line. . 

gives the greater portion of Nebraska to this species, and passes 

nearly through the middle of Kansas to . . Fort Hayes." 

p. 40. Pinnated. ‘Fertile prjairie country . . especially Illinois, 

Iowa, Missouri, eastern half of Minnesota, S.B. Dakota, middle 

end EB. Kansas, and Nebraska, Arkansas, and BE. Texas. Var. 

pallidicinctus from W. Texas." (This is the range in 1874. Hayden 
says it occurs near Council Bluffs "in myriads." "Mr. Allen notes 

its westward spread from middle Kansas, but I have no record of its 4 

reaching, as yet, either Colorado or Wyoming. " 

p. 42l. Ruffed Grouse. "I never saw it in the Missouri (River) region. 

It apparently occurs only toward the mouth of the river. I have 

| seen no Nebraskan record. In Kansas Mr. Snow says it is "very 

rare," and it is,no doubt, confined to the eastern part of the 

state. It is given as abundant in southern Iowa by Mr. Trippe, 

: and occurs in various parts of Missouri." 

p. 431. Bobwhite. "Up the Missouri to White River (Hayden." 

"Along the Missouri it is abundant up to Fort Randall." "In 

| Minnesota it is abundant in the southern portions of the state, 

. and appears to be spreading with the advance of the settlements, 

like the pinnated grouse." None on Red River, or anywhere in 

; northern Dakota. 

p. 391. Wild Turkey. "Mr. Hayden does not include the wild turkey in 

| his report, apparently not having met with it in the Missouri 

: 

?
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5 region. Its occurrence, however, is sufficiently attested as 

Bison far up the Missouri River as Yankton, if not somewhat beyond-- 
I have observed but one Minnesotian record. - » both the 
Kansas authorities witness its common occurrence in the timbered 
districts of that state, as Mr. Trippe does in southern Iowa. 
- . the northern . line. . appears to have contracted of late 

re years. It is scarcely now found in any part of Minnesota, but 

Dr. Head tells me that some 30 years ago, at old Fort Atkinson, a 

few miles west of Prairie du Chien, it was frequently killed, 
though its present northern limit cannot be far from the southern 

border of Minnesota." 2 
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Bogardus: Fi¢gld, Cover, and !rap Shooting 

Most/points of ecological historical interest concerning the 
middle wéstern states have already been noted and marked by pre- 
vious réaders. Therefore, they are not repeated here. 

I/am amazed at the large amounts of game the author claims to 
have taken. For example he mentions 40 brace of PC in a day, 90 
ducks’ in a day, and 6000 head of small game in 3 months. What could 
he dO with all of this game? He mentions no market. 

Bogardus says nothing about cripples. Had he none? The standard 
of sportsman ethics may have improved since the suthor's time. He 
was not above potting his birds when the opportunity presented itself. 

During his time Bogardus thought quail shooting was much better 
in the north central states than in the south. If that meant more 
qu2il per acre, would such be the case at present? 

Bogardus says that RG chicks when threatened would seize leaves 
in their bills and then roll over on their backs using the leaves to 
hide under. This might have been only a mistaken observation. On the 
other hand if it represents the inclination of the author to "make a 
good story" of a well known occurence we have reason to doubt some of 
his other "tall" ones. 

Be Says pheasant (English) once flushed from eggs always forsakes 
them (p. 123). Since there were no pheasants in Illinois at that time, 

yy or wild nesting pheasants anywhere in U. S., he couldn't have made the 
observation himself. It doesn't hold for American pheasants today. 

Bogardus thought the female Golden Plover was gray. The fact is 
; that both male and female have the same plumage in the breeding season 

| after which they assume the gray fall plumage, therefore, it seems 

; that the hunter did not check the plumage against gonads in many cases. 

i For so famous a hunter the circumstances of his hunting accident 
\ seem inexcuseable. He was driving down a rough road in a buggy with a 

\ double-barrel across his knees, both hammers back. In consequence of the 
| gun bouncing from his control, he was shot through the thigh. 
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; %, Sangamon River, 111. Moved there "17 years ago" or about 
2 ee St : 
es. Quail -"vaet numbers” 

: Pinnated Grouse - "rather numerous" 
Z Deer and Turkey ~ "ebounded* 

planted on J. D. OLllot stock tana (7 mi. serose). Quail 
now more ee ital (1874) than before hedges planted, 

: Preitie Chicken, At present tine young grouse "much wore ecurce shout 
breaking up of prairie. 

ik Enaris Chicken Weration seen ob Kool Ia., in November, flying east 
% . across M into ILlinois. Do net return by this route, 

, ER arta ee ee art Men 1sGh) ~ = sabbits used to adoma 
‘ Killed 160 in a day. "Shey decreased at one time, bub 

: recently have been getting numerous again." (Low 16707? 2) 

: Geese b Sendhill-Craue weed st Finnetego Swamp 0 niles fron Blinart, 
; r onal." : : 

; "Grey Foxes mmerous with us", 

: ae. eS nore pommns ee ely oviy ane elves! = Saving Seniibe 
: en most courties of Ohio, Indisna, Illincis, Kentucky, Jews, Missouri, 
: ? Vixeonsin, and Minnesota, 

5 iss. "Perhaps the best general shooting is to be hed ‘mn N.%,Wissouri, 
: : or there, besides grouse, quail, waterfowl, ete., the sporteman may come 

upon wild turkeys and deer.* 

: p55 . "None in Ohio, few in Michigan and Indiana, but 
: plent 2 2 Iowa, Minnesota, Kensee, Nebraska, and parts of 

: Missouri and Piseconsin. ® 

P57 Gorn. "A great deal of corn reuains standing ali the winter in the 
: Weat.* ; 

3 »-58 Incubation of grouse. 21 days. ; 

4 p66 In 1872, 2 men killed 600 grouse in 10 days in Maclean Co., 111. 

- 87 “Where I live the grouse are nesrly os abundant in the latter part 
‘ of the fall (migrants) as they were 17 years ago - - but not anything like 
g 28 many young grouse ~ - in Aug. or Sept. as there used to be.* 

«+ 89 Quad much more numerous now in I1linois and other prairie states 
then formerly." “Cultivation - - and osage hedges have brought about the 

; inorease." 

= 3 ‘
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: ‘ p90 Quail hide in soft snow to escape hawks, 

: p.101 In about 1666 on Shoal Creek 90 mi. E. St.Joseph, Mo. on Miscouri 
River were "quail, pinnated grouse, some ruffed grouse, turkeys and deer 
in large numbers." 

Tilinois "mech the best state for pingated grouse" (then Iowa). ; 

p.105 Last fall(1873?) in Alatema, louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee "there 
wes not one quail to a hundred ~~ in [lincis.* 

Buffea ¢ 

pe lO? Se ne et ae ot Geen ee eee 
wot is nowhere found in any greet abundance." "No such multi 
as pinneted.* ~— ia N.Y. and W.J, Met in #.Va., Sy. Chie, 
Ind., Tll., Mo, so found, but “most abundant in some parts 

. of Wisconsin and E.% part of LF. ,Mich.* 

yell3 Numerous sbout 1850 in bottoms at mouth of Case River, Michigan. 

pel at Albany, ¥.Y. (max. 6 per dey) before 1257. 
. Stet cee. 15 per day tn Com Gocy Eee 

ee ee eee 

| A Eoodeoek 
p128 "i great many near Lockport, T11.* 

p.130 S¢erecer in weet than in Atlantic states, Many on bottoms and 
islands of Mississippi down to St.Louis. 

Be 2-133 Breeds "on ths Galumet, and some in the greet Winnebagn Swamp. * 

2.136 Mex. kill 340 per day. “Bag seldom ac small as 75 couple at 
| the right time.” (On Sangamon) 

2.136 “Snipe are yastly more abundant in the Fest ~ ~ than in the Bast.” 

| p.139 Wagered to kill 100 snipe in 100 consechtive shots. No takers. 

| — ee = ee



Game Practices in Ancient Mexico 

Digest of "History of the Conmest of Mexico" by William H. Prescott. 
New and Revised Ed. (1875). U. of Wis. Library eee 

Orville S. Lee 5/10/36 

p. 7. "In the time of the Aztecs, the table-land was thickly covered with 

larch, oak, cypress, and other forest trees....." 

"Indeed, the early Spaniards made indiscriminate war on the forests." 

p. 37. "It was a capital offense to remove the boundaries of another's lands..." 
No trespass laws are mentioned, however. 

p. 41. “Wild animals and birds" were offered for taxes. 

p. 42. Footnote: 40 tiger skins are listed as items of tribute (taxes). 

pe 43. A large map of the area was used to check on the assessing of taxes. 

p. 44. “Fresh fish was frequently served at Montezuma's table in twenty-four 

hours from the time it had been taken in the Gulf of Mexico, two 

hundred miles from the capital." It was carried by couriers. 

>. 77. In some ceremonies "the altars of the diety were stained with no 

blood save that of animals,"22 

Footnote 22: “Among the offerings, quails may be particularly noticed, 

for the incredible quantities of them sacrificed and consumed at 

many of the festivals." 

p.156. “The table was well provided with substantial meats, greeectatiy game, 

among which the most conspicious was the turkey..." : 

Tootnote 44: "the Spaniards saw immense numbers of turkeys in the 

domestic state, on their arrival in Mexico, where they were more 

common than any other poultry, ‘They were found wild, not only in 

New Spain, but all along the continent, in the less frequented 

places from the Northwestern territory of the United States to 

Panama. The wild turkey is larger, more beautiful, and every way an 

incomparably finer bird than the tame," 

p.137. There were “severe penalties against the destruction of the woods, 

with which the country was well covered before the conquest." 

Ground was well managed also.. 

p.146. They wove (with cotton) "the delicate hair of rabbits and other animals..." 

p.185. Nezahaulcoyotl (1400-1470) (Emperor) "followed the hardier pleasures 

of the chase in the noble woods that stretched for miles around his 

villa, flourishing in all their primeval majesty." 

24
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p. 189. "The royal forests were very extensive in Tezuco (opposite Mexico 

| City east of leke), and were guarded by laws full as severe as 
those of the Norman tyrants in England." (People were punished 
by death for trespassing in them.) 

p. 190. Later (1465 approx.) the emperor "mitigated the severity of the 
forest laws, so as to allow persons to gather any wood they might 
find on the ground, if they did not meddle with the standing timber." 

Pp. 333. North of Vera Cruz there “were seen deer and various wild animals 
with which the Spaniards were unacquainted..... They saw, also, 
pheasants and other birds; among them the wild turkey..." 

p. 398. “The soil was well protected by woods.....the invaders soon after 
the conquest swept away the magnificent growth of timber....." 
(Near Tlatlaugqnitepec.) 

Volume II, 

oi. ih. "Not a rod of land but was under cultivation and the soil--an 
uncommon thing on the table-land--was irrigated by mmerous 
streams and canals, and well shaded by woods...." (Near Cholula 
outside of valley of Mexico.) 

p. 49. Description of the Valley of Mexico: "Stretching far away at 
their feet were seen noble forests of oak, sycamore, and cedar, 
and beyond, yellow fields of maize and towering maguey (century 

plant) intermingled with orchards and blooming gardens...." 

p. 52. ‘The Spaniards were offered "robes of delicate furs and feathers." 

Pp. 56. In the midst of the valley there were "noble woods" and “orchards 

glowing with autumnal fruits, of unknown names..." 

p. 62. In Iztapalapean there was a “luge reservoir of stone, filled to 
a@ considerable height with water well supplied with different 

sorts of fish.* 

p. 83. . The Royal Palace of Montezuma had some walls hung "with the dins 
of wild animals." 

p. 114. ‘he Bmperor had an immense aviary and “a separate building was 

reserved for the fierce birds of prey; the voracious vulture- 

tribes and eagles of enormous size whose home was in the snowy 

solitudes of the Andes. Wo less than 500 turkeys, the cheapest 

meat in Mexico, were allowed for the daily consumption of these 

tyrants of the feathered race." 

"Adjoining the aviary was a menagerie of wild animals gathered 

from the mountain forests, and even from the remote swamps of the 

tierra caliente.......The collection was still swelled by a great 

mumber of reptiles and serpents remarkable for their size and 

venomous qualities.....The beasts and birds of prey were provided 

with apartments large enough to allow their moving about... the 

whole was placed under the charge of numerous keepers, who 

acquainted themselves with the habits of their prisoners and pro- 

vided for their comfort and cleanliness." wee
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p. 116. "Ten large tanks, well stocked with fish, afforded a retreat 
on their margins to various tribes of waterfowl, whose habits 
were so carefully consulted that some of these ponds were of 
salt water, as that which they most loved to frequent." 

p. 117. "Montezuma's gardens stretched for miles around the base of the 

hills." 

p. 120. "The royal bill of fare comprehended, besides domestic animals, 

geme from the distant forests...." 

p. 130. Hunters and fishermen were noticed at the main market. 

p. 133. At the main market “animals, both wild and tame, were offered for 

seale,....meats of all kinds, domestic poultry, game from neighbor- 

ing mountains, fish from the lakes and streams...." 

p. 175. Timber in the royal forests was félled to build Spanish boats. 

p. 180. Montezuma was fond of the chase. "He had large forests reserved 

for that purpose on the other side of the lake (Tezcuco)." 

p. 181. "The royal chase was well stocked with game; some of which the 

emperor shot with arrows, and others were driven by numerous 

attendants into nets, #10 

Footnote 10: "He sometimes killed his game with a tube, a sort 

of air-gun, through which he blew little balls at the birds and 

rabbits." 

p. 400. The Aztecs had no useful domesticated animals according to 
Prescott, but he states in a footnote: "Gomara speaks of a 

nation, dwelling about oe north latitude, on the northwestern 

porders of New Spain, whose chief wealth was in droves of 

these cattle (bison--"oxen with a hump on the shoulders"), 
from which they got their clothing, food, and drink, which 

last, however, appears to have been only the blood of the 

animal." 
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‘ Digest of Selected Materiel from Vol. III . e ; 

"Geological Survey of Ohio" ‘ f 

Published by Nevins & Meyers, Columbus, 1882. 4 : 

(Ornithology by J. M. Wheaton) 

P. 72 Buffalo. Originally found on the Sandusky, Ohio, Maumee, Muskingum, 

Sciotoe Last one killed by one Charles Francis Duteil, a frenchman, 

at Gallipolis, in 1795. Last east of the Mississippi killed by 

Sioux Indians on Trempeleau R., Wisc., in 1832. & 

75 Buffalo in the east seem to have been (geologically) recent. F 

80 Elk. last killed Ashtabula Co. 1538. 

\ Wp Burkey. Held out longest in N.W.Counties. Rare in Franklin County 1882. 

445 - Prairie Chicken. “Rare resident in N.W. & Central Ohio. Probably § 

breeds." A few near Toledo and in Erie, Ottawa, Crawford, & Marion, 

Wyandot, Sandusky, Fairfield, Pickaway Cos. One killed near Columbus 

1878. 

447s Ruffed Grouse. Still common in Hocking Hills in hills of E. Ohio. 

Very few near Columbus. Not recorded at Cincinnati. a 

44g Quail. "This well knowm bird is an exception to all others of the 

order, in that it was probably absent or at least confined to but 

few localities in the State at the time of its first settlement, 

and has steadily increased in numbers as the forest has been cleared 

away, while others have diminished. " 
Dr. Howard E. Jones says his great-grandfather settled at 

High bank prairie near Chillicothe in 1793 and resided several years 

before he heard the first quail. Regarded it as an arrival. 

468 Woodcock. "Very common March to October." Young found at Cleveland 

early as April 9, though usually not hatched till middle of May. 

521 Canada Goose. Winter in cornfields of Scioto Valley. Kertlend says 

one flock visited each year a favorite locality on Olentengy River, 

so near the city that they were passed up as tame geese. 

Lg — ™ a atten t



. Digest of i 7 

Lewis, E.J, The American Sportsman o 

J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1885 

Bobwhite 
p. 116. Migration. "The greater portion of them remain ...still at period of 

the autumn kmown as "the running season", large mambers abandon their 

former haunts, and, contiming along the borders of our rivers, take up 
their abode for a time in the lowlands, hundreds of miles, perhaps, from 
their breeding-places" (see also p. 129). 

. more 
p. 117. Sex Ratio. "There is no doubt that there are/male birds hatched than females." 

p. 119, Covering eges? "The hen bird...during incubation,.,undergoes a partial 
monlt, which provides a few downy feathers to assist in keeping the 
eggs warm during her absence from the nest." (Is this possibly confusion 
with the English partridge?) 

p. 125. Food. Partridges are very fond of Indian corn, and in a state of captivity 
we have seen them eat it in preference to all other grains except buckwheat! 

Leurel. ",...in winter, partridges as well as grouse, are forced to eat 
the fruit, leaves, and tender buds of the mountain laurel (Kalima latifolia).. 
without any ill consequences to themselves, but their flesh, it is said, 
has often been poisoned to such an extent...that death, in some rare 
instances, has resulted from persons partaking of them while in this 
noxious state. Doctor Shoemaker published...an account of two cases of 
poisoning arising from the eating of a pheasant (ruffed grouse) stuffed wth 
leurel leaves." 

p. 126. Weight. "Dr. Wetherell...shot..,in New Jersey...ten brace that averaged 

eight ounces each," 

p. 129. Running Season. "At the commencement of autumn partridges abandon the 
high grounds, and resort, in immense mumbers, to the large river courses, 

where they remain a few weeks, and then travel back to their former haunts, 

..-in 1845 we encountered an immense drove of these running birds in the 
neighborhood of Elk River (Pa?)...all twittering and whistling as fast 
and as loud as possible. ...This company...contained several hundred 

individuals, and was the largest...we ever met with, These migrations 
to the seacoast and river shores are performed...on foot...as early as 

October, # 

p. 132, Albinos. 
p. 133. Red Quail. Killed near Philadelphia, Date: “since the first edition," 

Importance of Studying Natural History of Game Birds. "...no one can 
expect to become an accomplished sportsman without studying very closely 
the characteristics of every species of game," etc, (This is followed by 
an excoriation of the pot-hunter.) 

p. 136. Running Season. "On Chesapeake Bay, near Havre de Grace,...a neighbor 

caught...during one season, on his own estate, 900 partridges...which 

he gave out to the negroes as ordinary food during the running season. 

This may seem incredible to those.,.not familiar with...the immense 

armies of these birds that congregate together during their migratory trips,
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and the regularity and pertinacity with which they pursue their course, 

sometimes passing through the heart of villages. The estate is...a 
neck of low land...forming a peninsula." 

Iowa Netting, "A correspondent in Iowa Territory states that he 

netted, on one season, 10,000 partridges in the neighborhood of Burlington." 

Killing Winter. This season of 1855 and 1856 has been particularly 

destructive "both on Atlantic coast and in the west." 

High Years. In 1845, 110 killed in 3 days in Delaware in shore sedge. 

"This season, 1851-1852, partridges have been unusually plenty. A 

gentleman informs us that a party with nets left Keokuk lately, and 

repaired to the island below that town. They took 400 birds in a single 

afternoon," 

Wild Turke: 

p. 178. Sex Behavior (quoting Audubon), If a gobbler is killed "the conqueror 

treads him under foot, but, what is strange, not with hatred, but with 

all the motions he employs in caressing the female" (see A. A, Allen's 

Sex Rhythm in Ruffed Grouse, 1934). 

p. 182. Origin of name "turkey" (theory). 

Ruffed Grouse (pheasant) 

p. 189. Abundance. "At times they are very abundant in the pines of New Jersey. 

>. 194, Migration, "Like the partridge and wild turkey, pheasants are said to 

perform partial migrations, from northwest to southeast, at the approach 

of winter, but their excursions are neither so general nor so extensive 

as those of the partridge." 

p. 195. Laurel poisoning from eating grouse. Discredits it. 

Pinnated Grouse 

p. 204, Heath Hen. Still killed in N, J, in 18hs. 

p. 207. Movements. "They are said to remain stationary the whole year round, 

and show no disposition to migrate or travel, as the Ruffed Grouse or 

partridge." 

Woodcock 

p. 215. Wt. Max. 10 oz., large & oz. 

Ducks ’ 

p. 351. 1850-51: Canvasbacks very plenty on Chesapeake. 1854-55 equally good. 

1855-56, few. 

Squirrels 

p. 405. Migration of grays in Ohio in 1822, 

Copies for Mr. Hammerstrom, Quail, Turkey, R. G., Digests ;
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& "Adventures of Kit Carson and Fremont" 
Worthington Co., 1887 

1842 
=—— Up the Platte to South Pass. Fremont, J. C. 

p. 81 6/22, Turkey, elk, deer, and antelope on Little Blue 1 day 
EH. of Bat. 40-26-50, Lb. 98-22-12, 

87 6/29, First buffelo on Platte, Lat. 40-39-51, 
108 7/12, Mts. near Long's Peak on fire for several months past. 
138 
142 7/26, Grass N. of Ft. Laramie devastated by drouth and . 

grasshoppers. No buffalo or feed. 
145 7/29, Grizzlies on Plette eating cherries, Lat. 42-38-0, 

Long. 106-54-32, Wot seen. 
147 7/30, First sheep seen Lat. 42-33-27, Long. LO%-8S-29'. 

Yarn about sheep lighting on horns when jumping 
: eliffs to escave wolves. 

“E50 Grizzly on Sweet water Lat. 42-32-30, Long. 108-30-13. 
fug. 3, “Only one we encountered during journey" 

é Which journey? : 
152 Beaver evidently cleaned out of Sweet water - men- 

: tions old. sign, Saw them later near South Pass in 
: mts (By 161) 

2 159 No buifalo on Colo. drainage west of South Pess. 
272 (Pattie p.140?) 
147 Sheep horns at mouth of Sweet water. 

(Returned by same route to the Missouri) 

1843 Up Arkansas Fremont, d. Ce 
= 

193 6/11, Started up Republican Fork of Kansas. Antelope and 
elk seen near mouth. 

Ts 6/20, First butfalo, also antelope, and prairie dogs on 
. plains near Republican. 

197 6/30, Crossed to S. fork of Platte, which was in flood. 
198 7/4, Arr. at St. Vrain's Fort in sight of Long's Pk. 
200 7/7, Grizzly on Platte, Lat. 39-43-53, Long,105-24-34. 
202 7/8, Deer killed near 3 forks 21 miles above Vrain's fort. 

. They went up easternmost fork. Then E. along divide 
between Platte and Arkansas. No timber. To Bijou 
R. and up it. 

203 CATT. Speaks of a legume "Esparcette" also grown in Germany. 
See also p.206 - white flower. 

204 7/11, Killed grizzly. Poor. At head of Bijou. 
205 Meat of old buffalo bull caused illness. 

‘ 207 7/14, Reached junction of Boiling Spr. and Arkansas. Met 
4 Kit Carson here and engaged him. This was 75 mi- 

above Bent's post. Went back up to its head and re- 
crossed to Platte. Deér in this country. 

& 215 7/26, Sterted up Cache 2 le Poudre to Laramie R. arriving 
7/31. Thence via South Pass, Green River, Utah Pass, 
Bear Rivers 

: 3 au



Po £5. = 8/30, Buffalo and entelope already exterminated in 
Bear River country. 

ape = Rense & History of the Buffalo 
In 1630-40 abendoned Pacitic slope W. of South 

Pass. Fremont believes they did not range on Pacific 
slope naturally but were driven over "at this time, 
the buffalo occupy but a very limited space along the 
eastern b ase of the Rocky Mts., sometimes extending 
at their southern extremity to a considerable distance 
into the pleins between the Platte and the Arkanses 

rivers, end along the eastern frontier of New Mexico 
as fer south as Texas,” Descended Colo. drainage to 
mouth of White River, (p.253). 

Return Trip from California 

429 - Indians near San Joaquin had otter skins. Swarms of 
: wild horses. : 

445 - "Wells" dug by wolves in Mohave dry washes. Were 2' 
deep. Good water. 

c: ‘ 
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Ee "The Marvellous Country" 
S. W. Cozzens 

Trip 1858-9-60. 
ie Fl 

pe 53 - Cactus 20-30' high, 3-4' circ. at Santa Rita 

63 - Tularosa "said to abound in trout" 

69 - Trout caught in Tularosa by Dr. farker 

164 - Turkey eaten at Tubac, Ariz. on Santa Cruz (just 
above Tumacacori) 

231 - Mt. sheep along stage road near Steins Peak, Pelon- 
cillo Mts., on way from San Simon to Mesilla, 6000' alt. 

256 - Cilla (2 mi.) Indians traded in turquoise and ox-hides 
: (buffalo) 

257 - "Quails" given Niza at a town 4 days S. of Cibolla? 
Also "ox-hides". 

. 867 .- 4 leagues east of "Acuco” (Acoma) Corcnado met with 
‘ "a new kind of oxen -- very wild and fierce, of which 

the first day they killed four score, which supplied 
the army with flesh, - for all the way was as full of 
crooked backed oxen as the mountain-sierras of Spain 

are of sheep". 

276 + Sycamores on Rio Grande. 

282 - Rio Puerce banks 12 to 15 feet high where crossed going 
Isleta to Acoma. 

319 - Bagles (sp?) domesticated by Zunis. 

407 - Turkey killed near Inscription Rock.
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. duly 10,1930 ee 

,~ Partial Digest of 

| f "Birds of Minnesota" 
- (First report of State Zoologist) 

Dr. P. L. Hatch ae : 
; Publ. by Geol. & Not. Hist. Survey-June, 1892 

pe155 EOBWHITE. “Following up the progress of ‘agriculture steadily, but 
. is nowhere yet abundant. After a series of mild winters it has several 

: times. . . greatly increased . .to be again decimated by an exception- 
ally vigorous one." 

: Earliest nesting, May 5. 

Allezed Planting. “Rev. Mr. Gear . . an army chaplain. . (says) that 
there were no quails here (Minn.) until imported . . by sportsmen amongst 
the army officials on different occasions. . Want of food... prevented 
their material increase . . until the advent of general farming," 

| Now (1902) seen at Red Lake Felis & latitude of Ottertail. : : : 
pe159 CANADA GROUSE. "Wes disappointed in not meeting with it at Mille Lacs. . : 

E. 0. Garrison (of Mille lacs) . . said that from 1865 to 1868 the 
Spruce Partridge was quite common about the lake. . . Since then, however, _ 

™~ they seem to have been exterminated in that locality.* is 

‘ pel60 RUPTBD GROUSE. "less abundant in those portions of the state that are 3 
occupied by Canada Grouse" according to F. L. Washburn's "Red River - 
Valley, Thief River, & Mille Lecs Report." (King: look up this report?) 

"Buds of ironwood (Ostrya virginica) . . constitute almost their 
exclusive food in winter here." 

. 
p.162 PRAIRIE HEN. "When the white man first came to Minnesota these birds 

were by no means common. Rev. EB. G. Gear . . (Fort Snelling & Fort 
Ripley) . . stated that prairie hens were seldom seen at first but 
after (settlement) increased . . from year to year. Blackfoot Grouse 

! (Sharptail) were the dominant grouse . . but were never found on the 
open uncultivated prairies." 

| PRAIRIE SHARPTAIL. “Thirty years ago (1870?) distributed over nearly 
the entire state. . . withdraws before agriculture . . Dr. Coues. . 
traced the southern lines of distribution . . in 1s73.* (King: might 

5 be cycle evidence in Coues "Birds of the Northwest" pp. 407-1119). 

| WILD TURKEY. "33 years ago (about 18657) . . not a rare bird in N.W: 
. Towa & S.W. Minn. . . Seen as late as 1871 in Minn. Now (1891) 
| totally disappeared." 

Copies: King, Minnesota, Bobwhite, Ruffed Grouse, Prairie Chicken, Desk a 
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: "New Light of the Zarly History of the Greater No-thwest® Yau, ee 
es Henry=Thompson Journals - aes : 
- Elliott Coues 4 

ag —< vol #1-—~ 
; Published 1897 

=e Page 308---Bellowing of Buffalo during rut “Ye had seen bu’falo in 
: great numbers westward of us, and as th y were just entering he 

rutting seas:n they meade a terrible bellowing during the nizht. 

: Pase 4.7---Bellowing of Bufflo during rut "The buffalo now at the 
height of the rutting scas¢n, kept vellowin; all night. During this 

: se2son they are in continual motion day and nisht, scercely allowing 
themselves time to feed; several herds passed -ulte near our camp, 
bellowing and tearing up the ground. The oulls at this period are 
very f erce; they often turn upon a man and pu-sue him for some dis- 

-tance. The noise of those animals made our horses very uneasy. At 
every bellow they were startled, and ran toward us as far as their lines 
would allow. : 

Page 409-<-North limit of Buffalo “Buffalo continued to appear in 
/ every,direction around us. At twelve o'clock we came to the Grosse 

é Buttet, which semed to be their termination northward, as we saw only 
of few straggling bulls ahead of us. 

. x After crossing Mouse r. from S. to N., Henry took first a N.E.and 
then a N. course, In McHenry Co. As this reiver is runsing northeast- 
ward and then northward he is W. of it, and has it on his right hand, ~— 

(3 at no great distance. But as he has given no distances on these courses 

: indentification of his Grosse Butte ec:n only be conjectured. Two of the 

< most conspicuous and isolated elevations in the regi-n are now known 
us as White Rock hill and Little Medicine Lodge. The latter is 10 or 12 
ii ' m. N.E. of the former which I am inclined to think may be his Grosse 

Butte. 

Page 383---Spoons made Out of Sh ep Horns “They keep their tents, dishes 
and sp ons very clean; the atter are made out of the horns of the Rocky 

: Mountain ram. : 

Page 395---White Buffalo Hides "This morning early Le Borgne employed 
one of his principal secretaries to make a long speeck, advising the 
people of his intention of sacrificing to the waters a white buffalo 
hidee-an article of the highest value ond estimation among them. 

= =



Inman, Col, Henry "The Old Santa ¥e Trail" eS 

3 MacMillan Co,, New York, 1897, 400 pp. 

‘ (Digest of water course descriptions for Iuna B, Leovold, by Aldo Leopold) ; 

p. 106 “On the 15 of July the combined forces formed a Junction at : 
Pawnee Fork, now within the city limits of Larned, Kansas, 
The river was immassable mt General Kearney --~- caused d 
great trees to be cut down and their trunks thrown across \ 
the stream, over which the army passed" (Deduction : Max, ; 
ht. of cottonwood trunks 50', hence channel could not have q 

; exceeded this) j 

p. 191 “On the 19th of February, 1862, he (Sibley) crossed the 
Rio Grande below Fort Craig. -~--- next morning early Colonel ‘ 
Roberts was ordered to proceed about seven miles up the : 
river to keep the Texans away from the water at a point 
where it alone was secessible, on account of the steepness 
of the banks everywhere else" (Deduction: Rio Grande 
ran in a deep cut) : 

Pp. 253 “The Arkansas et the Pueblo is a clear rapid river about 
a hundred yards wide" (Very complete description of _. 
Pueblo, Golo, region follows pp 253-254) :
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Digest of "On the Border with Crook" 

By John G. Bourke: 

: 1902 
Page 

: Wounded men tracked snd killed by lion (?) - - - 40 

Hummingbirds eating cactus fruit (?) ----+-- 53 

Mountain Sheep in Selt.. River Canyon - - - - - - 129 

Elz at Port Apache, 1871, «+ «+ * += © « + - Be 

ad ; 5
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[ . Digest of "Birds of Yisconsia* - 

Ie Hunlden and H, Holideter | 
| Wis, Mat. Hist. Soe. Vol. 3, Nole5, 1903 

p. 32 ae Principal — is not Vallganort 4 spivalis, 
ee foes manors ‘ more widespread 

| egourrence than years age eseet o 

. p. 28 Blue Googs. Irregular except slong Mieeiasippl. 

Inerenei Fornerly did not winter. Hest- 

| p38 Eine Rath. Comonor than 25 years ago. 
| p.42 ae ly @iminishing. Inoreased from early fore 

€8 wp to Te. . 

f p43 dagkandus, "We should be at a lowe to ite number 
a r .* “Of late ae perad ty munted that i¢ 

- net seniy nissan bee tedter Uk bank 36 genes of 

p55 Bobuhiee. “Sformerly vory abundant in eouth and central 
parte of the state, oom acetions the os pee 
deordased--until about they were entirely from 
many logalities where cnce--common. The clearing away of 
underbrush and the intreduetion ef wire fences in plsee of 

| arent .ee-gutanly hat na Baek Se Se SON ee ene 
i oe lawless shooting. For the past dozen 

— since | different shipments of miata poner 
rem Eanaes, Reve turned locae-In some p @ the 

inteoduced birds aequ to thrive wonderfully.--have boon 
eonstantiy protected by law--.9 ; 

p. 56 wae the regions, Digepresring. Some 

. 8 n no ‘igenehon: tes - : 

aa Common ia south and central parte, *almost 
; gome northern gounties, Clearing and F sgl 

ing heave driven from meny old haunts. Mush market shoot- 
ing in nerth, 

p. 8? Ptarehaan. nen + manta, 1846, Geuk @o., 1678, 

Prairie ts *Woamon resident in niany parte ef the state. 

An pe chicken asemg to have moved westward with the 
aettlement eof the eomtry, In the early forties it wae
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marked inereaee duxiag the past 16 veare,* 

he idly giving way to the prairie 

| RSS vonetag on to" abel, fe find hak iis secelen”, Whe ae i : as ee BS a 

waa at thet time extremely oe eT ieaias ek 
benno, sonsines of Whasenase Oateas font tiepedie on : 

a~ep¥eigioa chicken. Dr, in 1882 sayet ‘fexvmeriy quite 
commen naar Reoine, now selder wet with.' 4d, 8. Clark, 

Vabael’ seons Squite semmon up to shout 1665, but now 
| beaming very scarce, Saw it last in 1800, Have 

f never found 1% in company vith pinnated grouse, which is 

common here now, '* 
: "4 few sharpteile at Stevens Point 1896; seattersd 

. records at Markeaan and other north ee Last 
reoord in south was near Janesville, Oct. + Wow in 
numbers only in isolated parte of ag tere gr northveat= 
era Wieconain, -«prebably doomed te speedy datinction in 
the atgte.* 

p58 i . Dr. Hoy and others 4% wae abundant in 
TAL DUA. onain price to 1840, The ver of 1842 fae 

| . tal to turkeya; ‘snow yet 2 £%. deep in March, with @ 

Par stout oruste-ac poor and weak they could aot © 

— sasy prey to wolves, foxes wild Gate, winks, | ., whieh 

See GET patio Tot one tn 0s) she (8 
ett a> Soak in nusbers, 1356 8 ea one maak a y 2t@ ' ou 
river viuffs, 1894, Bosoebel, iat 2 Yeccopseus} 

(Bamana Ey raat anak geugeigs Buns 0 | Ga. 
1886, 1890, 1897, 1e98( ae eteny Delavan, 1896, , 

+62 Goptaue. Yery common in winter tii2 40 ; may 
. ve nested, Avandant in early Mase fase 

| pT Decreasing in south. Supposedly resident 
| Hopned Bais gore stake. 

ee. pe 7a see Irregular in winter. No yeare given exoept 

Robert Ridgeway (Field & Stream, 1979) of ohagrbatlt | 
"In 1640-45 this species wae abundant in Mh and H.Tll. se 

far south, oe Cason Simere Cee ets titers’ upert name © ‘tes f " 1.1ERCLG Pe 

i of Gene Survey, p. A 
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Digest of selected parts of "Birds of Ohio" Wm. L. Dawson 

Wheaton Publishing Co. - Columbus - 1903 : 

: p-» 4 Crow. Birds and eggs form 1/2 of 1 per cent of totel diet. Does 
not believe many crows migrate out of state in winter, but merely 
gather in large roosts. 

Notable decrease of crows recorded by Wheaton near Columbus 
1883. Now abundant (1903). Winter roosts are subject to epidemics 
of "roup" which inflames eyes, pharynx, and nasal passage, and gives 
rise to the popular belief that the eyes "freeze", 

384 Great Horned Qwl Says no longer common in Ohio. 

Sharp - shin (Quoting Fisher) Of 107 stomachs 6 held poultry or 
geme, 99 other birds, 6 mice, 5 insects. 

Goshawk. Not common winter visitor. ; 

427 Passenger Pigeon. One killed last in Ohio March 24, 1900, near 
Sargents, Pike Co. 

427 Mourning Dove. Decreasing locally (1903) 

430 Ring-necked Pheasant. "Successfully introduced into Allen, 
Ashtabula, Crawford, Erie, Hamilton, Harden, Madison, Morgan, 

Scioto and Summit Counties (Jones)". 

432 «Wild Turkey. Formerly abundant, now nearly extinct. Last stand 
in N. W. part of state near Wauseon.’ A few linger yet in Brown, 
Adams, and Highland counties. 

434 Buffed Grouse. Formerly common throughout state except in prairie 
portions, now (1903} greatly reduced. Most common in hilly portions 
south and N.E. 

435 Prairie Chicken. "Formerly not uncommon in N.W.,rare in central 
Ohio. Now probably extinct." Last survivors seen in early 30's 
in Erie and Huron counties. 

437 Quail. No distinctive Ohio information. 

496 Woodcock. "Common summer resident throughout the state. Decreasing 
in numbers." 

528 Upland Plover. "Common summer resident, except in heavily wooded 
portions." 

; 579 Canada Goose. "Probably no longer nests in Ohio, although it is known 
to linger in N. Indiana." 

599 Wood duck. "Now rare." 

> - —_ aes ; a! 7
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Extracts from Letters from an American Farmer, by J. Hector St. John 
Crevecoeur, Fox, Duffield & Company, New York, 1904. 

p. 32, “Mr.***, one of the most famous and extraordinary farmers that 

has ever done honour to the province of Connecticut, by his 

timely and humane assistance in a hard winter, saved this 

species (quail), from being entirely destroyed. They perished 
- all over the country, none of their delightful whistlings were 

heard the next spring, but upon this gentleman's farm; and to 

his humanity we owe the contimation of their msic." 

(Written prior to 1782.) 

pp. 69- “Thus our bad people are those who are half cultivators and 
7 half hunters; and the worst of them are those who have 

degenerated altogether into the hunting state. As old 

ploughmen and new men of the woods, as Buropeans and new 

made Indians, they contract the vices of both; they adopt 

the moroseness and ferocity of a native, without his mildness, 

or even his industry at home, If mamers are not refined, 

at least they are rendered simple and inoffensive by tilling 

the earth; all our wants are supplied by it, our time is 

divided between labour and rest, and leaves none for the 

commission of great misdeeds. As hunters it is divided 

petween the toil of the chase, the idleness of repose, or the 

indulgence of inebriation, Hunting is but a licentious idle 

life, and if it does not always pervert good dispositions, yet, 

when it is united with bad luck, it leads to want; want 

stimlates that propensity to rapacity and injustice, too 

natural to needy men, which is the fatal gradation. After this 

explanation of the effects which follow by living in the woods, 

shall we yet vainly flatter ourselves with the hope of converting 

the Indians? We should rather begin with converting our back- 

settlers; and now if I dare mention the name of religion, its 

sweet accents would be lost in the immensity of these woods, 

Men thus placed, are not fit either to receive or remember its 

mild instructions; they want temples and ministers, but as 

goon as men cease to remain at home, and begin to lead an 

erratic life, let them be either tawny or white, they cease 

‘ to be its disciples,".....(p. 71) “Time will efface those 
stains: in proportion as the great body of population approaches 

them they will reform, and become polished and subordinate." 

File: Bobwhite Quail al
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Extracts from "The Grouse and Wild Turkeys of the United States, and Their 3 

7 
P. 10 ; | 

THE PRAIRIE HEN. | 

; (Tympanuchus americanus. ) 

: The prairie hen, or ‘prairie chicken,' inhabits the western prairies 

from Manitoba to southern Texas and Louisiana and from Ohio to Nebraska, 
The birds of southern Texas and Louisiana are smaller and darker than the 
common bird. : 

In summer prairie hens roost on the ground in a family covey, as does 
the bobwhite, but in winter, in many sections, they roost in trees. In the 

: fall several coveys congregate in a pack, after the fashion of ptarmigans and | 
erested quail, Frof. F, B. L. Beal informs the writer that at Ames, Iowa, dur- : 
ing the early eighties, he frequently found packs numbering as many as a thous- 
and birds, and that they habitually roosted in the long grass beside sloughs. 
The prairie hen is migratory in the northern part of its renge, and to a certain 
extent farther south also. ‘The well-known authority on migration, Prof. W. W. 
Cooke, says: : 

In November and December large flocks of prairie chickens come from north- 
2 _ €rn Iowa and southern Minnesota to settle for the winter in northern Miss- 

ouri and southern Iowa. This migration varies in bulk with the severity of 
the winter, 3 

: The estimation in which the bird is held may be realized from the fact 

that in 1902 the supply at from $3 to $5 a brace nowhere met the demand, 

Pu . : ’ 

So reluctant occasionally is it to fly that it can hardly be put up, and 
Professor Cooke informs the writer that several times while hunting in northern 
Minnesota he saw a pointing dog jump and catch a three-fourths grow prairie hen. . 

| At the beginning of the nineteenth century the prairie hen was extremely 
: abundant throughtout Ohio and Kentucky. It is now rare in both states. A part 

of the ground it has lost in the Bast it has gained by a westward and northward 
movement. It has followed the grain fields of the pioneers of the plains, and 
with the extension of grain culture into Minnesota and Manitoba it has become 
plentiful there. According to Dr. Hatch, it was by no means common when the q 

<— ‘ 4 
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Extracts from "Grouse & Wild Turkeys of the U.S" ; i 

Pe P. 12 

white man first came to Minnesota, and he says that in Illinois as late as 1936 
a hunter was extremely lucky if he could bag e dozen in a day. Some years later, 

with much less effort, one could have shot 50 in a day, and there were records of 
100 to a single gun, i 

fhe former status of the bird in the Bast is well indicated by Audubon's 
classic observations at Henderson, Ky., in 1810. Audubon says: 

In those days during the winter the Grous would enter the farm- 
yard and feed with the poultry, alight @m the houses, or walk in the 
very streets of the villages. I recollect having caught several in 
a stable at Henderson, where they had followed some Wild Turkeys. In 
the course of the same winter, a friend of mine, who was fond if prac- 
ticing rifle shooting, killed upwards of forty in one morning, but 
picked none of them up, so setiated with Grous was he, as well as every 
member of his family. My own servants preferred the fattest flitch of 
bacon to their flesh, and not unfrequently laid them eside as unfit for 
cooking. * * * They could not have been sold at more than one cent 
apiece. * * * So rare have they become in the markets of Philadelphia, 
New York, and Boston, that they sell at from five to ten dollars the pair. 

So far as the sportsman is concerned, the prairie hen is now extinct in 

Kentucky. ; 3 

Through its operation the sale of the prairie hen was virtually stopped 
in 1902 and 1903 in all the large cities of the East. 

7. 13 . 

EB. W. Nelson informs the writer that in the early seventies in northwestern 
Tllinois the farmers in many places burned the prairies in spring after the 
prairie hens nested, and often gathered for household use large numbers of the 
eges thus exposed, 

The prairie hen has the advantage, however, of yielding more readily to 
domestication than the bobwhite, and strong efforts should be made to establish 
preserves of domesticated birds for restocking country where the species is ex- 
tinct. Successful enterprises of this kind would be profitable. That such 
domestication is possible and even feasible, the appended quotetion from Audubon 
implies: 

The Pinnated Grous is easily tamed, and easil kept. It also breeds in 
confinement, and I have often felt surprised that it has not been fairly 
domesticated. While at Henderson, I purchased sixty alive, that were ex- 

‘ pressly caught for me within twelve miles of that village, and brought in a 
bag laid across the back of a horse. I cut the tips of their wings, and 
turned them loose in a garden and orchard about four acres in extent. Within
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Extracts from “Grouse & Wild Turkey of the U. 5." aN 

Pr. 13 : 

a week they became tame enough to allow me to approach them without 

their being frightened. * ® * In the course of the winter they 
became so gentle as to feed from the nad of my wife, and welked about 

the garden like so many tame fowls, mingling occasionally with the 

domestic poultry. * * ” When spring returned they strutted, 'tooted,' 

and fought, as if in the wilds where they had received their birth. 

Many laid eges, and a good number of young ones made their appearance, 

P. 15 
VEGETABI£ FOOD. 

From October to April, inclusive, the prairie hen takes little 

but vegetable food. This element amounts to $5.99 per cent for the 

year. Fruit constitutes 11.79 percent; leaves, flowers, and shoots, 

25.09 percent; seeds, 14,87 percent; grain, 31.06 percent, and miscell- 

aneous vegetable material, 3.08 percent. 

The prairie hen eats a much smaller proportion of seeds, with the 

exception of grain, than the bobwhite, and in this respect is less 

useful than the latter bird. It is, however, a better weeder than any 

other grouse, and its services in this particular are worthy of consid- 

eration, 

PB 17 ; 
GRAIN. 

The stomacks and crops examined in the investigation contained 31.06 
percent of grain. The bobwhite, another busy stubble feeder, takes only 

17.38 percent. 

| i ae a eat tae 

| Pp. 18 
| LEAVES, FLOWERS AND SHOOTS. 

| Naturally the prairie hen is much less given to budding than the 

. ruffed grouse, but it has been known to pluck buds of ‘2% elm, pine, 

| apsle, dward birch (Betula glandulosa), and black birch (B. lenta). 
"T have counted more than 50 on a single apple tree," writes Audubon, 

"the buds of which they entirely destroyed in a few hours. * * * 

: They were, in fact, looked upon with more abhorrence than the crows are 

at present in Massachusetts and Maine, on account of the mischief they 

committed among the fruit trees of the orchards during winter, when they 

. fed on their buds, or while in the spring months, they picked up the grain 

| in the fields."
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ss Extracts from "Grouse and Wild Turkey of the U. 5." j 

P. 19 q 
THE HEATH HEN 

{Tympanuchus cupido. ) , 
Williem Brewster in 1990 ascertained that, all told, there were probably 

only about 200 heath hens, and that they were confined to about 40 square miles 
of the island of Marthas Vineyard, 

THE IZSSER PRAIRIE HEN : | 

| (Tympanuchus pallidicinetus. ) : 

H. C, Oberholser, of the Biological Survey, found them common in August, 

1901, in Wheeler County, Tex. oe : 

ae 
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yj Digest of ‘ 

| Aya? "The Vanishing Prairie Hen" ; i 

By Clate Tinan i 

? : ‘ i h 

pel 5,006,006 Prairie Chickens estimated killed in Nebraska "a few i 
: years hence" of which 4,000,000 for market, - ; ‘ 

pe2 "The true pinnated grouse is never found, except where man has ‘ 
A broken the sod, sown the wheat, and dotted the prairies with 

groves of trees." *, ; 

D3 600 chickens killed in 10 days in 1872 in McLean Co., Ill. by i 
Capt. A. H. Bogardus and Miles Johnson. 50 birds per gun per day i 

| considered "good hunting." . 

. Winter Range: "large £locks - - - during winter - - - in the “7 
, _ immense cornfields of S. W. Iowa, though a feir days sport on if j 

4 them during the open season is unknown." 

. pe Packs: "In localities where the birds are really scarce the 
number which will gather into what westerners call a "pack" is ‘ 

really remarkable, every grouse in the country seemingly having ‘ 
j his fellows." (These packs can be made to be by repeated 4 

flushing). | , 

p-5 "It is a bird that increases with the first stages of civilization, 
pauses with the second, and disappears with the third," i 

. ‘ 

! 
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Limitation of Beaver Kill by Hudson's Bay Co., 1821-1831 
(From Mair, Charles & R. MacFarlane, 1908. Through the MacKenzie 

Basin. Wm. Briggs, Toronto. 49upp) ; 

pp. 253-254. “If let alone...the beaver will rapidly increase... 

In proof of this.,.they had become scarce or had...disappeared as a 

result the...rivalry in trade..,between the Northwest Company in 

Montreal end the Hudson's Bay Company of England, previous to their 

coalition in 1821. ...they (the beaver) afterwards recovered under 

the fostering policy of protection inaugurated ...by the now united 

Fur Trading and Governing Corporation. For more than a decade sub- 

sequent to 1921, each beaver district in the chartered and licensed 

territories of the Hudson's Bay Co, was annually restricted to the 

collection of a fixed number of beaver, which...proved of much 

benefit to all concerned. By this means the verpetuation of the 

veaver was ensured in sections where reckless slaughter had almost 

exterminated it, while...expansion (to other) localities naturally 

followed. ...the natives were...encouraged to...trap martens and 

other fur-bearing animals, After the beaver...largely increased, | 

and still sold well, the above rule was gradually relaxed. 

The introduction of nutria and silk in the manufacture of hats in 

the early forties struck a deadly blow at the value of beaver, 

...for nearly half a century thereafter, prices...were some 60-70 

per cent below average. ...0wing to the then general abundance of — 

beaver, and the advent of competition in trade, this much desired 

course (i.e, restriction) had to be gradually abandoned." 

Note: This is undoubtedly the first instance of limitation in 

kill to occur in North America. 

| 

| |
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' Digest of Earnest Thompson Seton's "LIVES" 

Mule Deer 1909 

WEIGHTS ~-- _ buck, Colorado, 215 lb. Largest of five weighed by Seton, 

243, Reputed maximm,Colorado - 300 1b, 

{ Nevada (F.P,Cudy) 217, 220 1b, dressed; i.e., 260, 264 1b. live. 

California (J.S.Hunter) 350,380 1b. dressed;i.e., 420, 456 1b. live. 

BYBRIDS -- Bryant says apparently hybrids with Columbian blacktail on Lassen. 

Mearns (Crook Deer) from So.Bill Williems Mt., Ariz. Has the ears, 
forehead mark, white buttocks of mule deer, but horns, tail, meta- 
tarsel gland, size and form of coast blacktail “which is another way 

of saying that it is halfway in characters between the mule-deer and 

the Arizona whitetail, both of which are common in the region where 

this was found", Type specimen, dressed and dry, weighed 72 lb. 

ANTLERS -- Rowland Ward "Records of Big Game" gives first place for combined 

size and symmetry to a Wyoming head owned by J.C.Millais., Length, 

34", Girth, 5", tip to tip 18", widest inside 21-3/4, points 19 18. 

On points alone Buck head runs up to 156 points. 

| RANGE -- Seton estimates that average winter range is but 5 - 6 miles across; 

‘ In open country may be larger, in rougher country very much smaller. 

; In summer range probably still more limited. 

MIGRATION - Often up to 100 - 150 miles in Colorado, A doe belled at Cascada in 

Yosemite wintered 3 consecutive winters in same locality and was 

seen in summer 4} - 17 miles away and 3,000 feet higher up. 

PRIMITIVE ABUNDANCE ~- In Colorado flat-tops guide said winter populations ran 
up to 200 per sq. mile, Seton thinks 50 per sq,mile representative. 

Russell, Park Naturalist, Yosemite, estimates 30,000 deer in park; 

1,100 square miles in park, or 30 per sq. mile. 

Kaibab -- has 30 per sq. mile but cannot permanently carry more than 

half that. 

NUMBERS TODAY ~- Mule deer are "far easier to kill" than whitetail, 

RATE OF INGREASE -- "A drain of 20 per cent each year is generally believed to 

be all the species can stand," 

Boots herd at Crawfordsville, Ind., in acre enclosure increased 

from 3 to 44 in 6 years, 

Says Kaibab herd increased 3000 to 30,000 in 18 years (1906-1924) ; 
but of course neither figure is dependable. If correct represents 

25% per year increase.
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FOOD & DRINK -- "The various tree mosses, beardy-mosses, and lichens are t 

: especially sought after" (speaking of northern whitetail). 

Mearns: "It is extravagantly fond of gcorns, especially those of 
the evergreen oak (Guercus emoryii). It usually feeds in the 
morning and evening, spending the hottést part of the day in the 

{ shade of a tree or rock, It is also apt to go to water in the 
evening or early morning, and, hunters say, on moonlight nights." 
"In the far Southwest, there can be little doubt that the mule 
deer or Burro deer, like the whitetail, the sheep, and the ante- 
lope, dispenses with water altogether in certain localities 
where there are neither springs nor pools but where cactus abounds!, 

THE RUT -- About the same as whitetail, i.e., November, Fatalities, other 
than locked horns, rare. 

SOCIAL LAWS -- In winter mixed companies of all ages and both sexes prevail. 
Leader nearly always an old doe. In spring these companies scatter, 
the sexes not associating, In Red—deer of Scotland the bucks go in 
pairs, an old one and a young "squire", and stay so all summer till 

the rut. Not known whether this holds with mule deer. Does go 
alone preparatory to fawning in late May or early June. TFawns, 1, 2 
or rarely 3. Doe hides them in different parts of the same thicket 
and comes to suckle them in early morn and late evening for 6 or 8 
weeks, after which they follow here, Fawns lose spots in September 
in Colorado, leave doe when about a year old, except that young 

‘ does continue to associate more or less with their mother all throuh 
their second season. 

MT, LION -~ "One deer a week is all he can possibly use; and yet I have been 
assured by such guides as Goff and Leeds that in wantonness of 
slaughter he will often kill two or three a day, until the band is 
ell cleared out; then travel complacently over the snow in search 
of another winter colony". 

COYOTE -- L. L. Thompson in the Idaho Bitterroots saw 4} coyotes run a deer 
off a mountain to the river, Deer swam several hundred feet down 
stream and climbed out on ice on same side, but coyotes intercepted 
and brought deer to bay, First one and then another dashed in and 
attacked flanks and hind quarters. Deer would shake them off but 
Was growing weak when Thompson sneaked up and killed two. 

EAGLE -~ Quoting Grandjean, Supervisor, Boise N. F., "We have records of 
instances where these birds have been seen killing mature deer, -- 
The eagle strikes the deer on the back of the head and neck -~ and 
continues to strike until the deer is finally overcome. This, of 
course, is on open hillsides, and the deer are killed before they 
can reach the protecting cover of the forest". 

Quotes Harry Petrie of Denver as having seen an eagle ride a small 
buck's withers till he reached timber.
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TROUBLES & ACCIDENTS -- Seton in September 1901 in Colorado, observed 8 deer 
’ with injuries or diseases; 2 had healed fractures of leg bones; 

2 were snagged in the abdomen; 2 elsewhere; 1 had splintered hoofs; 
3 had tapeworms or thin. cysts. 

Quotes Mearns as having found the skeleton of a buck trapped in 
a lava cave near Flagstaff, 

Quotes BE, Carter as to a deer in Colorado with an encysted spruce 
limb extending 8 inches into the chest after piercing shoulder 
blade and breaking 2 ribs, This deer was fat, 

Quotes Mearns to effect that western cattle tick (Ixodes bovis) 
sometimes block and inflame the ears; as high as 12 in one ear, 
Also @ grub-like larva common upon nasal mucous membrane. 

LICKS & SCRAPES -- Mule-deer does not make a wallow. Does, however, make 
"scrapes" -- places of about 1 sq. yd. scraped clean of grass and 
jeaves. "They are made in autumn, and are usually in moist places" 
Hunters told Seton they are made by bucks. (I have seen these, 
but only on bed grounds where bucks watched enemies and stamped 
their forefeet), 

SENSES & POWERS ~-- "This deer can swim if it must",



Digest of Zarnest Thompson Seton's "LIVES". 

Arizona Whitetail 

: WEIGHT -- Does up to 40, bucks up to 70 pounds. 

HERDS_ -- Nelson sew herds of 20 ~ 100 in White Mts, in winter. Herds 

break up in early spring. 

FEED AND 
WATER -- Mearns says they water at noon but occur in waterless country. 

"Here, like the antelope, the desert sheep, the kangaroo, rats 

end others, they find their water supply in the leaves and shoots 

of desert shrubs, Chief among these is the cactus. 

Ve Bailey.-- The food of the deer in June consisted mainly of 

leaves, flowers, green seeds, and capsules or pods of a great 

variety of shrubs and plants, including the leaves of the little 

grey oak (Q. grisea), leaves and wide flat pods of several bean 

bushes (Acacia roemeriana and others) leaves and berries of sumac 

(Schmaltzia microphylla), leaves and capsules of a large Pent- 

stemon, end flowers and stems of beer-grass (nolina lindhemeriana). 

The prints of the deer's teeth were often found on the half-eaten 

green stalks of the century plant (Agave wizlizeni). 

Acorns during fell and winter, No grass in 3 stomachs examined, 

(V. Bailey - Texas - pp.6U-5). 

BREEDING -- Fewns, usually twins, born July. Young of previous year accompany 

does when they ascend mountains to fawn. In one case one of these 

yearlings also contained e fetus. (Meanrs pe183) 0



Digest of Earnest Thompson Seton's "LIVES" 

Life XLIX The Whitetail 

WEIGHT PLACE SEX DATE HUNTER LIVE WT, DRESSED WT, 

Average Virginia 6 150 

2 100 

Fall grown Adirondacks é 200 

| 9 oss 
Max.usually given 8 350 

Vermont b 1887 Denny 357 286 
1898 Titcomb 370 

Essex CoN, O Thomas 375 299 

Warren Co.,N.Y. & 1896 Potter hoo 31g 

Mud Lake, M6¥. & 1890 Ordway 388 (Weighed) 

Trout Leke,Mich, @ Holland has 354 
(Tippet) 

: Average Florida 8 80 ~90 

Maxe Florida q Cony 110 

Mas. Acapulco Florida 3 Caton 30 -ho 

COLOR -- Spots lost at 4 months. 

FOOT -~- Cares records a solid hoof individual from Maine. This occurs in 
pigs. Burnham describes one with 5 feet. , 

HORNS -- Ward recorded 8 heads over 27" length beam, J.C. Phillips killed 
one in Michigan, 32" length. 
Horns have up to 3 prong per antler. (No note of whether smooth) 

( Locked horns so frequent, Seton believes 1% die from this cause. 

RANGE -- Has been a general northward and westwerd spread, Formerly none 
on Anticosti or N, Shore Superior, Now nearly to Hudson Bay.



i NUMBERS -- Henry Howe (Historical Collections of Ohio) describes a drive in 
Medina Co., Ohio, Dec. 24, 1818. Driving to the centre of a5 x5 
mile square, Ghere were killed 17 wolves, 21 bear, 300 deer. This 
is 12 per square mile assuming all killed. Thompson estimated 
might have been 20 per square mile. 

Adirondacks: Estimate 3 per sq. mile by using a kill factor of isk. 

Maine: Estimate 2 per sqe mile. Hornaday said 3 per sq. mile in 1904, 

Colorado: 10 per sq. mile (pumestimate) 20 would be safe, Guides said 
“favorite localities there were as many as 200 deer to the square 

mile", 

HOME RANGE -- Smaller than any other American deer, Sometimes 3, or even ho 
5 miles between hedgewood and feed, but this is exceptional, In 
Rockies 2 — 300 acres often home for a "family" (7) 

Quotes Shires on former Michigan ‘migration. Does went 

North first. 

TRACKS -~ Quotes Harry Chase that bucks, especially old bucks, drag their 
toes in shellow snow, Other deer do not. In deep now, of course, 

all drag. 

LITE OF DOB -- (Northern range) -- Does and bucks stay together till January. 
Young bucks may follow their mothers throughout their first year. 

By May does are alone for fawning. 

Gestation 205- 212 days (Lentz) or 7 months. 

First fawn (at 2 yrs,) usually single. Later twins. One case 
of fawning at lyr. Fawns are cached for a month or more, Born 
late May. After July 1 schedule is to be up in A.M., drink at 
noon, be up till evening, feed till dark, be up till dawn. This 
schedule modified where pursued, Night activity depends on moon- 

light. 

Spots shed in September, Weaned at 4 months, Follow their 
mother after weaning; Caton says the males till l yr. old; females 

till 2 yrs, No yearlings allowed during fawning, however. 

GROWTH OF ANTLERS -- Shed in January; earlier if vigorous, later if not. When 

i snow melts the hornless bucks seek isolation in pairs, New antless 

make appearence 2 - 6 weeks after old ones dropped. "It probably 
takes as much energy, though but half the time, to grow a pair of 

_antlers as a pair of fawns". Horns complete by August, cleaned by 

September 15, 

THE RUT -=- Bucks begin to pursue does Sept. 15, They follow on her trail, head 

down, Doe travels tail down, Necks swell by late October and reach 

maximum November 15.



HYBRIDS -- Seton thinks Crook deer a hybrid. 

X FOOD ~~ Of yellow water lilies, deer eat leaves, stems, flowers, and roots. 
"Deer, like cattle, are passionately fond of this shrub (poison osk)". 
(Marin, Forest & Stream, July 81922, p.22.) 

Raw corn apt to swell end kill deer. Meat safe. Like sweet potatoes, 
even if half rotten. Like leaves but not roots of turnip. (Lentz). 

"Poison plants, toadstools, fungi, berries have not been reported; 
and pine boughs, or indeed those of any evergreen tree, are little 
sovght for", (Thompson) White Cedar ? Pine ? 

Quotes severel instances of deer eating fish, alive or dead. One was 
@ wild deer, 

ENEMIES ~~ Shiras found in spring of 1906, Alger Co., Michigan, 325 carcasses 
of deer killed by wolves in a radius of 3 miles, 

PARASITES -- "Near the sea, the deer are always lean and ill-tasted, and subject 
to botts breeding in the head and throat". (Catesby, Nat.Hist. of 

Car.,Florida, etce) 

In Rockies, Thompson found "mule deer much infested with hydated cysts". 

ACCIDENTS -=- Quotes two instances of wooden snags grown over with encasing 
tissue; no inflammation. One of death by impaling on snag. One mired. 

U One with foot slipped under a root. One of herd killed in a snowslide. 
. Meny killed in floods, 

DISEASE -- "Tuberculosis" said to have been epidemic in New England many years 
ago (Richardson). 

"lung trouble" in Maine, 1901, (Murch) Victims usually older deer, 

A.Y Walton in "Texas Deer". "They (Whitetail) continued to be very 
abundant in all the country toward the coast until 1856, when an epi- 
zootic distemper called 'Black Tongue' broke out among them and killed 

them by thousands, I have known this disease to occur in Louisiana 
end Texas ~ ~- - The most marked symptoms seem to be a general emacia- 
tion - - -, a mucous discharge from the mostrils, and a sloughing of 
the hoofs, all evidently accompanied by fever and thirst, for the dead 
are found mostly at or near water", 

"Fibroma" or tumors found in a wild whitetail doe in N. H. (Berry).



> OF 

AGE --"Prime is at about 7 or 8", Thompson, Live to 20 - 25 yrs. in Parks, 

SPEED - 25 miles per hour for 3 or 4 miles, Max. 30, 

JUMP == Eight-foot fences necessary in parks; will clear this at times. W. P, 
Leit (Ottawa) measured a steep downhill jump of 111 feet (3% yards) 
This Was a spike buck before dogs. 

{ 
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Harris, W. R. The Catholic Church in Utah, Intermountain Catholic Press, Salt Lake City, 29 

(trip from Santa ¥e to Utah Lake in 1776) A 
Aldo Leopold=-September 10, 1941 

pe 163. "Buffalo winter in these parts" (between White River and Green 
River). About Latitude 40° or 41. 

pe 163. Saw recent tracks of buffalo. Killed one Sept. 11, 1776 (near 
Green River) 

p. 166. Killed a buffalo on the Green River just below its emergence from the 
nountains, Sept. 14, 1776. 

p+ 169. "Cane and high reeds" on east slope of Wasatch on-a tributary of the 
Green River. : 

p+ 170. On west of Wasatch: “over a difficult woodland covered with small 
walmut trees", 

ps 175. Plains burning near Utah Lake Sept. 26. Fired by Indians. 

\ pe im "fowls very abundant here", Sagehen? 
| Be (At Utah Lake and to the south of it) 

pe 187. "no grass of any kind" near salt plain below Sevier crossing. 

Pe 203. “burnt woodland" near lower Virgin. 

pe 203. “tamarind trees" used for medicine. 

Pe 210. Indians on Kaibab hunted wild sheep. 

pe 226. “many wild sheep" on south side of Grand Canyon. 

pi 231. Indians south of Grand Canyon had horses and cattle, but not the 
Utes north of Canyon. 

Pe 233. Saw first cattle belonging to Moquis. 

6 ¢ Reomundon 
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Digest of 

"Grouse and Grouse Moors" 

G. Malcolm & A. Maxwell, A. &C. Black, London, 1910 

, pe § History. Distinction between a "forest" (royal) and a "chase" 

(may be held by a subject). "Forests" date from the Conqueror. 

- Forest laws ameliorate? oy Heary £41 in 1224, and progressively 

by other later acts. (First game laws, p- 166). 

p- 30 Scotch Shootings. 

Average rent of 3157 grouse and general 

shootings at 250 pounds each... +--+ + +e + 789,250 pounds 

Average expenses of 3157 grouse and general 

shootings at 250 pounds each. -. ++ +++ -789,250 " 

Average rent of 197 deer forests at 

G00 pounds - 2 6 2s tt te tw es 157,600 " 

Average expenses of 197 deer forests 

at 800 pounds each... +--+ +++ +++ 157,600 a 

a 1,893,700 " 

Add amount of excise reveme in year 1908-9 

b for game, gun, and game-dealing licenses ee » 34,229 s 

issued in Scotland ..-.-+-+-+++*+e8 aot. " 

Total of ordinary expend. 

p. 44 Environmental Controls. (1) dragging snow off heather, (2) winter 

feeding, (3) grit supply (p.60), (4) vermin control, (5) water 

supply (p. 59), (6) brushing wires (p. 61), (7) reduction of old 

cocks (p. 120, (8) heather burning (p. 86). 

p- 47 Vermin killed in Glengarry 1837-1840. Area? (policy, p- 54) 

p. 63 Sheep. Help to prevent spread of bracken. Running sheep on heather 

began about 1800 (p. 84). 

p- 67 Maximum Daily Bags. No areas. 

p. 83 Area of moor and mountain in Scotland, 9,000,000 acres. 

p. 86 Heather-burninglegal only between Nov. 1 and April 11. Very old 

heather when burnt sometimes replaced by bracken. Rotation of 

10 years advised (p. 97). Patches should never exceed 10 acres 

(p.- 101). Fire laws since 1908 hold railways responsible for 

for runaway fires (p. 103). Spring burning preferred as fall 

sprouts winter kill (p. 105). 

p- 106 Bracken is spreading badly (p. 106).



p- 119 Disease. Lightly stocked or isolated moors not exempt. 

p- 133 "They (Grouse Committee) have examined records over a period of 
60 years on many widely different estates, and have found the 
cycle to comprise the good year, the very good year, the record 
year, the bad disease year, the recovery, the average, and the 

good average." 

p- 144 Distribution by counties. 

p. 146 Poaching prevents practice of management in Ireland. 

p- 151 Driving. On the west coast and islands grouse lie close all the 
year so that driving is impossible. First drive at Cannon Hall 
in 1805. Driving has not increased grouse in the Highlands; 
no more now than 60 years ago (p- 759). On the lowlands and in 
England 300-800 per cent increase due to driving. In mountains 
the old birds on high tops cannot be reached--possibly this 

accounts for the difference (p. 160). 

p- 163 "But driving helps a moor most by removing the old birds, which 
never fall to the gun by any other method. A pair of old grouse 
will require a far larger stretch of ground for nesting operations 
than younger birds. They actively resent any intrusion on the 
territory they have settled on for their own, and eventually rear 

’ a small brood where two pair of younger birds might have found range 
and food for their stronger and more numerous families. Still less 
desirable are the old cocks of bachelor habits. They rank with 
the worst of vermin, and the large numbers of them which fall to 

the gun by driving form the most sensible influence in the improve- 
ment of the moor." 

Butts average 60 yards apart. 

p. 195 Topographic driving diagrams. 

p- 273 Abundance. "A century ago grouse must have swarmed in the highlands." 

Col. Thornton saw 3,000 in one pack. On decrease since 1873 (p.275). 
Black Game 

- pe 275 Saturation. "It seems there is some limit set to what a moor 
will produce, a limit not regulated by food-supply alone, and 
varying to a marked degree in different districts. Be the reason 
what it may, the fact remains that while on some exceptionally 
favored moors a bird to an acre may be killed in good years, others 
under the best management and most favourable conditions seem 
unable to yield a better average than one bird to every four or 

five acres." 

p- 277 Kill at Ruabon Mountains, Wales, 7,000 acres. 

Season No. Killed Season Wo. Killed 
1898 787 190 2189 
1899 2364 a 11206 1908 ulig 
1900 4OL6 1905 5525 

\ 1901 ~ 6682 1906 4301 
' 1902 4740 1907 3643
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p. 278 Kill at Douglas Castle, Lanarkshire, 26,000 acres. 

1858 920 1879 2162 
1859 1405 1880 1500 
1860 1377 1881 2136 
1861 1286 1882 3316 
1862 772 ue 1 
tes) $12 188 166 
186) 1998 1885 3285 
1865 3618 1886 an 
1866 5942 1887 2 
1867 208 1888 Y547 
1868 336 1889 1974 
1869 10419 1890 4057 
1870 2107 1891 3174 
1871 4370 1892 3904 
1872 4073 ped 5648 
1873 170 189 com 
187 ae 1995 908 
1875 1ug2 1896 ~ 6745 
1876 3382 1897 1368 
1877 3060 1898 2983 
1878 1740 1899 3701 

1900 pre5 
1901 740 
1902 3660 
eat 3043, 
190) 3140 
1905 b22p 
1906 60 
1907 4627 
1908 $0? 
1909 ou. 

p- 233 Aug. 12 season too early; cocks still moulting. 

p. 236 Nest onhigh moors but winter on corn. 

p. 247 Hens never shot on some estatew. 

p. 258 Species decreasing all over England. 

p- 259 Kill at Drumlaing Castle, Dumfriesshire. 

1861 1586 
1865 1530 
1869 ed Bkek Game 
1870 1486 
1871 1429
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Animals in the United States. 

By David Lantg - 1910, 

oes | 
eli Originally as ebundent as buffalo 

Pe 5 Meee Ril creek welsue MibcRaety Gronece 66-06% 
21 Mule Deer “has been crossed with Virginie and other deer". 

25 Elk Horns reach full size in 90 days. 

26 Gestation 240-262 days (average 8} mos.) 
Gows brood when 3 or 4 years old. Z 
Lest elk in East killed November, 1867, Elk Coe,Penn. - 
3 yeer old buck in preserve weighed asof | 
2 yoer old doe in preserve dressed 2€2/ (skin 26#). | 

34 Vinal (Ozarks) seys bulls weigh 700.1000? 
cows = =" «600800 

3 

41 Fisch a dese | 
@ Leaves but not roote of turnips. 

like sweet potatoes. 
( we0e4_ "¥nown tat one doe to have fawns before 2 yrs. 014." 

43 Goodnight (Tex.) "Deer will not eat ordinary grass 
if they ean help it, but will oat wild rye and 

: other soft presses. 

44 nogebensy “deer recovering from this disease (bleck 
tongue) are immmmne from further attack." 

46 Rybride: J. W. Gr of Goodell, Ie., ond Chee. | 
Goodnight of Go t, Texe, hybridized mie ena 
oee'e deer ~~ = itrery enclosure of pairs 4 
during route Hybrids fertile but variable in 
second generations 

Rut: Gestation 205-212 days (about 7 mos.) 

47 ns PI oe pg ang of the Arizona race of ) } 
wi cor qpocehlons Pipe mbm 
teken at different times, eaten ane seh: 
leaves of the little bine live oak {quereus erisea) 
with some flowers and flower stems of ee . 
dindheinersangs green foliase, seeis, berries, 4 

a, beans, ond leaves of Agagiea spe; 
and green leaves of gi vetech, 
strawberry, geraniun, ( species), | 
aspen, and a flst green en - no trace of 

( gress or acorns." 

ee : .



Digest of “Partridges & Partridge Manors" By ae 

Aymer Maxwell 
(Adam & © has. Black - London - 1911 

pe 17 3 geen Feree is the indigenous partridge. 
@, red-Legged partridge, introduced from Se. We 

jurope in time of Charles II. Oalled "Frenchmen". Latter 

not found in Scotland. Former extends eastward of a line 

from Brussele to Venice, north to Artic Cirole, and east 

to Altar Mtee 

40 Hobie monogamous. Male helps rear young. Fly at 1 week. 

st at dawn, feed, bush up, feed again, and then reost in 

circles on open rising ground. Pairing begins in Januarye 

First egg laid at noon and subsequent eee a little later 

each daye Eggs kept covered. Desert i disturbed first 

2 days of incubation, which takes 3 weeks, Hen said to 

suppress scent during this time. Cock does not inoubate, 

but hoods chicke as hatched one by onée 

43 Diggauca. Inflammation of lungs during wet spelle, gapes 

er dry spells, ophathmia (eyes). Poisoning alleged by 
a@rsenical wheat dressings, chemical manures and sheep dipse 

: On heavy lands killed by clay balle on feet. j 

53 Age undesirable as breeding stock after 3 years olde 

66 Bexsy One gun killed 300,000 head in 25 yrse (12,000 per 

yr) (?) 

80 Ioeal Estate 8,000 acres, Soil mixed but light and eandy 

soils predominating. Some wash places but no permanent 

pasture. No railway or wires. No ditches. Divided into 

; squares 200 acres by belts of hardwoods 10 - 20 trees 

deep. 1 head keeper at 70 - 80 pounds + 30 ~ 50 pounds 
tips, house, garden, cow, 8 assistants with beate of 
700 = 1500 @cres eache 

89 Gome Keep inn ioueuate « Jan. - Mar.: Killing off old cock 
pheasants and cripples; reducing hares and rabbits}; 

maintenance of coverte. Vermin controle April: mapping 
nests. Visiting neste daily. Salvaging and trading eggse . 

Oct. ~ 10 days driving. Nov. ~ 5 days. Yield 6000 birds 
or 1 per 11/3 acres, leaving a pair to every 4 - 5 acres 

as breeding stock. 

108 ‘Huston Plen* invented by Pearson Gregory. Objects: (1) 
to protect eggs (2) to shorten incubation from 3 weeks to 

{ 1. After 4 eggs laid all are taken and replaced by 
artifical eggs. Eggs hatched to chipping stage in indgubator 

: or under hens, then put back under partridge hen who has 
sat a week, As many as 30 chipped eggs are put under 1 ; 
bag hene A Lincolnshire beat hatched 1,200 eggs per 

.GH 3 
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on 1500 acres by this systems 

P. 112 Tie}gs 14 birds per acre produced by F. E. Fryer on 
small estate at Newmarket. He provides drinking 
fountains as a precaution against gapes. 

113 Hand Neale Bantam hens, 15-20 eggs each. Fed ants 
eggs or partridge meal mixed with custard and greens. 
Fed 5 times per day lst week, 4 times for next 2 weeks, 
3 times thereafter. Leave foster mother at 6 weeks 
(half grown). 

116 Maxwell says hand omens deteriorates the stock. Should 
be practiced only where foxes, heavy soil, or other 
conditions make natural methods impossible. Birds have 
homing instinct if hand reared. 

118 French Systeme Put in a central pen in October. As 
pairs form led into surrounding family pens where nests : 
are made. Coveys moved to fields and turned down 
6 days after hatching. 50 pairs should yield 500 young 
birds under good management. 

129 Grease Lande. 10% of area of grasslands must be ploughed 
or food crops if to be used for partridges,. These 

food abt yee should not cost over 1 pound per acre. 
Buckwheat with strips of millet for cover is good food 
Crope 

. Analyses of Estates 

Gordonstown, Elgin. 7,000 acres light soil. French 
system used. Bag 1 bird per 5 acres; stock left 1 
per 10 acres. Yield increased from 450 to 600 brace 
since French System adopted. 

Preston ian Edinburgh. 4,000 acres heavy soil, 1000 
corn, urnips, 2000 pasture. Dougle hedges and 
wired banks used for nesting. Bag 1200 birds. 

Charter Hells Berwickshire. 6000 acres loam, 3/3 
croppede ificial nesting place made with wire or 
thorn brush; were not used first yeare but successful 
second. Owls and Kestrels preserved; do no harm, 
Average bag first 28 years 610 birds. Last 6 yrs. 
(driving) 860 birds. Max. bag on best beat 1 bird 
per 3 acres, on whole ground 1 per 4 acreasy 

Bie okadder, Berwickshire. 5000 acres clay. 3/5 culti- 
vated. y double fences built but partridges prefer 
roadsides. Ascribe this to need of dust and grit, so 

( building dustings in hedges. Pheasant eggs are lifted 
: part or nests to avoid disturbance. Hayseed 

used to feed birds during snow. Max. 1600 bi = thinks ell ground will carry, — ~~ “recap 
-B- ihe



open et of Galloway. 15000 acres, mostly light. 
cropped. Doubts if inbreeding does any harm - 

cites game chickens inbred for 40 years without 
deterioration. Max. breeding stock Jan. 1 pair per 
3 acres. io 

: Wellbeck Abbey, Notts 12000 acres, heavy and light, 
not all shot, 5 Remises on this eetate, - fenced 
nesting grounds of 4-11 acres. No more nests inside 

than out. Iddal breeding stock to leave is 1 pair per 
acre, actual left 1 per 3 or 4 acres, Best beat one 
year yielded 1669 birds on 1200 acres». 

: eee Straffordshire 4000 acres, 1000 in grass 
and p. ations, Birds nest in hedgerows and young 

: plantations - no artificial covers provided. Poultry 
on stubbles very harmful. Good stocking 1 pair per 
6 acres. Best yield 1600 birds. : 

tapleton, Shr re. Birda@ steadily decreasing. 
gies arsenic eent in dead birds (From chemical 
manures) » ; 

Picke rn, Norfolk, 5000 acres, mostly ploughed. 
Belts of broom are planted for shelter and nesting. 
Finds 70% of the nests. Moles destroy up to 20% 
of the nests by burrowing under them. Nests deserted 3 

: if bird flushed within 3 days after incubation starts, 
Aver, clutch 16, average hatch 14 eggs. Not over 300 
wild pheasant hens allowed on 5000 acres. Ideal breed- 
ing stock 1 pair per 4-5 acres. In bad years when 
driving is withheld but goes out and kills off the old 
birds by walking up the coviese. In 1905 killed 4123 
birds off 5000 acres, and 1350 off the best part (800 
acres). 

Hekioehau Balt. Nomis» 4000 acres, light. Belts of 
: ire zel, g® and broom planted for partridge 

but these must be kept low and thin or they are not 
used. Many young killed by hay mower, Leaves last 
acre and cuts by hand next day. In best year (1905) 
killed 2400 birds on 3200 acres. 

ree Halls Brandons Ses ie 80000acres, light. 
0 Be s benefic nm killing rats. Bag 

during 10 yrs. 840 to 1900 per yre 

pwalipad re Gampriage. 3000 acrese Light. 1000 
n fens. elds large. No ditches to drown chickss 

Leaves 1 pair per 4 acres. Best years bag 3700 birdse 

- 3 -
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Stetchworth, “Buse cet soe 5500 acres, 2500 light, rest 
eavy and no good for game. Bags are stamped with rubbdr 

stamp on nest to prevent poaching. Ideal stock 1 — 
per 5 acres. Best years bag 2600 birds, of which 2180 - 
came off the light land. 

The Hov, Hertfordshire. 4500 acres loam. Small inclosures 
of wire netting 1 yd. square are put out. Ideal stocking 
1 pair per 10 acres. Bage best yr. 1 bird per 3} acres, «. 
average 1 per 44, worst 1 per 12 acres. 

ast Park, Ipswich, Suffolk. Bag best year 6000 birds 
Tom QCTESe 

sorb iion, Hampshire. 5000 acres, 12,000 rate killed 1911. 
e st yre. ird per 1.8 acres, worst 1 per 4 3/4, 

Vermin 

P. 186 ea heads the list. 1 doe rat could theoretically leave 
5,000 descendants in 1 year, 52 6-weeks pheasants 

killed by one rat in 1 night. Brown rat indigenous to 
mongolia, Crossed the ai in the 17th century. English 
blackrat now nearly extinct. 

Pine Marten and Polecat nearly extinct. 

| Stoat Easily trapped but very prolific and harmful, 

; Weasel Disputed. Bad for game but good for rodent control. 

3 He jeccoe Disputed. Naturalists say only certain individuals 
on game, but impossible to differentiate in control work. 

Gat = bad. 

Garryo n Crow & Jackdaw both bad. 

Hook Getting worse. Damage believed confined to 
ndividuals,. 

Hooded Crow Only thre in winter, 

Magpie must be kept within limits, 

Jay Bad individuals can be trapped. ey ; 

Pereguire Rake. Now protected. 

Spallow Hawk. Disputed. Probably bad. 

Kestrel. Very useful. WNo longer killed by Keepers. 

~~ on ;



Merlin nests on moors; therefore no harm to partridgese 

Short-eared Owl. Only there in winter. 

Dogs. Very injurious. 

Poultry on Stubbles. Very injurious. 

P. 3211 Rentals. Some parcels of partridge ground of 500 acres 
sometimes obtainable at sixpence per acre. This might 
yield 200 birds worth 10 pounds on the market. 

242 Effect of vo eebus on Yields greater in grouse than in 
partridge. ects in former case sometimes “truly 
marvellous" by reason of removal of old cocks and barren 
hens "as destructive as the worst vermin" which old birds 
are "never even seen shooting over dogs." While this 
happens with partridge also “it is not certain to what 
extent this influence affects the stock". 

Yearly partridge bag at Holkham increased from 3000 
to 8000 within a few years after driving was adopted but 
this does not prove the case. 

344 Maxwell accepts for fae but not for partridge the 
theory that change of blaod due to driving is beneficial. 
Says partridge much more localized and covies always 

. return after driving, whereas grouse do note :
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| “Yorestry vs- Gane Cover* : 

Otte Schierbeck - Canadian Picld-Haturalist, Vol. XLY, No. 2 
(Feb. 1911) pp. 28-30 

| Reindeer Moss. After destroyed by fire does not come back for 30-10 
; 

. years. Fires in Nova Seotia 30-40 years azo. “Those forest fires des- 

| troyed the reindeer-moss ani today, as a consequence, the caribou have 

| @iaappeared. The reindeer-moss is now coming back but I doubt if the 

| caribou will follow it." 

. Moss killed out by forest reproduction--evidently second stage 

after fire; forest the third. 

Ground Hemlogic. (Taxis canadensis). In Nova Scotia found only under ‘ 

7 hemlock. “The cutting of the hemlock stands will cause the grouni hem 

lock to disappear as it can only exist under the shade of older trees. 

I have noted the disappearance or ¢imimtion of the deer stand-—-shere old 

hemlock stands have been out." 

Pile: Whitetail deer 

Caribou | 
ee 

Chapter dn Food ani Cover Control (Text) 

eh Se Sa. 4
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Percy, Lord Williem 

English Method of Restocking with Breeding Ducks. ; 

American Game. Feb. 1, 1914 ppl. 

The English method consists in pulling the stumps of wing-clipped ducks 2 

- just before the time of (spring) migration with the knowledge that when the 

flight feathers have grown out again, in approximately three weeks, the birds | 

will-not go north, but will nest in the immediate neighborhood. It has also . 

been proved that the progeny of these birds will return in future years to the 

place in which they were hatched to breed, A 

"“Widzeon, Gadwall and Pintail may all be said to have been in that cate- ' 

gory (breeding in Iceland and not in the British Isles), and today they are 

comparatively common breeds throughout the northern part of the British Isles; 

but the system is mainly useful as a means of increasing the number of in- 3 

dividuals of a species that already breeds in the locality where the system : 

is worked, , 

The ducks are caught throughout the winter in traps, and turned into a i 

large wire enclosure. The flight feathers of one wing of each bird being cut 3 

sufficiently short to disable it from flying over the six-foot wire. They are : 

fed in this large enclosure throughout the winter, and when the time for the ; 

northward migration in the spring arrives, these birds are of course unable 

to follow their instinct to join in that migration, ; 

i Toward the latter part of the migration period, each of the wing-clipped 

ducks is caught and the stumpof the feathers in the wing that was cut are : 

pulled out by hand, (This is easily done, but care mst be taken to hold the 

PS, a a ati ub —~ a a iN a it ie a i ail ai ie ae



(2) 

bird's wing firmly in a natural position to avoid risk of injury, and the ; 4 

bird is put back in the enclosure till it has regained its power of flight. 4 

3 This takes place in eighteen to twenty-four days, and as each bird regains 4 

the power of flight it leaves the enclosure and flies out to the nearest 

suitable nesting place, These birds are at this time of the year sexually 7 

ready to breed, and their migration having been artificially delayed in the ‘ 

manner described, their inclination is to pair at once and nest in the in- ‘ 

mediate neighborhood. Not only does this @nsure an increase in the number a 

of birds breeding in that locality, but it also ensures with no less certainty 

that any young birds that have been successfully reared by the liberated ’ 

a birds will themselves return to that locality to breed the following spring." : 

a a a = = |
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- oe ; Digest of SF Pye Es ; 
oa "The Wild Turkey at Woodmont" 

“BeAeQuarles - Bull. Amer. G.P.A. - July, 1918 

5 Location & Area. Woodmont Rod & Gun Club, Woodmont, Md., via Hancock, Md; 
or B & 0 direct to Woodmont, on W. Va. line, on Potomac. 6,000 acres. 
Streams go dry. 

Species. Turkey, deer, quail, ruffed grouse, squirrels, rabbits, English hare. 
F 

Food Patches. 28 clearings of 5 acres each, 2 miles apart. East slopes pre- 
ferred. Sown with wheat, millet, buckwheat, & corn (no rye). Wheat sown with 
timothy, Sept 10-20 to furnish fall greens. Next spring red clover sown over 
the wheat. Strips then sow to buckwheat in June, and millet & corn in May. 
Hach patch has 1 acre each of 4 grains and 1 acre in sod fallow. : 

| Natural foods: grapes, dewberry, huckleberry, blackberry, acorn, beech, chest- 
nut, sumac. Main lack is reliable water. 

: Predators. Strychinine in pigeon carcasses used, plus 3 pole traps to each 
= clearing. Claimed that dogs will not eat pigeon carcasses. 

Patrol. 5 patrols in cottages scattered thru the property. 

: Artificial Rearing 

x Ratio. 1 gobbler per 5-6 hens. 

; Pens. 3 acres per bird. 

Clutch. 18 eges first & second year, after that 13. Incubation by turkey ? 
hens in natural nests. First eggs April l. 

Maturity. Gobblers mate first when 2 yrs. old, hens lay fertile egzs at 1 yr. 

Fence. 9 ' woven wire with it poultry wire, 1" mesh, at bottom on outside. 

Incubation. 28 days. Hens heave nests about times, are not fed. 

Brooding Coop. As soon as eges hatched, hen is driven into a 10k10! raila 
pen, roofed. Kept there 4-5 days. 

= ; _ Feeding. Begins 2u-Lg hrs. after hatching. Very fine cracked corn mixed with 
milk & curds times per day. By Oct. frequency reduced to 2 per day. Hard 
grain replaces mash at end of 6-8 weeks. 

: At night broods are driven into closed wire pen, with roof at one end and roosts 
2'-from ground. Wot let out till dew dries. 

Gobblers rejoin hens as soon as broods hatch, Newell says, if only male in 
3 : enclosure, but if other males all flock together till broods 2/3 grow.
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_£ ‘In Wil@ gobblerts harem is +5 hens (Newell). : ieee a 
Eee 2 j ; ae 

sss Maxis of Wild Stock. : ; eg 

ce . 1. No white in tips of tail feathers. =a 
ee 2. Large eye. Head small and blue, not red. 5 
eo. : e Very small wattles. Se 

Sage « Neck long, well feathered. ae 
ee 5. Legs pink (except in old gobblers, reddish). ee 

= Prices. Gobblers $25, hens $15 in small lots. Eggs $1.25-$1.50 each. se 
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a. Ruffed Grouse and Rebbit Shortages a 

Digest of Articles in "American Game" : 

"Why Grouse are Scarce" John B. Burnham, Jan, 1918. . wean ; 

p- 4. “Alarming decrease of ruffed grouse all over the grouse belt of the 3 
: United States & Canada". 

: 4, Forester Woodruff of N. Y. Commission "investigated cause of scarcity 
at that time", (See p, 6) Found possible intestinal disease, and a 
larger number of reports of tick-infested grouse. Ticks also reported 
by Bradshaw of Saskatchewan. 

4, "1916 saw greatest scarcity of rabbits throughout the northlend", 

: 5» 1908 Burnham saw "remarkeble migration of goshawks in N. W. Quebec, 
That was a year of partridge scarcity", 6 men in 3 weeks saw 3 
partridge; in a later year killed 90 for food in same territory. . 

5. 1916 & 1917 brought goshawk migrations in Northern U. S, 

5. 1917-8 rabbits were scarce in North N, Y, resulting in large catch of : 
7 horned owls on game farm. (also 1916; see p. 5) 

5e Gilman of Minn, called attention in fell of 1918 to partridge shortags : 
; on large game refuges in Minn. & Ontario. : 

5. "the entire north has been stricken in the present instance in the same 
year by the plague" (rabbit). 

5. Capps of U.S.G.S, says in Mt McKinley N.P., Alaska, rabbits very scarce 
in 1916, Arch deacon Stuck (Yukon) quote: "The year when this is 
written (1917) there are no rabbits in the country". 3 

§ 5. Moore, Scotch lake, New Brunswick; "In the early spring of 1916 they 
(hares) were very plenty. —- Last winter tracks were very scarce, I 
Can remember a few times in the last 50 years that they disappeared 
about the same time! (Meaning "simultaneously" or "in summer" ? A.L.) 

5. Treblay, La Tugue, Quebec: "for the last two years the rabbits have ; 
nearly entirely disappeared" (Dated Jan. 8) | 

. 5. MacArthur, Southmeg, Ontario, Jan. 12: "in my rambles so far this ; 
winter I have seen scarcely a rebbit track." i 

5» F. K, Vreeland says catch of lynx at Fi. McLeod, B.C., shows heavy 2 
catches of lynx in 1895 and 1904-5-6. Burnham infers these were periods 3 

as... of rabbit scarcity, the lynx lagging behind the rabbit curve. 

; 1
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oy bo GR. We Nelson on London fur sales show "largest number of lynx skins 4 
= were collected during the winters of 1837-8, 1848-9, 1857-8, 1867-8, 2 

‘ 1877-8, 1886-7. _ The number of hare skins collected and sold by the company 
(Hudson Boy) reached its maximum in the one or two years immediately A 

: preceeding these years of abundance of lynxes, Following each of ape 
these periods of abundance of hares and lynxes came ‘corresponding « 308 

riods of decreases in the numbers of skins of both these animals", 
Poekeod refers to a graph which is doubtless in U.S.B.8. file). — 

p. 6. Hewitt (consulting zoologist, Canada): "there is little dgubt that ; 
the mortality among rabbits is due to disease and that they dié largely ; 
during the summer months", Says in Lebrador mice play same role as 
rabbits. ; 

p. 6, Burnham concludes from graphs since 1836 cycle is 10 instead of 7 years, __ 

p. 6 Last preceeding grouse shortage in N. Y, was in 1907, at which time 
E. W. Woodruff studied the evidence and wrote "The Scarcity of Ruffed 
Grouse in 1907" printed as part of the Commissions report in 1908. 

p.- 7. Burnham on cottontails: "We have been unable to ascertain whether or 
not cottontail rabbits are similarly affected by disease over their 
range." : 

pe 7. Woodruff & Deane agfee to heavy flight goshawxs in N. B. winter of 
” 190647. Also 1916-17, 1917-18, ; 

Minutes of the Game Conference, April 1918 Issue. 
(Discussion of Burnham's paper in January 1918 issue). | 

pe 12, Hewitt (consulting Zoologist, Canada) :" I do not know if my own 
investigations would allow me to go quite sé far as Mr. Burnham has 
gone and to say that the plague occurs during the same year throughout 

. the whole of the northern territory. - I rather doubt that. + = I : 
would say that the plague occurs within about two years, and at the 
most, three years", : 

p. 12. B. W, Nelson: Correspondent from upper Quebec River, west of Mt. McKinley 
says for 2 yrs. following the last abundance of rabbits (1916-7) there i 
Was a swarm of goshawks and horned owls into the wooded region of that j 
area, "They practically cleaned up the ptarmigan, spruce grouse, and } 
ruffed grouse, When the grouse became very scarce, the hawks and owls : 

: suddenly disappeared", j 

p. 12, Jefferys (Mgr. U.S. Expt. Fur Farm); Rabbits plenty in N. W. Ontario 
1912413, also owls,
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* Grouse Scarcity Follows Rabbit Disease (Jan. 1919 Igsue.) 

P+ 9. Governor Riges of Alaska: "About 2 years ago ptarmigan and grouse 
G disappeared almost entirely over a considerable part of Alaska, : : 

: "The most probable cause seems to be that at this time occured the 
periodic dying off of rabbits and hares, and in consequence the 3 
predatory animals - - were forced to prey on game birds", - , 

t "Ruffed Grouse Investigation Season of 1925-6" A.A.Allen 2 A.0. Gross, 
1927? : 

> Si, Epidemic which killed Allens artificially reared grouse at 8 weeks 
resembled "quail disease"; Killed Bantam as well. (No blood smears 
or guinea pig tests?) 

Pp. $1. Blood smears taken from living and freshly shot birds. 1 bird had a 
i blood parasite not yet identified, 7 

Pp. 81. No birds examined: I,¥. 180, Mich, 176, Mass. 141, N. H. 71, Conn. 68, 
Maine 61, Rhode Island 46, Penn, 32, Vermont 23, Wis. 16, Minn. 14, 
N. J. 8, Nova Scotia 2, Virginia 1, Maryland 1, unkmom 7+ Also 21 

é adult and 55 young in captivity. Total 923," . 

; pe 52, Scarcity in 1926 reported in N. Maine, Nova Scotia, N. Brunswick, 
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatechewan, Alberta, N. Minn., Wisconsin, 
N. P. of Michy, Hudson Valley of N, Y. up to Albany, Sullivan Co., Pa. 
W. Conn, “Elsewhere, and at some points within the foregoing 
territory, Grouse were reported in normal or increased numbers," 

p. 82. No evidence of the one disease theory. "On the contrary over 20 
different parasites and diseases were found" etc. 

ae Pp. 86.- Many of "sick" birds were cripples. One had a 1" twig behind the 
stomach, healed, no infection. 

t = 
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: - v a : . “Diseases of The Ruffed Grouse" A.A. Al%en,March 1923. 

; 
: obs 

: D. 29. .Tularemia, Refers to Parker but not Green. & : 
va 

Dd. 29. Showing Owl & Goshawk migration in 1927. Owls get few grouse, » 
Be Goshawk many. " 

( f o 
. ; Pp 29. Status Map. Scarce in 1927 throughout its range except: ‘ 
i ‘ss 

1, Large spot in B.C. -& W. Oregon & Wash. 
2. Small spot in N. W. Wyoming. 

: 3 Small spot in Ontario, N. W. Duluth, : 
a . 5. P. Mich, and below Green Bay, Wis, 3 
; 5. Small spots N. & S. of lake Erie at Buffelo. 
. . 6. Large spot in Penn. & W. Va. * 3 

7. 3 small spots in (N. Brunswick?) 7 
4 

Beginning date of 1927 Shortage was: 3 
: .(a) Minnesota 1923 & 4, 

: (b) Alberta 1924 & 5, 3 
(c) Ontario, Quebec, New England, & Middle Atlantic 1926 or even 7. 
(d) Virginia, W. Va., parts of Penn,, & few places in central & 

py N. W. N.Y. not hit yet. 4 

: . 
pe 29. Wo.specimens received 1927 by 3 regional committees; 4 

Mass, 222, N. H. 165, Maine 145, Conn, 44, RI. 41, Vermont 2h, 
MN. Y. 91, N. U. 4, Nova Scotia 2, Quebec, 22, Mich. 79, B.C. 4, : 
Wash, 3, Penn, 3, Total 847, Total 1926 was 923. Total'to date 1770, 3 
Of these the New England Committee got 1054, 

; Pe 30, Blood smears of "large number of grouse taken in field" as yet yielded 
nothing. ; 

Pe 30. Color. Thin birds full of parasites develop dark feathers due to 3 
excess of melanin, i.e, if they molt before i@jing, “4 

pe 31. Artificial Rearing: Both Bantam & brooder birds died of enteritis 
with the onset of hot humid weather, Also remnant of brood raised by 4 
@ hen grouse in pen, :
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Digest by Leopold of "GILA RIVER FIOOD CONTROL" by F. H. Olmstead, 
me ,65th Congress, Doc. 436, Written 1917, printed 1808. wa 

ee a Hy “gy 
7 Gila Valley, Graham County, irrigeble land 35,000 acres) 

Bench land, irrigable by high-line ditch 5,000 " ( Av. width 1.4 miiles 
Now i¥rigated (incl.1000 acres, Ind.Res.) 27,600 " ) Population 6950 

9 Early floods recorded by indians in 1633, 1869, 1884 
9 No erosion on Gila up to a generation ago. 

9 Mex, Boundary Survey found at its mouth Gila ran 6249 sec.ft., vel. 3 fte, 
depth 18 ft., clear but brackish. 1/3 as much water as Colorado, aver.stage. 

9-11 Flood of Jan.1916 washed out 1155 acres Safford, 600 acres Solomon valley, 
(measured by plane table survey). Another bad flood Oct. 1916. 

a 1831 acres newly mde land reclaimable in time if protected. 
" River now occupies 16,091 acres or 46% of agrie. land in valley. 
" Total area N. Mex. 122,634 sq.mi., irrigated 957 sq.mi. NGS 

Arizona 115.956 " " ” Bé = = Ae 
266,590 " .* " 1445 " " Mes 

" Channel formerly 150 to 200 ft. wide; now averages 1935 ft. 
In 1875 survey of Solomonville Twp. showed chamel area 103 acres, now 1503 A. 

12 Flood risk has reduced sale value of lands from 3200-250 to %100-125. 
12 Values at stake 32855 acres bottom @ $125 «= 34,106,900 

5000 . bench @ 40 = 200 ,000 

Improvements (not farm) - 693,100 
$5,000,000 

— 13 Cost estimtes of rock levee method $7,397,000 or $20 per ft. x 369,850 ft. 
F. 14 France Up to 1900 400,000 acquired for torrent control, 66 million francs 

expended, 1500 torrents were bad, 163 absolutely controlled, 654 par- 
tially. All work since 1860. 

17 China In 1898 Husi River broke dykes, covered 100 sq.mi. with sterile sand, 
damaged 200 sqemi. This one flood deposited 28 billion cu.ft. Beginning 
1853 Hwangho was in channel 50' deep. By 1903 bottom was 50' above plain, 
Rise 3* per yr. 

18 Kainfall Lower Gila 5", 1000 ft. 10%, 3000 ft. 12", 5000 ft. 14", 7000 £t.20" 
18b Gila Watershed 12,020 sq.mi. average rainfall 14.52", average runoff 397,562 
49 acre feet at San Carlos. Average per cent runoff to rainfall 4.% amnual 

max. 10.9%, annual min. 1.3%. 
19 Velocity in flood up to 15 ft. per sec. 
20 Cost Figures Deflectors, each $8.03. Conerete piles, each 379. Per foot 

whole works $2.92. 571,550 ft. bank protection @ $2.92 = $1,084,342; 
249,000 cueyds, excavation for new channel, @ 10¢ = 24,900; total 
$1,109,242. Side canyons 293,250, total $1,402,492. 

Part If 

24 “Erosion -- is a tireless and persistent thief which has robbed -- whole races 
of men of their resisting ability to cope with either the destructive forces 

: of nature or the invasions of armies, has destroyed civilizations and trans— 
formed great areas from centres of agricultural wealth and prosperity to the 
waste places of the earth." 

24 Other Acric. Lands Safford Valley 35,000 acres, Duncan 6393, Frisco, Blue 
. - and Eagle 820, New Mexico 4,000, total 46,000. 

a 24 Silver City Wash Watershed 27.4 sqemi. Wash 2 or 3 ft. deep 25 years ago, 
now 357’ deep x 100' wide,
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Page Part IZ (Cont'a) 

pe 25 Rainfall at Ft. Apache 1904-1915 18.23" with 7 mjor floods 
169252905 . 15.74" "= 2 ® ee 
1880-1891 21.58" ™ no damge 

28 Storm of Oct. 4. 1914 (up to 1" rain) caused a minor flood of 1 week at the 

forks of the Gila, discharging 14,130 acre ft. or 6.7% of precipitation. 

From forks to Cliff crest took 8 hours or 7.5 ft. per second. During week 
discharge at Cliff was 328,553 acre ft., or 6/1% of precipitation. Drop in 
percentage (for a flood} 0.01432 per mile of chammel. Deduced average for 

whole river 5.5% (compare with 4.3% actual measurement, yearlong precip.) 
28 Evaporation. San Carlos, water surface, 60". Assumed for river channels, 

not water covered, 18", Evaporation loss on 21,600 acres of channel, 
average 744 ft. wide, San Carlos to KSX, 5400 acre ft. per mo., or 90 cu.ft. 

per sec. constant flow. 

30 Absorption in boulder cones of California decreased 1/2 after flood had 
plugged the interstices with silt. 

56 Silt Contents Date Place Remarks Yol.% Wt.% 
1-4 midstream 10-14-16 Pima Bridge 6 hrs. after crest 2.8 53.5 
1-B near bank " 7 © aoe = - 2.8 5.5 

2a 10-15-16 Safford 24 * * 35 84.5 
2-b " nm ® e cd 2.0 266 

S-a& 10-16-16 . 46 " * * 54 4635 
B3-b wv La uw we 7 nm Bed 4.2 

4—a, 10-17-16 " 72 * 5 - 2e8 56 
4=b m nn w nm we n 2.0 226 

5-a 10-20-16 * 6 * " * 0-8 O.1 
- 5=b " " "8 « * Q.8 Bet 

es 10-14-16 Cliff (24 hrs. settling) 6506 2 
40 Law of Silt Capacity. Carrying capacity varies as 5thoor 6th power of the 

velocity. Uthecking velocity by check dams increases absorption by (1) 

clerification (2) longer time (3) head due to backed water (4) greater 
wetted perimeter. 

40 Check Dams should cost $1 per vertical foot of rise. Specifications: 
Bow up stream, lower at centre, uniform distance apart if possible. 

48 Assumed per cent runoff to rain, Chase Ore, 754. 
48 Forma (assuming 100% runoff): 1" rain per hr. on 1 acre = 1 cubic ft. per 

sec. per acre runoff, 

65 Flood crests do not travel as fast as the water itself. Crest of Dec. 3, 

1906 flood on #risco travelled from Baseline to Clifton at 6.36 miles per 
hr, Assuming mean velocity (from subsequent measurements) as 24 ft. per 
sec. , crest travelled 37% as fast as the water. 

(Here follow detailed descriptions and cost estimates for each of the 
watershed tributaries) 

79 San Simon Valley became gsullied by a cut, 4* deep x 20" wide, made by some 

farmers in 1883 to carry the flood flow direct into the Gila. Gully now 
6-800* wide, 10-30' deep for 60 miles, eating into 1,250,000 acres of 

potential agricultural land. Now proposed to spend $490,000 restoring 

this watershed. 

88 otal Costs for whole watershed (36,401,029, or 83¢ per acre. ' 
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a _ Digest of "Ruffea Grouse in New York State". . 

Pap” Re A. UM. Stoddart, 1918, ‘ 

De 5. Questionnaire sent out late in 1917 answered by 148 game protectors 3 
s and rangers, 122 sportsmen. Also used "Game Census" of Cons. Com. a 

: ‘ made since August 1915. * 

p. 6, Extent of decrease, Only & out of 270 reported no decrease. Those a 
who gave figures gave reduction as from 10 to 92%, Majority over 4 

: 50%, "3 

p. 6. Causes; (1) foxes (2) bad nesting seasons, (3) Hawks. Z 

p. S Weather: Cold and wet May & June in both 1916 and 1917. Weather “4 
Bureau rainfall "in many instances" twice the normal amount. : 

: p- 9. Rabbits, Quotes Burnham's A.G.P.A. Bull. Article Jan. 1918, "The ' 
last of these periods of scarcity preceeding the present one was in ~ 

: 1907". ; 4 

pe 12, Closed season recommended, : 

ah i 4 

atelectasis 2 i nt ol Se SS See ee eee ae fe eee -
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: Digest of : 

a 
an “The Raptorial Birds of Iowa" 

. by Bert H. Bailey, Iowa Geol. Survey, Bull. No. 6 : 

: ; : Des Moines, 1918 

p. 69. Sharpshin. "Winters from Iowa southward. . » only a com- 

; paratively small number remain here to nest." 

| p- 74. Cooper's Hawk. "It is a common species throughout the state, 

arriving early in April." TEvades question of wintering, but 

says it winters in Nebraska. 

} p. 83. Goshawk. One taken 1906; big flight 1916-17 (30 brought in). 

: Some es early as October. 

p. 97.: Redtail. One seen with freshly killed crow. 

F p. 115. Redshoulder. Nests. Most common in S.E. part. Winters? : 

: Evidently not considered migratory. 

p. 157. Duckhawk. Nests on palisades of Cedar R. ages 

ils p. 224. Snowy Owl. 3 mentioned in 1905, 1 in 1913, 1 in 1886, 2 in 1882, 

1 in 1885, 1 in 1895. : 

z ; 
: 

z >
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r '*Tho Wild Life of Lake Superior 
George Shiras 3d 

Nationel Geographic - August, 1921 

Chepter III - Whitetail Deer. 

p. 114 Brown water caused by stain of hemlock roots. ( ?) 

127 Salt Licks Deer traveled up to 15 miles to naturel licks. 

130 Whitetail Deer unknown on north shore and rare near south ; 

shore in 1870. Then an extraordinary increase. 80,000 

killed each year in 1679, 1880, 1881 "mostly within 

10 miles of Lake Superior." (States?) 

133 Migration abandoned 35 years ago. Previous to that does 

wentnorth in May, just before fawning. Bucks came later. 

All over by early June. 

At first light frost, as early as August 15, does, 

fawns, and yearlings started south. Bucks mostly gone 

by October. 
: In a few instances deer yarded near Lake but were 

- killed by Indians or wolves. 

/ Traveled on deep beaten trails in 2's and 3's. 
i Always traveled with wind, never egeinst it, always in 

daytime, usually between 7 A.M. and 4 P.M. (Caribou in 
Newfoundlend travel against wind.) Says caribou depend 

on scent, deer on sight and hearing, for danger in front. 

Migrations ceased with fencing of C. & N.W. RoR. in 
1885. . 

142 Heads Yearling has spike, 2 years Y-shape, one more point 

3d, 4th, and sometimes the 5th year. After that no normel 

increase. Massiveness tends to decrease when buck has 

passed prime. 

: 143. Velvet not rubbed off on brush. "Occasionally a buck will 

use its forefeet for this purpose (rubbing velvet) or 

gently switch its antlers in the brush." Horning of 
young trees does not come till beginning of rut, a month 

after velvet shed. 

145 Rut comes about October 15 in Leke Superior district." 
Fawns born on higher ground between May 25 and June 25, 

7 months after rut, in balsam or maple thickets. Bucks 

summer in swamps. 

S *Pish and photogrephy and fur-bearer references omitted.
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oe - Rut Bucks begin to paw in early October some weeks before 
5 the mating season, which occurs Oct. 20 to Nov. 30. 

Shed "shortly efter which the antlers are discarded, usually 
between Dec. 1 and Jan. 15". 

145 Horns not used for fighting wolves, as shown by early 
shedding. Front feet used for defense. Antlers ¢ 
purely sexuel. 

145 Weights Larger bucks weigh 200-300 lbs. 
Believes Michigan race has longer legs than W. Va. on 
account deep snow in Michigan and runways passing under 
low gnarled limbs in W. Va. (?) 

146 License System 5-tag license system doubled the number of 
hunters in Marquette County in 1895. 

146 Increase One doe will produce 302 deer in 10 years if all 
increase survives. 

151 In 1920 over 500,000 Ruffed Grouse were killed in Minnesota. 
This was following a closure. 

151 Grouse eat yellow birch buds when pressed in winter. 

J 157 Woodcock now linger longer in Michigan during migrations 
as a result of the introduction of angleworms. 

163 Wolf Stories about killing people in no instance authen- 
ticated. 

164 Will not eat deer touched by hands. 

165 Trapped wolf died of fright on hearing a shot by approach- 
ing trapper. Another nearly did, being entirely collapsed. 
This latter weighed 80 lbs. 

166 Coyote Invaded Lake States vie Minnesota beginning 15 years 
ego (about 1905). Weigh more than coyote of prairies. 

179 Grand Islend Preserve 

182 Source of Albino stock was a buck found injured and fed till 
recovered in 1915. 

183... This buck, after it had become tame, shied at his keeper when 
he changed his coat. Tame again when fur coat was resumed. 

” ae



, 183 White buck confined in enclosure with 4 red doe, and a white 
fawn found wild. This white fawn had "brocaded" white 
spots. Another white fawn born of one of the red does 
lacked these "brocaded" spots. 

185. In 1920 buck died. Weight 150 pounds, spread of antlers 26 é 
inches. 

185 Description of color of eyes, nose, velvet, horns, etc., of 
albinos. 

Moose 

186 No moose or whitetail, only caribou, on north shore originally. 
In 1885 moose began to extend westerly from Quebec, and 
easterly from Minnesota., followed later by whitetail 
(and timber wolves? No wolves in caribou days?). 

191 Foods preferred by whitetail, Whitefish Lake. 
Began to clip shoots of wild raspberry in July. Then 
followed nibbling of fruit tree bark along edges of 
orchard. Then began to visit vegetable garden, where 
order of choice (varied somewhat with rate of growth) 
was: 

ge 1. Red cabbage 5. White clover. 
2. White cabbage 6. New shoots domestic 

3 3. Brussels sprouts raspberries 
4. Peas 7. Lettuce 

&. Carrot & Beet tops 

Not _eaten in any part: Potato, tomatoes, squash, rhubarb, 
corn, cucumber, asparagus, onion, parsnips. : 

Variable: Strawberry plants. Some years confined attention 
to these, other years would not touch them. (Illustrates 
probable variability of both food needs and plant contents.) 

204 Cause of Changed Conditions 
in Lake States 

; Cutover lands and second growth cause of all these shifts. 
Represents an improvement in conditions for wild life. 

et
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oe z : : Digest of ae : : 

| _. | MWild Life of Lake Superior" = s 

v : E by Geo. Shiras 3rd f 

National Geographic, August, 1921 ; 

p. 114. Brown Water. "“Hemlocks, the roots of which turn the streams = 

into a deep wine color.” : 

ae ‘p. 119. "In the early dsys there were neither moose nor deer and very ae 
es few caribou, compelling the aborigines to live largely on fish... 

: “ from the Sault Ste. Matie River." < : 

= p. 120. "Trout, grouse and pigeons were abundant and many deer tracks," : 

- at mouth of Huron River, 1869. ; 

p. 127. Salt Lick. Near Chocolay River, 1871. "Several natural salt i i 
licks were located beneath each bank forming the central points 

ss of century-old gathering places of all the deer within a radius 
: of 10 or 15 miles," : : 

p. 130. "The whitetail, while now quite abundant, was unknown on the : 

ie north shore . . in 1870." "80,000 deer were killed each year . 

of 1879, 1880, 1881, and most of these were within 10 miles of A 

Z Lake Superior." = 

=e p. 132. Market Hunting. Usual bag, 150 deer per season near Whitefish 2y 

: Leake. 3 

— p. 133. Migration. "On the south shore of lake Superior, including all SS 

Z of northern Michigan and Wisconsin, there once. existed spring and 

if fall movement of deer which possessed all the characteristics of : 
e a true migration . . . This habit was abandoned more than 35 

| years ago.",_ Does arrived in May, bucks by early June. Does and a 
4 young 1eft/ gust 15, bucks gone by October. "These migrating 

deer always travelled with the wind, never against it, and always 

ss in the daytime, usually between 7 and 4 o'clock. . Caribou in £ 

: Newfoundland . . travel .. against the wind, except during : 

E : severe weather." 

i : p. 145. Phenology. "Does bear their fawns on the higher ground between 
i May 25 and June 25 or 7 months after the rut.” 

= 
= p. 150. Grouse and Water. "In the main forests and in localities where 

a water was distant more than a quarter of a mile scarcely a grouse - 

: was seen." 

ee 7 : Cycle. “The grouse of upper Michigan declined to a point where . 
extinction was imminent and appeared certain when two cold, wet 

Sy springs occurred, and hardly a young bird survived. In 1917 the 
‘5 - Legislature closed the season for two years and the result exceeded- 

7 all expectations. The ensuing year showed . . seattered covies. 

The next they more than doubled, while in (192__)the birds were 

/ : = found in numbers never known before in history. . They were brought in. 

Be aoe



Ss . . by tens of thousands, exceeding a total of 100,000." (Area?) 

a "In Minnesota in 1920 . . the kill was unparalleled, with the 
total exceeding 500,000 grouse." 

: p. 152. Has seen grouse dive into and emerge from snow." 

p. 186. Shift of Moose, “About 1885 a steady movement of moose westerly 
from Quebec was observed, and a slower easterly migration from 
northern Minnesota. Eventually these animals commingled and took 
possession of the entire shore, later extending into the interior 
until they reached the waters flowing into Hudson Bay. Following 
the moose came the whitetail deer and many timber wolves, when x 

the caribou began yielding the possession of centuries." 

p. 191. Deer Foods, "In the order of choice, and somewhat determined by 

by the rate of growth, came the carrot and beet tops, lettuce, 

and new shoots of domestic raspberries, white clover, peas, 

Brussels sprouts, and white and red cabbage, the last mentioned, 

: by reason of its sweetness, preferred above all else. 
"None ever touched the leaves or products of the potato 

plant, tomatoes, squash, rhubarb, corn, cucumbers, asparagus, 

onions, or parsnips, and the escape of the latter was inexplicable. 

Some seasons their attention was almost entirely devoted to the 

strawberry plants, and then the next year not a leaf or a tender 

; runner would be touched.”



~~ Digest of 

"Hungarian or European Grey Partridge" : 
F. Bradshaw, Chief Game Guardian, Regina Park 
Canadian Field-Naturalist, May 1922 (Vol. 36,No.5) 

Appeared " at many points in S.W. Sask." from Alberta. 

Alberta Plant. 15 pair planted 10 mi. S. of Calgary in 1907 or 1908, by 
Mr. de B. Winter. Additional plants made, but not to exceed a total of : 

150 birds, which "contimued to miltiply and spread all over the province." 

Open Season allowed in Alberta since 1914, 1-2 months. Present season 

limit 50 birds. 

Present (1922 read in Alberta. Partly accelerated by small additional 
plants (of native trapped stock?) 100 miles N. & 60 miles S. (of Calgary?). 
Now found at Edmonton "and north of Edmonton toward Peace River (which I 
éan hardly credit)" and S. to international boundary. Has seen birds 150 

miles N. & W. of Calgary. 

Saskatechewan, Drift appeared at Piapot, Sask., 1920; at Rutland (20 miles 
EB. of Alberta line) "at about the same time” (1920); Wilkie, Sask. ,1922; 
Saskatchewan landing, 1922(7); 12 mile Lake (7. 5. R. 2 W. 3rd meridian, 200 mi. 
BE. of Alberta boundary), 1922(7). 

Aldo Leopold 6/19/30 

Copies: Grange 
: Yeatter 

Hungarian 

B.C. 
Washe 

Desk Book ,-



a 4 Se OER a get ty Regpehe 9757 ROY Marre ig ee ee: |e BRS eS gs ee ie Pores. SSI oe fie he ergs Pea OT ne a Se a ee ee ae ee ee 
nat a tae - : Comparison of Blacknecked (Caucasian) and ge ee cog 

ae aati : Bastern Chinese Ringnecked Pheasant. ge a ye 

i From Vol. III Beeve's "A Monograph of the Pheasants" (Witheroy, London,’ ge2). 

oe es ; 
es ae 

a : : ‘ t Black-necked : Ringnecked 2 ae 
ee : P.c. Colchicus ; : P orquatus) 

ot : : ; ee 
aa Elements of Bnvironment : "Never in dense forests" :1. Dense Reed-beds along — 
ee : 1. Clearings of sinilax : rivers. (cut by January) 
ee : & clematis :2. Low hills, oak, chesnut, 
a : 2. Reeds : pine, dense grass. Bam a ; : doo clumps. : a ae : 33. Paddy fields (rice, wheat eee : : millet, rape). (Grass on 

pe Bes : ¢ ridges). arene 

Ree ‘ : : : ee 
ee Altitude : Up to 2200! : elie 

4 : ae Autumn feeding time : : Early morning &. late after 
See i__0on. ae 
ek t : a 
— : Polygamous? : Usually 2-3 hens. Some- : Yes. 4S hens, ae 
gee, : times monogamous, : ss Sa 3 3 : < : - sia ies 

ae Cocks cackle s : FeG. on. Also Sept. dete 
a * fight 2 : Jan. - June, i ee : : es - ae : : : é Ota 

Ry Chicks start eating seeds: : 6 weeks old ae 

ek Setting hen waters, per day : : Once or twice a ges i 

ee ere ee er ee ee eee s 

— Clutch £2 g-12 —- 2 ae : ; a. 
Sere cS : "ae % ss Number broods =: :"Sometimes breed twice” TS : ""two broods not unusual! — 

.. _ Breeding season : : AprilaJune 2 ae 

Cesare t= a - 
% ‘ a pat anee Ries : fCon't, ) eee 

eames acct ; : ae 

Picting ne Se ee Dee Bs J Se ae
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: Black-necked : Ringnecked 

a Rg COL CR a) Ce ees a 

Shooting season : Christmas : Dec.«Jan.? 

sent ct st nents 

Roosting places : High in dense trees in : Yangtze Valley— on ground 
: groves. : Where vermin - in low trees 

test neste Sentence 

Food : "Oblepicha" berries : Jan.- insects, grubs, seed, 

: Blackberries : Feb.- insects, greens. 
2 Rubus fruticosus : Mar. grubs, greens. 

: Greens & gras& tips : April- greens, insects, early 
: : spring grain, 
: 3 May- adults: insects, seed, 

3 2 grain. 
: : young: insects, grit. 
: : June- adults: dry grain, crops, 
$ 3 greens. 
: 3 young : insects, greens. 

: * July= grain, greens, rice. 
: * Aug.— rice, greens, beans. 

~ : : Sept.-cottonseed, greens, rice. 
2 . : Oct.— beans, acorns, chestnuts, 
: : seeds, buckwheat. 

: $ : : Nov. acorns, cottonseed, rice, 
: z seeds, insects. 
: : Dec.— grubs, insects, acorns, 
t : beans, 

FE ee ere a nee eR ieee elaine 
Predators : Jungle-cat, Horned owl, : Civet-cat, fox, racoon, dog, 

: black fox, peregrine, 3 weasel, kestrel, eagle, owl. 
: goshawk, : Eges: black rats, crows, 

OO 
Laws ce : Coolies prohibited from killing — 

: : game. Not enforced. | 
ne 

Native hunting : Falconry, guns, Hen decoys: Horsehair snares, nets, hen | 
: Baiting ash heaps with : decoys. 

: i wheat. i | Fg ct RS 
: : s i 

Mafkets : $1.00 per pair, Tiflis : Up to 60,000 exported from 
¢ ; : Hankow each fall, 

Se ee gee 

— Associated species :; Red legged partridge : Deer, hare, pig. 
BO enna ial stn nlite el na op ec |
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Digest of “The Grizzly Bear (The Nerrative 
of a Hunter-Neturalist Historical, Seientific, 
and Adventurous) By William H. Wright .,. | 

2 a [ae eee 

a 
Adems comment on New Mexico grizzlies - ----- * 

Bears turning toward shot es explanstion of 
rs ANOTEOE © 69 4 ee ee ee ee ee 61 

Bear killed with pocket knife «= + =+*+-<+ + += = 98, 102 

Grigsly with 4 oubs «+ *+* 7 +2 e¢ ee 8 # ese 51 

' Period of dropping cub and gestation ------ - 199 

Instineta of cube + * s+ eo #8 © ee Ho ee BOS 

: Breed only every 2 yrss Den with 1 yr. cubs = - + 204 

014 males kill and eat cubs ~*~ *+ + + ++ - + - = = * 209,210 

Where and when they dan - - © <= + © + # ee em mm BEL 

Age ottninsh + + 4+ + eH te He ee ee ene TE 

Method of killing heifer
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; "Recollections of My Fifty Years Hunting & Fishing" 

: William B. Mershon 
: Published 1923 

Page 32---Actual weight of turkey--Michigan. 
"But on weighing him found that I had underestimated it, as his weight 
was twenty-three and three quarters pounds. 

Page 30--- Some Noble shotgun loads. 
"I slipped a pen-knife in the barrell in place of shot the next time 

and some cuff buttons and a fishing sinker in the other barrel 

Page 34---Turkey Congregating. 
"T have known of their gathering in great droves in one swamp--two 

or three flocks assembling there. 

Page 34-35--Turkey in Oklahoma--Size, Comparison. 
"Frequently during that fall did I shoot turkeys over points of Mose 
where they had been scattered in the manner as described above but 
they were not our Michigan turkeys by a long shot. 
These southern birds were not feathered like our native birds were. 
They’ were lighter in color, and to my notion did not come anywhere near 

the average size. 

Page 36-37---Pigeon killing, enormous quantity. 
"In 1875 Newaygo c unty contained a Pigeon nesting of arge proportions, 
partially upon the lands of the F.& P.M.Railway Co. Information of 
the destruction of the timber coming to the knowledge of the railway 
authorities, an ageny was despatched to the locelity to arrest the work. 
From this gentleman I obtained my information On arriving at the 
nesting he found a large number of persons, a portion of them Indians, 
some felling trees each 2:ne of which contained from one to fifty nests 
according to its size and branches and others in gathering the birds. 
The floor being covered in many places to a depth of three or four feet 
all awaiting shipment. Over 1,500 acres of timber had been “slashed 
over in the mrciless pursuit after the yound birds, and the entire ship- 
ments he estimated to be between forty and fifty tons of squabs during 
the nesting. 
At another and larger nesting in Oceana county, of which I couldnot 
eee Peat ies teat information residents and those qualified to speak 
sal £ i so county nest ings PPed ten barrels squabs for every barrel at the Neway 

At another nesting in Grand Traverse county, in the same year, there were 
900 persons employed in entrapping live birds and slaughtering and shipp 
ing squabs to market. 

Page 38---Pigeon in ton shipment. 
— — three nestings in Newaygo, Oceana and Grand Traverse counties 
in 1875 threr were shipped to outside markets 1,000 tons, or 2,000,000 
pounds of yound squabs, while not less than 200,00 dozen or 2,4000, 000 

- birds were entrapped and shipped to all parts of the United States and 
__. England. 

b 3
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Page 42---Lights on J. Miner. 
"You will recall how Jack Miner, if you ever heard him give his most 

~ interesting lecture, tells how he was a market hun.er and then changed ™ 
to one of the greatest game protectors that the country has ever known. 
Page 44---R. Grouse shipping for market. 
"One season in particular I remember Thomas Bros. shipped over 4,000 
birds, mostly killed by us five hunters. 3 

Page 45--- End of Market shooting. 
"The fall of 1894, the last season for market shooting, by brother 
and I we t to Highwood on the Michigan Central. 

Page 47---What happened to theGrayling? 
"This was the Ast year we caught graylin:. The party during that trip 
took about forty. The next year they were gone I think only one 
was taken and that was the last grayline that I ever saw in the Lower 
Peninsula. 

Page 56---E. Hough Kills a few for Himself. 
"These few guns did well this year. Throw 
this little country open to all the guns, and half a dozen birds to 
the gun would be above the average The shooting there is still good 
because the market hunting has stopped there. 

Page 57---Some Pine 
"I have seen Cass River lg that would produce perfectly clear white 

_ pine plank four inches in thickness and four feet in width. The third 
: or middle stream that merges into and meets the Saginaw is the Shiawasse 

which also hasnumbeous branches of consideralbe magnitude. 

Page 98---Michigan's first Sprotsman's Association. 
"The above association was organized in 1875. Its first officers were: 
President--Robt. P. Toms, Detroit. 
lst Vic e-President--E.S. Holmes, Grand Rapids, 
2nd Vée-President--D. H. Fitzhugh, Jr., BayCity. 
Secretary--Edw. Weeks, Mt. Clemens. 
Treasurer--C.C.Cadman, Detroit. 

Page 100--One years kill--Michigan only one part. 
""But returning to Mr. Roney's article I quote from one of the closing 

paragraphs: 
"Total Extinction Inevitable". 

“These statistice give a granf total of 76,000 deer, or about 10,000, 
000 pounds of venison detroyed in Michigan in the one year of 1880. 
At this rate how long will it take to exterminate the species in Michigan. 

Page 101---First Legal sugzestions. 
"The Remedy"-- Of the 70,000 deer killed in Michigan in 1880, 
about 50,000 were shipped from the state or destroyed for the hides. 
The remedy is plain. Declare the killing of game for other purposes 
than consum tion es food within this state illegal as recommended by 
our "Committee on laws for the protection of game animals of fur and 

_ feather and insectivorous birds. :
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Page 139---Dance of Prarie chicken, etc. 
: "Like the dance of the prairie chicken or pinnated grouse, the strutting 

of the wild turkey and the song flight of the woodcock, or Wilson's 
snipe; but with the sandhill crane it was not so. 

: Page 145---Brook Trout not native to Michigan. 
“Brook trout were not native to the Lower Peninsula of Michigan and 
all were man planted to begin with, with the exception of those that wer 
found in the streams. All streams that are now trout streams in the : 
Lower Peninsula, or nearly all of the, were originally grayling streams. 
As I said before, in 1870 the first trout were planted by A.H. Mershon, 
my father. The fry was obtained from Seth Green of Caledonia, N. Y. 

Page 144---Trout planting from Hatchery--Michigan. 
“At all the small brooks tributart to the streams in Clare, Osceola, 
and Mason Counties. After 1883 we reached the Sauble, Little Manistee 
andManistee Rivers, also the North Branch of the Tobacco River and 
the Cedar River east of Harrison. 

Page 145---Rainbow stands warmer water than B.T. 
The Record of thehatcheries may show, but I do know that we took pains 
to plant them in thearger streams, like the Muskegon, the Marquette, : 
the Sauble and the Manistee because they grow repidxy, want big water and 
will thrive in water that is ten degrees warmer than brook brout will 
stay in. I never tried to get any German Brown Trout, "Lock Levan." 

Page 149-150---Recent Trout Planting--Numbers--Michigan. 
""So they ventured upon experimental hatching at thePokagon Hatchery, wit) 

pretty bad luck. Out of about 470,000 eggs which they put on the 
trays at Pokagon during two seasons, only a very small percentage ~ 
hatched or lived ito be planted, about 60,000. This was in 1878-79. 
On February 16th, 1880 in the Townships of Shelby, Hart and Hldridge 
in Oceana County, In Fly, Spring, Ludd & Hand's, Russell's, Doolett's, 
Damorell's, Tennant's, Hiles', Andrus' and Generaw Creeks--The com- 
mission's first planting was made--4,500 brook trout fry. To E. D. 
Richmond of Hart is to be accarded the distinction of personally 
planting the state's first successful hatching of brook trout. In all 
50,400 fry of this first Pokagon hatching was planted that year--1880-- it 
Allegan, Berrien, Cass, Calhoun, Clare, Kalamazoo, Kent, Mecosta, 
Newaygo, Oceana, Osceola, Van Buren, Washtenaw and Wexfa d Counties. 
From this date the hatching and planting went on progressiwly. There 

were 251,000 fry planted in 1882, something over 500,000 in 1885-4 and 

in 1885 and 1886 for the first time the total planting for two years 

went slightly over the Million mark. 

Page 152--- Planting of Rainbow-Carp-German B. Trout. 

"They must be admirably adapted to our warm shallow lakes. It was not 

until 1889, however, that the first planting of fry was made, when 20,000 

carp were distributed. Here arrives also the year of the German Brown 

trout (it seemed to ve a pretty good year for Germans); for the Com- 

mission put into the state's waters in 1889 its first hatching of browns 

20,000 fry which went into the inlet of deer Lake at Boyne Falls. 

Whether there was ever any private planting of German Brown prior to 

1889, I do not know.
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BS Page 160---Herun Nesting in Trees. 
Once a bear swam across the stream right near us. Another time we ran on to e heron rookey; there were hundreds and hundreds of blue ~ . herons perched or nesting in the tops of the pine and spruce forest. 

Page 164---Fair example of Legislative Trespass. 
"8 And after a few years of oractical demonstration of trout streams regulated in this way, they repealed the law, and it is as I stated awhile back, no longer worth fishing. 

Page 169---Fish best, if eaten as caught. = nO be appreciated it should be cooked and eaten as soon as possible after it is taken from the water. 

Page 170---Spawning of Grayling--Unlike trout. 
"We must recollect that the grayling is a spring spawner, that it 
spawns on the gravel where it lies the year round as it is emphaticaly 
a local fish and does not run upstream or up the small rills and brooks 
to spawn. This has caused many to say thet the log driving, which 
occurred during the spavning season of the grayling, was the cause of 
its disappearance dnce it covered up with soil and debris the eggs. 

Page 171---Pike in still water. : 
"There were no ca nibal fish in the grayling streams e cept the pike, 
and the pike is an inhabitant of lakes, ponds and the still waters of 

_ the rivers and consecuently was not destructive to the grayling. 

Page 1/1---"Trout--Great cannibal. : 
"W hen we remember thet the trout inhabits the swift waters and is as 
great a cannibal as any fish that lives it seems to be demonstrated 
that the actual cause of the disappearance of the grayling was due to 
the trout eating, first, te fry and then the small grayling. 

Page 184---Three game Associations in 1880. : 
"In a recent article in the Chicago F.eld I read that there were only 
three such Associations (all honor to them), the "Cuvier Club", of 
Cincinnati, the New Hampshire, and the Michigan, who were, in fact, 
what their names imply--associations for the protection of game. 

Page 186---Supposed reason for growing scarcity--Grayling. 7 
"Gert lemen, save the grayling. It is a delicate fish whose limited 
habitat proves one of two things; either its range hes been pipes 
and it has been gradually driven from all waters, except a8 ee —— 
belt across your state by other fishes devouring its food or its young 

or it flourishes.in its present habitat b y reason of the ee such 

fishes, and is unable to extend its range by migration into neighbor- 

ing streams on account of them. 

e 192---Feeding Habits--Trout. 3 
See, who have bred the brook tr ut, know that as a rule they will not 

pick up their food after it has once falled to the bottom of the pond, 

put take it in transit; also, that if fed more than recuired, the refuse 

~ gontaminates the water and must be removed in order to keep pee in 

a healthy condition, while the California trout will gather heir a 

food asthey require it and will hot be injured by an over supply in e 

water.
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; ~ ae Digest of "Numbers & Local Distribution of Ill. Land Birds" _— 1 

Smee By Stephen A. Forbes & Alfred 0. Gross u 

pes (Bulletin of Neturel History Survey Vol, XIV Art. X October 1923.) 

(Field Work 1906 = 9) ae 3 

: Acreage Covered & Numbers All Birds per Sq. Mi. 

: : Winter Spring Summer Fall : 

2 Acr, ‘No. Acr. No, Acr, No. Acr. No, z 

: ; Southern 1400 836 : : 

: Central 2600 WO 4500 = 100—™ 

f : Northern 2300 420 1756 1458 ‘ 

: State goo «520 2 

; 4 Popujations per Sq. Mi. By Species 

eer : Queil Crow. Prairie Chicken : 

ee Southern ( $1 winter 1906<7 380 fall 1906 19 fall 1906 
a (365 fall 1906 

e : Central 72 (128 (winter 190647) 12 fall 1906 

ey Northern sent 57 (winter 1906+7) 

a Winter Populations per Sq. Mi. by Types & Species : 

: Quail Crow Prairie Chicken 

e Corn == eee. 16 2 ee ee = 183 awe unns- oe 7 

. Oe ac ines. nese oe “cm 

| i an Di wtnn~se © 

} Plowed. a few 2 

~ Pasture ---- 9 -=-+-=--==+ 27 s 

s (te a = 1 a tne Go = bs 

ee i a ti “ee Bone i ia ia ia eke ee at oi



oe wae rs as ae Big Se Fa z 5 es - : 2 cS i, % : 

Pg oe ee Deak 3 é row : 2 a 

a. Woods «--e2-— Wee -s = us | 

4 ; Shrubbery ----- 377 
aor : ie 

Waste & Fallow == 115 -=++5--+- 90 e 

; : ae Proportion of Total Birds ey 

; Prairie Chicken 2,2% Bloomington to Champaign Merch 1907. 
Pi 

2 " " 346% Waukegan to Scales Mound " a 

‘ " " 2.0% Harvey to Grant Park " " 

2 Quail ' 70% Lawrenceville to Brownsville April 1907, 

: Crow 1.2% " " " " " * 

, } 
ES Numbers Per Square Mile of all Winter Birds in the Several Habitats e 

a a a eee : 
i Habitats : Southern : Central : Northern ¢ State % 
x ¢ Tllinois =: Tllinois 3; Illinois 3; Lee 

ee : : : 3 . 
. Corn : 1334 : ug2 211 t you 3 ; 

A Wheat t 131 : oo 271 : 4o% : 
; Stubble ¢ 529 g eee. 2 5HO ‘ 417 

: Plowed ground : 105 3 315. 86 : 218 c 4 
Pasture : 569 $ 49g: 349 : WY6 

¢ Meadow ‘ 554 ¢ Te 4 405 : 319 
s Swamp t 1207 : pitas ae ues 4 weg 

Orchard : 2187 : BUS Pe : 1354 
Se Woods : 1591 : 679 ¢: 447 : 1239 
poet Shrubs : 2011 : 4391s 891 : 2133 
= . Waste and fallow : 555 : 1989* : 831 : 1013 i 
5 Yards and Gardens : 782- «1 7550F : 10ul sg 3995 
; ‘Miscellaneous ~ : Sl ¢ 469: 368 : 328 4 

Mainly tree sparrows. 
#English sparrows only. 
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i ‘Digest of Report on Quail Investigations 

H. L. Stoddard 
Oe x 

192 Report 

$30,000 underwritten as estimated cost. 

Area: 200,000 acres in Thomas and Grady Cos. ,Georgia; Leon and | 
Jefferson Cos.,Florida, Hdg.: Beachton, Grady Co.,Ga. 

Personnel: H.L-Stoddard, Chas.0. Handley (food). / 

Foods: Mulberries eaten May 1 = Augel. Preferred to blackberries. | 

Trapping: Quail indifferent to bait in fall but strong for it in 
March. 

. 

Nests: 65% in open growths of broom sedge near path, road, or edge of 
field, 

Iggs 8 - oh, average 14, Brooding hens leave nest only once daily but 
- then for 2 - 6 hrs. (Av.temp. near incub.temp.) Hen always flew to and from | 

d nest. Cocks usually within 100 yds. but never at nest, except once where 
hen disappeared, Cock took over and hatched 19 eggs. Hens always flew in 
to lay. Took only 4 minutes. When last egg laid incubation started at 
once, Took in one case observed 23-1/2 days. Leying nearly eat rate of 1 . 
per day, One hen on infertile eges brood them 56 days in spite of daily 
flushings, trapping, ete. Very heavy rains caused incompleted sets to be 
deserted. 

Rain quail entered traps during down pour of 10" in 1 day. Apparently 
feeding, 

Bnemies: 60- 75% of nests destroyed, 10 nests found on 100 acres, 
Opossum in captivity ate whole egg leaving no shell, 
Snakes: Coachwhips contained young quail, Rattler contained grown 

quail swalled head first. 
Dogs bad, - 
Owls: Possibly misteke to shoot great Horned owl which is very fond of 

skunks, Owls bad on turkeys due to tree-roosting. 

Parasites: A few young birds infested around head with lead-colored 
ticks : 

oa
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Artificial Quail Propagation 

i Virginte.. - 

} Breeding stock trapped in midwinter, Arbitrarily paired in May, put in pens 
Eggs gathered twice a week, Average 30, max. 50 plus. Hatched under 
bantems. 
Liberated eat 6 weeks or 2 months, 2100 released in 1923. 
Given clabber entire time. 

Suggestions for Cooperation. 

1, Bag record, by sex. 
2. Report dead or diseased birds. 
é Furnish local maps. 

« Donate gizzards on request. 

1925 = 26 

Nests: 104 studied (empty nests estim. as 50% dummies, 50% robbed). 
On this basis 80% of nests were destroyed by enemies or weather. Quail 
losing nests try again. These late broods mix with earlier and thus give 
impression of one pair with successive broods, 

In special study of 44 nests no case of alternation noted in brood- 
ing. 34% were under cock, 66% under hens, 

Hypothesis: that hen leaves first clutch to cock and herself may lay 
another, 

_ Sites: 11-1/2% woodlands, 15~1/2% feliows, 46% thin broom sedge (older 
falilows) G6 sheltered in whole or in part by broom sedge, 65% built of 

: sedge, $= 3/ 4, of pine needles, 21% fine grasses, leaves, moss, etc, 
Sites seldom reused == vegetation seldom duplicated? 
Material for nests carried only a few feet. Dense growths not suit-+ 

able, Late spring plowing of fallows destructive. Few nests in cultivated 
fields, 

Mexicen Bobwhites mated with native birdy first year. Crossed young 
lighter colored, 

Foods: Vary from year to year. Analyses by Chas. 0. Handley and 
Frencis M, Uhler, 1924-5; 

In November of this pine mast year 11% of food was longleaf and loblolly 
seed, Forger sprouted at once and by Dec. 27 was no longer eaten. Loblolly 
cones open slowly and slower to sprout == eaten til Feb, Aver. proportion of 
pine mast for the season, 302 stomachs, was 43%, Coveys in woods during this 
period, 

Legumes were 37% of food during same season; 30 species, including:



Partridge Peas (Chamaecrista, 2 spe) 164 
Milk Pea (Galactia, 2 ep.) & 
Hog Peanut (Falcata) 
Pink Wild Bean meres 
Sweet Pea Cracca, 2 sp. 

Spurred Butterfly Pea (Bradburya) 
Cowpea (Vigna) 
Milk vetch (Astragalus) 
Beggarweed or Tick-Trefoil (Meibomia, 5 sp.) 
Bush clover (Lespedeza, 4 sp.) 

Rattlebox (Crotolaria) 
Carolina Clover (Trifolium) 
Prairie clover (Kuhnistera, 2 sp) 
Rhynocosia (Delicholus, 2 sp) 
Indigo Plant (Indigofera) 
False Indigo (Amorpha) 
Psoralea (Psoralea, 2 spe) 

Miscellaneous Feeds 
Ragweed (Ambrosia) 
Dogwood (Cornus) (Pulp of berries) 
Dwarf Sumac (Schmaltzea) = Berries 
Wild Cherry (Padus) Germinated kernels 
Mulberry (Callicarpa) 
Gallberry (Ilex) Seeds & pulp, February only 
Chufas (Nutgrass) 
Browse (Car.Clover leaves & yellow jessamine flowers) 

NOTE: 1924 notes based on 611 crops and gizzards collected Nov. 1, 1924 to 
March 1, 1925. 

Animal matter (4% of total) 
Grasshoppers 
Beetles, bugs, ants, ticks, lice, snails, spider 

Foods, 192566; 500 crops and gizzards. No pine mast. Instead ate sweet 

gom (liquidembar styraciflua) from frost (Nov.15) till late December. During 
this period took to low woods and gullies. After that took to acorns and 
legumes. Acorns eaten whole and also fragments dropped by jays and squirrels. 
Acorns up to 60% of meale, With legumes were mein feed thru March with gradual 
increase of green leaves. Concentration of coveys occurred around low spots 
with live oak acorns in March. 

Summer Foods: Pairs in captivity ate up to 4 plums per day (late May, 
early June); also 8 - 10 blackberries per day (later). Mulberries again pre- 
ferred to other fruit, even by 2-day chicks. Huckleberries and blackberries 

eaten. 
Droppings showed that in summer fruit seeds passed thru whole while in 

winter e are ground up and utilized as food. (Presumably this is regulated 

by grit).
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Use of Food Patches -- Grains Tried: 

Require Cult Do not Require Cult. 

Beyptian Wheat )Mostly Beggarweed 
)Mildewed and 
)insects in 
)winter Cowpeae (Pods eaten by 
) deer & weevils) 

Sorghum ) 

Benne 

German Millet )All got by 
(Mildew and in- 

Cat-tail Millet) sects in winter 

Popcorn (eaten with beggarweed in winter) 

(ROTE: Millet & Benne said to be heavily eaten in late summer but no 
evidenée obtained) 

£ & Bandi: : 2100 birds banded; 135 returns by birds shot 
(7 mos. to 1 1/2 yrse after banding); 100 returns by retrapped birds, 

Of 275 quail banded in northern plantation prior to May 1, 1925, &2/2% 
were shot during or after next shooting season, 5-1/ 2% retrapped next (7) 
March or April. 

Of 672 quail banded in southern plantation 7-1/2 were shot and 5% re-~ 
trapped, 

Of the 70 recovered by shooting 7 ~ 11 months later: 

hog were 1/4 %o 1/2 mile from place banded 
z " Vetei © *# 8 " 

" 1 mile (7 cocks, 2 hens) 
2% (1 hen) 

) 2-2-1/2 " (1 hen) 
17% =)" 43/4 mile ( 1 cock) 

,s 7 miles ( 1 hen) 

Covey Problems: Same covey trapped in locations at least 1/4 mile apart. 

Free interchange between coveys in late summer, Up to 3 or 4 adult birds. 
per covey. Once definitely formed, however, covey is apt to remain intact dur- 

. ing winter. Again a fusion of coveys in March ~ April. 

Birds per Covey: Max, Min, Aye. : 

Spring,1925 (36) 28 4 13 
March-April 

: 1926 (ho) 30 9 4 

————— = ogy Pe cing _—s of individual birds from year to years 
ole, e 0 nbreeding", ond coud far apart. ng’ This likely only where quail are scarce



There is a general shifting of population just ‘previous to breeding 
season, 

; Unmated cocks do much of the calling and appear to be injured or below 
Pare 

Sex Ratio. -~ Slight excess of males seems to be the rule among birds, 
Thus, pigeons 105 ® to 100 ge . 

Edward R. Coleman of Lebanon, Pa,, collected the figures on 11,000 
birds ih Table, showing 51 ~ 60% cocks in bags of parties with whom he hunted 

Are males more likely to be shot because they flush first? Check 
against trapping record showed 1 ~ 3% more cocks trapped than shot on two 
areas for two seasons, Net work indicated cocks are better dodgers on wing 
than hens. 

Weights, near Thomasville, in shooting season, 160 = 165 gr., 5e7 = 
5e8 oz, Max. 7 oz Hens heavier by 4 er. 

Natural Enemies 

Fire and rain interact in this way: burning forces the quail to nest 
in low spots where the nests are drowned by the next rain, 

Style of Ege Bating 

Skunks bite off the top 1/3 and lick contents, Shells left to~ 
gether unless a family of skunks is involved, 

: Cotton Rat leaves pieces varying from half shells to fragments 
scattered along runways, Edges of shells clean cut. 

Weasel carries eggs in mouth to nearby tangle where tops are 
bitten off and contents licked, 

Coon, opossum, snake, eat eggs whole and can be recognized only 
by droppings, hair, etc. 

A domestic turkey gobbler ate eges entire. 

Survival of 104 nests (Aver. 14 eggs, Range 6 - 244) 
Hatched = Ug 
Destroyed - 5% because of 

Desertion - 14% 
Skunks - 164 

Cotton Rats - 1% 
Domestic 

Turkeys = 2% 
House Cats = 1% 
Empty - 19% because of 

Stakes (abot seme as skunks) 
Opossums 
Raccoons (not bad) 

Controls = Cotton rat controls worked out by James Silver and aveil~ 
able as a mimeogreph folder. 

Snakes shotild not be controlled because they keep down 
rodents, Where rodents poisoned, snakes will move out. 

Hawke and Owls. - Brier or grapevine tangles best contrds, 
1098 marsh hawk pellets gathered from roost in broom sed, only 4 contained 
Quail whereas 925 had cotton rats. Marsh hawks present only in winter.



Crows (common and fish crows). Says should be controlled 
- but gives little evidence except that a few were seen with eggs. 65% of 

quail nests are roofed over, hence, hard for crows to see. 

A trapper can do vermin control on 2,000 - 10,000 acres, 

Parasites 

Kinds found: 
Cecal worms in ceca of most winter quail. 
Cymea in proventriculus near gizzard, but not many. 
Trichstrongylus - responsible for grouse-disease of 

England, found in 2 quail, 
Tapeworms common spring and summer, 
Ticks in warmer months. Worse in woods, 
Biting lice) 
Redbugs ) No conclusions as yet. 

Diseases 

In captivity quail got gout when not given plenty of greens, 
Chicken pox or "sorehead" common in poultry and transmitted to quail 

on artificial contact, Quail died, This may be dangerous. 

; Developing Preserves 

1. Vermin Control 

2, Increasing wild foods, 
(a) Water not necessary, Drink dew. 
(>) Plent mulberries ; 

: (ce) Breek up large fields 
(a) Plant bleck cherry, blackberry, sweet gum, sumac, wild 

plum, French mulberry, sassafras. 
e Coverts. Grapevine and brier tangles. ; 

» Food patches. 
5e let fields fallow till they come up to sedge and pine. 
6. Rotate crops to build up soil and thus increase proportion of 

legumes on fallows,. 

Japan Clover (Lezpedesa) and purple trefoil (beggarweed) are best for 
food patches as far as present information goes, Latter will not grow on worn 
out lands without fertilizer. 

Open woodlands best. Dense growth excludes ground feeds, Legumes com 
mon in woodlands because of richer soil, 

Dense brown sedge should be burned or plowed. Burn on a damp day so 
thin growths will be spared. Dense sedge herbors rats and not used by quail.



Burning Policies 

Wholesale burning of flatwoods bad because said to increase wire- 
grass; unburned woods not necessarily too thick. 

Tenants want to burn everything because of snakes. 

: (NOTH: This whole treatment of burning is nebulous, doubtless re« 
flecting need for more research). 

Mexican Quail : 
323 liberated in 1925 on a well-stocked preserve, 
6% of these brought to bag next season, as compared with 8 of 

602 native birds banded, 
(Of a larger number liberated in So. Car., 5% appeared in bag 

next winter).



\ 

( : University of Wisconsin 
Aldo Leopold ee 

Rodent Management: Analogy with Insects 

Treherne, R. C. and H. R. Buckell. GRASSHOPPERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. 
Canada Dept. Agr. Bul. 39 (new series), Ottawa, 1924, 47 pp. 

Grasshopper outbreaks have occurred since 1890 at intervals of 7 years. 

Overgrazing has occurred during the same period. "Unquestionably the two are 
intimately related." How? 

Plant Succession 

1. Climax stage: perennial bunch grasses. With grazing pressure this reverts to: 

2. Secondary grasses. Mostly perennial. "A more general-purpose grazing area... 
than bunch grass." Upon further pressure this reverts to: 

3. Annual weeds. "Of little use except to sheep." 

"In many sections even these secondary grasses are being destroyed for 
want of an opportunity to grow unchecked." Grasshoppers are associated with the 
reversion to stages 2 and 3. 

The Mechanism of Outbroak 

There are 15 species of grasshoppers differing mainly in the degree of dry- 

Met ness of optimum habitat. The dry-site species are the most dangerous. Overgrazing! 

(1) Increases the proportion of dry open sites. 
(2) Retards grass growth so that green succulent shoots are available 

when the egzs hatch. This is not normal, for inside an exclosure 

"the grass had completed its growth and had set its seeds before 

the grasshoppers had all emerged." The exclosure was finally invaded 

but no permanent damage resulted, and the hoppers did not select the 
exclosure as egg-laying ground, but chose the barren ground outside. 

(3) "A hot dry season favors grasshonper multiplication and checks the 
growth of the native grasses. The host is forced to migrate (but) 

parasites and predators...can only accompany their host in small 
numbers." 

Conclusions 

1. Grasshoppers are normally held in check by the small area of favorable 
é (dry open)habitat. 

2. Overgrazing plus drouth expand such habitat by retrograding plant succession 
and upsetting phenology (egg-hatching precedes seed-setting; should follow it) 

3. Overpopulation results, migration follows. In migration, grasshoppers outrun 
their parasites. By devogetation they expand the area favorable for egg- 
laying. 

4. It was experimentally demonstrated that resting the range reduces the risk 
of outbreaks. 

Questions 

The ecology of grasshopper reproduction and predation is adequately explained. 

The ecology of foods is hazy. Are the lower stages of succession possibly sup- 
erior in food value?
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F ‘DIGEST 3 

ot. 3 : 

3 "New Ways With Partridges" 

; By Richard Fage ee 

The Field Press, Winsor House, London, 1924 

P14. Costs: Partridge is bird of poor sportsman. Yield of 500 acres 

— can be doubled within 3 years by 10 or 15 pounds a year. (L10= 449) 

Costs per 500 birds of partridge, grouse, and pheasant is in ratio 

1:6:10. Grouse usually cost a guinea a brace. (¥S5// ) 

P.18. Hand rearing pheasants largely discontinued since the war. Shows : 

most hardihood on shoots where least hand rearing has been done-= 

E such as Sir Robert Jardine's shoot at Wamphray and some of the - 

" ' mid Anglisey marshes. 

: P.19. Pheasant nests fortnight béfore partridgeyand does not cover eggs. 

; Vermin: 2 pr. carrion crows will get 90% of the pheasant eggs on 

: 1000 acres. 

; : P.2l. Mowers: Per unit of population 10 times as many pheasants are killed 

; by mowers as partridges. 3 : : 

a P.2l. Conclusions: 50 pheasant nests is all 1 keeper can care for. 

‘ 3 /birds per nest under good keepers reach the hunting season, : 

ae (Cumberland). 1/3 of the survivors (hens) must be left over as 

: stock, ; 

P.22. Cost of hand rearing pheasants before war was as low as 10 shill- 

: ings (2.43 ) per head. Min. cost now 16 shillings (3,90). 

’ K P.23. Pheasants being reared for European market in N.China. In 1922 

ye, one steamer went through Suez carrying 3000 metric tons (1-2,000,000 

c birds) frozen, to Marseilles, London, New York. ‘
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: é 
eS P.24. Partridge: On an estate with 100 nests Oe can be doubled, the 

(24.34 
additional. birds costing 1 epee Eastern counties get 

the biggest yields. 

Grass Partridze. Alleges there is a type of bird in the unculti- 

vated parts of Cumberland and Westmoreland that eats no grain ; 

; and lives on weed and grass seeds, especially common rush. Intro- 

: ducing eges of this stock on grassy estates has produced "aston- 

ishing results." 

P.26. Carrying capacity. 100 acres of the best land should carry 15 pairs 

of partridge; of poorer land (95% pasture) 5 pairs. 

P.27. Life history of Partridge: Family stays intact until pairing, Jan.12. 

: Pairs stake out"spheres of influence," old birds demanding more than 

“young. Latter satisfied with 8-10 acres or less. Nesting begins 
: * 
May 1. Partridge hates wind. Nests located to avoid wind and get : 

sun. Hatch June 15-28. Hen may desert nest if frightened off while 

laying or during first week of incubation. 

P.39. 100 million shells per yr. used in Grest Britain. Of these he 

estimates: 

: ectme. |. Ss ate. 5 108 ; 
o Pheasants ..... . 10% 

ge es ks ee 

SAUER 5 a nie os SBS 
Partridge... .. 357 ( 175, 000) 

100 

: Wo, Licenses isaued, 16ek,... ... 6 2 oes #8 es 73,000 
Meceived foe liceuses.. «5 1 se tet we 200, 000 
Bst. proportion for partridge... . . «+s 80% 

: : No. keepers (est.) Eng., Scot.,& Wales. ... 10,000 
Wages ot 2 p. per week: . . . . « « s « # «'« » 1,000,000 
Est. proportion for partridge ........-. 33% 
Game Rental: 

: Arable land. ............. 1 shilling per acre (2U¢) 
m Uo oe Ai a tn a caw pop 3 crown (609) 

£5 Land classes in Great Britain: 
ee Uader PLOUGH. 6 osc + & oxo os SY million acres d 
Bers DOPE, POSCUISS 5 5 oo os ae ae ye 8 _ 
een Rougy grazing... 5. ac se we ew we CM i! 
toe - . — : : iy ow ” 
2. e ciihiethd cane naenliana ones te ae —
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Aver. rental for partridge. ...... . 6 pence C124) . 
n ; Amt. ‘ e % oi © bom s oe: 615,000 poands : 

P. 46. Yalue of game on typical English farm: 400 acres, 250 arable, . 
rest grass. : 

Shooting rental. ...... +... © 2+ pounds per year.( #116 ) 

: i Census: 20 coveys Partridge, 10 Pheasant. 

2) Rant Capitalized. 00s.» <>< < + = “S00 pdunds, (#4 50) 

| (Above game can be doubled). : : 2 

P.. 48. Samples of crop contents. : 

1 partridge, March. ..... . . .261 larvae of crane fly. = 
ae d pheasant. . 2. <6 0 we, + + -dB00 ETUbs, 

1 pheasant: 726 grubs, 1 acorn, 1 snail, 9 berries, 3 grains 
wheat. : 

P. 52. Vermin shift location in March, Work done then will last till 

winter. 7 tay pole eon, tevene ye MT 

P. 54. Male cats more liable to "go wild" than female. Wild cats den in 

haymows, caving creek banks, rebuilt holes. 

P. 57. Actual case of a cat ferretted out of a rabbit hole in winter. 

: P. 61. Pheasant "territory": 2 pure Mongolian cocks drove off all the 

native cocks and appropriated "all the hen birds within radius 

of half a mile." 

Vermin list: 

; Cat, crow, sparrow, hawk--kill all. ; 

: Kestrel--iill only killers. Useful on rats and mice, 

Rook--all bad on eggs. s 

: Brown owl--bad. 

Barn ow}--harmless. . 

. \ Rat, stoat, weasel--all bad. 

‘ig P. 65. Rat never found far from water. Hedgehog bad. Doesn't eat eges 

: but rolls them out of nest.



| “Sak P.75- Roosts: Partridges roosts on grass land till late fall, when they 

j often roost on clover stubble, ! : 

Z P.77. "The prevention of inbreeding is by far the most important point 

| of partridge preservation," 

| Example: 1000 acres of isolated range blocked off by heather hills 

and ocean, in Cardigan Bay. Formerly could kill 40 partridge any 

| : day in Sept. Now exterminated, 1000 acres could yield 200 birds a 

year. (1 per 5 acres). 

Euston System invented 1902. First tried on large scale on Duke of 

Grafton's estate in Suffolk... "Pot eggs" substituted for natural 

eggs as laid, and natural eggs put in incubation or under hen. When 

pipped put back ‘under any partridge which has set at least 2 weeks. 

(Full period 24 days.) Pot eggs cost 2 shillings per doz. All nests 

are mapped and dated as found, 

: Pheasants begin laying April 10, partridge May 9. : 

| Clutches for incubator are made up by mixing and trading eggs, 

"18-19 each. 

: Partridge begins feathering nest when next to last ege is laid. 

When last egg laid all are left uncovered till night when she begins 

setting. Takes 24 days, but a close-setting hen or incubator will 

hatch in 23. 

System not needed, as far as inbreeding. goes, every year, 

; P.90. Hungarian Stock. Thinks they lay infertile eggs. Cited Canada 

geese imported from U.S. into Cheshire 60 yrs. ago. Still laying 

: 4o% of infertile eges. High proportion of canary eggs also infertile.
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y P, 100. Feeding Hours. In winter all birds are on clover stubble at 9 ALM. 

c and 3. P.M. 

E P, 125. Disease, Partridge "does not suffer from any trouble corres— 

ponding to grouse disease (strong ylosis). 

P. 126. Weather: "Will survive an almost incredible amount of wet, but a 

combination of cold wind and everlasting wet long grass is deadly," 

P. 127. Selective Effect of Driving: "It is almost a certainty that, if 

a covey of birds has flown 200 yards, the old ones will be in front, 

and this is one of the secrets of the great advantage of driving." 

tts, 

] p Orne 9 4. & 

Qerrneer WS.47 

alas 24,39 

Prrree’ a¢ 

: Curr



Extracts from Shooting Records, Wenham Leake, 1897-1925, by John C. Phillips. 

p. 5. Quail Irruption, "In my own time I have seen great changes in upland 

shooting. ‘The native Quail vanished in the winter of 1903-1904, after 

a season of extraordinary plenty. I note in my journal, for March 6th, 

1904, 'I don't believe any Quail could have pulled through', Pheasants 

were found dead in the woods and I found patches of old snow on April uh . 

We have never been able to get Quail back to reasonable mumbers since 

then." 

Introduction of Pheasants. "I helped to get the Pheasant started 

and introduced the first ones in 1897, more in 1898. ‘he spread and 

increase of these birds was phenomenal but I have lived to regret 

the day and now hold this bird responsible for the too great 

popularity of sport with all the attendant difficulties between land- 

owners and shooters. We are apt to think of imported birds as 

beneficial to the Grouse in that they take away attention from our 

native species and in a sense this is true, but we forget that we 

have ten guns today where we had one in pre-Pheasant times and numbers 

do count, despite the fact that less than 5% of shooters can kill 
Grouse with any real success." 

Recovery of Woodcock, "I have seen summer Woodcock shooting ruled off 

the slate, have watched that bird, especially the local breeding stock, 

make some recovery, and have, I think, in the past few years, seen & 

decided increase of the autumn flight." 

Euffed Grouse Cycle. “With Grouse, we did not hunt regularly in 

home coverts until about 1911, although a few birds, often not recorded, 

were shot near home before that. I have seen several periods of 

plenty and several of great scarcity. It would be well to note the 

good times between 1911 and 1915, the great depression which began in 

1915 end lasted nearly four years, the good shooting of 1921, 1922, 

and 1923 and the unexpected slump again in 1924 and 1925." 

p.298. Totals of Farm Bag, 1897-1925. 

Black Decks... o<cicievese sews 119 Bufflehead ..scsssesseseee © 
Mallard Duck.......seseeee0 40 Old Squaw ...ss:sseescesne - 8 
ONONEN S25 ee os eget American Scoter ........-. 0 
European Widgeon.......-..+ 13 White-wing Scoter ........ 21 

Balépate.,..<c.cccoverasee SF Sarf Scoter .....sececcses 20 
CNT... ieee Ruddy Duck .......seeeeeee 466 
pe eer rer er 25 American Merganser.......« 67 

Shoveler ....cccccccccccves Red-breasted Merganser ... 16 

PIM) cons sche scsenceee9 Hooded Merganser ......... 82 

Wood=duck ...ccecccccccccee 13 Sceup-unclassified........ 303 

Bid ends ocick ease sseseus 120 Ducks-misc....eecceeceeses 75(1899 only) 

Canvasback ......6.+-eeee00 LY Canada Goose .....eseeeeee 378 

Greater Scaup ...seeeeeeeee 46 Beant O600e' 022.0. + sseee 3 
Lesser Scaup ......sceceees GL Scoter-unclassified ...... % 

Ring-necked Duck ........-. 31 Pied-billed Grebe ........ 30 
Golden-cye ......sesccsceee LIT Horned Grebe ......cceeeee 5 

2k



Totals of Farm Bag, 1897-1925 (con't) 

Holboels Grebe .......cccccccccccct 
Grebos. (mise.) 6. cc cseceesncvcecceO 
Cogmion D6e0. 06 .< i cecccccsceccecxs * 
Red-throated Loon .......ccccscce 2 
Amer. Coot, or Mud=hen ..........26 
Double-crested Cormorant ........ 7 
TRUCE Fok cca sncccdcacccesvan & 
TORCNO*S POCO) 22 vcccascsesencee t 
Greater Yellow-legs .......cese00 85 

errr rr ee 
Black-bellied Plover ........... l 
NI oop shone 5 00ks Hen adecase & 

White-rumped Sand=piper ........ 2 
Se ee re é 

GrBAt BIRO RESTOR. c.ccccccccsscce 
Ring-necked Plover .....ce.sceooee L 
Beiideer PlCver . ccccisccccsecces 2 
PaLCGd Creuse 0... .o0cc cs vceccee82d 
WOMEBOEE oo osc.c cc channtnces ce. Wl 
Re ere reer 2) 

A iia hasiet inte «banises 
I oie 6s os ns oda stcinceanns fie 
a a ere ere | 
Hand-raised ducks ........200000243 
Ecco dds IRAE a Or eseoere S&S 

DOR acc cuche ca tem anttaacctcce 2 
MAOHPOES 2 ci csccgpseccecsccce EF 

eee F6tD o. wc iccccisinceeee SOUT 

File: Quail 
Cycle 
Pheasant 
Waterfowl 
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i Digest of 

Status of Pronghorned Antelope ; ; 

: 1922-24 

Es We Nelson . 

C425) ; 

1, Eirst Records published in 1723 in Torquemada's 

; Monarquia Indiana in which is described a great 

a hunt in honor of Antonio Mendoza in 1540 in S. We 

be Hidalgo, now called "Llano del Cazadero", This 

pe drive netted 600 deer “and those which they call 

ie Verrendos". ; 

Y . : 
S- Abundance, "Where the pronghorn occurred with the 

| buffalo people best qualified to judge consider that 

| it exceeded that animal in numbers. It has been 

- @stimated that the buffalo herds at one tine num 

bered 30 to 60 million animals. In view of the 

E greater territory occupied by the pronghorn"-=
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r probably 30 to 40 million, possibly more, Recent 

' gensus shows 30,000 survivors. : 

6. Crossing Habit Nelson says was very noticeable in 

apizona and gived several forcible illustrations 

ineluding where a change in direction resulted in : 

ne antelopes changing also. Says it is "racing". 

% Habitat. sought pinyon forests in winter but some | 

stayed yearlong. Were hunted near base of Sandias 

* an winter by trailing and hanging animals as killed 

j in pinyon trees, Ten to 12 could be killed ina 

morning in this ways : 

; S. imbers ‘Followed the cattle to top of white Moun= 

Be tains of Arizona in eignties and came out in fall 

with the tine (Notes Nelson evidently thinks they 

: did not originally range on the White Mountain a 

prairie. As far as I know he is right in this.) 

. : |



e Ps . f puters oe ra pee 4 a 

es "During this period antelope became frequenters | 

of the open, grass-grown, yellow seek forests of 

: 3 the mountain ereas, not only in varie parts of 

the United States but aleo in the Sierra Madre of 

chihuahua, ° ‘a 

10. Census by American Bison Society in 192223 shoved : 

11,749 niin iit was incomplete. 

oo Eredators. Full-grow buck followed end killed by 7 

a bobeat in Wind Cave refuge. This was during a , 

i Snowstorm. Hed leaped upon its backs 

20. Jawns artificially sakes weighed 35 to 50 pounds 

at 3-1/2 months old, average 48 pounds. 

23. Censuses "Almost throughout its range the pronghorn 

is decreasing." a | 

24, Agizona Census. In 1923 Musgrave estimated per cent UES 

- : of young at 10 to 25 per cent. Greatest decrease on 

- ; ois
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: Anderson Mesa and along Mogollon Rim. “Antelope. 

appear te be inereasing on cattle ranges and de~ ae 

ereasing on sheep ranges." Total, 1923: 18 areas, 

650 antelope, Peg ie 

40, Hew Mexice Census, 1923: 51 areas, 1682 antelope. 

40, Custodian Plan recomended to the antelope confer 

ence by més “Contains some very practical sugges- 

: tions, some of which might be utilized as the pro» 

: gram for antelope conservation develops.” 

| IZlr¢ ls 
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Digest of 

"Saropean Grey Partridge in the Okanagan Valley" 
a 

Canadien Fichi-Sateral ist, O0%.2925 (YoR.39,Mee7) 

Sgt 2AGh Soe eeieaien, sapeneet fu vtates of I5LP-E anew Semmaatand, 
bird picked up after hitting a wire. 

By.1920 covey established at Crescent Beach near Sumerland. 

Present (1925) northern Limit at Salmon Arm, 175 miles ¥. of Washington line. 

. Mo plants made in Canafa, All arift. 

Habitat. Sage and uw to 4000" in Yellow Ping. Mot in coast forest. 

PPalp. Setictate 26 tomas Se mitene anh Serehins fine squenel te 180%, 
: analyzed (contents given in peper). 

Aldo Leoveld 6/19/30 ; 

Gepies: Yeatter 
Grange 
BG. 

. Wage : 
Desk Book | : 
Hun. folder 

| re



> iy ot oy “Beasts, Men & Gods" by Ferdinand Ossendwoski ‘ ‘an ye : =e ree s 
bs = Published by =.P. Dutton & Co. “MT upahia “a / 5 2 

~ PAGE | 
I3I-, 

> "Mountain Sheep & Antelope using together and habits* 

Once we came up-to a big nefra of sheep, But as 

_ W@ approached most of the nedra gradually withdrew ; 

leaving one part that remained vmmoved as the other ! 

NOTKS@RRE senegs_the plains. From this section soon | 

5 about thirty of forty head emerged and went scrambling 3 

and leaping right up the mountain side, 

I32= I took up my glasses and began to observe them, fhe 

: part of the nerd that remained behind were common q 

sheep; the large section that had drawn off over the | 

plain were Mongolian antelopes (gazella gutturosa ); | 

while the few that had taken t- the mountain were the | 

é big horned sheep (ovis argali),. All this company had 

been grazing together with the domestic sneep on the : 

: q plains of the Adair, which attracted them with its : 

good grass and Clear water. In many places the river | 

was not frozen and in some places I saw great clouds of 

of steam over the surface of the open water. In the : 

: meantime Some of the antelopes and the mountain sheop 

began looking at us. ; : 

"Now they will soon begin to cross our trail,"laughoa 

the Mengol;"*very funny beasts. Sometimes the antelopes 

course for miles in their endeavour to outrun and : 

| cross in front of our horses and then,when,they have 

done s0, gO loping quistly off 7 

_ I had already seen this strategy of the antelopes 

and I decided to make use of it for the purpose or ; 

= the hunt. We organized our chase in the following 

& manner. We let one Mongol with the pac, camel pro-
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spread out like a fan headed toward tnojnera on the right 

: of our true course, The nefira stopped and looked about 

. puzzled, for their etiquette required that they shoulda 

cross the path of all four of these riders at once.Con- 

fusion began, They counted about three thousand heads. | 

All thisharny began to run from one side to another bt 

: without forming any distinct groups. Whole squadrons of | 

them ran before us and then, noticing another rider,came | 

‘coursing back and made anew the same manoeuvre, One group | 

of about firtyneca rusnedtin two fows toward my point. | 

ee they were about a hundred and fifty paces away I shout= 

ed and fired. They stopped at once and began to whirl around | 

in ons spot, running into one another and even jumping over 

one another, Their panic cost them dear, for I had tim» to 3 

shoot four timea to bring down two beautiful heads. My friend | 

was even more fortunate thanI,for he shot only once into the 

: nebra and as it rushed past afm in parallel lines and dropped 

two with the same bullet. 

Meanwhile the argali had gone farther up the mountainside 

and taken stand there in a row like so many soldiers,turn- | 

ing to gaze at us. Even at this distance I could clearly : 

distinguish their muscular bodies with their majestic 

heads and stalwart horns. Picking up our prey, we overtook 

the Mongol who had gone on ahead and continved our way. In 

many places we came across the carcasses of sheep with 

@ } necks torn and the flesh of the sides eaten off. 

"It is the work of the wolves," said the Mongol. "They 

. aye always nereabout in large numbers." 

We came across several more hemtés of antelope, which 

‘Tan along quietly enough until they had mde a comfort- ° 

able distance anead of us and then with tremendous leaps



ae and bounds erossedbur bows like. the proverbial chicken on : 

é the road. Then,after a couple of hundred paces at this : 

oe speed, they stopped and began to graze quite calmly. unce 

I turned ny noms — and the whole herd immediately 

: took up the challenge again, coursed along parallel with 

. me until they had made sufficient distance for their 2 

ideas of safety and then once more rushed across the ro 

Yoad shead of me as though it were paved with red hot 

stones, only to assume their previous calmness and gaze 

back on the same side of the trail from which our colum . 

had first startet trem, 

134 On another occasion I did this three times with a part- 

icular herd and laughed long and heartfiy at their stupid 

customs. 

I35- When the Mongols are slaughtering animals they often 

ir cast. bits of meat up into the air for the hawks and 

eagles to catch in flight,just as we throw a bit of m : 

meab to a dog. : 

206- The largest pair of horns weighed about thirty pounds, 

(3) put they were from a young sheep. 3 

2I3-" Eagle securing marmot" : 

All of a sudden he dropped like a stone to the top of 

a mound, where he sat motionless as a rock. The marmot 

in a few minutes ran out of hig role to a neighbor's 

doorway. The eagie calmly jumped duwn {rem the top and 

with one Wing Closed the entrance to the hole. 

2t4— The rodent heard the noise, turned back and rushed t6 

the attack, trying to break throygh to his hole where 

, he had evidently left his family. The struggle began 

The eagle fought with one frees wing, ons 19g and his ” 

—peak-but did not withdraw the bar to the entrance,



Pi The Marmot jumped at ‘thet rapacious bird with great bolaness F a 

ca ‘but soon fell from a blow on the head. only then the eagie 
2 withdrew his wing, approached the marmot, finished nim ofr 

and witn difficulty lifted him in his talons to carry hin | 

away to thé mountains ‘for a tasty lmmeheon. 

Ian the more barren picces with only occasional spears of 

grass ir the Plain another species of rodent Jivos, calied 

imouran, abeut the size of a squirrel, they have 4 coat 

? the same color ag the prairie and, cunning abouts it lik» 

snakes, they collect the sesds that are blown across by 

the wind and carry them down into their diminutive homes. 

The imouran has a truly faihntul friend, the yellow lark 

of the prairie with a brown back and head. When he sees th 

the imouran running across the plain, he settles on his 

back, flaps his wings in balance and rides well this swiftly 

a galloping mount, who gaily flourishes his long shagsy tail. 

The lark during his ride skilfully and quickly catches 

the parasites living on the body of his friend, giving 

evidence of his enjoyment of his work witha short agrecehle 

: song. The mongols esa She imouran"the steed of the gay lark¥ 

Tne lark warns the imovran of the approach of eagles and 

hawks with three sharp whistles the moment he sees the S 

aerialbrigand ani takes refuge himself behind a stone 

| or in a small ditch, After this signaino imouran will ~ 

. : stick his head out of his nole until tne danger is past. 

2t5- Thus the gay lark and his steed live in kindly néighbor- 

| Liness. 

In other parts of mongolia where there was very rich 

, grassI saw another type of rodent, which I had previously 

| come across in Urianhai. It is a gigantic black prairie — — 

Tat Wi. a short. fail and lives in colonies of from one 
| S Rae



& to two nundred. ue is "Gricrevting and unique as the most 4 

C skillful farmer among the animals in his preparation of : 
re his winter supply of fodder. During the we@ks when the 

grass is most succulent he actually mows it down with 

swift jerky swings of his head, cutting about twenty or | 

thitty stalks with his sharp- long front te*th. Then he 

allows his grass to cure and latar puts up his prepared 

hay in a most scientific manner, First he makes a mound 

about a foct high. through this he pushes down into th= 

ground four slanting stakes, converging toward the middie 

of the pile, andbinds them close over the surface of the | 

hay with the longest strands of grass, leaving the ends p 

protruding enough for him to add another foot to the height 

- of the pile, when he again binds the surrace with more long 

strands-all this to keep his winter supply of rood from 

ia blowing away overthe prairie, rhis stock stock ne always 

locates rightnat the door of his den to avoid long winter 

hauls, The horses and camels are very fond of this small 

farmers hay, because it is always made from the most s 

nutritous grass. the hay cocks are so strongly made that 

one can hardly kick them to pieces. . 

Almost every where in jiongolia I met either single pairs 

or whole flocks of the greyish-yellow prairie partPidges, 

Salga or "partridge Swallow} so called because they have long 

long sharp tails resembling those of swallows and peeause | 

their flight also is 2 close copy or that of the swallow. | 

2I6- whese-birds are very fearless, allowing men to come within 

ten or rirtesn paces of them;but, when they do breek , they 

- go high and fly long distances witnout lighting , whistling 

allthe time quite like swallows,Their general Markings are ‘ 

riert-crey arm y ‘llow; though the m: iés have pretty chocolate - , 

Spots on the backs and wings, while tneir legs and feet are fea rihg Leathe
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, WHIITETATLED DER 

William Monypenny Newsom ; 

psa 19 2b 
Notes 

: A Page 

Foods: When fed clover hay eats off the blossoms. . « « « 6 

iene Sear Garrone eee Sk eres 
| Winter browse: Arbor vitae, balsam, hemlock, "ground 

hemlock", also maple and birch buds and twigs, 
| pe ee ee 

. Tame deer ate cigarettes in large number; no ill effects .. 9 

| Action of buck during rut; stops several days with each doe 42 

— Sak Ws Te i so 6 ok es cee ee 
| Tracks made by two sexes at different gaits « .«.s«e++s-+e 386 

. Deer go into burned land after a fire «e«e«e2eees 22s 58 

Entrails are 1/5 gross live weight of deer »..+s++« 86 

Does with horns in velvet «+++ ss +e ee eee ee oe 2 LAL | 

Gestation 205-218 days. ence ee sec ee cee ee so 18 

Humber of fawns (1-4) « 2 ss + 5 0 0 0s eeee eo oo oo 148 

Male fawms stay with doe 1 year; female 2 years « + « « « » 146 

: Deer in the red sink; in the blue float (a/e fat) « « « « « 148 

Rut lasts 4 to 8 weekS we ee ee ee ee tt ewe te 1 

Btay with 1 doe only a few days «2 21 es 2 eo hs eo wo © @ LS 

Buek ratio, 1-4 wild, 1-10 in captivity . 2. .«+2+.s++ + 152 

Antlers shed “any time after the rut is over" .«..-++ + 153 

Antlers shed Januaty to Marche «es sees esvescee 156



: Relation of antler growth to sex orgamS « «2 e+ses 157 

Antler measurements of a “yood buck" « se + + ee 2 e © = 6159 

Normal longevity of deer es ee es ce we ee ee ew ee ©) = 6160 

_ Formula for live and dressed weight «...+-+-+++++ I271 

Maximum live weight 388 f .«.«-+sceeeceee ses eo 1% 

eg 173 

30" long jumps have been recorded 224 2+ 2 2+ we 2 » 174 

2 fawms passed a car going 35 miles per hour. «2+ 175 

Mongolian antilope makes 55° miles per hour (Andrews) . 176 

Bear prey on young fawmS « e+ 21+ 2+ 2 ee se oe ee 232 

Best buckskin from summer doe; method of making ..«+ 234 

Northward extension of whitetail range . « . 2+ «6 244
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Wisconsin Conservation Commission Reports * ae 

1915 - 26 

W. BE. Barber, Commissioner. 1916. 

Ruffed Grouse. "This fine bird is in much need of protection or its name 
will be inscribed with those that have suffered extermination. Not many 
years ago these birds were plentiful in Wisconsin. .... 

\41Sb le 

"It was a mistake that the last legfslature did not prescribe a closed 
season for partridge, for the past two seasons have been disastrous in that 
the sleet, rain, and ice during the winter months covered the forage, des- 
troying many of them. The cold rainy weather during the hatching season 
lessened the hatch of young birds. In the face of these facts it is no 
wonder that word comes to us from every part of the state that partridge 
are very scarce and in some localities that there are none at all." 

Prairie Chicken. p. 47. "We can only repeat the same story of the prairie 
chicken that we have recited of the partridce. ‘They are 'on their last 
legs' and mst receive attention from this legislature. Scattered flocks 
of small numbers are seen in some sections of the state, but from many 
counties the report comes to us that not a single birds is seen. This is 

f a melancholy story as compared to those of a few years ago when they were 
seen in every county of the state in large flocks... " \ ¥ 

/ \5ayt Loughe 
+ pe 47. "Quail are coming back. That sounds good and is full of 

megning for these birds were so nearly exterminated in Wisconsin that after 
: 22 years of continuous closed season they are just beginning to recover in 

appreciable numbers. We believe that at the expiration of the closed 
season which extends until 1921 we will have them in sufficient numbers to 
provide short open seasons for taking them." 

"The last two winters were exceedingly severe, as the heavy sleet and rain 
storms formed a coating of ice, covering the food supply, and immediately 
following we were visited with heavy falls of snow accompanied with severe 
cold weather. It was only through heroic work by this department that 
tremendous losses of these birds was averted." 

| Deer. p. 53. “The immediate danger of exterminating our deer was overcome 
| by the passage of the one buck law by our last legislature." 
. 

; "We refer those who believe that the one buck law is not a conservator 
- of deer to the following schedule which shows the total number of deer 
| i shipped from the various counties during the years 1913, 1914, and 1915. 

This gives only the number of deer shipped and does not include those that 
were taken by private conveyances, which were many: 

ey 1913 1914 1915 
« 

Total 6,969 76373 3137 
| , 

i
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W. EB. Barber, 1917-18. 

Deer. p. 27. ". . 53,593 hunters purchased deer hunting licenses or tags 
last year and they killed approximately 1%,000 deer, three-fourths of which 

were does and fawns." : 

Prairie Chicken. "A marked improvement has taken place, and the praitie 
chicken are responding most splendidly to the protection afforded them 
under the present closed season. 

"Nearly every county in the state have a few birds and several counties 
have a large number." 

Partridge. p. 28. “There is such a marked increase of them in every 

quarter of the state that the sportsmen may laugh out loud, and thank 
their lucky stars that they are on the highway to recovery." 

"We should continue the closed season on these birds for two years more." 

W. BE. Barber, 1919-20. Deer, Partridge, and Prairie Chicken. "The deer 
season of 1919 was disastrous. We estimated that 25,152 deer were killed 
that year. Partridge and prairie chicken have increased remarkably and it 

will be safe to open the season for a few days next year with a small bag ‘ 
Limit." 

Elmer S. Hall, Commissioner, 1923-24. 

Partridge and Prairie Chickens. "The nesting seasons for the partridge 
and prairie chickens have not been good and these birds have suffered 
accordingly." 

( 
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Digest by Leopold of 

THE NARRATIVE OF CABEZA DE BACA 

We 
Vv « NOTE = Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Baca, Captain Andres 

Dorantes, and the negro Esteban, sole survivors of the 

Narvaez expedition to Florida, crossed efoot from the Red 

River in Texas, across the lower Pecos, to the Rio Grande 

above the junction of the Conchos, hence to Corazones (Ures) 

in 1536, It is doubtful if he entered New Mexico at all. 

' Digest of de Baca 1528-1536 

Where de Baca crossed Rio Grande(above mouth of Concho) ..07 

Texas Coast Indians set fires to drive away mosquitoes...67 

Deer killed by encircling them with firecsceccesssceccee 67 

Buffalo (cattle) controlled as to range by firesssesseee067 

Coastal distribution of buffalo(Figueroa) ......eceee 0000008 

Texas Coast Indians had dogSecoceeceseeceeeeccecececesecs 080 

Jackrabbits killed with clubs on lower Red River. 

f Also killed deer and quailsccrcccccescececececevcceeeeodS 

Pecos to Rio Grandes = "They guided us through more than 

j 50 leagues of desert, over rough mounteins, which be-~ 
\ As ing dry were without game, end in consequence we suf- 

¥ fered much from hunger sesso 0900000440006 5804 06006.06999 

Buffalo = "They had found very few people; nearly all 
had gone for cattle, being then in season"...oecoeeeeel0S 

"We called them (Jumanos) the cow nation, because most 
of the cattle killed are slaughtered in their neigh- 

( borhood, and along up that river for over fifty 
leagues they destroy great numbers".ecoveccscessscve0l0d 
(Editor thinks these Pueblos killed porte? on Pecos,. 

not Rio Grande, as de Vaca indicates). - ess 
( : | 
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Trail to the cattle was to the north(as) well as up 

the river)while.that to the corn-raising pueblos 

was to the (south )PecesecvasectvcescdeesececseceoecolOo 

"Deer are of three kinds; one the size of the young 
ase steer of Spain" (Sonora) ececcecvecescoveseseseeccol08 

At Corazones gave party 600 open(dried?) deer hearts.108 

Juice of a tree used to poison arrows and water to 
KILL Game eseeccvosecesecccvcesseecceccnsceseceeses ol08 

«86@ 
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Digest by.Leopold of & 

bY 
THE NARRATIVE OF THE EXPEDITION OF CORONADO 

By : 

Pedro de Castaneda 
dv <8 : 

NOTH — The narrative was written at Culiacan in : 

1565, or 25 years after the expedition took place. Castaneda 

was a private soldier. 

Routes are indicated on a map, pege 280 of "Spanish 

Explorers in the Southern United States" edited by Frederick 

W. Hodge. 

: Detailed dates may be inferred from the following 

schedule: 

From To Date Who 

Compostela, Cibola, Ti- 
guex, Cicuye 1540 Francisco Vas quez 

de Coronado 
Santiago(San Blas) Mouth R.Tizon 1540 Pedro de Alarcon 

(Colorado ) 
Corazones Rio Tizon 1540 Melchier Diaz 
Cibola Tusayan 1540 Pedro de Tovar 
Cibola Rio Tizon 1540 Lopez de Cardenas 

(Grand Canyon) i 
Tiguex Braba( Taos) 1541 Frencisco de Barri- 

onuevo es 
Cicuye, Red River, return via 1541 ‘Tristan de Arellano 

Pecos to Tigues 
Red River Quivera, Tiguex 1541* Coronado 
Tiguex Mexico Spring .1542 Coronado 

Digest of Text 

Rate of Travel - From mouth of San Pedro on Gila to Zuni River 
< ROGE 0 (ORG W 6445 04 63 6c 0d 69 905494 68 04 eae TG Obed FERRER ORS TREE 

*Map says 1542, but seems in error Since Coronado wintered at 
Tiguex.



"In this river-(Zuni) they found mullets like those of 
ek 25 Fe 60.545 0:6 50 AG 4 oases ek W's Ad Ok oad TRG SE eRe 

Cibola - (footnote) was Spanish term for buffalo.......300 

Mt. Sheep - "After leaving Chichilticalli"(near 
Solomonsville) the men in the advance guard saw a 
flock of sheep one day = I myself saw and followed 
them. They had extremely large bodies and long wool; 

. their horns were very thick and large, and when they 
: run they throw back their heads and put their horns on 

the ridge of their back. Three deys after entering 
‘ the wildarness we found a horn on the bank of a river 

that flows in the bottom of a very steep deep gully, 
which the general had noticed and left there for his 
army to see, for it was six feet long end as thick 
at the base as a man's thigh. It seemed to be more 
like the horn of a goat than amy other animel. It was 
something worth seeing" (Possible confusion with elk?) 305 

BuffalosCicuye (Pecos) Indians brought Coronado presents 
mr Wue0O 16 ai iGa. 06 61 ba laes iocucs sd daees 5 7505005 nae OOLL 

Turkey - Indians of A¢uco(Acoma)"made a present of a 
large number of cocks with very big wattles, much 
bread, temned deerskins, pine nuts, flour and corn"...312 
(This was to Hernendo de Alvarado) 

Buffalo - "Hernendo de Alvarado took him(the Indian 
WTark") to guide then to the cows, but he told them 
s0 many and such great things about the wealth of gold 
and silver in his country that they did not care about 
looking for cows, but returned after they had seen 
some few, to report the rich news to the general" 
CHEIS OS POG0S) 5 400 Ve, 50644008 46444050840 9904 00s 600 OLE 

Domestic Sheep —- brought by Melchior Diaz as far as 
mouth of Geto rade( fer food)(p.325) and sent to Fray 
EUTR GE FOGOR LORE. ¢ 5.c00 esa ae 6c 60500645 0465 800500 18OTS 
(Hed many sheep and cattle(see page 382) 

Rio Grande - Frozen 4 months, so horses crossed, 
WITUOD COCLEL kb 05540445 ck Obs ae 1054 654404 04 a5 REE GERD 

Buffelo - encountered by Coronado 8 days NE, of bridge 
across Pecos(probably Puerto de Luna) "For two deys 
they saw other roaming Querechos and such great 
numbers of cows that it already seemed something 
AMG UGE DLO? 6.506004 bo 6 CKEO4O ENG Od bw Od bb 400 be eebans ReeneO 

{ 
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Dogs - used to drag baggage by Querechos or Teyas at 

point where buffalo #ncountered (see also P+S62) ovens ene eOOO 

"Buffalo Stampede - filled a ravine and pursuing 

Spaniards rode out on the bodies. Three of the 

horses, that fell in among the cows, all saddled and 

pridled, were lost sight of completely" Ws 46450450 00 bubs OOL 

Abundence of buffalo - "They told the general that in 

f the twenty leagues they had been over they had seen 

nothing but cows and the sky". 

: Buffalo - on the Red River of Texas were all bulls. 

Arellano killed 500 bulls for jerkey. 

Mt. Sheep "Between Suya (Nogales) and Chichilticalli 

TSolomonsville) theze are many sheep and mountain goats 

with very large bodies and horns. Some spaniards de- 

clare that they heve seen flocks of more than a hundred 

FOTOTHEL™ ce escsoeoeresscvecececcscesecsovgeserecssssssveoee 

Fish - "There are barbels end picones (catfish) like those 

of Spain, in the rivers of this wilderness" (wilderness= 

; Solomonsville to ZUNi).ccecceercesecorsssceesecccsses eso cd4d 

Lion & Jacuas - "Gray lions end leopards were seen" (i.e. 

in this eriterness} « Editor says: Mt. lion & bobcat.....d49 

s Cibola "There are large numbers of bears in this province, 

and lions, wildcats, deer, and otter". cocescoescesseeeseod00 

Waterfowl at Tiguex (Bernallilo)"A very large number of 

Cranes and wild geese and crows end starlings live on 

what is sown, and for all this, when they come to sow 

for another year, the fields are covered with corn 

which they have not been able to finish gathering".......353 

Turkey "There are a great many native fowl in these 

provinces (Tiguex) and cocks with great hanging chins"...54 

(What he means by "fowl" is not clear. See p. 548. If 
he means large grouse, they must heve occurred both at 

Nogales and Tiguex or at either). 

Pecos "Cicuye is in a little valley between mountain 

Chains -- covered with large pine forests. There is 

a little stream which contains very good trout and 
others, and there are very large bears and falcons 
ROPER VOUES™ cc coebereccoeerecberedecsecebocedosesegeoeecgonl 

{ 
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Buffalo Skins =- Teyas (spaches) move to the Pueblos to 
winter, where they trade tanned skins to the Pueblos 
Bower COOG (OOO s BIT) ic. ck de0ss 44 a0.0 086040 64d 04 owe ceased. S62 

Wolves - "There are great numbers of wolves on tlese 
plains, whieh go around with the cows. They have white 
BEL Be Sie be het Goo 6 os Whee 4 44 hogs 0060-04544 64-006 0000 ba bee 4 BRD 

Antelope - "The deer are pied with white" (describing 
the plains. This probably explains why he doesn't ee 

. mention antelope in any of the mountain provinces ef 
from Nogales to Pecos) "Their skin is loose, so that 
when they are killed it can be pulled off with the 
hand while warm, coming off like pigskin". ..ccocecscevces 0863 

Buffalo - Special description of pile of cones, slit 
Pele Of WOlIS, Sh 45.44 00 94.6446 060 Ho dens be bb be bo4 0 bo cee see BEE 

Comments.on Text 

The spaniards were not good observers of wild life. 

Cestaneda nowhere mentions antelope, but when he says "the 

: deer are pied with white" on the plains, it seems probable that 

he may have seen antelope all through Arizona and New Mexico 

without differentiating them from deer. 

: Neither does he mation elk, though in passing 

through the Cibole wilderness (Gila to Zuni), and eround 

Pecos, and Taos, he was in elk country. When he says that 

the wild sheep "put their horns on the ridge of their back" 

in running, and that Coronado laid out a horn six feet long 

for his army to see, he is evidently mixing reports of sheep 

and elk, This six+foot horn was in the wildemess three days 

north of the Gila, in e country contai ning both elk and sheep. 

He mentions no trout in "the wilderness", bit does 

mention then at Pecos. This may heve been because there were 

no indians in the wilderness, whereas at Pecos he doubtless 

e4e



saw the indians fishing for them. 

"He mentions barbels and Pecones" (catfish) in’ the ~ 

wilderness, but these were probably in the Gila at the Jump= 

ing off place, ; : 

NOTE: What were the "mullets like those of Spain" 

in the river at Zuni? I have caught something resembling the 

mullets of the Rio Colorado in the Rio Grande at Albuquerque, 

but we should identify this fish. 

His "gray lions and leopards" in the wilderness is 

construed by the editor to mean mountain lions and bobeats, 

but since he mentions "lions, wildecats, deer, and otter" 

at Zuni on the very next page, his "leopards" were undoubtedly 

Jaguars in the region of Blue River or Black River, where 

they still occasionally occur. . 

His references to "fowls" are very confusing. Did 

he disregard quail as smll birds not worth mentioning? What 

does he mean by "fowls like those of Castile" in the valley 

of Suya? (Nogales). He specifically says "no fowls of any 

| sort were seen in any of these villeges (Sonora) except in 

' this Velley of Suya". Surely there were quail throughout 

Northern Sonore, and if his Suya "fowls" were not quail, 

what were they? Turkeys are not "fowls like those of Castile", 

and there is no probability of Blue Grouse, Prairie Chicken, 

or Sage Hen, heving extended as far south as Nogales. He 

says "there are a great many native fowl" at Tiguex (Bernas 

llilo} in addition to “cocks with great hanging chins" 

; (turkey). There are some questionable reports of prairie 

chicken, sage ha, or some kind of large grouse in the 
- 5Be



Bernallilo region, ani, of course, there were quail, 

and turkey in the nearby mountains, and blue grouse in the 

high Jemez country. At Acuco (Acoma) he says the indians 

presented Alvarado with "a large number of cocks with 

very big wattles" (turkey) but mations no other fowls. 

Quail are still found at Acoma, and turkey in the mounteins. 

No fowls are mentioned in "the wilderness", ale 

‘ though there are blue grouse high up, the same is true at 

Pecos. No fowls are mentioned on the plains, although 

prairie chickens must have been encountered. 

As a net condlusion, one is left in doubt 

whether Castaneda's narrative offers any evidence that the 

larger grouse were more widely distributed in his day, or 

whether his "fowls" were quail, The best guess is that 

they were quail. (Note: Senior Edmando ANeverro of San 

Paulo, Brazil, tells me the Mediteranean quail is the 

only fowl in Castile) . 

It is curious that Castaneda ouite ducks from 

the list of waterfowl at Bernallilo. His mention of 

i . cranes is interesting, inasmuch as the cranes still migrate 

down the Rio Grame, but no longer stop until they reach 

the Mesilla Valley. His mention of crows at Bernellilo 

coincides curiously with the fact that the distribution 

of crows in New Mexico is very localized, and crows are 

found today at Bernallilo, but not at Albuquerque, a few 

3 - 6 =



| miles to the southward. His statement tends to showthat |. 

this extreme locelizetion of crows has held good for four 

centuries, Just why crows should be found at Bernallilo, 

and not be found in seemingly identical country a few 

miles southward, is one of those unanswered questions that 

indicates our abysmal ignorance of anything but the most 

superficial facts of bird distribution and ecology in 

general. 

qt is curious that Castaneda does not mention 

wolves till he gets to the buffalo plains, and then he 

says "they have white skins". Evidently lobos are in- 

tended. This tends to corroborate.the belief that lobo 

wolves did not range in the mountain country until they 

were driven off the plains. But where do the coyotes come 

in? They are not mentioned at ell. 

Only the Teyas (plains indians) are mmtioned as 

owning or using dogs. Cabeza: de Vaca says the Texas 

Coast Indians hed dogs, of which he bought two to eat 

"in our extreme want", It would not appear that dogs 

wére eaten by the indians of tle southwest as a delicacy, 

as they were by the northern indians encountered by Lewis 

and Clarke. <All this is of interest in its bearing on 

: the question of what kind of dogs the indians had, how 

wolf-like they were, and wmt was their origin and their 

relation to the indigenous wolves 

a ae



Pe Digest of "Winter Feeding of Bob-White Quail" 6/24/28 
& “Bropagation of Bob-White Quail" 

E.Lee LeCompte, State Geme Warden,Maryland 
~—~~"(Pamphlet , 1927) 

Weed Seeds - Dr.Sylvester Judd says quail of No.Caroline & Virginia consume 1341 

tons of weed seed Sept.l- April 30. Eat 340 tons insects June ~ Augist. ‘ 
"Tt is estimated" that insect depredations run to one billion in U.S. and weed 

damage 17 million. 

C Food patches on refuges: use buckwheat, Kaffir, millet, cow-peas, soy~beans, wheat 

and rye. Is left standing. 

Questionnatre on Winter Feeding::According to replies of State Officiels most active 
States are Maryland, Minn. West Va., Penna., New York (especially L.I),New Jersey. _ 
Work thru press, rursl meil carriers, rurel school téachers, clubs, County Agents. 
In Minnesota a milling company furnishes free screenings. County Agents in West 
Ve. get farmers to leave standing grain, Brook Haven, G.P.A. (Long Island) claims 
grit just as necessary as grain during snow, LeCompte claims in some Maryland 
counties 90% of farmers have been induced to do winter feeding. 

State Game Farm (Maryland) 
No Eees Wild 10-20. Captivity up to 126. (Colemen) 
Pheasants vs. Quail - Farm concentrated on pheasants 1902-25; quail since 

then in spite of moderate success with pheasants. 
1926 - 19 pairs. 363 eggs. Hatched g42, Had diarrhea in August. Carried 

over 131 birds to 1926. (131% 363 = 366 success) 
1927 - Only 47 pairs because 65% of the 131 were males. Weasels got in pens, 

only 30 pairs by June 1, These laid 1008 eggs (33 per hen) of which 684 were 
hatched (63%). Survival at 8 weeks 429, (lias = 1008 = 39% success). 

: Misc. - Incubation 21-23 days. Bantams only practicable hen; heavier breeds 

bresk eggs and kill chicks by "plucking", 2 hrs. after hatching bantam” chicks 
placed in coop. with small run. 48 hours later are put in brood pens 50 x 30 x 
6', with a 10' compartment for the hen. 24 hours after hatching chicks are 
fed Spratts "Chicgrain" and clabber, At 3 weeks rolled osts added. Ted 4 times 

: daily. ‘ 
1927 - First eggs April 28, First hatch May 26. 10-day checks pecked clover 

and rolled if into a ball and ate it. One 48-hour chick flew several feet. At 
one week fly 50 feet. Released on refuges when § weeks old; estimated cost at. 
8 weeks $6.00 per bird. 

{



Digest of parts of 

Haskins, C. H. Studies in the History of Mediaeval Science. 

““" Harvard University Press, Cambridge. 1927. 

p. 33. Adelard of Bath. English, born in Bath. Travelled in Mediterranean 

countries studying Arabic philosophy. In 1100's. Wrote treatise on falcons. 

242-271, Frederick II of Sicily. Norman? 

j 254. "In November, 1231, he came to Ravenna "with many animals unknown to Italy: 

elephants, dromedaries, camels, panthers, gerfalcons, lions, leopards, 

white falcons, and bearded owls." 

255. "His joy in hunting, for which he used coursing leopards and panthers as 

well as hawks and falcons and the humbier companions of tne chase-~but it 

also fed a gemine scientific interest in animals and their habits. His 

de arte venandi cum avibus not only deals..,with all the practical phases 

of the art, but begins with a systematic and careful discussion of the 
species, structure, and habits of birds, for which the author uses the 

de animalibus of Aristotle," 

262. Aristotle relies too mch on hearsay, and has evidently "rarely or 

never had experience of falconry, which we have loved and practiced all 

our life," 

"Such again (i.e. restless desire to see and know) was the story of the 
great pike brought to the Blector of Palatine in 1497, in its gills a 

copper ring placed there by Frederick to test the longevity of fish, and 
still bearing the inscription in Greek "I am the fish which Emperor 
Frederick II placed in this lake with his own hand the fifth day of 

October, 1230" (Hauber shows the date 1230 is impossible). 

263. Imported Arab falconers who knew how to use hoods, imported ostrich 
eggs to see if they would hatch in the sun, sent for barnacles to see 
if they hatched geese, sealed vultures eyes to see if tney found food 

by sight or smell, 

299-326. De Arte Venandi. 

306, “The third book explains the different kinds of lures and their uses. 
The three remaining books describe, in parallel fashion, the practice 
of hunting cranes with gerfalcons (IV), herons with the sacred falcon 

(Vv), and water birds with the smaller types of falcons (VI). 
° 

Copy to Mr. Newcomer
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Digest of "Better Shooting is Possible" 

Capt. Paul A. Curtis. 

The Sportsman, June 1923 

: 3,000 Acres near Chester, Orange Co., New York. 

12,500 eggs set 1927. 
5,330 birds turned into coverts for shooting. 

2,324 birds shot 
$3420 cost per bird turned out (net 7) 

16 . " " brought over guns. 
2,194 pheasants sold 
$3.50 wholesale price per brace 
$5.00 reteil price per brace 

$ 92000 proceeds from pheasants sold. 
,000 approximate number birds escaped 

$12,000 cewt*of “ cost of birds escaped 

$5.00 estimated value to State per bird escaped : 

3,356 Number vermin killed. 

Deductions from above 

tee 5380 + 12,500 per cent of eggs matured. 
% 2324 = 5,380 per cent of turnouts shot. 

566 5380 - 232k = 3056 + 5,380 per cent of turnouts escaped. 

$17,200 3.20 x 5,380 net operating cost 
$22,200 17,200+5,000 gross operating cost 

$5.70 17,200 = 3,000 cost per acre per year. 

NOTE: The costs per bird include labor and food crops but not fencing 

or beaters wages. Feed crops used are oats, millet, buckwheat, 

what, corn.



P . 7 

f Vermin Killed on Glenmere tetas 

From January 1 to December 31, 1927 

eg a, ace ee allan ed See ale ee ne TT 

a eo ee ee 

Crows Bett ay en ee oe eh ewe Sires! see | OS, 

Oey TOG00 ce te we ee es we 11 

Red foxes hae Ot cs ee Gok oer ete etre 4 

Raccoons ee Me aloe nent, sons mesnele ares ons 6 

Weasels $d ate eal ta seen eae eee yee eS 4 

Skunks NN Or cris. Loeire el eee si een Gare sina oie TT 

Cats on) Salat eee Sete Sivek Sake ieee. 67 

? Red Squirrels Bg ess eel eon + Wey ot oe ocean dS 

Rats WT iL.s, oeskio. PeS pee) ame b so M ey 

Meodehacks: 25 6 5 es S34 5 es Hs ole) 

3.356 

—1926__ 

Number of pheasants reised and turned into 
coverts for shooting edi Aes 4 ot a ON B68 

Number of pheasants shot during season .... 1,308 

30% 

1927 

Number of pheasants raised and turned into 
cowerte for shooting . «2. ss «+2. 6 %§,380 

Number of pheasants shot during season ... 2,324 us



9/26/25. | 

Digest of "Shooting in California Today & 50 Years Ago. 

(an Account of Market Hunting For Quail) 
Walter R. Welch 

(from "Cal. Fish & Game” = April - 1928) 

p. 123. Harees Bunting weoon in Marin County in the sixties, by the 

Bui thers. 

: 124. Bggs: Ralston, of Ralston & Johnson (market hunters) says his 

est bag in 1 day was 121 quail. Shot over 6000 shots in season 

of 1835. averaged 70 quail per day in good weather. 

pasabsonss As transportation improved market hunting spread from 

San Mateo inte Monterey and other southern counties. 

From 80's until 1901 centered around Bradley, King City, Jolon, 

Pleyto, Poso, San Ardo, Paso Robles, Santa Margarita. 

i Ee poy mesh wige 15 x 50 ft. strung on willow 

es. Bai with water end grain and sprung with a string. 

Natural springs were filled with brush. Several hundred caught at 

a time. 

125. Sacetiaug: Alemeda Co. and San Joaquin Valley became market dis- 

@ also. Single trappers operated 100 traps each. Average 

catch 1200 quail per week per man. 

{ 

126. Prices paid market hunters 50¢ to $1.75 per doz. 

a noticeable by 1895. Game Commission surveyed markets and 

gathe following figures: 

Sold in los Angeles and San Francisco markets 
1895-6 - - - - - - - - 177366 quail 

fPhese came from: Monterey Co. _ 39,832 

San Lins Obispo Ee 
San Bernardine 12, 663 
los Angeles 11,026 : 

Paid for 177,366 quail - - --------------. $15,100 
{about 10¢ each) 

126. 3 
rat Bag tet to 25 per day and sale prohibited. (Bootlegging 

continued however for years after) 

127. Welch's program for restoration: (1) Law enforcement (2) small 
refuges with cover and water.
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Oct. 10, 1928. Summary of Management of Gray Partridge Aldo Leo,. 
On 16 English Estates. Game Survey 

bie he §.A.A.Mfes. Inst. 
(h) Qa bth 

; Area of estates from 2000 to 15000 acres, average 6500 acrese ] 

Crops 50 to 100% ploughland. Heaviest yields obtained from estates high 

in cultivated area. 

Soil. Mostly light sandy or chalky. Heavy yields not obtained from heavy 

clay soil. 

Coverts. Artificial coverts are put in wherever hedges or natural coverts 

are deficient. These may consist of brushpiles, coniferous plantations 

or belts, or planted brush. Special nesting places or “remises" are often , 

enclosed with woven wire. These are not successful in attracting nesting 

birds unless the cover is kept low and thin. (Note: this corresponds to 

Stoddard's findings in broom sedge for Georgia quail). Double hedges are 

also supplied as coverts but these are not much used for nesting unless 

supplied with artificial grit and dusting places. There is complaint that 

the trend toward wheat reduces winter coverts. 

Winter Feeding in bad weather is universal. Haymow sweepings and grain 

used. 

Artificial Rearing. The trend is clearly away from artificial rearing : \ 

as a main dependence. However, most estates take the eggs from deserted 

or exposed nests and incubate them artificially or under hens, distribut- 

ing the pipped eggs or new chicks among wild nests or broods. In other 

words what amounts to a modified Euston plan is used to salvage eggs 

that would otherwise be lost. 

Changing Beggs, It is nearly the universel practice to lift eges from 

incomplete clutches and replace them with eggs from other nests, other 

estates, or other counties. This is done as a precaution against 

“inbreeding”. Only 1 owner out of 16 questions whether this expensive 

practice is supported by scientific evidence. 

‘ Relation to Pheasants & French Partridge. All agree that a heavy stock 

of pheasant is injurious to partridge unless the keepers remove the 

pheasant eggs deposited in partridge nests. There is general agreement 

that the French partridge does not interfere because it inhabits grass 

lands, whereas the gray partridge prefers cultivated fields. 

Vermin. Most estates now protect owls and kestrels in order to control 

jhouse rats. Foxes occur on about half the estates and on some are 

preserved. There is difference of opinion as to whether chemicals, old 

jron, etc., are successful in diverting foxes. All agree that foxes, a 

rats, and stoats kill many partridges, put disagree as to how serious 

hedgehogs and rooks are,



Disease. There is a general assumption that disease depends on weather, 
and that weather was unfavorable between 1905 and 1909. Poultry on stubbles 

. is considered injurious on account of disease. 

Annual kill. The average kill through a period of years on whole estates 
varies from a bird per 3 acres to a bird per 8 acres, and averages a bird 
per 5 acres. 

In single good years on whole estates the kill varies from a 
bird per 3/4 acres to a bird per 4 acres, and averages a bird per 2.3 acres. 

In single bad years on whole estates the kill varies from a bird 
per 1.5 acres to a bird per 12 acres. The yield on heavy land also runs 
low = one piece yielded a bird per 12 acres while an adjacent piece of 
light land yielded a bird per l.acre in the same year. 

In the best years on the best beats the yield’ runs as high as a ; 
bird per 3/4 acres. ; 

In general yields of a bird per acre are obtained only in the 
best years from blocks as small as 1000 acres. The yield is half this on 
5000 acre blocks, and a quarter of this on 5000 acre blocks through a 
period of years. The fluctuation from the average as between years may 
be well over wen (Note: As comparfed with 258 estimated for Iowa quail). 

OTe 

Breeding Stock. is deliberately killed down to a bird per 2-5 acres, ) 
preferably by removing the old birds. In other words 1/2 or 2/3 of the 
annual crop is shot. ! 

From Aymer Maxwell's "Partridges & Partridge Manors" pp 136-176, published 
by Adam & Chas. Black ~ London ~ 1911.



Par Aldo Leopold July 8,1930 
A" Kare Book. Pf 

re Digest of 7 
y "Cooperative Investigation of Privately Owned State Game Refuges of Michigan" 

a Unpublished MSS. by 
rian i H. M. Wight 

ee 

Feb. 1-Sept. 15, 1928 

p-3 Size. Average 179 acres in S. counties, 294 in N. counties. Often 
grouped in larger units of contiguous ground. 

p-6 Number. South North Total 
Surveyed 107 12 119 
Unsurveyed 5S 17 175 

i 165 29 194 

pe 3-6 Extent of Refuge System. 

Number Aver. Area Total Area in §.P. 

Surveyed 119 22, 131 
Unsurveyed 175 9, 935 

Total . 294 168 32,672 

{ 
pe 34 Frequency of Occurrence of Types in Refuges. 

Swemp 61% Woodlot 114 
. Woodland Om Stream Border 64% 

Lake or Pond Border 20% Cleared, un- 

Tarn & Woodlot 69% cultivated 77% 
(fallow) 

p45 Adaptability to Species. 
Surrounding Refuges 

Species Excellent Good Fair Not Good Poor Good Best Suited 

Pheasant au 20 10 18 9 63 27 
Bobwhite au 21 12 15 7 65 30 
Grouse i 31 10 2h a4 ug au 
Pr. Chicken 6 2g g 30 11 61 9 
Duck 9 12 12 39 4g 23 6 
Rabbit 31 22. ae 7 7 65 35 
Fox Squirrel 7 32 14 19 22 50 21 
Muskrat 4 AR. 19 35 yy 28 5 2 

pel6 Pheasant Cover. 62% in sedge marsh, Feb.-May. When marshes wet and 
before grass starts are on upland in dead grass, weeds, & thicket. 
After grass starts stay in grain and hay. After haying return to marshes, 

( weeds, & shrubs. Seldom in dense woods except when hunted. 
» 

Re 7 9 al



mae Digest-Wight ae 
{ 

p. 53 Prairie Chicken. None seen during survey. Adaptability figures 
hypothetical. 

p- 56 Winter Food of Cottontail. See attached list. 

pe 80 Purpose of Owner in Asking for Refuge. Conservation 82%, improved 
hunting 80%, protection of property & stock 98%. 

pe 8S Abundance by Species. 
; Present or Not Poorly 

Species Abundant Common Reported Present Pres. Adapted 

Pheasant 9 a7 35 11 18 
Bobwhite 7 16 36 13 15 
Pr. Chicken 0 0 i 65 30 
Grouse 0 2 18 52 24 
Cottontail a2 31 ee 0 7 
Fox Squirrel 1 25 0 19 

Muskrat 1 9 46 16 35 

p- 91 Predators. Only 5% of omers could distinguish species of hawks. 

pe 98 Pole Trap Experiment. 49 pole traps kept operating 8-13 days, on : 
1 sq. mi. (location not given). Caught 6 redshoulder, 1 marsh hawk, 
1 sharpshin, 1 broadwing, 3 screech owls, 4 barred owls, 1 crow, 
9 song birds. 

\ .



a) Digest -Wight 1) 

LIST OF FOODS THAT HAVE BEEN TAKEN BY THE COTTON TAIT, RABBIT 
/ ai a eS see hae? a ae ma ier ariphs ; 

, Apple Pyrus Malus p 
Basswood Tilia americana 
Ash Fraxinus sp. 
Blue beech Carpinus caroliniana 
Big toothed aspen Populus grandidentata 
Blackberry Rubus sp. ; 
Blueberry Vaccinium sp. 
Black locust Robinia Psendo - Acacia 
Black oak Quereus velutina 
Bittersweet Celastrus scandens ' 
Choke cherry Pyrus spe 
Cottonwood Populus deltoides 
Beech Fagus grandifolia 
Dogwood Red-osier Cormis stolonifera 
Dogwood Flowering Cormus florida | 
Goldenrod Solidago spe . 
Booseberry Ribes sp. 
Hophornbeam Ostrya virginiana 
Hard maple Acer saccharum 
Hawthorn Crataegus sp. 
Hickory shegbark Carya ovata 
Honeysuckle Lonicera oblongifolia 
Leather leaf Chamaedaphne calyculata 
Meadow-sweet Spiraea sp. ‘ 
Prickly ash Xanthoxylum americanum 

\ Quaking aspen Populus trenmloides 
| Red oak Quercus rubra 
| Red raspberries Rubus sp. 
| American elm Ulmus americana 

Slippery elm Ulmus fulva 
| Smooth sumach Rims glabra 
| “ Soft maple Acer rubrum 

Spruce Picea sp. 
White oak Quercus alba 

| | Willow Salix sp. : 
| ; Wild cherries Prunus spe 

os Wild grape Vitis sp. 
i Witch hazel Hemamelis virginiana 

Yellow birch Betula lutea 
White pine Pinus Strobus 
Norway pine " resinosa 

| Scotch pine " sylvestris 
| 

* Above from Gray. 
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Digest of "Deer Investigations in Pennsylvania" 

Vernon Bailey, - Mey 10-15, 1928 

(Gnpublished Report -- Do not Quote till published) : 

FIELD WORK 

On Refuge No.2 examined 11 dead deer (dead 1 or 2 months) and found all 

put 1 were 1927 fawns. Saw 60 deer, all does, no live fawns. (Could bucks be I 

recognized?) 

On Refuge No.34 examined 8 dead deer. All but 1 were 1927 fawns, Saw 

40 does, Rather thin but otherwise healthy. 

Then visited a state nursery and an agricultural district and gathered f 

stomach contents of one deer in each place, 

REPORT | 

Chestnuts are still sprouting and furnish much browse. 

3 

PRESENT ABUNDANCE: 15,000 bucks killed 1927 (limit 6-inch horns), It : 

is generally agreed that 1/3 of the legal bucks are taken each year; hencé 

there are 45,000 bucks over 2 years old, local men estimate 25 does to one 

buck: "this in a rough way would indicate over a million does in the state". 

Local men estimate only 1 fawn to 10 does. Bailey accepts this estimate as 

essentially correct. 

m FOOD: Found following plants cropped: 

White Pine - buds and leaves of lower branches considerably 
eaten, , 

Norway Pine - buds and leaves eaten \ 

Virginia Pine - buds and leaves eaten 
Scotch Pine - buds and leaves eaten. 
European Larch - bus, leaves, and branches eaten. 
Hemlock = buds, leaves, and branches extensively eaten. 
Norway spruce - buds and leaves eaten. i 
White spruce - none found eaten (small plantation) 
Chestnut - buds and tender tips of branches extensively 

> eaten. Nuts formerly important for fattening. : 

| White Oak - buds and tips of lower branches very little 
eaten but acorns valuable in fall. 

Red Oak - buds slightly eaten, acorns important food, | 

; Chestnut Oak - buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
Shingle Osk - buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
Beech - buds slightly eaten, nuts important food. | 
Red maple - extensively browsed. | 
Striped maple - extensively browsed. | 

Sugar maple - very little browsed. i 

White thorn - buds slightly browsed 

\_ ; Black thorn - slightly browsed,
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Juneberry = Much browsed 
Pin cherry - Much browsed 
Black Cherry - Much browsed 
Black birch - Considerably browsed 
Mountain ash - Slightly browsed. 
Aspen - Much browsed 
Big toothed aspen ~ much browsed 
Balsam poplar - a little browsed 
Apple tree - Eagerly browsed 
Sumac - Much browsed and often killed 
Elderberry - Much browsed 
Black Haw - Much browsed 
Devils Club - Much browsed and often killed 
Honey suckle (2 species azalea) - much browsed 
Wild honey suckle (lonicera) - much eaten 
Leurel - Extensively eaten and destroyed over 

large area, 
Rhododendron ~ Extensively eaten and being rapidly 

exterminated, 
Sweet fern - Extensively eatkn 
Grape vines - Browsed and fruit eaten. 
Wild gooseberry - Much eaten when ripe. 
Blueberry - Extensively eaten 
Huckleberry - Extensively eaten 
Witch hazel - Considerable eaten 
Wintergreen - All destroyed over extensive areas, 
Club mosses ~ (3 species) -— eaten and destroyed on winter 

feeding grounds, ; 
Arbutus - Much eaten and exterminated over areas. 
Grass ~- New growth being eaten at present time, 
Clover - New growth being eaten at present time. 

DEER LINE: 6 ft. above ground on slopes, 4 - 5 ft. on flats. 

LOSSES: Of 250 carcasses only 2 were 2-year olds; rest 1927 fewns. 
Poisoning excluded because poison would kill various sex and age classes. 

DAMAGE: "No further efforts will be made to plant small trees in 
unenclosed areas", Commission is furnishing farmers wire and staples for 

‘ deereproof fences. Much old grass on burned lands untouched. 

SUGGESTIONS: Range overstocked, Great excess of does which become 
tame and mass on favorite slopes, Proportion should be not less than 1 buck 
to 3 does, Even with half the present does and twice the present bucks the 
crop of fawns should be double the present. Suggests an open season on does 

: and later one on bucks each year. 
With number reeulated, food supvlies could be improved by introducing 

vetch on open lands, Chinquapin, which is immune to blight, might be used to 
supplant chestnut on warm slopes; shin oaks for drier slopes, 

Elk could be increased to use much unused grass. Mule deer might use 
some of the range not now overstocked with whitetail. Mountain sheep might 

: possibly thrive, 

Regulatory powers necessary.
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Figures survey of Lope 731 Deer 411 

Y Book _- sane wiapstorestar 

En | fort Rawarde,lise 

; 2 Sec. SLI4LNRSY & square miles surrounding 
) OU) Se ine> SIS" Seb 5 cquare wthee saves 

oanp Dunters Daya (len Days) Lepol Bucks 
Sehrollts Cabin ¢ @ > : 

Bloom's Cottage 12 10 210 8 
Bear Lake Resort 9 2 11 o 
Heiderer'ts Cottage 2. 10 12 2 

| “se 213 17 

| t Hunters per buck: 32-17 -1.9 

VaneDays per buok: 215-17. 12 

MoneDays per unter: 215 +32 - 6e64 
a Square miles por buth: 6 —17 . 0635 
© Bueks per square miler 17-6 -2.8 

(2) Zhlegel E421 on See. Sl: 8 does (4 with sone moat cut out) 

on planted part of section (about 300 acres), Probably others 
lying in unplanted swamps. 

Buntere Alle doo( 6 of terrt 
tay Wansdtt oe eee” — 

TLlegel docs per square mile found -8 

Tllegal doos per square miles probable: Ox2-16 

Tllegel does found per legal buck: 8-17 <0,.5 

Aldo Leopold 4/17/30 
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Predator Control on Saline Gane Preserve 
(Prom Waller's Tabulation) - 

Bi? 20,000 seres (31 sq. Mi.) in Saline(?) C.,Kenens 

Aver. 
: aver. Per Total 1929 

q Giese 392% 1925 1926 1022 1928 1929 Tote! For Ye. Soi. Bounties Bate 

Foleons or 164 G00 The 1219 1M6 1222 5363 594% 28.8 $2681.50 50% 
: Derters 

: Hawks 782 1810 1746 2302 3025 3298 12,963 216 7 $30.75 25¢ 

Ovle #7 100 172 32h «335 «2391257 «209 «6.7 «$168.55 = 15¢ 

nae . mane (1033) 2520) (2660) (3845) (8776) (4759) (29, 583) (3264) (105. 3) 
s 

Rats 325 «323 2956 1799 (diccontinued)5303 1326 42.8 $930.30 10¢ 

Rattle or 328 «277 «wo ksh ShG 4e3 260s) 6435 ON $391.20 15¢ 
Bul Lanakes 

Somnon wae 677 1229 1202 1077 1245 6785 1124 362 8674.50 10¢ 
Snakes : 

Coyotes 15 H6 52 0 Wi zh 90 5——it 8590.00 1.00 

‘fetal 3213 3793 «7286 7260 «66507 «6611 34,569 
Besa 

otal $528 $915 $1366 21426 ¢1sl2 $1790 47837 $1306 $h2.2 
Bounty 

Pile . ; 
Kanses 
Hawke & Owle folder 
Coyotes folder 
Desk Book (Digests) 
North Central Report 
Text on Geme Manegement 

 Gaory to Major eller 

Big table in "Predator Control" Box



Digest of 72 

"The Pennsylvania Deer Problem 
7“ Bull. 12, Board of Game Commissioners, Jan. 18,1929 

(and other mimeographed material) 

p- 1. Sequence of Actions. 

1897 Hounds, market hunting, and hunting at salt licks prohibited. 
1905 First refuge law passed. 
1907 Buck law passed. Also (anti?) automatic law. 
1909 Alien Gun Law. 
1913 Resident License Law. 

1915 Alien dog law 
1923 Deer proof fence law. (Dept. paid for wire and half of const.). 
1923 Landowners authorized to kill and report deer damaging crops. 
1923 Does opened in certain counties. $5 special license. 
1925 Special doe-areas opened. 
1927 Official killing of old does undertaken. 

1928 Statewide open seasnn on antlerless deer over 50# dressed. $2 
license, but limited to 8 licenses for each legal buck killed 
An Go. in 1927. hs 

Season Accidents Legal Kill Illegal Kill Illegal Per Cent . 

1928 23 Bs 097 does 1593 fawns,etc. 6% 
, 1927 40 14,374 bucks 1186 8% 

Classification of Doe Carcasses examined in 1928, Dec. 1-15 (U.S.Fritz) 

Immature 2 
Mature 88 (evidence of reproduction. Some up to 12 yrs.) 
Aged gi (no evidence’ of recent reproduction. Usually fat) 

196 

Pregnant 5 
Ready to 

breed. 20 : 
Inactive B 

Plants Reported browsed by deer (Vernon Bailey, undated) 

White Pine - Buds and leaves of lower branches considerably eaten. 
; Norway Pine - Buds and leaves eaten. 

Virginia Pine - Buds and leaves eaten. 

Scotch Pine - Buds and leaves eaten. , 
European Larch - Buds and leaves and branches eaten. 
Hemlock - Leaves, buds, and small branches extensively eaten. . 
Norway Spruce - Buds and leaves eaten. 

Chestnut - Buds and tender tips of branches extensively eaten. 
{ Before the large trees were killed the ripe chestnuts 

formed an important nut food for fattening deer in the 
autumn. 5
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; 

os White Oak - Buds and tips of lower branches very little eaten, i 
[ but the acorns form a valuable deer food in the fall. . 

Red Oak - Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
Chestnut Oak - Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
Scrub Oak - Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 

i Beech - Buds slightly eaten but beechnuts form an important food 

for deer. i 
Red Maple - Extensively browsed. 

Striped Maple ~- Extensively browsed. 

Sugar Maple - Very little browsed. 
White Thorn © Buds slightly browsed. 
Black Thorn - Slightly browsed. 
Juneberry - Much browsed. 
Pin Cherry - " . 
Black Cherry - Much browsed. 

Black Birch - Considerably browsed. 
Mountain Ash - Slightly browsed. 
Aspen - Small trees and bushes much browsed. 
Yellow poplar - Much browsed. 
Balsam poplar - Somewhat browsed. 
Apple - Eagerly browsed. 
Sumac - Much browsed and often killed. * 
Elder - Much browsed. 
Black Haw - Much browsed. 
Devils Club - Much browsed and often killed. 
Azalea - 2 species - Much browsed. 

\ Wild Honeysuckle (Lonicora) - Much eaten. 
; Laurel - Extensively eaten and destroyed over large area. 

Rhododendron - Extensively eaten and being rapidly exterminated. 

Sweet Fern - Extensively eaten. g 
Grape Vines - Browsed and the fruit eaten. 

Wild Gooseberry - Much eaten. 
Blueberry bushes - Extensively eaten. 

: Huckleberry bushes - " . 
Witch-hazel - Considerably eaten. 
Wintergreen - All destroyed over extensive areas. 
Club mosses - 3 species = Eaten and destroyed on the winter feeding 

grounds. 
Arbutus - Much eaten and exterminated over areas. 
Grass - Now growth being eaten at present time. 
Clover- “ " a " i" “ 

; Plants Not Eaten 

White Spruve - in small plantation - none found eaten. 
Black Walnut - apoarently not eaten. 
Hickory - very little eaten. 

Sex & Age Count at Night (Vernon Bailey, Oct. 192?) : 

‘Does Fawns Bucks Undetermined Total 
. Oct. 11,Lackawanna Co. 23 18 5 iy 1g 

Oct. 12, Pike Coan ; 10 5 1 5 21 

Oct. 13, Monroe Co. 45 L7 oe "ou 7 

78 ho 9 15 140
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ys Does Fans Bucks Undetermined Total 
( 

! Per cent: 56 29 6 a 100 
f ¢ 

Ratios, doe/fawn (2:1) 

(Says of 912 mmle deer on Kaibab, “about half" were bucks and almost 
every doe had 1-2 fawns. No mention of where yearlings were classified). 

Stomach Contents of 17 Dead Fawns, March 13-14, 1929 (Vernon Bailey) 

Laurel Lo# 
Pine, Hemlock, 

. Spruce 10# 

Sweet Fern Gt 
Blueberry iF 
Other browse 22% 

Total wt. Soe 

2 of these fawns were very lousy. 

\ Aldo Leovold 
June 20, 1930 

Copies: Waller : 
Pennsylvania 
Desk Book —~ 

Whitetail Deer 

(Bulletin filed Pennsylvania) 

4 
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Plate IV. Fig. I 

Food of the adult pheasant showing varying proportions of each by bulx from month to month, and the relative proportion of each in the acgregate annual food based unon the examination of the contents of 159 storachs. The percenta;e of each of these in the total food is shown in Table III. 
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Plate IV. Fig. Ir” 

Principle items of food of adult pheasants showing the relative 
proportion of each by bulk for the year, based upon the examination ( of the contents of 139 stomachs. 

(Extracted from "The China Pheasant in Oregon," Report on the Laboratory 
Studies of the Contents of China Pheasants! Stomachs. Agric. Expt. Sta., 
Oregon State Agric. College in coop. with Oregon Game Commission. 

Mimeographed. 1929. Not for publication without their permission).
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Digest of 

Kenzie, Mrs. John H. Waubun Banta Publishing Co. 
iol Menasha 1930 

(Covering period 1831-1833) 

p. 13 “little glades of prairie opening to the water" on shore near 

Mackinaw City, Mich. 

p. 22 Rattlesnakes common at Portage (Carver makes same statement). 

< 55 Sandhill Cranes seen at Buffalo lake. 

Cre¥ 
p. 56 Wild rice plugs river between Buffalo Lake and Portage. 

(Carver also says this). 

pe 59 Prairie lay between Portage and Fox River, "thickly wooded 
ridge" to N. 

p. 103 “sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were covered 
with a thicket or copse, in which our dogs would generally 

rouse up one or more deer." This just south of Madison, 

p. 107 "In this open country there are no landmarks" (Speaking of 
trail from Blue Mounds SE to "Hamilton's diggings". 

p (Iota, Lafayette Co) 

p. 115 Pecatonica was broken and timbered. 

Lo Be 142 Sand dunes at Chicago covered with "stunted cedars, pines, | 

/ and dwarf willow trees." 

py. 153 Engages outfit. "To these (articles) if his destination 

| were Lake Superior or some point further north, where such 

articles were not to be obtained were added one or two : 

smoked deerskins for moccasins." 

p. 204 Furman hunting diary in "Chicago Antiquities 1881-pp35-92." 

p. 239 N. of Barney Lawtons lay "a prairie, stretching away to the 
\ NE. No living creature was to be seen=--but circling over 

} our heads were innumerable flocks of curlews" loc? 
{ 

» ih —— Be 20 “Sassafras” in oak opening at Dunkley's Grove. 
v gk 

cy p. 256 Brook trout caught at Turtle Creek, N. of Lake Geneva, 

p. 256 Deser. of bird songs include "the warbling bass of the 
a “ pc SALEBCasL Sr PH ane aye SLSENGEe” Mate was tn spring, 

{ )



I 
ppb Cabins E) 

, Emnay, tn. tBsoke 

pe 256 Forest"thick and tangled" between Turtle Cr. and Koshkonong; 
had to swamp road with an gxe. Banks of Koshkonong were 

wooded with oak openings at mouth of Rock River. 

p. 260 "Twenty-mile Prairie" lay between Koshkonong and 4 lakes. 

p. 262 "Husting's Woods" at Poynette, on Rowan Cr, 

Pp. 335 “woods alive with pigeons" on bank of Fox River 1|2 day 
north of Portage, halfway to Butte des Morts. 

pe 337 “woodticks" on Garlic Island, Lake Winnebago. 
Evidently chiggers, 

J p. 334 Winter of 1332-33 was mild; "snow scarcely enough at any time 
2 wd to permit the Indians to track the deer." 

Our 
7 ptr 

t
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| Phillips, J. ©. Man's Influence on Ruffed Grouse Populations. eZ pale Ht 
Cosmos Press Cambridge 1937 24nn. AS 

v.5 "As far back as 1708 there was a closed season in New York, 

Ae | and Massachusetts had its first closed sesson in 1818, which 
fis Mf shows that colonial legislatures were concerned with cyclic 

scarcity." 

| PeS "In some of our New England states, notably Massachusetts, 
pee’ hic) the pheasant has almost vanished." 

p.13 Kills reported for N.H., Me., Mass., Pa., Va., N.B., N.Y. 

p.15 Most grouse ever seen was in 1895, western Quebec, 

{ 

|



Digest of 

“Game Preservation in Gemany* / 
By Derivat. (Outdoor Life, June, 1930). 
(tdi able ttounl ealeulations by Leopold 6/20/30) 

day authorizes landowners to lease shooting for 6-10 year periods according to 
rales established by the several states. lLeasee has exclusive right to sell 
the game from the property. 

fanen. ajame, Areas run from 300 acres up. Rates run 1-5 marks per acre 
per acre). Ground containing red deer and boar is most expensive. 

Villages often lease their land as a commnity ani divide the proceeds among 
the citizens. 

Dameze. leasee usually pays damage done by game. Hence some leases for elk 
and boar cost nothing if leasee asswnes the burden of damage. 

Licenses. Leasees, guests, and all who go hunting must pay a state license 
after passing exemination. Yeerly licenses cost $15-$20. Interstate licenses 
are now proposed. Total leases or yearly licenses 300,000. Daily licenses 
100,000. (Population of Germany 40,000,000). 

Seasons are set by the states, and are very elastic to meet the current condi- 
tion of the game. Printed on license. 

Jemary - rabbits, ducks, boars, pheasant. 
February - same except rabbits. 
March ~ woodeock. 
April + black cock. 
May - boar and young fox. 
June - roe deer. 
duly - roe deer, — geese. 

August - elk (ved deer), partridge, boare 

Sept.-Oet. ~ red deer, yallon deer, roe, rabbit, pheasant, 
partridge. : 

Nov.-Dee. - drives on all species. 

Statistics. Area of Germany 475,000 sq. kilos (or 183,000 sq. mi.) « © “'G.8. 9,000,000 sq kilos (or 3-1190,000 sq- mie) 
(Area of Minnesota... ... +++ + 80,000 sq. mi.) 

Amma) Ki11. 2,000,000 roe deer, 100,000 elk (red deer). 

Tree Hunting. Some individuals get to hunt without paying a lease because 
their services are needed to take part in "drives." Thinks 90% of people who 
like to hunt get to do so. (7) 

fone Fidel 11925, (im Germany or in some state? see discrepancy with 
“anmal kill" above). 

Red deer eo (stage & does) 
Yallon deer 000 

{ Boar 11,800 
Roes 183,000 (Sq.mi. of range +) 
Goats cnn, (Kill per sq. mile ste 

Total big game. . . 215,400 (Minn. killed, 25,616 in 1926)



| Digest of "“Geme Preservation in Germany 

Rabbits 3,500, 000 
Hares 300,000 
Black woodcock 1,150 
(black game?) 

mall black 
Woodeoek 3,900 
(black grouse?) 

Grouse & Partridge 
ro 

Quail 21, 
Pheasants —2.20,.900_ 

Total Upland Game . . . 4,819,350 (Area of Ger. 1 eee 

Head per cunt. : 
Acres per head, 24) 

(Minn. Icliled, 412,000 in 1925 
or 1 per 126 acres. 3,322,000 

; in 192% or 1 per 15 acres). 

Geese 4, 400 
Dueks 380,000 
Woodcock, becasse 46,500 

Totel Migratory Game . . 430,900 Cay, MaRe8, 2 Sh Ae in 
1925 

TOTAL GAM... . « . « 5,465,650 

Copies: Waller 
Policy Committee y 
Desk Book 
Beonomic Value folder 
Chapter on Economies (Man). :
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The Grouse in Health and Disease ae 
\ Jota. ate, \o% tw fe 

we da” 

Grit tests - see append. F. 

See append. 102 for fluctuations of weight. 

V 1907 bad grouse year in England - see append.G 113-131 

See page 130 for quail paper. 

Coecidiosis a possible cause of bad quail year brought on by heat and 
drought, which conditions are favorable to coceidium. See append. H, 134. 

Effect of frost on ecgs - se p. 10. 

Cause of death of young birds, p. 16. 

Migrate back and forth between high ground and low moors. Pack migrations 

of 20 and 30 miles in case of severe frost, and frozen sheets of snow. Some- 
times fly out to gea. Authentic flights of 6 miles, p. 26. Millais, “Natural 
History of British Game Birds," cites 11 miles. Individual known to wander 

12 and 9 miles. P. 27. 

Have been kmown to live 9 and 10 years in wild state. Have died accidental 

deaths at 12 in captivity. 

See p. 50 for effect of disease on cocks greater than hens during April 
and May breeding season. 

See p. 6% for determination of age. Stoddardts idea. 

Require more food from December to March than April to November. See A 
crop weights, p. 69. Five times more food required in winter. See p. 79. 
Reason is more heat needed and food of poorer quality. 

Oats unsuitable,for grouse gobble up all of the straw and chaff. 

' Uncertain as to whether water is required, p. 92. ‘Travel far for quartz 
for crop, p. 96. Seem to have control of grit expulsion from gizzard, p. 97. 

’ Useful in time of snow. Quartz preferred’ to all else as grit. 

Weight as test for disease, p. 130. Highest mumber of cock birds die of 
disease in April and May as result of weakened condition after sexual orgies, 

p. 133- Also most hens die in spite of fact they are healthiest and heaviest 
at this time. Birds do not seem to die when at their lowest weight. 

Grouse disease caused by insufficient or unhealthful food, overcrowding, 

complete and indiscriminate destruction of certain vermin such as Peregrine 
Falcon, and a wholly artificial set-up. Record of grouse dying of disease 

apparently contracted from pheasants, p- 150. 

\ / 
v First mention of grouse disease made 1838, p. 186. 

a



Grouse disease known locally 1797, p. 186. 
( 

Varying virulence, p. 191. 

Seven-year periodicity theory, p. 379. 

Sporting rents represent 5 and 10 times more than grazing, p. 396. 

Moor burning in autumn considered best. Burning rotation of 15-20 years. 

High yield of 1800 brace from 2,000 acres, p. 438. 

Stock per acre (breeding stock only), p. 455. 

Exceptional moors in Yorkshire and Lancashire support pair to 
2 acres. 

North of England a pair to 4-6 acres. 
Scotland except west coast, a pair to 8-10 acres. 

West coast, a pair to 20-0 acres. 

In normal year bag will be about double mumber of wintering stock. Ex- 
eeptional yea r may kill 5 birds for every nesting pair. Determine mmber of 
birds moor will carry in March and regardless of all else kill down to that 
point. 

Takes very bad year to bring averaze yield of a pair of birds below 3.5 
brought to the gun. Only very exceptional year does average covey exceed 
5.2 of young birds. P. is9. 

First bird flushed in dogging usually father of brood. Driving beneficial 
to stock. Old birds killed off; stock regulated. 

A good moor of 4,000 acres capable of carrying a wintering stock of from 
1,000 to 1,500 brace as a fair breeding stock from which to obtain a bag of 
3,000 brace following season. umber left alive important, not the kill. 

Grouse migrations a problem in moor management, p. 466. 

Late hatched birds considered serious menace to health of the moor, p. 469. 

Old cocks a decided detriment and should be killed off. 

Best method of getting rid of grouse in the deer parks where they are not 
wanted is to let them alone and old birds will prevent the breeding. 

See table, p. 474, for old and young ratio. 

Migrating may alleviate inbreeding. 

Somewhat surprising that little restocking of hand-reared birds has taken 
place for grouse can be reared in captivity almost as easily as pheasants, p. 4479. 

i 
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§ 1. Ascertain number of birds on the ground as early as possible. 

2. Determine what stock of birds can be carried safely over the winter. 

3. Shoot early and often in a good season. 

4. Shoot only old birds in a bad season. 

5. Regulate the stock by the number to be left on the ground, and not 
by the bags obtained. 

Moor rents vary from 1,105 pounds or 2 pounds per brace to less than 

one pound per brace. Income from moors in Scotland about 1,000,000 pounds, 
p. 494. England and Scotland about 350,000 pounds paid to keepers and others 
dependent on grouse for permanent employments. 

Apportionuent of moor rent about as follows: 

1. Net profit to proprietor - about 344 

2. Wages to permanent staff - about 35% 

3. Cost of upkeep, interest on outlay, value of keeper's houses, 
depreciation, rates and taxes, ete. - 31% 

About another 40,000 pounds paid by renters for drivers, ete. 

Estimated that for every one pound spent in rent 15 shillings to one pound 
spent on other things. 

Indirect benefits to Scotland 300,000 estimated. 

Value of grouse shooting to national prosperity, p. 498 

Grouse rents received - 1,270,000 pounds 
Gross wages earned 46h, 000 

) Indirect receipts by dist. 350,000 # 

Total income from grouse - 2,084, 000 “ 

Moor burning for grouse began about 1850. Systematized burning or 
rotation about 1873. Before 1850 moors relatively unimportant except for 
sheep grazing.
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"Game Birds, Wild Fowl and Shore Birds" on Ruffed 
Grouse Cycle : 

Ff E. W. Forbush 

} Asap wed hy Yo Cas, Bake 

Reported last real good year in Massachusetts was 1883. In old 
days about 1,000 birds per season were killed on about 20,000 acres, or 
one bird killed per 20 acres. 

Old hunters report that while no bird has better protection than 
the Grouse, it has decreased greatly in mmbers since the years of their 
early experience. Decrease has been progressive for many years although 
the mumbers fluctuate much from year to year. Have noticed an umsual 
scarcity of birds about once in § years and has occurred three times dur- 
ing experience of 30 years. 

Another observer states that decrease has fluctuated for about 25 
years, but it has been most marked in the past 10 years. 

Estimates of decrease in the Grouse vary from 80% in fifty years 
and 70% in 15 years to 50% or 60% within 6 or 7 years. 

| Observer asserts that up to 1880 the decrease was not very marked 
each year; since then it has been greater year by year. 

The above notes were received at the end of the year 1908. 225 
observers reported decrease in Ruffed Grouse within their experience, 19 
reported a recent increase. 

Most marked decrease in recent years was 1907. Decredse throughout 
whole range. Came after year of plenty, 1906. Complaints of searcity of 
birds at beginning of shooting season, 1907. Very few young birds reared 
in spring of 1907. 

Winter of 1906-1907, great flight of Goshawks. 28 ont of 4g 
Goshawks dissected were found to have Ruffed Grouse in stomach. Goshawk 

: invasion followed by very cold, wet spring unfavorable to nesting and 
causing lack of food and insects. Many deserted nests found with eggs un- 
hatched--some addled, others frozen--some females found dead on nest. 
Many of young which did hatch later disappeared. 

Wood ticks were noted as prevalent in many locaities. Ticks 
: bury themselves in the heads of the young birds and weaken or kill them. 

pa%3 When birds were abundant in 1906, 90% of those killed were old | 
cocks; in 1907, 75% of kill were cocks but in 1908 the sexes were about 
equal.



Theory advanced for abundance of males is that female is weakened 
by nesting efforts and exposure to weather and starvation, thus made an 
easy victim of disease or other enemies, while male takes no part in nesting 
and can roam at will seeking food and shelter. 

An excess of cocks prevents successful breeding as unmated cocks 
constantly persecute sitting hens. 

No means of knowing part disease plays in destruction of females 
and young. Judging from number of apparently diseased birds, both old and 
young, reported found dead in woods, disease probably responsible to some 
extent for decrease. 

Many young birds died when two-thirds grown. Many seemed to have 
died from an enteric disease similar to "blackhead" of turkeys. 

In one place one old bird and thirteen young found dead; in another 
seven young. 

In 1907 Bob-whites on a large preserve in North Carolina were nearly 

exterminated by a disease introduced by the importation of birds from 
Alabama. 

Grouse did not breed well in many localities in 1908S. Have in- 
creased quite generally since then. - ;
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Populations of People & Grouse in Scotland (Ml) & Wisconsin (ZZ) 
In Relation to Intensity of Management Aldo Leopold 3-23-31 
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Food content of stomachs of bobwhite quail collected in the four months from November, 1924, to February, 1925, showing the number 5 

©) of stomachs in which edch item was identified and its percentage in the whole food ) s 
7 

November, 1924 | December, 1924 | January, 1925 | February, 1925 Total 3 
init eee te a ° 

Species identified Per- Per- Per- Per- Per- Z 
Stom- | centage | Stom- | centage | Stom- | centage | Stom- | centage | Stom- | centage ° 
achs in the achs in the achs in the achs in the achs in the } 

food food food food food 3} 
ee ee a ee ee ee ee 5 

socal etormacns examined... 7 Mecsneicies E20) =|). eee 125 ERE 40 ied 302 onsen a 

Long- and short-leaved pines (Pinus sp.).....---ceennne| 17 77.0 117 41.0 119 47.5 28 22.0 281 43.3 > 
Partridge pea (Chamaecrista 8p.) ...2..-..--ssssesesccsssesseeseeeeee oi 1.0 98 13.0 108 15.0 37 35.0 252 16.2 - a 
Beggarweed (Meibomia sp.)q......-.-cnccccssscsscsscsssssseseeessseresneeee| LL 1.0 90 15) 108 17.5 29 8.4 238 14 < 
Mille pew (Gplettia 6p.).. 2.3 1.0 98 9.0 82 6.0 25 3.2 217 6.3 by 
Bush clovers (Lespedeza ep.) 9 Trace 51 0.5 45 3.0 17 Trace 122 16 
Sweet gum. Dara ae MtyPacU A) ae ncn 8 355, 26 4.0 14 0.3 1 Trace 49 1.9 2 
Dwarf sumac (Schmaltzia copallina) ........---sessssecsoceeeeseees av Trace 37 3.0 30 0.6 15 2.0 83 1.6 3 
Ragweed (Ambrosia elatior)......-.....ssscsccccessssenesceeseessneseeee IL 4.0 38 3.0 18 Trace 3 Trace 70 15 a 
Hickory aut (Hicoria.sp.)- 5 ote 1 Trace 5 3.0 atten | vopiebeene | | <aareciadk Seabees 6 LL e 
Flowering dogwood (Cornus florida) ...........-sscscussssccssssssnese| seoezececeee | sssenssncene 20 Lage | Uae ae I Lec att: te ey 20 0.6 4 
French mulberry (Callicarpa americana) -........---o0--s0-s0 il 2.0 40 Trace 19 0.5 5 0.9 75 0.4 Zz 

Bere binoestary Le et ccc SE cece cae ence | reer | eaten scares [iets Hiner 9 3.7, 9 0.5 < 
Acorn (Giren SON) acess saa ec ese cme eee | eee | oem | Pecos 1 ‘Trace 3 2.5 4 0.4 by 
Buttonweed (Diodia teres) it Trace ? ‘Trace ? ‘Trace 17 19 17 75) eee R 
Re Otae Cara NOAy Ste se 1 Trace 16 3.5: S TE ROGO (| coeecce: || ecteeeens 20 15 
Peadan CArachieup Voges ec Seen el on nie. | 3 Oa |pcce eal amen i 24 4 0.6 ° 
Egyptian wheat ;Ciriticum compositum).-< Ss | a a | 2 15. a pee > 
Poison oak (Rhus toxicodendron) ..cssecscccscsncreeweeneeeneene| cnceeneeeee | cneeeneeee ? | ‘Trace ? | Trace 9 2.0 9 0.3 3 
UITEgt ROO Cuber ee soe ccc NS cece, | Meer 4 Trace if) PesOs Ui espe samen i 10 3° 
Reem eyes ce ee ee 4 Trace 4 Trace 63 Trace 26 74 107 13 2 
Blossoms of yellow jessamine (Gelsemium sempervirens)..| ccecnocw | ence | ccceencee | cversecee | oneeneqeee | oeeseereee 7 2.0 7 | ae ry 
RADON ec cen eer if 1.0 69 5.0 51 2.0 > 0.5 132 2.9 ie: 

RWC Se ER ad ee ee eee ee 8 
Va 
° 

- 8 
( 

) } ) ) ) 
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Proportion of cock bobwhites in series shot at various seasons in ten localities of five 
States over a period of 28 years | 

I 

State Seasons Number Proportion 
examined of cocks 

Per cent 
South Carolina... enevncccsscsecerssssereeseesnseereneen| 1894-1907 2,487 54.0 

< ab a aeration | GR Take 760 53.0 
Ms ee eel Soe ae 440 57.0 

eof ahaa cs teat Neda tetates|) | ROOST DES 517 53.0 
North Carolina) 1903-1907, 238 58.0 

a a eae ee a erect) AOE rn 4,492 55.0 
Wlonday SSL et 18a 261 56.0 | 
Pennsylvania.) 1896-1917 172 54.0 | 
slate SOUS S19 oz 407 57.0 

- erie cereretia cease usecase 1O20— Ee 933 55.4 

Weights of bobwhite quail shot during two seasons in the Thomasville-Tallahassee 
region 

ane Average weights | 

Seem Tne a "Grams | Ounces 

pareeecieaaleeeee enter 128 Both 163.5 5.75 ee eel 63 Cocks 161.5 5.68 
Pager ao evalr eae) Both 128 33 26 es eee . ¥ PArennee an 98 Cocks 161.2 5.67 
HOt a eee mn Hens 165.0 5.80 

{ 
i { !
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» RELATION OF FOOD, COLD AND SNOW TO WINTER QUAIL LOSSES 

SouTHERN WISCONSIN, WINTER OF 1929-30 
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: "Bird Distribution & Bird Banding" © d 

‘i Herbert Friedmann, Bird Banding, Vol. II, No. 2, Apr. 1931, pp. 45-51 

: p. 46. Distribution. "We must assume that beneath all this seeming irregu- 
larity and luxuriant lack of harmony, there are underlying laws, 
processes, rules, etc., by which . . the governing factors produce 

the great maze of diversities in the distribution of birds." 

"We assert that the present distributional facts are the effects 
of which the past geological (or climatological) changes were the 
causes . . this inference is probably correct in many cases, but to 

say that it is so in all is certainly more than one may claim." 

p. 47. Dispersal. "Every species inhabiting a range of appreciable 
geographic size must have spread out subsequent to its origin in 

one locality. Thus every wide-ranging species is . . ‘introduced. . 
it is misleading to consider . . distribution as wholly a matter of 
temperature, humidity, past geological changes, etc." 

p. 48. Orchestra of Factors. "We may gain a little insight into the nature 
of this complexity by comparing the distribution of birds to a 

symphony played by a great orchestra. . . At any one moment the 

' individual sounds . . of the many instruments .. fuse and blend 
, to form one auditory effect. This . . is comparable to the range 

- of one species . . no two instants are exactly alike in their 

: sound summations, just as are the distributions of no two species 

wholly similar. Each of the instruments in the orchestra is like 
. one factor (such as temperature, volcanic changes, etc.) in the 

environment. . . In the production of certain sounds all the 
instruments may be combined; in others, only certain ones. As 

in others, two of the component sounds may be mutually interfering 
and obliterate each other. . In other words, . . each present dis- 
tributional fact represents a polyphony of causes and limiting 
factors." 

' p. 49. Sex Ratio. ", . in most species, the individuals that establish 

t the breeding territories in the spring are males. . If the males 

outnumber the females, there will be a correspondingly quicker 

occupation of new area. . . the male mortality rate is lower while 
the species is extending its range than after it has reached a 

} stable equilibrium. . " 

j p. 50. Sex Ratio and Broods. "It is a well-established fact that in domestic 

| poultry the majority of the eggs laid in spring and early summer are 
{ male-producing in their potentialities, and that later on the percentage 

of males decreases and that of female-producing eggs increases." 

‘ p. 51. Inbreeding. ". . inbreeding would have less chance of occurring in 
' a species actively expanding geographically than in one spatially 

fixed and settled."
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University of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold x t 

: Rodent Management: Effect of Rodents on Soils 

Greene, R. A., Charles Reynard, and Guy H. Murphy. THE INFLUENCE OF TWO 
BURROWING RODENTS...KANGAROO RAT AND...PACK RAT ON DESERT SOILS IN ARIZONA. 
Ecology, Vol. XIII, No.1, Jamory, 1932, pp. 73-80; Ecology, Vol. XIII, No.4, 

October, 1932, pp. 359-363. 

Premises and Procedure 

Earthworms, ants, and invertebrates have important effects on soil 
which have been measured. The effects of higher animals have been speculated 
upon but not measured. This paper compares analyses of soil samples taken 
at various depths in and under the mounds of these two rodents with check 
samples taken nearby. Locality: Santa Rita Range Reserve. 

Results 

The soil in the mounds contained, as compared with the checks: 

1. More total soluble salts 
a. More nitrates (from urine, feces, and nest materials), 

In active dens concentration would be toxic to plants, 
but in old dens leaching would reduce this to beneficial 

levels. Value of nitrates in 2,000,000 dens on Santa 
Rita estimated at $81,500. 

b. More bicarbonates (from carbon dioxide of respiration). 
: c. More available phosphorus (made available by carbon 

dioxide of respiration). 
2. More clay at the surface, less below surface; more moisture- 

holding capacity at surface. This mixing is beneficial if 
subsoils are heavy. 

Total area thus affected by 100,000 dens each with 1 kangaroo rat: 
184 acres out of 50,000. 

Author's Conclusions 

"In the long run, the beneficial effects would overshadow the ill effects." 

"The relation of the amount of vegetation consumed by these animals to 

the increase (in vegetation) they cause through increased soil fertility has 
not been determined. It is probable that their consumption of forage is of 
little economic importance except on overgrazed ranges and in dry seasons." 

Criticism of Conclusions 

These rodents collect plant energy from the range and concentrate it at 
the den. The superior fertility of the den soils is not necessarily a net 
addition to the fertility of the range, unless the whole process (i.e., energy 

circuit) induces superior nitrogen fixation, superior soil aeration, superior 

rainfall absorption, or in some other way augments the efficiency of plants 

in their production of animal food. This hiatus in reasoning needs to be 
bridged. s
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: Germany 

} SHEPARD, WARD. “Notes on German Game Management, Chiefly 
in Bavaria and Baden." MSS. submitted to Department of 
Agriculture, July, 1932. 

p- 7. BuektDoe Ratio. Roe deer in Baden. One herd formerly with a ratio of 1:8 
was built up to 1:1.5, and culled by shooting. Result: increase in average 

weight from 30 to 36 pounds, improvement in antlers. 
Another herd on level country, under fence, had a radio of 1:2.5. 

p. 12. Deer Feeding. Hay, horsechestmts, sugar beets, turnips, carrots, bran, 
rolled oats, calcium, oil-cake. Cost $2.50 per season per head. Salt is 
given. 

p. 15. Pastures are fenced and planted to grass, clover, and sunflower (Helianthus), 
and opened at intervals. lIupine is planted in plantations as a mrse crop, 
soil fertilizer, and game food. 

p- 18. Felilings. Defective pine, birch, and aspen are felled as winter browse. 

p. 20. Density. Schwartgwald 1 roe deer per 25 acres 
Egelharting 1 red deer per 40 acres 

Bavarian average per 2,500 acres: 12.9 red deer 

ae chamois 
61.2 roe deer 
91.2 total or 27 acres each 

p. 20. Increase. At Schluchsee 70 per cent of the mature females have "surviving 
progeny." When? 

Pp. 21. Predators. No extermination policy. 

p- 25. Average kill per 10,000 hectares (25,000 acres) 
ee Yalue 

Communal and private lands 7 ae 3,500,000 marks 
Bavarian State Forests 260 65 337,000 marks 
Prussian State Forests 420 65 

p. 26. Yelue of Kill by Species (Per Cent). 
State Forests Scemminah 5 Privese_lawi. 

Roe deer 35 2 
Hares 5 53 
Red Deer 1 e 2 
Vermin 9 8 

Boars 7 1 
Chamois 5 Q 
Game Birds 5 9 

Game Income in forests only 0.44 4 of total. 
Expense 0.27% 

On private lands game income is 10¢ per acre.
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: Digest of R, EB, Trippensee's Thesis Ss sh 
: Aaet i | 

The Biology and Management of the Cottontail Rabbit 

Unpubl. MSS. Univ. of Michigan. 1933. 

p. 20. Curve of growth and length with age, 64} weeks. (Mature wt. of 1400 grams 
retarded i weeks due to artificial food.) 

Pp. 5. Weights. Females heavier and larger than males, 

p. 30. Breeding Season. Jan, 15-Aug. 15. 

p. 31. Sex Ratio of 216 rabbits collected 43% female. Same in traps as in shooting. 

p. 34. Nesting materials carried as far as 50'. é 
no,Aor | 

p. 45. Food Intake. Aver. 55 grams solid food and 92 grams water. (This 
apparently refers to drinking water.) 

p. 46. Droppings. Average 265 pellets per day, wt. 20 er. per day. 

pe Y7. Density. Saginaw Forest est. density 1 rabbit per acre, 69 acres. 
This would give 69# per acre per year. 

p.50-51. List of Trees Taken as Food by the Cottontail Rabbit 

in Southern Michigan 

Common Name Scientific Name 

Apple, tame Pyrus sp. (Tourn.) 
Apple, wild Pyrus malus L. 
Ash, black Fraxims nigra Marsh. 
Ash, white Eraxinus americana Ll, 
Aspen, big toothed Populus grandidentata Michx. 
Aspen, american Populus tremloides Michx. 

Basswood Tilie americana L, 
Beech Fagus grandifolia Ehrh, 
Beech, blue Carpinus caroliniana Walt, 

Birch, yellow Betula lutea Michx. f. 
Butternut Juglans cinerea L, : 
Catalpa Catalpa spiciosa Warder. 
Cedar, white Thuja occidentalis L. 
Cherry, black Prumus seroting EHhrh. 
Cottonwood Populus deltoides Marsh, 
Elder, box Acer negundo L. 

Elm, American Ulmus americana L, 
Hawthorne Crataegus sp. L. i 
Hop hornbeam Ostrya virginiana (Mill.) K. Koch. 
Hickory, shell-bark Carya ovata (Mill.) K. Koch. 
Hickory, pigmt Carya glabra (Mill.) 
Hickory, bitternut Carya cordiformis Wang. K. Koch. 

Ironwood 
Juniper Juniperus virginiana 1L, 
Locust, black Robinia pseudo-acacia L, 
Locust, honey Gleditsia triacanthos L.



. a 

Mapke, red Acer rubrum L. a 
Maple, silver Acer saccharimm L, 
Maple, striped Acer pennsylvanicum L, 
Maple, sugar Acer saccharum Marsh. 
Mulberry Morus rubre L. 

f Oak, black Quercus velutina Lam, 
Oak, red Quercus rubra L, 

Oak, white Quercus alba L, 
Peach Proms sp. (Tourn.) 
Pine, corsican Pimas nigra calebrica Schneid, 
Pine, Japanese Pimis thunbergii Parl. 

: ; Pine, Norway Pimas resinosa Ait. 
Pine, Scotch Pinus sylvestris Ll. 
Pine, western yellow Pinus ponderosa Dougl, 
Pine, white Pinus strobus L, . 

Poplar, tulip Liriodendron tulipifera L. 
Willow, black Salix nigra Marsh, 
Sprace, Norway (buds) Picea abes (L.) Karst. 

List of Shrubs Taken as Food by the Cottontail Rabbit in Southern 
Michigan 

Common Neme Scientific Name 

Ash, prickly Zanthoxylum americanum Mill. 
Barberry, Japanese Berberis thanbergii D.C. 
Bittersweet Celastrus scandens lL. 

: Blackberry Rubus sp. L. 
Blueberry * Vaccinium sp. L. 
Dogwood Cormis paniculata L'Herit. 
Dogwood, red-osier Corms stolonifera Michz, 
Evonymus Evonymus atropurpureus Jacq. 
Grape, wild Vitis sp. L. ; 
Huckleberry, low bush @aylussacia sp. H.B.K. 
Leather leaf Chamaedaphne calyculata (L.) Moench. 
Meadow-sweet Spiraea sp. L. 
Nighshade, woody Solamm so. L. 
Raspberry, black Rubus occidentalis L. 
Raspberry, red Robus aculeatissiuus (C. A. May) 

Regel & Teling 

Rose, wild Rosa sp. lL. 
Smilax Smilax sp. L. 
Sumac, staghorn Rhus typhing L, 
Sumac, smooth Rhus glabra L, 
Sumac, poison Rhus vernix Ll. 
Willow, beaked Salix glabra Scop. 

Willow, pussy Salix glauca L. 

: pe. 90. Salt. Captives showed no preference for salted bark, 

p. 54. Water. Captives drank, but no wild ones seen to drink or move to water,



5. “56. Table 7. 

Choice of Leafy Plant Foods: The foods in each group are listed 
in order of preference as shown by the amounts eaten by rabbits in 
captivity where groups of two or more foods were placed in the cages. 

‘ Greatest amount eaten Next to greatest Least amount eaten 
; amount eaten 

: Sow thistle Alfalfa Red clover 
j Dandelion ~ Red clover Sow thistle 

Dandelion Alfalfa Cenada thistle 
Dandelion Goldenrod Raspberry sprouts 
Alfalfa Broad leaf plantain 
Carrot tops Alfalfa 
Alfalfa Small crab grass 
Dandelion Alfalfa 

Alfalfa Dog-bane 
Alfalfa Grape leaves 
Alfalfa Wild strawberry 
Alfalfa Barley without heads 
Alfalfa Oats without heads : 
Dandelion | Deadly nightshade 
Dandelion Fresh carrot tops 
Dandelion Barley sprouts 

Dandelion June grass 
Dandelion © Lettuce - apparently equally desirable 

= Dandelion Narrow-leaved plantain



pe 57. Table 8. : 

Comparison of Different Kinds of Bark Eaten: Comparison of each 
kind of bark eaten Where several kinds are present, Score in per cent 
of total eaten, 

Score in 
Common name Scientific name per cent 

Apple Malus sp. 51,5 
Staghorn sumac Rhus typhina 2765 
Cottonwood Populus deltoides 18.9 
Panicled dogwood Corms paniculata Le 

Apple Malus sp. 46.5 
Cot tonwood Populus deltoides 19.8 

Hawthorn Cretaezus sp. 18.7 
Staghorn sumac Rous typhina 10.6 
Catalpa Catalpa speciosa 2.9 
Panicled dogwood Cornus paniculata 1.5 

Apple Malus sp. 4g 4 
Black cherry Prums serotina Wh.7 
Black locust Robinia pseudo-acacia 4,2 

Mulberry Marus rubra 2e7 

Black raspberry Rubus occidentalis 53.4 
Hawthorn Crataegus sp. 30.2 

: Red osier Corms stolonifera 16.4 
American elm Ulmus americana .O 

Black oak Quercus velutina 98.4 
White oak Quercus alba 1.6 
Black walmt Juglans nigra 0. 

Black oak Quercus velutina : we 
Witch-hazel Hamamelis virginiana 344 

Waite oak Quercus alba 74.7 
Black walmt Jduglans nigra : 25.3 

Basswood Tilia americana —. 
Blue beech Carpinus caroliniana 52 
Black ash Fraxinus nigra 39 

Red osier Cornus stolonifera 50.9 
Willow Salix sp. 399 
Aspen Populus tremloides 9.2 

American elm Ulums smericana 47.5 
Red maple Acer rubrum W4.7 
Silver maple Acer saccharinum 7.8 

Hawthorn Ehus typhina 65.1 
, Box elder Acer negundo 18.3 

Black locust Robinia pseudo-acacia 16.1



: 3 

Tame cherry Prums sp. 71.6 
Black cherry Prunus serotina 28.4 

Black locust Robinia pseudo-acacia 100.0 $ 
White ash Fraxinus americana 0 

Pp. 58, Choice of Coniferous Plants: Transplant stock of nine conifers 
were placed in pots in soil to prevent the needles from falling, 
The experimental animals were kept without food for twenty-four 
hours previous :to placing the plants in the pen, ‘he results 
were as follows: 

_ Table 9. 

Selections of various conifer transplants for food 

by rabbits 

Stems Buds Needles 
Arborvitae, Thuje occidentalis : s 
Corsican pine, Pinus nigra calabrica H H H 
Juniper, Juniperus virginiana uM M M 
Norway pine, Pims resinosa s 
Norway spruce, Picea abies 
Scotch pine, Pims sylvestricus EH H E 
Western yellow pine, Pinus ponderosa s 

- Waite pine, Pims strobus 5 
White spruce, Picea canadensis s 

§ - slight, M - medium, H - heavy. 

i p. 90. Shade, "It avoids strong sunlight consistently." (7?) 

p. 103. Concentration. Trautman took 77 rabbits from holes (by ferrets) in 
2 acres of brush in Morrow Co., Ohio. Woodchuck & skunk holes may be 

necessary to good density. 

p. 114. Many more rabbits in alfalfa in summer than in tame hay, grain, or corn. 

p. 120. Debris in forms decreases as temperature increases, i.e. bottom of form 

is insulated when cold. 

p. 121. Holing up (Trautman). 

"Trautman's conclusions on the relationship of rabbits to the 
. use of holes are as follows: 

1. If the footing is good, especially if there is no snow, and 
the temperature above twenty degrees Fahrenheit, in general rabbits 

will not hole wp even when chased by a dog. 
2. With snow on the ground and the temperature below twenty degrees 

, Fahrenheit, rabbits use ground holes, preferably woodchuck dens which 
.» have more than one opening, 

3. During continued severe weather with snow the rabbits come out 
only to defecate, and during prolonged cold periods, to feed.



. 

4, A higher percentage of females than males use holes, 
5. Males where forced to use cover will generally use hollow logs 

or trees where such cover is available." 

p. 125. Woodchuck holes canbe used by rabbits because the hibernating chuck 
is in a side-chamber, so the rabbit has free passage to both entrances, 

Hunting. Use of holes, as indicated by tracks on ashes, greatly increased 
during hunting season but continued even stronger after the season. 

p. 129. Fear. "Occasionally individuals (captive?) will die from no other 
reason than sheer fright." No details given. : 

p. 131. Smell. Rabbit placed near, but out of sight of, a mink showed no alarm, 
though the mink seemed to smell the rabbit. 

p. 133. Taste. Unpalatable foods showed a few tooth marks, indicating discrimination 
by taste rather then smell, 

p. 134. Topography. Rabbit released in unfamiliar territory jumped into a creek. 

p. 137. Fighting. Captives strange to each other when confined together will 
fight regardless of sex, end the stronger will usually tear all the hide 
off the wesker. 

p. 145. Yo per litter: Average of 27 litters was 5.04. Thinks 2 litters common 
= end ? possible per year, 

p. 150. Pembrey says mice and rabbits teke the temperature of their surroundings 

during first 10 days of life. Barly litters freeze? 

p. 153. Fewer rabbits in S. Mich, in 1933 than 1932, 

p. 170, A mink killed 3 rabbits always by biting left side of neck. g 

p. 178. Average kill per man-day in Mich. 1932, 2.5, 1933, 2.2. 

: ». 184. Average flushing distance, 100 rabbits in forms, 27.9 feet. 

p. 188. Yields. Gross Isle, 1932, 600 acres in Jamary yielded 2092 in 16 days or 
2.86 acres per rabbit killed. Size of crew or residual vopulation 
unknown, 

Kelloge Bird Sanctuary, 1932-33, 700 acres yielded 203, at odd times, 
November to February, or 3.44 acres per rabbit killed, Time per hunter 
per rabbit 51 mimtes, Cost at 30¢ per hour 35¢ per rabbit, 

Williamston area, farmers only, on 2910 acres, year not given, . 

killed a rabbit for each 11.8 acres, 

p. 203. Mice as Predators. Quotes Hiller as stating that mice kill young in nests, 

File: Digests se 
<a Cottontail (2) 

Michigan 

Rabbit box



E Middleton, A. De ~ 1935. Pactors Controling the Population of the 
eee : Partridge (Perdix perdix) in Great Britain. 

Procs Zoo. Soc. of London. pp. 795-815. 
4 fig. 

Egg laying period « i 

Begins after April 20. Most birds begin laying the Ist 
week in May. 

Nesting sites ~ 

Rough grass (or other vegetation) on the side of a hedgerow, 
bank or field edge. Preferred site - short -trimmed hedgerow on 
top a small grass covered bank. The partridge nests on the crest of 
the bank at junction of hedge and bank (Especially is this setup 
attractive when between two cornfields.) 

Cause of failures (based on 1232 failures) 

Marmal predators - 50.7% (cats and dogs 6.7%) : 
Rooks - 9.8% 
Farm stock - 3.7% 
Farm work - 27.0 

7 z Cause unknown ~ $.1 
Ioo.s~ 

Mowing losses <- 

i Speaking of farm losses - "The most serious is the 
E cutting of hay--which occurs in June when partridges are setting. 

The partridge oftan chooses such a crop for setting, especially in 
f a season when growth of vegetation is early and is sufficient to 

: hide the next at the start of egg laying--the end of April or early 
in Maye When March and April have been cold or dry months, these 
crops have made little growth by the beginning of May, so partridges 

E are not tempted to nest in them." 

Tractors vs. horse-drawn mowers - He also speaks of losses to 
E adult birds by mowing. "There {s no doubt that grass-cutters run by 

f tractors are more fatal than the horse drawn machines. 

: Nesting in crops <- 

| Less corstonplace than in America. 

: Chick mortality in hayfields - = 

"Probably more losses of very young chicks than of nests 
occur in hayfields, as many nests have hatched before hay cutting 
starts in a normal season. 

P g



P = — " . 4 

Renesting attempts - 

Tendency for these nests to be in crops, after initial 

. failure in hedgerows. : 

"Weather conditions <- 

probably play a part in nest mortality if unusually severe 

frost or heavy rain occurs during the nesting season, although little 

authentic evidence of this sort of thing has been obtained.” 

Disease - 

. Trichostrongylosis sometires attacks and kills nesting 

birds (Portal and Collinge, 1952). 

Euston systen <- 

Described. In England many eggs are taken from ruined 

nests end hatched either under hens or sitting partridges. 

Rests destroyed - 

Only 22% of 7251 nests found were destroyed. 

Hatchability - 

: 59,825 eggs were layed in 4,090 successful nests; 55,729 

or 93% hatched. (All of the above were incubated by partridges in 

the wild and are mostly first attempts). 

Average clutch size - 

14.60 (first attempts); 9.9 (2nd attempts) 

Average brood size 

13.60 

Largest clutch (one bird) 

23 Three birds are know to have contributed to one nest. 

Brood data - 

Method of censusing (sample) 
. 1 or more old birds may join a family group; two broods 

with parents may also join. If there are 14 or less young Middleton 

considers it to be one brood (no matter how many adults). 

: ?



Computing populations - 

eye 
No. old birds x(ratio of young to old birds + He.-eid bivds = 

population : 
% of old Hoe yg. per 

Ratio + tol old with covey survivi cove 
1933 {2 estates ) = 3.56 76 d To-0 
1934 (35 estates) = 3223 Fz 8.9 

1 estate (23 yr. period - 2.60 59 8.4 

Weather influence - 

The records of one estate seem to indicate that cold, wet 
summers mean few young eae on but Middleton says, "I have tried 
to correlate this (the records) with weather statistics, and the 
only meteorological record which shows some agreement with the 
survival (or mortality) of young partridges is that of the amount 

- of sunshine in June and July." 

Brood mortality - 

Normally little after August. Below is shown the loss up to 
August in 1934 at 10 estates. 

Ave Rest Incubated eggs Eggs lost dur- Ave yee Chicks Total 
Clutch Pailures not hatching ing incubation per pr. lost Chick 

Aug. after Mortality 
r hatch 

15.4 22% 6% 27% 6.85 38% 56% 

Keynote statement ~ 

"It is obvious from these figures, » that the 
mortality of chic ur e firs our to six weeks of their 

ves is the mos ortant check on nerease of ©. e 
population. 

Adults without young - 

41€ at Great Witchingham estate lacked young by August. 

Losses in Young Chicks ~ 

1. Cripples left in nest (very few) 
2- Cold and wet weather during the first week after 

hatching causes pneumonia and heavy losses. 
5S. Several diseases recorded. 

Winter losses, movements (12% - 71%) 

Varied greatly (12% - 71%) but averaged 40% (from August 
to May excluding shooting). “There is little doubt that a large 
part of the winter loss is accounted for by movement of birds off 
the estate.” Kost of movement occurs in January and February when 
the covies are breaking up and the birds pairing. =



: Life equation - 

Assuming 100 birds, sex ratio equal. 

50 nests @ 14.6 eggs = 750 eggs 
22% los of nests = i181 

leaves == 

72 eggs not hatching = = = . 

leaves 538 chicks hatched 

52% chick mortality = _ 27 

leaves 259 young in August 

Plus original adults __ 200 

359 

55% shot _197 

residue stock 162 

40% winter losses __ 65 

leaves for next season 97 nesting birds 

the Leirrepeng Hp 3 (100-77) +4 —— 

AP Ah A hy FO 

a



Pord, John, Helen Chitty and A. D. Middleton, 1958. The Food of 
Partridge chicks (perdix perdixS in Great Eritain. 

Jour. of Ane Bool. Yol.s 7 Nos 2:251-265. Nov, 1938. 

No. Chicks examined - 

69 between 1934-1937 from various estates. Mostly chicks 
killed by mowers in hayfields. 

Techniques for measuring volume of insects, etc., which have been 

preserved in different manners. If preserved in alcohol, 
excess alcohol is removed with blotting paper. If dried or pre- 
served on mounting cards, boil 5 minutes to expel sir. Pour off 
the water and wash in cold alcohol. In both cases the volume is 
measured by displacement. 

Ratio of plant to animal food taken - 

The chicks were classified into 4 groups according to age. 

Days Old Ratio between plant and animel food (round numbers) 

O- 7 5:95 Remark; "The predominantly animal 
diet of the first 2 weeks after 

&- 14 10:90 hatching seems to be correlated with 
the habit of newly hatched chicks of 

15 = 21 50:50 pecking at moving objects." 

over 21 95:5 

Data is given on the identification of various food items found in 
each individual and age group. 

Poa pratensis was the only seed common to the diet of all age classes. 

It is an important food item. Unripe wheat and barley are important 
items for birds over 3 weeks of age. 

Ants and Cocoons - 

Z form the most abundant animal food item during the 3rd 
week. This is especially true on hot days when ants come near 
the surface. Adults also eat large numbers of ants. 

Summary - 

In evaluating the various constituents of the crop as to 
their importance as food, it was found necessary to consider not 
only the mumber of each species eaten, but also the volume and 
frequency of occurrence. 

Conclusion = 

The transition from animal to plant food preference cccurs 

at 3 weeks of age and continues thereafter. ‘i
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Middleton, A- D. 1934. Periodic Fluctuations in british Game 
Populations. Jour. An. Ecol. Vol. 3, 
No. 2: 25ix-249. Fig. 1-13. WNov., 1934. 

An appendix table gives the records on which the data are based. 

Part III - partridges 

In spite of all the sources of error which influence 
partridge populations (weather, disease, natural enemies, agriculture 
and human interference) distinctly periodic fluctuations are 
demonstrated from the records kept by various estates during the 
past century. 

The peak years on 5 estates had an average period of 7.3; 
9.2; 8.8; 7.8 and &.5. The average for all was 8.2 years as 
compared to 8.6 and 7.5 for rabbits and hares, respectively. Red 
grouse showed a period of 5.9 years. 

In partridges fluctuations in populations conformed fairly 
well at 4 out of 5 estates. Rabbit, hare and partridge fluctuations 
synchronized very closely during the period 1900-1950, at one estate. 

In addition to the above named species, black game, 
(Tetrao tetrix), wood cock and weasels are figured. Numbers killed 
are plotted against years in figures. 

Weather correlations - 

Middleton found none for temperature, precipitation or 
pressure. He claims radiation to be the “most fruitful line of 
enquiry" in a search for correlations. A paucity of local radiation 
records has precluded this approach for him, in the present studies. 

if



3 Middleton, A. De. 1935. The population of partridges (Perdix perdix) in 1933 and 1934 in Great Britain. Jour. An. Ecol. Yol. 4. No. 1: 157:145. May, 1935. 

Data is presented on nests found and observed at 15 estates in 1933 and 20 in 1934. Comparable records for the two years are had for 9 estates. One game keeper is assigned to an average of 1000-1500 acres. The keepers supplied the records. 

1934 was more productive than 1933; yet the no. of young raised per pair was slightly more in 1933. 

% nests AY. Ave & eggs 
hatched clutch brood hatched 

1933 78 15.1 135.7 91 
1934 78 15.2 14.2 93 

On © estates having a combined area of 26,530 acres there were 1270 nests in 1933 and 1717 in 1934, an increase of 35%. 

Weather - 

"--both 1933 and 1934 were exceptionally favorable nesting and hatching seasons, the weather being warm and dry throughout May and June, although local thunderstorms at hatching time caused some losses of broods and chicks." 

Survival 
Yg-old & coveys* Av. Young 
ratio surviving per covey 

1935 83.56 70 10.0 
1934 2.92 66 8.6 

% Yeatter found that not over 50¢ of the breeding pairs raised coveys. 

Hatching dates 

"With the exception of a few second nests made after the destruction of first nests, nearly all partridges hatch during the month of June." ; 

Chick mortality 

Heaviest losses during the first 3 or 4 weeks of age. 

Formujas to compute populations 

Total young = No. nesting pairs x 2 x ratio of yg. to adults in 
Auge : Total population = Mo. nesting prs. x 2 x (ratio + 1) 

Kill 

; The inreased kill in 1934 corresponded closely to the increased nesting successes. 
oe



‘Sex ratio 

old young 
cocks hens cocks hens 

1933 94 61 130 128 
1934 74 44 97 126 

Winter losses 

form an important part of the partridge management 
problem. Severtzoff, S. A., 1934. “on the dynamics of populations 
of vertebrates." Quart. Rev. Biol. 9, 409-47 also reports heavy 
winter losses. Yeatter reported an average loss of about 5% per 
month. 
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E Middleton, A. D. 1936. ‘The population of partridges (Perdix perdix) P in Great Britain during 1935. Jour. An. Ecol. 
Vol. 5. No. 2:252-261. November 1936. 

There was a higher density of nesting birds at the beginning of 1955 than during either 1933 or 1934. 

Nests found per 1000 acres (il estates): 

1933 1934 1935 

30 45 50 

1935 

% of nests hatching = 77 

Av. clutch size =15.5 

Av. Brood size = 14.0 

% of eggs hatching = 91 

Sample Nesting densities; 

1 nest per 5.3 acres, 1 nest per 6.5 acres. "fhe former is the highest average density over a large acreage (at least 3000 acres ) of which I have a record." (A foot note says that in 1936 the 
density was higher yet on these two estates: 1 nest per 4.5 + 5.3 acres respectively. 

Nesting failures - 

Averaged 22-23% for the S-year period. No allowance is made, however, for reattempts which are successful. These nests are placed in crops, rather than hedgerows, and are difficult to find. 

High clutch size - 

The hypothesis is presented that a higher percentage of the population was young birds in 1935. If young hens lay more eggs than old ones, as is supposed, this would account for the larger clutch average. 

Reason for eggs not hatching - 

Fertile eggs dying within lst 3 days of incubation - 84 Partly developed dead embryos - 32 Fully developed, dead in shell - 10 Clear eggs, infertile - 2 

128 

"Since on the average, only 7% of all incubated eggs fail to hatch, it is obvious from the above that the percentage of actually 
infertile eggs is very low, about 0.1%." ; 

i



- a = “= 2 i 

No. nests 
- Dates of hatching hatched % Date No. % 

, June 1 - 3 = 0.3 June 19-21 71 22.7 
4-6 6 1.9 22-24 42 13.4 
7-9 14 4.5 25-27 15 4.8 

10 ~12 37 11.8 28-30 3 1.0 
13 -15 39 12.5 July 1-3 1 0.3 
16 -18 83 26.5 4-6 x 0.3 

The peak of hatching thus falls between June 10-24. 

Chick Mortality 

young-old ratio = 3.05 
%& coveys surviving = 67 
Av. young per surv. covey = 8.6 

Data is presented showing that two censuses carried on independent of each other on the same area about the same time gave very comparable results. 

Kill = 

The kill per 1000 acres for 50,000 acres in 6 estates was plotted for the period 1924-35, During this pericd are found 3 marked peaks and two deep troughs. 

“ 

| 
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so , File: Digests“ 
4 Squirrel 

Food & Cover 
: 72, 

Extract from "Pehr Kalm's Description of Maize, How It Is Planted and 

Cultivated in North America, Together with the Many Uses of This Crop Plant," 

Agricultural History, Vol. 9, No. 2, April, 1935, pp. 98-117. ad 

pp. 114-16: Chickens, doves, ducks, and geese prefer this feed to all others. 

Chickens also lay better when they are fed maize. In a word, without exception, 

I kmow of no cultivated plant which is so universally and greedily sought by 

all domestic animals, 

How delicious this food is to all sorts of animals is to be inferred from 

this: I hardly kmow of any cultivated plant which has so many enemies as maize 

from the time it begins to ripen, and even after it is stored. For example, 

rats and mice leave wheat, rye and all other foods untouched as long as they 

have access to maize in the field or storehouse. Crows also prefer maize to 

all other types of food. Maize thieves are of three types--the gray and black 

American squirrels, ground squirrels, or those which live for the most part 

in the soil and do not climb trees. Woodpeckers of various sorts, and otler 

birds, are so greedy for maize that it is almost impossible to scare them away 

from the field by any method of frightening or trapping. The birds are present 

. during the dey and the squirrels during the night. In a few nights, if un- 

disturbed, squirrels can cart away from the granary half a tub or more to 

their nests. When the maize is ripe, but still in the fields, I have myself 

seen a farmer with his gun go to the end of the field and shoot at the maize 

thieves, who do not allow themselves to be frightened from the delicious maize, 

Finally, the whole swarm of them move forward from one end of the field to 

the other. When the farmer returns, they fly back to the part of the field 

where they were before, and so they switch from one end of the field to the 

other, entirely according to how the farmer pursues them. They almost wear 

the farmer out before he is able to scare them away, although now and then he 

shoots one of them. In order to rid the maize of all these destructive pests, 

the governing bodies in all parts of that country have been called upon to set 

a definite bounty to be paid on squirrels, crows, maize thieves, woodpeckers, 
and other pests. An almost inconceivable sum was paid in Pennsylvania alone 
for squirrel heads for a single year, namely, from Jamary 1, 1749, to that 
same date, 1750. When the representatives from all regions in Pennsylvania met 
at the beginning of 1750 to make necessary laws, they received complaints from 
all regions that the treasuries were empty solely because of squirrels. 
Previously a law had been enacted that 34. (which is about 12 to 14 sre kopp:mt) 
should be paid from the general coffers for each squirrel head. So high had 
the spirit of vengeance gone against these animals, that during the one year 
8000 pounds in Pennsylvania currency had been paid. This is 40,000 platar in 
our money. When I heard this discussed above all else in the city, it was 
inconceivable to me until Mr. Franklin, who has gone so far in experiments with 

electricity, and who is one of their outstanding legislators, convinced me of 
the truth directly from the documents, The high expenditure was attributed 
to the fact that when one received 3d. for each squirrel it paid to go into 

the woods to hunt these creatures. Many young people in particular gave up 
all other work and went to the woods to shoot squirrels, The legislature was 
therefore forced to repeal the law and change it from 3d. bounty to half that 

sum for a head. 

wa
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2 - Maize 

A very similar law was passed against maize thieves in New England. 

As a result, the maize thieves were almost wholly and entirely exterminated. 

During the sumer of 1749, a miltitude of grass worms spread over the entire 

country, destroying all the hay crop for that year. The inhabitants were 

forced to write to England for a ship loaded with hay. They began to regret 

that they had been so hard on the mize thieves because they believed, as 

they had previously observed, that the maize thieves for a good deal of the 

summer before the maize ripened, lived on these insects and thus hindered 

their increase. The people of New England were conscience-stricken because ; 

they believed this to be’a punishment for meddling in the providence of the 

Almighty Creator. 
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5 : Digest of 

Nice, M. M. Studies in the Life History of the Song 
Sparrow I. Transactions of the Linnaean Society, New York, 
Vol. ZY, “April, 1937. 

pos. Age Determination. Young males with pointed tail feathers 
in fall. 

Diff, Migr. Half nesting males winter but only fifth females, 

yp. 5. Renestings. Up to 3 broods. Male takes over fledzed young 
while female rebuilds, 

p. 12. Census. Density, 30 species 1932, 5.5 pairs per acre on HO 
acres. After clean-up 1935, 25 species, 3.75 pairs per acre. 

p. 20, Weights. 5 per cent daily fluctuation; max. at noon. 11 per 
cent fluctuation during year; max, in December. 

p. He. Migration, "The majority...have been consistently migratory 

or sedentary, but 6 males and one female changed status. 
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Digest of E 

) : 3 
The Controlied Hunting Areas and the Pheasant Refuge Managemént 

; System in Northwestern Onio, by Lawrence H. Hicks 4 

: (Release No. 23, 1937, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State 4 

University, Columbus, Ohio 

Record of Liberty Township, Wood Co., Ohio. 1936 (500 acre refuge, 9-day 4 

open season) a 

| Hunters: 300 non-resident @ $3 $900.00 4 

72 non-landowner @ 50¢ 36.00 4 
: 117 landowners @ 25¢ 29.00 3 

: 11 honorary permits 965.00 revenue for j 

: 140 farmers hunted on own lands township assoc. 3 

210 hunters on lands outside this assoc. 
$50 hunters in township (24 per sq.mi.) : 

: Removals: 2,366 pheasant cocks killed by huntors (66 per sq.miy, a 
216 Hungarian vartridge 3 per hunter, 2 

: 840 rabbits ’ 
1,800 pheasants live-trapped for restocking 4 

166 pheasants (1 per six acres removed from township) 4 

5 1,056 other game 3 

Residual 4 
Stock: 800 pheasants left on refuge as breeders 4 

1,800 live-trapped from refuge a 
3 2,600 pheasants on refuge before trapping; density, 5 per acre ; 

Costs (if all refuge exponso is charged against the trappod pheasants): a 

i 

| ale per trapped pheasant for refuge maintonance : 

ig " " " trapping ($4 per day, 50 days, 
plus $100 for distribution) 

f 38¢ por pheasant (as ageinst Ohio costs of over $2.00 2 

F for adult gamo farm phoasants, $1.31-$1.57 for 

8-12 woek birds) : 

Stocking Value: (Survival as computed by Hicks from banding and § 

shooting roturns; details of computation not known) ; 

| 1 wild-trapped pheasant has survival value of 1.5-2.09 game farm 3 

; adults ‘ 
3 " " w ty u u " 3-8 game farm g-12 

wook birds 4 

. 
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Fi y ) : ‘Digest of i ; 

\ é Glading, Biswell, and Smith, "Studies on Food of the California : 
Quail in 1937." Journal of Wildlife Management, Vol. 4, No. 2 4 

April, 1940. pp. 123-144 

: 

ec of food in stomachs 

Werage, incl. grit, 144 birds, H.3 
Turing morning feeding 3.9 . 

Ater morning feeding & i 

Yhours before sunset 9 
Bosting time 8.2 

Dtal daily intake (by wt. joss overnight ) 19.6 grams ? 

: werage grit in 80 stomachs 17.5% of vol. 3 

Orage inventory, 140 acres, 1 sq. ft. per acre 
99.4% consisted (dry weight) of annuals ‘ 

, . $2% consisted of introduced species. ; od 

i jJeeds found stored in ground where quail had fed, in fall, before new growth 

39.1 cc per sq. ft. of seeds weighing 3.5 gr. (334 lbs. per acre) 3 
PP Including Broms 19.1 cc, rubens 12.1 cc, Festuca 3.6 etc. 
leg / (Dalke's Michigan semples 9.8 lbs. per acre) 

i This food would last 44 years if population remained 1 quail per 3 

: 2 acres. ~ 
; 

Formla 
f _ 

Desirability coefficient = Vol. in % Stomachs in which 3 
Total Diet X occurred be 

Per cent of this species in total plant 4 
? population % 

| 3 
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Summary of 

lunn, W. 4., BD, 8. Brown, J. R. MeMurtrey, Jr. and ¥. ¥, F]: 

Pure ae F oe 2 =“ 2 Res 
= 59, No. 11, Dee. 1, tae pp. 829-846, 

Experiments conducted in Maryland since 1922 and South Carolina since 1933, 
by B.P.I., U.5.0.4. The summary of the paper is quoted: 

“Since it had been observed that high-quality tobacco was consistently 
produced for the first year or two after a growth of natural weed cover, 
experiments were initiated to determine the value of natural weed fallow 
for preceding tobacco in the rotation as compared with that of certain crop 
plants and some of the wild species commonly occurring in the natural 
weed fallow. These comparisons were based on bare fallow as a control. 

“It is clearly evident from the results herein presentedthat tobacco 
which is fertilized intelligently and grow after natural weed fallow of 
sufficient duration possesses in large measure those desirable character- 
istics that are observed in the crop grown on virgin soil. The crop grown 
after bare fallow has shown a rapid decline in yield and gross value. 

"The tests conducted with individual weed and crop=plant species 
have Consistently shown that certain species are much more desirable than 
others as cover crops to precede tobacco. Tobacco following ragweed and 
herseweed was markedly superior both in yield and value to that following 
bare fallow. On the other hand, tobaceo following lambsquerters was 
inferior in yield and value to that following bare fallow. In these tests 
annual lespedeza has shown no advantage as a cover crop to precede tobacco; 

. sweetclover, rabbitfoot clover, and wild pea have not always shown a 
decided advantage; while partridge~pes has produced some increase in yield. 
Although the natural weeds oceurring in these tests consisted principally 

) of species that preduced high-quality leaf in pure stands, it is possible 
that those found to be objectionable might predominate, under some con- 
ditions, with a resulting harmful effect on the succeeding tobacco crop. 

| It is hardly to be expected that a given weed species would have the same 
. effect on tobacco on all soils or under all conditions. 

"fe generally beneficial effect of the weed fallow was that it pro- 
. moted a quick start and very rapid and uniform growth of the tobacco plants 
- from transplanting time to maturity. Within normal limits this result is, 

in turn, associated with a uniformly high market value per acre and average 
. price per pound.* 

Comment. Note that the preparatory weeds had to on the fallow, and 
were not effective when added as mich ister. Seen Riaes modification 
of the soil beneficial to tobaceo, or some inhibiting effect on disease 
(or erosion?) is plainly implied. : 

Note alse that the effect was qualitative. ‘uantity can be had by 
ordinary fertilizer. 

The etological significance is the probable conditioning of the soil 
by successive stages of the plant suceession, each stage "benefiting" or 

“injuring” the site for possible subsequent stages. The effect includes 
the kind as well as the amount of growth. 

ec Stoddard Aldo Leopold 7/16/40 
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University of Wisconsin - 
Aldo Leopold [d 

Rodent Management: U.S.B.S, Research on Food Habits 

Kelso, Leon H. FOOD HABITS OF PRAIRIE DOGS. U. S. Dept. Agr. Circ. 529, 

Jane, 1939, 15 pp. 

Premises and Procedure 

"Mach of the published information (is)...based on field observations 
(which)...does not tell the whole story. This circular presents...545 
stomachs of 3...species." : 

"Prairie dogs are the direct. competitors of sheep and cattle for forage... 
In 1919 they occupied 100,000,000 acres. Merriam (1902), referring to these 

rodents as one of the most pernicious enemies to agriculture, estimated that... 

32 prairie dogs equal...1 sheep and...256...equal 1 cow." 

Findings 

Blacktail prairie dog (249 stomachs, 5 states). Herbage of more or 
less value to stock, 76%; unimportant as forage, 22%; animal matter (including 
grasshoppers and cutworms), 1.4%. loco, lupine, and nightshade (poisonous 
to cattle) are eaten in spring; rabbit brush (unpalatable to stock) is 
eaten. Chenopodium is so palatable to dogs that it is lacking near burrows 

= (except those occupied by burrowing owls). 
of 

Whitetail prairie dog (169 stomachs, 2 states). Horbage value to stock, 

84%; unimportant, 15%; animal matter (including beetles and young chicks), 

0.9%. Saltbushes (Atriplex) heavily caten, 

Gunnison prairie dog (127 stomachs, 3 states). Valuable herbage, 15%; 

unimportant, acs Eats more grain than the others. 

Criticism of Findings 

The habitat is conceived as competition between dogs and stock. Plant 

succession is not mentioned. That stock plus dogs may create the habitat 

favorable for more dogs is not stated or implied, although it is clearly 

deducible from the data. That dog removal without stock reduction is futile 

is not mentioned, although clearly deduciblo from the duta, and clearly 

important as advice to the lay reader. 
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Digest of 
Robinson, Cyril 5.+ Hotes on > 

: Gouge Sekteuet ox Jee falzas atleat +8 t Service (mimeog.), May 15, 1 

p. 2-3. Census data. End of 1934, ost..........60 
End of aes ee 
Bah Of LGFSs 6 ei ccccscseess 

p. 7 Food Habits. Shrinkage of cattle industry reduced food. 

p- &. * * . Ate deer killed by lion. (Possible that lion 
control has reduced available food.) 

p-8-9. woos as. auto kills of jackrabbits and dogs may have increased 

Pp. 9,10. Water, Needed daily. Bathe. 

p- 10. Predation. Coyotes, bobcats, and cougars may kill condors at carcasses. 

p- il. sesidepta- 2 known kills by hailstorm: “fhe loss of two of the small 
eolony of the largest birds that fly over America, is 

definitely laid at the door of a hailstorm. The mountain tragedy was 
discovered by Sam Kosub, Forest Service foreman, at Sunset Valley 
Camp, when he was sent into the Peach Tree country with several CCC 
boys to look for lightning fires. They came across the carcass of 
a horse and nearby a dead condor, while a second bird lay some distance 
away. A third condor, apparently badly injured, flew away. Hail still 
lay piled in surrounding gullies to a depth of from two to three feet, 
some of the hailstones as large as walmts. Post mortem by Mr. Rett 
showed that the backs of both birds were broken." 

p- ll. Accidents. Killed by oil at waste pools. 

p- 12. ls ie Sty oo to Sumi Mees of nes of Sep 
and deterioration of strychnine in carcasses. (Other péisons? 

p. 12. Sex display. Strut like turkeys. 

ec Rare Species folder 
Galifornia 

L Accident folder 
Digests . 
Water 
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: Dig 
eet a March 23, 1942 

| Miederhet. & EH. a — nei Pear ime 

| Santhitis. ps anyge Bandit Wor3:20-248. — i 

. Two weather stations inside and outside a growing plantation, 1922-1939. 

Plantation made in 1903, Jack and Ponderosa pine. Not all the measurements 

are for the full period. : 
| Inside Outside 

At 23 above ground, for 9 years wind movement ratio a 6:lUMO 

. With sun on both evaporimeters, evaporation rate a 

| Mean daily air temperature, fall to spring lower 

| summer same 

Daily range of temperature, summer and spring higher 

fall and winter higher 

Mean max. temp., summer higher 

Mean min. temp, summer lower 

Mean max. & mean min., winter spring & fall lower 

(no cooling effect in summer, no warming in winter) 

Soil temp., aver 1' and 4! down, spring summer, fall cooler 

; winter warner 

Precipitation, 26% intercepted by crowns. Ratio 7% +: 100 

(This interception has increased from 19 to 33%) 

Comment: Note misuse of "climatic"
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| Parkman: The Orgeon frail / 
| an abrre A sy 

| 
, In the spring of 1846 the author, with a few companions, went 
| from Independence on the Missouri through northeastern Kansas until 
} they struck the Platte River which they followed across Nebraska to 

Ft. Laramie in what is now Wyoming. In order to learn something about 
| the Indians, Parkman passed several weeks in an Oglala camp which 
| wandered between the Medicine Bow Mts. (Wyo.) and the Black Hillis 
| (Wyo. and S.D.) The Oglalas were seeking buffalo to supply meat for 
. winter and hides for lodges. Only cow buffalo hides were suitable for 
| making lodges. Bull hides were too tough to be worked by the primitive 
| methods of the squaws. 
| Upon the return to Laramie, Parkman rode southeastward through 
| Colorado and then followed the Arkansas River eastward to the settle- 

ments. 
| Besides frequent references of the author to prairie dogs, wolves 

and coyotes which were seen almost every day, the following points are 
chosen as possibly significant in compiling game history: 

| No buffalo were sighted until the party had been 4 days on the 
Platte (Neb.). Antelope were also seen then. 

Elk, antelope, and deer (mulecsor—binckteti?) were seen around 
= Laramie, but no buffalo. Grizzly bears were said to abound there, 

| though the author saw none. 

Between Ft. Laramie and the Black Hills no buffalo were seen. 
Signs were found of deer, elk, big horn, and grizzly. Antelope were 
seen occasionally. One of the curlews was apparently common, and also 
a "white plover". 

The Oglala Indians who finally found buffalo somewhere between 
the mountains and the Black Hills often found nothing but bulls in 
some herds. (Sex groups?) 

White Shield's quiver was made of "the spotted skin of a small 
panther, common among the Black Hills". This was probably bobcat 
skin. @, hax 2 

Blacktail deer were seen in Black Hills. There were also signs of 
elk and big horn. Wolves were common. Trappers claimed to have caught 
beaver, marten, and sable (fisher?) there. 

Grizzly sign and reports of bear between Laramie and Pueblo. 

Antelope frequently seen along the Arkansas River and also many 
buffalo. Concerning the bulls "thousands of them might be slaughtered 
without causing any detriment to the species}(Parkman and companions 
had fun in doing their share) for their numbers greatly exceed the 
cows. The hides of the latter alone are used for purposes of commerce 
and for making the lodges of Indians; and the destruction among them 
is therefore greatly disproportionate". 

Prairie hen abundant in Kansas along the Santa Fe trail.
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; » joo ™ 
Gerstell, R. P. "Winter Feeding". Bull. 3, Pa. Game Comm. 194% 

Starvation Experiments 

Pheasant Survival, Weight Weather 
days loss 

A Game ferm pheasants wy 22-48% at death 
B Wild trapped pheas. 

(captive 1 yr.) 35 42% (13 still alive) worse than lot A 

Wild Turkey 

A 2 wild birds 8 25% Chamber O°F, wind 
B 2 wild birds 11-16 (13) 33% Chamber O°F, no wind 
C 2 outdoor pen birds 4 hog Outdoor pen 

Bobwhite, Game farm, young : 

A 10 quail singly, wind 2 17% Chamber O°F, wind 
B 10 quail singly, no wind 2.5 aug Chamber O°F, no wind 
C 10 quail muddled 4,1 32% Chamber O°F, wind 

Fuffed Grouse, Game farm, various ages 

A 2 birds (pair) 6-7 256 Chamber O°F, wind 
B 2 birds (pair) 8 31% Chamber O°F, no wind 

Hungarian Partridge, Game farm, young 

A 1 pair 5-6 40% Chamber O°F, wind 
B 1 pair 6-8 40% Chamber O°F, no wind 

Mallard, scrub, various ages 

A 4 pairs 12 354 Chamber O°F, wind 
B 4 pairs 9.4 404% Chamber O°F, no wind 

Horned Owl, wild trapped 

6 birds 11-17 (12.8) 29=33 (314) Chamber O°F, wind 

Red Shoulder, captive reared 

2 birds 6-11 224 Chamber O°F, wind 

WI Deer, 10 mo., captive reared 

1 deer 14 29% 11-58° F 

Cottontail, wild trapped 

A 5 rabbits in7 6-15 (13%) 0° Chamber, wind 
B 5 rabbits 1k (2.5) 5-19 (15%) same, no wind 
C 5 rabbits, outdoors 5-7 (5-7) 37-23 (23%) outdoors |



2 

: z Survival, Weight Weather 
days loss 

Gray Fox, wild trapped, captive reared, 10 mos. 

A 1 fox 7 26% 0° Chamber, wind 

B 1 fox, outdoors 13 30% 

Muskrat, wild trapped 

A 2 rats 2 13% 0° Chamber, wind 
B 2 rate 4 21% 0° Chamber, no wind 
C 2 outdoors 8 30% 

Skunk, males, mixed origin 

A 5 skunks 6-23 (15) 20-54 (37%) 0° Chamber, no wind 
B 3 skunks 11-51 (37) Bus outdoors 

Qpossum, wild caught 

A 1 male, 5 female 317 (13) 9-41 ae 0° Chamber, wind 
B 2 females 10-24 (17) 32-43 (40%) outdoors 

Pheasant egg production. Starved lot delayed 10 days in egg-laying. No significant 
difference in fertility, but higher hatchability than controls. Total egg production 
same. 

Bobwhite. Starved lot regained weight but died at laying season. 

Whitetail deer. Malnutrition followed by excess females and reduced fawn crops. 

Grit. Gritless pheasants lived up to 70 days, lost no more weight than controls, 
and contained as much grit as controls, but ate less food. Gritless quail mech 
the same. Above true on both artificial grain and weed-seed foods. 

Winter Water. Pheasants survived 79 waterless days without loss. Weight 
behavior inconclusive. Quail, however, lost weight and some died on a waterless 
diet. Skunks, and coons, like quail, died without water. 

ec Digest book 
Pheasant (food) box 
Bobwhite (food) box 
water folder 
grit folder 
starvation folder
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Digest of Parkman's "The California & Oregon Trail", : 
ey Bay Rewpotel Pee 

Range of Sago grouse --------+--+--+--+--+ 103 
Elk on Laramie Cr. es 105 
Anticipated extinction of buffale -----.- 126 
Antelope as peace spirit of Dakotas -----.- LZ?” 
Grizzites on plaing = -« =< =- = © & & = = = + & 132 
Deer in cottonwood bottoms - ----+-+--+..-+.- 141 
Grizzly abundant in Black Hilis --<«-.--+-.-..< I47 
ergs herd of buffalo bull@ <« <-----+.-+4-.65 164 
Ladies made of sheep horng «+ «= - =< =.= - - = « 169 
Running antelope, killing bull with arrows - - - 177 
Signal of buffale in sight - flapping robes - - 175, 183 
The Cricket points out the buffale - ----+4.- 179 
Buffaic bulls walk into samp - - « = =< =s -& 180 
Mieborn Tor whip handles « - «= = - = 4 « «4 ss 184 
Buffalo hunt 185, antelope tame near buffalo 

herds -----+-+-+--+-+-+-++ 186 
Indians did not have salt fof meat - - - - . - - 237, 190 
Beaver in Bleek Hili@s. = 2 - +s se «© eS 6 Ss 204 
Hide and tongue belong to hunter --------- 205 
Hlk in Black Hills -- - ---s-+----+-+--+- 225, 212 
Buffalo penetrated Black Hille ~ - ---=-. +. 216 

— Speen in Black Hilts. — 4 44 << - = = = «= « & 225 
Blacktkeil Bear in Black Hiljea = --+--+--=« 952 
Horned toad 6 mos. without food: - - -=--.. « 248 
Man attacked by grizzly eating a buffalo - - - - 257 
Hundreds of wolves on Arkansas - - -.----- 274 
Bull mired. in mag - -< - - == 25+ sc c255 f= Bee 
Buffalo water at sunrise and at noon - --- -— - 286 
duatitying slaughter of bulls ==. <«.-<<-=s5 287 
Shooting bulls behind foreleg, how they die - - 288 

: Approaching bulls by running and falling - - - - 287 
Buffalo that would not rum nor attack = ---- 290



pe February, 1944 : 
. Aldo Leopold ; 

STEEP FARMS IN S.W. WISCONSIN 

(A synopsis of findings of a survey mde for the State Soil Conservation Committee 

by Aldo Leopold and Joseph J. Hickey, 1943) 

(a) 348 farms in southern LaCrosse County were examined in 1942. 

(bv) 44 of these, or 12%, had less than 30 acres of safe cropland. The owners 

are cultivating unsafe slopes to make a living. 

(c) As erosion progresses, the percentage of problem farms will increase. 

(ad) The average problem farm values its land at $1600, its buildings at $1400, 

total $3000. 

(e) It would cost $10,000,000 to buy out the problem farms of S,.W. Wisconsin. 

(f) It would probably cost more not to buy them out, because they aro: 

1. Feoding silt and floods to other farms, highways, otc. 

2. Thoir existenco prevents adoption of land~uso rogulations 

applicable to normal farms. ; s 

_ (2) Of the 44 farms, 30% are isolated, 25% aro in pairs, 45% are groupod. Only 
the groups could be bought as County Forests or public hunting grounds, 

because administration of small units costs too much. 

(h) Such lands would yield wood if replanted, but tho gamo yiold would be small. 

(i) Wo recommend that tho largor groups be bought by the State Conservation 

Department as forests and public hunting grounds. 

(j) The romainder should be gradually bought, partitioned, and resold to 

adjoining land owners subject to land-uso contracts spocifying safe 

land-use. This will keep them on the tax~roll, but will ontail a 

loss on the farm buildings. 

(x) No organization and no funds exist for this purpose. The first move is to 

"foel out" the practicability of this procedure on a small scale. 

(1) It is hoped that somo counties or Soil Conservation Districts will proceed 

experimontally to this ond.
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Digest of . 

Detweiler, F. B. 1943. Better Acorns from & ‘ 
Heavily Fertilized White Oak Tree. Jour. Forestry, 

41312:915-916, 

A white oak 50' high, 24" DBH, 44' diam. crown, was fertilized 
in 1941 at rate of 14,000# per acre mixed fertilizer. Fertilizer 
injured shrubs but not tree or lawn. 

Previous crops of acorns: 1927--1 bushel, 1935--1 bushel, 

1939--2 bushels averaging 108 acorns per 1b., 60# per bu., wormy. 
12,000 acorns broadeast on grass from 1939 crop gave no seedlings. 

In 1942, a year after fertilization, tree bore 8-10 bushels, 
few wormy. These germinated and formed seedlings even after 

cotyledons had been raked off. Germinated at once after falling. 

Some reached down to soil through a dense sod 2" thick. 

| Comment by AL: If soil fertility gives bigger and more vigorous 

. mast crops, this may explain the diminution in 

. mast crops in such trees as beech. (See Schorger's 

papers on Passenger Pigeon) 

| 
Aldo Leopold 
Jamary 7, 1944 

| ce digests” 
. McCabe 

Schorger 
f Longenecker 
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February 28, 1944 

{a7 
Holbrook, Stewart H. 

1943. Burning an empire. MacMillan Co., New York, 
229 pp., $2.50. (Digest by Aldo Leopold) 

1825. New Brunswick. Miramichi fire on Oct. 7 burned 2,000,000 acres, 

killed 130 people. "Driest summer and fall since the coming of 
the white man." (pp. 54-60.) 

1918. Minn. Cloquet fire on Oct. 12 burned 1,280,000 acres at Cloquet 
and other points. 28 lives lost. 30 million property damage 

. at Cloquet. (pp. 31-45) 

1894. Minn. Hinckley fire on Sept. 1 burned 160,000 acres, killed 418 
people. (pp. 13-30) 

1910. Minn. Rainy River fire in October destroyed the towns of Baudette 
and Spooner and burned 300,000 acres, including much highland 
spruce. (p.31) 

1871. us. Peshtigo fire on Oct. 8 burned 1,280,000 acres. Killed over 
00 people. Chicago burned this same day. Rain fell Oct. 9. (pp.61-76) 

1870-71. Wis. Dry winter hindered logging. Followed by drouth from 
May to September. 

: 1891. Wis. Comstock fire burned 65,000 acres in Barron Co. (p. 77) 

1893. Drouth (p.77) 

1894. Wis. Fires in 11 northwestern counties, including Phillips fire, ; 
July 26, 100,000 acres, and on Sept. 1, a whole series of fires 
extending from Rusk Co. to Leke Superior, west to Polk Co. (p. 77) 

1871. Mich. Wires on Oct. 8 burned 2% million acres from Lansing to 
"The Thumb", pp. 94-102. 

1881. Mich. Fire on "The Thumb" on Aug. 31 burned 1 million acres, 
killed 167 people. (pp. 102-107) 

1827. BC. David Douglas sees and names "Douglas Fir" (p.109) 

(2) 
1902. Washington and Oregon. Fires in September 9-12, burned 700,000 

acres, killed 38 people, 13 million damage (pp. 109-114) 

1910. Idaho Fires. Drouth from April to August. Fires on Aug. 20-21 
burned 2,595,635 acres, 8 billion feet of timber. 85 dead, mostly 
fire fighters, pp. 121-133. 

1933. Oregon. Tillamook fire from Aug. 14-24 burned 311,000 acres, 
ae I2f billion feet of timber, killed 1 person (pp. 134—141) 

; 1937. Wyo. Blackwater Canyon fire on Aug. 20 burned 15,000 acres and 
killed 15 fire fighters. (pp. 162-164.) 

(See also notes on back flyleaf of book.)
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: RODUCT} FO} IDUFER ne ae 
Digest of Food Yields st 

Hose Lake Wildlife Experiment Station 

— per sere Ragweed oxtail Seartweed Lambs quarter Total 
/ r 63 23 3 5 = 

| Hovenber 7 1 O44 1 2 
Decenber 3 0.3 0.2 O12 4 

Maximum field of wheat stubble 2118 
Maximum garden : 5TH 

Waste corn on mechanically picked field, max. 10 bushels 
mix. 3.3 bushels 

7 Goxd and Poor Soil: good Newago loam 307% weed eeod 
“at Coloma sand 79% weed seed 

. Mast production per tree : 

Pigment 7.3 qts. Shagberk 1.2 qts. Yalmt 56 ats. 

Paper filed "Food Yields" 

; 

: |
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i : “a 
Aldo 1a WF Deore is] % hs Mot for pablication) a 

: Horseshoe Lake Regions, Illinois gq 
(Comphied from Ayers, J, 3, Renders of Horseshoe inden, iwer, Forests. Out, 2 19%, Bider, ¥, B, leplications of a Goose Concentration, llth N, A, Whld~ 3 life Gonf., 1946, bhi~kk6, and fron ywivate eorrespondence,) _ ‘2 
Year October Consus Reported Club Estimated Total © Percent fetal 

Kala Mortality Mertelity 

i <= ' 12,398 17,300 Ie + 
1 ? 20, po ? 3 19m 45,000 607 ‘he 1 19h2 oo 6, 109 X 4 4 Ly 14, 300 7 (2) 2 EL pd > 72025 (1) 9,000 (1) 7 

(2) 1945 ioe ’ 5e250 (2) 6,000 (2) 2x ; 
1946 28,000 elosed olesed Closed 

aigtoner geasus Gensus at maxinmm yomtlation, ugaslly in late October ee 
ent observers ar at Aifferent times. ™ Reverted Club TLL! Uxtractod from the bar records at “Clubs” required 

@ Be SB 
iattauted tote ort lites Reported Club itll, plus eatimated erivnles, eq 2 MUR on nsouri aide of River, plus a few Milled in Ken ’ tacky « 

; “Bangant fatal Mortal tors Above divided by Ortober cenmms, Where there | . are census, the lancer he used, 

{3} Beason Limit of 6,000 set by FB, ¥, 1. Servier. 
Season limit of 5,000 set by F. W. Ly Service, , 

=f
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Ca 

ue Walton's "The Complete Angler" 

P. & «= "to wish him a rainy evening to read the following Dis- 
course; and that if he be an honest Angler, the east 
wind may never blow when he goes a-fishing". 

26 - "Rivers -- were made for wise men to contemplate, and 
fools to pass by". 

48 - How to draw and cook a chub, ‘ 

53 - "Sir George Hastings, an excellent angler, now with God." 

66 - "A companion that is cheerful and free from swearing and 
: scurrilous discourse is worth gola". 

66 - Angler's Song 

"But these delights I neither wish 
“ Nor envy while I freely fish" 

"I care not, I, to fish in seas 
Fresh rivers best my mind do please, ‘ 
Whose sweet calm ccurse I contemplate 
And seek in life to imitate" 

"And when the timorous trout I wait 
P fo take, and he devours my bait, 

How poor a thing, sometimes I find 
Will captivate a greedy mind, 

. And when none bite I praise the wise 
Whom vain allurements ne'er surprise." 

70 -= Recipes for raising, sccuring and keeping fish-worms. 

79 - "A Jury of flies, like to betray and condemn all the 
‘ Trouts in the river". : 

86 - "Doubtless God could have made a better berry, but dcubt- 
less he never did." (Dr. Bottler of Strawberries) 

93,101- Hearing, smell and sight (92) in trout, 155 

103 - Age of fishes 

107 - "These be incidents thet we Anglers sometimes see, and 
often talk of". 

112 - "This dish of meat (roast pike) is too good for any but 
anglers, or very honest men, and I trust you will prove 
both," 

113 - "The carp --, a stately, a good, and a very subtile fish.” 

116 - Game in Bible - fish allowed and prohibited (Leviticus XI) 

119 = Recipe for cooking carp.



: 2. 159 - "I envy not him that eats better meat than I do, nor him 
: that is richer, or that wears better clothes than I do: 

I envy nobody but him, and him only, thst catches more 
fish than I do." ' 

164 - "Dr. Wharton, a man of great learning and experience, | 
and of equal freedom to communicate it." 

174 - " -- a sacrifice pleasing to him that made the sun and 
us, and -- gives us flowers, and showers, and stomachs, 
and meat, and content, and leisure to go a-fishing."” 

"I'll tell you, scholar, when last I sat on this prim- 
rose bank and locked down these meadows I thought of 
them as Charles the Emperor did of the city of Borence ~ 

; that they were too pleasant to be looked on, but only 
on holy days." 

aBe
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